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Fuelbreaks offer a promising approach to the control of

wildfires. On these wide strips through brushfields and

around communities, vegetation of low volume and low

growth is maintained to contribute to firefighting safety and

provide a place for backfiring. After mature vegetation has

been removed on fuelbreaks, herbicides have been the

primary tool for controlling brush regrowth. But the con-

tinued use of chemicals is threatened by political and en-

vironmental considerations. Using goats to control this

regrowth appears to be a promising alternative.

Goats have been accused of destroying the resource, but

they generally reap the blame for prior mismanagement in-

volving overgrazing by other animals, indiscriminate use of

fire, and baring of the soil by various means. Goats can

utilize woody vegetation on which other livestock would

starve, and so they are usually present during the final stages

of land degradation. Test results show that properly

managed goats eliminated or controlled woody vegetation at

the same time that herbaceous vegetation reoccupied the

site.

Goats will eat a wider variety of plants than other classes

of livestock, but unless they are subjected to grazing

pressure, will only eat plant parts that are in a favorable

growth stage from species they relish. Goat diets, when

averaged over a year, usually contain at least half browse,

the rest grasses and forbs. During spring, goats seek out the

lush herbaceous growth, then concentrate more and more

on browse through the otlier seasons. Forbs are taken more

or less in proportion to their abundance.

Goats are least selective on first-year brush regrowth, and

become more selective as the brush is older. In mature

stands, much or most of the brush is out of their reach.



Goats ate first-year regrowth of chamise, desert ceanothus,

California bush buckwheat, and Eastwood manzanita, but

scarcely touched 5-year-old plants of these species, except in

bedding grounds or other places of confinement. Mountain

mahogany and scrub oak were most-favored species in the

5-year-old brush stands.

For fuelbreaks, Spanish goats have some advantages over

Angoras. They are larger, and better able to fend off pred-

ators, and the marketable kids are larger. They are some-

what better browsers than Angoras, and are more hardy.

With good feed, and intensive management. Angoras may

be more profitable, however.

Recommended stocking rates for goats are 0.5 to 3 acres

(0.2 to 1.2 ha) per goat the first year after clearing, depen-

ding on the amount of regrowth, and reduced stocking

thereafter. Larger numbers of goats may be used for short

periods. Stocking rates that continuously or two or three

times annually remove all leaves and small twigs will kill

small shrubs in 2 years, and most larger ones in 3 or 4 years.

An economically viable breeding goat herd would be at

least 1500 goats. Buying wethers or nonfertile nannies in

spring and selling them in fall should achieve management

objectives, but a subsidy would probably be needed.

The question of whether goats should be herded or fenced

for control is still a moot one. Some combination of prac-

tices is probably the best. Getting good herders and good

dogs is a problem.

The supply of water and food helps determine whether

goats can utilize an area. Fuelbreaks are frequently in dry

and remote areas where water must be provided by hauling,

development of springs or wells, and piping the water to

where it is needed. Supplemental feeding appears to be a

desirable practice during the winter, particularly for preg-

nant animals. Any livestock feed available can be used.

Mountain terrain offers other problems. Roads are fre-

quently not good, especially during the winter. Rough, steep

terrain encourages injury or lameness, and remoteness from

urban amenities discourages herders.

Goats in southern California have been lost to cold, stor-

my weather and to predators. Kids are particularly sensitive

to cold, wet weather, and protection should be provided for

nannies and their kids. Predator losses have not been large

when the goats were herded, and the herder could occa-

sionally shoot at a coyote stalking the goats. Poison plants

have not caused losses on the Cleveland National Forest,

but with goats under grazing stress, poison plants are a

potential source of losses.

The inability to show an economic return has restricted

use of goats on wildlands. The owner-operators have not

been experienced local livestock producers, banks have

refused to lend sufficient funds for an economic size unit,

and the market for goats is uncertain. Some form of subsidy

by the using agency will probably be necessary.
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Figure 1—On fuelbreaks, woody fuels on wide strips are re-

duced or eliminated to assist in control of wildfire.



Fire managers, land managers, and other interested

citizens agree on "fuelbreaks" as one strategy to help

control wildfire. Fuelbreaks are strips through brushfields

or around communities, or other areas of considerable

value, 200 to 400 ft (60 to 120 m) wide, on which the values

at risk determine the intensity of fuel management (fig. I).

Low volume, low growing vegetation that will not support

intense fire is generally maintained on the fuelbreaks to con-

tribute to firefighter safety and provide a place for back-

firing (Green 1977).

Clearing dense chaparral as part of fuelbreak construc-

tion is frequently an expensive procedure, and regrowth

from sprouting brush crowns and seed soon negates the

clearing unless countermeasures are immediate (Plumb

1961). Maintaining fuelbreaks to the prescribed vegetation

level is one of the most serious problems faced by all agen-

cies charged with doing so. The problem is compounded by

these constraints:

• Maintenance with herbicides is generally unacceptable

from a political and environmental standpoint.

• Maintenance with prescribed fire is often impractical

because the young-age brush will burn only under

severe conditions, when prescribed burning is unsafe,

unless grass is sufficient to carry a light fire.

• Mechanical treatment (brush rakes, heavy disks, and

other means) is expensive and possibly damaging to the

site.

• Handtool labor is not only expensive (as high as

$2000/acre [$5000/ha]), but slow.

Faced with limited budgets, persoimel, and other con-

straints, and with the need to maintain fuelbreaks, some

land managers have experimented with livestock—especially

goats—as a promising way of lowering maiintenance costs.

This is an appealing idea because goats naturally consume

large proportions of brush species in their diets and because

the market for goat meat appears to be expanding. Some
ranchers are interested because controlling brush usually im-

proves conditions for grasses and forbs, which cattle and

sheep prefer.

This paper examines the various aspects of using goats to

control brush regrowth, summarizes knowledge and ex-

perience gained to date by the Forest Service and its cooper-

ators, and considers some common misconceptions about

goats and their effects on ecosystems—ideas that originate

from mismanaged situations.

Our experience is mostly from using goats on fuelbreaks,

on the Cleveland National Forest in southern California,

but most of the lessons can be applied elsewhere on

wildlands.

DO GOATS DAMAGE THE RESOURCE?

A study of the history of goat use in Arizona, Cahfornia,

New Mexico, Texas, and elsewhere indicates that goats

under proper management are probably less damaging than

any other class of livestock or large wild game. They can,

however, eat more woody vegetation than other domestic

livestock and because of this, managers can force them to

overuse and destroy woody as well as herbaceous

vegetation.

Damage to Vegetative Cover

In west Texas on ranges that were in good condition in

the late 1940's, ranchers maintained predominantly English

breeds of beef cattle—Hereford, Angus, and a few Short-

horn. Ranges in fair range condition were frequently

stocked with sheep and Brahma cattle. On ranges in poor

condition, goats were stocked alone, or with other livestock.

These lands had been grazed, and often overgrazed, for

more than 100 years. When grazing abuse had eliminated

most desirable vegetation and much of the topsoil, only

goats could efficiently harvest the remaining unpalatable,

poor quality woody and herbaceous vegetation. But because

goats were on the land after the range was in poor range

condition, they were frequently blamed for the damage

done by many decades of abuse by other classes of

livestock.

Goats can survive and become a profitable commodity

while consuming only coarse forages on which cattle and

sheep have difficulty surviving (Merrill 1975, Merrill and

Taylor 1976). Consequently goats can destroy more varieties

of vegetation than cattle or sheep under conditions of

mismanagement that cause severe range deterioration. With

intense overgrazing, cattle are the first to go, then sheep sur-

vive for a time, but after their numbers are reduced because

of poor range conditions, the goat can and will survive. In

studies in Texas, goats were the least destructive grazers

under proper stocking, then cattle, sheep, and horses the

most destructive (Merrill 1975).

In the Mediterranean area, goats are "really only the last

link in a vicious chain of land devastation brought on by in-

discriminate burning, cutting, grazing, slope denudation,

and cultivation" (Naveh 1972). Most of the world's deteri-

orated rangelands were caused by overgrazing by cattle and

sheep, and this condition eventually left pasturage that only

the goat could utilize (Huss 1972).



Accounts about goats damaging vegetation on mid-

Pacific Islands are found in the literature (Calvopina and

Vries 1979; Coblentz 1976, 1977; Spatz and Mueller-

Dombois 1973; Vries 1979; Vries and Calvopina 1979).

Goats have been on the Channel Islands off the southern

California coast for at least 150 years (Coblentz 1976), as

have sheep (Coblentz 1980, Minnich 1980). The goats were

released on the Channel and other Pacific Islands during ex-

plorations or settlement, and into an environment where

they had no natural enemies. To prevent further elimination

of native plants and to accomplish recovery efforts for seven

threatened and endangered plants and animals, the U.S.

Navy removed about 20,(X)0 goats from San Clemente

Island between 1973 and mid- 1981. An estimated 500 goats

remained for later removal effort. Starting in 1877 large

numbers of sheep were brought to San Clemente Island

(Raven 1963). Sheep were confined to fenced pastures all

along the plateau that forms the Island's main land mass.

They were removed after the U.S. Navy acquired San

Clemente Island in 1934 (Larson 1981).

We believe that a buildup in goat numbers in chaparral

areas similar to that which occurred in the Pacific Islands

could not occur. Goats in such areas are under the control

of herders with dogs trained to bring back animals that

might stray. Even more important, predators—especially

coyotes but also bobcats, dogs, and occasionally mountain

lions—are never far away from a goat herd. If both male

and female goats escaped from a herd, any kids born would

be harvested by the coyotes and bobcats, even if these

predators were less successful at killing the mature goats.

Many small goat herds exist throughout California and in

some instances, goats were abandoned. If they had the

potential to expand their numbers after escaping, this would

surely have happened by now.

Goats under moderate or intermittent stocking reduced

the brush cover, while annual grasses and forbs increased,

during 2- to 4-year browsing periods in both central and

southern California. Goats confined in small enclosures

over several days or weeks bared the soil as they removed

any herbaceous vegetation and the leaves and twigs from all

shrubs. The effect of goats in these holding pens and other

areas of concentration has evidently not been serious,

however, because annual grasses and forbs occupied the

bare soil between shrubs a growing season after goat use

Figure 2—Annual grasses increased as volume of brush de-
creased after heavy browsing for 1 or more years.



was discontinued—even where it had not previously been

present under thick brush {fig. 2).

As Angora goats grazed at a heavy rate for 23 years at the

Research Station in Sonora, Texas, a perennial grass

understory developed (Merrill and Taylor 1976). In South

Africa, grassland being invaded by brush (658 shrubs/acre

or 1625/ha) was burned off, then stocked with goats. At the

end of the season when cattle were admitted, grass produc-

tion did not differ between plots with goats and those

without (Trollope 1974).

Our experience then and that reported in the literature is

that goats under proper stocking will control brush without

damaging the herbaceous vegetation, or the soil.

Preferences for Plants

A popular assumption is that goats will eat practically

anything. They will take a wider variety of plants than other

classes of livestock (Bryant and others 1979, Fraps and Cory

1940, Huss 1972, Merrill and Taylor 1976, Naveh 1972), but

will feed selectively if there is a choice (Green and others

1978). They will select the plant parts and species that are in

a favorable stage of growth. Goats include a large propor-

tion of browse in their diets—generally more than 50 per-

cent over a year—and they eat more browse than other

classes of domestic livestock (Askins and Turner 1972,

Aucamp 1975, Bryant and others 1979, Campbell and

others 1962, Dutoit 1972, Huss 1972, Wilson 1969). Grasses

and forbs were dominant in goats' diet, especially during

spring on lightly grazed range. And grasses and browse were

dominant in ther diet on heavily grazed range near Sonora,

Texas (Bryant and others 1979, Malechek and Leinweber

1972). Forb consumption tended to be limited by availa-

bility. In a west Texas study, goats fed on woody plants 65

percent of their grazing time through the year, and on weeds

and grass about 35 percent (Askins and Turner 1972).

In July 1979 in southern California, 400 goats were

placed in an 80-acre (32-ha) fenced area that had burned a

year earlier. The goats concentrated first on a sparse stand

of dry forbs, then the shrub regrowth. When this was

browsed to about 50 percent of the available browse, the

goats turned to a stand of dry perennial grass, mostly

wheatgrass {Agropyron sp.), hardinggrass (Phalaris

tuberosa L. var. stenoptera [Hack.] Hitchc), and some or-

chard grass {Dactylis glomerata L.). Earlier, in 1976, goats

placed in small pastures containing 5-year-old regrowth

browsed two abundant shrubs—mountain mahogany {Cer-

cocarpus betuloides Nutt.) and scrub oak {Quercus dumosa

Nutt.)—but ignored chamise {Adenostoma fasciculatum H.

&. A.) and bush buckwheat {Eriogonum fasciculatum

Benth.), except for flowers, and Eastwood manzanita (Arc-

tostaphylos glanduiosa Eastw.).

During the 1974-76 seasons, Angora goats in a heavily

stocked central California pasture kept both woody re-

growth and herbaceous vegetation closely grazed. In

another pasture stocked at half the heavy stocking rate,

goats kept the brush regrowth browsed back but only lightly

grazed the annual herbaceous grasses and forbs. When
green herbaceous feed became available, the goats in both

central and southern California searched out young green

grass and forbs and almost ignored brush regrowth. A
rancher commented that goats help eliminate tarweed

(Hemizonia sp.) (Elam 1952).

Goats on the Cleveland National Forest in San Diego

County were selective in choosing their diets, as are all

animals. They selected green, succulent, tender plants in

preference to those that were dry and woody. During early

spring, much of what they ate was grass and forbs. As the

annuals dried, preferred shrubs made up a larger proportion

of the diet. As grazing pressure increased and as preferred

species became less available, goats shifted to less preferred

shrubs and trees. If confined behind a strong fence, they ate

all the available foliage from all woody plants as well as all

herbaceous vegetation.

Western or birchleaf mountain mahogany was highly at-

tractive to the goats and always received the heaviest use of

any abundant browse during our southern California test

(table 1). We rated use of 5-year-old regrowth on a scale of

= no use to 10 = 100 percent of leaves and small twigs

taken. Birchleaf mountain mahogany use was usually rated

9.5 or 9.6 (Green and others 1978). The growth habit of

Table 1 —Preferences of goats for southern California shrubs under

moderate grazing pressure

Scientific name

Regr owth'''

Common name 1 year 5 years

Chamise Adenostoma fasciculatum 6 to 7 1 to 2^'

Red shank A. sparsifolium Niy Oto 1

Eastwood manzanita Arctostaphylos glanduiosa 7 Oto 1

Mexican or

pointleaf manzanita A. pungens 2 to 3 ND
Big sagebrush Artemisia tridentata ND 2 to 3

Desert ceanothus Ceanothus greggii 7 1 to 3

Whitethorn ceanothus C. leucodermis 5 5

Mountain mahogany Cercocarpus betuloides 10 9 to 10

Bush buckwheat Eriogonum fasciculatum 5 to 1^'

Honeysuckle Lonicera subsp. Johnstonii ND 10

Toyon Heteromeles arbutifolia ND 6 to 7

Hollyleaf cherry Prunus ilicifolia ND 2 to 3

Scrub oak Quercus dumosa 9 8

Scrub interior

live oak Q. wislizenii frutescens ND 5

Redberry Rhamnus crocea ilicifolia ND 9 to 10

Sugarbush/sumac Rhus ovata ND Oto 1

Squawbush Rhus trilobata 8 1

White sage Salvia apiana Oto 1 ND
Bluecurls Trichostema parishii ND to F'

'Rating: = no browsing, 10

leaves and small twigs.

^'Mostly flowers preferred.

^'No data.

100 percent consumption of available



Figure 3—Goats usually favor scrub oak (A) and strip the plant of nearly

all leaves and fine twigs (B), before consuming shrubs, such as chamise,

desert ceanothus, and manzanita.

mountain mahogany is open, with all the twigs readily

available, except on tall plants. No sharp spines restrict

browsing. Scrub oak was the second abundant, palatable

shrub in southern California. Always browsed, it was rated

about 8—somewhat less than the utilization of mountain

mahogany (fig. 3).

Goats are partial to interior live oak {Quercus wislizenii

A. DC.) sprouts (Sampson 1944). We observed in the cen-

tral Sierra Nevada foothills that goats ate interior live oak

avidly. However, during summer 1979 in southern Califor-

nia, goats seemed less interested in the shrubby form, the

variety frutescens.

Two other southern California shrubs are palatable but

grow in only trace amounts. Honeysuckle {Lonicera

subspicata Johmtonii [Keck]) was always browsed back to

stems Va inch (0.64 cm) diameter, or larger. Redberry

{Rhamnus crocea ilicifolia [Kell.] Greene) was also highly

favored. Its defense was to grow with a canopy of dense

stiff branchlets which protected some of the leafy growth.

Chamise and Eastwood manzanita are common to abun-

dant shrubs in southern California, but they do not attract

goats. While 80 to 100 percent of available browse of some

species was being taken, chamise use was rated 1 to 2. It

would have been even less had not the goats selected

chamise flower stalks. Only a few twigs of Eastwood man-

zanita were taken—a rating of about 0.5, if the goats had a

selection of shrubs. When nine Spanish goat wethers were

fenced inside a 0.5-acre (0.2-ha) enclosure for 2 weeks, they

concentrated on green grass, forbs, and dry oak leaves

during the 3 days they were available, ate mostly scrub oak

during the 4 days it lasted, then chose chamise in preference

to Eastwood manzanita or desert ceanothus (Sidahmed and

others 1981).

California bush buckwheat usually comprised some small

percentage of the FiVailable browse. Its flowers were eaten by

the goats, but not its leaves.

Desert ceanothus (C. greggii A. Gray) was sometimes

locally abundant, but we rated utilization only 1 to 3.

Flowers were browsed, and sometimes twigs from seedlings

or other small plants. Whitethorn ceanothus (C leucoder-

mis Greene) occurred as occasional scattered shrubs, and its

use averaged about 5. Hollyleaf cherry {Prunus ilicifolia

[Nutt.] Walp.) utilization was 2.2.

Bluecurls (Trichostema parishii Vasey) is a highly scented

shrub found in trace amounts. It was not browsed, except

for the flower stalks.

Squawbush {Rhus trilobata Nutt.) was generally not

selected for browsing, although its habit of dropping leaves

during the dry summer suggested leaf utilization. Some
first-year squawbush regrowth was browsed, however.

Neither sugarbush sumac {Rhus ovata S. Wats.) nor white

sage {Salvia apiana Jeps.) was browsed during the limited

contact goats had with them. On Santa Catalina Island,

laural sumac {Rhus lauriana Nutt.) and white sage were

abundant where goats concentrated, indicating that they are

not browsed by choice (Coblentz 1977, Minnich 1980).

Poison oak {Toxicodendron diversilobum [T. & G.] Greene)

was not abundant, but was eaten wherever the goats found

it.

Red shank {Adenostoma sparsifolium Torr.) was usually

ignored, except the goats sometimes rubbed their heads and

horns on it. The first browsing of red shank observed by a

herder was at the approach of a storm. When bed grounds

enclosed red shank, goats stripped foliage from the plants.

Other use occurred in holding pastures under grazing stress.



A green herbaceous plant the goats ignored even under

close utilization was wild peony {Paeonia californica Nutt.).

Telegraph weed {Heterotheca grandiflora Nutt.) also had a

low palatability rating, even though not quite dry.

A communal group maintained goats on the Santa Bar-

bara Ranger District, Los Padres National Forest for four

years (Brotherhood of the Sun 1974).

• Plants browsed yearlong, but especially during the fall

and winter, along with dry grass, were: scrub oak

{Quercus dumosa), coast live oak {Q. agrifolia),

chamise {Adenostoma fasciculatum), California bush

buckwheat {Eriogonum fasciculatum) (when in

bloom), manzanita (during the winter), California

sagebrush (Artemisia californica and A. tridentata),

toyon (Heteromeles arbutifolia) (uncommon), and blue

elderberry {Sambucus cerulea) (uncommon).

• Shrubs not browsed were: yerba santa {Eriodictyon

californicum), sugar sumac (Rhus ovata), bigpod

ceanothus (Ceanothus megacarpus), blue blossom

ceanothus (C. thrysiflorus), juniper and yucca.

Comparisons with Other Livestocf<

At the University of California's Hopland Field Station

in northern California, browse, mostly from oaks, made up

7.3 percent of the diet of both cattle and sheep during the

dry summer months (Van Dyne and Heady 1965). Diet

samples showed that chamise and interior live oak were

eaten in significant amounts by sheep only when all her-

baceous material was removed. Oak was preferred to

chamise (Wilson and others 1971). In another northern

California study, grazing treatments with cattle and sheep

did little to delay the regrowth of brush (Murphy and others

1975). In studies at the San Joaquin Experimental Range in

central California, browse made up 1 to 2 percent of the diet

of beef cattle in one study (Wagnon 1963). In another Ex-

perimental Range study, less than 1 percent of the diet of

Hereford steers on fertilized range during summer was

browse; but forbs, representing 27 percent of the fertilized

herbage, was 23 percent of the diet one year and 25 percent

the next (Green and others 1958).

Cattle diets averaged approximately to 3 percent

browse, 10 to 20 percent forbs, and 70 to 90 percent grass on

18 large study areas near Roswell, New Mexico during

1979-80. Sheep diets averaged from about 5 to 11 percent

browse, 40 to 70 percent forbs, and 20 to 50 percent grass

(Beasom 1980). Similarly, in north central Texas, cattle ate

only limited amounts of tender browse and did not keep

brush regrowth under control (MaGee 1957). On the

Angeles National Forest in southern California, sheep did

not touch 2-year-old chamise regrowth even though herded

through a study area. At Sonora, Texas, 60 percent of the

sheep diet averaged over a year was grass, 22 percent was

browse, and 18 percent was forbs (Bryant and others 1979).

GOAT MANAGEMENT ON FUELBREAKS

Two breeds of goats—Angoras and Spanish—are used in

brushlands. The Angora, developed primarily for mohair

production, takes its name from the capital city of Turkey

where it was introduced to the western world (Merrill and

Taylor 1976, Spurlock and others 1978). The Spanish goat,

also known as hair goat or meat goat, is descended from

goats brought to the United States from Spain. A third type

of goat is the milk goat, which is generally not considered

for brush control because of the formidable problem of

handling and transporting milk in backcountry areas. The
milk goat has been crossed with Spanish goats, however,

and the Spanish goat may be descended from milk goat

breeds.

Selection of Breed

The Angora nanny or doe should weigh 70 to 80 pounds

(32 to 36 kg) if in good condition, the billies 125 to 175

pounds (56 to 80 kg). Spanish nannies in good condition will

weigh 80 to 1(X) pounds (36 to 45 kg), the billies commonly

150 to 175 pounds (68 to 80 kg) (Spudock and others 1978).

The larger size of the adult Spanish goat gives it some ad-

vantage in fending off predators.

The Spanish goat is considered to be a somewhat better

browser than the Angora. On the Edwards Plateau in

Texas, Spanish goats consumed little grass, moderately

grazed forbs, and completely utilized available browse.

Angoras grazed grasses to a short stubble, took 100 percent

of the forbs, and 80 percent of the available browse (Merrill

1975). Taylor (1975) suggested that Spanish goats are more

efficient browsers and are more efficient in controlling

brush under poor range conditions than the Angora. On
ranges in excellent condition at Sonora, Texas, however.

Angora and Spanish goats did not differ significantly in

what they ate (Bryant and others 1979).

The Spanish goat is considered to be hardier than the

Angora and has a wider range of weather adaptability. In

Texas, for example, the Spanish goat can be produced in all

sections, while Angora production is limited to low rainfall

areas (Groff 1973). Angoras probably need more human

help during kidding than do the Spanish goats (Spurlock

and others 1978), and browsing in brush tends to degrade

the mohair more than grazing in grassy areas.

From 1%3 to 1972, mohair sold for 40 to 80 cents per

pound—an unrewarding price to the grower. Since then the

price has escalated rapidly, and $2.50 (in 1973) to $7.00 per

pound has made the return from mohair an important con-

sideration when choosing between the two breeds.

Angora nannies will normally kid once each year and fre-

quently produce twins. Spanish nannies will sometimes

breed twice a year, or once each 8 or 9 months, and produce



twins (or sometimes triplets) with greater regularity than do

the Angoras. Kid crops in either breed run from 40 percent

under poor range conditions to 150 percent under a high

plane of nutrition (Dollahite 1972, MaGee 1957, Merrill and

Taylor 1976, Spurlock and others 1978). Spanish goats on

Catalina Island averaged less than one birth per 16 months

and only 1.2 young per birth due to the poor nutritional

level in areas of high goat density (Coblentz 1976). Nannies

that are undernourished tend to miscarry or suffer fetal

absorption (Spurlock and others 1978). In southern Califor-

nia during one winter on poor browse, many nannies simply

refused to claim their kids, or abandoned them. A kid crop

of 100 percent is suggested as a desirable goal under

wildland conditions.

Which type of goat then for California brushlands?

Spurlock and others (1978) suggested that if the goats will be

given only rudimentary care, especially under harsh, dry

conditions, the Spanish goat should be chosen. If the flock

is to be well and intensively managed, however, an Angora

flock will eat almost as much brush and will produce more

income.

Breeding and Wether Goats

Besides selecting the breed of goat for the brush control

job, the goat operator or forest manager must decide be-

tween maintaining a breeding herd or a herd of wethers, the

castrated male goats. In some respects, wethers appear to be

the better choice for fuelbreaks.

The wether is a large animal, weighing about the same as

the billies or bucks, and considerably more than the nan-

nies. This extra size makes him less vulnerable to predators.

It also results in a large mohair clip if the wether is of the

Angora breed. Wethers can be retained for 5 to 7 years, or

they can be sold after 1 or 2 years, and new animals pur-

chased (Plaister and Dal Porto 1973).

Brush eradication with goats frequently requires tem-

porary overbrowsing during parts or all of 3 or 4 years

needed to kill brush. Breeding animals are more sensitive to

the lack of adequate quality feed, and the kid crop and size

of kids produced may be affected adversely by overbrows-

ing or overgrazing. The needs of wethers are less critical

(Spurlock and others 1978).

Another advantage of wethers is that the rancher does not

have the bother and expense of kidding his flock. Kidding

requires night work, extra fencing, and extra handling of the

animals, including maintaining two herds during the kid-

ding season.

Wethers are not without problems that the goat owner

and land manager must consider:

The greatest source of income from Spanish goats is

the sales receipts from a good kid crop. With wethers,

the sales receipts from the cull goats may be less than

the cost of replacements.

• The main source of replacement wethers is the Ed-

wards Plateau area of Texas. Market conditions and

transportation costs fluctuate widely through the year

and from year to year. Favorable prices may not co-

incide with needs for fuelbreak browsing.

We believe that a Spanish breed wether goat operation

will probably have to be subsidized by the benefiting

agency. We are less sure if the wethers are from the Angora

breed, and mohair brings a good price. We have not had

enough experience to predict whether or not a breeding herd

could be economically viable under fuelbreak conditions,

but believe subsidy requirements might be less than for

wethers. Additional research is needed in these areas.

Rate of Stocking

The stocking rate will depend upon the density and vigor

of woody regrowth, on whether the objective is to kill the

brush rapidly or to simply restrain it, and whether the goats

will be in the pasture continuously or intermittently.

Huss (1972), working in Mexico, stocked goats at 0.9 and

1.8 acres (0.36 and 0.73 ha) per goat year. Grass use was

"slight," and there was selectivity among the brush species

at both rates. In the Edwards Plateau, of Texas, one animal

unit' per 18 acres (7.3 ha) is considered moderate stocking.

However, this rate of stocking—3 acres (1.2 ha) per

goat—did not control brush regrowth, and Merrill (1975)

recommended one goat per 2 acres (0.8 ha). In Israel, the

recommendation is for 1.6 to 1.8 acres (0.65 to 0.73 ha) per

goat on a continuing basis (Naveh 1972). When brush was

uniformly dense and continuous in New Zealand, and up to

6 ft (1.8 m) tall, six goats per acre (15/ha) for a 12-month

grazing season opened up the stand. Three goats per acre

(7/ha) prevented reversion to brush or mixed brush and

weeds (Batten 1979).

For northern California, Sampson (1944) suggested that

three goats per acre (7/ha) yearlong on productive site and

as low as one goat per acre (2.5/ha) on poor sites for 2 years

would keep brush regrowth from getting out of the reach of

goats. A reduced stocking rate the third and succeeding year

would be in order if goat stocking was to the full capacity of

browse production the first 2 years.

In Amador County, California, in the Sierra Nevada

foothills, the recommended stocking rate is two mature

goats per acre (5.0 goats/ha) the first year after brush

clearing, one per acre (2.5 goats/ha) the second year, and

one goat to 2 acres (1.2/ha) thereafter (Spurlock and others

1978).

The stocking rate may be heavier for short periods and

frequently should be to get utilization of unpalatable species

'One mature cow, or five or six sheep or goats.



without excessive, continuous browsing of palatable shrubs.

Merrill and Taylor (1976) suggest five to eight goats per acre

(12 to 20/ha) for 30-day periods on the Edwards Plateau. At

the San Juan Basin Research Center in Colorado, gambel

oak regrowth was stocked at eight goats per acre (20/ha) for

25 days, with a second browsing period later in the year.

The stocking rate was reduced each year for 4 years at which

time 95 percent of the sprouts were dead (Davis and others

1975). In southern California, 400 goats on 2.5 acres (1 ha)

for 2 days stripped the leaves and small twigs from the

palatable species making up 80 percent of the 5-year-old,

dense shrub cover. Less palatable species—chamise, East-

wood manzanita, and bush buckwheat making up about 15

percent of the available browse—were not browsed until

after available leaves and small twigs had been removed

from the palatable shrubs (Green and others 1978).

Age of Brush

For the reduction or maintenance of brush stands, goats

are most effective on first-year regrowth—least effective in

mature chaparral. The young and tender sprouts character-

istic of regrowth following burning or mechanical clearing

are more palatable and probably more nutritious (Huss

1972, Sidahmed and others 1982) than the old growth. And
they are also more available.

First-year regrowth was more acceptable to goats than

5-year regrowth on the Cleveland National Forest (Green

and others 1978). They were selective, but 1 -year-old

chamise, desert ceanothus, California buckwheat, and

Eastwood manzanita were browsed to ratings of 5 to 8 on a

to 10 scale, whereas their ratings in 5-year-old stands were

to 3. It appeared that goats concentrating on 1-year

regrowth would graze all species more uniformly than they

would older brush {table 1).

When 5-year-old brush regrowth was stocked with goats,

herbage preferences were at once apparent. Leaves and tiny

twigs were 90 to 95 percent removed from some species

while others were untouched. With continued animal

pressure, the less palatable species were taken—eventually

almost as completely as the palatable species. This occurred

where small pastures were used as holding pens at night.

In Colorado pastures in which the gambel oak {Quercus

gambelii Nutt.) brush had been cut, goats eliminated

regrowth in 4 years, but in control pastures, much of the un-

cut brush grew out of the goats' reach (Davis and others

1975).

In the early 1900's the Forest Service arranged with a goat

operator to place goats on the Lassen National Forest in

northeastern California, on mature manzanita-dominated

brushfields. Neither the goat owner nor the Forest Service

was satisfied with the effort to control the mature brush,

and the attempt was terminated during the second season

(Hatton 1913). On the Cleveland National Forest in 1974,

about 5 acres (2 ha) of mature brush was fenced as a holding

pasture. The goats were taken elsewhere during the day, but

at night they gradually worked through the dense brush and

opened it up considerably. Both on the Lassen and

Cleveland Forests, kid crops were reduced when browsing

mature brush.

After considering South African experience with goats,

Dutoit (1972) suggested that goats should not be regarded as

brush-clearing agents, that goats cannot destroy mature

brush without damage to the environment, but that they can

effectively check reversion to brush after initial clearing.

Plants consume energy during production of new growth,

but once growth is mostly completed for the year, food

storage takes place in roots, stems, and seeds. If the objec-

tive of goat browsing is to destroy woody plants, they must

be continuously or intermittently browsed so that green

leaves cannot accumulate. As new growth is repeatedly

browsed away, food reserves are depleted and the shrub

eventually dies. Carbohydrate levels in shrubs are low at

about the full leaf stage in late spring, and later, after late

summer regrowth (Jones and Laude 1960).

In Colorado, at least two defoliations per year for 4 years

were necessary to kill 95 percent of gambel oak regrowth

(Davis and others 1975). Shinoak {Quercus havardii Rydb.,

Q. mohriana Buckl., Q. undulata Torr.) in west Texas was

killed in 3 years with two to three defoliations per year. In

northern California, Sampson (1944) suggested keeping the

area continuously stocked to the full capacity of the browse

for 3 to 5 years. In the central Sierra Nevada foothills, small

interior live oak plants were killed during 2 years of heavy

continuous browsing. Live oak plants with larger root

systems were killed in 3 years, although occasional plants

sprouted weakly into the fourth or later years. Toyon

{Heteromeles arbutifolia M. Roem.) was less closely

browsed than interior live oak at first, but it was also mostly

killed in 3 years. In southern California, after two seasons

of repeated heavy browsing, small plants of the favored

mountain mahogany and the slightly less favored scrub oak

were dead. Goats were not placed in these pastures the third

year, but a third year of heavy browsing would have killed

much of the brush.

Herding and Fencing

Whether to herd goats or fence them for control is a

rather troublesome question in southern California. Knowl-

edgeable opinion and some experience support each

position.

Those who favor herding goats claim a lower initial in-

vestment, great flexibility in planning and execution of

plans, good protection against predators, slightly less en-

vironmental/visual impact, and a more fitting pastoral

image of biological control.

Among the negative aspects of herding are the difficulty

in achieving desired levels of vegetation control because the

goats seek better feed before control of all species meets fire



management standards, and the need for skilled, dedicated

herders with well-trained dogs to keep the band together and

to prevent losses. Such skills are in short supply, and costly.

Futhermore, herding without supplementary fencing is ex-

pensive for the herd owner and active herding interferes

with the kid-nanny relationship and can lead to kid losses.

To keep the goats within bounds with fences, it is

necessary to use net fence or special electric fence. Most

ranges or pastures fenced for cattle have fences consisting of

three to five, usually four, barbed wires. These are adequate

for cattle, but they will not confine goats—particularly if

feed is not to the goats' liking. In Amador and Calaveras

Counties, the center of California's goat industry, the

recommendation is for woven wire net fence with 6- by

12-inch (15- by 30-cm) mesh. A barbed wire is placed below

and one or two above the mesh. A minimum of 48 inches

(1.2 m) total height is suggested. The reason for the 6- by

12-inch mesh specification is that goats sometimes push

their heads through the fence as they reach for browse on

the outside. With the square mesh typical of hogwire mesh,

goats cannot retract their heads, especially if they have

horns, but they frequently can extract themselves from the

6- by 12-inch mesh by turning their heads sidewise.

Those who favor fencing rather than herding for control

maintain that fencing simplifies the herding. If just one side

of a fuelbreak is fenced, the herder's work is reduced by half

or more. With dogs, the herder can readily control the herd

from the unfenced side. Fencing allows the most natural

movement of the goats possible, within the confines of the

fence. And it makes possible the confinement of goats until

all shrub species are browsed to meet management's

objectives.

The negative aspects of fencing are primarily related to

costs. A relatively high initial cost investment is required.

Goat fence (40-inch [1-m] net wire and two barbed wires)

would cost about $1600 per mile ($994/km) for materials

alone. Installation costs would be greater than on a mostly

level, rock free, accessible site. Another negative aspect is

the undesirable visual effect of fencing.

Water and Supplemental Feeding

Supplying water to goats on fuelbreaks can be an irksome

and expensive chore. Fuelbreaks are frequently on ridgetops

or other dry and remote areas, where water may not be

available, especially during dry years. Goats on the Cleve-

land National Forest, in southern California, consumed

about a gallon (3.8 /) per day each during hot weather after

herbaceous feed was dry.

Water can be provided in three basic ways:

• Truck hauling from a well, spring, or reservoir to

where the band is working. This usually requires

upslope hauling over rough, truck-trail type roads. It

can consume a large proportion of a person's day, and

requires a mechanically sound truck, well-maintained

and with heavy suspension. Hauls of greater than 2 to 3

miles (3 to 5 km) should probably be avoided in plan-

ning unless the roads are good. The cost of hauling

water falls most heavily upon the herd owner.

• Development of a spring, reservoir, or well in the area

to be worked is a preferable method if a suitable site

exists, access for needed equipment is available, and

the area is planned for yearly use, or the water

developed can be used for other purposes on a continu-

ing basis. The cost of this method could be shared be-

tween the herd owner and the benefiting landowner, by

agreement. The inducement for the herd owner is the

prospect of eliminating or greatly shortening the

hauling job.

• Piping water in from an existing source is an option

that is controlled by several factors. The elevational

difference between source and use area should allow

water to be delivered by gravity or at least pumping

costs should be low. Each change from upslope to

downslope, or vice versa, requires expensive valves to

either release air in the line or to allow draining of the

system to prevent freezing. Funds for investment in

engineering, materials, and a pumping mechanism

(windmill or electric pump) must be available. And the

need for the water must be on a continuing basis. The

incentives for landowner and herd owner are about the

same for this choice as for onsite development des-

cribed earlier.

No one formula is available for determining which of

three methods is best in any situation, nor are there any

"standard" costs for each method because of the many

variables involved. Detailed analysis of alternatives and

their costs and benefits should be made while the goat proj-

ect is in its earliest stage, because water availability is often

the most expensive and limiting factor.

Another important consideration in maintaining a goat

herd is supplemental feeding. Supplementing the annual

range type has long been practiced during fall and winter

when feed was not nutritionally adequate for livestock. It

appears to be a desirable practice for goats on chaparral

ranges. Pregnant animals particularly need to have sup-

plemental feeding. Feeding before kidding increases the

mothering instinct, the kid size at birth, the milk supply for

the kid, and the size of the kid crop (Spurlock and others

1978).

Feeds used as supplements can be any livestock feed

available, such as alfalfa hay, or whatever can be purchased

most advantageously. Alfalfa cubes at about 3/8 pound

(0.17 kg) per day per head, or 1/4 pound (0.11 kg) cot-

tonseed meal, or grains at 1/4 to 1/3 pound (0. 11 to 0. 15 kg)

per day can be fed (Groff 1973, Spurlock and others 1978).

Cottonseed cake and whole corn were fed at times to goats

on the Cleveland National Forest during 1978-79.

We do not recommend using goats to control mature

brush but if the goats are supplemented while browsing



mature brush, they are less inclined to break through fences

in search of better feed.

Other Considerations

In addition to the problems of herding, fencing, and sup-

plying water, other problems associated with managing

goats in mountainous areas include these:

• Roads are usually not good, and can be rendered im-

passable by snowfall or heavy rains. Scheduling of

mountain operations in southern California should

usually be set for the period April 15 to November 15.

At other times, uncertainty increases as to road condi-

tions. In northern California, the dates may be May 15

to October 15, and shorter at the higher elevations.

• Rough, steep, rocky terrain takes a toll on herders,

dogs, and horses that is unknown in lowland agricul-

tural areas. The herding efficiency may be greatly

reduced because of the difficulty of traversing steep

slopes. Dogs, horses, and people have become injured

or lame for various periods due to these terrain condi-

tions. Herders must learn to adjust their methods and

approaches to the job in order to succeed in the moun-
tains. Strategic fencing is often part of the success for-

mula, allowing less legwork for all.

• Wide diurnal temperature fluctuations (15° to 85° F
[-10° to 29° C]) or low temperatures associated with

storm fronts may occur in spring and fall, causing

hardship or death to kids (when chill factors are too

low) and discomfort to herders.

• The general remoteness of most fuelbreak areas from

people, stores, and the amenities of life imposes a

strong psychological burden to most people who try

goat herding. These conditions will continue to severely

limit the number of people available for managing

goats in the mountains. Yet, there are people who have

a cultural background consistent with both the work

required and the remote conditions in which it is done.

land in California. This small number is due primarily

to marginal economics caused by high interest rates,

mountain conditions, and uncertain markets. This

situation will change gradually. Consequently, there is

time—in our judgment—to determine desirable areas

and carrying-capacity relationships for a planned ap-

proach to greater use of goats.

• The use of goats to control brush regrowth, in areas

where there are insufficient populations of browsing

wildlife species to do so (anywhere in the chaparral),

actually benefits the wildlife in two ways: (a) Brush

areas, rather than reverting to closed brush stands, are

kept open so desirable forbs, grasses, and brush

sprouts can grow, (b) Water developments for seasonal

goat use become sources of water for wildlife.

Although further research is needed on competition be-

tween goats and wildlife, we have concluded that a well-

managed operation can contribute to the attainment of

wildlife habitat objectives as well as range and fire control

objectives. The habits and diet of the goat per se are not a

threat to wildlife. Intelligent management, or the lack of it,

is the factor that determines whether the results reflect an

ecosystem improved for wildlife.

Damage to Native Plants

Concern has been expressed that goats will decimate

native plant species—particularly rare plants. On the Cleve-

land National Forest, rare plants were inventoried before

goats were brought in. Where such plants were found, goats

were excluded by fencing or herding. Another concern ex-

pressed has to do with shifts in species composition resulting

from the use of goats. Shifts are inevitable but the key point

is whether they are desirable within the context of land

management objectives, or whether they are uncontrolled.

Goats on the Cleveland National Forest have contributed to

a change, as an area was converted from brush to a brush-

grass or to grass association. This species shift is clearly

desirable and, having been well managed, allows all uses to

proceed in relative harmony.

GOATS AND THE ENVIRONMENT

Competition with Wildlife

Much has been made in some quarters about the prospect

of goats out-competing native wildlife species for food and

territory. While it is true that goats and mule deer (for in-

stance) have similar diet preferences, several factors tend to

mitigate the effects of this competition:

• Few wildland goat operations are active in the State.

We estimate that less than 2000 goats are on public

Losses to Cold Weather

Goats in southern California have been lost to cold,

stormy weather, flooding, predators, and accidents. Losses

during unfavorable weather have been most damaging.

Goats cannot withstand wet weather that is accompanied by

freezing or near freezing temperatures. Such losses started in

our goats even before they came to the Cleveland National

Forest. The goats had been held on a small ranch near

Goleta, California. Brush was mostly too high for the goats

to browse, and they were thin, emaciated, and in no condi-

tion to withstand stress. The kids were born during January,

and 250 were lost to cold weather (Hughes 1976).



On March 12, 1976, 435 nannies, billies, and kids from

the Goleta ranch arrived on the Descanso Ranger District,

Cleveland National Forest, at about 4000 ft (1220 m) eleva-

tion. During the second week of April, on Monday, a storm

dropped snow and rain, and the cold continued over 4 days.

Nineteen kids and 8 nannies died even though the herder's

trailer home was filled with kids. On Friday, there was snow

and sleet for 1/2 hour, and 20 to 30 kids whose mothers had

died or had left them had to be bottle fed. Some of these

died.

A tropical storm caused intense rainstorms in Mexico and

into San Diego County on August 13, 1976. Ten goats

drowned in a flooded creek, and 24 carcasses were found in

the brush later. In early October, three more goats died dur-

ing stormy weather. The total 1976 weather-related death

loss on the Cleveland National Forest stood at not less than

30 adults and 61 kids when the goats were moved to a lower

elevation off-forest wintering area.

Later, in 1979, the second owner of goats on the Cleve-

land National Forest had a kid crop reduced to about 70

percent, mostly by cold weather-related losses.

In 1975, a prospective permittee for the Bureau of Land

Management, U.S. Department of Interior, near Redding,

California, imported 500 Angora goats. They arrived during

a cold October storm and were trailed 3 or 4 miles (4.8 or

6.4 km) through the brush. A few died during the trailing,

but around 100 died from pneumonia or other respiratory

disease during the next few days (Walker 1975).

An especially critical time for Angoras is immediately

after shearing. This is normally done twice yearly, so there is

a hazardous period in both spring and fall. The newborn

kids are always sensitive to cold, and shelter must be pro-

vided for them.

On the Cleveland National Forest, it was necessary to

establish a low elevation wintering area. The site selected

contained a brushy canyon with large rock outcrops that

would help protect against wind. About 200 open, 50 gallon

(190 /) oil drums were dug in slightly among the brush and

rocks so that mothers with kids could escape wind and rain.

This appeared to be a simple, effective way to protect young

goats from adverse weather. The goats were herded and

bedded outside this area during good weather, and the

special protection was used only during severe storms.

Losses to Predators

Predators of sheep and goats include coyotes, dogs, bob-

cats, and mountain lions. Coyotes were the primary pred-

ators of sheep and accounted for 82 percent of predator

losses; dogs caused 14 percent of the losses; and all other

predators, including eagles, lions, and bobcats, accounted

for 4 percent (Anonymous 1976). No such figures for goats

are available, but goat losses due to predators are probably

similar to those of sheep (Pearson and Caroline 1981).

Coyotes in south Texas were primarily responsible for

reducing an Angora kid crop to 13.5 percent, even with par-

tial predator control. Coyotes selected the youngest, small-

est kids before older kids, and older kids before nannies.

Predation on nannies in pastures with no predator control

began immediately after kids were eliminated (Guthery and

Beasom 1978). Lambs were taken first by coyotes in a

California study, then the ewes (CoimoUy and others 1976).

Predator losses in southern California were not excessive

as long as the goats were guarded by dogs and a herder who
had access to a gun. One nanny was killed by a bear which

was then shot by the herder. Coyotes were always around.

We could often hear them as the goats were taken out to

graze during the morning or afternoon, and the coyotes

sometimes vocalized at night. Herders told of individual

coyotes stalking the herd for 2 or 3 days at a time. One goat,

tethered near a herder's trailer, was killed by a coyote during

the day. Two or three goats that managed to stray away

from the main herd when a new truckload was being un-

loaded were killed by coyotes before they could be rounded

up. Goats occasionally got caught in the net wire fence, and

if not released soon, were preyed upon by bobcats as well as

coyotes. A young nanny, 1 of 15 in a flock, was attacked by

a coyote and killed while rounding a corner on a jeep trail in

midday. A herder, but no dogs, was in attendance.

Mountain lions were a vexing problem near Goleta,

California, where they killed about 100 goats during a

3 '/2-month period (Hughes 1976). Personnel at the Kern

River Wildlife Sanctuary, Onyx, California, scared away a

lion after it had killed one nanny. Domestic dogs were

reported by herders to be more and more of a problem as

they were closer to population centers. On the north central

Texas Grand Prairie rangelands, death losses after weaning

were 8 to 13 percent. A large part of the losses was credited

to dogs (MaGee 1957). Goats in southern California were

occasionally bitten by rattlesnakes, and there were infre-

quent losses from snake bites.

Losses to Poisonous Plants

Goats are much less common on the Western Range than

are sheep or cattle, consequently, information about the

reaction of goats to poison plants is scant. Poison plants are

generally less palatable than other plant species and are

usually eaten only when livestock are hungry. But with goats

sometimes forced to eat shrub species of low palatability,

poison plants could cause losses.

While checking a Los Angeles County canyon as a pos-

sible site for goat browsing, we found five plants that have

caused livestock losses—tree tobacco {Nicotiana glauca

Grah.), Jimsen weed {Datura meteloides A. DC), cockle-

bur {Xanthium strumarium L. var. canadensis [Mill.] T. &
G.), a shrubby nightshade {Solanum sp.), and groundsel or

senecio {Senecio sp.).
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Tree tobacco has long been recognized as a plant poten-

tially poisonous to all classes of livestock (Los Angeles

County Livestock Department 1938, Sampson and

Malmsten 1942). Tree tobacco has also caused congenital

deformities in calves when the mothers were fed dried,

ground tree tobacco during the first third of gestation

(Keeler 1979). The young leaves and stems are the most

dangerous parts of the plant, and they are readily available

in canyon bottoms and disturbed sites in southern Califor-

nia. Fortunately, they are distasteful to goats. On parts of

Catalina Island that are heavily browsed by goats, tree

tobacco was utilized only when other forage was severely

depleted, and then only sparingly (Coblentz 1977).

Seeds and young leaves of Jimsen weed usually do the

poisoning if this plant is eaten to excess, but all parts of the

plant are dangerous. The burs or seeds of the cocklebur are

highly toxic, and the poisonous alkaloids are concentrated

in the cotyledons and first true leaves as the seed germinates

(Los Angeles County Livestock Department 1938, Sampson
and Malmsten 1942).

The woody nightshade we observed, probably Douglas

black nightshade {Solatium douglasii Dunal), is suspected of

poisoning livestock, but this may be partly because of its

close botanical relationship with the annual black night-

shade {Solarium nigrum L.). Senecios have been trouble-

some on the Western Range, and species growing east of the

Sierra Nevada Mountains are more frequently reported as

causing losses than Senecios growing in California.

Plants that Sampson and Malmsten (1942) report as hav-

ing caused goat losses in California are black nightshade,

laurels and azaleas {Leucothroe, Rhododendron, Kalmia,

and Menziesia), loco weeds {Astragalus sp.), and poison

hemlock {Conium maculatum L.).

Death camas {Zygadenus sp.) grows from a bulb, to a

height of 2 ft, and has been a serious cause of range sheep

losses during early spring. The onion-like leaves of star or

chaparral death camas (Z. fremontii Torr.) often appear on

burned-over chaparral areas before other herbaceous plants.

It should be considered poisonous to goats.

In Texas, goats were reported to eat some plants with im-

punity that cause illness or economic loss to cattle. For ex-

ample, goats there appeared unsusceptible to most of the

nightshades, and they were less susceptible than cattle to

Senecio, oak, and larkspur {Delphenium) (Dollahite 1972).

experienced in the area would not have made. Ex-

amples of these errors include insufficient supple-

menting during the winter, insufficient protection dur-

ing cold, wet weather, and insufficient protection

against disease.

• The inability to get financing for an economic unit.

Bankers are reluctant to loan money on an operation

that they do not understand, especially when potential

profits do not appear great enough to pay the current

high interest rates. However, many of the costs of run-

ning a few hundred goats are not much greater if the

flock is 1500 or more, a flock size we believe should be

minimum.
• The market for goat meat is somewhat uncertain,

seasonal, and decentralized, although for several years,

mohair has sold for $4 to $7 per pound ($8.80 to

$15.40/kg), depending on hair quality and current

demand.

Subsidizing Herd Owners

Despite these obstacles, both land managers with fuel-

breaks to maintain and herd owners with goats to feed con-

tinue to seek ways to make the idea work. From the land

manager's standpoint, fuelbreak maintenance costs of from

$20 to $200 per acre ($50 to $500/ha) for other methods are

too high. Many managers feel that a subsidy to the herd

owner would be cheaper, and also be more environmentally

acceptable than equipment or herbicides.

Subsidies can take several forms, including no charge for

natural feed; developing water near areas to be worked;

providing fencing material and labor; and paying a direct

fee under contract for providing goats.

When considering the amount and kind of subsidy that

can be afforded, the land manager must consider costs of

alternatives and allow a factor for uncertainty. Thus, if the

cheapest method were prescribed fire at $18 per acre

($45/ha), the manager might be able to justify an expen-

diture of $10 to $15 per acre ($25 to $37/ha) as a goat sub-

sidy. The "hold-back" of $3 to $8 represents the cost of a

risk that the goat operation will not meet objectives.

ECONOMIC RETURNS FROM
GOAT MANAGEMENT

The main obstacle to general use of goats on fuelbreaks

has been the inability of herd owners to show an economic

return. Several reasons account for this condition:

• Operators have been livestock traders rather than local

ranchers, and have made some mistakes that ranchers

Marketing Goats

Several markets in Texas routinely handle goats (Groff

1973), but San Antonio and Los Angeles are the major

markets (Dollahite 1972). In California, kids or adult goats

can often be marketed on the ranch, or by consignment

through local slaughterhouses. Advertisements in local

papers and visits to labor camps will attract buyers

(Spurlock and others 1978). In 1980, buyers from Mexico

offered to purchase the goats being removed from San

Clemente Island (Allen 1980).
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Demand for young goats is considerable at Christmas and

Easter, and a demand for goats is widespread among people

of Hispanic and other Mediterranean origin. Goat for

barbecuing is becoming more popular with other groups.

Young goats are sold as "cabrito," and meat from more

mature goats as "chevon." Meat from old animals is com-

monly used for sausage (DoUahite 1972).

In California, November and December is the best time

to sell goats, and spring a good time to buy, according to the

owner of goats on the Cleveland National Forest during

1978-79. Spotted or mottled goats are most sought after by

buyers, whereas brown or white are the "worst sellers"

(Beene 1979).
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Meadows are the most biologically active of the plant

community types of the Sierra Nevada, California,

and serve many purposes. They contribute a high propor-

tion of the forage produced on many forest grazing allot-

ments, park preserves, and wilderness areas. They supply

habitats for wildlife populations. By providing scenic vis-

tas, the meadows" timbered edges are favored campsites of

forest, park, and wilderness visitors. The meadows also

help to filter sediments from water of surrounding slopes,

thereby assuring clean streams and lakes. Because of these

multipurposes, land managers face a special challenge to

maintain, restore, and manage all meadows.

Meadows comprise less than 10 percent of the Sierra

Nevada, and they are generally smaller than those of other

mountain ranges (Smiley 1921). Because of these features,

meadow (as commonly used in the area) includes open

grasslands, marshes, bogs, and meadows as usually defined

(California Region 1969, Range Term Glossary Committee

1974).

A meadow site is an area of homogeneous species com-

position, having a general species composition visually

different from that of adjacent areas (Ratliff 1979). Al-

though vegetation is a continuum, when a site is delimited,

it occupies space. The space is limited, and no two meadow
sites are exactly alike. Meadow sites are discrete entities

and each site has characteristics peculiar to it. Meadow
sites, therefore, are individual units to be classified.

Classification of meadow sites of the Sierra Nevada and

of other mountain ranges have been attempted over the

years. But a better classification system than now exists for

mountain meadows is needed. To assist land managers,

applicable cultural treatments—reseeding, weed control,

gully stabilization, and grazing management—need to be

developed for the varying kinds of meadow siies rather

than for meadows in general. Standards for the healthy

condition of the vegetation, for trends to potential or

stable-state vegetation, and for grazing need to be more

flexible to deal with variation between or w ithin meadows.

Requirements of most meadow plant species for growth

and development, and for reproduction are either poorly

known or known only generally. Interspecific relationships

of meadow species are little understood. A classification

system with classes, class descriptions, key, and classifica-

tion functions can provide managers with a means for

clearer communication of knowledge about meadows, a

basis for grouping similar sites, and an opportunitv for

developing technical classifications, such as meadow fragil-

ity and condition. Class descriptions give some ideas of

potential \egetations, and new sites can be placed into the

classifications.

Meadows of the Sierra Nevada have been classified in

various ways. Wet and dry or semiwet meadow range sites

are recognized and classified by range type (California

Region 1969). The range-type designation indicates the

vegetation type and the dominant species. A single classifi-

cation is usually applied to an entire meadow area with

little, if any, recognition given to different sites.

Meadows are classed as midaltitudinal or montane and

high altitudinal or subalpine and alpine (Sharsmith 1959).

Kings Canyon National Park meadows are classified into

wet, woodland, and shorthair (Calamagrostis hreweri)

types (Sumner 1941). The wet meadow type is broken into

sphagnum, coarse-leaved sedge, fine-leaved sedge, and

grass subtypes, and division of the woodland meadows into

broad-leaved and coniferous subtypes is suggested (Ben-

nett 1965). Three classes—level meadows, hanging mea-

dows, and stringer meadows—are used along Rock Creek

in Sequoia National Park (Harkin and Schultz 1967).

Meadows of Gaylor Lake Basin in Yosemite National Park

are classed as wet, moist, and dry (Klikoff 1965). The wet

type is the shorthair type of Sumner (1941), and the dry

type corresponds to the short-hair sedge {Care.x exserta)

type described by Bennett ( 1965).

Four kinds of meadow soils on the Sierra National

Forest are described by the U.S. Department of Agricul-

ture, Soil Conservation Service (1962). They are normal

meadow, drained meadow, alluvial timber, and peat

meadow soils. All have effective depths of 3 to 5 feet.

Meadows outside the Sierra Nevada have been classified

in various ways. A hydric series of developmental stages

leads to climax forest in the Black Hills of South Dakota

(Hayward 1928). Streamside meadow communities of the

Wasatch Plateau can be separated into types on the basis of

dominant species (Ellison 1954). Northeastern California

meadows are classed as well-drained, open-basin; poorly

drained, closed-basin; or moderately drained, closed-basin

(Hormay 1943). Three kinds of meadow or marsh asso-

ciated with "fen peat" are separated from sphagnum bog

and aquatic stands on the presence or absence of Care.x

roslrata (beaked sedge) (Dirschl and Coupland 1972).

Eight subalpine meadow community types are described

for the Olympic Mountains of Washington (Kuramoto and

Bliss 1970). Six Rocky Mountain National Park, Colo-

rado, meadow types are defined and divided into montane

and subalpine successional sequences (Wilson 1969). Dry,

moist, subalpine oralpine moist-to-wet, tule, and wet mead-

ows are the five subformations of the meadow formation

(Hall 1979). Within the subformations are 28 series that

can be divided into associations —groups of sites having

closely similar vegetation. Sedge (Care.x) and wiregrass

(yi//;ri/.v) series are included in thegraminoid subformation

of the herbaceous formation in southern California (Paysen

and others 1980).

Some of the meadow sites in some other areas are similar

to those found in the Sierra Nevada. The pond stage of

Hayward (1928) and the rostrata sedge marsh and spike-



rush (Heleocharis pauciflora. fewflowered spikerush) bog

of Wilson (1969) are examples. Many of the series of Hall

(1979) have their counterparts here.

This report describes an initial effort to classify quantita-

tively the meadows of the Sierra Nevada, California. From

1973 through 1978, 90 meadow sites in the Stanislaus,

Sierra, and Sequoia National Forests and in the Yosemite

and Sequoia-Kings Canyon National Parks were sampled

{Jig. I). The first 72 sites were used to develop the classifica-

tions, and the other 18 were used to evaluate them.

METHODS

A classification is a summary and an organization

(Major 1958). "The purpose of any classification is to so

organize our knowledge that the properties of objects may
be remembered and their relationships may be understood

most easily for a specific objective" (Cline 1967).

Meadow Site Class
Similar meadow sites can be grouped or clustered into a

class—an abstract grouping of meadow sites at any cate-

gorical level in a classification system. At the lowest level a

class of meadow sites would appro.ximate an association

(Braun-Blanquet 1932, Hall 1979).

SANFRANaSCO

Figure 1— National F ests and National Parks in the Sierra

Nevada. California, v.i:ere meadow sites were sampled.

Classification Criteria
The potential vegetation of a site is preferred for classifi-

cation purposes to existing vegetation. Because of inade-

quate knowledge of potentials, however, vegetation as it

exists is a criterion of classification.

Dominance is a major criterion for describing vegetation

(Noy-Meirand others 1975). Livestock grazing on many of

the sites studied, however, prevented use of weight or foliar

cover as dominance measures. Because of the grazing fac-

tor, frequency was used as an index to dominance.

More than 200 species were found on the sites studied.

To include them all in the analyses seemed both unneces-

sary and unwise. By introducing covariances and inter-

actions, inclusion of nondiagnostic species reduces the

effectiveness of clustering techniques (Jancey 1974), and

not all species need to be included (Bray and Curtis 1957).

SCREEN, a FORTRAN program described by Grigal and

Ohmann (1975), provided seven criteria and was the basis

for species selection. As a result, 71 species were selected

for developing the classification.

Sampling
1 assessed frequency on the nearest shoot-to-point

basis—the shoot nearest where the point contacts the soil.

Fifteen 5-point quadrats were taken in each quadrant of a

site for a total of 60 quadrats or 30O points.

Actual basal hits (point contacts with shoot bases or with

moss, soil, litter, gravel, rock or wood) were used to express

cover and surface conditions, and selected soil properties

were determined for each site. Use of these data and shoot

frequency as criteria for classification was discussed earlier

(Ratliff 1979). Other criteria used in this study to describe

the classes derived are elevation, slope, aspect, and

drainage.

Cluster Analysis
Techniques of cluster analysis offer the best hope for

meaningful grouping of sites. To provide a number of

alternatives to select from, 1 tried three agglomerative and

one divisive cluster analyses (Ratliff 1979). Agglomerative

analysis starts with the individual sites and progressively

combines them. Divisive analysis starts with all sites as one

group and progressively divides the group(s). The analysis

selected was agglomerative.

Because of interest in sites rather than in species, data

were site-standardized. Site standardization equalizes the

intluence or weight of all sites while stressing dominant

species (Noy-Meirand others 1975). The matrix of intersite

relationships was formed with standard Euclidean distance

as the "resemblance function" (Orloci 1978). The tTexible

clustering procedure (Clifford and Stephenson 1975,

Everitt 1974, and Lance and Williams 1967) was used to

recompute distances after each fusion of sites or site

groups. A value of -0.25 was assigned the parameter con-

trolling clustering by that procedure; that value is appro-

priate for most purposes (Williams 1971).



With the structure derived from cluster analysis, the

number of final clusters was determined divisively. The

method (Ratliffand Pieper 198 1) compares the intercluster

distances and intracluster distances of each of the two

possible clusters in an analysis of variance. Each cluster

and the intercluster space are thought of as treatments,

with n(n- 1
),' 2 intersite Euclidean distances being response

measurements. Each division indicated by the dendrogram

is separately tested. A cluster is accepted as final when the

F-ratiodoes not justify its division or when a single site can

be split off.

Stepwise discriminant analysis, BMDP program P7M
(Di.xon 1977). was used to help evaluate the resulting classi-

fication. Thirty-eight of the 71 species used in the cluster

analysis were selected as having the most indicator value

for the final clusters. The 38 species, therefore, were used in

the discriminant analysis. Objectives of the analysis were to

determine if reallocation of sites among clusters was

needed, to assess the viability of the final 14 clusters, to

further identify indicator species, and to derive functions

for classifying new sites.

The method of Edwards and Cavalli-Sforza (1965) was

used to determine whether (over all clusters) significant

clustering was indicated. Although the F-ratio as used here

and to decide the final clusters (Ratliff and Pieper 1981)

will serve to indicate significance, in practice, statements of

statistical significance should be avoided.

Classification efficiency was assessed by the method of

Orloci (1978). Only at the individual site level, or if all

individuals in the clusters are identical, will classification

efficiency be 100 percent. Classification efficiency reflects

the number of clusters and the within-cluster variations.

RESULTS

Clusters
The 72 sites fell into 14 final clusters. Clusters and cor-

responding names for classes of Sierra Nevada meadow
sites are:

Cluster Class

A Can'x rosiraia (beaked sedge)

B Poa (Kentucky bluegrass)

C Hek'ocharis I Heleochuris (ephemeral-lake)

D Hypericum I Polifionum/ I iola (hillside bog)

E Tri/oliiim / Atuhlenhergia {\ongsVd\k clover)

F Dexc hampsia / Asicr (luded hairgrass)

G Canw nehra.uensi.s (Nebraska sedge)

H HelcocharisI Muhlenhergia (fewflowered spikerush)

I A/u/ilenhergia / Hi'leocharis {puUup muhly)

J A grosi is ( be n tg ra ss

)

K TrifoliumI Mimulus (carpet clover)

L Calamagroslisj Oryzopsis (shorthair)

M Geniianal Aster (gentian-aster)

N Carcx exserta (short-hair sedge)

These final clusters were derived on the basis of cluster

analysis and divisive testing of the dichotomous structure

of the resulting dendrogram {Jig. 2). Significant clustering

was indicated (table /). and classification efficiency was

51.4 percent.

Discriminant analysis placed 66 (91.7 percent) of the 72

sites into the clusters derived by cluster analysis. Reallocat-

ing the remaining six sites slightly increased classification

Origin

^^4422466853", 9,4 326712441 3g8„37gg35 J 3662 7
6o59 476^82115 '3565^6'^ 32 3833,j2757l0583Og72502923282542407043b25,66652064t9, 2314518344963

Sites

Figure 2—Agglomerative cluster analysis of 72 meadow sites of the

Sierra Nevada, California, based upon nearest shoot-to-point

species composition (Standard Euclidean distance, flexible with

/? = -0.25 procedure, and site-standard deviates standardization)



Table I

—

Analysis of variance of meadow site chisierin^

Source df

Sum of

squares Variance

Between clusters 13 2364.37 181.87 4.72

Within clusters 58 2236.16 38.55

Total 71 4600.53

'F„ ,,(13,58) = 2.45

efficiency (51.8 percent as well as the F-value 4.8) in the

analysis of variance.

Two of the clusters (H and I) could not be clearly distin-

guished by discriminant analysis. Their F-value (1.85)

was not significant at the 0.05 level. If these two clusters

were combined, 58 sites would be placed the same as by

cluster analysis. The dichotomous structure, however,

would be altered, and the classification efficiency would be

1 percent lower— because of having one less cluster.

Combining the two clusters with reallocation of sites

reduces the classification efficiency by 2 percent. In this

situation, site reallocation accentuates the negative effect

of combining clusters.

The sites, therefore, were reallocated among the clusters

as indicated by discriminant analysis, and 14 clusters were

retained. The two questionable clusters were kept separate

because of differences in variables other than vegetation

(drainage, for example), and to maintain the dichotomous

structure.

Class Indicators
Among the 38 species used in the discriminant analysis,

none was restricted to a given cluster (lab/e 2). Therefore,

no species could be considered "faithful" (Braun-Blanquet

Table 2

—

Avera^'e nearest shool-lo-poinl composilions of J8 \ele(ied species h\ cluster

Cluster

Species A B C D' E F G H' V J' K' L M N

Per<. ent

Aster alpigenus- 0.01 — : — 2.52 — 5.27 — 8.86 7.17 2.00 - 12.88 13.11 0.01

Aster occidentalis- 0.02 ~ : — — 4.45 7.47 0.07 1.38 1.67 0.68 0.01 — — —
Carex rostrata- 78.50 -

: 0.52 2.19 0.56 393 2.10 0.06 0.01 — — —
Carex uhnipta 2.00 — : — 7.55 5.57 2.93 1.33 2.15 0.22 11.00 2.13 0.40 — —
Dodecathecm jeffreri 0.0! —

: ^ 3.36 — 0.21 0.01 0.01 0.39 1.89 0.08 0.42 0.01 —
Gentiana riewherryi- 1.67 — : — — — 1.60 — ,_. 0.67 — — 2.17 10.55 —
Heleocharis paiiciflora - 0.25 — ; — 2.52 3.56 4.40 4.27 33.81 20.17 4.56 12.06 1.71 5.78 —
Juncus nevadensis 1.50 — : — I.IO - 5.53 4.15 2.33 0.01 — —
Mimulus prinudloides • 1.33 0.89 : — 6.48 0.22 421 0.78 7.05 9.06 5.22 19.73 1.38 4.00 —
Muhlenhergia filiformis - 2.58 — : — 6.12 21.89 3.00 15.27 1086 21.94 7.89 5.67 0.96 9.00 1.08

Polygonum histortoides- 2.76 0.67 : — 1.15 0.11 1.35 1.41 0.16 1.46 1 00 0.14 0.05 0.12 —
I'iola macloskevi- 0.01 — : — 5.15 — 1.27 0.13 0.05 1.78 10.33 9.87 0.54 — —
Carex joiiesii 0.22 : - 1.91 ~ 0.20 — — 0.89 0.01 0.80 — — —
Danthonia californica 1.78 ; - 1.20 1.78 1.13 0.01 1.95 2.23 1.45 5.53 - 0.01 —
Hordeum brachyantherum 0.67 : — — 6.11 0.01 — — — — — —
Juncus halticus 1.89 : - 0.12 6.73 — -- 0.19 1.45 — 0.07 0.38 — 2.50

Juncus oxymeris 0.78 : — 3.67 — 1.53 0.67 — 0.01 0.11 0.73 .._ — —
Poa pratensis- 48.33 : - 0.36 5.67 0.13 0.27 0.01 -- 1.00 0.27 0.04 — —
Trifolium wormskioldii 2.45 : — 0.71 — — 4.27 0.48 — — — — —
Heleocharis acicularis- : 58.67 0.83 — — 2.33 — 0.72 0..34 0.01 — — —
Heleocharis palusiris^ : 16.00 1.26 — — 5.87 2.05 — — 0.13 0.04 — —
Agrostis scahra- 1.48 0.01 0.07 0.21 0.10 1.45 22.34 1.07 — — —
Carex ormantha 1.12 — - 2.53 0.78 2.55 0.40 - — —
Deschampsia caespitosa- 0.98 — 14.20 0.13 0.90 1.78 ~ 0.01 0.01 0.01 —
Deschampsia dantfionoides 0.67 8.68 1.60 0.15 — 0.54 — — —
Hypericum anagalloides- 9.41 1.00 1.47 0.61 3.52 1.89 4.23 3.73 0.05 5.00 —
Mimulus tilingii 3.05 — — 0.21 — — 0.01 1.20 — — —
Oxypolis occidentalis 4.07 — — — — — - 0.33 — — —
Phalacroseris holanderi 2.05 — 1.34 0.01 0.10 0.28 Ill 1.40 — — —
Scirpus microcarpus 4.48 0.11 — 1.74 0.01 1.00 2.89 7.60 — — —
Trifolium longipes -

0.81 23.55 2.00 0.87 2.19 1.11 — — — — —
Trifolium monanllmm- 0.93 — I.OI — 0.33 1.07 2.22 11.27 1.21 — —
1 eronica species' 0.56 — — 0.60 — — 1.44 0.41 — — —
Calamagrostis hreweri- '

0.93 — — 0.01 — — 39.33 9.01 0.25

Carex nehrascensis- 0.80 38.20 0.76 1.50 — — ~ — —
Scirpus dementis 0.01 — 0.33 — — — 2.37 9.11 —
Vaccinium nivictuiti 0.47 — — — — — 12.17 13.56 —
Carex exserta- — — — — — — 0.17 ~ 86.00

'Contains sites reallocated by the discriminant analysis.

^Species used to name the meadow classes.

'Includes Orrzopsis kingii.



1932). One or more species, however, had sufficient affinity

for each cluster to allow naming of the meadow classes.

Thirteen of the species used to name classes (table 2)

were also selected by discriminant anlysis as best for distin-

guishing between theclasses. In order of theirentry into the

analysis, they were: short-hair sedge, shorthair, slender

spikerush {Heleucharis acicularis). Kentucky bluegrass

( Poapratensis). Nebraska sedge ( Carex nehrascensis), few-

flowered spikerush, beaked sedge, rough bentgrass (/lg/-o.y-

tisscabra), longstalk clover ( Trifolium longipes). Newberry

gentian (Gentiana newberryi), tufted hairgrass (Des-

champsia caespitosa). western aster (Aster occidentalis),

and carpet clover (Trifolium mcmanthuin). These 13 spe-

cies are most significant in the class key and are the ones for

which classification functions are provided.

6a. Heleoc liarls acicutaris > 25 pet.

Ephemeral-lake.

6b. Helocharis aciculari.s < 25 pet.

7a. Trifolium longipes, Deschampsia caespitosa,

and! or Aster occiJentatis > 10 pet.

8a. Trifolium longipes > 10 pet.

Longstalk clover.

8b. Trifolium longipes < 10 pet.

Tufted hairgrass.

7b. Trifolium longipes, Deschampsia caespitosa,

and Aster occidentalis < 10 pet. A grasslike

or forb not given in 2b will usually be more

abundant than Heleocharis pauciflora

Hillside bog.

Key to Meadow Classes
The pattern for this key is the dichotomous structure of

the dendrogram (fig. 2). Percentages are nearest shoot fre-

quencies (> = greater than, < = less than or equal to).

la. Carex exserta > 5 pet Short-hair sedge.

lb. Carex exserta < 5 pet.

2a. (A) Calaitiagrostis breweri > 10 pet.

(B) Calamagrostis breweri > 0, < 10 pet. and

Gentiana newberryi > 5 pet.

(C) Heleocharis pauciflora > 5 pet. and

exceeding species in 2b.

(D) Agrostis scabra > 10 pet.

3a. Sites as in 2a (A or B).

4a. Calamagrostis hreweri > 25 pet Shorthair.

4b. Calamagrostis breweri < 25 pet.

Gentian-aster.

3b. Sites not as in 2a (A or B).

4a. Heleocharis pauciflora > 25 pet.

Fewflowered spikerush.

4b. Heleocharis pauciflora < 25 ,pct.

5a. Trifolium monanthum > 5 pet.

Carpet clover.

5b. Trifolium monanthutn < 5 pet.

6a. Agrostis scabra > 10 pet Bentgrass.

6b. Agrostis scabra < 10 pet Pullup muhly.

2b. Sites with species in 2a not as indicated and or the

amount of Heleocharis pauciflora exceded by Aster

occiifentalis. Carex nebrascensis, Carex rostrata.

Deschampsia caespitosa, Heleocharis aricularis. Poa

pratensis, or Trifoliutn longipes.

3a. Carex rostrata > 50 pet Beaked sedge.

3b. Carex rostrata < 50 pet.

4a. Carex nebrascensis > 25 pet.

Nebraska sedge.

4b. Carex nebrascensis < 25 pet.

5a. Poa pratensis > 25 pet.

Kentucky bluegrass.

5b. Poa pratensis < 25 pet.

MEADOW CLASS DESCRIPTIONS

It is not possible to describe adequately all possible

variations that may be found within a given class. The

following descriptions, therefore, aim to provide modal

class concepts on the basis of data used in developing the

classification.

In the descriptions, species abundance terms relate to

nearest shoot frequencies as follows: few < 5 percent;

frequent > 5 percent < 10 percent; plentiful > 10 per-

cent < 25 percent; abundant > 25 percent < 50 per-

cent; and luxuriant > 50 percent. Unless otherwise stated,

soil properties referred to are for the 10- to 20-cm depth

layer. References to surface variables relate to basal cover

derived from the frequency of basal hits. Texture, slope,

and reaction classes follow those of the U.S. Department of

Agriculture, Soil Survey Staff (1951). Drainage classes are

intended to reflect conditions of relative wetness found

among meadow sites; however, they are subjective and

without quantitative basis. Statements pertaining to man-

agement considerations are made on the basis of acquain-

tance with meadows of the Sierra Nevada.

Beaked Sedge
Site characteristics: The sites are level, poorly and im-

perfectly drained, but surface water usually is not stagnant

(fig. 3). Little, if any, moss is present. The soil contains

about 20 percent organic matter, with pH about 5.0, and

average soil texture is a loam. Beaked sedge may grow as a

nearly pure stand and is luxuriant on sites of this class. Few

other species are in abundance.

Comments: Sites of this class were identified in Colo-

rado (Wilson 1969). Three distinct types of beaked sedge

meadow were distinguished from meadows without beaked

sedge. (Dirschl and Coupland 1972).

Beaked sedge is considered by some to be a secondary or

increaser species in wet meadows (California Region 1969),

and should be in 40 to 60 cm of water at flowering (Hormay



Figure 3 Beakt'd aedge Class. Sky Parlor Meadow, Chagoopa

Plateau. Sequoia National Park. (Typical coarse stems m a nearly

pure stand. Tule Meadow. Sierra National Forest)

1943). Draining the meadows should result in a decrease of

beaked sedge. The wetter portions ot a meadow, therefore,

are the normal habitat of this species. And, at least in wet

meadows, beaked sedge must be considered a primary

species.

Beaked sedge may provide good spring forage and, in

some countries, it is considered excellent forage for cattle

(Hermann 1970). In California, however, it has usually not

been well thought of as a forage species. Cattle will use it as

the water recedes but not before significant growth has

occurred. Beaked sedge sites, therefore, should withstand

grazing well. And the manager need not be too concerned

about the health of the sedge.

Kentucky Bluegrass
Site Characteristics: Abundant Kentucky bluegrass (fig.

4) characterizes this class; however, one or two other spe-

cies are usually found in some abundance. Carex species

are present, but do not contribute greatly to the compo-

sition.

The sites are nearly level to gently sloping and well-

drained. Bare soil comprises about 25 percent and litter

about 70 percent of the surface. Moss is absent. Soils are

sandy loam to sandy clay loams with pH about 5.5 and are

relatively low in organic matter.

Comments: A Kentucky bluegrass association for North-

western United States has been identified (Hall 1979). Ken-

tucky bluegrass has become the dominant species on what

had been bunchgrass meadows in central Oregon (Volland

1978). It increased from less than 1 percent to more than 5

percent of the composition (foliar cover basis) on good to

poor condition meadows, respectively (Reid and Pickford

1946). On very poor condition meadows its percentage

again was less than 1 percent. Kentucky bluegrass, there-

fore, must be considered an increaser or secondary species,

even though it is excellent forage. And sites of the

Kentucky bluegrass class in the Sierra Nevada cannot be

considered to be in good condition. Because it is well

established, however, management to replace Kentucky

bluegrass likely would prove futile.

Ephemeral-Lake
Site Characteristics. The ephemeral-lake sites {fig. 5)

have very poor drainage and are usually ponded until

midsummer. Although slender spikerush is luxuriant here,

creeping spikerush (Heleocharis pahtstris) usually domi-

nates the appearance and is plentiful. Microtopographic

differences oi a few centimeters, altering the depth of

water, can markedly alter the composition. Pepperwort

( Marsilea vestita) is common where water depth is less than

30 cm. Shortawn foxtail (Alopecurus aequahs) and ladys-

thumb knot weed (Polygonum amphihium) are common
where standing water is a few centimeters deeper.

Ephemeral-lake sites occupy depressed areas with re-
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Figure 4— Kentucky Bluegrass Class, Redwood Meadow, Hot

Springs Ranger District, Sequoia National Forest. (A dense blue-

grass stand. Crane Flat, Yosemite National Park)

Figure 5— Ephemeral-Lake Class, Minarets Ranger District, Sierra

National Forest. (Creeping spikerush [tall], with slender spikerush

[short])



stricted surface and subsurface drainage. Moss is generally

absent, and bare soil may be in considerable amount. The

soils are high in clay, and pH is about 6.0.

Comments: The sites studied and others observed are

similar to ephemeral-lake sites in northeastern California

and to the pond stage as described by Hayward ( 1928).

Except where excessive use continues year-after-year,

the manager need not be greatly concerned about the con-

dition of ephemeral-lake sites. They are subject to grazing

as the water recedes, but the species are able to grow and

store reserves before the site is used much.

Hillside Bog
Site Characteristics: Various species may dominate the

composition of sites in this class (fig. 6). Tinkers penny

(Hypericum anagalloides). American bistort knotweed

(Polygonum bistortoides), and species of violet ( Viola) are

all present. The combination is not restricted to this class;

however, violets and tinkers penny reach their maximum
abundance on these sites.

The sites are mostly sloping to moderately steep, poorly

or imperfectly drained, and seep-watered. Moss comprises

at least 20 percent of the surface cover. Soils are loams to

loamy sands. Amount of organic matter in the surface is

usually near or above 20 percent but, at 10 to 20 cm, it is

usually much less. Soil reaction is strongly acid, with pH
5.2.

Comments: This class has been recognized and called

"hanging meadows" (Harkin and Schultz 1967).

Grazing may contribute to the abundance of violets and

tinkers penny. They are low-growing species and their fre-

quencies should be reduced by an increase of taller-

growing species. Two such species, which grow on hillside

bogs, are tufted hairgrass and bluejoint (Calamagrostis

canadensis). There are, however, sites ungrazed for some

time on which violets and tinkers penny are abundant.

Several different associations, therefore, are possible

Figure 6— Hillside Bog Class, Willow Meadow, Minarets Ranger
District. Sierra National Forest. (Abundant moss, primrose monkey-
flower, and American bistort knotweed)

Figure 7— Longstalk Clover Class, near Clover Meadow, Minarets

Ranger District, Sierra National Forest. (Abundant clover with

western aster)

within the hillside bog class. In fact, a reanalysis indicates

that there are at least five associations.

The steeper, more organic hillside bogs appear to be

fragile. Some such sites have been trampled severely, and it

is likely best to not graze them, or to permit only light use.

Longstalk Clover
Site Characteristics: Longstalk clover sites (fig. 7) vary in

appearance in relation to the perennial grasses and grass-

likes present. Longstalk clover is plentiful on these sites. It

is more abundant than fewflowered spikerush, but pullup

muhly (
Muhlenhergia f'liformi.s) and various other species

may individually be more abundant than the clover. The

class, therefore, contains a number of associations.

Soils are mostly well-drained sandy loams, loams, or

clay loams with pH 5.0 or a little higher. Soil organic

matter is less than 10 percent and gravel content is high (16

percent). The sites are level, or nearly level, and moss may

be prevalent on some sites.

Comments: These sites are among the best for grazing of

livestock, and deer apparently make some use of the clover

in spring and early summer. The clover has high forage

value. Ecologically, longstalk clover is a secondary species.

As taller grass and grasslike plants are reduced under graz-

ing, the clover increases. But under continued heavy use,

the clover decreases and annual hairgrass (Deschampsia

danthonoides) increases.

Tufted Hairgrass
Site Characteristics: Tufted hairgrass (fig. 8) is usually

plentiful and one or more asters (usually western aster),

sedges ( Care.v) or rushes (Juncm) generally will be frequent

or plentiful. Fewflowered spikerush, pullup muhly, and

primrose monkey{\oweT (Mimulusprimuloide.s) may all be

present, but are less abundant than tufted hairgrass. Spe-

cies diversity is usually high. Litter covers between 60 and

70 percent of the surface. Soil, moss, or both, make up

most of the remainder. Soil pH is slightly less than 5.0. Soil
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Figure 8—Tufted Hairgrass Class. Crane Flat, Yosemite National

Park (Large size plants of tufted hairgrass in excellent hiealth)

textures are sandy loams and organic matter is relatively

low. The sites are level to gently sloping and are moderately

well- to well-drained. Variations relate mainly to the

amounts of tufted hairgrass and other species. On some

sites tufted hairgrass shoots may be few and other species

may dominate.

Comments: Two tufted hairgrass associations have been

identified in moist meadows, and a tufted hairgrass series

recognized in dry meadows (Hall 1979). On good condition

meadows the composition of tufted hairgrass was reported

to be about 70 percent (Reid and Pickford 1946). Poor

condition meadows, in contrast, had only 5 percent of that

species. Proper grazing management is necessary to main-

tain tufted hairgrass sites.

The tufted hairgrass class is found extensively in the

Sierra Nevada, and some of the other classes derived in this

study may represent stages of degeneration from a tufted

hairgrass climax. Bluejoint may be found on some tufted

hairgrass sites of better condition. Studies have indicated

that western aster is an increaser on these sites (Reid and

Pickford 1946). It and mat muhly (Muhlenhergia richard-

sonis) may increase on drier sites of the class as grazing

reduces tufted hairgrass. On more moist sites fewflowered

spikerush and primrose monkeyflower, along with certain

rushes and sedges, may be the increasers.

Nebraska Sedge
Silt' Charactcrisiics: Although other species may be

more abundant in this class, Nebraska sedge {fig. 9) is the

ecological dominant and is abundant. Typically, the sites

are level or nearly level and are imperfectly to moderately

well-drained. The class is expressed best where water flows

over the surface but does not pond. Nebraska sedge is

found as a nearly pure stand where overflow water is about

10 cm deep. In deeper water it mixes with beaked sedge,

and on drier sites it can be found with *Mfted hairgrass and a

host of other species.

Texture of the soil ranges from clay loam to sandy loam.

Soil organic matter is above 20 percent and pH is about 5.3.

The surface is generally well-covered with litter. Little moss

is present.

Comments: Sites of this class are common in the Western

United States, and Hall (1979) recognized Nebraska sedge

series in his moist and wet subformations.

Nebraska sedge has been rated as a primary species

(California Region 1969). It has also been considered valu-

able as late-season forage (Hermann 1970). In the Sierra

Nevada, Nebraska sedge frequently is grazed season-long

and seems to tolerate repeated grazing. Drying of a site as a

result of erosion is the most likely cause of reductions in

Nebraska sedge.

The next four classes described do not represent poten-

tial vegetations. Each class is comprised of sites having

similar current vegetations, and the vegetations of the four

classes differ. But rather careful study of vegetation is

needed to decide to which one of these four classes a site

belongs.

Almost all sites of these classes are grazed. The vegeta-

tions, therefore, may reflect more the regimes of grazing

than any differences in potentials. The main species—those

used to name the classes—are not primary or decreaser

species. The sites would benefit from improved grazing

management. Various caespitose sedges and grasses, such

as Star of David sedge (Carex ormantha), abruptbeak

sedge (C. abrupta), Jones sedge (C jonesii), tufted hair-

grass, and California oatgrass (Danthonia californica) are

probably the potential dominants.

Fewflowered Spikerush
Site Characteristics: Fewflowered spikerush {Jig. 10)

may form early pure stands especially in very wet places at

high elevations. Sites of the class have more fewflowered

spikerush than pullup muhly and primrose monkeyflower

combined. And fewflowered spikerush will be abundant

and may be luxuriant.

The sites are mostly poorly and imperfectly drained and

Figure 9— Nebraska Sedge Class, Jackass Meadow, Minarets

Ranger District, Sierra National Forest. (Healthy, dense stand of

Nebraska sedge)
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Figure 10— Fewflowered Spikerush Class, upper Bone Yara
Meadow, Pine Ridge Ranger District, Sierra National Forest Site is

well grazed, (Typical short growth of fewflowered spikerush on an
ungrazed site)

are kept wet by seeps and springs. They are similar, there-

fore, to the hillside bog sites. But they are mostly level to

gently sloping and some sites are well-drained. Abundant
moss characterizes the surface. Soils range in texture from

silt loams to sandy loams. Reaction is very strongly acid,

with pH about 4.9. The surface 10 cm is generally organic,

averaging more than 20 percent and the 10- to 20-cm layer

has, on the average, about 15 percent organic matter.

Comments: The "spikerush bog" of Wilson (1969)

appears to be similar to this class.

Longstalk clover, alpine aster, and California oatgrass

may be frequent or more abundant on some sites. And at

lower elevations, at least, the abundance of fewflowered

spikerush appears to be related to livestock grazing. Taller

growing species would be expected to comprise more and

fewflowered spikerush less of the composition in the

absence of grazing, or on sites in good condition.

Pullup Muhly
Site Characteristics: Pullup muhly sites {fig. II) appear

to vary little from those of the fewflowered spikerush class.

The main difference is a higher composition of pullup

muhly and a correspondingly lower composition of rush.

The sites are level to nearly level and mostly moderately

well- or well-drained. Some imperfectly drained sites can

be found. Soil textures range from silt loams to sandy

loams; reaction is mostly very strongly acid, but ranges to

neutral. Although usually above 20 percent in the surface

10 cm. soil organic matter averages about 15 percent

between 10 and 20 cm. Moss is a prominent surface charac-

teristic. The similarity and overlap in characteristics of

pullup muhly and fewflowered spikerush sites is the appar-

ent reason for the lack of distinction by the discriminant

analysis.

Comments: Pullup muhly has been rated as a low value

or invader species (California Region 1969). Except for the

Kentucky bluegrass and ephemeral-lake sites, it has grown

on at least one site of each class. Pullup muhly, therefore,

has a broad ecological amplitude, and some of the sites

where it was found had not been grazed for many years. My
study suggests, therefore, that ecologically, pullup muhly is

an increaser rather than an invader species.

In the climax stand, pullup muhly occurs in a somewhat
reduced amount. It appears to be able to tolerate consider-

able shade and may comprise a fairly high percentage of the

composition on sites in good or excellent condition. One
should not assume that a high amount of this species

always indicates poor condition.

Bentgrass
Site Characteristics: Rough bentgrass and Idaho rcdtop

(Agrostis iciahoensis) typify this class and are plentiful {fig.

12). Various speedwells ( Veronica) and sedges are present.

Pullup muhly and primrose monkeyflower may occur in

some abundance. Moss is a prominent surface characteris-

tic, and the sites are watered by seeps. Slopes vary from
nearly level to gently sloping, and the sites are likely to be

poorly and imperfectly drained. Soils are sandy loams, low

in organic matter. In the upper 10 cm of soil, however,

organic matter may exceed 20 percent. Soil reaction is very

strongly acid, with pH about 4.9.

Comments: A series dominated by Agrostis species was

recognized by Hall (1979).

Taxonomically, rough bentgrass is similar to Idaho red-

top (Hitchcock 1950, Munz and Keck 1959). Generally it is

rated low in palatability, but it may be grazed well early in

the season (U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Ser-

vice 1937). Rough bentgrass can grow in wet to fairly dry

situations and has been considered to be a low value or

invader species of meadows (California Region 1969), A
tufted or caespitose species with culms of medium height

(somewhat over 30 cm), rough bentgrass occurs naturally

in meadows. I think, therefore, that this species is better

considered a secondary or increaser species in the Sierra

Nevada.

Figure 11— Pullup Muhly Class, an ungrazed meadow. Kings River

Ranger District, Sierra National Forest (Dense stand of pullup

muhly with western aster and Amencan Bistort knotweed)



Figure 12— Bentgrass Class, Willow Meadow, Kings River Ranger

District, Sierra National Forest. (Tufts of bentgrass witfi tinkers

penny and violet)

Carpet Clover
Site Chaiacteiistics: Although it does not grow exclu-

sively on sites of this class, carpet clover (/j'^. 13) is frequent

or plentiful here. There is much less pullup muhly than on

sites of the pullup muhly class; and, relative to the bent-

grass class, primrose monkeyflower is more abundant.

Violets, panicled bullrush (Scirpus microcarpus), and

Ccirex lemmonii are all present in some abundance.

The sites are sloping or strongly sloping, watered by

seeps, and imperfectly to moderately well-drained. The

better-drained sites have little moss and much bare soil.

Texture of the soil is a loam or sandy loam. Soil reaction is

strongly to medium acid (average pH 5.4) and organic

matter is less than 20 percent in the surface as well as

between 10 and 20 cm. Variations are mainly related to

abundance of the main species and to presence or absence

of California oatgrass.

Comments: A low-growing, mat-forming, creeping spe-

cies, carpet clover prefers moist to wet habitats and has

been rated as good to excellent forage (Hermann 1966).

Although it is not specifically listed, carpet clover would

evidently be considered a primary or decreaser species

(California Region 1969). The species will withstand shade

from trees bordering a site, but its abundance will be few

where taller species are abundant and vigorous. I believe,

therefore, that carpet clover, like longstalk clover, should

be considered an increaser species.

Most species of monkeyflower are neither sufficiently

palatable nor abundant to be valued as forage (U.S.

Department of Agriculture. Forest Service 1937). They are

all rated as low value or invaders in meadows (California

Region 1969). Primrose monkeyflower is plentifu' on

carpet clover sites, and it is found on sites of every class,

except those of the ephemeral-lake and short-hair sedge

classes. It is not found away from the meadows. Therefore,

I think primrose monkeyflower should be considered a

secondary or increaser species, also.

-^ <
•
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Figure 13— Carpet Clover Class. Brusfi Meadow, Kings River

Ranger District, Sierra National Forest (Small wfiite flowers of

carpet clover and basal leaves of western aster)

Shorthair
Site Characteristics: Sites of the shorthair class (fig. 14)

represent an important forage resource in wilderness and

backcountry areas. In 1971, sites of the class produced

about 121 g per m^ (1080 lbs/acre).i

Shorthair and Sierra ricegrass (Oryzopsis kingii) are the

dominant species. Slender club-rush (Scirpus dementis).

Sierra bilberry ( Vaccinium nivictum), and Newberry gen-

tian are usually present in some abundance. Main varia-

tions in the class appear related to amounts of Sierra

bilberry and alpine aster (Aster alpigenus) present.

Sites of the shorthair class are found in subalpine mea-

dows. The average elevation of the sites studied was 2930

m. Amounts of moss are generally low, and litter makes up

more than 50 percent of the surface. Soil textures are

mostly sandy loams, with pH 5.0. Organic matter content

of the soil is usually less than 10 percent. The sites are

nearly level or gently sloping and moderately well- to

well-drained.

Comments: The shorthair class was recognized in the

Sierra Nevada (Klikoff 1965 and Sumner 1941). As the

name indicates, the vegetation is short. Height growth

seldom reaches 1 5 cm, and it is frequently less than 10 cm,

even on sites ungrazed for many years. This naturally short

growth should not be interpreted to mean that a shorthair

site is overused.

Dominants of the climax communities are, I believe,

shorthair and Sierra ricegrass. On drier sites. Sierra rice-

grass may be more abundant, although shorthair may be so

on more moist sites. When together and in vegetative phe-

nological stages, however, these species are most difficult

to distinguish. Alpine aster and slender club-rush appear to

be increaser species.

'Unpublished data on file at the Pacific Southwest Forest and Ri'.nge

Experiment Station, Fresno, Calif.
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Figure 14— Shorthair Class, Delaney Meadow, Yosemite National

Park (Abundant litter and healthy tufts of grass— here mostly

Sierra ricegrass)

Gentian-Aster
Site Characterisiics: Except for having smaller amounts

of shorthair and larger amounts of bare soil, gentian-aster

sites {fig. 15) would fall into the shorthair class. Species

diversities, amounts of moss, soil organic matter and gravel

content, soil texture, pH, slope, and drainage are generally

the same as for the shorthair class. Here, however, short-

hair is replaced largely by Newberry gentian, fewflowered

spikerush, pullup muhly, tinkers penny, and slender club-

rush. And there is about 36 percent bare soil as compared

with 14 percent bare soil on shorthair sites. Newberry

gentian has its greatest abundance on these sites and is

about as abundant as alpine aster.

Cummenis: The three sites representing the gentian-

aster class were grazed by livestock. Those of the shorthair

class were not. Fewflowered spikerush and slender club-

rush appear to be successional species of the sere (Ratliff

1973). It seems likely, therefore, that gentian-aster sites are

disturbances of the climax shorthair vegetation.

Short-Hair Sedge
Siie Characterisiics: Short-hair sedge {fig. 16) is clearly

the dominant species of this class. On the four sites in this

study it comprised an average of 86 percent of the shoot

frequency. In an earlier study (Ratliff 1974), the same

composition was found for 10 sites by using foliar cover

estimated from stereo prints. Species diversity is low. There

is little if any moss, and bare soil (48 percent) is the most

prominent surface feature. The sites are somewhat exces-

sively or excessively drained and vary from level to strongly

sloping. Elevation is usually above 2500 m. Soils are low in

organic matter and high in sand. Textures are sandy loams,

with gravel making up about 10 percent of the soil mass,

and the soils are strongly acid, with pH about 5. 1.

Variations in the class appear associated with presence or

absence of a tree overstory. Trees may adversely influence

the abundance of short-hair sedge and alter the species of

forbs present.

Comments: Short-hair sedge sites were recognized (Ben-

nett 1965). and the class is the dry type, as described by

Klikoff (1965).

Short-hair sedge is considered to be a sccondars species

(California Region 1969). It becomes dormant by early

August (apparently in response to rapid drying of the soil),

but its palatability is equal to that of the similar threadleaf

sedge (Carex filifolia) (U.S. Department of Agriculture,

Forest Service 1937). On the study and similar sites, short-

hair sedge is the climax dominant of the herb layer and is a

primary species.

Short-hair sedge sod responds well to limited grazing.

But because of its short growing period, grazing that is too

early, too heavy, or both will reduce vigor of the sedgeand

lead to deterioration of the sod. Deterioration resulting

from continued trampling of the sod by people and stock is

evident on trails. Once the sod is broken, much time is

required for it to rebuild.

CLASSIFICATION OF NEW SITES

The classification functions (table J) were used in a

modification of program CONDIT (Jameson and others

1970) to assign the 18 additional sites to classes. CONDIT
computes the probabilities of class membership. A simple

exai.iple will help the reader to understand the procedure

(table 4).

Each function (F,,) is multiplied by the percentage of

composition (X, ) of the corresponding species to derive the

score of species i for class j. To the sum of the species scores,

the constant (C,) for the class is added (here subtracted) to

obtain the site score (Sj) for the class. Thus, S, = Q ,

+

X|F|, + X2F2, + XjF,,. The maximum score is found and

Figure 15— Gentian-Aster Class, Shorthair Meadow, Kings River

Ranger District, Sierra National Forest (Small tufts of shorthair,

alpine aster, Newberry gentian, slender club-rush-, and Sierra

bilberry)
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Table 3— Species site classificalion fwutions for meadows of the Sierra Nevada

Cluster

Species A B C ^ E 1 F G H 1 J 1 K. L M N

Agroslis scahra 0.05 0.52 -0.57 0.48 0.24 0.31 0.21 0.48 0.51 3.81 0.26 0.14 0.06 0.00

Aster occidenialis .57 .74 01 .11 1,86 3.77 .50 .15 .69 .02 .32 .56 -.04 -.02

Calamagrostis hreweri -.07 .02 .25 .01 ,14 .11 .00 .33 .16 .15 .10 5.08 1.04 .15

Carex exserta .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .01 .01 .00 .0! .08 .04 9.83

Carex nehrascensis .22 .14 .85 .04 .01 .35 2.8! .01 .20 .10 .04 .00 .07 .00

Carex roslrata .8.^ .06 .03 02 09 .20 .16 .04 .04 .02 .00 .01 .06 .00

Deschampsia caespilosa .89 .51 .32 .26 1.22 4.84 .66 .38 .87 .42 .03 -..34 .06 .01

Gentiona newherrvi ,99 .37 .07 -.08 .40 .92 .33 .02 .25 .17 .44 .15 4.30 .17

Heleocharis acicuiaris .03 .31 8.38 .09 .47 .00 .80 .55 -.21 .24 .01 -.17 - 14 .01

Heleocharis pauciflora .00 .00 .95 .OS .29 .14 .13 1.46 .92 .64 .42 .49 .36 .02

Pva pratensis 10 5.15 .38 04 1.40 .34 .06 09 .05 .27 .08 .02 .08 .00

Trifolium lonf^ipes ,18 1.51 .93 .03 2.50 69 .05 .36 -.18 .38 .20 -.20 -.02 .00

TrifoliuDi nuiiiaiilliiiDi .07 .48 1.30 .45 .14 ,19 ,11 .56 .22 ,07 2.18 00 .56 .03

Constant 31,56 127.06 248.51 4.12 39.71 52.87 57.89 25.98 13.84 49.88 17.14 103 16 31.06 425.29

subtracted from each S, to give the In N,. Corresponding

numbers are determined and divided by their sum to give

the probabiHties.

With lowamounts ol fewflowered spikerush and moder-

ate amounts of other species, sites with low composition of

pullup muhiy can be assigned to that class. To be in the

pullup muhly class, a site should have about as much or

more of that species as it has of fewflowered spikerush. But

neither of the two sites assigned to the pullup muhly class

(table 5) had that condition. Amounts of other discriminat-

ing species (fahle 6) offset the influence of fewflowered

spikerush.

Fewflowered spikerush and pullup muhly on site 79 are

in about the same proportion as on the sites referred to

earlier. But absence of other discriminating species gave a

higher probability for the fewflowered spikerush class

(lahle 5). Changes in amounts of other species, therefore,

will determine the class assignment, and the close relation

between the fewflowered spikerush and pullup muhly
classes will become more apparent.

ms»%§;»!>*.

mi^

Figure 16— Short-hair Sedge Class, Dana Meadow, Yosemite Na-
tional Park (Typical patchiness, but good production, in an excel-

lent condition stand)

The influence of other species is also evident foi site 86.

More than 40 percent of the composition was fewflowered

spikerush, but probability of membership was highest for

the tufted hairgrass class. Only a trace amount of tufted

hairgrass grew on the site. Western aster, however, was in

significant amount and was responsible for the class

assignment. Western aster also resulted in site 84 being

assigned to the tufted hairgrass class. About 20 percent of

western aster appears to indicate a tufted hairgrass

potential.

Pullup muhly and fewflowered spikerush sites may have

a tufted hairgrass potential. Variables other than current

vegetation are about the same at sites 83 and 84 and at sites

85 and 86, and all four are similar. Potential vegetations of

these sites should, therefore, be similar. On the basis of data

presented, sites 73, 87, and 88 have a tufted hairgrass

potential as well. Presence of more shorthair than tufted

hairgrass suggests an increaser status for shorthair on these

three sites.

The last two sites studied are in the elevational range of

shorthair sites. Both have about 27 percent alpine aster.

Although they currently fall into the fewflowered spike-

rush class, their potential vegetation is probably shorthair.

Table 4 An example ol claw a\sii;nmcnl ihrouf^li calculation of the

prohahilitics of class membership (Pi)

Percent

composition (X)

Classes (j)

Species (i) 1 2

Classification functions (F)

i
! 5 0.74 0.05

2
1

'° .89 .25

3
1

25 .10 .70

Sum of sp ecies scores 15 10 20.25

Constants (C,) 3.00 7.00

Score lor class (S,) 12 10 13.25

In N, 1.15 .00

N, .32 1.00

P, = N,/I. n .24 .76
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Table 5

—

Class membership for 18 meadow siies of the Sierra Nevada as given h\' the classification funciions (values) and the key (K's)

Sequential site number'

Class-' 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90

Beaked sedge 3 1.000

K
Hillside bog 1.000 0.998 0875 T 0.989 0.971 T

K K K

Longstalk clover T
K

1.000

K

Tufted hairgrass 1.000

K
1.000

K
0.762

Nebraska sedge 0.079

Fewflowered 0.023 0.561 0.957 0.006 0.997 0.983 1.000 0.9.30

spikerush K K K K K K K
Pullup muhly 0.975 T 0.002

K
0.045 0.439

K
0.01 1 0.029 1.000 0.043 0.232 0.003 0.017 T 0.070

Carpet clover T K
Gentian-aster 0.002

'These are the last 18 sites sampled for this study.

-Only those classes with positive probabilities are included.

'Values are probabilities of class membership. T indicates a probability of less than 0.001 and a blank a probability of 0.0.

These sites may possibly progress through the gentian-

aster class.

Tinkers penny, American bistort knotweed, and violet

are present on the five sites assigned to the hillside bog

class. In that respect they each agree with other sites of the

class. Site 77 had too little Nebraska sedge and too little

longstalk clover to classify as one of those classes. Sites 80

and 81 are similar to a site reallocated to the hillside bog

from the beaked sedge class. Those three sites—68, 80, and

81—may form one of the indicated divisions within the

hillside bogs.

Classifications given by the key (/«/)/£' J) agree with those

given by the functions for 12 of the 18 sites. Amounts of the

13 species are integrated by the classification functions.

Except as the amount of one species leads to the next

species to be considered, the key does not integrate the

species. Discrepancies are expected. For a particular appli-

cation, either the functions or the key, but not both, should

be used.

Table 6

—

Species compositions for computing prohahiliiies of class membership for IM meadow sites of the Sierra Nevada

Sequential site number'

Species 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90

Agroslis scahra 1.33. 1.33 0.67 6.33 3.00 4.00 7.00 -_ 1.67 3.33 0.03 0.03 - -

Aster occidentalis 6.33: — — : 0.03 — 5.33 — 1.00 — 3.00 11.69 22.00 13.00 22.00 2.06 2.42 0.03 0.03

Calamagrosiis 4.00: — —
:
— — — — — — — — — — — 2.36 2.06: — —

breweri

Carex exserta — :
— — :

— — — — — — — — • — :
— — — — :

— —
Carex nehrascensis — — 0.03- — 19.33 0.33 — — — - — — .

- - — -

Carex rostrata 0.33 : 61.00 — :
— 0.33 — ~ 17.00 18.67 0.03 — — • 1.67 0.03 0.03 0.03: 0.03 0.03

Deschampsia 0.33: — —
:
— 0.33 0.03 - 1.00 0.03 20 00 0.03 0.03 33 0.03 1.03 67: - —

caespiiosa

Gentiana newherrvi 6.67: — — :
— -_ — — — — — 3.03 0.33 2.00 6.67 1.69 1 .00 : 0.03 2.67

Heleocharis — :
• 3.67 0.33 0.33 — — — 0.03 0.03 7.33 2.33 0.03 0.03 :

acicularis

Heleocharis 24.33: 19.67 — : 6.00 7.67 11.00 22.67 5.33 6.67 11 00 20 II 1.67- 47.67 42.00 35.75 32.43 : 41.58 28.10

pauciflora

Muhlenbergia 8.33 1.00 2.00 3.33 21.33 12.00 7.67 2..33 9.67 6.67 7.68: 5.00: 16.00 12.67: 4.11 8.88: 26.55 26.42

filiformis^

Poa praiensis — : — 0.33 : 0.33 —

-

— .
— 0.03 — - 0.03 : 0.03 :

- :
- : — :

— —
Trifolium longipes — :

— —
: 0.33 14.33 25.33 :

^ 2.00 — — .
-

:
—

:
— : — — :

—
:

— —
Trifolium monanthum 1.33. - 0.33: 0.33 -- - - 0.67 - 2.33 5.35: 3.33: 2.00: 0.67: 0.33 : 0.03: ^- —

'These are the last 18 sites sampled for this study.

'Pullup muhly is not required for computing the probabilities; it is included here for comparison with other species and because it names one of the

classes.
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DISCUSSION

The present meadow site classes appear to be at least two

levels above the individual site. That is, at least one addi-

tional division is needed to reduce the residual heteroge-

neity so that the classes of the lowest category correspond

to associations (Braun-Blanquet 1932). Presence of this

heterogeneity means that some quite-different-looking

sites may be assigned to the same class, and a particular site

may not fit its class concept particularly well. The oppor-

tunity to classify new sites, however, gives new insights into

successional relationships and helps in determining site

potentials and defining associations.

Best use of the current classification is in conjunction

with range types and ecoclasses (Hall 1979). With range

types the classes may replace the wet and dry site types and,

thereby, expand that categorical level. Within the ecoclass

concept the classes may be taken as appro.ximations of

series quantitatively derived. Hall's ( 1979) series, however,

are based upon climax or stable-state species, although

these meadow site classes are based upon current vegeta-

tion. In that respect, the meadow site classes more closely

correspond to series as defined in southern California

(Paysen and others 1980).

According to the general scheme of Hall (1979), and the

altitudinal scheme used by Sharsmith( 1959), meadow sub-

formations and series of the Sierra Nevada are as follows:

Subformations

Montane dry meadow

Montane moist meadow

Montane wet meadow

Montane tule meadow
Subalpme alpine dry meadow
Subalpmc alpme moist to

wel meadow

Series or class

Kentucky biuegrass

Tufted hairgrass

Kentucky biuegrass

Tutted hairgrass

Longstalk clover

Nebraska sedge

Pullup mulily

Bentgrass

Carpet clover

Fewtlowered spikerush

Nebraska sedge

Fewflowered spikerusin

Beaked sedge

Ephemeral-lake

Hillside bog

As given by Hall (1979)

Short-hair sedge

Shorlhair

Gentian-aster

Presence of a class under more than one subformation

indicates that individual sites of the class (as derived in this

study) had different moisture conditions. The suggestion is

that more than one series having the same major species

will eventually be found.

The current meadow site classes and the classification

functions provide a basic system from which, as new
information is added, a revised classification system will

result. A natural system (Cline 1967) of meadow site classi-

fication that has associations at the lowest level and a

category to represent potential vegetations may evolve.

Any classification system, however, is only an approxima-

tion of reality. And no classification should be considered

final. As a summary a classification "advances," but as an

organization it "ossifies" scientific thought (Major 1958).

Classification of meadowsites of the Sierra Nevada, there-

fore, must be a dynamic, continuing process.

APPENDIX

A. Species Index
Scientific name Common name Pages

1. Agroslis idahoensis Idaho redtop 9

2. Agroslis scahra Rough bentgrass 9

3. Alopecuriis aequalis Shortawn foxtail 6

4. Asier alpigenus Alpine aster 9-11

5. Aster ociidenialis Western aster 7.8

6 Calamagroslis hreweri Shorthair 10. 11

7. Calainagroslis canadensis Bluejoint 7.8

8. Care.x ahrupia Abruptbeak sedge 8

9. Carex exseria Short-hair sedge 11

10. Carex filifolia Threadleaf sedge 11

11. Carex jonesii Jones sedge 8

12. Carex lemmonii 10

13. Carex nehrascensis Nebraska sedge 8

14. Carex ormaniha Star of David sedge 8

15. Carex roslraia Beaked sedge 5,8

16. Carex species Sedge 6-9

17. Danlhonia californica California oatgrass 8,9

18. Deschampsia caespilosa Tufted hairgrass 7,8

19. Deschampsia danlhonoides Annual hairgrass 7

20. Genliana newherryi Newberry gentian 10, 11

21. Heleucharis acicularis Slender spikerush 6

22. Heleoehuris paluslris Creeping spikerush 6

23. Heleochuns pauciflora Fewtlowered spikerush 7-9. 1 1

24. Hypericum anagalloides Tinkers penny 7, 11

25. Junciis species Rush or wiregrass 7-9

26. Marsiieu veslila Pepperwort 6

27 Mimulus primuluides Primrose monkeyflower 7-10

28. Muhienhergia filiformis Pullup muhly 7-11

29. Miihlenbergia richardsonis Mat muhly 8

30. Oryzopsis kingii Sierra ricegrass 10

31. Poa praiensis Kentucky biuegrass 6

32. Polygonum amphthium l.adysthumb knotweed 6

33. Polygonum hisiorloides American bistort knotweed 7

34. Scirpus dementis Slender club-rush 10-11

35. Scirpus microcarpus Panicled bullrush 10

36 Trifolium longipes Longstalk clover 7,9, |i

37. Trifolium monanthum Carpet clover 10

38. Uk cmiuni nivicium Sierra bilberry 10

39. Icronica species Speedwell 9

40. 1 iola species Violet 7, 10

B. Glossary
Agglomerafive cluster analysis— a type of cluster analysis that starts with

individual units and progressively combines them until all are in a single

group.

Association a cluster of similar individuals, it is the lowest categorical

level.
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Basal hit—a point contact with a shoot base or a surface variable at

ground level.

Categorical level—all groupings of the same degree of abstraction in a

classification (all associations or all series).

Class—an abstract group of individuals or groups within a particular

categorical level (an association or a .series).

Class indicator- a species or factor that is diagnostic of a particular class

or that discriminates between classes.

Classification the process of combining or partitioning indi\iduals into

groups.

Classification efficiency the extent ti) which variation between individ-

uals IS accounted for by the groups derived.

Classification function—a species coefficient derived by discriminant

analysis.

Cluster analysis—any of several techniques used to combine or divide a

number ol items into groups of similar individuals.

Decreaser- a species of the clima.x vegetation that will decrease with

overgrazing.

Dendrogram- a classification structure that indicates dichotomous hier-

archical relationships.

Dichotomous structure- a structure which, throughout, is successively

divided into two parts.

Discriminant analysis-a method (or finding the most likely class to

which an individual belongs.

Divisive cluster analysis- a type of cluster analysis that starts with indi-

V iduals as a single group and progressively divides them into small-size

groups of similar individuals.

Dominance—as used here, those species having high shoot-to-point tre-

quencies. In general, the degree of control e.xerted by a particular

species on the community.

Ecoclass—a uniform coding system in which vegetation of a site is identi-

fied by subformation (potential vegetation), series (dominant climax

species), and association.

Increaser—a species of the clima.x vegetation that will (for a time) increase

and then decrease with overgrazing.

Invader a species not of climax vegetation that will invade with over-

grazing. (Sometimes species present in small amounts that increase with

overgrazing are considered invaders.)

Individual- one of the items (sites) to be classified.

Meadow —wetland or semiwetland that supports a herbaceous cover of

emergent hydrophytes, mesophytes, and or intermediate species, and

dry herbland of the subalpine and alpine types. Except for some dry

herbiands, herbaceous cover is continuous, unless interrupted by trees

or rocks.

Meadow site—an area of meadow of homogeneous species composition,

having a general species composition visually diffrent from that of

adjacent areas; an individual unit to be classified.

Series—a class composed of similar associations.

Shoot-to-point frequency the proportion of shoot-to-point hits on a

species

Shoot-to-poinI hit the live shoot nearest to the basal hit.

Site class a grouping of individual sites or groups of sites at any

categorical level; as used here, a site class is a series or an approximation

thereof.
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Table \ — Prociuilion rales of handcrews in building firelines. by fuel lype. and crew experience

Rate of line Observations Crew

construction Samples in Class in each Fireline exper-

Region (RLC)' Samples Classes- Class range each class mean sample' type" ience'^

Low resistance-to-control f uels

Northern ( 1) 0.15 to 3.3 10 2 0,15 to 1.50 6 0.77 Many C IE

1.96 to 3.30 4 2.44 N.D. C E

Rocky Mountain .62 to 2.70 7 2 .63 to .72 2 .66 Many c IE

(2)' 1.00 to 2.70 5 1.63 Many CH E

Southwestern (3) 3.00 to 7.00 2 1 3.00 to 7.00
->

5.00 N.D. C/CH IE

Intermountain (4) 1 14 to 6.00 2 1 1.14 to 6.00 2 3.57 N.D. CH IE

Pacific .40 to 4.97 3 2 .40 1 .40 Many C E

Southwest (5) 3.75 to 4.97 2 4.36 N.D. C E/IE

Pacific 4.35 1 1 4.35 1 4.35 N D. C IE

Northwest (6)

Southern (8) 3.01 1 1 3.01 1 3.01 N.D. CH IE

Eastern (9) 2.50 to 5.30 2 1 2.50 to 5.30
>

3.90 Few/N.D. CH E/IE

Alaska (10) 4.00 1 1 4.00 1 4.00 N.D. C E

Medium resistance-to-control fuels

1 0.15 to 2.00 11 2 0.15 to 0.80 6 0.51 Many C IE

1.00 to 2.00 5 1.40 N.D. C E

2 .20 to 2.00 5 2 .20 to 0.35

2.00

4

1

.28

2.00

Many
N.D.

CH
C

E

E

3 4.00 1 1 4.00 1 4.00 N.D CH IE

4 .20 to 3.00 2 1 .20 to 3.00 2 1.60 N.D. CH IE

5 .28 to 3.18 6
>

.28 to 0.83

3.18

5

1

.52

3.18

Many
N.D.

C
C

IE

IE

6 .32 to 3.15 4 2 .32 to 0.55

3.15

3

1

.44

3.15

Many
N.D.

C
C

IE

IE

8 1.51 to 3.00 2 1 1.51 to 3.00 2 2.26 N.D. CH IE

9 2.10 to 2.70 2 1 2. 10 to 2.70 2 2.40 N.D. /few CH IE

10 1.30 1 1 1.30 1 1.30 N.D. C IE

High resistance-to-control 1 uels

I 0.05 to 0.80 11 2 0.05 to .39 7 0.25 Many C IE

.45 to .80 4 .59 N.D. C E

2 .15 to 2.70 9 2 .15 to .30 4 .23 Many CH E

1.00 to 2.70 5 1.92 Many CH E

3 .20 to 1.40 2 2 .20

1.40

1

1

.20

1 40

N.D.

N.D.

C
CH

IE

IE

4 .14to 1.20 2 1 .14 to 1.20 2 .67 N.D. CH IE

5 .12 to 1.25 7 2 .12 to .23 3 .18 Many C E

.51 to 1.26 4 .86 N.D. C IE

6 .23 to 1.20
">

2 .23

1.20

1

1

.23

1.20

Many
Few

C
C

IE

IE

8 .76 to 1.50 2 1 .76 to 1.50 2 1.13 N.D. CH IE

9 1.30 to 1.40 2 1 1.30 to 1.40 2 1.35 Few/N.D. CH IE

10 .70 1 1 .70 1 .70 N.D. C IE

E.xtreme resistance-to-contro 1 fuels

1 0.02 to 0.25 9 2 0.02 to 0.19 6 0.10 Many C IE

.20 to .25 3 .23 N.D. C E

2 .05 to 1.30 8 2 .05 to .20 4 .13 Many CH E

.60 to 1.30 4 .95 Many CH E

4 .08 1 1 .08 1 .08 N.D. C IE

5 .20 to .55 5 2 .20 to .35 3 .26 Many C E

.52 to .55 2 .54 N.D.' C IE

6 .25 to .46 2 1 .25 to .46 2 .36 N.D. /many C IE

8 .75 1 1 .75 1 .75 N.D. CH IE

9 .68 to 1.00 2 1 .68 to 1.00 2 .84 Few/N.D. CH IE

10 .40 1 1 .40 1 .40 N.D. C IE

'Rate of fireline construction (RLC) was measured in lineal chains of fireline per person per hour.

'The classes refer to the number of distinct Ime construction rate changes classified by different studies under the same overall

resistance-to-control class.

'RLC study results were based on few-many observations, where few = 1-9; many = 10-100. Often, however, the observations in

each sample were not designated (N.D.).

"Fireline was either constructed (C) or constructed and held (CH),

ME = Inexperienced fireline crews; E = experienced crews that may include smokejumpers.



Increasing costs of fire suppression have intensified the need

to reevaluate all fire management practices to ensure that

they are economically effective. One suppression activity, that

of surrounding and containing a fire by building a fireline. has

been studied in terms of rate of construction.

Estimates of fireline construction rates are used for real-time

fire dispatching and in fire simulation planning models. The

accuracy required for construction rate estimates depends on

the purposes for which they are used. But because of differ-

ences in fuels, fire and management conditions, and fuel

resistance-to-control classes, construction rate accuracy is dif-

ficult to obtain. And, because errors in construction rate esti-

mates greatly affect estimates of fire size for simulation mod-

els of fire suppression effectiveness, accurate construction

rates are crucial.

Fireline construction rates, however, have been found to

vary by as much as 500 percent (Hanson and Abell 1941;

Matthews 1940; Pirsko 1966; Stevenson 1951; U.S. Dep.

Agric. Forest Serv. 1957, 1961, 1962, 1963, 1965a, 1965b,

1966a, 1966b, 1972a. 1972b, 1973, 1974). Such variability

confounds even basic assessments and comparisons of sup-

pression resource capabilities (Murphy and Quintilio 1978.

Ramberg 1974. Storey 1969). The problem is accentuated

when alternative suppression strategies are intensively

analyzed by mathematical models (Davis and Irwin 1976;

McMasters 1963. 1966; Parks and Jewell 1962; Quintilio and

Anderson 1976; Simard and others 1978; Swersey 1963).

Consequently, management decisions and justifications for

fire suppression budgets are severely hindered at a time of

increasing concern that costs of some suppression efforts may

outweigh resultant benefits. Before current information on

fireline construction rates from different studies can be reliably

integrated into any mathematical analysis, additional informa-

tion is needed as to what factors affect the high variability of

construction rates.

This paper reports a comparison analysis of data on con-

struction rates of crews using hand tools on firelines, and

addresses the need for accurate production rates with a simple

model for sensitivity analysis.

METHODS

Data Collection

Our compilation of line production rate data relied on the

bibliography of Storey (1969) (table 1) and a current literature

survey for studies after 1969. Although some works may have

been overlooked, it is unlikely that additional studies would

reduce the uncertainties involved with use of existing ratc-of-

line construction (RLC) estimates.

Fuel Resistance-to-control Classes

All production studies reviewed noted the general tyf)e of

fuels in which firelines were constructed. Because certain

fuels impede fireline construction more than others, fireline

production rates vary among fuels. Grouping fuels into

resistance-to-control classes (RTCC) has been the traditional

means of classifying and comparing line construction rates.

The RTCC broadly assesses the fuel size and structure so that

the fireline construction job can be stratified by level of diffi-

culty. Although the concept of resistance-to-control is the

same in all Forest Service regions, standards for applying the

classification system are needed.

A fuel's resistance-to-control rating—low, medium, high,

or extreme— is determined by the rate at which fireline can be

built in the fuel type. Specifically, RTCC is determined by

dividing the relevant range of fireline production rates into

four intervals and then classifying fuels by the interval into

which they fall. Although this classification scheme is used by

most Forest Service regions, it is inconsistently applied be-

cause of the lack of production rate range standardization

between fireline production studies and throughout Forest

Service regions. Much of the production range variability

results from differences in fuels within each RTCC.

U.S. Department of Agriculture Forest Service Fireline

Notebooks (U.S. Dep. Agric, Forest Serv. 1957, 1961, 1962,

1963, 1965a, 1965b, 1966a, 1966b, 1972a, 1972b, 1973,

1974) classify fuel type information by RTCC's for all Forest

Service regions, except the Pacific Southwest and Pacific

Northwest Regions. These two regions do not delineate

RTCC's; they simply record fireline production information

for each fuel type. Storey ( 1 969) and Lindquist ( 1 970) extrapo-

lated on information from the Fireline Handbook by categoriz-

ing production rates given by fuel type into resistance-to-

control classes.

To consistently interpret production rates for each RTCC, a

description of fuel types within each RTCC mu.st be known.

Fuel type information rated by resistance-to-control class is

listed in table 3 (Appendix) for all Forest Service regions,

except the Pacific Northwest and Pacific Southwest. Prod-

uctivity rates for specific fuel types in these Regions are

summarized in table 4 (Appendix).

An exception to the ad hoc determination of resistancc-to-

control is the procedure developed by Murphy and Quintilio



(1978). They quantitatively developed a fuel resistance-to-

control classification by measuring the relative difficulty of

clearing trees, clearing small trees and brush, building line

through deadfall and slash, trenching, and building on slopes.

Fuel can be given relative resistance-to-control rankings by

measuring different associated stand variables.

Data Standardization

Production information from all sources was compared.

Standard analysis of variance techniques could not be applied

to the data because of the relatively small information base and

wide range of possible influential variables. Instead, a classifi-

cation scheme was developed to isolate and reduce possible

sources of variability. Conclusions were drawn on the basis of

simplified comparisons of point estimates. The data were

inadequate for any further forms of analysis.

The data were grouped according to Forest Service region

and RTCC. This grouping eliminated much of the variability

resulting from different RTCC fuel classification schemes

among regions. When only one production rate was given, it

was recorded in the medium RTCC, unless otherwise

specified. If three fuel classes were delineated, the production

information was tallied in the low, medium, and high RTCC's.

All production information was standardized into similar

units of production and conditions of measurement. Most

studies recorded fireline production rates in lineal chains of

fireline constructed per hour per person. When production

rates were not recorded in these units, the rates reported in the

studies were converted back to a per person and per chain

basis. If, for example, a production rate was recorded as 165 ft

per hour per person, it was converted to 2.5 chains per hour per

person. If a production rate was recorded as 5 chains per 10

hours per person, it was converted to 0.5 chains per hour per

person. If a production rate was recorded as 3 chains per hour

per 3-person crew, it was converted into 1 chain per hour per

person. The conversions ignore the possibility that the work

produced by many individuals together is different from the

total work of each individual working separately. The rate in

these situations is the average rate per person for an interacting

crew.

Some studies recorded production for a long period of time

(Lindquist 1970; U.S. Dep. Agric, Forest Serv. 1980) to

account for diminishing productivity as the work shift pro-

gressed; that is, fatigue allowance. When fatigue factors were

given, their influence was incorporated as the average produc-

tion rate for the time period reported.

Some studies measured production as a forward rate of

progress with a stated or assumed fireline width (Hanson and

Abell 1941; Pirsko 1966; Steele 1961; U.S. Dep. Agric,

Forest Serv. 1957, 1961, 1962, 1963, 1965a, 1965b, 1966a,

1966b, 1972a, 1972b, 1973, 1974). Other studies measured

production in areal units of fireline constructed (Lindquist

1970). To make production rates comparable, author-

specified conversions were used to convert fireline area mea-

surements to lineal measurements. If no width was recorded in

the study, the standard U.S. Department of Agriculture Forest

Service fireline widths were used (Lindquist 1970).

The widths used to convert lineal to area measures were 2.5

ft for light fuels, 3.5 ft for medium brush, 5.0 ft for heavy

brush, and 6.0 ft for heaviest brush. The four categories listed

were assumed to conform to low, medium, high, and extreme

resistance-to-control classes.

For each region, the production data within each RTCC was

ordinally ranked and inspected for trends by type of fireline,

worker characteristics, and conditions of measurement. The

resulting production rates were grouped according to study

characteristics (table I). Characteristics common to most

studies were experience of the crew, number of observations

used to estimate production, and quality of fireline production.

Crew experience was normally denoted by smokechasers

and smokejumpers, high proficiency crew, medium profi-

ciency crew, low proficiency crew, general crew, pickup

firefighters, and trained or untrained woodsworkers. Charac-

terizations classed as inexperienced were pickup firefighters,

untrained woodsworkers, general crew, and low proficiency

crew. Characterizations classed as experienced were

smokechasers, smokejumpers, high proficiency crew,

medium proficiency crew, and trained woodsworkers. Forest

Service silviculture or inventory crews are sometimes called

upon to assist in initial attack operations. Such crews are often

classified as general handcrews. Although these crews have

been instructed in firefighting techniques, their on-fire experi-

ence is infrequent. Because the term "general crew" has many

interpretations, it was included in the inexperienced category.

RESULTS

Rates of Fireline Construction

The RLC estimates included in this report are based on

many observations ( 10 to 100), few observations (1 to 9), or a

nondesignated number of observations. Low production rates

frequently resulted from studies that used large sample sizes;

high production rates resulted from studies that used small or

undesignated sample sizes.

Production rates should logically be greater for experienced

as opposed to inexperienced hand crews. No consistent ten-

dencies were found, however, when production rate was com-

pared to level of crew experience.

The production rate results were not an obvious function of

quality of fireline production. Some production rates only

described constructed fireline (Biddison 1980; Buck 1938;

Matthews 1940; Stevenson 1951; U.S. Dep. Agric. Forest

Serv. 1966b); others described fireline constructed and held

(Hanson and Abell 1941; U.S. Dep. Agric, Forest Serv.

1964, 1965a). No differences in rates of fireline constructed as

against fireline constructed and held were apparent. A better

indicator of fireline quality might be the width of fireline;



Table 2— Effects oferrors in eslimales of line construction rates on final fire size predictions for a

20-man crew and a fire size of I acre at time of arrival^

Rate of spread (chains per hour)

4 8 12

Fire size Fire size Fire size

Estimation error Final size error Final size error Final size error

Acres Percent Acres Percent Acres Percent

50 percent underestimate 2.4 60 16.5 588 : 2

Correct 1.5 - 2.4 - 4.9 —
50 percent overestimate 1.3 -13 1.7 -29 2.4 -51

'Assumptions: two chains per person per hour is the correct line construction rate; the fire is

represented by a 2:1 ellipse; suppression forces arrive simultaneously; the attack is a direct, rear

attack with 10 people on each flank; percent fire size error = mcorrect-correct « loo percent.

-Fire cannot be controlled. (correct)

however, this information was usually unavailable in the

production studies reviewed here so that the source of potential

variability could not be tested.

Other variables may influence production rates. These in-

clude fireline grade, elevation, terrain, weather, hours work-

ers spend on the job, worker's pulse, worker's perceived

effort, smoke density, and others. Differences have been

found in productivity for length of time spent on the fireline

(Lindquist 1970). Variability of rates was measured so that

probability distributions of RLC as a function of time could be

derived. The effects of differences in fire intensity and rate-

of-spread and crew fitness on fireline productivity were

analyzed (Ramberg 1974). Although results were inconclu-

sive, the analysis suggested that unmeasured variables such as

skill, training, and supervision may have significant effects on

productivity.

Fire Size and Line

Construction Rates

Estimates of fireline construction rates are used for real-time

fire dispatching and in fire simulation planning models. The

accuracy required for production rate estimates depends on the

purpose for which they are used and the effects of errors on fire

size estimation.

Better estimates than those currently available may not be

needed for real-time fire dispatching. Actual initial attack and

suppression efforts are directed by regional experts who use

professional judgments. These experts integrate the variables

that affect productivity, and make management decisions ac-

cordingly.

But in planning models, where experienced fire bosses are

not available for making localized (situation-specific) deci-

sions, errors in productivity assumptions may be more crucial.

Depending on the fire conditions simulated, errors in produc-

tion values have the potential for radically biasing the simu-

lated results.

The ranges of reported fireline construction rates for each

RTCC per region are wide {table /). The range of reported

productivities in low resistance-to-control fuels for the Forest

Service's Northern Region (Region 1) is 0.1 5 to 3.3 chains per

person per hour {rahle I). The upper boundary of the range is

22 times larger than the lower boundary. The effects of errors

in productivity on fire size estimates must be known to assess

the significance of range size.

An initial attack simulation is sensitive to errors in line

construction rate estimates (table 2. figs. 1,2). The examples

were derived from a model (Brattcn 1978) that relates ratios of

final fire area to area at time of attack to different ratios of line

construction rate to rate-of-spread. The effects of a 50 percent

over- or underestimate of line construction capability for a

20-man crew with a fire spreading at three different rates have

been delineated (table 2). A 50 percent overestimate in prod-

uctivity results in a 13 percent underestimate of fire size for

fires with rates of spread of 4 chains per hour and a 5 1 percent

underestimate for fires spreading at 12 chains per hour. An

underestimate in productivity results in a larger percentage

error in final size prediction than an overestimate. For the

conditions outlined (table 2) for a rate-of-spread of 8 chains

per hour, a correct size at containment of 2.4 acres (0.97 ha)

would be predicted as 16.5 acres (6.68 ha) with a 50 percent

underestimate, and 1.7 acres (0.69 ha) with a 50 percent

overestimate. The effects of errors in productivity estimation

Are ;)svnimetrir;il

Fire size predictions are related to production rate estimates.

Figure I gives the predicted ratio of final area to initial fire area

as a function of the ratio of rate of line construction to rate-of-

spread (ROS). Each curve is for a different percentage error in

the ratio. The graph is interpreted as follows:

Point A: For a true RLC/ROS of 2.4, the ratio of final fire area to

initial area is 2.5. This means a 1-acre (0.40-ha) fire initially

attacked with a force size such thai RLC/RO.S - 2.4 would

be 2.5 acres (I ha) at containment.

Points B and C: For a true ratio of RLC/ROS of 2.4, a 50 percent underesti-

mate of RLC results in a predicted ratio of final area to initial

area of 22.7. A 50 percent overestimate of RLC results in a

predicted area ratio of 1.8.

The shapes and positions of the curves further indicate the

asymmetry of area error differences between equal percentage
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merit (fig. 2 ). Again, 1 to 3 chains per person per hour produc-

tion rates are well within the range reported in the literature.

The examples cited show that reliance on the published rates

of line construction for either planning or modeling purposes

can bring about unexpected results. In some situations, the

final fire size is fairly insensitive to sizable errors in production

rate, but in others, fire size sensitivity is high. The sensitivity

is also asymmetrical with respect to overestimates and under-

estimates. An underestimated production rate results in a

larger percentage error in final fire size prediction than an

overestimated rate. Size prediction sensitivity also decreases

when RLC/ROS ratios are large.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Marked inconsistencies result from different fuels, fire and

measurement conditions, and fuel resistance-to-control clas-

sification schemes. Substantial variability in production rates

results from other variables that could not be identified by

comparing results of previous .studies. For example, crew

supervision and team spirit may be major, yet difficult-to-

measure, determinants. Recent and future production studies

may attempt more detailed information coverage, but even

with adequate accurate knowledge, some resulting variability

in production rate may be a function of the type of production

being measured.

Figure 1— Sensitivity of final fire size to errors in the RLC/ROS ratio.

Assumptions are (a) 2:1 fire ellipse, (b) simultaneous force arrival, and

(c) direct, rear attack.

RLC overestimates and RLC underestimates. A 50 percent

RLC underestimate results in more dramatic errors in the

prediction of final fire size than does a 50 percent RLC overes-

timate. The difference is obvious for specific cases (table 2).

Also, the error effect is large for RLC/ROS ratios near 1 and

decreases as the ratio increases. A 50 percent RLC error is

much smaller than the error magnitudes possible in the range

of fireline construction rates historically reported (table I ).

Significant planning errors can be made by blind reliance on

published rates. Different assessments of fire crew effective-

ness are possible, depending on the rates chosen. A 20-person

crew producing line at the rate of 1 chain per person per hour,

for example , could not control a fire by direct rear attack if the

fire was spreading at 10 chains per hour. If the productivity

were 3 chains per person per hour, the same fire would only

double in size between the time of initial attack and contain-
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Figure 2— Effectiveness of a 20-man crew for different line construction

rate assumptions. Assumptions are (a) 2:1 fire ellipse, (b) simultaneous

force arrival, and (c) direct, rear attack.



Such inherent variability suggests that it is risky to rely on

point estimates of production rates as a measure of estimating

effectiveness of fire management activity. Production rate

ranges, therefore, are provided for specific resistance-to-

control classes. These ranges may be used in a variety of ways.

They may be useful aids for helping fire managers assess the

inherent risk in determining an adequate suppression force

size. In certain instances, a fire manager may choose appro-

priate production rates by consistently selecting rates from the

high or low ends of the given range, depending on fire site

conditions and the manager's attitude toward risk.

The simplified sensitivity analysis shows the asymmetry of

effects on fire size prediction resulting from errors in estimat-

ing production rates. A simulation model's percentage error of

prediction is larger if crew production rates used are less than

the real rate and smaller if production rates used are greater

than the real rate. The effects of errors in productivity on

real-time dispatching are equally severe. An assumption of

high productivity results in too few forces being dispatched.

Too few forces can have a dramatic impact on the final size of

the fire. As the ratio of line construction rate to rate-of-spread

increases, errors in production rates decline in importance for

predicting final fire sizes.

Historically, studies on line production rates for hand crews

show the difficulty of the research problem and the variability

of the results. Point estimates and associated variances are

needed for modern fire suppression modeling and planning

decisions. Future studies need to assess probabilities of obtain-

ing line production rates under different conditions. Any fu-

ture studies of line production rate should be designed to

measure variability so that probability distributions of rate of

line construction can be derived. Probability distributions

allow risk to be accounted for explicitly in fire analysis mod-

els. A methodology for obtaining the probability distributions

required has been provided (Lindquist 1970). Productivity

rates also need to be measured under actual fire rather than

simulated conditions. Productivity under simulated conditions

tends to be higher than productivity measured under actual

conditions.

Another area of study needing attention is the development

of resistance-to-control classes that can be determined by field

analysis. Pioneering work on quantitatively determining

resistance-to-control has already been done (Murphy and

Quintilio 1978). Standardization of resistance-to-control mea-

sures and productivity probability distributions are required

for future applications of line production rate measures.

APPENDIX

Table i—Fuels /( led hy resistance-to-control class, by Rci^ion within Forest Service

Region Low Medium High Extreme

Northern GeneralU open with Timber stands with minor Limber stands w ith Limber stands with exten-

(Region 1)' pnmarils grass cover. amounts of dead branch-

wood, may contain some

brush.

medium .imounls ol dead

branchwood. tree stems, or

rock. Mav contain heavv

underbrush.

sive dead Ireeslems. branch-

v\ood. brush, and rock.

Rock\ Mountain Open, park-hke stands of: Light reproduction Slash Slash (heavy)

(Region 2)- 1. Ponderosa pine

2. Spruce

3. Douglas-fir

4. Hardwoods

Pinyon-juniper

Linden bristlecone

Patchy oak

Grass

Patchy subalpine spruce

and fir

Palchy sagebrush

Uneven-aged stands

Slash

Heavy reproduction

Mature stands

Mixed aspen

Dense oak

Dense sagebrush

Southuestern Woodland Ponderosa pine Slash

(Region 3)' Grassland Brush

Spruce fir

Chaparral

Aspen

'Source: Region I Supplement I to the Fireline Handbook (U.S. Dep. Agric. Forest Serv. 1974).

-The fuels listed are summarized from the fuels description m the Region 2 Supplement 1 to the Fireline Handbook (U.S. Dep. Agric. Forest

Serv. 1972a). Twenty-one fuel classes with a total of 60 subclasses are listed in the supplement.

'Source: Region 3 Supplement to the Fire Fighting Overhead Notebook (U.S. Dep. Agric, Forest Serv. 1965a).



Table 3

—

Fuels rated by resistance-to-conlrol class, by Region within Forest Service (continued)

Region Lou Medium High Extreme

Intermountain Lodgepole pine Lodgepole pine Lodgepole pine

(Region 4)^ 1. Light windlall, clear 1. Moderate windfalls with 1. Mature with windthrow

trees grass carpet and bug kill

2. Sapling stand 2. Open, pole stand

3. Scattered other species,

some grass

Subalpine Spruce Subalpine

1. Protected NE slopes 1. Snags, scattered brush. 1. Dense

2. Fully exposed ridgetops trees 2. Limbs thick to the

Spruce

I. Clean trees, no snags or

windfall

Open, grassy stands of

ponderosa pine, Douglas-

fir, and subalpine fir

Ceanothus brush

Sagebrush

Cheatgrass

Ponderosa pine

I. Dense, intermixed

reproduction

Fir

Mixed age, older trees

Mixed brush

Ceanothus brush

ground

Slash

Old growth, Douglas-fir

and white fir

Northeastern Grass, ferns, and weeds Northern and Appalachian Northern conifers, 4 inches Conifer slash

(Region 7)5 Unburnable hardwood, 3 inches d.b.h.

Southern pine

6 inches d.b.h.'-

Southern pine reproduction

d.b.h.
^

Northern conifers, cutover

duff and no slash

Hardwood and hemlock

Hardwood, cutover, no

duff or slash

Hardwood reproduction

Hardwood and Southern

pine slash'

Laurel and rhododendron"

Southern

(Region 8)8
Pine (except sand pine)

Plains area exci

Sand pine

'pl Florida

Pine and hardwood Organic soil

Grass Bottomland hardwood Scrub oak Pocosin

Florida

Grass Longleaf pine scrub oak Loblolly pine-slash pine Pond pine-titi

Sand pine Palmetto flatwoods Grass tupelo

Pine hardwood

Mountain area

Upland hardwood Brush (rhododendron.

Conifers and hardwoods laurel)

Pine (all except white pine) Scrub hardwood

Pine-hardwood (all except

white pine)

Intermountain area

Grass Pine (all)

Pine-hardwood

Scrub hardwoods

Pine youpon

^Fhe fuels listed are summarized from the fuels description in Region 4 Supplement I to the Fireline Handbook (U.S. Dep. Agric, Forest

Serv. 1972b). The Handbook lists 17 classes with a total of 48 subclasses.

'Sources: Banks and Frayer (1966) and .lemison and Keetch (1942). Region 7 no longer exists. Parts of it have been incorporated into

Regions 8 and 9.

''Classified as low by Jemison and Keetch (1942).

'Classified as medium by Jemison and Keetch (1942).

"Source: Region 8 Fireline Notebook (U.S. Dep. Agric, Forest Serv. n.d.).



Table 3

—

Fuels rated hy resistance-to-control class, hy Region within Forest Service (continued)

Region Low Medium High Extreme

Eastern Short grass, weeds, and Wet brush, muskeg Swamp conifers Slash

(Region 9)" marshgrass

Lowland hardwoods

Upland hardwoods

Oak

SI

1.

ash

Swamp conifers 1. Hardwoods and swamp
conifers

Aspen T White cedar 2. Upland conifers, oak.

and white cedar

Scrub oak 3. Oak

Upland conifers 4. Hardwoods

Understory upland com lers 5. Upland conifer and

white cedar

6. Aspen

Understory upland coni fers

Slash U nderstory upland conifers

1. Upland conifers

2. Oak and hardwoods Oak
3. Aspen Upland coniter plantations

Drybrush and muskeg

Broom sedge

'Source: Region 9 Fire Overhead Notebook (U.S. Dep. Agric, Forest Serv. 1957) Duplicates in table result from si^e differences within a fuel t\pe

Table 4—Rates of construction offirelinefor Forest Service Pacific Southwest anil Pacific Northwest Regions, hyfuel type and

source of estimates (chains per hour per person)'

Fuel

type-

Fireline handbook

Basic

rate

After

8 h

Scowcroft and others

(1966)

Stevenson

(1951)

Buck

(1938)

U.S. Dep. Agnc,

Forest Serv. (1938)

Lindquist (1970)-'

Th I 8 h

1 4.0 2.1 2.9 1.2 0.6

2 3.6 1.8 1.0 1.8

3 4.7 2.5 2.4 .8

4 3.7 2.1 2.2

5 2.7 1.4 1.5 .8 .5

6 1.4 .7 .5 1.1 1.5 .8 .5

7 2.7 1.4 .8 1.4 .8 .5

8 1.4 .7 .7 1.1 .8 .5

9 1.2 .6 1.0 .8 .5

10 1.1 .6 I.I 1.0

11 .7 .4 .7 0.3 .6

12 .7 .4 .5 .5

13 .4 .2 .3 .22 .5 .2 .

14 .3 .2 .7 .3 .2

15 .5 .3

16 1.2 .6

17 6.2 3.1

18 .7 .4

'Regions 5 and 6 use the same fireline construction rates for each numbered fueltvpe. Region 5 information islrom Region

5 Fireline Handbook (U.S. Dep. Agric. Forest Serv. 1973); Region 6 information is from Region 6 Fireline Notebook (U.S.

Dep. Agric. Forest .Serv. 1965b).

-Fuel types 4. 7.8. I 1. 1 2. and 17 are excluded Ironithc Region 6 source; I ucl type IK is excluded from the Region 5 source,

' Piiel descriptions:

10. Mixed Douglas-fir vvhile fir. with brush and reproductionGrass

Grass and scattered sage

Mature timber— little chopping

Bear clover

Open man/anita patchy brush

Timber— medium reproduction and brush

Light-to-medium chamise (southern California)

Brush mixtures with sage

Medium brush m cutover or timber burn

1 I. Medium brush and oak (southern Calilornia)

12. Heavy pure man/anita. chamise, or buckbrush

13. Heavy mixed brush

14. Heaviest mixed brush

15. Second growth— medium poles

16. Slash in cutovers

17. Woodland little chopping

18. Mature timber (westside forests)

The luel groupings into regional fuel classes are the authors", based on descriptions given in the publications.
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Along-Standing communication problem for people who

manage resources is now entering a critical stage. In the

past, different vegetation classification "languages" became

current, in line with the emphasis on specific resource man-

agement responsibilities or functions, such as timber or

wildlife. With the change in emphasis toward interdisciplinary

management, the diversity of these languages hampers effec-

tive planning and coordination. Because each functional or

technical vegetation classification system reflects a different

viewpoint, no one system can be used by all disciplines or

agencies.

The system described in this report solves the communica-

tion problem. It addresses only the vegetation component of

ecosystems; it is a plant community taxonomy based on the

fundamental concepts of classification. It can thus serve as a

crosswalking mechanism, or general language, with common
acceptance in resource management. Properly used, it is a

consistent framework on which to build better languages

adapted to specific resource functions.

The system addresses a basic plant community unit at five

levels of descriptive detail, four of which are members of a

formal hierarchy. Floristic criteria are used for the basic unit at

the most precise level, the plant Association, and for the more

generally descriptive unit, the Series. Physiognomic and mor-

phological criteria are used to aggregate these basic units to the

Subformation and Formation levels of the system. The fifth

level, the Phase, which is outside of the hierarchy, provides a

flexible tool for description of vegetation characteristics re-

lated to resource function or other specific objectives.

The development of the present system has taken place

against a background of many attempts to classify vegetation.

In the aggregate, existing systems reflect a variety of purposes

and an assortment of descriptive scales, but each system meets

a specific objective. Systems have been designed to organize

vegetation according to functional resource management

criteria, to describe vegetation associated with land units or

ecological units, to distinguish structural types or floristic

assemblages, or to stratify vegetation into recognizable areal

units. Systems came into being to ease management activity

(inventory, land allocation, planning), to illustrate ecological

relationships, or to provide a framework for understanding

vegetation dynamics. Systems can be designed to address a

single levelof plant assemblage organization, or a hierarchy of

levels. Some classification schemes are designed for use in

local areas (Critchfield 1971, Thome 1976) and others for

general application (Whittaker 1962). Each system performs

its role well, when used as originally intended.

Many vegetation classification schemes are related to Cle-

ments' idea of stratifying the earth's vegetation into large-

scale expressions of major climate zones (Clements 1916,

1 920; Weaver and Clements 1938). Some of these schemes do

not conform to Clements' exclusive use of climax vegetation

in the definition of their basic unit (Cooper 1922). Most

systems provide for recognition of both climax and serai vege-

tation. Although not as systematic as others in this group, the

classification devised by Kuchler (1964) as a basis for map-

ping potential natural vegetation of the United States can be

included. Kuchler's potential natural vegetation is defined as

that which would exist if man were removed and subsequent

plant succession telescoped into a single moment in lime.

Many classification systems go beyond the mere description

of vegetation. Some systems focus on the ecology of vegeta-

tion; these systems relate particular kinds of vegetation to the

characteristicsof the environments that they grow in. Thus, we

find plant communities and vegetation types with such names

as Alkali Sink Scrub, Alpine Cushion Plant, Palm Oasis

Woodland, Foothill Oak, or Desert Transition Chaparral

Other systems focus specifically on ecosystems that are

characterized by vegetation; these systems classify land units

or ecosystems, but use names derived from vegetation classifi-

cation schemes (see Daubenmire 1968, Hall 1976, Layser and

Schubert 1979, Pflster and Amo 1980). A different use of

vegetation nomenclature is found in systems for classifying

land or ecological units that represent more general biological

systems (Brown and others 1979, Dansereau 1951, Waiter

1973). Included in this last group, and geared towards map-

ping vegetation on a global scale, are Fosberg's system (Fos-

berg 1967) and the UNESCO system (UNESCO 1973), The

distinction between the kinds of systems described in this

paragraph and those that classify vegetation alone is often

missed by practitioners, and occasionally by the system devel-

opers themselves.

Vegetation classification systems have been a necessary

by-product of inventory, mapping, land classification, or

ecosystem classification systems. In timber and range man-

agement, for example, vegetation growing sites are placed in

categories defined by management criteria (Eyre 1980; U.S.

Dep. Agric, Forest Serv. 1979; U.S. Dep. Agric, Forest

Serv. 1975). Some systems serve as a point of departure for

understanding the structure and dynamics of vegetation

(Braun-Blanquet 1932). Poulton (1972) developed a plant

community classification system in order to complete a land

cover map legend.

This report describes a Vegetation Classiflcation System

and its conceptual basis. It provides users of the System with

information that will facilitate its consistent application in the

field, clarifies the System's relevance to various classification

problems, and suggests methods for its use. Application of the

system was illustrated in an earlier report (Paysen and others

1980).

The theoretical and pragmatic needs that were considered in

the development of the System, and the way that the System's

final form meets both kinds of needs, provide the major topics

for discussion. Given the understanding of the System's con-

ceptual basis that this report provides, users with a resource

management emphasis, and those with a theoretical ecology

orientation, will understand the System's function as a

framework for categorizing plant communities and as a vehicle

for communication.



VEGETATION CLASSIFICATION IN

CALIFORNIA

The dictum that form follows function is illustrated in the

vegetation classification systems that have been applied to

California vegetation. The goals of various practitioners have

been met with a diverse collection of systems— not all of

which classify vegetation in the strict sense.

Cooper (1922), following the approach of Clements (1920)

with some modification, wanted to characterize broadly a

community generally dominated by sclerophyllous-leafed

shrubs. Addressing California's chaparral, he focused on a

large zonal vegetation type and subdivided it into units that

were distinctive strata within the general community. Because

this (Clementsian) approach is a useful way of accounting for

all vegetation from the start, and for dealing with more specific

subdivisions as knowledge or awareness increases, it has been

followed through the years by many practitioners who have

extended Cooper's work. The approach is suitable for map-

ping and, in modified form, was used by Wieslander(1935) as

the basis for his Vegetation Type Map Survey of California

(Critchfield 1971).

The need for a practical framework for applying a statewide

flora was the impetus for Munz' system for classifying

California plant communities (Munz and Keck 1963). The

intended use of his system is reflected in its form. The broad

brush classes, in part zonal and in part based on dominant

species or species groups, generally describe the environment

of individual plant species. Because they operate at equivalent

levels of precision, the Munzian and Clementsian approaches

often provide similar descriptions of plant communities. Be-

cause these broad descriptions fill a common need, familiar

nomenclature and concepts from Cooper, Munz, and Wies-

lander have often been combined to describe vegetation in

general terms (see, for example, Hanes 1976).

Thome's (1976) vascular plant communities of California

also serve to describe the environment of plant species. His

system is more detailed than that of Munz, but places less

emphasis on vegetation and more on the character of the

environment.

The need to describe vegetation characteristics of ecological

units, landscape units, geographic zones, or climate zones has

produced a set of contrasting classification systems. The preci-

sion of classification, and the successional status of the vegeta-

tion addressed by these systems vary with the author's goal

(Brown and others 1979, Cheatham and Haller 1975, Sawyer

and Thornburgh 1977). The heterogeneity of individual clas-

ses also varies with the goal, and must be evaluated according

to the degree of precision in communities or types that is

attempted. Compare, for example, the sytems of Wieslander

(Critchfield 1971) and Kuchler (1977), disregarding differ-

ences in successional status being addressed by the two sys-

tems. The emphasis on particular kinds of vegetation often

reflects an operational perspective, such as that of timber or

range resource management (Beeson and others 1940; Eyre

1980; Jensen 1947; Show and Kotok 1929; Stoddart and Smith

1943; U.S. Dep. Agric, Forest Serv. 1969; Wieslander and

Jensen 1946). A highly specialized system for characterizing

vegetation on soil units— with emphasis on timber

productivity— is used by the California Soil/Vegetation Sur-

vey (Colwell 1974).

A unique system developed by The Nature Conservancy is

now being applied to California vegetation (Holstein 1980).

The system is intended to provide a database framework de-

signed to aid in ecosystem analysis by organizing information

on all vegetation. The system identifies a homogeneous stand

of plants, and characterizes the vegetation units strictly by

cover dominance—without regard to visual or vertical domi-

nance. The ecological significance attributed to cover domi-

nance as defined by this system is based on the interception of

solar radiation when the sun is at zenith position. Codominant

community species are arranged in the community name in

alphabetical order within a growth form hierarchy.

Interdisciplinary communication demands a way of bring-

ing existing vegetation classification systems into common
focus. Resource managers recognize that a well-designed

basic classification system would solve the communication

problem with a minimum of inconvenience to any single

discipline or agency. Within the Forest Service, U.S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture, the development of a basic reference

language has been one concern of the Resources Evaluation

Techniques Program of the Rocky Mountain Forest and Range

Experiment Station, Fort Collins, Colorado (Driscoll and

others 1982), and of the Pacific Southwest Region, San Fran-

cisco, California (Parker and Matyas 1979). A similar concern

prompted the Chaparral Research and Development Program

of the Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Experiment Sta-

tion, Riverside, California, to accept a challenge to devise a

general system that could be applied to southern California

vegetation (Paysen and others 1980). Because of exchange of

ideas, the general vegetation classification philosophies of the

above groups have converged. The specific classification

philosophy reported here has developed with the assistance of

the California Interagency Vegetation Task Group. The sys-

tem described is suited for local use within any of a variety of

vegetation regimes and can be easily related to the kind of

system that the Resources Evaluation Techniques Program is

developing for use at the national level (see appendix).

CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM FOR
CALIFORNIA

The focus and structure of the Vegeitation Classification

System allow the user to name plant communities in a single

scale of community organization with the degree of precision

warranted by a particular task.

A plant community is an aggregation of plants living in

adjustment with one another in a relatively uniform environ-



ment, and has a distinct floristic and physiognomic character.

This general definition applies to plant aggregations of any

scale (Daubenmire 1968, Ecological Society of America

1952, Schwartz and others 1976). The plant community that

the System is directed toward is site-specific; it is the most

precise community that incorporates all layers of vegetation.

The System's hierarachy is arranged along a dimension of

descriptive precision—each level describes a given commu-

nity in less detail than the level below it (fi}^. I). The most

detailed community description lies at the Association level.

The Association is most appropriate for studying community

dynamics and for carrying detailed project applications to

completion. As resource management activities move from

field units to higher levels in a management organization,

more general levels of the System will come into use. To the

level of detail in the initial data, the framework of the System

can be used for aggregation and disaggregation of data and

allocation of vegetation management activities. In tables 1,2,

and--^, the System levels, criteria, and rules for nomenclature

are set forth.

Association: The Basic Unit

The plant Association is the basic unit of this classification

system (table I). The Association is an abstract classification

categoi7 comprising stable plant communities that have a

particular set of dominant species in common. Communities

within an Association are relatively stable, and each has a

distinctive stand physiognomy and characteristic species com-

position in each of its layers. The name given to an Association

reflects the dominant species or set of codominant species (in

terms of relative percent canopy cover) within each layer

{table 2).

FORMATION

SUBfOflMATlON

ASSOCIATION

Figure 1—The relation between hierarchy levels of the classification

system is shown in this example. In the diagram, the classification of a

community becomes progressively more precise as it moves through

the levels recognized in the classification (Formation, Subformation,

and Series). The most specific level is the plant community (Associa-

tion). The appropriate descriptive Phase is determined and applied to

any level of the hierarchy.

The significance of an Association is due the Association's

persistence in a given vegetation system. For this report, the

plant communities and community dynamics that characterize

a distinctive vegetation—and lend identity to an extensive

ecosystem or tloristic zone—constitute a vegetation system.

An Association's persistence can find expression in one or

more of the following ways: the Association can be the long-

term occupant of a given site (although it need not be a climax

community); it can often be found throughout a vegetation

system, or it can recur in a vegetation system— perhaps as one

stage of succession after disturbance. Length of occupance is

not necessarily a criterion for naming or identifying an Associ-

ation. Some authors reserve the term "Association" for plant

communities that are climax or possess long-term stability in

an ecosystem (Daubenmire 1952, Layser and Schubert 1979,

Weaver and Clements 1938); however, this usage is not uni-

versal (Becking 1957, Brown and others 1979, Cooper 1922,

Dansereau 1951, Whitlaker 1962).

Because Associations have a degree of persistence, they can

be incorporated into the formal management of resources.

After some study, the dynamics of plant Associations can

become sufficiently well known to be used as a management

tool. Knowledge of Association dynamics is necessary in

order for management specialists to determine the impacts of

proposed management plans. Knowledge of plant Association

dynamics is fundamental in directing land allocation for re-

source use and maintenance.

A feel for the variability within a plant Association can be

gained from the identification criteria for the Formation and

Subformation levels of the classification system [tabic 3), and

from the overstory and understory species configurations that

are possible within the limits of the criteria for each category.

The Association is identified and named by the dominant

species in the overstory and subordinate layers of the commu-

nity.

Series: Overstory Species

In this classification system, all Associations with the same

dominant species or set of species in the overstory are aggre-

gated at the Series level (see table I). For example, all Associ-

ations with red fir as the overstory dominant will belong to the

Red Fir Series. Because they identify only the dominant

species in the overstory, classes at the Series level provide a

more general description of plant communities than is possible

through use of the Association level. Series classes are there-

fore useful for general resource management planning, but

have limited value in project applications where details of the

vegetation and environment are important. For certain projects

and in some ecosystems. Series may provide adequate detail.

Guidelines are necessary for developing Series names.

Theoretically, every plant species in the world could have a

unique Series associated with it; this would make an opera-

tional set of Series classes too cumbersome to use. It is reason-

able, under some restrictions, to aggregate Associations dom-

inated by related species into a single Series. The development

of Series classes should be coordinated by responsible au-



thorities within the body of classification system users. Incon-

sistencies that occur can thus be corrected as long as the

information on community dominants, locale, and extent of

occurrence is available.

Subformation: Morphological
Similarities

The Subformation level of the System is most useful for

general description of vegetation. Stem and leaf morphology

of overstory dominants are key properties used to aggregate

Series to this level of the System (table 3 ,fii;. 1 ). In this paper,

we identify 15 Subformations for California and specify iden-

tification criteria. Chaparral and Broadleaf Woodland are two

such Subfomiations.

Formation: Physiognomic Similarities

FORMATION

CLOSED FOREST-

SUBFORMATION

WOODLAND-

SHRUB-

DWARF SHRUB-

c Conifer Forest

Broadleaf Forest

— Conifer Woodland
— Broadleaf Woodland
— Succulent Woodland

— Chaparral

— Soft Chaparral

— Woody Shrub

— Succulent Shrub

J— Cushion Plant

i— Dwarf Succulent Plant

The most general description of plant communities is made

at the Formation level of the System (/(//>/ei,//^i^. 2). Overstory

crown cover and growth form are used to aggregate Subforma-

tions to this level. We identify five Formations for California.

Class names such as Closed Forest, Woodland, and Shrub

imply the general structure of plant communities.

Phase: Variability in Communities

Qualified description of communities, at any level in the

HERBACEOUS

— Graminoid

-Forb
— Aquatic

— Cryptogam

Figure 2—Within the Formation and Subformation levels of the classifi-

cation system, classes such as these might be established if appro-

pnate to California.

classification system, can be achieved with the Phase cate-

gory. Phase allows us to deal with variability that exists within

Table 1

—

Clus\iiic<i!i(in wsicni liierarchx.with uleniificanan fcuti>r.\ ami descnpiions for each level

Level Level identification factors Description

FdrniatKin Community physiognomy The Formation is a set of stable plant communities with a physiognomic

(aggregate of • Growth form of overstory layer profile bounded at the top by a vertical layer composed of species with a

Subformations) • percent canopy cover of overstory given growth form, and with an overstory crown cover that falls within a

specific range of values

Subformation Leaf and stem morphology of dominant The Subformation is a set of stable plant communities with a physiognomic

(aggregate of species or set of species in overstory profile bounded at the top by a vertical layer composed of species with a

Sene.s given growth form, with an overstory crown cover that falls within a

specific range of values ,and with a charactenstic stem and leaf morphol-

ogy.

Series Dominant' species or set of species The Series is a set of stable plant communities with a physiognomic profile

(aggregate of in the overstory bounded at the top by a vertical layer composed of species with a given

Associations) growth form, and with the same dominant species or set of species in the

overstory layer The dominant species in the overstory charactenze a group'

of taxonomically related Associations that are aggregated at the Series

level.

Association Dominant species or set of species in the The Association is a set of stable plant communities with a characteristic stand

(basic unit) overstory layer and m subordinate layers physiognomy and species composition in each of its layers. The same

dominant species or set of species (in relative percent canopy cover)

characterizes a given layer of each community.

Phase Flexible: age, density, stand vigor, mortality. The Phase addresses a dimension of the variability within a stable plant

(qualities all development stage, etc community or set of communities The dimension addressed represents a

levels) particular technical or functional perspective.

'Defined by a measure of areal crown cover. The proportion of total areal cover allocated to a species determines its dominance status.



Associations. It can be used to specify growth stages, condi-

tion of vegetation, or some character within an Association

that is especially noteworthy. Phase is a flexible category that

can be used as a vehicle for management application of the

system; such factors as age and density classes can be used to

define Phases for specific functional applications.

Although it represents a break in the hierarchical nature of

the system, the Phase category is necessary to the concept of

the system as a crosswalking mechanism. A group of Phases

defined to meet functional needs can be the link between the

system and an existing functional resource management clas-

sification system.

Strict definition of all potentially relevant Phases of plant

communities is not practical in this report; some examples can

be found infigure 1 , in Paysen and others (1980), and in Parker

and Matyas (1979). Phases that are to be formally used within

a resource management organization should be clearly de-

fined, and accepted by members of the organization.

Nomenclature

The suggested guidelines for nomenclature in table 2 are

presented to give users a sense of the Vegetation Classification

System's logic and structure. While these guidelines are tied

strictly to the System's structure, certain details are subject to

modification by a qualified body of user coordinators. The

overstory/understory naming convention, with the use of dom-

inants, is fixed. Specific percentages used to characterize

mixed dominance, the numberof layers to be considered, etc.,

are issues related to the transfer of ecologically significant

information, and should be carefully evaluated by knowledge-

able users.

Table 2

—

Rules for rutming plant Associations and Series

System level and criteria Nomenclature rule Examples

Association

A. Single-layered Name by dominant species Chamise Association; Red fir Association

Multilayered Name by dominant species in each layer; start Jeffrey pine/Sagebrush/Squirreltail grass Associ-

with overstory and end with herb layer if one ation

exists. Separate layer names with a slash(/)

B. Single species dominant in a layer Name by dominant species in the layer Jeffrey pine/Sagebrush Association (overstory

dominated by Jeffrey pine; shrub layer domi-

nated by Sagebrush)

Mixed species dominiant in a layer: propor- Name the layer by codominant species separated Jeffrey pine-White fir/Grecnleaf

tion of layer cover allocated to each co- by hyphens. Where distinct synusia within a Manzanila Association

dominant species is within 10 percent of layer characterize an Association, treat as Chamise-Scrub oak Association

that of each of the other codominants codominants

C. Sparse overstory layer: species is ecologically Include sparse layer in parentheses Foxtail fescue-Black mustard ( Blue oak) Associa-

significant, but insufficient to define a tion

Formation (10 to 25 percent cover) Plicate coldenia/Desert dichoria (Creosote bush)

Association

Series

A. Association overstories dominated by a wide- Name by unique Series name for the dominant Ceanothus leucodermis Series

spread species within an ecological zone or species Red fir Series

region, or by a species with distinct

geographic/environmental affinities

Association overstories dominated by a lo- Name by genus of the dominat species Ceanothus Senes

cally important species or a species that has Manzanita Senes

ecological homologues within the same Sagebrush Series

genus in adjacent ecological regions. Cypress Series

zones, subregions, etc.

B. Mixed species dominant in overstory: propor- Name the Series by codominant species separated Jeffrey pine-White fir Series

tion of overstory cover allocated to each by hyphens. Where distinct synusia within the Chamise-Scrub oak Senes

codominate species is within 10 percent of overstory characterize a series, treat as codo-

that of each of the other codominants minants

Associations and Series

Local usage Use common names if available Foxtail fescue-Black mustard (Blue oak) Associa-

tion

Manzanita Senes

Official corresf)ondence outside of administrative Use Latin or scientific names Festuiu menalura-Brassica nigra (Quercus

region, community documentation, scientific douglasii) Association

reports, etc. Arctostaphylos Series



CONCEPTUAL BASIS OF THE
SYSTEM

The new system proposed for use in California is different

from others being used by resource management agencies in

that it treats vegetation as an ecosystem component, and is

neutral with respect to management function. Function neut-

rality is a necessary attribute of a vegetation classification

system that serves as a basic reference language, because plant

communities are used in one form or another in resource

definition and description. Ecosystems with plant com-

munities as identifying components (a plant community is

used to name the ecosystem, or is of key importance in recog-

nizing the system) can be defined at one or more levels of

integration (for the theory of integrative levels, see Fiebleman

1954 and Rowe 1961 ). On the other hand, plant communities

can be included with other biotic elements, and abiotic ele-

ments, as components that simply characterize a particular

ecosystem. Also, ecosystems defined from various perspec-

tives, each with a different center of emphasis, can have plant

communities, or abstractions from them, as identifying com-

ponents. Thus, the perception of animals, of land units that

produce timber, and of land units that will someday produce

particular climax plant communities, leads to the definition of

wildlife habitats, timber types, and habitat types (Daubenmire

1968, Pfister and Amo 1980)—each of these being ecosys-

tems that can be partially described by naming plant com-

munities or some special aspect of plant communities. A basic

reference classification system must be capable of consistent

application within any of these contexts.

The development of a classification system proceeds against

a background of information needs; these needs imply a set of

performance requirements that are imposed upon the classifi-

cation system. For a useful product to emerge, development

should also be grounded in sound classification principles;

these principles form the basis for specific system design

criteria formulated in the light of the original information

needs.

Performance Requirements

Information needs for a basic "language" system can be

derived from a look at the system's potential use. Direct use

would be in field classification of plant communities—which

can provide information for resource management planning,

for mapping, and for environmental description. Indirect use

of the system would come about through its correlation with

existing functional systems, such as timber-type or range-type

classification systems; it would provide classifications from

these systems with a common terminology. From these uses,

the following performance requirements can be stated:

• The system should facilitate communication at local and

regional levels of resource management; system informa-

tion should be appropriate for direct input to national re-

source assessment systems.

Table 3

—

Class identification criteria for the Formation and Suh>forniation levels of the Classification Svsteni

Formation Subformation

Closed Forest— Overstory of deciduous or evergreen trees; 1 5 ft tall; crowns

mostly interlocking; overstory crown cover 60 percent or greater

Woodland—Overstory of deciduous or evergreen trees; 15 ft tall; crowns not

touching; overstory crown cover 25 to 60 percent

Shrub—Overstory of shrubs Wi ft to 15 ft (0.5 to 5 m) tall at maturity

(includes succulent stemmed species); overstory crown cover 25 percent or

greater

Dwarf Shrub—Overstory of shrubs 1 V2 ft (0.5 m) tall at maturity; overstory

crown cover 25 percent or greater

Herbaceous—Overstory of grasses, sedges, rushes, forbs, and freshwater

plants; herbaceous crown cover 2 percent or greater

Conifer Forest—Overstory dominated by conifers

Broadleaf Forest—Overstory dominated by broadleaf species

Conifer Woodland—Overstory dominated by conifers

Broadleaf Woodland—Overstory dominated by broadleaf species

Succulent Woodland—Overstory dominated by succulent-stemmed or

succulent-leafed species

Chaparral—Overstory dominated by plants that have sclerophyllous leaves

and woody stems and twigs—such as chamise

Soft Chaparral—Overstory dominated by plants that -have softly sclerophyl-

lous leaves and semiwoody stems—such as black sage

Woody Shrub—Overstory dominated by plants that are as Chaparral but have

membranous leaves—such as ro.se spp.

Succulent Shrub—Overstory dominated by plants that have succulent leaves

or succulent stems—such as Opuntia spp.

Cushion Plant—Overstory dominants are nonsucculent dwarf shrubs

Succulent Dwarf Shrub—Overstory dominants are succulent dwarf shrubs

Graminoid—Grasses and grasslike plants dominate

Forb— Broadleafed herbaceous plants dominate

Aquatic—Dominants require water for structural support

Cryptogam—Dominated by Cryptogam species



• The system should be useful for classifying both existing

and potential vegetation.

• For use at local resource management levels, the system

should be flexible enough to allow site-specific description

of plant communities and general description of vegetation

in a management unit.

National Assessment and Communication

A resource language used locally and regionally must relate

to communication problems at the national level. National

assessment of renewable resources begins with basic, local,

site-specific information. Site-specific information, when

aggregated at the national level, provides an essential assess-

ment of the nation's renewable resources. Management pro-

grams for these resources can be successful only if directives to

local managers are issued within the framework that was used

for aggregating the resource information. The new California

system provides a framework that supports an assessment

program for vegetation resources.

Classification of Existing and Potential Vegetation

The concepts of existing, potential, and climax vegetation

relative to specific sites are of value to resource management.

To identify current productivity, a management specialist

must clearly recognize existing vegetation. A specialist must

be able to identify and describe potential vegetation in order to

predict the outcome of plant community changes that last only

a few years. Knowledge of climax communities helps a re-

sources manager know how much energy must be expended,

or what management techniques are required, to modify the

course of natural succession to a direction most suited to

management needs. Knowledge of climax vegetation is useful

in determining management alternatives that are in tune with

the natural processes on specific land units or in specific

resource systems.

A vegetation classification system is a naming tool that

should be responsive to whatever information is given to it. A
user should be able to describe the potential vegetation of a

stand, and the system should be capable of responding with a

community name.

Site Description and Data Aggregation

Various levels of planning intensity exists in the manage-

ment of resource systems. Environmental analyses must be

carried out at different levels of precision, depending on the

perspective of the analysis and the precision of the impact in

question. Aggregation of site-specific resource information to

more general levels is necessary for management assessment

and for allocation of resource systems to management treat-

ment or resource production levels. Therefore, the need for

detailed site descriptions can exist concurrently with the need

for a general picture of resource status. The basic unit of a

vegetation classification system should be site-specific,

thereby facilitating detailed descriptions of plant communities;

further, the system should allow the aggregation of community

information for various management purposes.

Design Criteria

When a classification system is developed in a serious

attempt to solve a problem (instead of an attempt to sys-

tematize a novel idea), a number of fundamental classification

principles becomes apparent to the system developers:

• A classification system organizes a particular set of ele-

ments in a way that is useful, and provides a language for

communicating information about these elements.

• A classification system should provide a unit that is funda-

mental to the needs expressed; within the realm of these

needs, the unit should not overemphasize a particular spe-

cialized need or use— it should support all needs equally.

• A classification scheme should satisfy a single information

requirement. Thus, if a complex set of classification needs

is to be met, the system must focus on a common de-

nominator among these needs.

• A classification system should be exhaustive, and limited to

essentials. A system should classify any expression or reali-

zation of the elements that it is supposed to classify, but it

should classify just those elements, and nothing more.

These principles provide a foundation for the system design.

The development of performance specifications is a neces-

sary step early in the system development process. For a

vegetation classification system to successfully serve as a

basic communication vehicle, it should:

• Provide a framework for perceiving vegetation and a lan-

guage for communicating information about vegetation (the

role of vegetation classification in the resource communica-

tion process);

• Address a unit of vegetation that is common to the percep-

tion of users who represent a spectrum of management

functions and research disciplines—each, conceivably,

having a specialized technical system for classifying vegeta-

tion;

• Provide a common unit whose definition has utility in the

identification of vegetation resource units and the vegeta-

tion component of ecosystems;

• Be organized in a way that allows it to be systematically

applied to any kind of vegetation;

• Classify to the level of precision necessary to distinguish

site-specific units on the basis of predominant physical and

fioristic characteristics;

• Classify vegetation and not technical interpretations of

vegetation— but allow such interpretations;

• Provide for description of a unit with a range of precision

levels

The rationale behind these specifications is summarized in the

following paragraphs.

The Role of Classification in Resource Communication

Because classification is a key factor in the communication

of resource data {fig. J), a classification system should reflect

the focus and perspective inherent in a set of information

requirements. Information requirements, if clearly specified,

center on a specific resource construct that reflects a functional

or discipline-oriented viewpoint or bias. With regard to vege-

7



tation, the requirement may center on a zonal vegetation type

defined from a range management point of view, or on a

microcommunity defined from a wildlife biology

viewpoint— to name only two examples.

If a classification system adequately addresses a set of

resource information requirements, it becomes the primary

vehicle of the information process. Classification has a direct

role in inventory, mapping, database design, and resource

management planning. The classification scheme provides the

framework for the design of resource inventories. A map based

on an inventory of the vegetation resource may be a direct areal

representation of a classification system. Maps may depict

resource aggregates, density patterns, interpretations, or any

of numerous abstractions from components of the environment

that are defined by classification systems. Classification also

affects database design. A database may be a direct image of,

or an abstraction from, the classification system. A classifica-

tion system can be used both for direct communication of

resource information, and for the formal description of en-

vironmental settings.

Common Vegetation Unit

The focus of a vegetation classification system should be

plant communities or vegetation units. Many systems focus on

abstractions from these (plant or animal habitats, functional

vegetation types), or on communities or units that are qualified

by successional status. To be useful as a general language, a

system should have a neutral perspective, and it should have a

common meaning to specific resource management functions.

Timber or wildlife management should have the same percep-

tion of vegetation from data gathered by other functions as they

would have from their own data sources; the system's basic

unit should be common to the needs of all users. The scale of

the system's basic unit should be site-specific, reflecting the

most precise, commonly recognized community observable

on a landscape.

Ail potential users of a classification system do not have a

common perception of a basic plant community unit. Recogni-

tion of spatial patterns is subjective, and depends on an indi-

vidual's background, training, and experience. In the planning

stages of our development of the Vegetation Classification

System, however, we determined that persons who deal with

DATA BASE DEVELOPMENT

Figure 3— In the resource data communication process, information

flows in the direction of the arrows; the broken arrow is feedback.

the management of vegetation do have a common perception

of a basic plant community unit, and that it is sufficiently

precise to be useful. The field studies leading to this conclu-

sion sampled a variety of disciplines and resource management

agencies. This commonly perceived basic unit is the Associa-

tion.

A classification scheme should organize the system it ad-

dresses and should reflect the intended user's perception of the

system. A classification scheme should satisfy a specific in-

formation requirement. The requirement may be common, and

reflect many needs, or may be a single purpose requirement.

The information requirement behind this system is the identifi-

cation of a basic plant community unit.

The criteria used to classify a basic plant community should

address the entire community—not just one aspect of it. They

should distinguish communities that are distinct physical and

biological units. The physical structure of the community and

its floristic composition are major indicators of community

character, and as such determine what use may be made of the

community and how it can be recognized wherever it appears.

Therefore, classification criteria based on physiognomy and

floristics will be most generally useful.

Logic and Elegance

The logic of a classification system should be completely

developed, and consistently applied in the definition of

categories and classes. A field practitioner should be able to

correctly classify a unit of vegetation without resorting to

"exceptions," "unusual cases," or descriptions of vegetation

that "doesn't fit the mold." It follows that the definition of a

unit in the classification system should allow for

variability— but within specific limits.

A classification system should have as many categories and

levels (if it is a hierarchical system) as are necessary to fulfill

its role. Extraneous categories imply the use of classification

criteria that do not specifically address the system's focus; too

few categories imply a system that is incomplete. The system

should strike a balance between complexity and simplicity. A
complex system may address much useful information about a

community's character, but may be too cumbersome to use

operationally. An extremely simple system may be so am-

biguous that attempts at explicit community distinctions are

not possible within its bounds. An elegant system design

should provide for simplicity without sacrificing the opportun-

ity to elaborate or supplement with detailed information when

needed. The variability implied by a class name should lie

within acceptable bounds, or be reducible within the

framework of the system.

Hierarchy and Language

A classification system is a language for the expression of

commonly held concepts; the recognition criteria associated

with these concepts should be clearly defined, so that the terms

adopted really serve to communicate.

To be most useful for resource management, a basic com-

ponent vegetation classification system should be designed

around a hierarchy of descriptive precision. The hierarchy



should be aggregative, with each hierarchical level describing

the basic unit in more general terms that the preceding level.

CONCEPTS USEFUL IN FIELD
APPLICATION

Once this classification system is understood, the problem

of interpreting vegetation in the field still remains. Plant com-

munities can be defined from various perspectives and at

different levels of integration. Thus, ausermust develop a feel

for the particular range of variation in community organization

that is addressed by the classification system. In addition,

community structure and composition are not static, and their

changes may in time require recognition of anew community.

To know when a new community has evolved, and to interpret

the dynamics of an existing plant community so as to visualize

the potential community it represents, a user must evaluate

many concepts of community dynamics, applying those com-

patible with the design of the classification system. The fol-

lowing discussion of these concepts should help assure consis-

tent application of the classification system based on recogni-

tion of plant communities and on plant community dynamics.

Although a practitioner must recognize the distinction be-

tween the classification of vegetation and the science of ecol-

ogy, the approaches and activities of ecology are important

companions to the classification process. An ecological evalu-

ation of an area often includes descriptions of both current

vegetation and the vegetation that will occupy the site over a

period of time, in the form of a succession of potential com-

munities, with perhaps a climax community. The description

of these communities and their dynamics is the business of

ecology; naming them is classification.

Understanding of community dynamics is needed in clas-

sifying current vegetation that is changing rapidly. A stand

may be developing from a pioneer stage, or may be at the point

of succession from one community to another. A practitioner

must detemiine the probable mature configuration of thet^s7(//?-

lished species in the stand and apply the rules of the classifica-

tion system in order to name the community. For example,

many chaparral sites are occupied by herbaceous communities

immediately after a fire. For as long as herbaceous species

dominate the site, the vegetation will be classified as a her-

baceous community. When and if chaparral seedlings and

sprouts become clearly established, however, and become an

overstory, they should be considered in classification of the

community. Thus, a practitioner must determine that the seed-

lings or sprouts are in fact established, and whether they will

provide enough cover at maturity to form a chaparral commu-

nity or will be simply a sparse overstory layer in a persistent

herbaceous community.

Plant Community Organization

The concept implied in the definition o{ a plant coiiinuinity,

that of a homogeneous or unifonn environment, may be useful

as a basic key to plant community recognition in the field, but

must be applied with care. In its total effect, the interaction

between individual plants and their immediate environments

often helps us to define a unique cluster of microsites that is

acceptable to an identifiable cluster of plants. The plant cluster

may be an obvious discontinuity (//'i,'. 4) or a loosely organized

assemblage that is recognized only after study of distribution

patterns. So. an organization of plants, identified as being

drawn together by a collection of microsite conditions, is the

community. This concept helps the practitioner avoid classify-

ing microcommunities that are below the community scale of

the system. If the concept is applied with an eye for over-

story/understory patterns, the practitioner can also avoid clas-

sifying communities at too broad a scale; a significant shift in

overstory/understory species composition patterns signals a

distinction between communities. The community organiza-

tion concept provides a logical means for expressing the view

that floristically and physiognomically "pure" communities

can be equivalent in classification status to those that have a

degree of floristic and physiognomic diversity. For example,

the fir communities \n figure 4 are equivalent, in the classifica-

tion system, to the species-rich desert community in figure 5,

and to the spare Jeffrey pine community in figure 6.

It is improper to state or imply an absolute, deterministic

relation between an environmental unit and its associated plant

community. A plant community is simply a perceived level of

organization that expresses interaction between a cluster of

plants and an environment. To some degree, at least, the

perception of uniformity by an individual observer reflects the

knowledge, experience, and concerns of that observer; the

actual unifomiity reflects the environmental requirements of

the set of organisms. Biological communities are complex;

consequently, the uniformity that exists is also complex. Dis-

section of a landscape by streams does not necessarily imply

the presence of numerous communities. Neither can we as-

sume that only one plant community is present in an environ-

mental unit whose elements appear to be uniformity fixed.

The environmental uniformity we are concerned with in the

field must be defined in relation to particular plant species

aggregations. To plant species with a broad range of environ-

mental tolerance, the environment of a given landscape unit

may be sufficiently uniform, but to other species it may be

intolerably nonuniform. Depending on the objectives of the

classification project, a practitioner should evaluate the uni-

formity of an environmental unit with regard to either the plant

community existing on the site, or another community that

could potentially occupy the site.

Recognition of plant communities in the field does not

demand total understanding of plant community dynamics for

a particular site, but requires a general understanding aided by

good sense. Cause-and-effect relationships between a com-

munity and its environment must be considered during the

process of delineating plant communities. As much history as



is available must be taken into account in the site analysis.

Ullimately, though, pattern recognition and sound judgment in

analyzing vegetation patterns are most important. A hoini fide

community exists in an environment that is relatively uniform,

and the composition of the community is relatively stable.

Interaction between a community and its environment, once

the identification of the community has been established, can

often be recognized and helps to solidify judgment on the

status of a plant assemblage.

Succession and Development

There is an important distinction between community suc-

cession and plant community development. PUinl conuuunitx

Micci'wiofi is the series of shifts in composition of plant cover

on a site; by each shift, the aggregation changes from one

B

Figure 4—These easily distinguished plant communities in California's

Salmon Mountains illustrate how the physical characteristics of species,

the physical properties of the environment, and disturbance, often

work— singly, or in concert—to provide distinct patterns on the land-

scape {A) The physical contrasts between the shrub community in the

foreground and the young white fir community in the background makes
community recognition an easy matter. (6) Foliage color and species

composition make the Shasta Red fir Association in the middle ground

easy to distinguish from surrounding white fir communities. The Tnnity

Alps are seen in the background.

community to another. In plant community succession, there

is recruitment of new species and complete, or nearly com-

plete, loss of others. Plain community development is also a

shift in plant cover which results in a change in the character of

a given plant community. But there is little, if any, recruitment

of new species or loss of existing .species, once the original

composition has become established. As long as the identity of

the community occupying a given piece of ground remains

essentially unchanged, community processes such as growth

and reproduction are part of plant community development.

Changes in relative species composition that do not include

significant recruitment are also a part of community develop-

ment.

Potential Vegetation and Climax

It is often necessary to classify a unit according to a potential

plant community, either climax or serai. The potential vegeta-

tion for a unit of land is any vegetation that could occupy that

unit at some future time. Although juxtaposition and biogeo-

graphic history limit the possibilities, no one community can

be cited as the "true" or "natural" unique occupant of a

site— for any period of time. Chance events mitigate the

effects of such deterministic processes as do exist. Only as part

of the whole system can potential plant community expression

be understood.

We can think of a climax community as one that represents

the "end point" of an orderly, undisturbed process of succes-

sion. Climax vegetation is viewed as the ultimate potential of

the site. The definition of end point determines the utility of the

concept. Somewhat broadly interpreted, it provides at least a

good baseline measure for evaluating the successional pro-

cess, and understanding community dynamics. If defined as

that point where all processes are effectively static, where

mankind's influence is removed, and all peilurbance is elimi-

nated, the concept may have little value.

It is useful to reevaluate our approach to climax theory—or

at least some operational aspects of our approach. Stability is a

more effective indicator of climax than any specific stand

configuration or such environmental factors as climate and

soil . A climax stand is one that maintains itself indefinitely in a

relatively stable environment. Such an environment has

reached a plateau in its development, where its changes are

below the sensitivity level of the associated plant community.

Mortality of plants within a species is offset by regeneration.

There are no clear signs of important changes in species

composition. Normally, plants in a stand are of various ages

unless the community is controlled by recurring

perturbance— for example, by fire (Daubenmire 1968).

Apparent Instability in Stable
Communities

Many ecologists have been perplexed by plant communities

that refuse to fall into the classic pattern of plant succession

and site occupancy. These communities change in appearance

from year to year, from decade to decade, or from disturbance

10
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Figure 5—This Desert apncol Mojave yucca-Silver cholla Association

Is not as easily identified as the fir communities In figure 4
. The species

diversity and physiognomy of this community demand that we think in

terms of a community organization, rather than a patchwork mosaic of

vegetation, during the process of classification.

to disturbance, but do not seem to move toward any succes-

sional change. The major difficulty is that we rely, for our

understanding of these communities, upon ecological theory,

which is complex and in a rapid state of development.

Thus, the annual rangeland vegetation displays a relatively

fixed set of species from year to year, but species dominance

changes dramatically from year to year, influenced by annual

rainfall. Over several years, the annual plant range seems to be

stable. Over the long term, patterns of dominance are predict-

able, if knowledge of rainfall and grazing patterns is properly

applied. Many chaparral communities display a fixed set of

species after each disturbance by fire; yet the dominant species

in these communities seems to be determined by the weather

during the first years of seedling establishment after a fire.

When viewed from a long-term perspective, these chaparral

communities are stable in the same way as the annual plant

rangelands.

Figure 6—This Jeffrey pine Huckleberry oak Rock splrea Association

near Lake Tahoe Illustrates how a community organization emerges

from the Intersection of the microsite pattern and the species occurr-

ence pattern. If both patterns are not taken Into account, the sparseness

of the vegetation In the community could make recognition difficult.

Succession in the classical pattern is not taking place in such

communities; instead, there is a dramatic form of community

development. We maintain that stability, in these com-

munities, does not lie strictly in the patterns of the above-

ground vegetation; it resides in the pool of associated plant

species that exists for each of these communities. This logical

basis for the concepts of community stability and persistence

should help the practitioner to identify stable communities,

which can be properly classified once the species pool is

understood. The sequence of developmental shifts in above-

ground species cover composition can be described by means

of Phase categories, a feature of the classification system

which provides for a variety of special requirements.

The kind of stability we have described represents a special-

ized version of "pulse-stability" as discussed by Odum
(1969). Odum's pulse-stable communities represent an inter-

mediate stage of succession maintained by periodic ecosystem

perturbations (as from fire or fluctuating water tables). Hanes

(1971) coined the term "autosuccession" to describe the

pulse-stable condition in chaparral. Pulse-stability and au-

tosuccession, both represent the lack of true succession in

some communities. By means of the Phase category, they can

be adequately covered in their general application to plant

community developrjient.

APPENDIX: Classification System
Correlations

This appendix describes the correlation between the system

described in this report and that being proposed for u.se at the

national level (Driscoll and others 1982). The information

given here should be understood as subject to change in the

course of system development.

The relationship between classes in the California system

and the proposed national system is as follows:

California System National System

Formation Formation Class

Formation Subclass

Subformation Formation Group

Formation

Series Series

Association Association

Phase

Use of the proposed national system is limited to potential

natural vegetation (as an approximation of climax) only; the

California system may be applied to any vegetation, regardless

of successional status.

The worldwide UNESCO system for vegetation classifica-

tion includes vegetation-related criteria (table 4) which arc the

basis for the upper levels of the national system (UNESCO

Formation Class down through UNESCO Formation). The

national system will not necessarily make use of all UNESCO
classes within each category— not, at least, without modifica-

tion. The national system adds Series and Association

11



categories to the UNESCO framework (Driscoll and others

1982).

For the purpose of comparison with the UNESCO
framework, the criteria for class designations in the California

system are shown in table 5 . The important set of constants

that exist in the System are the factors that form the basis for

class criteria (for example, overstory growth form and percent

crown cover at the Formation level, and overstory leaf and

stem morphology at the Subformation level). Criteria are con-

sistent in that classes in each hieraichical level are designated

on the basis of the same factor or set of factors (for example,

classes in the Subformation level, within all Formations, are

all based on overstory leaf and stem morphology). However,

class criteria differ between some portions of the Subformation

level (compare, for example, criteria used to designate the

Shrub Subformations, with those used to designate the Dwarf

Shrub Subformations or the Woodland Subformations). The

differences in class criteria between, for example, different

Formations at the Subformation level simply represent the

most useful adaptation of the basic System for use in Califor-

nia. In other parts of the world, it may be useful to distinguish

between Conifer and Broadleaf Shrubs, or to designate more

than one Broadleaf Woodland or Forest Subformation on the

basis of leaf sclerophylly (as is done in the Shrub Formation).

The word "conifer" is used at the Subformation level to

designate a specific kind of "needle-leaf and thereby avoid

lumping fine-leaf species from broadleaf genera together with

spruces and firs. Grouping based solely on leaf shape would

not designate useful classes from the standpoint of community

classification. Our object is to provide an aggregation of Series

based upon morphological characteristics, but comprehends

general morphological and environmental relationships and

concepts consistent with normal perception and thinking. For

example, it would be uncomfortable— for many reasons—to

aggregate palms, some acacias, some tamarix, and so on, into

the same class as spruces and firs. We therefore use "conifer"

in reference to species in the Order Coniferales; this order

includes the families Pinaceae (pines, firs, spruces, etc.)

Taxodiaceae (sequoias, baldcypress), Cupressacae (cedars,

junipers, etc.), and Taxaceae (yew, California-nutmeg).

Table 4

—

Vegelalion-related factors and criteria used to designate levels and classes in the UNESCO system

Level Alternatives ava lable for class designation

(criterion)'

Formation Closed forest Woodland Shrub Dwarf shrub Herbaceous Tundra'

Class (growth Trees with Trees with Woody Shrubs less Graminoids

form) interlocking crowns not caespitose than 50 cm and forbs

crowns touching phanerophytes tall

Formation Evergreen Evergreen Evergreen Evergreen Annual Evergreen

Subclass (Leaf Deciduous Deciduous Deciduous Deciduous Perennial Deciduous

drop) Species group Bryophyte

Lichen

Formation Needle Needle Needle Needle Grass Bryophyte

Group (leaf Broadleaf Broadleaf Broadleaf Broadleaf Grass-like Lichen

form) Succulent Succulent Succulent Succulent Forb

Thorn Thorn Thorn Thorn Cryptogam

(Leaf (Leaf (Plant (Associated

shape) size) density) species)

Formation (Growth Crown Shape With trees Vegetation mix Associated species

form mix) Density with trees

without trees

with shrubs

without shrubs

with trees

without trees

with shrubs

without shrubs

with dwarf shrubs

without drawf shrubs

Subformation Leaf shape Understory Understory plus

(Various factors) leaf shape

'The most dominant factor that separates the classes at each level.

-A climate-geographic zone; vegetation criteria do not distinguish this. The vegetation in question is more logically allocated to the Herbaceous Formation Class.

In the UNESCO System, Tundra is a subclass category within the Dwarf Shrub Fonnation Class. It is given a separate column in this table because the vegetation

criteria are unique— not in keeping with the Dwarf Shrub criteria.
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The identification of different forms of enzymes by the

process of electrophoresis is a powerful research tool

for the genetic analysis of forest trees ( Feret and Bergmann

1976). Electrophoresis is the movement of enzymes in a gel,

under the influence of an electric current. Dissimilar

enzymes and the alternative forms of similar enzymes

migrate at different rates when direct current is applied to

macerated seed samples in a buffered starch gel. Enzyme
migration in gels and the separation of enzymes with

different charges results from the interaction of the electric

current, the pH in the gel, and the pH in the electrode tray

(gel system). The direction—anodal or cathodal—and rate

of enzyme migration depend on the kind of electric

charge—plus or minus—and the charge strength.

Several gel systems are needed to analyze maximum
numbers of enzymes. After gels have been held for a suffi-

cient time in the electric field, gel slabs are sliced and thin

gel slices are stained for different enzymes. Stain solutions

contain specific substrates, and enzymes from the seed

samples act on these substances to produce reaction pro-

ducts. Reaction products are stained or are the bases of

stain processes. The locations of visible bands on the gels

mark the migration distances of specific enzymes. Differ-

ent bands on a gel that has been stained for one reaction

denote functionally related molecules that differ in electri-

cal charge—isozymes. Isozymes, tested by determining

Mendelian segregation ratios and found to be phenotypic

expressions of alleles of a single genetic locus, are allozymes.

The electrophoresis of conifer seeds has many useful

applications. Conifer seeds are excellent for genetic studies

because gene products are present in haploid and diploid

tissues. The nutrient material surrounding the embryo is

haploid. Electrophoresis of this tissue resolves enzyme

alleles identical with the female gamete of the seed. Analysis

of gametophytesfrom several seeds of one tree provides an

accurate evaluation of that tree's genotype. Electrophoresis

of embryos resolves diploid banding patterns. The pollen

contribution to individual embryos can be deduced by

subtracting the allele carried by the gametophyte from the

pair of alleles carried by the embryo.

This manual provides detailed information on seed

preparation techniques, equipment, and chemical formu-

las, including how to prepare tissue and gel, supply electric

current, and stain gel slices to produce visible bands mark-

ing the location of enzymes. It outlines proven procedures

for obtaining isozyme phenotypes in 23 enzyme systems,

for resolving genotypes at about 45 loci. The procedures

for conifer seed electrophoresis are presented in sections in

the order they are performed during day-to-day laboratory

operation. This manual, which updates and supersedes an

earlier publication (Conkle 1972), does not cover genetic

interpretation of the bands on the gels.

SEED PREPARATION

Seed processing—collection, extraction, storage, strati-

fication, and germination—varies by species (consult Agri-

culture Handbook 450 [U.S. Dep. Agric, Forest Serv.

1974] for species information). The methods we describe

provide satisfactory results for a wide range of conifers and

are suited for small quantities of seed.

Seeds, once collected and dried, should be frozen for

storage. In this state they remain viable for many years and

retain high levels of enzyme activity. The efficient schedul-

ing of studies using stored seed tissues permits a constant

output from the laboratory and support staff, without

breaks caused by seasonal lack of research material.

The seeds should be germinated under uniform condi-

tions and sampled at uniform growth stages. This proce-

dure guarantees that a specific set of enzymes will be active

in all seed of the test, and bypasses problems encountered

with tissues sampled from field trees—differences arising

from microsites, seasons and years, and difficulties of col-

lection, transportation, storage, and processing.

It is advisable to analyze seed at the stage of germination

when the emerging radicle of the embryo extends 2 to 5 mm
beyond the seed coat. Enzymes are present from dry seed

stage through the shedding of the seed coat (Conkle 1971),

but female gametophytes and embryos in the early stages of

germination are superior to dry seed for most species.

Additionally, germination simplifies removal of the seed

coat and separation of the embryo from the gametophyte.

Collection, Extraction, and Storage

Collect mature cones, while still closed, from the tree. Air

dry or warm the cones in a circulating air oven or kiln (32°

C for 24 to 48 hours). Shake or tumble the open cones to

release the seeds.

Remove the seed wings by gently rubbing a small quan-

tity of seed within a folded cloth. Separate the seed from

the wing particles by

a. Shaking the seed on a wire mesh. Small wing pieces

will sift through the mesh; larger pieces can be removed

from the seeds by a quick downward motion of the mesh.



b. Placing the seed material in a variable-flow air

column. Place the seeds and wing fragments on a wire mesh

inside an air tube and increase the air flow until the wing

pieces are blown into the collector. This procedure is also

useful for separating filled from hollow seed.

Store dry seeds in labeled envelopes in a freezer (- 1
5° C).

Stratification

Withdraw from cold storage the seed samples to be

included in a study. Place seeds of each sample in plastic

bags labeled with identifying codes. Pour enough Captan

fungicide solution (2.5 g Captan 50-W/ liter of water) into

each bag to cover the seeds.' Soak seeds for 24 hours in a

refrigerator (throughout this manual, refrigeration implies

a temperature of 4° C). Drain the Captan solution and

refrigerate the moist seed 90 days for white pines and 45

days for all other species.

Prepare petri dishes by adding a cellulose pad or sterile

sand. Overlay the pad or sand with a Alter paper labeled

indelibly with identifying codes. Wet the pad and Alter

paper with Captan solution. The filter paper should be

saturated but the dish should not have freestanding solu-

tion. Transfer the seeds into the petri dishes and place in a

germinator. Throughout the subsequent germination

period add distilled water as needed to maintain moisture

on the seeds and paper.

Germination

Germinate seeds at 20° to 22° C with 12 hours of light.

Most seed lots begin to germinate in 3 to 7 days. When the

radicle of a seed extends beyond the seed coat 2 to 5 mm,
place the germinant in a second petri dish (prepared with

moist pad or sand and filter paper) and refrigerate. Refrig-

eration halts the growth of seeds while maintaining enzyme

activity 6 to 8 weeks and longer, and allows you to accumu-

late seeds at the same stage of development.

Sample Preparation

Each sample consists of a paper wick (12 " 3.5 mm,
Whatman chromatography paper, no. 3MM) saturated

with liquid derived from macerated tissue combined with

extraction buffer solution. To obtain the liquid from the

germinated seeds, proceed as follows:

a. For each seed, split and remove the seed coat and peel

off the brown papery tissue surrounding the gametophyte.

Split the gametophyte on one side and remove the embryo.

b. Place the gametophyte tissue and embryo in separate

labeled wells of a frozen grinding block {fig. I). The

amount of tissue to process depends on seed size and

enzyme activity. Use the entire gametophyte or embryo of

species with small seeds but subsample the tissues from

species with large seeds.

c. Process the samples loaded in the grinding block

immediately if electrophoresis run will be made that day.

Otherwise, store them frozen overnight so as to reduce the

workload on the day of the run.

d. On the day of the run, remove the samples from the

freezer. Add one or two drops of extraction buffer (a/?/?. A)

to the tissue in each well. Use the minimum quantity neces-

sary to just saturate paper wicks; too much extraction

buffer dilutes the enzyme solution and diminishes the reso-

lution of isozyme bands. Note that in appendix A there are

suggestions for additives that improve resolution of spe-

cific enzymes, and of enzymes of seeds with large amounts

of resins.

e. Grind thawed, cold tissues in the extraction buffer

with a glass rod or blunt-tipped electric engraver. Macerate

each sample thoroughly— the macerate in each well should

be opaque and contain no sample chunks. After grinding

each sample, clean the grinding tip with absorbent tissue

paper. Once a sample is homogenized, enzymes begin to

break down. Work rapidly once you begin the grinding

step.

f. Insert paper wicks in the wells containing the macer-

ated tissue. Use one wick per well for each gel system to be

run; if, for example, each sample is to be used in four

different gels, use four wicks per well. Keep the saturated

wicks cold. You can also include on a gel one or more wicks

with dye marker (0.1% solution bromophenyl blue, 0.1

mg/ 100 ml of water) to monitor freely migrating molecules

during the electrophoresis run.

Prepare a record sheet {fig. I) listing in order the identify-

ing codes and tissue types for samples to be analyzed.

Recommendation: In addition to the seeds that are being

tested, stratify, germinate, and include seeds of alternative

species or particular families as standards for comparing

the mobility of enzyme bands on different gels. Label

grinding plates {fig. 1) with sample identities correspond-

ing with the record sheet.-'

'Trade names and commercial enterprises or products are mentioned

solely for information. No endorsement by the U.S. Department of Agri-

culture is implied.

^Figures are found on pages 8 to II of this manual.

GEL PREPARATION

Four gel systems, with pH values from 6.2 to 8.8, are

useful for resolving different enzymes. The specific chemi-

cal formulations for gel and tray buffers are given in

appendix B. Instructions call for preparing two gels of each

gel system. Two gels provide analyses for numerous tissue

samples each day and make efficient use of space and

materials by allowing staining of two slices in each stain



tray. You may wish to adjust the formulations to meet

different experimental design goals.

Starch, when cooked with a buffer solution and cooled,

forms a gel. The proportion of starch to buffer determines

the consistency of the gel. Gels that are 12.5 percent starch

appear to work well, but the proportions may need adjust-

ing to produce gels with good characteristics. A major

variable is the brand of starch. Other factors— the quality

of distilled or deionized water, starch lot, laboratory and

refrigerator temperatures, and the length of time that gels

are vacuum degassed—contribute to gel quality. There is

an art to producing consistently good quality gels; a visit to

an electrophoresis laboratory is highly recommended to

anyone planning to establish a new laboratory.

Molding the Starch

Form the gel in a mold consisting of plastic bars secured

to single-strength glass with rubber bands (Jig. 2). This

mold forms a gel slab, 18.5 x 15.5 x 1.2 cm, capable of

yielding up to 10 gel slices. Lines on the side bars serve as

guides for cutting the gel where the wicks will be inserted—
a location on the gel called the origin because enzyme

migration starts from this point. Lines on side bars also

mark locations for folding the plastic wrap cover, placing

electrode sponges, and determining the 8-cm migration

distance for gels that develop a visible front as electro-

phoresis proceeds.

Starch Preparation

Prepare and level two molds for each batch of starch.

Weigh out 94 g of starch. If necessary, remove any small,

hard-to-suspend aggregates by sifting or screening the dry

starch. Measure out 750 ml of gel buffer solution from

laboratory stock bottles (opp. B). Of the 750 ml of solution,

reserve 160 ml for suspending the starch, and heat the

remaining 590 ml to boiling in a 1000-ml long-necked

volumetric flask (Pyrex no. 5600). While the solution is

heating, use a 400-ml beaker to combine 150 ml of the

reserved buffer solution with the starch. Mix the starch and

buffer thoroughly with a stirring rod to eliminate all lumps.

Pour the starch suspension into a 2000-ml thick-walled

vacuum flask (Pyrex no. 5340). Wash the remaining starch

from the beaker into the vacuum flask with the remaining

10 ml of buffer. Swirl the mixture to keep the starch well

suspended. Here and elsewhere in the text, the word.jH7>/is

used to describe the required motion for the flask contain-

ing the starch suspension. Hold your forearm stationary

and use wrist action to produce a circular motion of the

base of the vacuum flask. The starch suspension should

circle the bottom of the flask; it should not break up and

splash against the wall.

Put on insulated gloves to handle hot glassware and wear

eye protection. Shortly after the 590 ml of solution comes

to a rapid boil, grasp the vacuum flask in one hand and the

volumetric flask in the other. Swirl the starch in the

vacuum flask until the starch is again thoroughly sus-

pended. Then carefully invert the volumetric flask contain-

ing the boiling buffer, sliding its neck deep into the vacuum

flaskifig. 3). Point the neck of the vacuum flask away from

you. CAUTION: Failure to insert the flask with hailing

buffer deep into the vacuum flask may result in a violent

kickback of steam and boiling buffer. Swirl the vacuum

flask as the buffer solution empties into the starch suspen-

sion. Remove the volumetric flask, when empty, and con-

tinue swirling the starch and buffer for 10 to 15 seconds.

If gels are consistently weak and difficult to work with,

you may need to heat briefly the suspended starch after the

boiling buffer is added to further cook the mixture. Such

further cooking may be required to produce gels suffi-

ciently strong to withstand slicing and handling.

Stopper the flask and apply vacuum to degas the hot

starch solution {fig. 4). A rapid effervescent boiling will

occur within the starch solution as gases are removed, but

will quickly subside. Slowly swirl the flask while degassing

to maintain an even consistency of the starch. Continue

degassing until large bubbles boil through the solution.

About 4 seconds after the large bubbles appear, release the

vacuum and immediately pour the starch into the molds.

The starch solution will be clear and will pour freely. The

process of degassing should last only 15 to 20 seconds; the

starch will congeal inside the flask if degassing is prolonged.

Rapidly pour the starch into the molds, filling each mold

with one continuous pour, as the starch cools quickly. Start

pouring midway between the upper left corner and the

center of the mold. When the starch reaches the edge of the

mold and mounds slightly above the top of the plastic bars,

continue to pour, moving to the right, then down, then left.

Continue pouring until the mold fills and starch bulges

about 1 mm above the top of the forms. Pour the second gel

in the same manner. With practice, you can produce two

gels with equal quantities of starch, and thus equal thick-

ness, from one starch preparation.

The starch mixture should be free of opaque streaks and

small opaque pellets. These opaque areas are usually due to

incomplete mixing and cooking when the boiling buffer is

added. If you see inclusions, discard the contents of the

flask and start over.

After pouring, gently shake or lightly tap each mold to

distribute the starch evenly. Burst any bubbles on the gel

surface with a warm needle. Cool the gels at room tempera-

ture until they turn opaque (about 10 to 15 minutes), then

cover them with plastic wrap. If gels are prepared the day

before they are used, store them at room temperature.

Gel Loading

Refrigerate prepared gels for 1 hour before inserting

wicks. Never freeze gels. Use a scalpel (no. 1 1 blades are

useful) to cut and trim the gels. Cut between the gel and all



four sides of the gel mold. Remove any excess starch from

the top of the bars. With the scalpel held vertically, cut

along a straight-edge held in line with the origin marks on

the right and left sides of the mold {fig. 2).

Remove the rubber bands holding the mold bars and

slide the smaller cut portion of the gel toward the edge of

the glass, using light pressure from both hands on the

surface of the gel. The gel slice should be moved until the

opening at the origin is about 1 cm. Place a wick spacing

guide on the upper gel slice just at the origin (Jig. 5). Repeat

the process to trim, open, and place wick spacers on those

gels required for the number of wicks prepared.

Use tweezers to remove the cold wicks from the wells of

the grinding block, working with one well at a time. Lightly

blot the wicks on a clean section of absorbent tissue. Place

the wicks, one per gel system, on the fresh-cut gel surface of

the larger gel portion. The bottom edge of each wick should

touch the glass of the gel mold. The order of wicks along

the gel should correspond to the sample order on the record

sheet. Each gel accommodates 36 wicks.

When all the wicks are in place, push the smaller gel

portion back against the wicks on the larger gel portion.

Replace the gel mold bar and rubber bands. Press lightly

on the gel near the wicks to remove air gaps. Cover the gel

with plastic wrap that extends about 5 cm beyond the ends

of the mold.

Gel and Tray Setup

Place the loaded gel on the electrode tray (see fig. 6 for

details of tray construction). Position the origin of the gel

toward the cathodal connection of the electrode tray.

Forming a sharp line across the gel, fold the plastic wrap

back to the fold lines (fig. 2) marked on the gel bars. This

procedure exposes an 18-mm strip of gel surface.

Place sponges in contact with gel surface, in each elec-

trode tray. The sponges are nylon reinforced cellulose kit-

chen sponges. Because new sponges increase the time

required for an electrophoresis run, condition new sponges

by rinsing and using them in anodal trays with previously

conditioned sponges in cathodal trays. Do not interchange

the sponges between systems. Store sponges in plastic bags

in a refrigerator.

Position sponges to cover 1 cm of plastic and all the

exposed gel surface, and extend down into the electrode

tray. Saturate sponges with electrode tray buffer and press

sponges against the gel to make thorough contact. Fold the

plastic wrap back over the sponge and attach the plastic

wrap to the glass on both sides with binder clips (see fig. 7

for views of the tray and gel setup).

Pour 250 ml of refrigerated electrode buffer into each

electrode tray. Place the tray and gel unit in a refrigerator

equipped to circulate cold air. The refrigerator should have

the capacity to maintain the temperature at 4° C through-

out the run.

ELECTROPHORESIS

Enzyme separation is achieved by applying direct cur-

rent to the buffered gel. Ions from the buffer in the cathodal

tray enter the gel. In the A and B gel systems (see app. B) the

ions cause a clearing and a slight depression of the gel at the

location of the fastest migrating ions. This area is the front.

We allow the front to migrate 8 cm beyond the origin before

turning off the electric current. Gels of the C and D systems

do not develop fronts; the runs are timed so as to give

consistent migration distances between gel runs on differ-

ent days.

Electrical Requirements

Caution: Power sources for electrophoresis produce

direct current at voltages high enough to cause severe

injury. The possibility ofelectric shock must be eliminated

by constant awareness of the electrical hazard, clear com-

tnunication between workers, and safe work procedures to

minimize shock hazards. All electrical equipment should

be examined on a regular basis to verify that wires and

connections are in safe condition. Special care should be

taken to protect visitors from electrical hazards. New
employees should be thoroughly trained in safe procedures.

Electrical current can be supplied to a gel with a

Heathkit-Shumberger high-voltage power source (models

IP-17 and SP-2717) or similar power sources. The power

sources produce 400 volts and 100 milliamps at maximum
settings. These models, once set, hold constant voltage.

Adjust the amperage manually to the desired output until

the voltage rises to 320 volts. Power adjustment is not

required after the voltage reaches 320.

Each gel is attached to a power source; the current on

each gel is monitored and adjusted separately. Monitoring

each gel allows detection of problems such as poor sponge

contact or separation of the gels at the origin; these condi-

tions may lead to irregularities in enzyme migration.

To begin the run, connect wires from the power sources

to the electrode terminals of the buffer trays in the refriger-

ator: the cathode (color-coded black) connects to the elec-

trode on the origin side of the gel, the anode (color-coded

red) connects to the opposite electrode. Apply current at

amperages specified for the individual gel buffer systems as

follows:

A buffer system 75 mA
B buffer system 70 mA
C buffer system 60 mA
D buffer system 60 mA

Periodically check the amperage and voltage gauges on the

power sources and adjust the amperages to maintain the

recommended values. Amperages tend to decrease during



the run. Adjustments that return amperages to the recom-

mended levels cause an increase in voltage.

Gain experience with the normal range of voltages for

different buffer systems, gel thicknesses, and laboratory

conditions. Abnormal voltages may signal problems such

as poor contact between the electrode sponges and the gel

or the use of the wrong solution as tray buffer.

Dewicking and Running Gels

After the current has been on for 15 minutes, turn off the

power, disconnect a gel unit, remove it from the refrigera-

tor, remove the clips holding the plastic wrap over the

cathodal sponge, and fold back the plastic wrap and the

sponge to expose the origin. Use slight pressure with the

fingers of one hand to separate the gel slices at the origin.

Lift the wicks out of the gel with tweezers. When all wicks

are removed from a gel, rejoin the gel slices and verify that

there is good contact between the surfaces. Eliminate bub-

bles between the gel and the glass plate. Reassemble the gel

unit with the plastic wrap and the cathodal sponge in their

original positions. Return the unit to the refrigerator and

reconnect the electrical wires.

Place refrigerated waterbags on the dewicked gels.

Waterbags are 20.3 x 30.5 cm heat scalable pouches of

plastic 4.5 mils thick (Kapak/Scotchpak, stock no. 504).

Replace waterbags on the gels with a second set of cold

bags if there is any tendency for the gels to warm.

Reapply the electrical current at the recommended

amperages for each gel system. Adjust the amperages

throughout the run until voltages reach 320. Thereafter,

further adjustments are unnecessary (amperages will con-

tinue to decrease). A sudden drop in amperage signals poor

current flow and may be caused by poor contact between

the electrode sponge and the gel, or separation of the cut gel

surfaces at the origin. Correct poor sponge contact by

resetting the sponge. Gel separation at the origin may be

due to excessive tension on the covering plastic wrap or

unusual heating and cooling conditions within the gel.

Correct gel separations by pressing the surfaces back

together and resetting the plastic wrap and sponges.

When the fronts on gels of the A and B buffer systems

reach 8 cm beyond the origin, disconnect the current. The

C and D system gels do not develop visible fronts and we

have standardized the length of time for the C and D gel

runs at 4.5 hours.

SLICING AND STAINING

Many stain solutions are perishable and should be pre-

pared as close as possible to the time the gels are ready.

Some chemicals used in stains are hazardous; several are

carcinogenic. Handle all chemicals with extreme care and

an awareness of OSHA guidelines for laboratory safety

(U.S. Dep. Labor 1976). Follow the label precautions on all

chemicals.

Slicing the Gel

Remove a gel setup from the refrigerator, unclip the

plastic wrap, and fold the electrode sponges into the elec-

trode trays. Remove the plastic wrap and the gel mold

forms. Enzymes will be in the anodal section of the gel

between the origin and the 8-cm front. The gel beyond the

anodal side of the 8-cm front will not contain enzymes and

can be trimmed away and discarded. The cathodal section

should be sliced and stained to locate all bands. Cut one

notch in the upper left hand corner to identify gel 1 and two

notches to identify gel 2.

Attach plastic strips (200 x 25 >< 1.0 mm) to the glass on

either side of the gel slab using large spring-loaded clips

{fig. 8). Wrap monofilament nylon sewing thread around

the index fingers on both hands and use thumbnails to

stretch the line taut. Adjust the length of the thread so that

thumbnails ride on top of the plastic strips as the cut is

made. Start with the sewing thread on the far side of the gel

and pull the thread toward you, cutting one slice through

the gel. Add a plastic strip at both sides of the gel and cut

the next slice. Use a new section of sewing thread for each

cut. Continue adding spacer strips to slice the entire slab.

Do not separate slices at this time; return the sliced gel slab

to the refrigerator. Trim and slice the second gel of the same

buffer system.

Mixing the Stains

Consult appendix Cfor stain recipes. Stain buffer solu-

tions and some stain components can be prepared in quan-

tity for use over a period of time. The stain solutions (with

some exceptions) are made up in 75-ml volumes for one-

time use. Stain trays are glass baking dishes 20.5 cm square

(2 qt Pyrex) that accommodate two gel slices, one from

each of the two gels of a buffer system. Prewarm the stain

solutions and staining trays to 37° C to maximize stain

activity when the gel slices are placed into the solutions.

For each enzyme to be identified, write the abbreviation

for it and the date of the run on a 5-cm strip of masking

tape, and attach it to a 250-ml Erlenmeyer flask. Measure

out and add the stain buffer to the flask, then add and mix

the stain components in the same order they are given in the

recipe {app. Q. Each batch of stain is enough for a pair of

gels.

Set out warm trays and place a flask of stain in each tray.

Transfer the masking tape from the flask onto a stain tray

and pour the stain solution into the tray. Prepare all the

stain trays for one gel system.



Remove the sliced gels from the refrigerator; peel off and

discard the top slice of the cut gel slab. Use fingertips to

peel off the second slice and place it in the first stain tray

{fig. 7). Proceed to put one slice from the first gel into each

stain solution. Repeat with slices from the second gel.

Agitate each tray to cover the gel slices with the stain

solution. Cover each tray with plastic wrap and follow the

incubation recommendations for specific stains. Warming

ovens will maintain stains at 37° C and shield light-

sensitive stains. If ovens are not available, shield light-

sensitive stains with a cover of aluminum foil. Examine the

gels frequently to follow the development of bands. When
the bands on both gels in a stain tray are well resolved,

draw off the stain solution and add just enough tap water to

cover the gels. The resolution of bands is the clearest at this

stage and data should be collected while the gels are in

water.

Storing the Gels

To store the gels for 6 to 1 2 months, replace the water in a

tray with a fixing solution consisting of a 5:5: 1 mixture of

methanol:water:glacial acetic acid. If the gels are not exam-

ined immediately after staining, skip the tap water step and

replace the stain solution with fixing solution. The fixing

solution toughens and shrinks the gels and the gels become

opaque. Dark bands are distinct after fixing but faint

bands may have to be viewed over a light table. Caution:

Keep Slain trays with fixing solution covered with plastic

wrap. Do not inhale the fumes from the fixing solution.

Methanol is a poison that is only slowly degraded by the

body. Repeated exposure, sometimes over a warm light

table, may lead to early signs of poisoning: headache, loss

of energy, and fatigue. If possible, work with the fixing

solution only in a vented hood.

Gels should remain in the fixing solution for a minimum
of 2 hours. We place the gels in fixing solution overnight,

then blot and wrap the fixed gels in plastic on the following

day. Wrapped gels will remain readable for long periods of

time if they are protected from desiccation by additional

wraps of plastic and stored in a refrigerator.

SAFETY AND PROCEDURAL
CAUTIONS

Safety

Gel Pouring

When combining the starch slurry and boiling buffer in

the vacuum flask, wear gloves and safety glasses, and point

the vacuum flask away from face and body to avoid the

possible kickback of steam and hot starch.

Electrophoresis

Never touch electrodes or the tray solutions while cur-

rent is supplied to the gels; a severe electric shock is

possible.

Staining the Gels

Many of the compounds used for staining are hazardous

to health. Wear protective clothing, particularly gloves and

a dust mask, when handling. Avoid contaminating other

items with these compounds. Follow prescribed safety

measures. Mix the stains in a vented hood. Use similar care

in examining stained gels treated with fixing solution.

Procedural Cautions

Seed Dissection

Work rapidly and keep the sample tissue as cool as

possible to maintain enzymatic activity.

Make sure that accurate seed identity is maintained on

the record sheet, in the seed tray, and in the gel.

Gel Pouring

Degas the hot starch solution no more than 20 seconds to

avoid congealing of the starch while pouring.

Do not allow the gels to freeze during cooling.

Loading the Gels

Blot each wick to remove excess moisture.

Make sure the bottom edge of the wick touches the glass

plate.

Eliminate bubbles between the gel and the glass at the

origin, after loading and after dewicking.

Electrophoresis

Keep the gels as cool as possible, without freezing;

refrigerate and place chilled water bags on the gels after the

dewicking step.

Make sure that the wires to the electrode trays are not

reversed; determine that the polarity is correct.

Hold amperage constant at the prescribed level until a

gel system reaches 320 volts, then hold the system at 320

volts and allow the amperage to decrease for the rest of the

run.

Slicing the Gel

Keep the monofilament thread taut between the thumbs.

Be sure to put the same number of plastic spacers on each

side of the gel.

Notch the gels for identification.

Staining the Gels

Warm the staining solutions to 37° C.

Because compounds are light-sensitive and perishable,

cover trays with aluminum foil and handle chemicals as

directed to preserve their activity.



TROUBLESHOOTING

Problem
J

Lumps or white specks appear in hot

gel solution

Probable cause

Buffer solution may not have boiled

rapidly or the starch may not have

been well mixed with cold buffer to

form the slurry

Solution

Discard lumpy starch and start over.

Allow buffer to come to a rolling boil

and thoroughly mix starch slurry

Starch is too thick or lumpy when

poured from vacuum flask

Starch may have been degassed too

long and is too cool

Start over; degas for a shorter time and

quickly pour starch into mold

Voltage is abnormally high on a gel Separation at origin or poor sponge

contact with gel

After disconnecting power, open plas-

tic wrap to inspect origin. Press sponges

to improve gel contact

Front on gel is irregular: Waterbag unevenly placed

Straight but higher on one side than

on the other

Worn electrode on anodal side.

(Cathodal electrode is long-lasting)

Replace anodal electrode

Gel is thicker on one side than on the

other

Level mold before pouring gel for next

run

Gel separates in region of origin Push gel surfaces together at origin

and place a glass or plastic rod between

gel and bar on cathodal end

Wavy

Gel front migrates slower in one gel

than other gel of same system

Uneven cooling of gel, separation at

origin or poor sponge contact with

gel

New sponge may be on cathodal side

of electrode tray

Check air flow in refrigerator or

change waterbags more often. Push

gel surfaces together at origin and

place a glass or plastic rod between

gel and bar on cathodal end

Place old sponge in well of cathode

tray and new sponge in well of anode

tray

Electrode may be corroded

Unequal gel thickness

Replace with new electrode

Decrease amperage on gel with faster

migration so that electrophoresis pro-

ceeds to same point in same time

Stain does not work Possible error in mixing stains or

buffers

Possible deterioration of buffers

Check recipe. Some missed items can

be added late and stain may still work

Make new buffers. Prepare stocks of

buffers in quantities that will last for

about I month

Possible deterioration of chemicals Purchase fresh supplies. Date each

bottle and use older supplies first. Fol-

low storage instructions on bottles



Figure 1— Sample preparation materials. Left: germinated seed in

tfie petri dish used tor germination, and a dissected seed with
gametophyte and embryo. /l6oi/e. grinding block, 8.5 » 8.5 > 1.3cm
clear plastic with 0.7-cm holes ('A inch) drilled 1.0 cm deep (flat

bottom holes were drilled with a bit squared off on a grinding
wheel), placed on a frozen pad of Blue Ice for cooling (grinding
block and pad were frozen together before samples were loaded
into the holes) Below: data sheet with the identity of the samples
coded to the numbered holes in the grinding blocks.



Gel form

Figure 2— Gel mold consisting of plastic bars secured with rubber

bands to single strength) window glass.

i; ^y///////////////////////////zA

: ,

!l

Plastic wrap told line-

8 cm run line and—
sponge line

Origin and sponge line-

Plastic wrap fold line—

-

\ V//////////////////////////A

Top view

=s
Side view

I ' , Anodal end

_tn" Cathodal end
' Forms

"Glass

Figure 3— Pouring boiling buffer into starcfi suspension.

Figure 4— Degassing hot starch using vacuum line attached to a

cork m the top of the vacuum flask while blocking side port of the

flask with a finger.



Wick spacing guide

Origin

Cathodal section of

gel pulled back to

expose the origin

Glass base

Wick spacing guide

11 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 222222222233 33333
i311678901_2346678901^2345678901_23456

Figure 5— Cut gel surface open at the origin. Wicks containing ttie

absorbed liquid fraction of samples are placed on the vertical sur-

face in order corresponding to their listing on the data sheet.

26 cm-

«- 4 cm
2 cm

Electrode

-

Electrode tray

^^
. .©
2ZZZZ444

• Cathodal well Anodal well-

Base^
©

Y///7///
KK^KK^K^^\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\'\X-C\-^

Electrode

Rubber stopper

Figure 6— Exact dimensions of electrode

tray. The 3/,g-inch pure carbon electrodes

are secured into the tray with no. 00 rubber

stoppers. The tray is constructed of '/,-

inch lucite.



Figure 7— Side and top views of an electrode tray with

gel and wicks, sponges, and plastic wrap in place

Origin and sponge line

Plastic wrap fold line

Cathodal sponge

Cattiode

Tray buffer solution

Plastic wrap cover

8 cm run line and sponge line

Plastic wrap fold line

Anodal sponge

Anode

(--)

Gel form Electrode tray base

Glass pane

Figure 8— Gel is prepared for slicing by using plastic spacers attacfied to tfie

glass on eitfier side of tfie gel slab withi spring loaded clips. Above: taut

monofilament nylon sewing tfiread cuts fiorizontal slices thirougfi tfie gel slab

Right: gel slice is placed in an appropriate stain solution.
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APPENDIX

A. Extraction Buffer

Use pH 7.5, 0.2 M phosphate (app. C, Stain buffer

formulations) as the extraction buffer. Certain compounds

added to the extraction buffercan improve poorly resolved

sets of enzyme bands, and in the initial study of a new

species, various such compounds should be tested. Our

general rule is to keep the buffer as simple as possible by

including only additives that improve resolution.

The addition of a small quantity (20 mg/ 100 ml buffer)

of substrate to the extraction buffer may improve the reso-

lution of specific enzymes. Several substrates can be added

to the same extraction buffer (L-glutamic acid for GDH,
D-glucose-6-phosphate for G6PD, a-D-glucose 1-phos-

phate for PGM, and others). From our experience, adding

substrates to the extraction buffer is better than adding

them to the gel or the cathodal electrode buffer as sug-

gested in some literature. The substrate in the extraction

buffer probably protects the active site of the enzyme while

it is in the mixture of cell components. After a short period

of electrophoresis, an enzyme is likely to be isolated from

compounds that degrade it.

The resolution of some enzymes is greatly improved by

the addition of bovine albumin (40 mg/ 100 mi) to the

extraction buffer. The albumin binds phenolics and free

fatty acids (Anderson 1968).

Seed resins and phenols can decrease resolution. The

addition of a small quantity of 2-mercaptoethanol ( 1 drop/

100 ml extraction buffer) helps to bind and reduce the

effect of resins and phenols. Mercaptoethanol improves

resolution in true firs, incense-cedar, and redwood, but we

do not add mercaptoethanol to the extraction buffer for

pines, cypresses, and Douglas-fir.

Complex extraction buffers are available for difficult

tissues (Kelley and Adams 1977, Mitton and others 1979,

Soltis and others 1980); but most conifer seed analyses do

not require these complex buffers.

12



B. Gel and Tray Buffer Formulations

System Gel Buffer

A< Tris Citrate (pH aS)

Formulation Trizma base 62.0 g

Citric acid 14.6 g

Distilled water 10.0 liters

Dissolve the chemicals and check the pH. Store at

room temperature

Procedure To use. add 75 ml of the lithium borate tray buffer

to 675 ml of the tris citrate gel buffer to make the

required 750 ml

Tray Buffer

Lithium borate (pH a3)

Lithium hydro.xide 12.0 g
Boric acid Il8.9g

Distilled water 10.0 liters

Dissolve the chemicals and check the pH. Store at

room temperature

Use as is

Tris citrate (pH aSj Sodium borate |pH aO]

Formulation Trizma base 1 2 1 . 1 g Sodium hydroxide 20.0 g
Distilled water 10.0 liters Boric acid 185.5 g

Distilled water 10.0 liters

Dissolve the trizma base and titrate to pH 8.8 with Dissolve the chemicals and titrate to pH 8.0 with

0.2 M citric acid solution. Store at room tern- 4N NaOH. Store at room temperature

perature

Procedure Use as is Use as is

'

Tris citrate (pH 6.2j Same as gel buffer

Formulation Trizma base 162.0 g Same as gel buffer

Citric acid 108.9 g

Distilled water 3.0 liters

Dissolve chemicals and titrate to pH 6.2

with 4N NaOH. Refrigerate

Procedure To use, mix 16 ml of the buffer with 734 ml of Mix 250 ml of the buffer with 750 ml distilled water

distilled water

IVlGrpholine citrate (pH ai)

Formulation Citric acid 1 5.4 g

Distilled water 2.0 liters

Dissolve citric acid and titrate to pH 6. 1 with N-(3-

aminopropyl)morpholine (20 ml). Refrigerate

Procedure To use, mix 37.5 ml of buffer with 712.5 ml of

distilled water

Same as gel buffer

Same as gel buffer

Use full strength

'Scandalious 1969

-Fowler and Morris 1977

^Nicholsand Ruddle 1973

^Clayton and Tretiak 1972, Yeh and O'Malley 1980
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C. stains

Enzyme stains used on gel slices from specific gel systems

are listed in table I. Stock solutions for chemicals required

in several stain recipes are listed in table 2. Stain buffer

solutions are listed in table 3. Recipes for preparing stains

are described in table 4. The stains listed in table 4 arc used

in the analysis of conifer seeds. Additional stains can be

found elsewhere in the literature (Harris and Hopkinson

1976, O'Malley and others 1980).

Prepare stock solutions for stains in quantities that will

be used up in 4 weeks. Several of the components of these

solutions are light-sensitive and perishable. Store them

refrigerated (do not freeze) in dark containers; foil-wrap

light-colored containers. Add these components to the

stain solutions just before adding the gel slices.

Table 2

—

Stock solulions for slain components

Abbreviation Name Standard

concentration

G6PDH Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase' 5 units/ml

buffer

NAD /3-Nicotinamide adenine dinucieotide 10 mg/ml water

NADP /3-NAD phosphate 10 mg/ ml water

NBT Nitro blue tetrazolium 10 mg, ml water

PMS Phenazine methosulfate 5 mg/ml water

'G6PDH is subject to sulfate ion inhibition. This enzyme is supplied in a

concentrated solution, which should be diluted using I percent bovine

albumin in 0.05 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.5). The albumin binds sulfate

ions to enhance the activity of the enzyme.

Prepare stain buffers in quantities sufficient to last up to

2 months by anticipating laboratory schedules. These

buffers can be stored at room temperature.

Table I
— Stains by gel hiifjer system Table 3

—

Stain hii/fer formulations

Gel Stain

system Abbreviation Name EC reference

A ADH Alcohol dehydrogenase 1.11.1

AAP Alanine aminopeptidase 3 4.11.1

EST Alpha esterase 3.1.1.1

EST Beta esterase 3.1.1.1

FLEST Fluorescent esterase 3.1.1.1

LAP Leucine aminopeptidase 3.4.11.1

MNR Menadione reductase

PEP Peptidase 3.4.13.1

PER Peroxidase 1. II. 1.7

PGM Phosphoglucomutase 2.7.5.1

PGI Phosphoglucose isomerase' 5.3.1.9

B ACP Acid phosphatase 3.1.3.2

CAT Catalase 1.1 1.1.6

G6PD Glucose-6-phosphate

dehydrogenase 1.1.1.49

GDH Glutamate dehydrogenase 1.4.1 3

GOT Glutamate-oxaloacetate

transaminase- 2.6.1.1

SOD Superoxide dismutase' 1.15. 1.1

C, D" ACON Aconitase 4.2.1.3

ALD Aldolase 4.1.2.13

IDH5 Isocitric dehydrogenase I.I. 1.42

MDH Malic dehyrogenase I.I. 1.37

MNR Menadione reductase

PGD Phosphogluconate

dehydrogenase'' 1 . 1 . 1 .44

SKDH Shikimate dehydrogenase

Buffer

'Also called glucose phosphate isomerase (GPI) in the literature.

^Also called aspartate aminotransferase (AAT) in the literature.

'Also called tetrazolium oxidase (TO) in the literature.

"All of the stains listed for the C system resolve well with the D buffer

system, but both systems are necessary to detect variants within different

loci.

"Also abbreviated ICD in the literature.

'Also called 6-phosphogluconic dehydrogenase (6PGD) in the litera-

ture.

ACP acetate buffer

Aminopeptidase

buffer

Catalase buffer

Esterase buffer

Peroxidase buffer

0.2 M phosphate

buffer

1.0 M tris

hydrochloride'

1.0 M tris

hydrochloride'

pH Formulation

4.0 Sodium acetate, trihydrate

Acetic acid, glacial

1.0 M magnesium chloride

Distilled water

2.43 g

4.7 ml

5.0 ml

1.0 liter

4.5 Trizma base 12.1 g

Maleic anhydride 9.8 g

Sodium hydroxide 1.6 g

Distilled water 1.0 liter

6.5 Sodium phosphate,

monobasic 18.5 g

Sodium phosphate, dibasic .... 17.9 g

Distilled water 1 .0 liter

6.4 Sodium phosphate,

monobasic 13.9 g

Sodium phosphate, dibasic 5.3 g

Distilled water 1.0 liter

5.6 Arsenic acid, sodium salt 5.74 g

Acetic acid, glacial 1.2 ml

Distilled water 1 .0 liter

7.5 Sodium phosphate,

monobasic 3.84 g

Sodium phosphate, dibasic .... 23.86 g

Distilled water 1.0 liter

8.0 Trizma base 74.0 g

Trizma hydrochloride 61.4 g

Distilled water 1.0 liter

7.0 Trizma base 1 6.0 g

Trizma hydrochloride 137.4 g

Distilled water 1.0 liter

'Dilute these solutions to the concentrations specified in the stain

charts.
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Table 4

—

Siain recipes

Enzyme

Gel

buffer Stain buffer Stain components Procedure

ACON
Aconitase'

CD

ACP
Acid phos-

phatase-

ADH
Alcohol de-

ll yd rogenase-

AAP
Alanine

aminopep-

tidase''

ALD
Aldolase'

CAT
Catalase-

EST
Alpha

esterase-

EST
Beta

esterase

FLEST
Fluorescent

esterase'

GDH/SOD
Glutamate

dehydroge-

nase, super-

oxide

dismutase*'

GOT
Glutamate-

oxaloacetate

transaminase

CD

75 ml

0.2 M tris HCl

pH 8.0

80 ml

ACP acetate

buffer

C7v-aconitic acid 1 50 mg
NADP I mi

NBT I ml

1% MgCl, solution I ml

PMS 0.5 mi

Isocitrate dehydrogenase 20 units

(0.3 ml)

a-naphthyl acid phosphate 100 mg
Fast Garnet GBC Salt- 100 mg

75 mi NAD I ml

0.05 M tris HCl NBT I ml

pH 8.0 PMS 5 ml

95C-( ethyl alcohol 1 ml

75 ml L-alanine /3-naphthylamide' 30 mg
Aminopeptidase dissolved in dimethylsulfoxide 2 ml

buffer Fast Black K Salt 20 mg

75 ml D-fructose-i,6-diphosphate 250 mg
0.05 M tris HCl Arsenic acid, sodium salt 75 mg
pH 8.0 NAD I ml

NBT I ml

PMS 0.5 ml

Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate

dehydrogenase 300 units

(0.25 ml)

100 ml 2% potassium iodide solution 100 ml

Cataiase buffer 0.03% H.,0, solution, (3% H_,0,,

i ml; 100 ml distilled water) 100 ml

75 ml Fast Blue R R Salt 80 mg
Esterase buffer \% a-naphthyl acetate solution (dissolve I g

in 50 ml acetone, add 50 ml distilled water,

store refrigerated) 1 ml

75 ml Fast Garnet GBC Salt' 100 mg
Esterase buffer i% 2-naphthyl acetate solution (dissolve I g

in 50 ml acetone, add 50 ml distilled

water, store refrigerated) I ml

10ml 4-methylumbelliferyl acetate solution (I mg
Peroxidase buffer dissolved in 3 ml acetone) 3 ml

75 ml L-giutamic acid 2 g

0. 10 M tns HCl NAD I ml

pH 8.0 NBT 1 ml

PMS 0.5 ml

25 ml 0.5% pyridoxal 5-phosphate solution

0.2 M phosphate (0.5 g/ 100 mi of distilled water) 0.8 ml

buffer 3.0% bovine albumin solution (3 g 100 ml

pH 7.5 of distilled water) 1 .6 mi

0.2 M L-aspartic acid (adjusted to pH 7.5

with 2N KOH) 6.8 mi

Add stain components to warm (37° C) stain buffer;

incubate gels at 37° C in the daric

Allow stain components to mix well in stain buffer.

Develop at room temperature, include cathodal slice

of gel in the stain.

Add components to warm bufterand incubate gels in

the daric

Add components to warm bufterand incubate gels in

the dark

Add components to warm bufler and incubate geis

Refrigerate gels in cataiase buffer for 30 min. Drain

off buffer and soak in 2% K I for 2 min. Drain off Ki

and wash twice with tap water. Add HjO, solution

and score when resolved

Add components to warm buffer. Add the naphthyl

acetate solution late in mixing. Incubate the gels,

include the cathodal slice of gel

Add components to warm buffer; add naphthyl ace-

tate to solution just before adding gels. Incubate geis

Add solution to buffer and paint gels. Score bands

on geis within 5 minutes under longwave UV light

Add components to warm buffer. Incubate in the

dark. (SOD bands are white against the blue back-

ground.)

Combine first four components with buffer. When

ready for staining add the Fast Blue BB solution to

component solution. Add gels and develop at room

temperature. Include a cathodal slice of gel
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Table 4

—

Slain recipes (continued)

Enzyme

Gel

buffer Stain buffer Stain components Procedure

G6PD
Glucose-6-

phosphate

dehydroge-

nase*

IDH
Isocitrate

dehydroge-

LAP
Leucine

aminopepti-

dase-

MDH
Malic

dehydroge-

nase''

MNR
Menadione

reductase

PEP
Peptidase''

PER
Peroxidase*

CD

A.D

C.D

A,CD

a-ketoglutarate solution ....

Fast Blue BB Salt

dissolved in distilled water

2.0 ml

120 mg
..8 ml

75 ml

0.05 M tns HCI

pH 7.0

75 ml

0.05 M tris HCI

pH 8.0

75 ml

Aminopeptidase

buffer

75 ml

0.05 M tns HCI

pH 8.0

D-glucose-6-phosphate

3.0% bovine albumin solution

NADP
NBT
1% MgCI,

PMS

DL isocitric acid

NADP
0.25 M MnCl, ..

NBT
PMS

.20 mg

.. I ml

.. 1 ml

.. I ml

..1 ml

0.5 ml

.60 mg

.. I ml

.. 1 ml

. . I ml

5 ml

75 ml

0.05 M tri s HC
pH 7.0

75 ml

0.2 M tris HCI

pH 8.0

6PGD CD 75 ml

6-phospho- 0.05 M tns HCI

gluconate pH 8.0

dehydroge-

nasei"

PGI A 75 ml

Phosphoglu- 05 M tris HCI

cose pH 8.0

isomerase'"

PGM
Phosphoglu-

comutase'"

0.4% L-leucine /?-napthylamide solution

(400 mg/ 100 ml distilled water) 5 ml

Black K Salt 20 mg

Malic acid solution 5 ml

(134.1 g DL-malic acid, 80 g NaOH, 1.0

liter H,0, adjust to pH 7.0 with about 18

ml of 4 N NaOH)
NAD I ml

NBT I ml

PMS 0.5 ml

NADH 25 mg
Menadione 20 mg
NBT I ml

Glycyl-L-leucine 10 mg
L-leucyl-L-tyrosine 10 mg
L-valyl-L-leucine 10 mg
Peroxidase, crude 10 mg
Snake venom 10 mg
50 mg of 3-amino-9-ethyl carba/ole in 5 ml

of N,N-dimethvlformamide 5 ml

75 ml 0. 1 M CaCl: solution 2 ml

Peroxidase buffer 3-amino-9-ethyl carba/ole 50 mg
dissolved in N,N-dimethylformamide 5 ml

3% H,0 I ml

6-phosphogluconic acid 20 mg
NADP 1 ml

NBT 1 ml

PMS 0.5 ml

D-fructose-6-phosphale 25 mg
1% MgCI. solution I ml

NADP I ml

NBT I ml

PMS 0.5 ml

G6PDH 20 units

75 ml a-D-glucose 1.6-diphosphate solution

0.05 M tris HCI (10 mg 100 ml distilled water) 1 ml

pH 8.0 a-D-glucose l-phosphate 140 mg

Add components to the warm buffer and incubate

gels in the dark

Add components to warm buffer and incubate gels in

the dark

Add components to warm buffer and incubate gels

Add components to warm buffer and incubate gels in

the dark

Add components to warm bufferand incubate gels in

the dark

Combine first five components with buffer and mix

well. When ready to stain, add amino-ethyl-carbazole

solution and incubate gels

Add components to buffer just before staining. Add

gels and develop at room temperature. Use anodal

and cathodal slices. Note: origin of gel could be

moved I cm toward anode at beginning of the run for

this system

Add components to warm stain buffer, add gels and

incubate in the dark

Add all components to warm buffer. Add gels and

incubate in the dark

Add all components to warm buffer. Add gels and

incubate in the dark
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Table 4

—

Stain recipes (continued)

Enzyme

Gel

buffer Stain buffer Stain components Procedure

SKDH
Shikimate

dehydroge-

nase"

19c MgCI; solution

NADP
NBT
PMS
G6PDH

. . I ml

.. I ml

..1ml

0.5 ml

.20 units

CD 75 ml

0.05 M tris HCI

pH 8.0

Shikimic acid

NADP
NBT
PMS

75 to 50 mg Add all components to warm buffer and incubate in

I ml the dark

I ml

0.5 ml

'Yehand O'Malley 1980

-Scandalious 1969

'Carcinogenic, handle with care

^Olt and Scandalious 1978

'Mitton and others 1979

"Shaw and Koehn 1968

'Brewbaker and others 1968

"Shaw and Prasad 1970

"Nichols and Ruddle 1973

i»Brewer 1970

D. Chemicals Needed for Processes
Described^

Catalog Chemical

number-

Acetic acid, glacial'

A725I O>aconitic acid

A2628 L-alanine ^-napthylamide'

A4503 Albumin, bo\ine, fraction V powder

A5754 3-amino-9-ethylcarba7ole

12,390-9'' N-(3-aminopropyl)morpholine'

A6756 Arsenic acid, sodium salt'

A9256 L-aspartic acid, free acid

B0252 Boric acid

C0759 Citric acid, free acid, anhydrous

D4254 N,N-dimethylformamide'

D5879 Dimethyl sulfo.xide

Ethanol. 95'7(

F7253 Fast Black K Salt

F3378 Fast Blue BB Salt'

F0500 Fast Blue RR Salt'

F0875 Fast Garnet GBC Salt'

752-1 D-fructose 1,6-diphosphate, trisodium salt

F3627 D-fructose-6-phosphate, sodium salt, grade I

05875 a-D-glucose 1,6-diphosphate, tetra(cyclohexylammonium)

salt

G7000 a-D glucose l-phosphate, disodium salt: tetrahydrate

G7879 D-glucose-6-phosphate, monosodium salt

G8878 Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase. Type XI

GI626 1 -glutamic acid, monosodium salt

G5I26 Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase

G2002 Glycyl-L-leucine

Hydrogen peroxide (Wc)

11252 DL-isocitric acid, trisodium salt

12002 Isocitric dehydrogenase. Type IV

410-2 Q-ketoglutarate solution, 0.1 M, pH 7 5 m 0. 1 M phosphate

buffer

L0376 L-leucine /3-naphthylamide, hydrochloride'

L0501 L-leucyl-L-tyrosine

L4256 Lithium hydroxide, monohydrate'

M0250 Magnesium chloride, hexahydrate

M0625 Maleic anhydride'

M0875 DL-malicacid

M5626 Menadione

M6250 2-mercaptoethanol

Methanol, 95%'

M0883 4-methylumbelliferyl acetate

N8505 a-naphthyl acetate'

N6875 2-naphthyl acetate'

N7000 a-naphthyl acid phosphate, monosodium salt'

N7004 /3-nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD)

N8I29 /J-nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide, reduced form

(NADH), disodium salt

N0505 ^-nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADP),

sodium salt

N6876 Nitro blue tetra/olium (NBT)'

P8250 Peroxidase, type II

P9625 Ph'enazine methosulfate (PMS)'

P7877 6-phosphogluconic acid, trisodium salt

PI 767 Potassium hydroxide'

P8256 Potassium iodide

P9255 Pyridoxal 5-phosphate

S5375 (-)shikimic acid

S8625 Sodium acetate, trihydrate

S588I Sodium hydroxide, anhydrous pellets'

S075I Sodium phosphate, monobasic

S0876 Sodium phosphate, dibasic

S450I' Starch, hydroly/ed for electrophoresis

TI503 Tri/ma base

T3253 Trizma hydrochloride

VI 625 L-valyl-L-leucine

V7000' Venom, snake {Crotalus atrox)

'Many chemicals are available in different forms, with different salts

and hydration levels. Sigma and Aldrich Chemical Company catalog

numbers and chemical names are supplied to avoid confusion for all but

the most common chemicals—glacial acetic acid, ethanol, hydrogen

peroxide, and methanol.

-Sigma Chemical Co., PO. Box 14508, St. Louis, Mo. 63178.

'Hazardous chemical, handle with care.

"Aldrich Chemical Co.. 940 West Saint Paul Avenue, Milwaukee, Wis.

53233.

'Additionalbrandsofstarchare Fisher, Connaught, and Electro-starch.
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forestry. It carries out this role through four main activities:

• Protection and management of resources on 191 million acres of National Forest System lands
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help protect and manage non-Federal forest and associated range and watershed lands.

• Participation with other agencies in human resource and community assistance programs to

improve living conditions in rural areas.

• Research on all aspects of forestry, rangeland management, and forest resources utilization.

The Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Experiment Station

• Represents the research branch of the Forest Service in California, Hawaii, and the western

Pacific.
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Starch gel electrophoresis of conifer seeds: a laboratory manual. Gen. Tech. Rep.

PSW-64. Berkeley, CA: Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Experiment Station,

Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture; 1982. 18 p.

This manual describes fast, low-cost biochemical procedures for separating enzymes

representing numerous genes of forest trees. During electrophoresis the mixture of

enzymes from a megagametophyte or embryo of a germinated seed separates in a gel.

Specific stains applied to gel slices locate each enzyme. These procedures expand on

those developed for crops research. They provide a means for forest geneticists to get

urgently needed information on the amount and geographic distribution of genetic

variation in conifers for evaluating species relationships, for protecting rare natural

populations, and for deciding on breeding programs for commercial species. Electro-

phoresis of conifers is an alternative to long-term, high-cost field trials.

Retrieval Terms: technique, gametophytes, embryos, allozymes, electrophoresis
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IN BRIEF...

Mills, Thomas J.; Bratten, Frederick W. FEES: design of a

Fire Economics Fvaiuation System. Gen. Tech. Rep.

PSW-65. Berkeley, CA; Pacific Southwest Forest and

Range Experiment Station, Forest Service, U.S.

Department of Agriculture; 1982. 26 p.

Retrieval Terms: economic efficiency, risk, fire suppres-

sion, probability mode, fire effects

Currently available procedures for analyzing fire man-

agement program options are significant improvements

over the analysis capability which existed a decade ago,

and they provide important information for fire program

planning. Major expansion and refinement of the existing

capability is necessary, however, to cope with the persistent

questions about public program efficiency.

In particular, a subregional-resolution analysis system is

needed which can estimate the economic efficiency, fire-

induced change in resource outputs, and risk consequences

of a broad array of fire management program options.

That subregional analysis would act as a screening step for

subsequent high-resolution analyses which are more site-

and time-specific. The high-resolution, and generally higher

cost, analyses should be restricted to that narrow range of

fire program options which show promise of high perfor-

mance. As a minimum, the fire program options evaluated

in the subregional analysis system should include alterna-

tives with fuel treatment, initial attack, and large fire sup-

pression program components. Each program option

should be further defined by dollar program level, fire

management mix or program emphasis, and large fire sup-

pression strategy.

The fire £conomics Evaluation System (FEES), the

conceptual design of which is described in this report, can

provide that subregional-resolution analysis of a broad

range of fire program options. This simulation model is

designed to evaluate situation-specific fire management
situations or "kinds of areas" that have no site-specific

delineation except that of regional fire climate zone. There

is no reason to repeatedly apply a site-specific model to

different areas if the characteristics of the area which influ-

ence fire program performance are essentially the same.

The fire program option evaluated in FEES embodies all of

the fire management inputs applied to the fire management
situation rather than just those contributed by a single

agency. The question of who should pay for the fire pro-

gram cannot be logically answered until a total fire pro-

gram option has been selected. FEES can be used by any

public agency with wildland fire management responsi-

bilities.

Development of an operational system that fulfills this

conceptual design should proceed with a prototype version

of the system applied to one area of the country, the North-

ern Rocky Mountain and Intermountain fire climate zone,

for example. Once the prototype model has been subjected

to extensive sensitivity analysis and validation tests, it

should be applied to another study area, such as the Pacific

Northwest fire climate zone. Different factors are impor-

tant to fire program performance in different parts of the

country. For example, timber losses are relatively more

important in the Pacific Northwest, sharing of fire man-

agement inputs and multiple fires are relatively more

important in southern California, and the many influences

of complex terrain are relatively more important in the

Northern Rocky Mountains. Even the first prototype ver-

sion of FEES must recognize these differences so that

subsequent expansion of model capability is easy to

accomplish.

Once FEES is completed, it is proposed that the system

be operated at a central location to produce a FEES guide-

book of model output which can then be used directly by

local fire program planners. Centralized operation of

FEES would greatly reduce the training costs over the

alternative of direct application of the FEES computer

software by the fire program planner, and centralized

operation would greatly increase the consistency of model

results, thus enhancing the ability to make funding alloca-

tions on the basis of FEES results. Centralized processing

is not synonymous with centralized decisionmaking. The

relative weights among the decision criteria must still be

assigned by a local decisionmaker who has an understand-

ing of the ramifications of a fire program selection on the

other management programs.

No simulation model is a substitute for a decisionmaker,

and FEES is no exception. A decisionmaker must still

weigh and assimilate a large number of relevant factors,

many of which cannot be measured in common units or

even be measured quantitatively at all, and must place the

fire program within the context of other management pro-

grams and institutional constraints. FEES simply quanti-

fies some of the factors which are relevant to fire manage-

ment program planning and traces the interaction of

relationships too complex and numerous for a person to

easily follow. FEES is designed to show some of the costs of

imposing institutional constraints. While many of those

constraints are valid, their costs must always be considered.

FEES contains many of the parameters important in fire

management program planning but others are left out; fire

effects which cannot be measured in dollars, for example.

It is essential that a decisionmaker, who is knowledgeable

about the setting within which FEES results will be ap-

plied, fully understand these limitations of scope.



Wildfire is such an awesome and frightening nat-

ural phenomenon that funding for wildland fire

management programs was relatively easy to obtain in the

past. This was particularly true immediately after a severe

fire season, when funding levels often rose quickly, only to

erode away before the next severe fire season occurred.

They were seldom scrutinized as closely as those of other

land management programs.

This view of fire programs has progressively changed in

the last decade, however, in response to the sheer size of fire

program budgets, to greater appreciation of fire's natural

role in the environment, and to recognition that fire man-

agement activities should be evaluated on the basis of their

impact on resource outputs, just like any other land man-

agement activity. A symptom of the change was a request in

1975 by the U.S. Office of Management and Budget that

the Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, esti-

mate the real cost of its fire management program and

identify the "best" fire management practices (U.S. Dep.

Agric, Forest Serv. 1977). The best practices were to be

identified through an evaluation of appropriate costs and

returns.

Another symptom of change was the concern expressed

by the U.S. Senate Appropriations Committee during

review of the fiscal year 1979 budget request for the fire

management program on National Forest lands. The

Committee observed that "presuppression costs have risen

dramatically in recent years, but the Committee is unable

to discern any marked benefits stemming from these

expenditures" (U.S. Senate 1978). The Committee re-

quested that the Forest Service "conduct a cost-benefit

analysis of both presuppression and suppression activities"

as a basis of future budget requests. In simple terms, what

benefits are being generated that justify the ever larger fire

program funding levels?

Revisions in the land management planning process on

National Forests, and their implications for fire manage-

ment analyses, are other symptoms of the change. Regula-

tions that implement the National Forest Management Act

of 1976 require fully integrated analysis of all land man-

agement planning activities, formulation and evaluation of

a range of feasible management alternatives, and selection

of one alternative on the basis of explicit criteria (U.S. Dep.

Agric, Forest Serv. 1979a, 1979b, 1982c). The fire program

can no longer be evaluated in isolation from other land

management programs.

The fire program on the National Forests is not the only

fire program being scrutinized more closely. Funding for

the Forest Service's Cooperative Forest Fire Program,

which coordinates activities among the fire programs in the

States, was reduced from $30.5 million in 1978 to $19.9

million by 1981 and is under continually closer scrutiny.

Fire management programs are also being more closely

studied by legislatures in many States—California and

Oregon, for example.

In response to this changing attitude, the Forest Service

made a major policy change in 1978 by requiring that the

fire management program be cost-effective and become a

part of integrated land management (Nelson 1979). The

policy language was further refined in 1981 to state that

economic efficiency and probability of success are impor-

tant criteria for selecting among fire suppression actions

(U.S. Dep. Agric, Forest Serv. 1981).

Economic efficiency case studies of the fire program

options have been completed in progressively greater rigor

(Oregon State Dep. of Forestry 1972; Schweitzer and oth-

ers 1982; U.S. Dep. Agric, Forest Serv., 1980, 1982a;

Winkworth and others 198 1). Similarly, improved analysis

procedures have been developed to implement policy

changes (Calif. Dep. of Forestry 1979; U.S. Dep. Agric,

Forest Serv. 1982a). Recent analysis procedures are great

improvements over our past capability, and they provide

valuable information for some fire program decisions. But

important refinements in the fire program planning and

evaluation capability are necessary.

Fire programs should not be viewed solely as a support

function in the land management planning analysis even

though protection of life and property is a goal of the

program. Fire management activities influence resource

outputs just as other land management activities do, and

should be evaluated in the same manner, in terms of pro-

gram cost increments compared to the changes they bring

about in resource outputs. Fire suppression increases

timber output above the unmanaged output level just as

tree planting does. The fire program options should, there-

fore, be considered at the same time as other means of

accomplishing land management objectives. The fire pro-

gram contributes to the accomplishment of the land man-

agement objectives, it does not simply support other

activities.

This paper identifies the information required for long-

term fire program planning decisions and discusses its

implications for design of a system to evaluate fire program

options. On this basis, and recognizing recent advances in

fire program analysis methodology, it describes the design

of a particular Fire Economics Evaluation System (FEES)

capable of providing the required information. An im-

proved operational system Can be developed from this

design. Fire program managers and economic analysts

should also find the design useful in their attempts to

interpret output from currently available fire management

analysis models.



FIRE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
DECISIONMAKING

Information Requirements

Ideally, at least three types of analytical information

should be developed for each fire management program

option evaluated: dollar estimates of economic efficiency,

quantitative estimates of effects on resource outputs, and

assessments of the risk associated with these values. This

information is especially relevant in the screening of fire

program options early in the planning process.

Concerns about economic efficiency are apparent in the

questions raised by the Office of Management and Budget

and the Senate Appropriations Committee. These are the

same cost-benefit questions that have long faced Federal

water projects, questions addressed in the description of

procedures for economic analysis by the Water Resources

Council (1979). Economic efficiency is also a planning

criterion in the National Forest Management Act regu-

lations.

The minimization of the sum of fire program costs and

the dollar value of net resource output changes which result

from fire is a correct economic efficiency criterion (fig. /).

It leads to the same program selection as more commonly
used economic efficiency criteria, such as present net worth

(C + NVC),
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Figure 1—The cost plus net value change as an economic effi-

ciency criterion has four components: presuppression and sup-

pression costs, beneficial and detrimental net value changes.

maximization. The criterion of minimizing cost plus net

value change (C + NVC) is more convenient than others to

apply to fire control programs because the primary objec-

tive of the control activity is to reduce the losses from fire.

The C + NVC criterion recognizes that resource output

gains, as well as losses, sometimes result from fire. Other

than that distinction, it is an only slightly modified version

of the criterion of least-cost-plus-loss, first applied to fire

programs by Headley in 1916 (Baumgartner and Simard

1 982, Gorte and Gorte 1979). Simard (1976) refined the C +

NVC concept for fire management analyses by using con-

ventional economic theory principles of marginality, and

Herrick ( 1 98
1
) applied the same procedure to an analysis of

insect control programs. The difficulty has not been the

lack of an appropriate economic efficiency criterion, but

rather the lack of a model from which the cost and net value

change relationships could be derived.

Some fire program inputs and resource output conse-

quences cannot be readily measured in a common denomi-

nator of dollars. Fire effects on cultural sites, rare and

endangered species, and air quality are examples. These

effects should not be forced into an economic efficiency

analysis. As a result, C + NVC is not a holistic measure of

economic efficiency and is not a sole decision criterion.

Instead, C + NVC must be considered in combination with

other effects which cannot be readily measured in dollars.

The second relevant decision criterion is the change in

resource output levels over time. Although all changes in

those resources that can be measured in dollar units are

included in the net value change computation, the timing

and magnitude of the output changes are often treated as

decision criteria themselves. The repeated attention that

the Office of Management and Budget and Congress gives

to National Forest timber harvest levels and the perennial

debate over nondeclining even flow of timber harvests are

examples of the importance placed on quantitative resource

output effects themselves.

The risk level inherent in the fire program option is a

third important decision criterion. By risk, we mean the

variability in fire program performance which can result

from the application of a single program. The severity of

the fire season often changes dramatically from year to

year, reflecting variations in fire weather and fire occur-

rence. The pervasive stochastic character of the fire system

has generally been recognized in program evaluation

procedures through adjustments of the analytical process

itself rather than by treating risk preference as a separable

decision criterion. The 1972 fire planning process that was

applied to National Forests, for example, evaluated fire

program performance against effects of fires burning in

weather conditions typified by the 90th percentile burning

index in the fourth worst fire year of the previous 10 years

(U.S. Dep. Agric, Forest Serv. 1972). If only one point on

the distribution of possible fire conditions can be mea-

sured, there may be some logic in measuring a severe

condition, because the greatest suppression costs and dam-

ages occur then.



A more complete risk representation is possible, how-

ever, with the calculation of probability distributions

about the other two decision criteria—economic efficiency

and resource output changes. Those probability distribu-

tions display the range of possible consequences of a fire

program option because of the inherent variability of the

fire system. The probability distribution and the expected

value (the probability-weighted average that can be calcu-

lated from the distribution) permits the decisionmaker to

apply specific weights to efficiency, resource outputs, and

risk consequences of each fire program option. The impor-

tance of risk should be assigned by the decisionmaker, not

by the analyst through some adjustments or selective use of

empirical model input. Since some public program deci-

sions are not risk-neutral, the expected value outcome

should be accompanied by a display of potential variability

about the expected value.

Analysis Resolution

The range of time and space resolutions appropriate to

fire management analysis is wide. The information needed

for highly time- and site-specific attack decisions on

individual fires, for example, must be more detailed than

that needed to determine the most efficient size and

composition of the long-term fire program in a geographic

region. This requirement influences system design. It is

probably much more efficient to construct an interrelated

set of two or three fire management analysis models, each

one tailor-built to answer the questions relevant at the

different levels of analysis resolution, than to build one

larger model capable of addressing all possible levels (Mills

1982). High-resolution models demand large amounts of

data, so they should be preceded by low-resolution models

that screen potential fire program options down to that

subset which warrants further investigation in greater

detail. Very detailed, site-specific analysis should only be

applied to the small subset of program options that can

contribute most to management objectives.

Given the wide range of potential fire program options,

two outcomes are possible if a preliminary low-resolution

model is not used. The high resolution model, with its

associated higher cost, could be applied to all potential fire

program options. This would lead to high analysis costs.

Alternatively, the high-resolution model could be applied

to a small subset of the potential fire program options,

leading to suboptimization. The cost of an errant decision

through suboptimization could be greater than the higher

analysis cost of the first possibility.

Where should the low-resolution analysis start? Probably

the best place is at the point where a wide array of fire

programs are being evaluated for subregional areas, areas

of 1 to 3 million acres in size. Areas of this size are large

enough to require a mostly self-contained fire management

program, yet they still retain a large amount of resources

and topography homogeneity. It is difficult to model the

heterogeneity of larger areas, but the modeling trade off for

these smaller areas is that some fire program inputs, such as

hand crews and air tankers, are shared with other areas.

This subregional analysis is not only a useful first step in

evaluating programs for a given planning unit, the results

can also be used in the development of national- or state-

level fire program aggregates.

The size of the area to which the fire management
program is applied influences optimum model form, a

point sometimes overlooked in the rush to site-specific land

and resource management planning. For example, a fire

management program option composed of prevention

specialists, fire detection personnel, initial attack crews,

and fuel treatment specialists is not designed to manage fire

on a lOOO-acre parcel, but rather an area composed of a

substantial number of such parcels.

The most crucial information required for a low-

resolution evaluation of fire management programs is a

description of the area, specifying characteristics that

influence the performance of the fire management program

options, such as resource management emphasis and vege-

tation. How the fire program performs on a certain kind of

area is more important in the low-resolution analysis than

"where" that area resides within the overall fire manage-

ment area.

Once a fire management program option has been

selected, the "where" and "when" to use individual fire

program inputs is a central focus of operational planning.

Site-specificity is very important at that planning stage.

Before that stage, site-specificity within the fire manage-

ment area is excess baggage in a modeling sense, and very

expensive baggage to carry.

Earlier Studies

Several fire management analyses at approximately the

same level of resolution addressed here have been com-

pleted. None of the studies meet the scope requirements

outlined above, but all provide valuable insights into the

most efficient design of FEES.

A number of historical series studies of fire management

programs compare program funding levels to program

performance indicators, such as acres burned. Fedkiw

(1965) compared fire program expenditure levels from

1945 to 1964 to acres burned across the entire nation. Years

were separated into two classes: those with more than

90,000 acres burned and those with less. Marginal cost

curves which showed the added Are program cost per acre

of reduced burning were calculated from the data. Wink-

worth and others (1981) compared the increases in fire

program funding in North Carolina to reductions in the

timber value lost to fire. The 4 years analyzed were all

severe fire seasons that were adjusted into closer compara-

bility using the average burning index for the year. Benefit-

cost ratios were calculated from the cost and net value

changes. The Oregon State Department of Forestry (1972)

conducted a similar study based on a comparison of fire

program funding levels to changes in the net value of

resource outputs caused by fire. The C + NVC or cost-plus-

loss criterion was used in that analysis.



These historical studies have a strong appeal because

they stand on true empirical data which, with all of its

reporting weaknesses, have certain advantages over simu-

lation model results. They have two important weaknesses.

First, a large number of important parameters, such as fire

weather and fire occurrence levels, cannot be controlled

because they vary within a year and between years. Fire

program funding is not the only variable. Even with the

adjustments for burning index or the stratification of areas

by acres burned, too many important parameters are still

uncontrolled. The difference in acres burned cannot be

attributed to changes in fire program funding alone.

Second, the historical analysis is restricted to fire pro-

gram funding levels and program compositions which have

actually occurred in the past. This is a limited subset of the

potential program options that should be evaluated, yet

there is little basis in the historical models to extrapolate

the results to other fire program options or to other fire

years. The historical approach may provide a rough

approximation of the efficiency of past expenditures, but it

is insufficient for the broad-scope screening of future fire

program options.

There have been studies of separate components of the

fire management program, such as fuel treatment or initial

attack, but few attempts to incorporate all major fire pro-

gram components into the same model. Without that inte-

gration, trade-offs cannot be evaluated. Trade-off analysis

is a major function of the screening process in a broad

resolution fire economics evaluation system.

Fuel treatment program options were studied by Hirsch

and others (1979) in the Southwest and by Barrager and

others (1982) in the Pacific Northwest. Both of these stud-

ies used a decision-tree approach. Nodes on the tree

reflected the probabilities that various fire behavior condi-

tions would occur and that certain fire sizes would result.

Wood ( 1978) studied fuel treatment programs in the north-

ern Rocky Mountains. The effectiveness of fuelbreaks has

been evaluated by Davis (1965) and Omiand others (1981).

The FOCUS model was designed to evaluate alternative

initial attack programs (Bratten and others 1981). Although

it was constructed for a more site-specific or location-

specific application than is best for the low-resolution,

subregional analysis, certain of the design characteristics of

FOCUS are relevant to lower-resolution models. Modifi-

cations of FOCUS which reduce its site specificity can be

made by replacing the transportation network and histori-

cal fire data with direct travel time estimates to sample or

representative fire locations (Lehto and See 1981). This

reduces the cost of FOCUS implementation, but retains

the rigor of its fire containment simulation. The study of

initial attack fire programs on six National Forests by

Schweitzer and others (1982) used FOCUS to assess initial

attack options. Procedures for fire effects and resource

value considerations were added to derive the net value

change for each program option. The stochastic nature of

the fire system was recognized by evaluation of three his-

torical fire years which varied in fire season severity.

The study of the fire program on 41 National Forests

(U.S. Dep. Agric, Forest Serv. 1980) is the most complete

subregional analysis of fire management program options

to date. The analysis model used in the 41-forest analysis

was refined and is now contained in a draft fire planning

handbook for use on al! National Forests (U.S. Dep.

Agric, Forest Serv. 1982a). The resolution of the hand-

book model is higher resolution, especially more site-

specific, than the subregional-resolution being considered

here. The fire effects and resource valuation procedures in

the handbook are similar to those used by Schweitzer and

others (1982), but the initial attack evaluation process is

quite different. Fire program performance in the hand-

book model is evaluated against "representative" fire loca-

tions rather than each historical fire location. Most of the

major behavioral relationships, such as fire effects and fire

behavior, are assumed to be homogeneous over the area

assigned to the representative location, which has been as

large as 1 8,000 acres in some applications. The handbook

model was also applied to several state protection areas

throughout the country (U.S. Dep. Agric, Forest Serv.

1982b).

Although the fire planning Handbook is well suited to

answer some program planning questions at fairly high-

resolution levels, it is primarily designed to evaluate the

initial attack component of the fire program using an

expected value analysis. Fuel treatment alternatives are not

fully included in the analysis model nor are escaped-fire

suppression alternatives. The latter omission is particularly

important because the differences in cost among suppres-

sion alternatives can be high enough to outweigh changes

in the presuppression program cost. Failure to evaluate

suppression alternatives can lead to selection of a larger-

than-optimum presuppression program.

These past fire planning efforts contribute greatly to the

design of a fire economics evaluation system for subre-

gional analyses. No existing model, however, provides the

information needed at the targeted analysis resolution. The

capability of calculating risk consequences, in particular, is

missing. Risk is not adequately displayed in expected value

analyses or in the analysis of selected historical years that

have varying fire season severity but unknown probability

of occurrence in the future. Yet, the concern over low-

frequency severe events greatly influences fire program

decisionmaking. Tne capability to evaluate trade-offs

between major fire program components, especially fuel

treatments, initial attack, and escaped fire suppression, is

also largely missing from currently available models. An-

other weakness in current models is reliance on an overly

generous homogeneity assumption in the description of the

fire program areas. This in turn ignores important variabil-

ity in fire behavior, suppression effectiveness, and fire

effects, all of which are critical in the selection of a fire

management program option.

These conclusions do not imply that past studies and

exisiting models are not useful for the purpose toward

which they were directed. They do not, however, fulfill all



of the needs of a subregional fire management analysis that

can screen a wide array of fire program options to identify a

subset that warrants high-resolution analysis.

FEES user
input

OVERVIEW OF FEES

The proposed Fire Economics Evaluation System

(FEES), once it becomes operational, will meet most of the

fire management analysis information needs at the subre-

gional level of resolution. The subregional resolutions cor-

respond to the fire management analysis Level I as de-

scribed by the Fire in Land Management Planning Task

Force (U.S. Dep. Agric, Forest Serv. 1979a) and Mills

(1982), the broadest resolution analysis relevant to an indi-

vidual land and resource planning unit. A brief overview of

the system is provided here to place the detailed description

that follows in better perspective.

FEES is a simulation model, an appropriate format

because empirical data are not available to evaluate all of

the fire management programs that should be investigated.

The limited empirical data that are available are used to

construct the basic behavioral relationships within the

model. Those underlying behavioral relationships are then

interrelated in different combinations to simulate the per-

formance of a fire management program option that may
never have been applied to a particular fire management
situation.

The eventual user of FEES will be a program analyst or

fire program planner who will provide two types of input

(fig. 2). One input is a general description of the fire man-

agement siiuaiiun; that is, the characteristics of the subre-

gional area that influence fire program performance. The

other is a general description oiihe fire management pro-

gram options being evaluated for that area.

The output from FEES for each fire program option

evaluated meets all the major information needs described

earlier. Two FEES outputs are the expected value C + NVC
and expected value physical change in resource outputs by

resource category. The third output is the probability dis-

tributions about each of the two expected value outputs.

The probability distributions permit an assessment of risk.

To produce these outputs, the user inputs are translated

within the FEES model into (1) descriptions of strata

within the fire management situation, and (2) a list of the

pool of fire management inputs. The more detailed strata

are needed to drive the behavioral relationships found

within the simulation components or modules internal to

FEES. The model simulation then progresses through

these modules for each fire management situation stratum,

from estimating fire behavior through the assignment of

per-unit resource values. The outcomes are then weighted

for each stratum by the probability of fire occurrences in

Model
Steps

General description ot

(ire management srtuation

Description by detailed
strata within situation

General description of

(ire management program option

Specific (ire

management option inputs

Fire occurrence

Fire behavior

Initial attack

Large (ire suppression

Fire et(ects

Resource values

FEES
output

Economic etdciency (C + NVC)

Physical change in resource outputs

I

Risk (probability distributions of
efficiency and output change)

Figure 2— The Fire Economics Evaluation System diagrammed to

simplified form shows model input, primary processing steps, and

output for one subregional area.

that stratum and summed together to yield the results for

the fire management situation as a whole.

The inputs supplied by the user to FEES are described in

more detail in the next section, which is followed by a

discussion of the actual output FEES will yield. The input

and output are discussed together, before the actual struc-

ture of the simulation model is described, because in large

part they determine the functions the model must perform.

INPUT SUPPLIED BY USER

As indicated earlier, the two major user-supplied inputs

to FEES are descriptions of the fire management program

option being evaluated and the fire management situation

to which the program is being applied. These user-supplied

inputs are different than those supplied by the model

builder. The model builder provides all behavioral rela-

tions within the model, such as the fire growth and fire

containment algorithms, and all data relevant to that fire

management situation, such as per unit resource values and

fire occurrence frequencies.

Fire Management Program Options

FEES includes the capability to evaluate alternatives of

three major components of the fire program- fuel treat-

ment for hazard reduction, initial attack, and large fire

suppression. Together, these account for the vast majority

of fire program funding, approximately 80 percent on

National Forest land in fiscal year 1979 and similarly high



proportions in other Federal and State wildfire organiza-

tions. Two of the three selected program components, fuel

treatment and initial attack, are part of the planned or

presuppression funding, and the other component, large

fire suppression, is usually funded on an emergency basis.

The fire prevention and fire detection program compo-

nents are not evaluated in FEES because it is difficult to

estimate their influence on overall program performance.

Both components are funded at relatively low levels. In

using empirical data on fire occurrence frequencies and fire

size at time of detection, the past performance of the two

components is assumed to be constant.

If desired, prevention and detection could be evaluated

with a break-even analysis. For example, the maximum
increase in prevention funding that would be justified by a

10 percent reduction in fire ignitions could be determined.

This break-even information would permit a fire program

specialist to judge whether the fire ignition reduction could

be accomplished for less than that break-even increase in

funding.

Only fuel treatments undertaken for hazard reduction

are included in FEES. Fuel or vegetation management

treatments applied primarily for other objectives, such as

wildlife habitat improvement and site preparation, should

be evaluated with those respective prograins rather than

with the fire program. This is a boundary condition in the

design of FEES rather than a land management planning

constraint. The results of all programs should be combined

and analyzed again in an integrated land management

planning model like FORPLAN (Johnson and others

1980).

Each fire program option is described by three

parameters—presuppression program funding level, pre-

suppression program mix or composition, and large fire

suppression strategy. Presuppression program level is the

total dollar amount available to build the program and is

expressed as true economic costs rather than budgetary

dollars. Accounting systems were established for account-

ability rather than for tracking true economic costs yet

economic costs are required in the estimation of economic

efficiency. The costs of all fire management inputs are

annualized, even the durable inputs that are purchased

with a single year's appropriations. If the cost of durable

inputs were not annualized, the fire program selection

would be biased toward inputs with a useful life of 1 year or

less. The program level should encompass all presuppres-

sion inputs available for the enf ire area rather than only the

inputs supplied by any one agency. The relevant point at

the subregional resolution level of FEES is identification of

the optimum total fire program, however optimum is

defined.

The presuppression /;>(' management mix describes the

composition or emphasis of the program constructed with

the program level. For example, one program mix may
emphasize initial attack with ground crews while another

may be more heavily weighted toward broadcast fuel

treatments. Each of these fire management programs has a

different and unique production function, or influence on

program outcome, so each must be evaluated separately.

One approach which might be followed to implement the

fire management program mix notion is to describe mix as

the proportion of total dollars allocated to each type of fire

management input, such as smokejumpers and engines

(Hunter 1981a).

In the past, fire program analyses have not included a

rigorous evaluation of fire program mix as such. As a

result, fire program descriptions have tended to be too

general or too detailed. There has been an apparent

assumption that the most efficient program mix was

obvious and that finding the most efficient program level

was the only problem. Since it is our contention that the

most efficient mix is no more obvious than the program

level, it is an important dimension of the FEES design.

Consistent with FEES' subregional resolution, the fire

management inputs available for initial attack are de-

scribed by a few categories in FEES (Gonzalez-Caban

1981). For example, all engines are described by three size

classes and hand crews are generally described either as

Category I or Category II-IV. The fire program inputs in

each category are described by the average cost and pro-

duction rates for the class. A finer distinction among inputs

is not justified at this level of resolution.

A note on terminology—the entities which construct

fireline or accomplish fuel treatments are termed "inputs"

here rather than "resources" even though the latter is the

term more commonly applied by fire program personnel.

The term "inputs" is used to distinguish them from natural

resources, such as timber and livestock grazing.

The total pool of program inputs available for large fire

suppression is essentially limitless. Within the constraints

of delivery time, fire suppression inputs can, and are, liter-

ally drawn from all over the country and from inputs

commonly used for other land management activities, such

as timber inventory or brush disposal. The relevant ques-

tion then is not how many suppression inputs should be

made available, but rather how many should actually be

requested and how should they be used in large fire sup-

pression? In short, whai is the most efficient suppression

strategy!

Both the presuppression management mix and large fire

suppression strategy can and should be treated as variables

for a given fire management situation. For any one overall

mix and strategy evaluated, however, it may be necessary

to apply them differentially by strata within the fire man-

agement situations. These differences in fire management

input use can be reflected through internalized rules for

dispatching personnel and equipment to fires.

Fire management inputs should only be used for large

fire suppression if they lead to a more than offsetting

reduction in the fire-induced net value change in resource

outputs, provided economic efficiency is the objective. If

suppression input use is not evaluated on this basis, an

overly aggressive suppression strategy will lead to unsup-

portably high suppression costs for all large fires. If sup-



pression strategy is overly aggressive, the presuppression

program funding could be elevated above the optimum
level simply to avoid high suppression costs. In the last

analysis, the cost of all fire program inputs must be com-

pared with the changes induced in the net value of resource

outputs, not simply the reduction in other program costs.

Since presuppression fire management mix and suppres-

sion strategy have a major influence on the program's

underlying production function, and therefore the C +

NVC relationships, they are included in FEES. Each pro-

gram option is defined by a specific combination of these

three parameters supplied by the user. Those combinations

must be varied systematically to trace out the full set of

relevant options.

Fire Management Situation

The fire management situation evaluated in FEES is not

a real area in the site-specific or location-specific sense. It is

not an actual piece of land. Rather, it is a hypothetical area

which is representative of a group of real areas. The fire

management situation is a "kind of area." It captures the

essence of the real areas in the parameters which describe

the fire management situation. Only those characteristics

which influence fire program performance are embodied as

parameters to distinguish one fire management situation

from another. They are very much "situation-specific"

then, even if they are not site-specific.

This type of abstraction permits us to accomplish the

low-cost screening of fire program options without sacrific-

ing knowledge of planning area characteristics which influ-

ence fire program performance. The data required in the

fire management situation model building may be taken

from samplings of the real areas but this approach avoids

the wholesale duplication of data collection and analysis of

real areas even though they are in essence the same, i.e.,

they show similar performance patterns. Ownership deli-

neations are ignored in the fire management situation just

as agency delineations are ignored in the fire management
program option. Basic questions about program perfor-

mance must be addressed at this first low-resolution analy-

sis. The incidence of benefits and costs should be addressed

later.

The situation-specific nature of a fire management situa-

tion is really no different from the development and use of

timber yield tables. The most important independent vari-

ables in yield tables, such as site index, species, and age, are

identified in a data set drawn from some sample area and

the yields corresponding to each combination of those

variables are estimated. Those yield results are then

extrapolated to any area which is similar in the describing

parameters of site index, species, and age.

The seven parameters that describe a fire management
situation are fire climate zone, acreage, resource manage-

ment emphasis, topography class, vegetation class, person-

caused fire occurrence level, and lightning-caused fire

occurrence level (Bratten 1981b). Fire climate zones are

contiguous geographic areas which have similar synoptic

weather types associated with critical fire weather

(Schroeder and others 1964). There are 14 climate zones in

the United States, varying in size from the smallest in

southern California to the largest in the Southeast, which

includes seven States and portions of several others. The
climate zone is the only fire management situation parame-

ter that indicates geographic location. It also is an impor-

tant index of weather conditions. The other parameters are

situation-specific only.

The fire management situations are all assumed to de-

scribe hypothetical areas of 1 million acres but once FEES
is operational, it will include an algorithm to adjust results

for larger and smaller areas. Economies related to scale, as

well as the indivisability of some of the high-cost fire

management inputs, will require some form of nonlinear

scale adjustments.

Resource management emphasis is framed broadly, for

example, to distinguish a commercial timber management
objective from a wildlife habitat and dispersed recreation

objective. The resource management emphasis class is the

vehicle by which the land and resource management objec-

tives are addressed within FEES. The management empha-

sis, in combination with the vegetation class, is linked to

decision rules within FEES, such as timber rotation ages,

livestock grazing levels, and action taken in response to

sedimentation problems. The without fire time stream of

resource outputs is a much more direct articulation of

resource management objectives than a transformation of

that output objective into an acreage burn standard.

There is a long history of resource management on both

public and private lands. Private management actions can

be observed even if the objectives behind those manage-

ment actions are difficult to determine. Observed man-

agement actions permit the selection of a resource man-

agement emphasis class in FEES.

Topography and vegetation can be described by any one

of a number of available classification schemes. The fire

occurrence level provides a partial measure of fire program

workload. This design produces a FEES which evaluates

fire program options for individual fire management situa-

tions. Most National Forests or State protection areas are

probably composed of several fire management situations.

The correct way to join the situations and their respective

optimum fire programs is beyond the scope of this design,

but it is largely a question of how to model the sharing of

fire management inputs between areas.

Time Horizon

Two time horizons are relevant in FEES—one for fire

program planning, another for the time over which fire

effects are measured. The program planning horizon is 10

years. This 10-year horizon is addressed in FEES by repeat-

ing the 1 year fire program performance for 10 years.

Because weather and fire occurrences are treated as proba-

bility distributions, the simulation of the first year's fires is

actually a simulation of all possible combinations of fires

that could occur in 1 year. The results from that first-year



analysis are valid for the planning area as long as the

characteristics of the program option and fire management

situation remain unchanged. Those characteristics are

assumed unchanged for 10 years in FEES. If, on the other

hand, the underlying makeup of the fire management situa-

tion changes, the optimum fire management program

changes in turn, and a separate analysis must be made. It is

easier, and probably adequate for most purposes, to apply

FEES to the changed situation when it occurs rather than

construct a dynamic model that simulates the changes over

time.

The time horizon for the fire effects calculation is long

enough to encompass all of the net change in resource

outputs that results from the fires that occur in the single

simulated year. This period is only a few years for range

output effects, since postfire grazing levels quickly ap-

proach the prefire level after a fire of moderate intensity.

The time horizon of timber effects is probably the longest.

The change in timber output from the loss of an immature

timber stand does not occur until the time when the burned

stand would have been harvested, some 60 to 100 years in

the future for some species, sites, and ownerships.

OUTPUT PRODUCED BY FEES

FEES produces output on three separate decision crite-

ria: economic efficiency, change in resource output due to

fire, and risk. This output is displayed in such a way that

program planners using FEES can also draw inferences

about the incidence of program costs and benefits. The

output includes data that can be used in consistency checks

between the FEES analysis at the subregional resolution

and subsequent higher resolution analysis, using more site-

specific models. Each of these classes of output is devel-

oped for each program option applied to each fire man-
agement situation.

Economic Efficiency

FEES provides C + NVC estimates for each program

option evaluated. Recall that C + NVC is the sum of

presuppression costs, suppression costs, and the net fire-

induced change in the value of resource outputs. The min-

imization of C + NVC is a correct economic efficiency

criterion and leads to the same program selection as pres-

ent net worth maximization. The application of C + NVC
differs, however, from that used for economic efficiency

criteria. Accordingly, the data required for the C + NVC
calculation and interpretation of the C + NVC values also

differ.

Typically, benefit-cost ratio or present net worth calcula-

tions for a total resource management program compare
the costs and benefits of the program to the costs and

benefits of having no management program at all. This

"with" versus "without" program calculation is not feasible

for fire management, because it is not possible to estimate

how large and damaging fires would become if no fire

management program existed.

Instead, with the C + NVC criterion, the resource out-

puts with the fires are compared to those without the fires.

The net value change is calculated by subtracting the pres-

ent value of the estimated time stream of resource outputs

without the fires from the present value of the resource

outputs assuming fire occurrence corresponding to a par-

ticular program option:

n
net value change = Z (Q,, - Q21) Vi

i = 1

where

Qi = resource output without fires

Qj = resource output with fires

V = per unit value

i = resource category

The net value change, therefore, corresponds to the net

"loss" in the value of resource outputs. The "without fire"

time stream of output provides a common benchmark for

comparison. There is no implication that the without-fire

benchmark is any more desirable than any other, nor that

exclusion of all fires is even feasible. The net value change is

a margin between two time streams of resource output, but

it is not a margin which results from adding an increment of

program input.

The cost component of C + NVC, on the other hand, is

the total economic cost of the particular program option

being evaluated and not the incremental cost between the

program level and the cost of a program which would

exclude all fires. Therefore, the C + NVC criterion is not a

marginal efficiency criterion in a strict sense since a single C
+ NVC calculation does not estimate the efficiency of a

marginal change in the program.

One implication of this C + NVC nature is that a single C
+ NVC calculation provides no efficiency information

(Mills 1979). The C + NVC of successive program options

must be compared; the program option with the lowest C +

NVC is the most efficient. The increase in the present net

worth associated with the incremental change in the fire

management program equals the difference in the C +

NVC's. Thus, a true marginal efficiency measurement can

be derived by comparing separate C + NVC calculations

even though efficiency conclusions cannot be drawn from

individual C + NVC estimates.

Defining a program option as a composite of program

level, fire management mix, and suppression strategy

implies that instead of a single C + NVC curve, as shown in

fig. /, there is a whole family of C + NVC curves. If

suppression strategy is held constant and program level

and fire management mix are varied, a family of curves

result, such as the hypothetical set shown in fig. 3. The

objective of the efficiency analysis is to {race the loci of



minimum points shown by the dashed line. The production

function of the fire program for each fire management mix

eventually encounters diminishing returns as the program

level is increased and another fire management mix

becomes more efficient. If the suppression strategy is var-

ied too, each of the C + NVC curves for separate fire

management mixes \n fig. 3 further expands into a family,

one curve for each suppression strategy and fire manage-

ment mix combination.

The foregone present net worth of a fire program budget

constraint can be derived from these curves. If the fire

program level is constrained at PLt (fig. i), the foregone

present net worth of a program planning horizon applica-

tion of the fire program option is (C + NVQj - (C + NVC),

.

Similarly, if PL, and fire management mix 3 are selected to

achieve environmental benefits to which dollars are not

assigned, the implied minimum value of the environmental

outputs is (C + NVQj - (C + NVC),.

The three descriptors of the fire management program

(program level, fire management mix, and suppression

strategy) are incorporated in the FEES design because of

the hypothesis that, under certain conditions, each influ-

ences economic efficiency. There is limited empirical evi-

dence to date to test this hypothesis because there are only a

few studies in which the fire management mix was varied at

all and none in which the suppression strategy was system-

atically varied as well. The fire management analysis on 4

1

National Forests (U.S. Dep. Agric, Forest Serv. 1980b)

contained program level variations but relatively small fire

management mix changes. No consideration was given to

alternative large fire suppression strategies.

Holding suppression strategy constant for the sake of

illustration, four possible C + NVC relationships can be

hypothesized. First, both program level and fire manage-

ment mix may influence the shape of the C + NVC family

and. therefore, the fire program efficiency (fig. 3, 4A).

Second, program level may be important while program
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Figure 3— A family of cost plus net value change curves might

result from various fire management mixes.

Figure4— Curves for cost-plus-net value change a re shown for four

hypothetical conditions: A, both program level and fire manage-

ment mix influence economic efficiency; 6, program level influen-

ces economic efficiency but fire management mix has a minor

impact; C, fire management mix influences economic efficiency

but program level has a minor impact; and D, neither fire manage-

ment mix nor program level have a major impact on economic

efficiency.

mix is not (fig. 4B). Third, program mix may be important

while program level is not (fig. 4Q. Finally, there may be

situations where neither has a major influence on economic

efficiency (fig. 4D). The limited evidence available from the

4 1 -Forest analysis lends support for all four hypotheses for

different areas of the country. If the hypothesized condi-

tions depicted in fig. 4B and 4C are substantiated for a

given area through the FEES analysis, the subsequent

site-specific analysis conducted with a high-resolution

model can center even more closely on the important vari-

ables. If the conditions in//'^. '/Dare substantiated, a more

detailed site-specific analysis is not needed unless changes

in resource outputs or risk are differentially affected by the

program level or mix. Since we cannot determine, at this

time, which condition will fit a particular fire management

situation, FEES is designed to evaluate variations in ail

three program descriptors.

Resource Output Changes
FEES provides estimates of fire-induced changes in

resource outputs over time for each program option tested.

The net change is the resource output "without" the fires

minus the output that will occur "with" the fires simulated

to occur with that program option. For example, if the net

change (net loss) in timber output with program option A is



10 million board feet and with program option B is 7

million board feet, the marginal increase in timber output

achieved in moving from fire program A to B is 3 million

board feet.

FEES provides net output change estimates for timber,

range, water, wildlife and fish, recreation, and

improvements—all of the outputs to which dollar values

are assigned in the net value change calculation. The C +

NVC calculation is actually built from an even finer

resource stratification since fire effects and resource values

vary considerably within these broad resource categories.

The time stream of the net change in output is needed for

discounting in the net value change calculation, so the time

stream of output change is reported separately.

Risk Assessment
The risk embodied in any program option is displayed

through the probability distributions about the expected

values of C + NVC and resource output changes. The

sources of the variability are mostly fire weather, fire

occurrence levels, and the location of fire occurrences

(Bratten 1981a). Additional variability originates in esti-

mates of fire size at time of detection (Salazar 1981).

elapsed time between detection and first arrival of initial

attack (Hunter 198 la), and large fire suppression effective-

ness (Hunter 1981b).

Risk exists if an outcome is variable, but the outcomes

vary with a known probability distribution (Knight 1965).

Uncertainty exists if the variable outcome cannot be de-

scribed with a probability distribution. An example of risk

is fire occurrence, which varies significantly from year to

year, but the probability can be fairly well predicted from

historical fire occurrence frequencies. The probability dis-

tributions for the major fire system variables can be sim-

ilarly defined empirically. This is an example of a risk

situation. The distributions of other important variables,

however, such as large fire suppression effectiveness, are

much more difficult to derive. They interject an element of

true uncertainty. Although probability distributions about

the FEES model outputs are treated if they are known, an

unmeasurable amount of uncertainty remains.

Program options which minimize the expected C + NVC
lead to the greatest long-run efficiency. Decisions based on

expected values are valid if the estimated net value change

accurately reflects the disbenefit associated with infrequent

but very severe fires and if all of the probability data

accurately reflects the likelihood of those severe fires.

If, however, the survival of society itself were at stake,

the appropriate per unit value for the net change in

resource outputs approaches infinity rather than the per

unit resource value which is used in FEES. Under that

situation, a risk-averse selection is justified on the implied

assumption that there is measurement error in the FEES
per unit resource values. A risk-averse selection is also

justified if the fire-induced loss is large in relation to the

total size of the society, that is, if there is a cash flow

problem. If the probability of the severe event is thought to

be underestimated, the decisionmaker may also make what

appears to be a risk-averse decision. In reality, the decision-

maker is acting under conditions of uncertainty rather

than risk. Expected-value decisions are also not proper if

the group that the decisionmaker represents is not risk-

neutral. Furthermore it is doubtful that wildfire has a truly

"catastrophic" nature which would threaten society (Blat-

tenberger and others 1982).

Whatever the risk preference may be, the extent of risk

embodied in a fire program must be explicit. The degree of

risk preference should not be embedded in the analytical

procedures themselves, such as through model builder

adjustments of discount rates, or some subset of the total

variability in an important parameter, such as the 90th

percentile weather. The probability output of the FEES
model permits the decisionmaker to measure explicit

trade-offs among the economic efficiency, resource output

change, and risk consequences of each fire program option

so as to treat risk as a separate decision criterion.

There are several ways to display the risk dimension.

One way is to describe the expected value C + NVC curve

for a particular fire management mix and also the curves

that trace the 90th percentile probability band or envelope

about the expected value {fig. 5). Our hypothesis is that the

C + NVC probability distribution narrows about the

expected value as the program level increases. Greater

initial attack and large-fire suppression capability is avail-

able at higher program levels to more completely control

severe fires when they occur.

Another way to display risk is to calculate the difference

in C + NVC between the expected value and the top end of

the 90th percentile probability band, D, in fig. 5 at PLj.

That difference could be shown as a percentage of the

expected value C + NVC for that program level, (C + NVC)i
in fig. 5. The "risk percentage" R for PL, \n fig. 5 is then:

r Di 1
^1 -

I re + NVrv I
'00 percent

<u
O) Expected \
c
(0

curve \
.c \ \o \ \
3 m \ \

C + NVC probability distribution

to ro

— o \
r^-Q) "D ^k

C —

'

^^ \ ^v
+ \^ \
to

X. \ ^x 90th percentile

O X|,
^ \ '^x^ C + NVC envelo
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(C + NVC)

2 p^^^^,,f--^-p^'
(C + NVC)
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Program level (dollars)
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3 2

Figure 5— Trade-off between economic efficiency and risk is dia-

grammed at four program levels.
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A risk-averse decisionmaker may choose PL, instead of

PL|. This could result from a conscious decision that the

reduction in risk from R, to R, is more valuable than the

foregone efficiency. (C + NVC), minus (C + NVC),. This

simple difference between the two C + NVC's is the risk

premium, the reduction in efficiency that the decision-

maker must pay to achieve a lower risk level.

A more complete way to display the risk is to select

points from the cumulative distribution of C + NVC (fig. 6).

A hypothetical cumulative C + NVC distribution is shown

\n fig. 6, with an expected value of (C + NVC)ev. Three

additional C + NVC values can be calculated in relation-

ship to the expected value—one 50 percent as large, (C +

N VC)|, one 150 percent as large, (C + NVC),. and one 200

percent as large, (C + NVC)^ as the expected value. The

corresponding values from the vertical axis show the prob-

ability that a C + NVC of that size or smaller would result

from the application of the fire program option which was

evaluated— P,. Pi. and P, infig. 6. Another way to display

risk is to compare the mean and variance of any program

outcome with the parameter preference utility function of

mean-variance trade-off (Blattenberger and others 1982).

The FEES probability output can be used to identify the

most efficient program option in a high- or low-severity fire

year. As Schweitzer and others (1982) found in their analy-

sis of six National forests, the most efficient fire program

level in a high-severity year is sometimes larger than in a

low-severity year. In our hypothetical example infig. 5, the

most efficient program for the high-severity end of the 90th

percentile band is PL,, that is, the program level with the

least C + NVC. The most efficient at the low end of the

probability band is PL4. If reliable estimates of the current

year's severity could be made, this information could be

used to adjust the presuppression programs during a fire

season.

The probability information may also help distinguish

between the occurrence of a low frequency but severe fire

(C ^ NVC) (C+NVC) (C+NVC) (C + NVC)
1 ev 2 3

Cost + net value change (dollars)

Figures— Risk can be displayed by selected points on the cumula-

tive probability distribution of cost plus net value change.

season from a poor program decision, that is, to distinguish

bad outcomes from bad decisions. High fire losses do not

necessarily mean that someone made a program mistake

any more than a severe earthquake does. Some severe fire

conditions are beyond our technological capability of con-

trol and our ability to predict.

Inferences About Program Effects

It is possible to infer from the FEES output certain

information that is not produced directly or in detail. The

incidence of fire program effects—the number and kind of

people who are affected—can be inferred from the C +

NVC components, which indicate how much each group

pays for or benefits from the program. The new value

change component also shows the incidence of the pro-

gram on user groups, such as the timber industry and

recreationists. The fire program planner could also esti-

mate the program-induced employment and income change

by applying appropriate multipliers to the estimates of

resource output changes.

Some of the FEES output also permits a fire program

planner to draw inferences about environmental effects

that are not valued in dollars. One intermediate model

output, the probability distribution of fires by fire size and

fire intensity classes for each fire program option, indicates

whether such effects are likely. Long-term effects on soil

productivity, for example, may be positively correlated

with fire size and fire intensity in certain soils and slopes,

and air quality deterioriation may be related to the same

parameters. Inferences about the extent of these effects are

possible even though the FEES output does not include

complete data.

Output Display

A full display of the majordecision parameters provided

by FEES would be large and difficult for the fire program

planner or decisionmaker to assimilate. A full display

would contain C + NVC and resource output change esti-

mates, both as probability distributions and over time, and

the probabilistic fire size and intensity for each program

option evaluated.

One solution to this overabundance of information is to

display only a subset of the decision criteria. The abbre-

viated FEES output contains the expected values for all

components of C + NVC; the expected change in resource

output by resource category; the 90th percentile risk per-

cent; and selected points on the cumulative probability

distribution ofC + NVC (table 1). The probability distribu-

tions for the resource output changes and the time dimen-

sion can be shown separately (tables 2, 3) along w ith the

results on fire size and fire intensity (table 4).

A second solution to the output display problem is to

include full output sets in a simple linear programming or

goal programming optimization module, where the output

parameters could be assimilated into one objective func-

tion. The optimization module would help the decision-

maker understand the implications of the relative weights

II



Table 1
—Economic efficiency, risk, and changes in resource output per million acresfrom applying selectedfire managementprogram options

for 10 years in:

Fire management situation

Fire management program option Cost-plus-net value change Change in resource outputs"

Program

level

Fire management

mix

Suppression

strategy

Expected'

value

Cumulative probability for

expected value fractions^

RiskJ

D E F G H I J K(Dollars/

million acres)
A B C Total <0.50 <1.00 <l.50 <2.00 L

Thousand dollars Pet

PL, FMM, SS,

PLn FMMn SSn

'A = Presuppression cost

B = Suppression cost

C = Net value change

-Probability that cost-plus-net value change less than or equal to the various proportions of the expected valueof cost-plus-net value change

will actually occur.

^Difference between 90th percentile cost-plus-net value change and the expected value of cost-plus-net value change as percent of expected

value of cost-plus-net value change.

"Net change in output without fire minus output with fire; therefore, positive net changes are "losses" and negatives are "gains." Outputs are:

D = Timber (thousand cubic feet)

E = Range (thousand animal unit months)

F = Water (thousand acre feet)

G = Recreation (thousand visitor days)

H = Wildlife (thousand visitor days)

I = Fisheries-sport (thousand visitor days)

J = Fisheries-commercial (thousand pounds)

K = Improvements-public (number of structures)

L = Improvements-private (number of structures)

Table 2— Prohahilities ofnet changes in resource outputs and net value change in resource output per million acresfor a 10-yearprogram'

Fire management situation = _

Program level/ million acres =

Fire management mix =

Timber-

Probability

(proportion)

0.25

0.50

0.75

0.90

Expected value

Range Water Recreation Wildlife Fisheries Improvements

Public Private

(MCF)($) (MAUM)($) (MAF)($) (MRVD)($) (MRVD)($) (MRVD)($) (Units) ($) (Units) ($)

'Net resource output is calculated from (output without fire) - (output with fire) so a positive net change is a "loss." A net output change

less than or equal to the number shown in the body of the table will occur with the specified probability.

^See table I, footnote 4, for definition of units.
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Table 3

—

Expected net changes in resource outputs over time per million acresfor a 10-year program^

Fire management situation =

Program level/million acres =

Fire management mix =

Time

periods

(year)

1-5'

6-10

11-20

21-30

31-40

41-50

51-100

101-150

151-200

Total"

Timber^ Range Water Recreation Wildlife Fisheries Improvements

Public^ Private''

(MCF) (MAUM) (MAF) (MRVD) (MRVD) (MRVD) (Units)

'Change in net resource output is calculated from (output without fire) - (output with fire) so a positive net change is a "loss.

-See table I . footnote 4 for definition of units.

'Average net change during the time period.

"•Total net change over the 200-year period as a result of applying the specified fire management program for 10 years.

'"X" percent of the losses resulted from fire. "1-X" percent of the loss was from resulting Hooding or sedimentation.

^"Y" percent of the losses resulted from fire. "1-Y" percent of the loss was from resulting flooding or sedimentation.

among the decision parameters and the impHcations of

program selection constraints. Steuer and Schuler (1978),

for example, describe a multiple-objective linear pro-

gramming model for forest management which was de-

signed to assist the decisionmaker in selecting a program.

Schuler and others (1977) also describe some of the charac-

teristics of goal programming and the type of problems it

can most efficiently address. For example, the C + NVC of

a program option could carry a relative weight of 1 .0 in the

objective function and the change in recreation output of

2.0. The risk could be handled as an element in the objec-

tive function or treated as a constraint to the solution. This

Table 4

—

Average annual prohahiliiies of fire size and fireline intensity

and expected values for number of fires and acreage burned

Fire management situation =

Program level/million acres =

Fire management mix =

Fire line intensity (BTU, ft)'

0-99 100-499 500-999 1000+

XYZ XYZ XYZ XYZ

Fire size

(acres)

0.25

0.25 - .9

1.0 - 9.9

10.0 - 99.9

100.0 -999.9

1000.0 +

'X = Probability of that fire size and fire intensity occurring

Y = Expected value ( E V) of number of fires, million acres, year

Z = Expected value (EV) of acreage burned/ million acres/ year

is the same mental process the decisionmaker will follow in

evaluating FEES model output anyway. An optimizing

routine would simply assist in the program option

comparison.

DESIGN OF THE FEES MODEL

The FEES model simulation starts with the user-

specified fire program option and a fire management situa-

tion. The program option is transformed within FEES into

a list of fire management inputs for the fuel treatment and

initial attack components of the presuppression program.

The fire management situation is similarly subdivided

within FEES into homogeneous strata, defined here as

"inferred parameter cells." The inferred parameter cells are

described by the parameters, such as slope and cover type,

which are needed to determine fire program performance.

The simulated progress of fires within each homogeneous

cell is traced from the time of fire detection through each

one of an interrelated set of behavioral modules until sup-

pression costs and net value change are estimated. FEES
contains separate modules for fuel treatment, fire behav-

ior, initial attack effectiveness, large fire suppression effec-

tiveness, fire effects, resource values, and cost calculations.

Probabilistic results for each inferred parameter cell are

then weighted by the fire occurrence probability in that

cell. Similar results from all the cells are summed across the

13



fire management situation, providing the model output for

one program option.

One execution of the model for a given fire program

option produces one C + NVC point on the family of curves

and one line of FEES output for the abbreviated display in

table I. Systematic changes of the program option and

repeated executions of the FEES simulation trace the full

family of C + NVC curves and the full display of model

output for one fire management situation.

FEES is designed in a modular fashion. The modules are

quasi-independent sets of computations [fig. 7). The mod-

ules all interact with an underlying probability model that

passes inputs and outputs between the various modules,

condensing output where appropriate. This model struc-

ture permits the model builder to refine behavioral rela-

tionships in one module (initial attack effectiveness, for

example) without forcing major modeling changes in other

modules or in the underlying probability model. Each

module receives specified input from the probability

model. Using that input, each module performs the neces-

sary calculations to yield the output information required

for the next step in the model simulation. The transforma-

tion from input to output within each module is largely

unencumbered by the rest of the model structure.

Inferred Parameter Cells

The parameters used to describe the fire management
situation are kept to a minimum (seven) to simplify the fire

program planners' interaction with the FEES model. Areas

of I million acres are not homogeneous in all the variables

that influence fire program performance, however, even if

they are fairly homogeneous in the fire management situa-

tion parameters. Additional parameters are needed within

the FEES model to reflect the heterogeneity within the fire

management situations and to drive the behavioral rela-

tionships in the modules.

FEES accomodates this heterogeneity internally by

stratifying the fire management situation into "kinds of fire

sites," termed inferred parameter cells because their com-

position is inferred from characteristics of the fire man-

agement situation. Examples of the parameters that distin-

guish between inferred parameter cells include slope,

aspect, elevation, time of year, time of day, cover type, and

cover type age class. Fuel characteristics are inferred from

cover type and cover type age class. The net change in

timber output and the stumpage price, for example, are

much more easily calculated from the cover type inferred

parameter than from the more aggregative vegetation class

parameter of the fire management situation.

FIRE
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Figure 7— Detailed schematic of FEES shows the modules of this

simulation model and their interactions.
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An important modeling trade-off is related to the size of

the fire management situation. Small fire management

situations are more homogeneous. The number of inferred

parameters, and classes for each parameter, needed to fully

describe the areas for modeling purposes are in turn small.

On the other hand, the proportion of the fire management

inputs that are shared between fire management situations

increases as the fire management situation shrinks. Model-

ing the probability that shared fire management inputs are

available when needed may be as difficult as retaining more

heterogeneity in the area description. The optimum model-

ing size of the fire management situation is related to the

true amount of heterogeneity in the area, the amount of fire

management input sharing, and difficulty in modeling both

of these factors.

The relative frequencies of fires in the various inferred

parameter cells within a fire management situation are

derived from historical fire occurrence data. The fire

occurrences for each cell can be drawn from individual fire

reports for actual areas that represent the fire management

situation in the fire climate zone. Those same fire occur-

rence probabilities can be applied to all other areas which

have the same fire management situation parameter values.

The fire occurrence probabilities for inferred parameters

that are not recorded on the fire reports must be inferred

from other sources, for example, from acres of certain

cover types that are managed for timber production.

The inferred parameter cells, just like the fire manage-

ment situation itself, are not location- or site-specific but

instead are situation-specific. They are hypothetical fire

locations just as fire management situations are hypotheti-

cal segments of a fire program planning unit. They con-

dense the essence of real fire locations into abstract "kinds

of fire locations." They describe homogeneous areas within

which "kinds" offi.es are simulated from time of detection

through containment and on to an assessment of fire effects

and resource values. In an actual planning unit, examples

of an inferred parameter cell may occur at several loca-

tions. This causes no modeling problems, as long as all

segments are serviced by the same fire program inputs.

The correct criterion for determining which parameters

are needed to distinguish between inferred parameter cells,

and therefore kinds of fires, is whether that parameter

influences performance of the fire management program.

Slope, for example, affects fire behavior, the rate of fireline

construction, the cost of silvicultural treatments, timber

stumpage prices, peak water discharge, and sediment yield

.

Similarily, cover type influences fuel model, fireline con-

struction rates, timber yields, stumpage prices, grazing

yields and a host of other factors which enter into the C +

NVC calculation. Which inferred parameter cell descrip-

tors are finally included in FEES and how many classes are

used to represent each parameter is eventually a question of

sensitivity of program performance to their exclusion. The

logic used above for slope and cover type was used to set

the preliminary design of FEES.

The question of site specificity is relevant in this context

too. Geographic location is only one parameter that de-

scribes a kind of fire. If the behavior of a fire, effectiveness

of fire suppression, and fire effects can be determined by

the characteristics of the fire site, site specificity provides

no additional information for long-term planning. For

example, initial attack arrival time is an important input

item in the simulation of initial attack effectiveness but it

can be drawn empirically from fire report data rather than

map locations of fires and initial attack bases.

The output from the respective modules are accumu-

lated and combined at appropriate points through underly-

ing probability computations within the main FEES
model. The FEES model produces similar information for

each cell. Once joined together by fire occurrence probabil-

ities, that common output provides the output for the

whole fire management situation.

Fuel Treatment Module
The amount of fuel treatment activity, by practice or

treatment class, is specified in the fire management input

list. The fuel treatments are identified by three parameters:

pretreatment fuel model, post-treatment fuel model, and

method of treatment (Salazar 1981). The Northern Forest

Fire Laboratory fuel models (Albini 1 976), or groupings of

the fuel models if sensitivity analysis demonstrates that the

resulting fire behavior does not differ significantly among
individual fuel models, are used in FEES. The fuel

treatment-induced change in the fuel model "shifts" the

treated area from one inferred parameter cell to another

based on the change in fuel model. This shift registers

within the model through a change in the fire occurrence

probability associated with the affected inferred parameter

cells. The method of treatment classes are needed for

treatment cost estimation.

Only broadcast or broad area fuel treatments, such as

the removal of logging slash through mechanical or pre-

scribed burning methods, are included in FEES. Fuelbreak

analysis requires juxtapositional information not easily

included in a nonsite-specific model. Only fuels manage-

ment activities directed primarily at hazard reduction are

evaluated, although almost any vegetation manipulation

has an impact on fire behavior. The total treatment cost

should be allocated among the various objectives of the

treatment, even though any such allocation rule is arbi-

trary. Only that portion charged to fire hazard reduction is

included in FEES.

Fuel treatments, especially when the method is pre-

scribed burning, do not always produce the targeted post-

treatment fuel loadings. In recognition of this variability in

fuel treatment performance, the probability of achieving

various post-treatment fuel models by means of a given

treatment method are included in FEES. A less rigorous

modeling approach would be to list only the expected

post-treatment fuel model rather than the distribution of

actual fuel model outcomes.

Fuel treatments are the only fire management activities

that have a major impact on the inferred parameter cell
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composition of the fire management situation. Many long-

term fuel treatment programs can be evaluated within the

10-year program time horizon, but not by repeating the

1-year results for 10 consecutive years. Under certain sim-

plifying assumptions about the nature of the C -* NVC
change from the initial fire management situation to the

situation which exists when all fuel treatments are com-

pleted, the efficiency of a multiyear fuel treatment program

can be constructed from a sequence of 1-year analyses of

different fire management situations.

Fire Behavior Module
The fire behavior module estimates the probabilities of

values for the set of fire behavior parameters that are

required in the initial attack and fire effects modules

(Salazar 1981). The fire behavior parameters required for

the initial attack module are forward rate of spread, length-

to-width ratio, and fireline intensity. The fire effects

module needs scorch height.

The fire behavior values are estimated from inferred

parameter cell descriptors and weather variables. The

mathematical fire behavior model is adopted from Roth-

ermel (1972) and Albini (1976). Important inferred

parameters for fire behavior prediction are slope, aspect,

time of day, time of year, and fuel model. Important

weather parameters are windspeed and fuel moisture.

Since the weather variables are described as probability

distributions, the estimated fire behavior parameter values

are similarly probability distributions rather than arith-

metic means for each inferred parameter cell. This weather

variation leads to different "kinds of fires" within each cell.

Fire behavior is simulated from the time of detection

until such time as the fire behavior model assumptions of

homogeneous fuel, weather, and topography are violated.

The fire is assumed to be burning in a steady state at time of

detection. The distribution of fire sizes at time of detection

are empirically derived from individual fire report forms

from the 1960'sand then adjusted using data on changes in

fire detector classes to reflect subsequent changes in fire

detection programs. Use of these historical detection size

distributions implicitly assumes the fire detection program

is fixed at its historical level and its performance is reflected

in the fire size distributions.

When the homogeneity assumptions of the fire behavior

model are violated, the fire is identified as "escaped." The
fire size at which escape occurs will vary with fuel model
and fire climate zone. For example, the contiguous areas of

grass fuels are generally larger than areas of slash fuels so

the "escape" size is correspondingly larger. The appro-

priate fire size and burning time homogeneity thresholds

can be derived empirically from field studies of the size of

homogeneous fuels and terrain, and from homogeneous
weather parameters, respectively.

Initial Attack Module
The majority of all fires are contained when they are

small, but the few fires which escape initial attack account

for almost all of the suppression costs and net value change

in resource outputs. The primary objective of the initial

attack module then is to estimate the number of escaped

fires rather than to model initial attack for its own sake.

The initial attack module, as well as the initial attack

program, is based on the hypothesis that the percentage of

escapes is a function of the size and composition of the

initial attack organization. If it were not, the highly

dispersed initial attack organization should be disbanded

in favor of a more centralized, but highly mobile, large fire

suppression organization.

Our hypothesis is that fires can be separated into three

subsets by forward rate of spread and fireline intensity.

Fires with low spread and intensity can be contained by

almost any initial attack organization (subset A) {fig. 8).

This includes the majority of all fires. Conversely, a smaller

set are of such high spread and intensity that they are

beyond the technological capability of almost any initial

attack organization (subset C). Whether the fires of inter-

mediate spread and intensity (subset B) escape or not is a

function of the performance of the initial attack organi-

zation.

The initial attack module is constructed to concentrate

modelingeffort on subset B (Hunter 1981a). Fires in subset

A are assigned negligible fire sizes and those in subset C are

passed directly onto the large fire suppression module. The

proportion of all fires which fall into each subset and the

relationship between the initial attack program and escape

probability will probably vary by fire management
situation.

Using fire behavior input, selected inferred parameter

cell values, and the list of the fire management inputs, the

initial attack module provides output useful in the fire

effects, large fire suppression, and cost modules (Hunter

1981a). The module output is joint probability distribu-

Forward rate of spread

Non-escapes

Escapes

Function of initial

attack organization

Figure 8— Hypothetical subsets of fire escape potential as a func-

tion of forward rate of spread and fireline intensity.
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tions of fire size and fire behavior parameters, for the fire

effects module; the probability of escape and the fire char-

acteristics at the time of escape, for the large fire suppres-

sion module; and the probability of the time that each fire

management input is used in initial attack, for the cost

module.

The arrival time of attack forces is represented by

cumulative distributions of arrival time by fire manage-

ment input class and fire cause (Hunter 198 1 b). The arrival

time distributions are derived from individual fire report

forms (Mees 1981). These empirical arrival time distribu-

tions are consistent with the nonsite-specific design of the

fire management situation, since information on thejuxta-

position between fires and initial attack bases is not

required in the derivation or use of the distributions. His-

torical arrival time distributions are representative of

future distributions as long as the location of initial attack

bases relative to fire locations does not change over time or

with different program options. The arrival time distribu-

tions for individual fire management situations can be

drawn from a sampling of geographic areas representative

of the respective fire management situations.

Rules for dispatching initial attack inputs to fires are

drawn from existing preplanned dispatch records and

expert opinion. Fireline production rates for various fire

management input classes can be adapted from past stu-

dies. Because of the wide variability in line production rate

estimates (Haven and others 1981), the production rates

may be represented as probability distributions rather than

point estimates. The distributions can be subjectively

derived from an amalgamation of past study results.

One of the more difficult design elements of the initial

attack module is the sharing of initial attack inputs among
fire management situations or even among competing mul-

tiple fires within a single fire management situation. Queu-

ing analysis may provide a method of addressing this

problem.

The initial attack module is constructed as a Monte

Carlo simulation model. Initiating fire behavior parame-

ters, arrival times, and line production rates are randomly

drawn from their respective distributions. Fires which will

obviously be small (subset A) or will obviously escape

(subset C) are allocated at this point to avoid a detailed

computerized simulation of fire containment. The initial

attack containment is then simulated mathematically for

the remaining fires (subset B) by using a simplified version

of the FOCUS containment algDrithm(Bratten and others

1981). Repeated draws from the distributions and subse-

quent containment simulations are made until a sufficient

frequency distribution of module output is achieved.

Large Fire Suppression Module
Once a simulated fire burns out of the inferred parameter

cell, the homogeneity assumptions of the fire behavior

module are violated. The fire is identified as escaped and is

evaluated in the large fire suppression module (Hunter

1981b). Mathematical models which simulate large fires

require much data, especially on very heterogeneous fuels

and topography, and empirical data from past large fires

are too fragmentary to allow construction of an empirical

module of large fire suppression effectiveness. Recent

attempts using expert opinion gaming to evaluate large fire

suppression effectiveness have led to questionable results

(Joseph 1981), possibly because the escape fire scenario

was described in such general terms that the experts actu-

ally perceived different situations and, therefore, provided

different answers.

Hunter (1981c), by refining Schultz's (1964) approach,

proposed to evaluate large fire suppression effectiveness by

using a modified version of expert opinion gaming. The

experts are only asked to estimate fire behavior and sup-

pression effectiveness for relatively homogeneous time

segments of an escaped fire, rather than for the entire fire.

The time segments are described by initialing conditions,

such as fire size and contained perimeter. Environmental

conditions, such as weather, terrain, and fuel model, are

also specified and assumed homogeneous throughout the

time segment. Given data on the initiating conditions and

available suppression forces, the experts provide probabi-

listic estimates of suppression force usage and end-of-

period fire characteristics, such as fire size and contained

perimeter.

This expert opinion gaming process, just like the initial

attack module, must be exercised using hypothetical

"kinds of fires" to remove the dependence on a location

parameter. For example, the experts are asked to game

burning event scenarios described by a set of representative

photographs and maps.

The gaming results from the time segments are then

joined together within the large fire module into complete

fires from time of escape through containment time using

transition probabilities. These are estimates of the proba-

bility that the environmental conditions of one time period

will change into some other set of environmental condi-

tions for the next time period, for example, the probability

that windspeed will be lOmi/h in period t+l if it was 5 mi, h

in period t. These probabilities can be drawn empirically

from weather records and samples of the size of contiguous

area of homogeneous fuel and topography areas.

The outputs of the large fire module are probabilistic

estim.ates of fire size at time of containment and fire behav-

ior throughout the fire, both of which are needed in the fire

effects module. The module output also includes probabi-

listic estimates of suppression force usage which are needed

in the cost module.

Cost Module
The cost module performs two functions (Gonzalez-

Caban 1981). First, it transforms the fire management

program option into the list of fire management inputs

available for fuel treatment and initial attack activities.

Second, it calculates the suppression costs incurred above

the cost of inputs already funded through the initial attack

portion of the program level.
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Although the cost module includes estimates of the true

economic cost of the fire management inputs, rather than

the costs from a particular accounting system, not all

accounting-like rules can be bypassed. This is especially

true in the separation of suppression costs from the cost of

actions already funded in the initial attack program. This

suppression cost separation is important because one

objective of FEES is to measure the trade-off between the

initial attack and suppression components of the fire

program.

Most public agencies fund their initial attack program

from beginning-of-year appropriations, and their suppres-

sion actions from emergency, supplemental appropriations

during the year. Until we can better predict the severity of

the upcoming fire season or until the suppression appro-

priations are treated as a multiyear revolving account, the

suppression activities should continue to be financed

through supplemental appropriations rather than begin-

ning-of-year appropriations. Since the various public

agencies do have different rules for allocating costs among
program components, however, a procedure is needed to

transform FEES program level into corresponding budge-

tary estimates.

The major building block for the cost calculations is the

per unit cost of each class of inputs. All costs are allocated

to the fire program inputs that actually accomplish the fire

management activity. For example, the per hour cost of a

Category I hand crew is composed of cost components for

salary, supplies, training, facilities, and overhead (McKetta

1981). Other inputs, such as smokejumpers, have addi-

tional special training cost. The overhead cost is composed

of general administrative overhead (GA) and the cost of the

fire program management staff. These overhead costs are

equally allocated to each fireline personnel. An annualized

cost of all facilities is calculated that reflects the true oppor-

tunity cost of the input. The annualized cost calculation

includes the initial capital cost, useful life, salvage value,

and discount rate. Large fire costs resulting from the onsite

fire overhead team, mop up, and demobilization are also

included as separate entries in the cost module.

Fire Effects Module
The fire effects module provides estimates of the fire-

induced change in resource outputs over time from the fires

which occur in each inferred parameter cell (Peterson

1981). Inputs to the module include values of the inferred

parameters, such as vegetative cover, slope, and manage-
ment objective, and the fire behavior characteristics, such

as fire size, fireline intensity, residence time, and scorch

height.

There are important scope restrictions in the FEES fire

effects module that have only been alluded to so far. Only
resource outputs which can be reasonably valued in dollars

are included. Recreational use is included, for example, but

fire effects on rare and endangered plant and animal spe-

cies are not. The resource actually valued is the one affected

by fire and used by humans. Wildlife impacts, for example.

are registered as changes in the number of days of con-

sumptive and nonconsumptive use of the wildlife resource,

rather than as changes in acres of wildlife habitat or

changes in wildlife populations. The wildlife populations

or habitat are much more difficult to value than user days.

Effects on the fire site and direct offsite effects are included,

but secondary effects on local employment and income are

not. Fire effects are estimated for various categories of

timber, range, water, wildlife and fish, recreation, and

improvements (table 5).

The fire effects calculation progresses through a four-

step process. In the first, the resource output levels over

time that would have occurred in the absence of the simu-

lated fires are estimated. The direct physical and biological

effects of the fire on each resource are estimated in the

second step. For example, tree mortality and the stream

flow changes are estimated.

In the third step, the resource output time stream that

results from the direct fire effect is estimated, such as the

future time stream of timber yields and recreation usage.

Management objective or intended resource use plays an

important part in determining the postfire resource output

levels. This calculation requires establishment of assump-

tions about rehabilitation actions, such as reseeding grass,

that influence the postfire costs and output levels. These

assumptions are internally linked within FEES to resource

management emphasis. The rehabilitation decision is sep-

arable from the fire program decision, and inefficient reha-

bilitation decisions can influence which fire program is

most efficient. Nonetheless, the consequences of the reha-

bilitation treatment must be reflected in FEES, since they

influence the resource output time stream.

In the fourth step, the resource outputs in the presence of

fire (step 3) are subtracted from the output level in the

absence of fire (step 1), yielding the net change in resource

outputs over time for that fire. Since the entire probability

distribution of fire behavior characteristics is available as

input into the fire effects module, the probability distribu-

tion of net change in resource outputs is calculated within

the module.

The four steps in fire effects calculation are illustrated in

a hypothetical timber example (Jig. 9). The without-fire

Management ob)ective)
Vegetation type J

Without
fire

Analysis year

1 10 11 51 52 61 102

H, Ct Hj

Fire 1 .Mortality ^Wittl

behiavior I (step 2) fire

Net output change

(Step 4)

Figure 9— Illustrative net change In timber output shows the effect

of fire on the magnitude and timing of costs and harvests.



Table 5

—

Resource categories and units of measure used in the FEES fire effects

calculations^

Resource and Effects Physical units

resource elements

Timber:

Roundwood output- Change in production Thousand cubic feet

Range:

Livestock grazing Change in carrying capacity Animal unit months

Recreation:

Developed Change in use Recreation visitor-days

Dispersed Change in use Recreation visitor-days

Wilderness Change in use Recreation visitor-days

Wildlife:

Hunting Change in hunter use Recreation visitor-days

Fishing— Commercial Reduced take (catch) Pounds

Fishing—Sport Change in angler use Recreation visitor-days

Water:

Yield usable

Domestic Change in quantity Acre-ft

Agricultural Change in quantity Acre-ft

Improvements:

Public buildings Destroyed or damaged Number of structures

Public—other improvements' Destroyed or damaged Number of structures

Private— buildings Destroyed or damaged Number of structures

Private—other improvements Destroyed or damaged Number of structures

'Includes only fire effects to which dollar values can be assigned; relative importance of

the resources vary by area and characteristics of the simulated fire.

-The timber output category is further stratified by cover type. Source: Peterson (1981).

'Such as bndges. fences, or catchment basins.

time stream (step I) would have started with a final harvest

of the existing timber stand in 10 years (H,). That would

have been followed by a stand establishment cost (C,) in

analysis year 1 1 and a subsequent second rotation harvest

(H2) after a 50-year rotation in analysis year 61.

Through consideration of vegetative type, such as tree

species and tree size, and fire behavior parameters, such as

scorch height, tree mortality is estimated (step 2). Tree

mortality, in combination with information about the

management objective, such as stand stocking standards, is

used to estimate the postfire salvage harvest (Hj). The

salvage is followed by a stand establishment cost (Ct) in

analysis year 2 and a future harvest ( H4) in analysis year 5 1

.

C2 is the cost of the "rehabilitation" practice in this exam-

ple. In keeping with the economic efficiency dimension of

FEES, only rehabilitation practices that pass a minimum
economic efficiency test are included in the FEES time

stream. A second rotation starts in analysis year 52 with

stand establishment (C,) and ends in year 102 with final

harvest (H5).

The step 4 estimation at the bottom of/ig. 9 is the harvest

time stream witohout the fire minus the stream with the

fire. Entries in the with- and without-fire time streams need

to be traced into the future until their corresponding dis-

counted net value change is negligible. Even if harvests H ,

.

H2, H4, and H5 are of equal volume and the stand estab-

lishment costs C| and C3 are of equal magnitude, they will

generally occur at different points in time. They must there-

fore all be included separately, because their discounted

values will be different.

The "loss" in this fire effects calculation is the foregone

future harvest (H,) or rather difference in the timing of the

harvest. The stand establishment cost which led to H, is

irrelevant. That past cost is sunk and cannot be recouped,

whether there is a fire or not.

Because only those resource output changes on the fire

site and direct offsite effects are included, substitution of

unburned timber at another location for the burned timber

on the fire site is not accounted for, whether the substitu-

tion occurs this year or in the future. Alternatively FEES

could have been designed to evaluate the fire site resources

within the context of the entire planning unit and the

administrative policies w hich regulate resource uses on the

planning unit. If this alternative design were pursued, the

substitution, otherwise termed "allowable cut effect"

(Schweitzer and others 1972, 1973; l.undgren 1973), would

lead to a much lower net value change in timber output and

a reduced efficiency of the fire management program (Bell

and others 1975). Van Wagner (1979) argued for this

approach to estimating wildfire effects on timber output.

Inclusion of the substitution assumption is pervasive in

land management planninganalyses on public lands, and it

has been used in some individual investment analyses (for

example, Sassaman and others 1972). It is a fact which

affects the cash flow on public lands managed under an

even flow policy where "excess" old-growth timber exists.

These substitutions were not included in FEES because

we believe, following Teeguarden's (1973) arguments, that

investment funds should be allocated in relationship to

inherent productivity of the site affected by the manage-
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merit action rather than site productivity and the institu-

tional setting within which the site lies. Excluding substitu-

tion yields a more unencumbered reflection of inherent

productivity than does including institutionally induced

substitution. The design of FEES is consistent on this point

with the fire program analyses reported by Schweitzer and

others (1982) and the U.S. Department of Agriculture,

Forest Service ( 1 980), but is inconsistent with the operation

of land management planning models, such as FORPLAN
(Johnson and others 1980).

Resource l^/ue Module
The objective of the resource value module is to estimate

net value change by applying per unit resource values to the

net physical change in resource outputs and by discounting

the resulting net value changes to the present. The present

value is an estimate of the net value change from the

simulated fires in that one inferred parameter cell.

The correct per unit resource value is the value of the

resource actually affected by the fire, for example, stum-

page rather than lumber. Where available, appropriate real

value changes over time should be considered since the

resource output should be valued at the time the output

would actually occur. For example, Haynes and others

( 1 980) estimate that real stumpage price changes will occur

in the future. To be consistent with the fire program costs,

the values should reflect true value to society, rather than

any particular land owner.

Faced with these design criteria, we decided that the

bases for resource valuation in FEES should be marginal

willingness-to-pay (Althaus and Mills 1982). The margin,

across which willingness-to-pay is measured, is the change

in resource outputs caused by the fire. The marginal

willingness-to-pay can be approximated by the prefire per

unit value if the demand function is very elastic or the

change in output caused by the fire is small.

Row and others (1981) suggested using a 4 percent real

discount rate for long-term forestry investment analyses,

but it is doubtful if the longstanding controversy over

discount rates is over. Different rates might also be appro-

priate for different agencies. FEES is, therefore, designed

to permit easy modification of the discount rate used in the

present value calculation of the net value change and in the

estimation of the annualized cost of fire management
inputs that have a useful life of greater than 1 year.

The effect of discount rate changes on fire program

efficiency may be opposite of its impact on timber growing

activities (Blattenberger and others 1982). A reduction in

the discount rate improves the economic efficiency of the

timber growing activity, but it may decrease the efficiency

of the fire program. Consistent with the fire effects calcula-

tion procedure, a fire delays future harvest rather than

irrevocably removing it. The harvest delay is less important

if the interest rate is low.

Per unit values are needed for all the harvest volumes as

of the point in time when they occur (fig. 9). The net value

change (NVC) for this example equals:

NVC - - (H3)(V3) +

(H4)(V,)

(H,)(V,) C,

(1.04)1 (1.04)1 (1.04)1

(H,)(V,) (H^XVj)

(1.04)5' (1.04)52 (l.04)<" (1.04)'02
,

The net value change may be negative (beneficial effect)

even if the fire leads to a physical loss in output; that is if H,

is greater than Hj. This can occur if the salvage value (V3)

approaches the green timber value (V,), if the mortality loss

(H| - H,) is small, and the without fire harvest occurs far in

the future. These conditions are approximated whenever

the without fire timber rotations are far longer than the

financial maturity rotation.

Fire Occurrence Module
The modules discussed to this point simulate fires which

occur in one inferred parameter cell. Estimates of the sup-

pression cost, fire-induced changes in resource outputs,

and the present value of the net value change are available

at this point in the model. The variable fire weather, initial

attack arrival times, fireline productivity rates, and large

fire suppression effectiveness which entered the various

modules influenced the model output for each inferred

parameter cell. The output is in the form of probability

distributions rather than point estimates or expected

values alone.

The last stochastic input, the probability of fire occur-

rence, is incorporated in the fire occurrence module

through a two-step calculation (Bratten 1981a). First, the

probability distribution of annual fire occurrences for the

whole fire management situation is derived empirically

from summarized fire report statistics. The distribution of

occurrences in the fire management situation is derived as a

function of mean fire occurrence level. The mean occur-

rence level is one of the seven parameters that define the

fire management situation. Second, given one fire in the

fire management situation, the probability that it will occur

in each of the inferred parameter cells is derived from

individual fire reports. The resource change and net value

change probabilities for each inferred parameter cell are

multiplied by the corresponding fire occurrence probabili-

ties in each cell and summed over the cells to get total

probabilities for the fire-induced changes, given a fire in the

fire management situation. The numbers of fires and their

probabilities are then combined with the change probabili-

ties to yield the FEES outputs for one line in the abbre-

viated output display (table 1).

Probability Calculations

The underlying probability model combines the proba-

bility distributions produced by the various modules at

appropriate points in the simulation to provide inputs for

subsequent modules. The probability computations are

continued until the distributions for C + NVC and resource

output effects are derived. Fig. 10 shows the major proba-
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Fire Management
Situation

1
Inferred Inferred Inferred

Parameter Parameter Parameter
Cell, Cell^ CelL

1

Fire Program
Option

Fire Management Mix
Program Level

P(lire in interred)

parameter cell k)"

P(tire betiavior)'

P(fire size, betiavior. cost)'

P(ptiysical effects, cost)'

i

P(resource output ctiange)"

/•v

P(resource output ctiange, cost)^

P(resource value ctiange, cost)'

P(resource value change, cost,

summed over inferred parameter
cells)'

P(resource output ctiange
over inferred parameter cells)'

P(fires/year/million acres)'"
P(total resource value change, cost;

per year/million acres)"

P(total resource output
~*'change/year/million acres)''

P(C + NVC/year/milhon acres)''

FigurelO— Sequence of combining probability distributions within

the FEES model begins with the selection of fire management
situation and program option.

bility functions used and the computational flow from the

model inputs (Fire Management Situation, Fire Manage-

ment Mix. and Program Level) to the outputs (Resource

Changes and Cost plus Net Resource Value Changes). The

functions and relationships shown in fig. Wave discussed

briefly here, referring to the parenthetical numbers in the

figure. A more complete development and discussion is

given by Bratten (1981a).

The fire behavior probability function ( 1
) is produced by

the fire behavior module. The variables used to describe

fire behavior are forward rate of spread and fire intensity

which are needed in the modeling of fire spread and sup-

pression force effectiveness. Fire behavior values, such as

tree crown scorch height and fire residence time, are needed

to model fire effects on forest resources. That is, P (fire

behavior) gives the probabilities of sets of values for fire

spread rate, intensity, scorch height, and other conditions,

for a fire in a given inferred parameter cell of the fire

management situation. An inferred parameter cell is a set

of values for parameters for a fire location needed to calcu-

late fire behavior and fire effects on land resources given

the behavior and results of fire suppression action. Other

probabilities are used within the fire behavior module.

Weather and fuel probabilities for the inferred parameter

cell and fire management situation, for example, are

derived from various data sources and used within the

module as inputs to a fire behavior model to generate the

fire behavior probabilities (Salazar 1981).

The fire behavior variables and their joint probabilities

are used as inputs to the initial attack and large fire sup-

pression modules which produce probability function (2)

(Hunter 1981c). Probabilities of fina' fire sizes and sup-

pression costs are calculated by using an initial attack

model and, for fires which escape initial attack, the large

fire suppression model. Probabilities of fire behavior are

then passed on from (1) in the initial attack model or

generated in the large fire analysis procedure.

Fire size and fire behavior variables are used to calculate

the physical effects of fires on forest resources in the fire

effects module. Direct physical effects are measured with

variables such as tree mortality, tons of grass burned, and

acres of wildlife habitat destroyed. Since each set of values

for fire size and behavior has an attached probability (2),

the probabilities (3) for the resulting fire effects can be

calculated. In some cases, probabilistic models may be

used along with the inputs to generate function (3).

Costs have been carried forward from (2) to (3). How-
ever, the left-hand branch to (4) \n fig. 10 concerns only

resource changes. Costs are not needed. A simple summa-
tion of function (3) on costs provides the simplification.

Physical effects of fire are translated into changes in forest

resource outputs over time. These changes arc summed
over time, and probabilities are appropriately combined to

give probabilities of total resource changes from a fire.

Resource changes include variables, such as volume of

stumpage, animal unit months of grazing, and recreation

visitor-days. These changes are total values calculated by

summing all changes (positive and negative) in the time

stream following a fire.

In function (5), costs are carried along because this

branch of the calculations is concerned with the economic

consequences of the fires. The resource changes described

above for (4) are the same in (5). Resource changes are

translated into dollar value changes, and probabilities are

transformed to give function (6). Here, the time stream of

value changes is appropriately discounted to give present

net values.

All calculations described above (functions 1 to 6) are

completed for the fire set in each inferred parameter cell.

The range of outputs of the various modules encompasses

the results which might occur (with appropriate probabili-

ties) for any fire in a given inferred parameter cell. Up to

this point, results for each cell have been analyzed without

considering the liklihood that a fire might occur in such

circumstances. Fire occurrence probability is introduced

by function (8).

Functions (4) and (6)in//^. /f? are conditional probabili-

ties (c.f. Feller 1960). Expression (4) can be interpreted as

"thejoint probability of resourcechangesx,, Xj, . . .for the

various resources is ... , given that a fire occurs with

inferred parameter value set k." When this function is

multiplied by function (8) for that cell, the result is the joint

probability that a fire has occurred with parameter value k

and that the resource changes are x,, X2 These joint

probabilities are then summed over the inferred parameter

cells to give total probabilities (9) of resource change

values, given a fire in the fire management situation.
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The reasoning for function (7) is similar to that given

above for function (9). The difference is that suppression

costs are carried along in function (7).

We want to produce results from the FEES model which

are standarized for time span and land area. That is, we

want quantities of resource change or dollars per million

acres for the 10-year planning horizon and the time span of

fire effects. These standards are achieved by using numbers

of fires per year per million acres in the fire management

situation being analyzed. The form of probability function

(10) is developed by analysis of historic fire occurrence

data. The scale is set by some of the fire management

situation parameters, namely, expected numbers of fires

per year per million acres for the various fire types.

Functions (7) and (9) are defined, given a fire in the fire

management situation. What if there are more than one

fire, say N fires? Assumptions are made that the N fires are

independent and that the fire consequences are additive.

The independence assumption implies that each of the N
fires can be assigned to one of the sets of resource change

values of function (9), governed only by the probability

values. An assignment of all N fires results in a distribution

of the N fires over the sets of change values, say n , in set 1

,

Uj in set 2, etc. The n,'s must add up to N. Mathematically,

the probability of a set of n|'s is given by a multinomial

probability distribution. The total resource changes for

any set of n|'s are calculated, using the additive assump-

tion, by multiplying the change values in set i by n, and

summing over i. Repeating this process for all, or a large

sample, of the possible n, sets and summing both of the

resource changes and associated probabilities over the

sample gives the desired results for N fires. Multiplying by

the probability of N fires, function (10) in//g. 10, gives the

final results (12) for this branch of the model. A strictly

analogous process for resource value changes and costs, in

place of resource changes, results in function (II) and the

final result, function (12).

Sensitivity Analysis and Model \fylidation

This design of FEES describes a particular level of model

sophistication, but it is very difficult to determine a priori

the most appropriate level of model detail and input data

accuracy, especially in a system with many complex

interrelationships. The data requirements for FEES are

extensive and diverse, ranging from probability distribu-

tion estimates of fire weather and fireline productivity to

point estimates of tree mortality and recreation value. The
cost of tabulating existing data, such as fire occurrences, is

fairly low but it is much more costly to generate new data,

such as fireline productivity estimates, to refine existing

data. Similarly, the cost of constructing the model is sensi-

tive to model detail, especially in the fire behavior, initial

attack, and large fire suppression modules. Those costs of

data collection and model construction should be balanced

against the cost of an errant decision caused by inaccurate

FEES output.

Final decisions on the most appropriate model detail

and data accuracy will flow from a structured sensitivity

analysis conducted with a prototype version of FEES. The
sensitivity of the final model output, and fire program

selection in turn, is the sensitivity that should influence

these decisions. It may not be important for example, that

fire behavior is sensitive to windspeed, if the final model

output is not highly sensitive to fire behavior.

The detail built into some dimensions of this conceptual

design of FEES is less than has been built into some fire

planning models, FOCUS for example (Bratten and others

1981), and more than was built into others, for example,

the fire planning handbook model constructed for use on

National Forests (U.S. Dep. Agric, Forest Serv. 1982a).

The level of detail built into the FEES design, at this point,

is based on ourjudgment about how an operational version

of the model will perform. We have tried to err on the side

of greater detail because it is easier to reduce model detail

than to determine from the performance of an aggregative

model where more detail is needed. The modular design of

FEES will permit selected changes in calculations without

major disruptions elsewhere in the model.

Fortunately, there are reasons to believe that the model

output is fairly insensitive to some errors. The accuracy of

the per unit resource value is important, for example, only

if the corresponding resource output is materially affected

by fire and if the net change in output occurs soon enough

after the fire that its value is not all dissipated through

discounting to a present value (Althaus and Mills 1982).

The net value change calculation itself tends to cancel out

similar errors in the with and without fire time streams of

resource output. Similarly, since the C + NVC is a marginal

criteria of sorts, errors in one C + NVC are partially can-

celed when two C + NVC's are compared. Timber and

capital investment improvements were generally the

resources affected most in previous fire program analyses

(Schweitzer and others 1982; U.S. Dep. Agric, Forest

Serv. 1980, 1982b). Wildlife and water impacts were gener-

ally small and therefore, errors in their per unit value

estimate would have little impact on model output or fire

program selection.

Model validation is also important and validation must

be distinguished from sensitivity. Validation is the determi-

nation of whether model output for a particular fire pro-

gram option corresponds to what would happen in the real

world. Complete analytical validation is particularly diffi-

cult to achieve with a model of a highly stochastic process.

Even if a FEES fire program option was applied for a year,

the only empirical data generated would be for that year's

unique combination of weather, fire occurrences, fireline

production rate, and large fire suppression effectiveness,

that is, only one point on the joint probability distribu-

tions. By the time enough years had passed to validate the

full probability distribution of model output, secular

changes in population and technology will have changed

the underlying structure of the system.
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With model validation in mind, we designed FEES
around empirical relationships whenever possible. Simu-

lation is only used when empirical data are sparse or nonex-

istent and expert opinion is only proposed when a mathe-

matical simulation is not practical. The fire occurrence, fire

weather, most fireline productivity rates, most fire effects,

fire program costs, and resource value relationships are

empirically derived. The fire behavior, initial attack, and

parts of the fire effects modules are largely simulation

models even though some of the input data are empirical.

Many of the relationships in the large fire suppression

module are based on expert opinion.

Attention will be focused on validating the output of

individual modules of FEES where the validation task is

tractable. If the model pieces are valid, the whole should be

valid as well. The empirical modules, such as fire occur-

rence and resource values, can be validated with standard

statistical procedures. The mathematical fire behavior

simulation model which underlies the fire behavior module

has already been validated in selected circumstances (Sal-

azar 1981). For example, Brown (1972) validated the rate

of fire spread predictions in Douglas-fir and ponderosa

pine logging slash fuels on sample plots with zero slope

under conditions of low wind velocity and low fuel mois-

ture. He concluded that the model-predicted rates were

reasonably close to observed rates in the test fires.

The initial attack module can be validated by comparing

the actual results of real fires with the model-predicted

outcome on similar individual fires. The attack forces

which were dispatched in the real fire can be duplicated in

the initial attack module and the fire size results can be

compared. The large fire suppression module can be sim-

ilarly validated by comparing the historical record of

actual large fires with the expert opinion results from a

similar hypothetical large fire.

While short of a complete mathematical validation of

the model, these steps, in addition to reasonableness checks

by knowledgeable people, is probably all the validation

that is possible. If enough empirical data were available to

completely validate the model analytically, there would be

enough data to design an empirical version of FEES rather

than a model which relies on simulation and expert opinion

modules.

The program planner would then collect all the necessary

model input data, such as resource values and fireline

productivity rates, and operate the model. This is the alter-

native which was followed with FOCUS (Bratten and oth-

ers 1981)and FORPLAN (Johnson and others 1980). This

approach is justified if the program planner has unique

data and the necessary expertise to operate the model. A
disadvantage of this approach is the cost of preparing all

the necessary user software material and the cost of train-

ing. Another possible outcome is inconsistent data collec-

tion or model operation among planning units. Inconsis-

tencies in model use could influence the allocation of fire

program funding among competing fire planning areas.

A preferable alternative is the collection of data and

operation of FEES at a central location for a wide range of

fire management situations and fire program options. The

results of this centralized model operation would be

printed as a FEES Guidebook containing pages of output

similar to table 1. This alternative has lower training costs;

the consistency of data and model operation would

improve; and the local program planner could still make

interpretations of the output for a particular area.

Once completed, the FEES system output would contain

fire program information and analysis procedures to assist

the program planner and decisionmaker select a fire pro-

gram option. The system would contain (1) a key for sort-

ing among the fire management situations to locate the one

which most closely resembles a given portion of the plan-

ning unit; (2) separate sets of FEES model output for each

fire management situation; (3) optimization procedures

which would assist in the selection among competing pro-

gram options using relative weights set by the local deci-

Local Unit Data
and Decisions

Description of planning area-

segments

Size ot planning area
segments

Indentlflcatlon ot fire management-
situation set in planning area

Establishment of planning-

criterla weights

FEES Application Steps

Key to fire management
situations I

FEES model output for individual

fire management situations

APPLICATION OF FEES

Selection of fire program option;

'or total planning area

Description of cooperating-
agencys contribution

-^ Size of area adjustment
factors

I

- Mechanism to aggregate fire

management situations and
programs i

-» Optimization algorithm to rank

fire program options

Adjustments to derive net

agency program share

Transform program share to

budgetary estimate

The FEES design to this point could be applied in a

number of ways and still meet its objective of providing a

first screening of fire management program options at the

subregional level of resolution. One alternative is to pro-

vide a computer software package to fire program planners.

Agencies net program
option for planning

unit

Figure 11— Steps in the application of FEES to identify the fire

program for a planning unit of a particular agency.
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sionmaker; (4) procedures for scaling results from the

standard 1-million-acre fire management situation size to

the acreage of the actual planning unit segments; and (5)

instructions on how to combine the fire management situa-

tions into a cohesive fire program for the planning unit (fig.

11). The program level and fire management mix would

then be adjusted by the net program contributions of coop-

erating agencies, and the economic program costs would be

converted into budgetary figures relevant for the particular

agency. These same steps would apply for any of the public

agencies with fire management responsibilities.

Centralized data collection and operation of FEES
should not be confused with centralized fire program deci-

sionmaking any more than centralized development of

timber yield tables means that timber management deci-

sionmaking is centralized. The FEES output must still be

interpreted at the local level and the relative weights among
the various outputs must be assigned by someone familiar

with the local ramifications of a particular fire program

selection. FEES is not designed to be a total decisionmak-

ing model. It simply provides some of the information

which is relevant to fire program selection.

The institutional setting within which FEES is used is an

important consideration in the interpretation of the out-

put. Management constraints should be the output of nat-

ural resource program planning rather than an input to the

planning process.

FEES will estimate economic efficiency, resource output

change, and risk relatively unfettered by most institutional

constraints. For example, the net change in timber output

is estimated by considering only the timber on the fire site.

Substitution of unburned timber at another location for

burned timber on the fire site is not included in FEES
design. Substitution, both temporal and spatial, is relevant

only if the fire program analysis is fully submerged within

the institutional setting of a planning unit. Similarly, a

legislative mandate in some States to suppress all wildfires,

irrespective of cost or potential net value change, is

excluded from the FEES design. That constraint would

artificially restrict the range of technologically feasible

initial fire program options evaluated.

Some constraints are included in portions of the FEES
design, however. Currently applied rehabilitation practices

are included, for example, subject to an economic effi-

ciency screening. Similarly, the timber rotations included

in the timber net value change calculations are set by the

predominant rotation age in the particular climate zone.

That rotation age, if drawn from public lands, more closely

approximates the age when mean annual timber increment

is maximized than when financial maturity occurs and the

rotation age is influenced by the timber even flow con-

straint.

There are several reasons why the minor management
constraints were not excluded from the FEES design. First,

the scope of the FEES model had to stop at some point.

Including an economic efficiency evaluation of postfire

rehabilitation options within FEES, for example, would

have led to a model of unmanageable size. The constraints

or management directions that were retained were the

minor ones which will probably have a small impact on fire

program efficiency if they are subjected to an approximate

efficiency test.

The final fire program selection may well be other than

the most economically efficient program as identified by

FEES results. Whether the final fire management program

selection is the result of institutional constraints or the

consideration of additional fire system effects, at least the

FEES output will display the foregone efficiency and risk

consequences of those considerations and other effects.
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The Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, is responsible for Federal leadership in

forestry. It carries out this role through four main activities:

• Protection and management of resources on 191 millionacresof National Forest System lands.

• Cooperation with State and local governments, forest industries, and private landowners to

help protect and manage non-Federal forest and associated range and watershed lands.

• Participation with other agencies in human resource and community assistance programs to

improve living conditions in rural areas.

• Research on all aspects of forestry, rangeland management, and forest resources utilization.

The Paciflc Southwest Forest and Range Experiment Station

• Represents the research branch of the Forest Service in California, Hawaii, and the western

Pacific.
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The Fire Economics Evaluation System (FEES)—a simulation model— is being designed for

long-term planning application by all public agencies with wildland fire management responsibilities.

A fully operational version of FEES will be capable of estimating the economic efficiency, fire-

induced changes in resource outputs, and risk characteristics of a range of fire management program

options. Risk is described by the probability distributions of economic efficiency and resource output

changes that result from annual variation in factors such as fire occurrences and fire weather.

Particular attention is given to the fuel treatments, initial attack, and large fire suppression portions

of the fire management program. FEES evaluates the performance of fire management program

options as they are applied to particular fire management "situations," described by parameters

which influence program performance, such as vegetation, topography, resource management

objective, and fire occurrence levels. Location is addressed only through the regional fire climate

zone. The situation-specific design, as opposed to location- or site-specific design, was chosen to

avoid duplication of data collection and analysis costs. Duplication costs occur when site-specific

planning models are applied independently to planning areas even though the characteristics of the
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GLOSSARY

A.

a

ai

as

B

b

b,

bE

C
c

D
d

e

EFA
F

Fb

FEES
FMS
FMM
f

f.

G
g

Program for fire management activity type x.

Fire size class (general).

Fire size class after initial attack.

Burned area vector after escaped fire analysis, with

a component for each affected resource.

Set of fire behavior variables.

Vector of values for variables in B.

b following initial attack calculations.

b in escaped fire analysis with a vector for each

affected resource.

Fixed yearly cost of fire management programs.

Variable suppression costs.

Present value cost plus net value change.

Fire area at detection.

Set of inferred parameters for fire management
activity, a.

Value vector for set E^^.

Value vector for union of all E^^.

Escape fire analysis (also large fire analysis).

Vector function relating resource value changes to

physical changes (inverse off, (2)).

Fire behavior function.

Fire Economics Evaluation System.

Fire management situation.

Fire management mix.

(1) Fuel model.

(2) Vector function relating physical resource

changes to dollar values.

Fuel type used on fire report forms.

Set of physical fire effects variables for resources.

Vector of values for G.

lAA
IPC

m,

N
P

PL

qt

R
r

S

s

T

t

td

ti

ty

u

li

V

V

w
Z

F

n'

Fire type number designating cause and access

class.

Initial attack analysis.

Inferred parameter cell.

Fuel moisture vector for dead fuel particle size

classes and live fuels.

Number of fires.

Probability function.

Program level (presuppression budget).

Resource change vector per unit burned area in year

t.

Total resource change vector per unit burned area

through year T.

Resource management emphasis indicator.

(1) Fire rate of spread.

(2) Resource type.

Set of fire management situation parameters.

Value vector for S.

(1) Topography descriptor (FMS parameter).

(2) Years of fire effects accumulation.

Time—years.

Time of day class.

Suppression time in lAA.

Time of year class.

Slope class for terrain.

Slope-aspect-elevation class.

(1) Vegetation class (FMS parameter).

(2) Resource value change vector.

Vegetative cover type.

Windspeed.

(1) Climate zone (FMS parameter).

(2) Years of fire occurrence for effects accumulation.

Array of prefire resource characteristics needed to

calculate fire effects.

Postfire resource management program through

year t after a fire.

Set of given parameters and programs through year

t.



Increasingly, wildland fire management programs are

being judged by their economic efficiency. The use of

that criterion to evaluate programs is relatively new, but

the application of economic theory to fire management

dates from the 1920's (Sparhawk 1925).

The variable nature of wildfires has stimulated planners

to recognize that a probabilistic approach to fire manage-

ment analysis and planning is needed. Only recently, how-

ever, have probability concepts been explicitly incorpo-

rated into fire analysis and planning systems—and then

only in a limited way (Hirsch and others 1979; U.S. Dep.

Agric, Forest Serv., 1981b).

At the Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Experiment

Station, a multidisciplinary team at Riverside, California,

is developing an analytical and planning approach called

the Fire Economics Evaluation System (FEES) (Mills and

Bratten 1982). Framework for the system is provided by a

theoretical probability model designed to analyze program
alternatives in wildland fire management. This model

includes submodels or modules for predicting probabilities

in fire behavior, fire detection, initial attack and large fires,

fire effects, resource changes, fire occurrence, and resource

values. Generally using state-of-the-art technology and

available data, these modules are designed to be modified

or replaced in the future as new research dictates.

This report describes the mathematical structure of the

probability model and the logic for assembling the modules

into an overall system for analyzing wildland fire

management.

DESIGN OF THE MODEL

Early in the design phase, the research team decided to

follow an approach that would not be site-specific. The
system uses two kinds of parameters: area, to identify

planning situations and point, to identify factors that affect

fire behavior, occurrence, and effects.

Fire Management Situations

Area parameters serve to identifyfire management situa-

tions (FMSy—generalized physical locations with charac-

teristics similar to actual planning areas. A FMS is shown

'The glossary lists symbols, and their definitions, used in this publica-

tion.

in//g. / with an indefinite boundary to indicate the nonspe-

cific site concept. The probability model currently uses

these area parameters;

• Climate zone (Z): one of 14 fire weather regions in the

United States (Schroeder and others 1964).

• Topography class (T): general topography, such as flat,

moderate, or steep land.

• Vegetation class (V): classes derived from standard class-

ification schemes.

• Resource management emphasis (R): relative manage-

ment importance of various land resources in the area.

• Occurrence types (H): the most important occurrence

types defined by combinations of cause and access

classes.

• Occurrence levels (N): average number of fires per year

per million acres for occurrence types (H).

For each FMS, the planner determines a fire manage-

ment mix (FMM). Such a mix is a combination of well-

defined mixes of fire suppression units and activities,

budget or program levels (PL), program emphasis, and

treatment.

Inferred Parameter Cells

Point parameters describe the kind of fire environment

that could be expected in the fire management situation

being analyzed {fig. I). Within a FMS are many kinds of

fire sites. The point parameters that describe these sites are

necessary for analyzing fire behavior, occurrence, man-

agement, and effects. A set of values for these parameters,

and hence for a particular kind of fire site, is called an

inferred parameter cell (IPC).

To predict fire behavior in the model, values for parame-

ters of fuel, weather, and slope of the terrain are used.

These and other parameters that determine them comprise

the inferred parameter subset Eb. Similarly, Ed is the subset

needed to calculate fire detection probability; Es for calcu-

lating fire suppression; and Er for calculating fire effects on

resources.

The entire set of inferred parameters, i.e., the union of

subsets Eb, Ed, Es, and Er is called E. Some of the parame-

ters in E represent quantities that physically have continu-

ous value ranges. However, for purposes of analysis, each

of these ranges is partitioned into a small number of class

intervals. The class intervals are numbered for each

parameter, and these reference numbers become the range

of the parameter. Other parameters, for example, cover

type, are basically categorical, and these categories are

assigned reference numbers. A vector of reference number

values for set E is designated e, or e^ for sets Ea{ot- B, D, S,

or R), and such a vector defines an IPC.
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Figure 1— The probability model provides the mathematical

framework for the Fire Economics Evaluation System now under

development by the Forest Service Fire management situations

The IPC's in set E are basic elements of the analysis

space. In each IPC, the analysis process will yield probabil-

ities for fire effects on land resources and for variable costs

of the specified fire management activities. The effects and

costs for any IPC will be realized only if a simulated fire

occurs in that cell. This fire occurrence is a random event in

the real world and in the model. In any year or fire season, a

fire chosen at random will fall in a given cell. This process

can be interpreted as a random occurrence of an IPC, or

more specifically, of the parameter values defining the IPC.

In this sense, e and e^.s for the modules are random vectors.

Fire Management Program Options

A range of fire management programs will be analyzed

for each FMS. These programs will be described by well-

defined fire management mixes (FMM) of kinds of units

and activities, and a range of budget or program levels

(PL). The PL represents the total annual budget for the

FMS. An FMM is a set of rules for allocation of the PL
dollars, first between the various kinds of inputs (fuel

treatment, initial attack, etc.) and then between various

kinds of expenditures within the input categories.

Outputs

For any combination of FMS, FMM, and PL, the FEES
probability model will calculate two basic kinds of outputs.

The first is a joint probability distribution for the fire

(FMS) are generalized physical location; inferred parameter cells

(IPC) are particular kinds of fire location or site.

induced changes in several kinds of forest resource outputs,

measured in resource quantities (e.g., timber volume) per

million acres per year over a 10 year planning period. These

changes can be either positive or negative, including both

beneficial and detrimental effects of fires.

The second output will be a probability distribution for

the economic effiency measure, cost plus net value change

(C + NVC). Here the resource changes over time will be

given dollar values which, along with the time stream of fire

and resource management costs, will be discounted to

present values and summed. Expected values of this "bot-

tom line" output will provide an economic risk-neutral

basis for choosing between FMM's and PL's for a given

FMS. The probability distributions will provide opportun-

ities for choices based on other kinds of risk preference and

consideration of inputs other than FEES to the decision

making process.

Model Structure

A more detailed diagram of the probability model is

shown infigure 2. Information flows between the modules

generally from left to right. Logically, the first module to

consider is fire behavior. Fire behavior variables include

rate-of-spread, intensity, and other quantities derived pri-

marily from these two. Probabilities for fire behavior

depend explicitly on the IPC parameters and implicitly on

weather data used to estimate the probabilities.
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Figure 2— Modules or submodels form the theoretical probability

model They deal with various aspects of the fire management
analysis procedure Information flows between modules generally

Cost-effectiveness models for fire prevention and detec-

tion are not presently available, so these inputs are shown
as dashed line boxes in figure 2. In initial FEES develop-

ment, detection and prevention activities are assumed to be

those historically used in an FMS. The historical dollar

expenditures in these areas are subtracted from the PL
before using the FMM rules to allocate the remaining

dollars to the other inputs. Consistent with these assump-

tions, probabilites for detection areas and numbers of fires

are estimated from historical fire data and used as inputs to

the model.
*

Given detection area and fire behavior probabilities

along with the initial attack inputs or available attack

units, the initial attack module calculates probabilities for

initial attack outcomes for each IPC. These outcomes

include a probability for "escape," which is defined as any

result from the initial attack or fire behavior calculations in

which fire size or intensity exceed values beyond which the

initial attack model is invalid. For escape conditions, a

largefire module combines subjective and computer tech-

niques to estimate probabilities for final fire sizes, behav-

iors, and costs.

Given results from these two modules, the fire effects

module first calculates joint probabilities per fire for sup-

from left to right. The modules for fire prevention and detection are

shown in dashed linesbecause they will not be included in the Fire

Economics Evaluation System now being developed.

pression costs and resource changes overtime in each IPC.

Then costs and resource changes and their joint probabili-

ties are combined overall IPC's in the FMS to, in effect, get

probabilities for time streams of effects and costs per fire

for any fire in the FMS. Probabilities for annual numbers

of fires in the FMS are then used to estimate probabilities

for total annual resource change and suppression costs in

the FMS. The probabilities for total resource output

changes over time which are available at this point in the

calculations form one part of the model output for use in

the "guidebook" of results.

Dollar values are assigned to each single IPC time

stream of resource changes in the resource value module.

These values and the suppression costs are appropriately

discounted, and their probabilities are combined to pro-

vide probabilities for present values of resource changes

and suppression costs for a single IPC. These probabilities

for present values are combined over all IPC's, and proba-

bilities of numbers of fires are used to get probabilities for

total suppression costs and net value changes in the FMS.
Presuppression costs from the cost module are added to

arrive at the "bottom-line" output, for the "guidebook," of

probabilities for cost plus net value change.



THE PROBABILITY MODEL

The probability model description uses functional and

informal set notation. Symbols used and their definitions

are listed in the Glossary. Submodels for estimating fire

effects, fire behavior, and other model functions are

represented here only as conditional p'robability distribu-

tions in generalized functional notation. Independent and

dependent variables or sets are included along with the

independent parameters. Random variables and parame-

ters comprising inputs and outputs of the various modules

are assumed to be discrete valued. The use of class intervals

for defining ranges of the FMS and inferred parameters

was described earlier. Similar partitioning is assumed for

random variables that are internal to the model.

The following functional notation conventions are used

to distinguish between random variables and deterministic

parameters, and for other purposes:

P(x) is the probability that discrete random variable X has

value X. The convenient procedureof simply writing P(x)

with no further explanation will be followed. The
domain of the function will be given explicitly only when
this is not obvious.

P(x;a) is the probability of x as described above, given

deterministic independent parameter a. Similarly,

P(x;a,b) has given parameters a, b, and so forth.

P(x|z) is the conditional probability for values of discrete

random variable X, given value z for discrete random
variable Z. Then, P(x|z;a) is the conditional probability

for X, given z and parameter a. and so forth.

Pn(x) uses subscripts on P, as P|(x) to denote a particular

functional form for P and Pjix) for a different form.

Occasionally, letter subscripts are used in the same way.

The modules and their interactions are described in the

logical sequence shown in figure 2. Then, fire occurrence

weighting will be used to give the final model outputs.

Fire Behavior

For each IPC, the fire behavior module will calculate

probabilities for quantities such as fire spread rate, inten-

sity, and tree crown scorch height needed to calculate

effectiveness of detection and suppression activities and
fire effects on resources (Salazar 1981).

Let B represent the desired set of fire behavior descrip-

tors and 13 a value vector for B. Then, current modeling
capabilites (Albini 1976, Rothermel 1972) can be repre-

sented by the function:

(i - FB(u,f,w,mf)

where

u = slope of terrain

f = fuel model (a set of fuel characteristics)

w = windspeed

(1)

mf = fuel moisture vector for dead fuel particle size classes

and live fuels

This function is useful in the model only if fire occur-

rence probabilities can be defined for the independent vari-

able cell [u,f,w,mf]. Data availability does not permit this

directly. The weather-dependent variables w and mt are not

recorded, in general, in historic fire records and the fuel

model may have to be inferred from other data sources. It

appears feasible to use proxy variables which are included

in occurrence data and weather records to get probabilities:

Pw(w,mf|td,ty,ii,v;s)

where

td = time of day class

ty = time of year class

s = value vector for FMS parameter set S

u = [slope, aspect, elevation]

V = vegetative cover type

Direct fuel model information also is missing from his-

toric fire records, so that f must be inferred from other

information. A vegetative cover type (v) is generally

included in individual fire reports. We assume that a prob-

ability function PpCf | v;s) can be defined from available data

to give probabilities for fires in fuel model f, given that they

have occurred in vegetative cover type v in FMS(s).

Then probabilities for sets b of values for the fire behav-

ior parameters B are calculated by summing the product of

Pw and Pf over all values of (w,mf,f) for which fi from

equation 1 lies within b. That is

Pi(b|td,ty,u,v;s) (2)

= 2 Pw(w,mf|td,ty,u,v;s)PF(f|v;s)

(w,mf,f)eC|

where b is a set of values for B and C, is the set of (w,m,f)

values such that the )8 calculated by equation 1 falls within

b. Using the notation previously explained, P, can be

written

P,(b|eB;s)

where

CB = (td,ty,U,V)

Fire Detection Module
Fire detection activities Ad result in probabilities at the

time of report for fire size classes d. Intuitively, these

probabilities depend on fire type h, fire beavior b, and a

parameter value set cd. Assume a probability function:

P2(d|b,eD;h,AD,s)

where

Cd is assumed to be the same as es

h = fire type, i.e., cause and access class

It is useful to combine P, and Pj to get

P,(d,b| eD;h,AD,s) = PjCd] b,eD;h,AD,s)P,(b| eB;s) (3)



Size at detection (d) and fire behavior (b) are used in the

next section as independent variables for fire suppression

calculations.

It should be noted that no comprehensive model of the

kind assumed here for fire detection is currently available.

Simplified assumptions will be made in the initial FEES
development (Salazar 1981). The FEES model will provide

a means for sensitivity analysis of the detection

assumptions.

Fire Suppression and Costs

Analyses of fire suppression require that fires be de-

scribed by both intensive and extensive variables. The fire

suppression modules (fig. 2, initial attack and large fire

modules) use primarily fire intensity and rate of fire spread,

which are lumped into "fire behavior" here. Fire size at the

time of beginning suppression action also is important; this

can be related to d, the size at the time of report. Another

kind of variable used in suppression analyses deals with

effectiveness of suppression forces and activities. Examples

are dispatching rules and fireline construction rates.

Fire suppression activity analysis is of two kinds: initial

attack anlaysis (IAA) and escapedfire analysis (EFA). lAA
uses computer modeling to produce joint probabilities for

final fire sizes, suppression times, fire behavior, and sup-

pression costs. For a given IPC, limits are set on fire size

and suppression time beyond which lAA methods are

invalid and the fires are said to have "escaped initial

attack." For IPCs with a significant escape probability,

EFA uses a combination of subjective and computer

methods to estimate probabilities for final fire sizes, behav-

iors, and costs. EFA methods also are required for IPC's

with significant probabilities for fire behavior parameters

or fire size when reported which exceed certain limits.

Behaviors and /or sizes beyond these limits predetermine a

very high probability of escape from initial attack, making

lAA unnecessary.

For lAA, assume a probability function

P4(a|,t|,C||d,b|,v,u,td;h,As,s)

where

ai = fire size class resulting from lAA
t| =: suppression time class for lAA
b| = fire behavior, assumed constant during lAA
C| - suppression cost calculated in lAA (Gonzalez-

Caban 1981)

u - slope class

Ag = suppression program including kinds and quantities

of suppression resources

Other quantities are as previously defined.

Deterministic versions of initial attack models of this

kind are currently being used in the FOCUS fire planning

model (Brattenand others 1981) and in the Forest Service's

national fire analysis system for forest planning (U.S. Dep.

Agric, Forest Serv. 1982).

A major source of variability not shown explicitly in P4 is

fire force productivity (e.g., fireline construction rates)

(Haven and others 1981, Hunter 1980). Another source is

arrival time of attack units. The FEES initial attack

module will include these kinds of variability along with

the explicit input distributions for detection area and fire

behavior (Hunter 1980).

The notation for the lAA probability function is short-

ened to

where

P4(ai,t|,C||d,b,,es;h,As,s)

es = [v,u,td]

(4)

(5)

In the fire effects and cost calculations to follow, ai, b|, and

C| are needed, but d is no longer needed. Similarly, fire rate

of spread r, a component of b,, is no longer needed. P3 and

P4 are combined and summed on d and r to give for lAA:

P5(ai,t|,b|,C||e;h,AD,As,s) (6)

= SSP3(d,b||eD;AD,s)P4(a|,t,,C||d,b|,es;h,As,s)
d r

where b| is b| without the r component and e is the union of

sets Cd and Cs. That is

e = [u,v,td,ty] (7)

Define a special fire size-suppression time class ^le as the

"escape" class of lAA results for IPC (e), which will indi-

cate further analysis using EFA methods (Hunter 1981).

EFA also may be required for a set of initial size and fire

behavior conditions ^o which will exist with a known

probability prior to lAA. For IPC (e) let

PEi(^ie|e;h. Ad, As, s) = the probability for escape in lAA

PEo(^o|e;h,AD,s) = the probability of prior conditions

requiring EFA.

Then the total probability for requiring EFA in IPC (e) is

P6(EFA|e;h,AD,As.s) = PEo(^o|e;h,AD,s) (8)

+ (l-PEo(^o|e;h,AD,s)) PE,(^,eie;h,AD,As,s)

We evaluate Peq and Pei by summing probabilities over

sets ^o and ^,e. Peo is calculated by summing P3 over set

PEo(^o|e;h,AD,S) = S . P3(d,b|e;h,AD,S) (9)

d,be^o

Similarly, Pei is further defined using P,:

PE,(^,e|e;h,AD,As,s) (10)

= S 2 S P5(a,,t,,b,,c,|e;h,AD,As,s)

a,, t|e^ieb|C|



In lAA, homogeneity of the simulated fire situation is

assumed. That is, a single fire behavior and IPC will apply

throughout the analysis, and a single fire size affecting all

resources will result. The invalidity of this assumption after

the fire attains a certain size or elapsed time is precisely

what makes EFA necessary. In EFA, a fire may move

through several IPC's or equivalent before containment.

Therefore, it is necessary to describe the results in inhomo-

geneous terms. The means used here is to describe fire

behaviors and burned areas by vectors with a component

for each affected resource. Let

ag = escaped fire burned area vector, with a component

for each affected resource

be = escaped fire behavior array, with a behavior vector

fo^r each affected resource

Ce = escaped fire cost class, including cost of prior IAA
if pertinent.

Then we assume that EFA will give probability functions of

the form:

P7(aE,bE,CE|e;h,AD,As,s) (11)

Suppression time t, was used in the IAA escape probabil-

ity calculations (Equations 6, 10), but will not be needed in

further calculations. We define (ai,bKCi) as the class of

nonescape lAA results, i.e., without ^le- We sum Pj over t|

to give:

(Peterson 1981). For example, a physical effect is area of

grazing range burned; the corresponding resource effect is

animal grazing capacity lost. The immediate resource

effects must be further evaluated, over time, to obtain the

final fire impacts: total animal-unit-months lost or gained,

for the range example.

The FMS parameter set S includes R, the resource man-

agement emphasis vector with a component for each

resource type. Fire effects are calculated for types having

nonzero emphasis. In fire effects valuation, e.g., deriving

dollar values for fire effects, the component values in R
imply specific prefire and postfire management procedures.

Immediate physical resource effects probabilities are

given by the FEES fire effects module in the form:

P9(g|a,b,e;r(s),s) (13)

P5a(ai,bi,Ci|e;h,AD,As,s) (11a)

where

g = vector of immediate physical effects per unit burned

area for emphasized resources

r(s) - array of prefire resource characteristics needed to

calculate fire effects in s

Other quantities are as previously defined. In particular,

it should be recalled that a and b are fire area and behavior

vectors with components corresponding to those of g.

Probabilities Pg and P9 are combined and summed on b,

which is no longer needed, to give P|o which will be used

later after defining probabilities for resource changes.

Then

= 2 P5(a„t„b,c,|e;h,AD,As,s) ^ [l-PE,(^,e|e;h,AD,As,s)]
ti

Pio(a,g,c|e;h,AD,As,r(s),s) (14)

Let

a, - (ai,bi,ci)

Qfe = (aE,bE,CE)

where the a,b,c,'s are as previously defined. Also, assume a,

and ttE to be mutually exclusive. Then, using P5, P(„ and P7,

the final suppression area, behavior, and cost probability

function is

P8(a|e;h,AD,As,s) (12)

{
P5a(a|e;h,AD,As,s) (l-P6(EFA|e;h,AD,As,s)), ae a,

P7(a|EFA,e;h,AD,As,s) P,(EFA|e;h,AD,As,s), ae a^

Fire size and behavior are used in the next section to

calculate probabilities for fire effects on land resources.

Fire Effects

The effects of fire on land resources and the measures of

productivity vary greatly between resources. Calculations

of the immediate impacts of fire on resource quantities

require transformations from the physical effects of fire

SP8(a,b,c|e;h,AD,As,s)P9(g|a,b,e,;r(s),s)

b

Resource Changes

Persistence or delay of fire effects on resources from year

to year implies that resource changes in any year t, from a

particular previous fire, must be correlated with changes

from that fire in preceding years. However, we assume that

resource changes from any fire are independent of those

from all other fires. Then, the probability of resource

change per unit burned area in year t after a fire in e with

effects g is of the form:

P',(q,|q,_i,...,q,,g,e,a;r(s),nVs),s) (15)

where

q, = resource change vector per unit burned area in year

t after a fire causing effects g in year 1

n (s) - postfire resource management program for years 1

through t for the fire-affected resources

In the mathematical development of the model which

follows, the year t of resource changes is treated as an

integer variable up to some year T. In application of the

model, fire effects on resources are confined generally to a



small number of years. In considering fire effects on timber

output, for example, the effects of a single fire can be

lumped into, say, 2 years—the year of positive effect due to

salvage, if any, and the future year of negative effects on

planned or actual harvest. One or two thinning harvests

may be included between. The point is that even though a

total time span T of 50 or 100 years may be involved, the

effects are null in all but a few years.

Similarly, significant effects on range, recreation, wild-

life, or watershed are confined generally to a small number

of years following a fire.

The conclusions are that computational problems which

may appear insuperable fort =1,2 100, say actually are

tractable because only a few years are of significance.

The probabilities of effects g are obtained by summing Pk,

on costs (which are not needed for resource change calcula-

tions). The result is combined with P,, and summed over

the range of effects g and fire area vector a (as it affects

resource changes per unit fire area):

P;2(q,|q,-|, ...,q„e:h,r(s),AD,As.n'(s),s) (16)

= S5;[P,',(q,|q,_,,...q„g,e,a;r(s),n'(s),s)

ag

X SP,„(a,b,c|e;h.AD.As,r(s))]
c

To shorten notation, the "given" parameters and pro-

grams indicated following the semicolon and h in the

expression for P,2 will be abbreviated using the notation

<J>'(s). That is

<t>'(s) = [r(s),AD,As,nVs),s] (17)

Resource output changes are assumed to be additive

over the years following a fire. Given a set of resource

change vectors [q,. q, qj] over T years, the cumulative

total change per unit burned area is

T
Qt = 2 q,

t= I

The probability for a particular Qj is just the probability

of the corresponding set of q, values. Using P,', from equa-

tion 16, the joint probability for the q,'s is

P{3(qT,...,q,|e;h,«I>'(s)) (19)

T
= n P,'2(q,|q,_ ,q„e;h,*'(s))

t = 1

To gain computational efficiency, we rewrite equation 19

in recursive form, for k = 2, 3, ..., T:

Pn(qk q,|e;h,<I>'(s)) (20)

= P n(qk-i q,|e;h,r-\s)) - P,:(qJqK-, q,.e;h,<I>^s))

with

From the definition of Qj (equation 1 8). we note that

q. - Q.-Q,-,

for t>l, and q, = Q, so that we can write:

P,4(Qk Q,|e;h.*''(s))

with

(22)

Pu(Qk-Q.-„...,Q,|e;h,cI>^(s))

PUQ,|e;h,$'(s)) = Pi3(Q,|e;h,<D'(s)) (23)

= Pl2(Q,|e;h,c|>i(s))

Then, equations 20 and 21 can be rewritten entirely in

terms of the Q's:

Pu(Qk Q,|e;h,<I>\s)) = P'hVQu-, Q,|e;h,4>'-\s)) (24)

- Pi2(QK-Qk-M-,Q.lQk-, - Qk-2,->QMe;h,4>^s))

with

P|4(Q,|e;h,$'(s)) = P|2(Q,|e;h,$'(s)) and k = 2, 3, ..., T

When P 14 has been calculated, we can sum on the Q,'s for

t<T to get the probability for total resource change per unit

burned area, Qj, over T years following a fire in e:

P;5(QT|e;h,*'(s)) = S ...2 p;4(Q„...Q,|e;h,4>'(s)) (25)

Qi Qt-1

Total resource change vector Q"^ is calculated by multi-

plying the resource change per unit area by the fire area,

i.e., Q'^ = Qja. Then the probabilities for Q'^ are given by

(18) P„(Q*|e;h,<I>'(s)) (25a)

Pi3(q,|e;h,«J)'(s)) = P|,(q,|e;h.<l>'(s)) (21)

0*
= S[P{5_Je;h,$^(s))S2Px(a,b,c|e;h.AD,As,s)]

t a be

where P^, is defined for values of Q'^ such that (Q^la) is in

the domain of P,, and a is in the domain of P),.

We now have probabilities for total resource changes due

to fires in each IPC for years 1 through T, where year 1 is

the year of fire occurrence. We must combine these changes

and probabilities over all IPCs in the FMS, and then use

probabilities for annual numbers of fires to get probabili-

ties for total annual resource changes in the FMS.

Fire Occurrence

Assume a function P|7(e;h,x.Ap.A'f.s), giving the proba-

bility that a fire of type h, in year x. occurs in parameter cell

e, given prevention program Ap and fuels treatment pro-

gram A' through years 1 to x.



The probability of total resource change vector Qjxn over

T years, following a fire of type h in year x is

P„(QT,h;h,x,T,<J>^(s,x)) (26)

= SP;,(Q*T|e;h,4>'(s))P,7(e;h,x,Ap,A;,s)

e

where Ap, A*,, and 4>\s) have been included in <I> (s,x).

Given a total of N^h fires of type h in year x and assuming

independence of effects between fires, the distribution of

these fires over the Qj^h values is given by

Pi9(NQT,h|N,,;h,x,T,<i>^(s,x)) (27)

= M(NoT,hl N,h;P„(QTxh;h,x,T,$"(s,x)))

where NoTxh is the number of fires in year x of type h giving

resource changes Qj^h over T years. M is a multinomial

distribution of the N,h fires over the Qjxh values which have

probabilities P,;,.

Assume a probability distribution P2o(N,h;h,x,Ap,s) for

N,^,, the number of fires of type h in year x with fire

prevention program Ap. Then, the total probability per

year for NoT^h is

P2,(NQT,h;h,x,T,*'(s,x)) (28)

= S P,9(NQT,h|N,,;h,x,T,*'(s,x))P2o(N,h;h,x,Ap,s)

where prevention program Ap is included in <I>\s,x) in P^,

and hereafter.

Let NoTxh represent a vector (j ) of numbers of fires over

the Qjxh values. Then, the total resource change vector for

this number vector is QVxh given by multiplying each com-
ponent of the resource change vector by the corresponding

number of fires. We assume that the effects of individual

fires are independent and additive.

Qrxh - QlxnNoTxh (29)

(Formally Noixh should be a diagonal matrix here rather

than a vector. We assume that the meaning is clear.)

The probability for Qtxh is just the probability for fire

number vector NoTxh:

P22(QTxh;h,x,T,*\s,x)) (30)

= P2i(NQTxh;h,x,T,*^(s,x))

These probabilities are aggregated and summed over

arrangements] to give

P23(QTxh;h,x,T,<J>^(s,x)) (31)

= -, S . P22(QVxh;h,x,T,<J>^(s,x))

Qtxh eQixh

The year of fire occurrence x and the number of years T
over which fire effects are accumulated have been treated

as parameters. We now wish to form an expression for

resource changes due to fires of type h occurring in years 1

through Z, say. Let Q^h be this vector of changes. Then

Qzh - 2 Q(Z-x+1)xh
x=l

(32)

Let Q(z-x+i)xh be a particular set of values for Q over

years x = 1 to Z in an arrangement k. Then the probability

for Qzh resulting from this set of values is

P24(Qzh;h,z,*^(s,Z)) (33)

n P23(Q(z-x+i)xh;h,x,Z-x+l,4>^"''^\s,x))

Aggregating and summing on arrangement k gives

P25(Qzh;h,Z,*^(s,Z)) (34)

-k^. P24(Qzh;h,Z,$^(s,Z))
Qzh eQzh

Finally, we sum over fire types h to get

h
(35)

for arrangement m. Then the probabilities for sets of values

Q z are given for this arrangement by

P2,(Q'^;Z,*'(Z)) = nP25(Q"^;h,Z,«J>'(s,Z)) (35a)

h

Summing probabilities on m and aggregating gives

P27(Qz;Z,<I>^(s,Z)) = _S. P2,(Q'S;Z,$^(s,Z)) (36)

Function P27 gives probabilities for the total resource

change vector Q^ over Z years. Marginal distributions for

individual resource components of Qz are easily obtained

by summing P27 over the other components. Expected

values are calculated by the usual procedures.

Valuation of Resource Changes

The financial impacts of resource changes due to fire are

calculated using a process quite similar to that outlined

above for amounts of resource changes. The differences are

that suppression costs must be carried through the calcula-

tions and that dollar values are discounted to present

values.

We pick up the previous calculations at equation (16)

where the summation on c is omitted, giving a probability

function:

P28(qt,c|qt-i,...,qi,e;h,$'(s)) (37)

where $'(s) is defined in equation 1 7. Expression (37) gives

the joint probability for resource changes per unit burned

area in year t following a fire and suppression costs for the



fire, given resource changes for previous years and parame-

ter set e for the fire location.

Let V, be the dollar value vector per unit burned area for

resource change vector q, (Althaus and Mills 1982).

Assume a function f, such that v, = ft(qt), and the inverse

function F, giving q, - F,(v,).

Discounted changes, due to fire, in the dollar values of

resource outputs are assumed to be additive over the years

following a fire. Given a set of resource change vectors (q,,

q,, ..., qj) over T years, the total present value vector (in

year 1) for the sum of these changes using discount rate I is:

Vt= 1 f,(q.)/(l + I)'

t=l

(38)

The probability of a particular Vj is just the probability

of the corresponding set of q,'s. Using Pj's from equation 37:

P29(qT,...,qi,c|e;h,<I>\s)) (39)

= n P;;«(q„c|q,_i,q,_2 q,,e;h,*'(s))

i=I

In recursive form:

P29(qK,-,qi-c|e;h,*'(s)) (40)

= Py(qK-i,...,q,,c|e;h,4>''"''(s))P2»(qk,c|qk-i qie;h,$''(s))

for k = 2, 3, ..., T, and with

Pyq„c|e;h,«I>i(s)) = P!,(q„c|e;h,<I>i(s)) (41)

From equation 38,

f,(q,) = (V,-V,.,)(KI)'-^

so that

q, = F,(v,)

and

q, = F,[(V,-V,_,)(l + I)'-']

for i > 2. Then we can write

P^o(V.,...,V„c|e;h,*\s)) (42)

with

P29(F.[V,-V,.,)(1 + I)^-^] F,(V,).c|e;h,4>^s))

Pyv„c|e;h.<l>i(s)) = PyF,(V,),c|e;h,*'(s)) (43)

Equations 40 and 41 can be written entirely in terms of

the V's, using equations 42 and 43:

PjoCVk V„c|e;h,4»'(s)) (44)

^P'o' (Vk-1 V„c|e;h,<t>''-\s))P',«(FK[(V,-V,.i)(l+I)'],c|

F,.,[(V,.,-V,.2) X (l + I)''-^] F,(V,),e;h,*'(s))

for k = 2, 3, ..., T and with Pjq given by equation 43.

After P,o is calculated, the probabilities are summed
over the V,'s for i < T to give the probability of total dollar

impact of resource changes per unit burned area over T
years, discounted to the year of the fire:

Pli(VT,c|e;h,4''(s)) (45)

= 1 ...S Plo(VT,...,V„c|e;h,4)\s))

Vt-1 V,

From this point in the calculations, the development

parallels that under Fire Occurrence in the previous section

from after equation 25 through equation 31. The equiva-

lent of function P., here is

P32(VTxh:Cxh;h,x,T,<I>'(s,x))

This function gives the joint probability of resource value

change vector Vj,,, and suppression cost c,h for a fire of

type h, where the value changes include the time stream

from year x to year x+T, discounted to the year of the fire, x.

The resource change values and suppression costs in year

X are further discounted to present values:

VTxh = VT,h/(l + I)"''andc,, = c,,/(l + l)" (46)

The corresponding probabilities, using P32 are

P33(VTxh.c,h;h,x,T,<{>'(s,x)) (47)

= P32(VTxh(l+ir\cxh(l + I)''';h,x,T,*Vx))

Resource change values and suppression costs are all

discounted to present values and can now be summed over

all years of fire occurrence x. If the sum is through year Z,

the number of years for accumulation of values, T, is Z-x+

1

for each x. Then

2
-

Z
Vzh - 2 V|2_x+iixh and c^h = S c,h

x=l X=I
(48)

Let V|z-x+i)xh and Cx'n be a particular set of values, in an

arrangement j. Then the probability for the corresponding

sums is

P34(V^,c^h;h,Z,<l>^(s,z)) (49)

n P„(Vlz-x.i.xh,Cx'h;h,x,Z-x+!,*'(s.x))

x=l

These probabilities are summed over all arrangements j

and aggregated along with V and c to give

P35(Vzh, Cz,;h.Z,4>^(s,Z)) (50)

S P34(V^,c^h;h,Z,$^(s,Z))

Vz.eVzM
"I



Resource value change vectors and costs are next summed

over fire type h to give

Vz = SVzh and c^ = Sczh
h h

(51)

If (Vzh,czh) is a particular arrangement k of values, the

probability for the corresponding sum is

' k - k z
P,6(Vz,cz;Z,<I>"(s,Z)) = nP35(Vzh,czh;h,Z,<I>"(s,Z)) (52)

h

Summing over arrangements k and aggregating:

P37(Vz,Cz;Z,<J)'(s,Z)) (53)

S P,6(Vz,C2;Z,$^(s,Z))

VzeVz
- k -

Czecz

This function gives the probability for present value of

suppression costs and value change for each resource type

over a planning period of Z years. The "bottom line" FEES
model output is "total cost plus net value change" (Mills

and Bratten 1982). To get this quantity, the components of

Vz must be added to suppression costs Cz and the present

value of fixed costs associated with <I>^(s,Z) added to the

total.

Let V21, Vz2, , VzN be the components of Vz for re-

sources 1 , 2, ..., N. Then, net value change plus suppression

cost is

N . .

Vz = .2 Vz,+Cz
1=1

(54)

Let Vz.andczbea particular arrangement j of values. Then,

the probability for the corresponding sum is

P3,(V^;Z,*^(s,Z)) = nP37(V^„cz;Z,<l>^(s,Z)) (55)

i

Summing over arrangements and aggregating gives

P„(Vz;Z,<J)^(s,Z)) = S P38(V';Z;4>^(s,Z)) (56)

Let the present value, fixed cost of the programs in

$ (s,Z) be C(s,Z). Then, adding these costs to Vz gives total

cost plus net value change

Dz = Vz + C(s,Z)

and

P4o(Dz;Z,$'(s,Z)) = P3,(Dz - C(s,Z);Z,$^(s,Z)) (57)

The expected value for Dz is

Dz = 2 DzP4o(Dz;4>'(s,Z)) (58)
Dz

OUTLOOK FOR MODEL
IMPLEMENTATION

The overall probability model has been defined in func-

tional mathematical form. The independent and dependent

variables and parameters for the various modules have

been specified to the degree possible.

Implementation of the model could proceed using var-

ious methods and levels of completeness for the modules.

For example, the initial attack module could be con-

structed as an analytical model, assuming the availability

of data or physical models for the required probability

functions. Alternatively a Monte-Carlo procedure could

be used to calculate the probabilities using a deterministic

model with stochastic inputs.

Some of the functions and relationships may require

interpretation to fit unforeseen situations. In particular,

the escaped fire analysis procedures and some of the fire

effects analyses will become more clearly defined as addi-

tional research efforts proceed. The overall model has been

defined in sufficiently general terms that it should readily

adapt to the final forms taken by these and the other

modules.
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In recent years, urban development has extended into

rural areas around many of our larger cities. Where the

topography is relatively flat and open, this encroachment

presents no great difficulty, but where the cities are sur-

rounded by steep, brush-covered slopes, development has

resulted in all-too-frequent loss of life and property.

Although intense efforts have been made to deal with this

problem, one pressing need is clear: greater coordination in

planning for fire control and for the prevention of flooding,

landslides, and erosion.

The brushland fire-flood-erosion sequence is particu-

larly well known in chaparral areas of southern California.

Urban encroachment accelerates the cycle and adds the

potential for tragedy. Unless adequate measures are taken

in new developments, fire protection and flood control

agencies are hard pressed to safeguard life and property.

When hazardous conditions come about through im-

proper land use or lack of planning, they are extremely

difficult to correct by either private or public action.

Government agencies should therefore work together to

adopt comprehensive protection plans before permission is

granted for wildland development. These plans must

resolve the problem presented by new construction in eco-

logically sensitive areas, so that added services for safe-

guarding such developments are not paid for by society as a

whole.

Living in the urban-wildland interface creates biological

and social problems which cannot be readily resolved.

Logically, zoning ordinances should exclude development

on steep chaparral wildlands and in areas where flooding is

a common occurrence. But these are also the areas most

desirable to potential home buyers because they offer a

view or serve as secluded, wooded hideaways. Most of the

pioneer homeowners who initially settled in these areas

were aware of the danger of fire and flood and were able to

live in closer harmony with natural conditions. Most mod-
ern homeowners, however, are ill equipped to live in the

wildlands and have come to depend on private and public

organizations for support and safety. Today's homeowners

want to live in natural surroundings, but often do not know
how. To live more safely in the mountains, they must

regain the pioneering spirit of self-help, neighborhood

teamwork, and an understanding of nature's ways. Too
often, home buyers fail to realize that fire protection agen-

cies may not be able to save the "home" from fire, and that

building and safety and flood control agencies may be

powerless to save them from floods and mudslides.

This report is intended to bring about greater under-

standing of a fragile ecosystem—chaparral. It describes

preventive maintenance measures that should help reduce

the damage from fire and flood. The information provided

here is addressed to homeowners, home buyers, develop-

ers, landscape architects, land use planners, wildland man-

agers, zoning agencies, city and county boards of supervi-

sors, and other interested persons.

Although the report sometimes deals with them separ-

ately, protection from fire and prevention of erosion go

hand in hand. Fire protection that weakens slopes and

causes slides, or slope protection that increases fire hazard,

can give us only a dangerous illusion of safety. From a

realistic view, the price we must pay to live in the chaparral

is high; it can be lowered only through wise planning and

management.

THE CHAPARRAL ENVIRONMENT

Chaparral is a plant community in California that has

adapted over millions of years to summer drought and

frequent fires. Similar vegetation is found in regions of

Mediterranean climate throughout the world. These re-

gions lie along the western edges of the continents, roughly

between 28° and 37° latitude in the Southern Hemisphere

and between 30° and 43° latitude in the Northern Hemi-

sphere. Except in the Mediterranean Sea, the ocean water

in these regions is comparatively cool; cold currents flow

toward the equator, and local upwelling brings cold water

to the surface. In summer, high-pressure systems bring dry

air to these regions, but in winter, rain-producing fronts

move in.

Mediterranean regions are found in the countries of

Europe, Africa, and Asia that border the Mediterranean



Sea; in southwest Australia and South Africa; and in Cen-

tral Chile, Mexico, and the State of California. The climate

is characterized by hot, dry summers and wet, moderate

winters. Rainfall ranges from about lOinches (250mm) to

above 32 inches (800 mm). The mixtures of plant species

within these areas are determined by such factors as aspect

and steepness of slope, soils, elevation, fire frequency, and

local climate.

Chaparral Vegetation

Two distinct subformations of chaparral called "hard

chaparral" and "soft chaparral" are clearly distinguished in

recent ecological literature and are commonly referred to

as chaparral and coastal sage scrub communities, res-

pectively (Paysen and others 1980, Westman 1982). This

distinction is important for both fire and slope manage-

ment.

The coastal sage scrub community or "soft" chaparral is

rapidly becoming an "endangered" habitat because it is

commonly found in California's coastal zone, where most

urban expansion is taking place. It is generally restricted to

the more xeric sites at lower elevations, because of orogra-

phic effects, and at higher elevations because of shallow

soils (Miller 1981). The dominant species that compose the

coastal sage scrub community are of smaller stature than

those in the chaparral community and provide a more

open habitat that encourages more herbaceous species

including the sages, California sagebrush, and deerweed.

'

The chaparral community as a whole is drought-tolerant.

In comparison with hard chaparral species, which tend to

start growth in winter, coastal sage species tend to start

growth soon after the first significant autumn rains. Addi-

tionally, both annual plant productivity and wildfires in

this community tend to be related to the amount of rain-

fall, whereas hard chaparral species are more independent

of rainfall in these respects (Minnich 1983).

Generally, plant adaptations to drought include thick

leathery leaves, reduced leaf size, and summer dormancy, a

condition which enables the plant to reduce its metabolic

functions and drop leaves under prolonged drought. Two
adaptations to fire are sprouting and fire-stimulated ger-

mination of seeds. Sprouting produces new shoots from

the roots or root crown after the top has been injured by

fire, browsing, pruning, or other means (Sampson 1 944). It

may begin soon after a fire if soil moisture is available to

the deep root system. After an early summer fire, sprouts

may grow more than a foot tall before the first rains come
in the fall.

Both sprouting and nonsprouting plant species germi-

nate prolifically after fires. The seeds of many chaparral

'Common names of plants and animals are used throughout this

publication. For scientific names, see Appendix: List of Species

Mentioned.

species remain viable for a long time; often a thick seed

coat protects the endosperm from drying out. Fire often

injures this seed coat so that seeds germinate under proper

conditions of moisture and temperature. In the air-dried

state, many seeds can tolerate temperatures higher than

302° F (150° C) for 5 minutes within the seed zone (top

half-inch of soil layer), but tolerance to high temperatures

is sharply reduced when seed moisture content is high

(Sweeney 1956). Seeds of some plant species may germi-

nate readily with or without fire, whereas other species

with a hard seed coat, such as certain Ceanothus species

and many legumes, often require very hot fires to germi-

nate. Nature has developed a set of survival mechanisms

for the varying fire and environmental conditions in the

chaparral region.

Besides the sprouts and seedlings of the perennial chap-

arral species, seedlings of herbaceous species are abundant

in the first few seasons after fire. Seeds of many of these

species lie in the soil for years awaiting stimulation by fire

for germination. Fire-dependent annuals and perennials

are responsible for the beautiful array of wildflowers that

can be seen everywhere the first few seasons after a fire.

They provide a natural vegetative cover that helps tempor-

arily to reduce the heavy erosion that can be expected from

steep mountain slopes once existing protective cover has

burned off. These short lived, fire-adapted species convert

mineral nutrients to organic form, thus conserving nut-

rients that could be lost by leaching and erosion. Some
species, such as deerweed, are able to obtain mineralized

soil nitrogen from symbiotic bacteria and may be an

important means of returning it to the soil in an available

form for other plants. Nitrogen is the plant nutrient most

easily lost during a fire.

Many chaparral plants exude chemical inhibitors, com-

monly called allelopathic agents. These volatile or water-

soluble antagonistic chemicals are carried by the heat of

the day or by water to the soil and other plants, where they

may effectively stunt growth and reduce or eliminate seed

germination (Muller 1966, Muller and others 1968, Rice

1974). Allelopathy is widespread in nature and the chemi-

cal agents probably accumulate in the soil from one year to

the next. Allelopathy may function as a plant defensive

mechanism that assures availability of the limited moisture

and nutrients to the dominant plants on the site. By remov-

ing litter and burning the soil surface, fire acts to reduce the

effects of these chemical inhibitors in the soil.

Plant species diversity peaks in the first few seasons after

a fire, but is reduced when, in the years after a fire, the

fire-dependent annuals and short-lived perennials fail to

reproduce. In hard chaparral, shrub species such as bush

poppy and Ceanothus may decline in vigor after 10 and 20

years, respectively, and provide dry, dead fuel for future

fires. Chaparral fires aid in the continued survival of these

species. The oldest stands of hard chaparral generally have

the lowest species diversity and tend to be even-aged. In

contrast, most mature coastal sage stands are uneven-aged

and have greater species diversity because of seedling



Figure 1—The 1923 Berkeley Fire—considered the

most devastating in California's history—broke out in

Wildcat Ridge (A), reaching the city (6) before finally

coming under control (C). Wind velocity on September

17 was 40 mph (64.4 kph). (Source: Emanuel Fritz,

University of California, Berkeley).
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Figure 2—The Oat Fire in Los Angeles County, which

started on October 31, 1981 (A) and burned 15,500

acres, was contained during the night (fl) despite dan-

gerous fire weather conditions characterized by low

relative humidity Young age classes (average: 11

years) of woody chaparral species offered relatively

high resistance to fire spread.
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establishment in the absence of fire and also greater herb

diversity and cover.

Fire and Chaparral

Wildfires in California can occur at almost any time of

year but are most prevalent during the dry season. Extreme

fire conditions normally exist from September through

December or until the winter rains end the dry season.

Fires are more likely to occur during strong Santa Ana
winds; these winds, also known as Santana, foehn, devil, or

fire winds, blow from the north to northeast out of the

Great Basin of Utah, Colorado, and surrounding northern

States. As the air is compressed and forced southwestward

to lower elevations, it becomes hot, dry, and gusty. When
Santa Ana winds meet the local mountain winds, unpre-

dictable weather patterns are often set up, making erratic

fire fronts and spotting ahead of fires a common
occurrence.

The rapid changes in temperature and humidity before,

during, and after the 1923 Berkeley Fire illustrate the

effects of fire winds on local climate {fig. ]). It was the most

devastating fire in California history, with 624 houses

burned in a single conflagration. High winds and wood

shingles were the major factors in the heavy structural

losses. Within 1 hour of the onset of the Santa Ana winds

at 8:30 p.m., humidity had dropped from 92 to 25 percent.

By midnight, temperature had increased from 63° F ( 1 7.
2°

C)to 82° F(27.8° C).

In southern California, humidity may approach 10 per-

cent, as it did in the 1981 Oat Fire in Los Angeles County

(fig. 2). Most major fires in the chaparral areas of southern

California occur during this extreme fire weather. Under

Santa Ana conditions, wildfires are extremely difficult to

control unless the fuel supply is exhausted or the wind

subsides. Studies of fire problems in Los Angeles County,

particularly the coastal Santa Monica Mountains, point

this out (Radtke 1978, 1982; Weide 1968). A study of

frequency of fires burning more than 1 00 acres in the Santa



Monica Mountains from 1919 to 1982 indicates that the

greater portion of wildland areas have burned at least once

in the last 60 years; some have burned more than four times

{fig. 3).

In the interior mountain ranges of Los Angeles County,

fire frequency and number of acres burned are high in the

summer months because of high summer temperatures and

occasional lightning strikes. In the coastal ranges, fire

frequency is lower in the summer, and lightning strikes are

almost unknown as causes of fire. The number of acres

burned is lower than in the interior ranges because the

Catalina eddy, a marine breeze characterized by cool,

moist air, penetrates the coastal mountains, primarily dur-

ing June and July. This cool air is also responsible for the

abnormal air circulation pattern of upslope instead of

downslope winds during the evenings and into the night. In

both the inland and coastal regions, the great toll of

acreage burned from late September through December is

the result of the Santa Ana wind, which has its highest

frequency from September to February and is almost

absent in July and August.

The pressure for urbanization of wildlands and open

space is significant in the Santa Monica Mountain range.

Before intensive settlement began, the north-facing slopes

(those facing the San Fernando Valley) were relatively free

from fire, but in the last 35 years large fires have greatly

increased here. Presently the estimated fire-start probabil-

ity in coastal sage scrub is about once in 14 years and in

chamise chaparral once in 16 years (McBride and Jacobs

1980). This large increase in fire starts is the result of the

population influx: almost every fire is started accidentally

or deliberately by man.

The areas of highest fire frequency are at the fire perime-

ters, where fires burn together. In such a high-fire-

frequency area, only the first fire burns hot because the

quantity of fuel remaining for subsequent fires is reduced.

The fire boundaries are determined by fire suppression

activities, fuel types and their age classes, topography, fuel

modification attempts (firebreaks, roads, and subdivi-

sions), and wind conditions. Once a fire perimeter is estab-

lished, it normally defines a portion of the boundaries for

fires that burn as much as 20 to 30 years later (fig. 3). This

becomes clear when we realize that chaparral fire intensity

depends on the mixture and age of the individual chaparral

species. The ratio of dead to live fuel is much greater in old

than in young chaparral and varies from species to species.

Past fire frequencies suggest that under natural conditions

chaparral does not become highly fire-prone for about 1

5

to 20 years, or until some of the shorter-lived chaparral

components die and increase the dead fuel (Philpot 1977).

Coastal sage scrub, because of its shorter lived species and

greater mixture of herbaceous species, can become highly

fire-prone after 5 to 8 years.

The major flammable vegetation types found in the

Santa Monica Mountains, namely chaparral, coastal sage

scrub, and grassland, also have a direct bearing on fire

Figure 3—Frequency of fires exceeding 100 acres (40 hectares), in the

Santa Monica Mountains (Ventura County line to the San Diego Freeway),

southern California, 1919 to 1982. The outline on the left shows the extent

of the Dayton Canyon Fire, October 1982.



frequency and fire intensity because of their different fuel

loads and ease of ignition. For example, the flashy annual

grassland fuel seldom exceeds 5 tons per acre (1 1.2 t/ha)

whereas mature chaparral can exceed 30 tons per acre (67

t/ha). Grassland fires may be more frequent but are also

more easily extinguished; however, they often carry the fire

into the coastal sage scrub and chaparral. In any event, the

fuels dictate the ease of fire starts and spread rates and this

has a direct bearing on fire frequency. When the grasslands

were grazed, reducing fuel loads, the highest fire frequency

was found in coastal sage. With reduction in sheep grazing,

fires in annual grassland, especially along roads and rights

of way, have become the major source of fire starts. Never-

theless, fire starts have been historically concentrated in

the coastal sage areas, where development has been

greatest.

The predictable direction of fire spread in the Santa

Monica Mountains during Santa Ana winds is south to

southwest. This spread pattern is primarily influenced by

fire winds and secondarily by topography. Because canyons

in the eastern part of the Santa Monica Mountain range

run in a south to south-westerly direction or parallel with

the fire winds, fire is channeled up the canyons, spreads out

as it reaches the ridges, contracts again as it is funneled

downhill through the canyons, and may fan out in either

direction as it reaches the beaches. The western portion of

the Santa Monica Mountains does not have this pro-

nounced linearity of canyons and fire winds, however.

Fires therefore are more influenced by the direction of the

winds and are more irregular in shape (Weide 1968).

PROBLEMS IN

WATERSHED MANAGEMENT

A watershed is generally understood to be all the land

and water within the confines of a drainage area. Verti-

cally, it extends from the top of the vegetation to the

underlying rock layers that confine water movement. A
homeowner's watershed is the area of land whose drainage

directly affects the safety of that person's property. Fre-

quently this area includes adjacent properties over which

the homeowner has little control. The drainage conditions

may vary widely. Some homeowners have a well-mani-

cured property adjacent to a street where all runoff is

channeled into rain gutters. Others are in a watershed that

includes steep slopes where most runoff finds its way even-

tually into intermittent stream beds. Sometimes the steep

slopes are undercut by either natural stream channel ero-

sion or development activities. To know how to safeguard

their properties, homeowners should understand the ero-

sional processes affecting a watershed, and the changes

brought about by wildfire and their own actions.

Dry-Creep, Wet-Erosion Cycle

in chaparral, preserving the stability of the slopes is a

major problem. Most chaparral in southern California

grows on geologically young mountains where the steep

slopes range from 25° to more than 70°. About 25 percent

of the chaparral watershed exceeds the angle of repose,

that is, the angle between the horizontal and the maximum
slope that a particular soil or other material assumes

through natural processes. On slopes that exceed the angle

of repose, gravitational forces are likely to cause soil and

rocks to slide or fall downhill unless anchored by plants.

The angle of repose increases with the compaction of the

material, with the average size of fragments, with the

surface roughness and cohesion of soil particles, and, in

sand, with an increase in moisture content up to the satura-

tion point. For loosely heaped soil particles the standard

angle of repose is approximately 9° for wet clay, 1 1
° to 20°

for dry sand and mixed earth, 21° to 25° for gravel, and
23° for moist clay (Van Burkalow 1945). Under natural

conditions and where soil is anchored by deep-rooted

plants, the angles of repose are much steeper than those

given. Occurrence of landslides in chaparral is strongly

related to the angle of repose for different soils, once

cover, root depth, and root strength are taken into

consideration.

On steep, harsh southern exposures, plant cover is

sparse, and dry creep and dry ravel (downhill soil and

debris movement during the dry season) become major

erosional forces, especially where slopes beyond the angle

of repose have been undercut. During low rainfall years,

this dry creep and dry ravel often exceed wet erosion rates

during the winter months. The debris settles at the foot of

the slopes, where it is flushed out by the rainstorms of

higher-than-usual intensity, which occur about every 5

years. Dry creep and dry ravel can also be greatly acceler-

ated by animals, such as deer, rodents, and birds.

The dry-wet cycle on these slopes begins when summer

drought encourages dry creep and dry ravel. The onset of

the first light winter rains gives the soil cohesion and

greatly reduces dry erosion. If further rains do not follow

before the soil dries out, dry creep and dry ravel again

accelerate. With heavier rains, dry erosion finally stops

completely, so that erosion is at a minimum during the first

part of the rainy season. As the rainy season continues,

however, the soil mantle becomes saturated and rill and

gully (overland) erosion accelerates. Toward the end of the

rainy season and until the soil surface dries out and loses its

cohesiveness, erosion is again low (Anderson and others

1959).

The erosion cycle is influenced by topography and vege-

tation. A north-facing slope is less exposed to the sun than

a south-facing slope, and is therefore more moist for the

greater part of the year. On north exposures, deeper soils

and more dense plant cover of different species have deve-

loped over time, and these greatly reduce dry creep and

overland erosion. Dry ravel occurs sporadically but may
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shown for some tiillsides of vary-

ing steepness. On natural

slopes, the danger of soil slip fail-
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The angle may be expressed as
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a percent (rise/run) or in degrees
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(Campbell 1975).
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Figure 5—During heavy rains,

the amount of water that infil-

trates the soil layer may exceed

the capacity of the parent rock

material to transmit water. A
zone of supersaturated soil may

develop, with a potential slip sur-

face as the lower edge. The

chances of slope failure are in-

creased when deep-rooted na-

tive vegetation is replaced by

more shallow-rooted plantings.

Even though little or no runoff

and little erosion may occur at

the surface, slope strength at the

deeper levels is reduced.



be high during or immediately after a fire; plants that were

anchoring the debris on their uphill side are burned off,

and gravitational forces are again influential.

Dry creep is more continuous and at times almost

imperceptible, but soil slips and slumps (landslides)—the

major wet erosional processes on mature chaparral water-

sheds—are readily visible. A soil slip is a miniature lands-

lide caused by downslope movement of soil under wet or

saturated conditions. Slips and slumps account for almost

50 percent of the total erosional processes on a watershed

(Rice 1974).

Soil failures are most common on slopes that range from
25° to 45° (fig. 4). As the slopes become steeper, the

thickness of the soil mantle decreases and rockslides

become more common. The minimum angle of soil failure

is steeper for chaparral vegetation than for grasses. Slides

occur primarily during rainfall of high intensity, after the

soil has been saturated from a single major storm or from

several medium- to high-intensity storms in close succes-

sion. In such cases, the rate of water infiltration into the

soil mantle exceeds the rate of percolation into the underly-

ing bedrock. This results in supersaturated soils (Jig. 5).

Slips and landslides occur more readily when the inter-

face of the soil and the parent material is low in shear

strength (resistance to separation), but this is not easy to

predict for a particular region. Slides may not add much to

the immediate amount of downstream sediment eroded

from a particular watershed because the eroded material

may accumulate at the base of the slope. The sediment

effect of slides is magnified after a fire because even mod-
erately heavy storms can create high-velocity overland

flow of water over bare hillsides, carrying away the accum-
ulated sediment. Because flow velocity is further increased

in the streambeds, the water can transport greater amounts
of debris.

Fire-Flood Cycle

The amount of erosion after a fire depends on the storm

intensity and the time elapsed since the fire (table 1).

Postfire erosion may be more than 50 to 100 times greater

than on a well-vegetated watershed. Understanding of the

fire-flood cycle is vital to watershed management because

the peak flows created by fire-denuded hillsides are

responsible for accelerated erosion and flood damage.

Table \~Amount of erosion related to age of chaparral and maximum
24-hour precipitation

Runoff: bare ground (fire denuded)

Runoff: forested (chaparral)

Years Erosion at maximum 24-hour precipitation of . . .

since

fire 2 inches 5 inches 11 inches

Ydyacre

1 5 20 180

4 1 12 140

17 1 28

50+ 3

I
o
c
3

o
0)

I

Source; Kittredge 1973
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Figure 6—Water runoff from a watershed denuded by fire reaches a

higher peak than that from a forested watershed.

Peak flow is the point of maximum streamflow, the result

of precipitation that is added to the base streamflow after

immediate losses for interception, infiltration, and soil

moisture recharge have been satisfied. On bare ground,

peak flow increases drastically as the rate of rainfall

increases, and reaches its maximum about the same time as

rainfall (fig. 6). As the rain stops, runoff is greatly reduced

and is eliminated within a very short period thereafter. As

shown in the graph, runoff on a well-vegetated watershed

is often not noticeable until the storm is well underway. A
much reduced peak runoff is normally reached at the end

of the storm, and the constantly diminishing flow is fed for

a considerable period of time. Grassland watersheds have

greater peak flows than forested watersheds.

A well-vegetated watershed thus greatly reduces peak

streamflow by increasing the time before runoff begins,

and by spreading it over a longer period of time. This

eliminates or greatly reduces watershed damage, as fol-

lows: Increasing the infiltration rate and lag time by as

much as four times decreases the peak discharge rate (peak

flow) by almost four times. On the other hand, a decrease

in lag time and infiltration rate, caused by bare soils,

produces a geometric increase in sediment-carrying capac-

ity. Thus, as the velocity of the water (v) is doubled, its

erosive power is increased 4 times (v^) and its carrying

capacity is increased 32 times (v^). This carrying capacity

dictates the quantity and size of material that can be car-

ried by a given amount of water and adds to its destruc-

tiveness (Leopold 1980).

Of the wet erosional processes, scouring out of stream

channels after fires accounts for the greatest sediment

yield. Overland flow causing rill and gully erosion is next in

importance. The debris that clogs a stream channel bed

and is scoured out has been accumulating since the last fire

and was reduced by intermittent nonfire-related flood

peaks. Thus, even during nonfire years, channel scour is a

major source of sediment. Both channel scour and over-

land flow increase with storm intensity, channel scour



being responsible for two to three times more sediment

than overland flow in almost all situations. The amount of

channel scour depends on stream discharge and, therefore,

the capacity of moving water to hold and carry sediments.

Overland flow depends on other factors, such as the infil-

tration rate of the soil (related to soil texture and aggrega-

tion), the percolation and water storage capacity (related

to soil texture and depth), the steepness of the slope, the

heat of the fire (which affects development of water-

repellency in soil layers), and the splash effect during heavy

rains (which clogs the pores of fine-textured soils).

The production of water-repellent (hydrophobic) soils

by hot fires is an important factor in overland flow (Jig. 7).

In nature, many soils are water-repellent to some degree, as

a result of the breakdown of organic material and the

presence of certain chemicals in the plant litter. Often fire

volatilizes these chemicals and the resultant gases pene-

trate into the soil, where they cool, coat the soil particles,

and reduce water penetration through the soil layer that

has been affected. Water-repellency is more acute in coarse

(sandy) soils than in fine (clay) soils. Fine soils have a

greater surface-to-volume ratio, so that more of the water-

repellent gases per unit area of soil are needed to coat all

soil particles effectively. Depending on the heat of the fire,

the water-repellent layer may be found almost at the sur-

face or down as far as 2 inches (5 cm) (DeBano 1969,

Osborn and others 1967). Nonwettable soils reduce germi-

nation and establishment of plants on sloping ground

because of the lack of adequate soil moisture.

Immediately after a fire, the water-repellent layer acts as

mulch by preventing evaporation from the lower wettable

layer. Chaparral that resprouts during the hot summer
after a fire draws moisture from the rock crevices and the

water remaining in the lower wettable layer. With the onset

of rains, the surface wettable layer becomes saturated;

further precipitation cannot infiltrate except through the

breaks in the water-repellent layer. The resulting overland

flow is magnified by successive storms. However, if the

first few winter rains are light and the thin wettable surface

layer does not dry out between rains (that is, in cool,

overcast weather), then the water-repellent layer becomes

wettable from slow absorption of moisture from above.

Once moist throughout, it retains its infiltration and perco-

lation capacity. Surface runoff from later storms is greatly

reduced as long as the layer does not dry out and become
nonwettable again. Mechanical disturbance breaks up the

nonwettable layer even more readily than gentle rains. The

effect of water repellency is much lower after the first year

and becomes negligible after 5 to 10 years (DeBano and

Rice 1973). Such changes in soil wettability may partly

explain the great differences observed in overland flow

after a fire.

Before fire

Water repellent layer

^ Wettable soil layer

m Bedrock

^ Thin wettable sur-

face layer

^ Break in water repel-

^ Runoff

^ Lateral

flow

Figure 7—The effects of heat on

the soil may increase the depth

of the water-repellent layer, and

increase repellency, so that

water does not penetrate well to

plant roofs. Thus the establish-

ment of seedlings is slowed

down until the water-repellent

layer is broken up. Water from

frequent heavy rains flows over-

land, and rill and gully erosion is

increased. With time, the water-

repellent layer again becomes

wettable.



During the season after a fire, if rainfall is low and storm

intensities are light, overland flow and channel scour are

lessened. Dry creep, dry ravel, and occasional landslides

which started on steep slopes during the fire may then be

the primary agents of erosion. On the other hand, dry

erosion may be greatly reduced if the fire occurs imme-

diately before the rainy period or between rainy periods.

Increases in landslides during the rainy period following

a fire could be caused by well-spaced storms that permeate

the nonwettable layer and completely recharge the water-

holding capacity of the soil. Once the soil moisture is

recharged, a high-intensity storm could quickly supersatu-

rate the soil, thereby accelerating wet creep, starting

slumps and slides, and greatly increasing overland flow.

Under these conditions, postfire rainy season slumps and

slides have a tendency to occur more frequently on a south

slope than a north slope. On south slopes, a sparse prefire

vegetative cover, coupled with thin soils and a smaller root

network, provides less soil-binding and water-holding

capacity.

Postfire slips and slumps during the first few years after

a fire may be greatly reduced on nonwettable soils if high

intensity storms follow each other in close order, thereby

reducing rainfall penetration through the nonwettable

layer. The soil below the nonwettable layer would remain

dry, eliminating landslides, but the greatly increased over-

land flow would result in highly visible rill and gully ero-

sion and would increase channel scour.

Erosion Factors

Erosion is the product of six factors: soils, climate,

vegetation, animal activity, topography, and human activ-

ity. The climate, the degree of slope of the land, and the soil

physical characteristics cannot be directly controlled to

reduce soil erosion, but can be modified through soils

engineering, whose principal aim is to change slope charac-

teristics so that the amount and velocity of runoff is

lessened.

Soils

Soil is developed through physical and chemical weather-

ing of a thin surface layer of rock and mineral fragments

(soil parent material). Soil texture, structure, depth, and

fertility determine what kind of plant life a soil can support

and what its infiltration rate, percolation rate, and water

holding and water storage capacities will be. Soil texture

and structure determine the erosiveness of soils. Texture is

the proportion of mineral particles of various sizes in the

soil; structure is the degree of aggregation of these

particles.

In order of decreasing particle size, soil texture classes

are sand, silt, and clay. Sand particles are visible to the

naked eye; individual silt and clay particles are visible only

under the microscope. Sandy soils are referred to as coarse

textured, loamy soils as medium textured, and clay soils as

fine textured. Generally, soils composed of coarser parti-

cles drain water more rapidly than soils composed predom-

inantly of finer particles. Sandy soils allow fast water

infiltration and percolation, but little storage; clay soils

allow slow infiltration and percolation and greater storage.

Sand, silt, and clay are easily eroded if the particles are not

bound into stable aggregates. Organic materials and col-

loidal clays are primary cementing agents. Soils high in

clay content and organic material are among the least

erodible and most fertile soils. Sandy soils low in clay and

organic material tend to have high erosion rates.

Good soil structure contains much airspace, which

allows ready water infiltration into the soil, water percola-

tion through the soil, and higher water storage capacity.

Soils that have blocky or prismatic aggregates or that

contain a high fraction of gravel (rock fragments larger

than 2 mm) have higher infiltration rates than soils that are

platy, such as most clay soils, or granular, such as some

loamy soils.

Although geological relationships are too complex to

analyze here, review of some geologic terms and principles

should clarify the direct implication of geology in slope

management. The type of rock and parent material present

are good indicators of the weathering of rocks, the soil-

forming processes, and erosion. The rock hardness, the

size of the crystals, and the degree of crystal bonding and

cementation are all important factors. For example, many
granitic rocks erode rapidly because of weak crystal cohe-

sion and large crystal size. This makes our granitic soils

highly erodible. Rhyolite rocks weather more slowly, pro-

ducing finer crystals, and soils derived from these rocks are

therefore less erodible. Basalt rocks have even finer crys-

tals that weather very slowly and soils derived from these

rocks are less erodible still.

Generally, metamorphic rocks (rocks that were altered

in form under extreme heat and pressure) are harder than

igneous rocks (rocks formed by cooling and solidification

of molten lava) and sedimentary rocks (rocks which were

broken down by weathering and deposited by water, wind,

and gravity and then consolidated by heat or pressure or

cemented by silica, lime, or iron solutions).

Climate

The major climatic factors in erosion are precipitation,

temperature, and wind. Precipitation, viewed as the inter-

play of amount, intensity, and duration, rather than as

average rainfall, is the greatest erosional factor. The first

rainfall after a dry period saturates a bare soil surface,

causing little erosion. After that, raindrops hit the soil-

water surface, causing breakdown of the soil aggregates.

Splashing causes muddy water, in which the smaller soil

particles are held in suspension. When this muddy water

enters the soil, the pores become clogged; infiltration slows

down and may almost stop. Amount and velocity of runoff

are increased, causing surface erosion, rills, and finally

gullies. If the runoff water is concentrated long enough on

a particular portion of a slope, the soil becomes saturated

and mud flows result.



Temperature and wind have some erosional effects.

High temperatures have an indirect effect in creating a

harsh environment for plants, so that revegetation is slow

and there is little soil binding. Wind erosion at the surface

is most critical on fine-grained dry soils devoid of vegeta-

tion. When large areas become exposed, as on recently

tilled fields or sandy deserts, or in dry, overgrazed regions,

wind erosion may become the dominant process.

Topography

Topography can be directly controlled or permanently

altered to reduce soil erosion. Changes in topography

influence climate (rainfall), soils, and vegetation. Degree

and length of slope, the two most important factors that

determine the amount of runoff and soil erosion (table 2),

can often be manipulated. Cover crops, such as grasses,

help to offset the effect of slope on surface erosion and

contours can be very effective in reducing soil erosion and

runoff. Rains of high intensity cause much greater amounts

of erosion than do low intensity rains under similar slope

conditions. Two rules of thumb emphasize these important

relationships: doubling the degree of slope increases the

erosion two to three times, and doubling the horizontal

length of the slope increases erosion two to three times.

To visualize the amounts of sediment carried away by

erosion, note that 1 mm (0.04 inch) of soil erosion approx-

imates 2 tons of topsoil per acre (4.6 t/ha) or up to 4 cubic

yards (3 m^) of wet soil. Thus, 0.04 inch (1 mm) of soil

erosion per acre equals about one large dump truck of

debris. These estimates would be affected by the type of

soil and the rainfall intensity. During high intensity rains,

runoff and erosion increase with length of slope and shal-

lowness of soil, because at high intensities there is less time

for infiltration and water storage. For low intensity rains,

runoff and erosion decrease greatly (table 2). If the soil has

a low infiltration rate and low water storage capacity,

excessive runoff and slope damage can be reduced only

through engineering practices, such as installation of ter-

Table 2

—

Effects on erosion and runoffproduced by slope characteristics, protective

cover, and rainfall intensity'

Erosion factor. Annual

soil, location. Annual Slope Slope soil Water

time period, crop rainfall steepness length loss loss

Inches Degrees Feet Tons/acre Pet rain

Slope

Steepness 40 2 91 20 29

(Shelby loam, Montana, 35 5 73 69 28

1918-35, corn, clean tilled):

Length (Shelby silt loam. 33 5 90 24 19

Montana, 1934-35, corn. 33 5 180 54 21

clean tilled): 33 5 270 66 24

Direction (Marshall silt

loam, Iowa, 1933-35, corn.

clean tilled):

On contour 27 5 — 0.1

Up and down 27 5 — 12 12

Protective cover

Palouse silt loam, Washing-

ton, 1932-35 wheat):

Fallow 22 17 — 9 9

Bare 22 17 — 28 25

Rainfall intensity

(Marshall silt loam, Iowa,

1932-34) (-) 5 158 9 II

(') 5 315 18 18

i') 5 630 33 20

(') 5 158 8 28

(') 5 315 6 17

(') 5 630 6 14

Source: Bennett 1939.

'Rainfall in southern California is generally more concentrated and of higher inten-

sity than in Montana or Iowa, and often causes more erosional damage than indicated

here.

^High intensity = rains considerably exceeding infiltration capacity of the soil.

'Low intensity = rains twice the duration of high intensity rains and only slightly

above the infiltration capacity of the soil.
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races and drains which take the water off the slope before it

can do any damage. Compaction of the soil reduces infil-

tration and surface roughness increases it.

Terracing reduces the length of the slope, mitigates the

degree of slope, and disperses the water at a lower velocity,

thereby reducing its cutting action. The greatly reduced

runoff reduces the amount of soil eroded. Significant

reduction in total runoff from terraced land compared

with that from nonterraced land can be achieved; the soil

becomes more permeable because the reduced velocity of

the runoff allows more time for infiltration {table 2).

Spacing of terraces is determined primarily by the slope

of the land. Spacing is also influenced by the ability of the

soil to absorb water and transmit it through its profile, and

by the plant material that covers the slopes. Permeable

soils of high water storage capacity, erodible soils, soils

underlain by weak bedrock, and soils on steep slopes

require close spacing of terraces. In areas of intense rain-

fall, and in residential areas, concrete terraces (bench

drains) and down drains are used to channel the water off

the slope, but may not prevent slippage. During the inter-

mittent high-intensity rains that occurred in southern Cali-

fornia in the spring of 1978 and 1980, I noted many slope

failures on manmade slopes despite concrete terraces.

Slope failures often occurred on permeable soils on steeper

slopes that were planted to grasses and shallow-rooted

vegetation instead of deep-rooted plants. In areas of high-

intensity rains, both concrete terraces and deep-rooted

vegetation are therefore necessary. Bench drains, gener-

ally, should not be installed on natural slopes steeper than

20° because there may be weakening of slope stability at

the steeper angles.

Contour planting, a system of small earth terraces con-

structed around the slope so as to follow the contour of the

land, is used as a soil conservation measure. It is most

successful on permeable soils during average storms of

medium duration. Heavy, intense storms allow contours to

break and permit the water to concentrate in channels

down the slope. Grains such as barley have been used

successfully for over 50 years in initial contour stabiliza-

tion of highly erosive fill slopes of good permeability until

deep-rooted, woody plant material has become estab-

lished.

Vegetation

A good vegetative cover can greatly offset the effects of

climate, soil, and topography on erosion. Vegetation

achieves this effect by intercepting rainfall, and by decreas-

ing the velocity of runoff and the cutting power of water,

thus allowing more time for water to infiltrate. In addition,

vegetation increases soil particle aggregation and porosity.

Roots bind the soil particles and anchor the soil to the

parent material. Transpiration through the leaves dries out

the soil, enabling it to absorb more water.

Different types of vegetation reduce erosion to different

degrees. Plants with interwoven rhizomes, plants that form

a tight mat, or those that produce much litter and have

tight aerial crowns normally decrease surface erosion more

than plants that lack these characteristics. Most grasses are

therefore well suited for surface erosion control, and deep-

rooted woody plants for permanent slope stability espe-

cially on slopes with deep soils. This fact was reemphasized

in studies which showed that during moderate- to high-

intensity storms, soil slippage (shallow mass soil move-

ment) was inversely related to the rooting pattern, size, and

density of vegetation (Bailey and Rice 1969, Rice and

others 1969, Rice and Foggin 1971). Analysis of the soil

slips by vegetative types showed slippage on about 25

percent of the barren or sparsely covered natural slopes

situated on harsh southern and eastern exposures. The

roots of the sages, the predominant vegetation on these

sites, are shallow and spread laterally through shallow soil

instead of into bedrock. Slippage occurred on 1 2 percent of

the area converted from brush to perennial grasses, but on

only 6 percent of the area converted to annual grasses.

Apparently a higher density and greater below-ground

root biomass of annual grasses compared with perennial

grasses more than compensates for their more shallow root

system. On slopes converted from chaparral to grass, soil

slip patterns were thus related to root patterns, whereas on

natural slopes they were related to soil factors.

In all chaparral vegetation types combined (chamise,

oak, broadleaf) there was slippage in less than 2.5 percent

of the area. These vegetation types are characterized by

plants with deep tap roots. California scrub oak with roots

extending more than 30 feet (9 m) deep and occupying

mesic northerly and easterly aspects, is one of the vegeta-

tive types least susceptible to slippage. Overall, dense

broadleaved chaparral, which prefers the more mesic

northern exposures, is much less susceptible to slippage

than the more sparse chamise chaparral predominantly

found on harsher southern exposures.

Vegetation, in general, increases the moisture storage

capacity of the soil, particularly when plants are vigorously

growing and transpiring. Most chaparral plants are ever-

green and active in winter, thereby increasing the capacity

of the soil for greater soil moisture storage during the

critical winter period.

Any good vegetative cover will greatly reduce erosion

during intense rainfall of short duration or extended rain-

fall of low intensity. In southern California's Mediterra-

nean climate, however, almost yearly storms of high inten-

sity and long duration are characteristic. Therefore, the

most effective plant material possible is needed, along with

proper land use planning. In chaparral, nature has pro-

vided a watershed cover that has become effectively

adapted to dry, hot summers and long periods of summer

drought. Modifying this cover for fire protection creates

many problems.

Animals

The influence of animals on erosion is closely linked to

that of vegetation. For example, beneficial soil fauna such

as earthworms and beetles are more abundant under a
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good vegetative cover. They greatly improve soil structure

by mixing humus with subsurface soil layers and by creat-

ing channels in the soil which increase soil permeability. A
moderate number of rodents, such as pocket gophers, are

also useful for this purpose. Too many rodents can be a

nuisance, however, creating soil instability by damaging

root structure, tunneling large underground waterways,

and concentrating water in sections of hillsides. These

conditions can induce slippage problems.

Animals, like plants, require a definite set of habitat

conditions. A change in habitat often directly affects popu-

lation dynamics. In an informal study made of a 90- by

150-foot (27.4 by 45.8 m) chaparral-covered urban water-

shed that was fenced but had not burned in 40 years,

various changes in animal populations were observed. The

chaparral was pruned for fire safety in 1977 and 1978 and

the understory was thinned, thereby destroying the habitat

for pack rats. The resident rattlesnake, measuring 44

inches (111.8 cm), was removed from the site. The

understory was planted to low fuel plants, which were

readily clipped by pack rats and mice that reinvaded from

surrounding areas. California quail moved onto the site,

but no California ground squirrels were sighted.

Within a year after the partial brush clearance, the

October 1978 Mandeville Canyon Fire denuded the study

area and surrounding watersheds. This prompted a rat

invasion into nearby residentia areas and created the open

habitat preferred by ground squirrels. During July and

August, 1979, 17 ground squirrels were trapped within the

study area, accounting for 100 percent of the population

sighted. Four rattlesnakes were also removed during the

summer months. One rattlesnake was killed onsite; its

stomach contained the remains of four gophers. With the

removal of the rattlesnakes, the gopher population ex-

ploded with serious detriment to the reestablishment of the

low fuel plants. Three western racers, two gopher snakes,

and one mountain kingsnake were spotted during 1979,

but these are no match for a mature gopher in its natural

underground habitat.

From July 1 to August 15, 1980, 39 ground squirrels

were trapped, accounting for every ground squirrel within

the study area at the time. Trapping was continued on

September 1 and an additional 15 ground squirrels were

caught within the next 2 weeks. The great influx ofground

squirrels into the area was supported by juvenile animals

that moved into areas of low population densities created

through trapping. It is estimated that 90 percent of the

adult ground squirrels would need to be trapped every year

to maintain effective population control. Rabbits were

sighted for the first time, and along with rats and mice, are

heading towards a population explosion. A coyote was

observed to raise a litter each year during 1 978-80, near the

study area.

In this example, human interference changed the bal-

ance of nature by changing the natural habitat. The
changes in the predator population resulted in increasing

the gopher, rat, mouse, ground squirrel, and rabbit popu-

lations. This had an immediate detrimental effect on the

watershed through reduction of ground cover and under-

mining of slope stability.

The detrimental effect of rodents on slope stability is

also pointed out in hillside grading guidelines (Los Angeles

County 1975) which specify that "fill slopes steeper than

2: 1 (20 percent, 1 1°) with a grading project located next to

undeveloped land infested by burrowing rodents, shall be

protected from potential damage by a preventive program

of rodent control."

Observations by the Los Angeles County Agricultural

Commissioner's Office in Calabasas Park confirmed that

ground squirrels were at least a significant contributing

cause of a massive slope failure that cost more than

$500,000 for rehabilitation. Control of rodents affecting

sloping land is therefore a cost-effective undertaking.

Trapping and population control is most successful

when the life history of the animal is known. The Califor-

nia ground squirrel causes extensive hillside damage (fig.

8) because it digs burrows from 5 to 39 feet (1.5 to 12 m)

long, almost 5 inches ( 1 3 cm) in diameter and up to 4 feet

(1.2m) deep (Grinnel and Dixon 1918). Colonial burrows

used by both sexes and their young may be more than 130

feet (40 m) long. At any time there are more burrows than

individual squirrels, because the squirrels construct new

burrows from time to time to have additional escape routes

and probably to leave most of their fleas behind in the old

nest. These fleas can be the carrier for the bacillus of the

bubonic plague. Minimal handling of ground squirrels is

therefore advisable.

The California ground squirrel was an asset to the Indi-

ans because both its fur and meat could be used. The

squirrel became a pest when the settlers drove out the

Indians and destroyed many other natural enemies such as

the golden eagle, redtailed hawk, coyote, badger, wildcat,

weasel, rattlesnake, and gopher snake. The importance of

natural enemies for population control is well documented.

One study showed that a nest of golden eagles consumed 6

ground squirrels per day for a total of about 540 squirrels

duringa 3-month period (Grinnel and Dixon 1918). Inten-

sive agriculture also supplied a dependable food source for

the ground squirrels; thus two primary factors of popula-

tion control, seasonal scarcity of food and natural enemies,

were greatly reduced or eliminated.

In the wildlands, ground squirrels gather almost any

seeds and fruits available, but prefer the young leaves and

seeds of alfilaria, star thistle, and bur clover. The animals

are also fond of prickly pear. In urban areas and agri-

cultural lands they gather grain and grass seeds. Successful

revegetation methods with grasses can therefore contribute

to population explosions by providing a plentiful seed

source from early ripening seeds. Among cultivated nuts,

ground squirrels prefer almonds and walnuts, and among
fruits they like apples, prunes, peaches, apricots, figs, and

olives. Poultry and wild bird eggs, as well as potatoes, are

also sought after. Grapes, if harvested while ripening, are

normally safe from ground squirrels.
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The breeding season of the California ground squirrel

extends from about February until April. At higher alti-

tudes and in colder climates, the breeding season is later

and shorter. A litter varies from 4to 1 1 and averages 7 or 8.

Under favorable conditions of climate and food supply,

two litters are produced in 1 year. The gestation period

lasts about 30days and the young are born towards the end

of March. They may appear above ground near their bur-

rows towards early May. They start digging their own
burrows within 4 to 6 weeks thereafter, and fend for them-

selves from then on. If the population density is too high

locally, they migrate by July and August. By September,

the young have matured.

Human Interference

The homeowner must remember that on steep terrain

almost every stone and plant has its place. Anything that

changes the natural relationships of soil, vegetation, and

runoff may create a potential hazard. Random clearing or

tunneling or other disturbance of the soil may channel

overland flow or groundwater seepage in such a way as to

weaken slopes and eventually lead to failure of an entire

slope. Undercutting of the toe of a slope is one of the major

reasons for eventual slope failures. Development above

such slopes should be severely restricted unless the slope

can be totally restabilized by mechanical means. Restabili-

zation should be a logical prerequisite for issuing a build-

ing permit. With the rapid mobility of the urban popula-

tion, the original owner and builder are seldom faced with

the hillside problems and financial losses they helped

create.

The urban hillside homeowner normally lacks the know-
ledge necessary and year-round commitment to property

management, so that small problems magnify and water-

shed deterioration progresses from year to year. For

example, a bench drain—a concrete sidehill drain—that is

partially blocked by soil, or a pipe filled with leaves, will

eventually cause uncontrolled overland runoff, supersa-

turated soils, and slope failures. Slopes cleared of deep-

rooted vegetation but not properly replanted will slowly

weaken because the strength of the remaining root system

is steadily deteriorating. Root decay starts rapidly with the

death of the plant and is completed in about lOyears (Rice

and others 1982). Since landscape plants that replace

native plants take a longer time to provide an equal bio-

mass of live roots to the soil, it is therefore best to thin and

prune, leaving deep-rooted native plants alive as perman-

ent specimens or at least until the replacement vegetation is

well anchored.

A row of water-demanding landscape plants, such as

roses or fruit trees, planted along the edge of a slope may be

responsible for supersaturated soils during intense rains.

Backyards that are leveled to accommodate lawns may be

responsible for channeling water over the slope. A broken

or leaky pipe or sprinkler system or improperly laid out

drains are causes of slope failures, especially in older

developments. Improper or loosely compacted fill may
settle, thereby often breaking drainage pipes laid across or

through them. The displacement of natural enemies of

slope-damaging rodents increases their population and

also accelerates their damage potential. Any hillside devel-

opment has the potential for creating serious problems for

Figure 8—Hillsides in southern

California are often damaged by

ground squirrels tfiat burrow

deep into the soil and dig for dis-

tances up to 40 feet (12,2 me-
ters).
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lower-lying homes; however, the unwillingness of a down-

slope or sideslope resident to provide drainage easement

may affect the drainage patterns of the whole watershed,

and dangerously undermine its stability.

On a larger scale, the hydrologic characteristics of a

watershed can be altered in two ways by urbanization

(Strahlerand Strahler 1973):

1. The percentage of surface runoff made impervious

to infiltration is increased through the construction of

buildings, driveways, and so on. This leads to increased

overland flow (runofO and greater discharge directly into

streams, increased flood peaks, and reduced recharge of

groundwater.

2. Storm sewers allow storm runoff from paved areas

to be taken directly to the stream channels (or the ocean)

for discharge.

The effects of these two changes combine. Runoff time

to the stream channels is shortened at the same time that

the proportion of runoff is being increased. The lag time

between precipitation and runoff is reduced, thereby

increasing peak flow and frequency of floods.

Two basic methods of control are possible to decrease

peak flows that exceed the stream channel capacity (Satter-

lund 1972):

1. Increasethecapacity of the channel to handle excess

flow, as by dredging, building levees to increase bank

height, widening the channel or straightening it to increase

speed of flow.

2. Decrease the volume of water so that it does not

exceed the capacity of the channel, as by means of reser-

voirs, spreading grounds, and diversion overflows.

Sometimes it is possible to shift a problem from one

place to another. This approach is useful if the problem is

shifted away from a high value area to a low value area.

Problems arise, however, when determining what can be

done if homes are located at the edge of a streambed, at the

mouth of a channel, or on a flood plain. In such flood-

hazardous locations proper flood control then becomes

impractical if not impossible and should be thought of as

flood reduction rather than flood control.

COPING WITH
WATERSHED PROBLEMS

Maintaining Slope Stability

If slopes on a particular property range from about 25°

to 45° (47 to 1 00 percent), landslides may be the major long

term erosional process (Campbell 1975). They can be

reduced by maintaining deep-rooted woody vegetation,

such as chaparral, on the hillside. The deep roots serve the

dual function of anchoring the soil and pumping the water

out of the deeper soil layers. Woody chaparral vegetation is

more deeply rooted than any other low-fuel plant vegeta-

tion that could replace it, and also has an extensive, strong

lateral root system. Therefore, chaparral should not be

grubbed out. Occasionally the volume of fuel should be

reduced through pruning that removes dead material,

trims lower branches, and tops larger branches, and

through occasional thinning of crowded plants. The chap-

arral plants should be interspersed with deep-rooted,

drought-tolerant low-fuel plants of somewhat similar

water requirement or tolerances that will form low-

growing, dense ground covers. Sprinkler irrigation may be

necessary until the low-fuel plants are well established;

after that, they can be given a few deep waterings in the

summer. Proper watering of new plantings may have to be

continued throughout the winter season if rainfall is sparse

or intermittent. If drought-tolerant landscape plants are

heavily watered, they may not be able to use all of the water

so that the soil mantle is partially saturated at the start of

the rainy season, with greater likelihood of soil slips and

slides. Water-demanding plants should therefore not be

used for hillside planting.

When chaparral is thinned or removed for fire protec-

tion, great care must be taken not to remove plants over

more area than can be safely replanted and covered with

low-fuel plants the same season. Any disturbance or remov-

al of the native vegetation represents at least a temporary

instability in a particular portion of the watershed. Erosion

during brush conversion can be severe on even moderately

steep slopes of about 15° (27 percent). First-year erosion

rates on such slopes can exceed 1 inch (2.54 cm) of loose

topsoil. On an acre basis (1 acre = 0.4 ha), this would

amount to as much as 100 cubic yards (76 m') of soil

(enough to fill up to 25 dump trucks) that would find its

way into properties at the base of the slope. Such heavy soil

loss can be greatly reduced through the use of erosion

netting, such as jute matting, which is very effective in

protecting soil from washing away. Erosion netting should

be used at planting time whenever it is anticipated that

heavy rains will return before a plant cover can be reestab-

lished. The loss of topsoil in itself is very critical because

topsoil contains more nutrients, has better structure, a

greater infiltration rate, and more water storage capacity

than subsoil and is therefore more capable of producing

vigorous, rapidly growing plants.

Brush conversion on slopes approaching 30° (58 per-

cent) should not be attempted unless appropriate soils

engineering practices such as terracing are used or unless

the slope is short. In some instances slopes are steeper than

the natural angle of repose for the geologic material. For

most standard soils on natural slopes, this angle is about

34° (67 percent), but it depends on the many factors dis-

cussed earlier. Because of internal static friction, the angle

of maximum slope (angle at which slope failure occurs)

may be up to 10° greater than the angle of repose. Los

Angeles County Grading Guidelines (1975) also emphasize

the maximum slope angle by stating the "cuts shall not be

steeper than 1.5:1 (34°) unless the owner furnishes a soils

engineering or soils geology report. . .certifying that a cut at

a steeper slope will be stable and not create a hazard to
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Figure 9—Rock strata can con-

tribute to hillside problems. A
break in the pavement next to the

house (A) caused by sewer or

water lines can lead to major slip-

page. More slippage occurs on

the right side of this hill than on

the left.

Original ridge top

Section of slope

may slip

Chaparral

Bedrock strata

public and private property." Even so, the building inspec-

tor has the right to insist on a more gentle slope if necessary

for stability and safety. Large-scale brush conversion for

fire safety should not be attempted on slopes beyond the

angle of repose, because the soil will slide under the force of

gravity once the plant cover is removed. Most landscape

plants cannot establish themselves unless the hillside is

reshaped. If this cannot be done, permanent accelerated

erosion results, leading to eventual large-scale slope fail-

ures if the underlying parent material is unstable.

The bedrock from which most soils are derived is impor-

tant to slope stability. For example, fractured rocks, or

rock layers that are parallel to the slope, especially on a

northern exposure, cause more hillside problems than con-

solidated rock or rock layers at right angles to the slope

(fig. 9). Soil stability can be greatly reduced by an underly-

ing clay bed; this acts as a lubricating agent once it is wet.

High rates of water infiltration cause local soil saturation

that may result in mudflows and major slides, especially

when they occur on geologically unstable material. There-

fore erosion and slope problems will be accelerated if water

is concentrated on any particular portion of a slope, unless

the water finds its way immediately into storm drains or

rain gutters.

Controlling Drainage

Homeowners must understand the purpose of grading

regulations and should not defeat their intent through

ignorance or lack of maintenance. Much of the hillside

damage in the Los Angeles area in the 1 978, 1 980, and 1 983

floods could have been reduced by homeowners through

preventive maintenance and by following the grading

requirements spelled out in the Los Angeles County grad-

ing guidelines, summarized below:

• A 2 percent overall gradient must be maintained

from the rear of the lot to the curb or drainage structure.

• A berm must be installed at the top of the slope to

prevent water from draining onto the slope.

• A 1 percent flow line is required around the house to

a drainage structure or the street.

• No roof drainage over slopes is permitted.

• Any gradient greater than 5 percent that carries yard

drainage must have a paved swale (wide open drain with

low center line) or V driveway.

• When fill is used to repair even a small slip on a slope,

benches are required if the natural slope exceeds 5:1 (20

percent or 1 1°).

• Cut slopes more than 5 feet (1.5m) high or fill slopes

more than 3 feet (0.9 m) high must be planted with grass or

ground cover. Slopes more than 15 feet (4.6 m) in vertical

height must also be planted with shrubs not more than 10

feet (3 m) on center or trees not more than 20 feet (6 m) on

center, or a combination of shrubs and trees at equivalent

spacing in addition to grasses or ground covers.

• Irrigation must be provided covering all portions of

the slope.

To protect the homeowner from damage caused by

nearby developments, the guidelines stipulate that "no

grading permit shall be issued for work to be com.menced

between October 1 of any year and April 1 5 of the follow-

ing calendar year unless the plans for such work include

details of protective measures, including desilting basins or

other temporary drainage or control measures or both as

may be necessary to protect adjoining public or private
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property. . .
." Additionally, a standby crew for emergency

work must be made available by the builder at all times

during the rainy season, and necessary materials must be

available immediately when rain is imminent. Further-

more, all removable protective devices must be in place at

the end of each working day when the 5-day rain probabil-

ity forecast exceeds 40 percent. A guard must be on site

whenever the depth of water in any device exceeds 2 feet

(61 cm). A 24-houremergency phone number of the person

responsible for the project must be listed when submitting

the temporary erosion control plans. (It is wise also to post

this number on the construction site at all times.)

A field inspector visits building sites periodically, but

would not be aware of any accelerated erosion problems

unless requested by a homeowner to make an emergency

inspection of a property, or unless an inspector is checking

the building site to make sure that drainage plans have been

adhered to. Concerned neighbors may also call the field

inspector to point out erosion problems on construction

sites. A final inspection is done at the time the land is

occupied, and the inspector does not return unless

requested to do so or unless a construction permit is taken

out for improvements. Under these circumstances, new

owners may not be aware of the consequences of any

additional work they are doing, however minor. For

example, major slope failure affecting several properties

was observed after the heavy 1 980 rains. The homes had an

adequate setback from the slopes and the canyon below,

but the large backyards and lawns sloped more than 1

percent toward the rear, thereby draining all excess water

down the hill. Chances are that the backyard landscaping

was done after the final inspection and the result was a

disastrous financial loss to the owners. In another newer

home extending over a hillside, part of the roof drained

onto the slope. Apparently this was a late change in the

design, or it would not have passed inspection. Again, the

result was major slope failure with great financial loss.

Even gently sloping hillsides are not immune from slope

failure. Therefore, hillsides sloping more than 5 percent for

any appreciable distance should not be planted to lawns.

The slope should be broken up by terraces or stone walls so

that the actual lawn is level or has a very gentle slope.

Weakening the slope structure through undercutting of

its toe, as for further development below a steep property,

should be avoided at any cost. Retaining walls may reduce

slide hazard, but are very costly and rarely can duplicate

the stability of the natural toe of a slope. If a slope is being

undercut by a small stream, it may be possible to rechannel

the stream and reduce its velocity in the affected area.

Streambank control is often a more feasible alternative.

Vegetation, as described earlier, can reduce both wet and
dry erosion. Overland erosion in the form of rills and
gullies can be greatly reduced by maintaining a thick

ground cover on the slopes and allowing plant litter to

accumulate. Once gullies have started, they cut rapidly into

the soil mantle and should be immediately controlled

through small check dams, stacking of cut brush, and

temporary soil-binding cover, such as grasses. Dry creep

and dry ravel on steep slopes where vegetation is sparse can

be reduced by use of plants adapted to harsh sites with thin

soils; these add cohesion to the soil.

The annual weed clearing of hillsides down to mineral

soil for fire hazard reduction is a source of accelerated

erosion. Weedy flash fuels such as introduced annual

grasses and wild mustard are well adapted to the climate

and soils of southern California. Clearing them on a yearly

basis with handtools removes much valuable soil while

establishing an excellent seedbed for the next weed crop,

which becomes quickly established with the onset of winter

rains. Motor-powered machines that use nylon filaments

for weed trimming cause less erosion than handtools do,

because a small stubble of the plant is left to protect the soil

surface. Nevertheless, yearly eradication of annual flash

fuels around homes is a never-ending task; such areas

should be planted to low-growing, drought-tolerant ground

cover, interplanted if necessary with deep-rooted vegeta-

tion such as chaparral or carefully selected introduced trees

and shrubs.

Controlling Animal Activity

Rodent activity should be reduced and controlled. It

adds to slope instability by reducing the cover of low-fuel

plants while weakening their root system. Water is concen-

trated on the particular parts of the slope where rodents

have been active. Hillside animal pests can be controlled

most effectively by their natural enemies. If these are not

present, cats can effectively control rodents, including

gophers and ground squirrels. Cats and dogs also manage

to keep the rabbit population under control.

Occasionally, the homeowner must act to minimize hill-

side damage by animals. Instruments that send shock

waves through the soil, such as noisemaker windmills at-

tached to metal rods that send out electrical impulses, have

been used with varying success on hillsides for rodent

control, especially for gophers. They may be worth trying

because they require little maintenance once installed.

Control of pests that have reached epidemic proportions,

such as ground squirrels, is best achieved through poisons

placed in strategically located bait stations. Gopher poison

placed directly into the rodent runways is effective. Advice

on the use and availability of poisons is available from the

local office of the Agricultural Commissioner; in Los

Angeles County, these offices provide rodent control ser-

vice for a minimal fee based on the size of the problem and

the followup service required. Some poisons can be bought

without a license, but in using these poisons, extreme care

must still be taken to ensure that natural predators and

domestic animals are not affected.

Trapping is often effective in animal control. To catch

gophers, small box traps work occasionally and Macabee^

^Trade names and commercial enterprises or products are mentioned
solely for information. No endorsement by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture or the County of Los Angeles is implied.
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traps have worked well. The Macabee traps are used to

block both sides of the major underground tunnel; the

small box traps are placed at the end of a side tunnel.

Larger box traps placed above ground and baited with

apples work well for rabbits; ground squirrels prefer pea-

nut butter or nuts but can also be caught with fruits,

especially when these are not in season. For catching rab-

bits, the traps should be hidden under larger shrubs; for

catching ground squirrels, they can be left in plain view.

These traps also easily catch young gophers and other

underground rodents when they wander above the ground

in search of food. Rats, mice, occasionally a bird, and even

a young curious cat, may enter the traps. Live traps such as

the "have-a-heart" traps (standard size, 30 inches long by 7

inches high) are also effective for the small, curious ground

squirrels. The larger traps are better suited for larger

animals.

Effectiveness of traps tends to vary with the season, the

animal, and the bait used. Maintenance of these traps

requires frequent walking on hillsides which accelerates

soil erosion. Daily disposal of the animals is a chore that

falls upon the trapper.

Shooting, where permissible, is also an effective way to

control most animal pests. Homeowners must be aware of

the danger of firearms and must comply with local ordi-

nances concerning their ownership and use.

Raptor (bird of prey) roosts are used effectively by Los

Angeles County foresters to control rodents in young tree

plantations. In areas where no natural resting sites, such as

trees, are present, the roosts serve for sighting, attacking,

and devouring of prey. A homemade raptor roost is easily

installed and should consist of a vertical post or pipe at

least 1 5 feet (4. 6 m) tall on which a wooden crossbeam 3 to

5 feet (0.9 to 1.5 m) long is mounted horizontally. The pipe

should be in one piece, or it may break at a joint from wind

action. (A completed roost looks like an elongated letter

T.)

Eradication attempts by homeowners are normally of

short duration and poorly organized. Continuous effort is

necessary for long-term population control and hillside

safety, as demonstrated by the following projection for

ground squirrels:

The projection assumes that one litter of eight young is

raised each year, there is no natural mortality, plenty of

food is available, and the rodents can freely emigrate. A
mated pair of ground squirrels present on a watershed in

early spring will then increase its population to 10 by

summer. If an eradication program is 80 percent efficient, 2

animals are left at the end of the first season. If there is no

followup campaign, the population climbs back to its orig-

inal 10 at the end of the second season, to 50 the third

season, 250 the fourth season, 1250 the fifth season, and

6250 the sixth season. Because, during a lifespan of 5 years,

the original pair could be responsible for 6250 offspring,

the initial intensive eradication campaign was responsible

for limiting the population to 1250 at the end of the fifth

season; a difference of 5000 animals. However, even the

relatively low number of 50 animals on an acre of urban

watershed could greatly undermine the hillsides. Neigh-

borhood teamwork is therefore essential to keep hillside

pests under control and eliminate the breeding population

on a regular basis. Just eliminating the young will not

prevent reinfestation.

LANDSCAPING FOR FIRE
AND EROSION CONTROL

When a community greenbelt or a homeowner's undevel-

oped acreage is to be planted for minimum maintenance

and little irrigation, the most important consideration

should be low fuel volume. On hillsides, low-fuel landscape

plants should form a solid cover; they should therefore

have a spreading and not mounting growth habit. This will

suppress weeds and reduce the dry flash fuel. Drought

tolerance and resprouting ability are other important con-

siderations. Ground covers like ivy and vincas, low-

growing shrubs like coyote brush, hedges such as oleander

and myoporum, and even a conifer like Canary Island pine

(the only fire-sprouting conifer readily available from nur-

series) do not need to be replanted. They all readily sprout

after fires, thereby assuring that the greenbelt reestablishes

itself at little or no cost. The resprouting ability of ground

covers is extremely important on steep slopes. Chances are

that with additional watering after a fire, ground cover that

was well established can partially reestablish itself within 3

or 4 months, often in time for the winter rains. Chaparral

plants should not be overlooked in this respect. All are

drought tolerant and most resprout.

Scrub oak, Ceanothus species, chokecherry, and sugar-

bush can be readily shaped into beautiful short-stemmed

trees. At distances of about 25 feet (7.6 m) or more apart

they can be kept relatively fire retardant by occasional

pruning. Oak, California pepper, Brazilian pepper, Cali-

fornia laurel, sycamore, and black locust, to name a few,

are trees that can be effectively blended into a landscape

setting. They all resprout after fire. However, trees gener-

ally have greater fuel volume than shrubs and receive less

pruning. For fire safety, trees can be planted farther apart

than shrubs.

Often overlooked in landscaping are the vinelike low-

growing natives, such as honeysuckle, which are quite

drought tolerant, have a low fuel volume, and are excellent

for slope stabilization. They will resprout after fire.

Resprouting ability also allows the plant to recover from

gopher and other rodent damage.

The choice of plants for landscaping is related directly to

fire safety and protection from erosion. All plants burn

during extreme fire weather conditions, specifically, high

temperatures, strong winds, and low relative humidity. The

labeling of plants as highly flammable, fire retardant, or

fire resistant, is therefore misleading. For many years, the
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term "fire resistant" or "fire tolerant" has been used in

ecological literature to denote plants that are adapted to

fire and can survive it. For example, a nonsprouting pine

such as ponderosa pine is called fire resistant because trees

at maturity are protected from firekill by their thick bark.

Coast live oak is a fire-resistant (fire-tolerant) tree because

it readily resprouts from dormant shoots underneath the

bark; however, a mature oak located next to a home,

because of its fine dead aerial fuel that consists of twigs and

branchlets, can readily catch fire and produce flames that

are two or more times greater than its height and diameter.

Some plants that do not sprout, such as Mediterranean

Cistus species (many of which are highly flammable but

used in landscaping), and also many native Ceanothus

species are fire adapted, because they readily reestablish

themselves from seeds stimulated by fire. Thus, if properly

used and maintained, plants can reduce the spread of fire; if

improperly used, they may increase fire spread. Proper

choice of plants for landscaping depends on specific condi-

tions, but must be combined with measures to improve the

fire safety of the structure itself.

The term //re retardant, as used in a flammability con-

text, means that the plant so described is less flammable

than another that contains the same amount of fuel. This

difference may be due to the proportions of live and dead

fine fuel present, to the oil and mineral content (ash) of the

foliage, to the percent fuel moisture, or to the age of the

plants. For example, the needles of plants like pines, cham-

Table 3— Chemical composition of 1 1 low-fuel plant species Table 4

—

Heat values offour wildlandfuels

Moisture Crude Crude Crude

Species and plant part' Length, type^ content' Ash" fat" protein" fiber"

Percent

Prostrate acacia

Leaves 275 2.5 5.8 16.2 15.7

Stems 12 in., H toSW 215 1.9 6.4 10.9 30.7

Twin peaks coyote brush'

Leaves 335 4.3 9.8 14.7 11.7

Stems 4 in., H toSW 277 3.9 5.2 8.3 21.1

Carmel creeper

Leaves 225 2.6, 4.3 10.8 14.1

Stems H toSW 200 2.3 2.5 5.7 26.5

Green galenia*

Leaves 221 10.9 3.5 18.2 9.7

Stems 8 m., H to SW 198 10.0 1.5 12.1 17.8

Descanso rockrose

Leaves 226 7.1 3.3 10.1 26.5

Stems H toSW 187 2.6 2.1 5.7 13.5

Purple rockrose'

Leaves 239 7.2 4.5 10.5 13.1

Stems H toSW 226 5.3 4.2 6.4 28.9

Prostrate rosemary'

Leaves 349 4.3 12.1 8.8 15.1

Stems 8 in., H toSW 242 3.2 4.2 3.3 47.3

Chilean saltbush*

Leaves 337 10.5 3.3 24.3 6.3

Stems SW 216 3.3 1.4 13.1 29.1

Green saltbush'

Leaves 527 9.2 1.9 27.1 8.3

Stems Green to H 401 6.5 1.1 12.3 26.4

Mueller's saitbush'

Leaves 392 10.5 2.5 20.6 7.3

Stems 4 in.. H toSW 353 8.1 1.8 12.5 24.7

Gray santolina' Composite 322 9.1 III 16.4 16.6

'Late fall growth of tip cuttings consisting of leaves and small twigs was analyzed.
Large seasonal variations in moisture content and fat, protein and fiber contents are

often encountered.

^H = herbaceous, SW = semiwoody, W = woody, Composite = herbaceous to semi-

woody tip cuttings consisting of leaves and stems.

'Moisture content of the living plant sample as percentage of its oven dry weight.

"Percentage of dry residue in relation to the total oven dry weight of plant sample.
'Plants that are inherently flammable (high oil content) but low in fuel volume.
(Fire retardant plants: low in fat (oil) and high in ash.

'A related species, gum rockrose, which grows 6 to 8 feet tall, is often recommended
for low fuel planting, but it has a high crude fat content (14.9 percent) and is highly

flammable.

Species, fuel type Heat value

Kcal/g Btu/lb

Annual grass

Early green 0.418 753

In bloom 1.668 3,005

Mature, dry 3.956 7,128

Blue gum eucalyptus

Leaf litter 5.732 10,328

Bark 4.616 8,317

Duff 5.454 8,272

Branches/ twigs 4.591 8,272

Chamise

Leaves 5.439 9,800

Twigs 5.009 9,025

Branches 4.742 8,544

Scrub oak

Leaves 4.571 8,236

Twigs 4.480 8,072

Branches 4.490 8,090

Source: Agee and others 1973
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se, and rosemary have a high oil content and fine fuel

;haracteristics. They are therefore inherently more flam-

Tiable during the fire season than saltbushes, which have

jroad leaves and lower oil content, with higher ash content

table 3). Other plants fall into intermediate categories.

Some other plants used in landscaping may be just as

lammable as chamise, one of the most flammable chapar-

al species. The heat content of bluegum eucalyptus is

:omparable to that of chamise (table 4). So, once ignited,

joth species may burn equally hot, and the eucalyptus may
present added problems of greater fuel volume and litter

jroduction. During the 1977 Santa Barbara Fire, 244

louses were lost when sundowner winds (downhill evening

^-ind patterns) carried the fire from tree to tree and from

)ne wood shingle roof to another.

Live fuel moisture is important because plants with

ligher fuel moisture ignite less readily. For example, the

ive fuel moisture of many saltbushes that are recom-

Tiended as 'fire-resistant plants" is higher than that of most

;haparral species except for succulents. Live fuel moisture

;ontent of such wildland fuels may be low from June to

Vovember and high from December to April [fig. 10). The

ate summer and fall Santa Ana (fire winds) coincide with

his period of low fuel moisture. Within a few hours the

iry, hot winds can reduce fuel moisture of fine dead plant

Tiaterial to the critical level for ready ignition and can

urther decrease live fuel moisture by a few percentage

points over several days. The amount of fine, dead fuels

determines rate of fire spread because such fuels dry

rapidly, ignite quickly, and preheat live fuels to the ignition

point.

It is clear, then, that inherent fire-retardant characteris-

tics of landscape plants cannot be depended on to prevent

ignition during severe fire weather. Young plants and new

shoots on pruned plants have a high moisture content, and

can be considered slow burning (fire retardant), but as

these plants become older and more woody and the

amount of dry fuel and dead litter increases, they become

more flammable. This fact may explain some of the con-

tradictory literature about "fire retardant" plants. For

example, old man saltbush is often recommended in Cali-

fornia as a fire-resistant plant. In Tunisia, the plant is

grown as firewood because it is excellent for baking bread

in the traditional domestic ovens and also for charcoal. In

well-managed, nonirrigated plantations, it can produce up

to 17 tons /acre (38.25 t/ha) of firewood during the first

year after outplanting, and 30 tons/acre (67 t/ha) within 2

years (Franclet and LeHouerou 1974). With irrigation, the

wood production is even higher. In Australia, where the

plant is browsed periodically by sheep, it is kept vigorous,

and does not readily contribute to fire spread.

Other plant species often mislabeled as fire resistant or

fire retardant are rosemary, coyote brush, and rockrose.

The foliage of these plants has a high oil content, and once
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ignited burns readily. Nevertheless, these plants are

drought tolerant, esthetically pleasing, very versatile for

landscaping, generally low growing (except for gum rock-

rose), and well adapted to southern California's climate.

Their rooting depth approaches that of coastal sage spe-

cies. Prostrate coyote brush resprouts readily after a fire,

and it is an excellent candidate for erosion control on the

steeper hillsides as it does not require replanting after fire.

The fire resistance of plants is relative and depends on

fuel moisture and the amount of dead fuel. Generally, a

low-growing plant has an inherently lower fuel volume

than a taller plant, and therefore has less fine dead fuel.

Two key factors of fire control and fire safety are related

directly to low fuel volume:fuel discontinuity, whereby the

continuity of any flammable cover is broken up, and

reduction infuel load, whereby plants are pruned and dead

fuel is cleared away.

The low fuel volume objective suggests creation of

greenbelts around subdivisions and individual homes. As

space permits, these areas could include flammable fuels

such as chamise, eucalyptus, coyote brush, and rosemary,

as well as relatively fire-resistant fuels such as ice plants.

Aerial fuel (trees) can be kept reasonably fire retardant

through periodic pruning; however, the general tendency is

to leave them unpruned and they are therefore more flam-

mable and carry fire more readily than low-growing plants.

Conifers should not be planted close to a home, because

their needles have a high resin content, provide fine fuels,

are quite flammable, and are likely to be on the roof when
fire strikes. However, both conifers and broadleaf trees

planted a distance away from the home can serve the

important function of channelling the initial convection

heatwave away from a home and thereby perhaps saving it

(assuming, of course, that the flames from the burning trees

can be extinguished before they ignite the house).

Brush clearance ordinances are based on the low fuel

concept and are good guidelines for reducing fire hazard.

They are self-defeating if they do not take into account the

increasing flammability of many landscape plants as they

grow and mature, and ignore the danger of potential slips

and slides on steep slopes owing to the removal of the

deep-rooted chaparral vegetation.

Establishing Greenbelts
Homeowners trying to comply with the brush clearance

ordinances and faced with a brush surcharge on their fire

insurance policies should reduce the unwanted native vege-

tation in an ecologically sound way. They must realize that

it may not be possible to reduce flammable fuels on slip

areas and on erosive, steep, and unstable terrain to the

point of receiving a favorable insurance rate. The added

expense of paying the surcharge then becomes one of the

costs of living with nature and may be much cheaper, even

in the long run, than slope failures caused by improper or

excessive clearing of native vegetation.

There are several alternative methods of reducing flam-

mable fuels and establishing a greenbelt. The first is to

eliminate the native vegetation and relandscape a greenbelt

buffer strip of 100 to 200 feet (30.5 to 61 m) around the

home. This practice may also be the only possible solution

where the developer or builder has already eliminated most

of the native plants, or where, because of harsh climate or

site characteristics, only highly flammable vegetation

exists. This method is effective if the native plants can be

readily replaced by drought-tolerant vegetation of less fuel

Figure 11—Native plants can be

used effectively as foundation

plants in landscapes. To sepa-

rate ground fuels from aerial

fuels, prune the lower branchlets

and thin the plant. Yearly light

pruning can make it difficult for

such plants to burn and support

a fire.
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volume and similar rooting characteristics. Moreover,

more gentle terrain with deep soils is often well suited for

the establishment of a wider greenbelt buffer zone that may
include recreational facilities and commercial agriculture

such as orange or avocado groves. This requires strong

community support and long-range planning but may be

the most effective way of separating wildland fuels from

flammable structures.

A second alternative for landscaping in wildland areas is

to reduce the fuels of the native vegetation and use the

remaining plants as foundation plants in the landscape

setting (fig. 11). To do this, an expert familiar with the

native plants of the area should be consulted to oversee the

selection of plants, thinning, pruning, and relandscaping.

All native vegetation that is not to be removed during the

initial thinning should first be identified. The unwanted

vegetation should then be removed. The consultant who is

selected should be well trained in the principles of pruning

for fire safety and should oversee the pruning of all desira-

ble woody overstory plants into upright short-stemmed

trees. On multistemmed plants, several stems should be

selected and the plant so pruned that a fuel separation is

created between the overstory canopy and the ground

cover that is to be planted next. This method works well in

areas where the native vegetation has not been disturbed by

fire for about 7 to 10 years, and where the fire frequency is

low.

The careful selection of native plants as a foundation for

landscaping is critical, because of differential watering

requirements, differences in year-round appearance,

growth, flowering habits, resprouting characteristics, and

rooting depth. For example, native mountain lilacs {Cea-

nothus species) come in many shades of color from white to

deep blue, and even the highly flammable chamise, left as a

specimen plant, is delightful when displaying its attractive

white flowers. Chokecherries, toyon, elderberry, and Cali-

fornia walnut provide food for wildlife. When there is

doubt about what plant to retain, it is best to choose a

sprouting plant over a nonsprouting one.

Native understory plants can add accent to the landscape

setting but can also act as ladder fuels to the woody over-

story vegetation. Highly flammable plants such as sages

(white, black, purple), buckwheat, California sagebrush,

and deerweed should therefore be eradicated wherever

permanent slope stability permits. Woody perennials such

as fuchsias and gooseberries and even woody-based peren-

nials such as sunflowers that die back to the base every year

should be included in the landscape setting because they

are low-fuel plants with showy flowers and provide food

for wildlife. Perennial grasses should not be eradicated.

Once thinning and pruning of native plants is completed,

erosion netting should be spread and anchored on steeper

slopes and erosive soils. This is especially critical if slow-

growing ground cover such as coyote brush is interplanted

among the native plants or if the ground cover chosen will

not grow fast enough to cover the soil surface by late fall. A
"noncompetitive" protective cover crop such as alyssum

can be sown in the fall for temporary control of surface

erosion and rilling. When heavy first-year planting failures

have occurred through such conditions as lack of proper

maintenance, rodent activity, or browsing, it may be neces-

sary to sow highly competitive annual grasses with the

coming of the winter rains. These should be immediately

eradicated in the spring, when replanting should begin.

Ideally, the greenbelt should be established early in

spring, or even towards the end of winter, when soil mois-

ture has been fully recharged through rainfall. Regular

watering will be needed to get the plants established, espe-

cially the ground covers planted from flats, as these have a

very shallow root system at first. Early establishment pro-

vides a better rooted cover before the hot weather and

summer drought return. With this technique, less watering

is required during the summer, and water can be withheld

from plants earlier in the fall. The soil moisture is then well

below field capacity when the winter rains return. Well-

established plants several years old should not receive deep

watering after mid-September. If plants are not established

until summer, more frequent watering is needed and an

abundant late weed crop may compete vigorously with the

planted stock.

When planting is done in early spring at the end of the

rainy season, weed killers or preemergent herbicides that

selectively kill spring weeds can be used to full advantage.

A reduced crop of winter weeds will still germinate and

help cover the slope until the ground cover becomes fully

established. Using selective weed killers for fall planting on

hillsides is not advisable unless slopes are covered with jute

matting, because the newly established ground cover will

not prevent excessive erosion. For hillside use of preemer-

gent herbicides or herbicides that kill the seedlings as they

germinate, follow these four rules:

1. Select a herbicide that does not affect the planted

stock.

2. Treat a small test area first.

3. Always use less than recommended.

4. Do not use a preemergent herbicide whose effective-

ness lasts for more than one season.

Maintaining Compatibility of Plants

A critical concept when establishing a greenbelt is the

compatibility of landscape species and native plants, espe-

cially in regard to waterirrg and maintenance requirements.

Information on the compatibility of existing native

plants and introduced species is scant, but the moisture and

habitat requirements of native plants often provide a clue

to their tolerance. In general, native plants found in moist

canyons and draws have a higher tolerance to landscape

irrigation than plants on north and east slopes. These, in

turn, seem to have a higher tolerance than plants on harsh

exposures such as south-to-west slopes and thin soils.

Among individual species, those with higher moisture

requirements also seem to have greater tolerance to lands-

cape irrigation than the most drought-tolerant species. The
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time and amount of watering also plays a critical role.

Occasional deep watering during the summer at nighttime

when the exotic plants show signs of wilting, such as droop-

ing of leaves, is less damaging than intermittent, more

shallow watering in the daytime. Heat and moisture both

encourage root rot, so that plants growing in heavy soils,

such as those with a high clay content, or in dark soils that

heat up more readily, seem to be most affected. Examples

to clarify the above points are given below.

Sumac species, such as laurel sumac, sugarbush, and

lemonade berry, are quite drought tolerant and deep

rooted. These native plants make excellent landscape spec-

imens, but do not tolerate the watering required when

interplanted with more water-demanding plants. The com-

bination of sumacs with a surrounding groundcover of

African daisy, ivy, or vinca is likely to result in root rot and

death of the sumacs within a few years because regular

watering is normally required to keep these ground covers

alive. On the other hand, interplanting the sumacs with

Twin Peaks coyote brush for groundcover may not adverse-

ly affect the sumacs if the coyote brush is watered only

enough to keep it alive. Native oaks are also very suscepti-

ble to watering of an understory ground cover or surround-

ing lawns. A good technique which allows the use of more

water-demanding plants is to keep an unplanted and

unwatered buffer near the base of the intolerant shrubs and

trees. However, situations can be found where the above-

named plants seem to be compatible with landscape

ground covers. Examples are long, steep slopes on north or

east exposures, where, due to deep soils, water seepage

from above and the shading of the native plants, the under-

story groundcover needs little or no watering. These situa-

tions are common when one owner has managed the prop-

erty for many years. A change of ownership and a different

management regime that results in increased watering may
cause root rot and mortality of the woody native species.

The soil around most native plants is normally well aerated

and covered with litter and humus. Soil compaction

around these plants may therefore also affect them more
adversely than it would landscape plants.

Laurel sumac is of great interest in landscaping with

native plants because it is an excellent soil binder on steeper

slopes and harsher sites. Its prolific resprouting ability and

fast growth enables it to survive in areas of repeated distur-

bance by fire and grazing. This resprouting ability from

roots and root crowns makes it a nuisance plant in a

landscape setting. However, once the soil surface around

the plant is shaded with a noninvasive ground cover such as

Twin Peaks coyote brush, and any disturbance has stopped,

the resprouting will also greatly decrease or stop. This

greatly reduces maintenance. When laurel sumac and

sugarbush grow close to each other on nonerosive, moder-

ately steep slopes, it may be better to select sugarbush as a

foundation plant because it is usually much slower grow-

ing and does not require regular maintenance. It is also

esthetically more pleasing throughout the year. Further-

more, laurel sumac is not cold-tolerant and freezes. All of

the sumacs tend to be susceptible to insects and disease and

pruning of dead material is therefore recommended.

On steep, erosive slopes, laurel sumac should not be

replaced with landscape plants. For its fuel volume, the

plant is one of the deepest rooted and most drought-

tolerant plants available to the homeowner. Its reputation

has been tainted by labeling as extremely flammable,

because the species has been observed during wildfire as

bursting into flames. Actually, in comparison to many
other chaparral species of the same stature, fuel loading,

and age, individual plants are quite fire-resistant. Except

when the plant freezes, the dead-to-live fuel ratio is often

much lower than that of other species. More important,

perhaps, in fuel moisture it ranks among the highest of

native plant species during the high fire weather conditions

encountered in late fall. (Under wildland conditions, high

fuel moisture of leaves and stems requires that the plant be

preheated to higher temperatures, than for example, cham-

ise, mountain mahogany, and most Ceanothus species, in

order to ignite or burst into flames.) Once the surrounding

fuels are removed and laurel sumac is pruned to treelike

form, the understory vegetation rarely will preheat it to the

ignition point. Leaves may be totally scorched by the heat

of the fire, without the plant carrying the fire. Thus, the

different ignition requirements of individual species and

plants are the key to flaming and firespread.

Choosing Low-Growing Species

Ideally, plants should be selected for these qualities: (1)

low growth habit, (2) drought tolerance, (3) fire retardance,

(4) deep rooting habit, (5) esthetically pleasing effect, and

(6) compatibility among different species (fig. 12). The

usefulness of some commonly used low growing landscape

plants and other plants in particular situations, with

emphasis on southern California, was evaluated according

to their suitability for various sites and conditions, growth

characteristics, and fire retardance (table 5). The table is a

general guide, but cannot substitute for onsite professional

opinions rendered by expert consultants familiar with spe-

cific sites and problems. Homeowners who must deal with

individual landscaping problems should make their own
decisions from the table and descriptions, using the general

advice on fire safety and more effective watershed man-

agement given elsewhere in this report.

The plant species listed, except where indicated, are able

to form a solid ground cover for the slopes recommended.

However, there is no guarantee that the species prevent

slippage when the soil becomes saturated. Interplanting

ground covers with shrubs and trees, as discussed earlier,

will maximize slope stability. Landscape plants that require

high maintenance or that are readily browsed, such as most

prostrate Ceanothus species, are not included in table 5.

The columns in table 5 headed "aspects," "soil depth,"

and "if irrigated" should be read as a unit. The values for

soil depth apply to medium textured, loamy soils. Those

for irrigation apply to coastal regions of southern Califor-
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Figure 12—A greenbelt of coy-

ote brush surrounds the house

at the top. Trees provide added

slope stability, but will increase

the fire hazard as they grow. A
greenbelt of African daisy plants

provides minimal fire safety for

the flammable house at the bot-

tom. The probability of damage
from fire and soil slippage is high.
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nia and attempt to show relative watering needs of the

plants listed. These values assume that soil moisture is

recharged to 12-inch (30.5 cm) depth during watering. In

reality, this goal is rarely achieved through overhead water-

ing because of sprinkler design and time period necessary

for irrigation. The effective rooting depths indicated in

table 5 are based on moisture withdrawal by roots after soil

moisture has been depleted in the upper soil layers.

The term "fire retardance" as used in table 5 reflects

differences in fuel volume, inherent flammability charac-

teristics of the plant, and ease of fire spread. For example,

under extreme autumn fire conditions, on steep slopes with

nongusting winds of 30 mph (48.3 kph), a 2-foot (61 cm)

tall solid ground cover with "high" fire retardance is

expected to produce a flame less than lOfeet (3 m) long and

to reduce the rate of fire spread. Under similar conditions,

a plant with "low" fire retardance may ignite readily, will

carry the fire, and can produce flames approaching 25 feet

(7.6 m) in length. For comparison, mature chaparral under

these conditions can produce flames exceeding SOfeet (24.4

m) in length.

The following example for capeweed will illustrate the'

use of table 5. Column 1 shows that the species is most

effective for planting on slopes not exceeding 25°, but may
be used on a limited scale on slightly steeper slopes. The

shallow root system of capeweed may trigger soil slippage.

The next three columns of data are to be read as a unit and

show the relationship between aspect, soil depth, and irri-

gation requirements. For example, the first line shows that

on a north-to-east aspect with less than 1 foot of soil depth,

established plants require summer irrigation once or twice

a month.

The importance of microclimate should be kept in mind.

A north or east slope provides an opportunity for using less

drought-tolerant plants, such as vinca or ivy, whereas the

harsh south- and west-facing slopes are best suited for the

most drought-tolerant plants. Canyons and valleys pro-

vide for a wide choice of plant species, but may also

increase the danger of frost due to cold air drainage.

Plants suitable to landscape needs can be identified by

their performance in the neighborhood. Comparisons

should take into account such variables as steepness and

exposure of slopes, soil type and depth, and watering

schedule. Further advice is available at nurseries and in

literature on landscaping in California (Williamson 1976).

The plants described in the rest of this section are rated

according to the six qualities listed earlier.

Ice Plants

Ice plants (Carpobrotus, Delosperma, Drosanthemum

spp.) generally are rated excellent in low growth habit, fire

retardance, and esthetics, but fail in deep rooting habit.

The coarse-leaved "freeway ice plants" (Carpobrotus, for-

merly classified as Mesembryanthemum) are recom-

mended for soil binding of marginal, seldom-watered but

not steep areas; white trailing ice plant ( Delosperma alba)

for soil binding of steeper slopes, and finally Drosanthe-

mum species for soil binding of steep slopes even where soil

is very poor (Williamson 1976). Professional landscapers

recommend ice plants for extensive plantings on slopes as

steep as 25° or more and these plants do an admirable job

most of the time. However, when high-intensity storms

occasionally follow each other in short order, dumping
additional rain on supersaturated soils, by far the greatest

proportion of soil slips in landscaped areas occurs on

slopes planted with ice plant. As a general rule, a written

opinion by a geologist should be obtained before ice plants

are used extensively on landscaped slopes of more than

15°. Exceptions are extremely harsh slopes where only ice

plants would grow anyway. Ice plants are so extensively

used because the plants cover quickly, soon giving the

appearance of a completed landscape job. Unfortunately,

the combination of a weak root system with high foliage

moisture that adds weight may produce slope failures (Ilch

1952).

Coyote Brush

Coyote brush {Baccharis pilularis var. prostrata or cul-

tivar Twin Peaks) rates excellent in drought tolerance,

deep rooting habit, and esthetics. Its flowers are inconspic-

uous. The plant is prostrate to semiprostrate but is deep

rooted and quite drought tolerant. In coastal areas on

deeper soils it requires little, if any, summer watering.

Mature coyote brush is highly flammable once ignited but

resprouts readily after fire. It is therefore recommended for

steeper slopes even in chaparral areas because its high

flammability is countered by its relatively low fuel volume.

The plant should not be planted too close to the house,

however. Initially slow growing and therefore hard to

establish, a 5-year-old plant may measure 6 to 8 feet ( 1 . 8 to

2.4 m) in diameter on better soils, and its compact growth

will eliminate weeds almost completely. Plants will mound
after they have grown together and thinning out may be

required. When coyote brush becomes overmature and

quite woody (usually within 5 to 10 years, depending on

soils, watering, and exposure) it should be cut back to a few

inches above the base in the springtime toward the end of

the rainy season. Regrowth will be rapid, and during the

regrowth period the plant will be essentially fireproof.

Most of the slope will again be clothed before the rains

arrive; thus, occasional renovation of coyote brush should

be considered. Only the prostrate variety is recommended.

On slopes, it does not exceed 12 to 18 inches (30.5 to 45.7

cm) in height. Other varieties may grow to be more than 4

feet (1.2 m) tall.

Rosemary

The prostrate variety of rosemary ( Rosmarinus officina-

lis) also rates excellent in drought tolerance, deep rooting

habit, and esthetics, but does not spread as extensively as

coyote brush and therefore should not be used for large-

scale slope plantings where weed control is necessary. It is

also highly flammable but has low fuel volume (semipros-

trate). It will not resprout. Its blue flowers are quite attrac-

tive and lure bees.
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Prostrate Acacia

Prostrate acacia (Acacia rodelens cultivar ongerup)

rates excellent in drought tolerance, deep rooting habit,

and esthetics. Mature plants are flammable and have a

greater fuel volume than prostrate coyote brush. Where

fire danger is not great, in many ways the plant is superior

to coyote brush. In coastal regions it is the most drought-

tolerant, quick-spreading, low-growing woody plant tested

under wildland conditions. With adequate rainfall and

good soils, it can form a thick mat 3 to 4 feet (0.9 to 1.2 m)

in diameter within 1 year and up to 15 feet (4.6 m) in

diameter within 5 years. In late spring the plant is covered

with showy yellow flowers. It may mound to 4 feet (1.2 m)

high (thereby greatly increasing fuel volume), if its growth

is obstructed. Thinning is then required. This species is the

most underrated and underplanted species for greenbelt

establishment that our research has encountered in 5 years.

Its one drawback is the lack of resprouting ability; how-

ever, some of its seeds develop true to the prostrate habit.

Rockrose

Many species of rockrose (Cistus spp.) are available.

They are rated good in drought tolerance and esthetics,

and have beautiful showy white or pink flowers. In growth

form they range from semiprostrate to over 6 feet (1.8 m)

tall. The genus is flammable but generally has low fuel

volume; the major exception is gum rockrose, which has

the highest oil content (crude fat) of any plant listed in

table 3. The genus is recommended for border effect but

not for mass planting because its semiprostrate-to-upright

growth form does not eliminate weeds. It also aids fire-

spread (Laure and others 1961, Martin and Juhren 1954,

Olsen 1960).

Periwinkle

The Vincas ( Vinca major, V. minor) are rated excellent

in low growth habit, and esthetics. They are fairly deep

rooted and somewhat drought tolerant. They form an

excellent weed-free cover, will readily resprout after fire,

and have showy flowers. Vincas are well adapted as an

understory cover to deep-rooted vegetation, especially on

northern and eastern exposures when deeper soils are pres-

ent. Without an overstory, they may require frequent

watering in the summer. The taller-growing periwinkle

( Vinca major) is more drought tolerant and is a better soil

binder on slopes than the smaller-growing dwarf running

myrtle ( V. minor). On fertile soils with ample soil mois-

ture, periwinkle covers the soil faster than any other spe-

cies discussed in this section. However, it can become an

unwanted nuisance similar to ivy.

Ivy

Algerian ivy (Hedera canariensis) and English ivy (Hed-

era helix) are the two species of ivy most commonly used in

landscaping. They form an excellent weed-free cover.

Algerian ivy, known as freeway ivy, is more commonly
planted and also more drought tolerant and more deeply

rooted than the more dainty English ivy. Because of its

aggressiveness, it may be considered a nuisance in mani-

cured landscape settings and it chokes out other plants.

However, because of its climbing habit, it can effectively

cover old fences and keep them standing, and reduce ero-

sion scars on very steep slopes as it climbs downward. It is

excellent for erosion control and its fuel buildup with age is

not considered a major problem if the plant is kept away

from the home. Frequent watering is required in summer.

The daintier-looking English ivy is more shallow rooted,

and also needs constant watering in the summertime or its

leaves will be sunburned. It should, therefore, not be

planted on south slopes or in harsh areas and does best

under partial overstory.

African Daisy

African daisy {Osteospermum fruticosum) is a trailing

ground cover with very showy flowers. It is somewhat

drought tolerant but is best planted in full sun and on

moderate slopes with good soil and ample soil moisture.

Overwatering in hot weather may cause disease. This plant

is not suitable for harsh cut slopes or other harsh sites, such

as south-to-west exposures with thin soils. It does best in

the vicinity of the coast and freezes at about 25° F (-4° C).

After fires, it reestablishes prolifically from seeds. Two to

three years after establishment, it may require regular

maintenance such as fertilization and thinning of dieback

caused by drought, cold, and fungus.

Watering Plants

Proper watering is the key to maintaining healthy and

functional plants anywhere, even in a drought-tolerant

greenbelt in the chaparral-urban watershed. Ideally, such a

greenbelt should require no supplemental irrigation, but

even the most drought-tolerant plants require a minimum
amount of rainfall for survival.

A practical rule of thumb is that most drought-tolerant

landscape shrubs can survive on Yj inch ( 1 2. 7 mm) of water

per week during the hot summer months but may require a

greater amount of water where esthetics are important.

Most other landscape plants can survive on about 30

inches (762 mm) of supplemental irrigation per year. Since

the average household uses more than 60 inches ( 1 524mm)
of water per year for landscape irrigation, this represents a

tremendous saving to the homeowner as well as to society.

In California, where future water shortages are foreseen,

such saving has great importance, and can be achieved

simply by sharply reducing and thoughtfully regulating

watering in the late winter and spring months when plants

have plenty of ground water.

Water-Saving Plants

When soil moisture is recharged to field capacity late in

the season, even chaparral plants can be moderately heavy

water users. They can transpire more than 5 inches (127

mm) of water per month (table 6). Most chaparral plants
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are true water savers (hydrophytes), however, and are able

to conserve water by restricting transpiration before per-

manent wilting occurs; they may become dormant in the

summer {table 6). Miller (1979) showed that in a stand of

chamise chaparral on a southern exposure, maximum
transpiration was slightly over 1 inch (25.4 mm) in June,

but dropped to less than I/4 inch (6.4 mm) in October before

the fall rains. Maximum transpiration on north slopes was

much higher than on south slopes; the maximum of 1.7

inches (43.2 mm) per month was reached a month later.

The transpiration rates reached a minimum of 0.0024

inches (0.06096 mm) in October, primarily because the soil

moisture had been used up.

In order to survive for several months on practically no

soil moisture uptake, after being a moderately heavy water

user just weeks before, water-saving plants have developed

effective drought-adaptive mechanisms (Rundel 1977).

These include

• Leaves which are small, thick, and leathery (having

thick-walled cells) and high in oil content, all of which tend

to reduce transpiration. Relative vertical orientation of

leaves so as to present the edge but not the surface to the

sun, as well as changes in the angle of leaves in response to

sunlight regulate the uptake of solar radiation and water

loss.

• Stomata (minute openings in the leaf surface) that

open during the daylight only for a short period of time and

are able to close quickly, thus reducing water loss; stomata

may be recessed and have cavities covered with hairy pro-

trusions, which aid in reducing water loss.

• Cutin (a waxy substance on the leaO that reduces

transpiration to a much greater degree after the stomata

have closed.

• Reduction of exposed leaf surface, as through shed-

ding, rolling, or folding of leaves.

• Reverse transpiration—the ability of leaves to take

up atmospheric moisture.

In general, the major means of control of water loss are

the stomata; the other mechanisms help control water loss

even further. Additionally, the gradient of increasing arid-

ity and lack of available ground water supply between

evergreen shrub communities and summer deciduous

Table 6

—

Rates of transpiration and evaporation on loamy soils. California

Time Rate of

Plant or surface Location Conditions of year transpiration Source

Inches!mo

Lawn grasses Coastal zone Summer 4.0 Williamson 1976

Bermuda grass Santa Ana Water table: Summer
River Valley 2 ft 6.5 Blaney and

3 ft 5.5 others 1930

Weedy herbs Santa Ana

River Valley

Level Winter 2.0 Blaney and

others 1930

Brush 5 ft tall: San Bernardino Soil moisture Apr. 3.0 Blaney and

Chamise, sage. recharge to field June 3.9 others 1930

Yucca capacity in May July 5.2

Reeds, tules Temescal Creek,

Corona

Streambed Apr.-Maj/ 12.9 Blaney and

others 1930

Mixed chaparral; Northern exposure Before fall rain July 1.7 Miller 1979

Desert buckbrush. Oct. 0.0024

Scrub oak 0.0

Chamise chaparral Southern exposure Before fall rain June

Oct.

1.1

0.2

Miller 1979

Navel orange Santa Ana Level Jan. 1.0 Blaney and

trees, mature. River Valley Mar. 1.6 others 1930

10 ft spacing May
July

Sept.

Nov.

2.1

3.1

2.0

1.5

Bare ground Santa Ana Water table: Blaney and

River Valley 2 ft Winter 0.3 others 1930

2 ft Summer 0.8

3 ft Jan. -Apr. 0,1

4 ft Summer 0.0

Swimming pool Coastal zone — Summer 5-10 Klaus W. H.

Radtke

Evaporation pan Coastal zone — — '40.0 Strahler and

Strahler 1973

Riverside ("desert") — — "67.0 Blaney and

others 1930

I Per year
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coastal scrub communities is reflected in a change from

deep, penetrating roots to shallow, fibrous roots and an

increase in shedding of leaves. Furthermore, some plants

such as hoary-leaf ceanothus make more complete use of

the available moisture by starting their active growing

season early in the year during the cooler temperatures

which normally coincide with the onset of the fall or winter

rainy season. Chaparral plants that have deep root systems

draw moisture even from deep rock crevices. Many
drought-tolerant plants are also able to lower the soil

moisture percentage well below the so-called wilting point,

at which water absorption by roots theoretically stops and

leaf turgor cannot be maintained even in the absence of

transpiration.

Water Requirements

The ability of most chaparral plants to extract the max-

imum amount of moisture possible leaves the soil mantle

and rock crevices dry to absorb moisture when the winter

rains return. Proper watering of greenbelts should, there-

fore, be patterned after this natural water withdrawal-

recharge cycle. The yearly irrigation requirements of

landscape plants depend on the amount and distribution of

rainfall and are governed by the timing of the last effective

rain in the spring and the first effective rain in the fall. Such

rainfall is sufficient to be absorbed by plants. The time of

first summer irrigation depends on the amount of moisture

stored in the soil at the end of the rainy season, and on the

root depth and moisture requirements of plants {table 7).

During years of well-distributed rainstorms, most of the

water infiltrates the ground and recharges the soil moisture

to field capacity throughout the plant root zone; moisture

for evaporation and transpiration is thus supplied through-

out the winter months. During years when the rainstorms

come early and are more closely spaced, more water perco-

lates below the root zone and is lost to the plant. Soil

moisture recharge occurs less often and much available soil

moisture is used up early in the season by evaporation and

transpiration. On deep soils, less water penetrates below

the root zone, but on coarse soils, there is greater moisture

percolation to the underground water table. The approxi-

mate amount of water available per foot of soil is as follows

(Stefferund 1957):

Soil type:

Sand

Loamy satid

Sandy loam

Fine sandy loam

Clay loams

Clays

Available water finches Ift)

0.25- 0.75

0.75- 1.25

1.0 - 1.5

1.5 - 2.0

1.75- 2.25

2.0 - 3.0

Table 7

—

Hypothetical water use by nine species of chaparral plants and ground cover, based on soil

moisture recharge to field capacity by March 15, coastal zone. California

Effective Moisture Transpiration Date Response

rooting available first to

Plant

depth to roots

Mar. 15

to June 15

June 16

to Aug. 15'

watering

needed

drought

Feet Inches Avg. inches/mo
Lawn grass 2 3.5 3.5 4.5 Apr. 15 Plant dies

Periwinkle 3 5.25 2.5 3.5 May 22 Leaves go limp,

above-ground portions

die, root systems usu-

Algerian ivy 4 6.75 2.5 3.5 June 5

ally survive

Plant dies

Descanso rockrose 5 8.25 1 2 Sept. 1 Plant goes partially

dormant

Australian 6 9.25 1 0.5 None Plant drastically

saltbush reduces transpiration,

"shuts down"
Coyote brush 7 10.25 I 1.5 None Plant drastically

reduces transpiration,

"shuts down"
California

buckwheat

8 11.0 1 1.5 None Plant drastically

reduces transpiration.

Prostrate acacia 9 11.75 1 1.5 None

"shuts down"

Plant drastically

reduces transpiration,

"shuts down"
Laurel sumac 20 17.0 3 2.5 None Plant drastically

reduces transpiration,

"shuts down"

I From August 1 5 to October 1 5 transpiration for all species increases drastically if soil moisture is readily

available.

^See table 8 for available moisture by soil profile.
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Sandy soils have the lowest moisture-holding capacity

and release the available water most easily. Clay soils have

a greater water-holding capacity but do not release the

water as easily because water is more tightly held by

adsorption to the smaller soil particles. Plants compensate

for the lower water-holding capacity of sandy soils with a

wider root network, but are restricted in their root penetra-

tion and water withdrawal on shallow, compacted or heavy

soils. Plants do not withdraw moisture at equal rates from

all depths of the root zone, but initially concentrate with-

drawal on the upper half of the root zone. When the

available moisture is withdrawn from any appreciable part

of the root zone, growth slows down. As more moisture is

withdrawn, the soil layer reaches the point at which no

further moisture uptake is possible by the plant roots of the

particular species. Before this point is reached, however,

most plants show that they require water. For example,

temporary wilting of the plants during the daytime indi-

cates water need; this wilting is readily apparent in the

water-demanding plants such as periwinkle and ivy. Other

plants may change leaf color from green to yellowish. Once

plants are well established, irrigation should be sparing

enough to reduce the available soil moisture to the point at

which plant growth is reduced without permanent injury.

Growth stops as the wilting point is approached, but again

increases rapidly for most landscape plants after irrigation.

Because of the many variables, a specific watering sched-

ule for each plant species cannot be given here. General

watering recommendations for plant species (tables 5. 7)

take into account such variables as soil depth, rooting

depth, and transpiration rates. The minimum hypothetical

transpiration rates and rooting depths given in table 7 for

ground covers and chaparral species suggest how soon

after the last effective rains the landscape plants may need

irrigation. Transpiration rates depend on the total leaf

structure area of the plant as well as its growth rate, with

greater growth resulting from a larger area and volume of

foliage. Humidity, wind, and temperature are also impor-

tant; for example, at constant relative humidity, transpira-

tion of English oak was found to be five times greater at

104° F (40° C) than at 68° F (20° C) (Kittredge 1973). In

general, transpiration is related to the species and age of

the plant and to the site. Water requirements are less per

unit volume on good soils, but the total transpiration is

greater because the plants grow better and have more leaf

surface area.

During dry years, or when rains have come late in the

winter season, fairly complete soil moisture recharge is

initially necessary through irrigation. One deep watering

early in the summer may be required by the most drought-

tolerant species. When late winter rains have recharged the

soil to field capacity, no watering may be required at all, or

a more shallow watering to perhaps 1 foot (30.5 cm) depth

late in summer may be sufficient for plant survival. Mois-

ture withdrawal by plant roots will then leave the soil dry,

ready for heavy winter rains that may come early in the

rainy season.

Under the conditions shown in tables 7, 8, Algerian ivy

would require watering by about mid-May to remain tur-

gid. This is within 9 to 10 weeks after the last storm (mid-

March) recharged the soil moisture to field capacity within

the root zone of the plant. By this time, approximately 3

inches (76 mm) per month of spring transpiration would

have used up the 6.75 inches (171 mm) of available soil

moisture to a depth of 4 feet (1.2 m). The plant would

attempt to send out new roots into the deeper moist soil

layer, but transpiration needs of the leaves would soon

outstrip the capacity of the roots to expand. Moisture

absorption for all practical purposes stops and the plant

dies unless irrigated.

Periwinkle, like ivy, is a water loving plant, and its water

needs also increase throughout the spring and summer

Table 8

—

Water availability is determined by root depth and differences in moisture availability

throughout the soil profile. Data are based on soil moisture recharge tofield capacity by March 15

(see table 1)

Soil profile

(depth in feet) Available moisture

Total available

moisture Species and root depth

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Inches Ift soil

1.75

1.75

1.75

1.5

1.5

I

I

0.75

.75

.75

.75

.75

.75

.75

.75

.75

Inches

3.5

5.25

6.75

8.25

9.25

10.25

11.00

11.75

Feet

Lawn grass 2

Periwinkle 3

Algerian ivy 4

Descanso rockrose 5

Australian saltbush 6

Coyote brush 7

California buckwheat 8

Prostrate acacia 9

17.0 Laurel sumac 20
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months. On deeper soils, however, and especially in par-

tially shaded areas, its root crown can survive without

summer irrigation and can send out new shoots when

winter rains return. It is, therefore, an excellent ground

cover for neglected areas.

Prostrate acacia and coyote brush are two deep-rooted

ground covers that have drought-adaptive mechanisms

similar to chaparral plants and can drastically reduce

transpiration as the wilting point is approached. Thus,

once these plants are established, irrigation is hardly neces-

sary. Prostrate acacia and coyote brush have the added

advantage of being esthetically pleasing despite drought

shutdown.

Overhead Impact Sprinklers

For both initial establishment and later maintenance of

hillside ground covers, overhead impact sprinklers and

drip irrigation systems are recommended. They are easy to

install, maintain, and inspect. Overhead sprinklers are not

efficient water users when compared to drip irrigation.

Great care should be taken in designing the irrigation

system, so that it will evenly cover the affected areas with-

out causing undue erosion. When there is doubt about how
to design a hillside irrigation system, an expert should be

consulted. A well-designed system will pay off over the

years in water saved and possible damage to hillsides

avoided.

The greatest efficiency rate or maximum spacing is nor-

mally achieved by spacing impact heads at 60 percent of

their throw diameter. Thus, 60 percent of a 72-foot-

diameter sprinkler would be 43 feet. For tight soils and

initial establishment of ground covers, impact heads that

deliver only about 0. 1 inch (2.5 mm) of water per hour, or

2.5

2.0 -

1.5 -

c
•2i.
(0

JE .5 -
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(sandy loam)

Fine-textured soil
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Figure 13—Infiltration rates for coarse-textured soils are higher than that

for fine-textured soils.

that rotate quickly, can be used. Such heads greatly reduce

the impact of the falling water drops on the bare soil,

preventing damage to soil structure and allowing for

greater infiltration and therefore less runoff. These are

important considerations for compacted fills that normally

have a much lower infiltration rate than chaparral soils.

Once the ground cover is well established, the nozzle of

the impact head can be changed to deliver approximately

0.2 inch (5 mm) per hour. For soils that have a high

infiltration rate, sprinklers are available to deliver as much
as 0.4 to 0.5 inches (10 to 12.7 mm) per hour. When using

these sprinklers, it may be advisable to irrigate several

times a day to replenish soil moisture to the desired depth.

Infiltration into soils is high during the initial watering

period, but levels off very quickly as the soil surface

becomes well moistened (fig. 13), as a result of closing of

soil pores by soil particles or swelling of colloidal clays. For

home use, high impact sprinklers are not normally recom-

mended because they may saturate soil if left on too long.

When sprinklers are automatically timed, there is danger

that too much water may be applied and that a broken pipe

may go unnoticed until hillside slippage occurs. Drip irri-

gation allows for deep watering with a minimum amount of

water. Thus, a superior root system is developed.

To summarize, the proper watering of newly established

greenbelts does not accelerate the natural erosion rates nor

damage the soil structure. Deep watering is more beneficial

to hillside plants than shallow watering because it recharges

soil moisture more completely throughout the root zone

and encourages some plants to develop a deeper root sys-

tem. Water should be withheld from mature plants as much
as possible to force slowdown of growth, which also results

in reduction in transpiration. Water should be withheld

towards the end of summer, allowing plants to harden off

while they can still withdraw moisture from their root

zones. Withholding water as fall approaches leaves the soil

relatively dry at the onset of the rainy season and allows it

to absorb water readily to greater soil depths. Constant

shallow watering, on the other hand, only partially re-

charges the root zone, wastes water through evaporation,

and may induce a more shallow root system that makes'

hillside plants less drought-tolerant. Deep watering should

not be done after about mid-September. If effective rains

do not occur until late in the season, occasional shallow

watering may then be required to keep the more-water-

demanding plants alive.

PLANNING FOR HOME SAFETY
FROM FIRE

In most cases the fire safety of a home can be greatly

improved. There are, however, special conditions of topog-

raphy, wind, and heat patterns under which, in spite of all

precautions, a home may literally explode in flames during
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a wildfire disaster. Through neighborhood teamwork,

community action, and proper land use planning, the like-

lihood of such events can be reduced, but homeowners

must realize that there is a risk in living in chaparral areas.

Reducing Fuel Load

Fire safety around a home is achieved by reducing the

fuel load and breaking the fuel continuity, and by building

a "fire safe" home in an area where it can be defended from

wildfires. Landscaping to lessen the fire without fireproof-

ing the home itself may be a futile effort. This was dramati-

cally demonstrated during the June 22, 1973, Crenshaw

Fire in Rolling Hills, Los Angeles County, where 12 homes

burned, 1 1 of which had wood shingle roofs. The shingles

caught fire, even though most homes were surrounded by

an excellent green belt. The fire burned through 897 acres

(359 ha) of light fuel which consisted of grass, mustard, and

coastal sage.

The California State Resource Code 4291 is the basic

vehicle for creating minimum fire safety by reducing the

fuel load and breaking the fuel continuity. The code

requires that all flammable vegetation must be cleared to a

distance of 30feet (9. 1 m) around a structure. If additional

hazards exist, the Director of the California Department of

Forestry can require clearance up to 100 feet (30.5 m).

Individual fire jurisdictions may differ as to the enforce-

ment of the 30-to-lOO-foot-clearancelaw. For example, the

County of Los Angeles brush clearance law (Section 27301

of the Los Angeles County Fire Code) requires a minimum

of 30 feet legal clearance, but the Fire Chief can enforce

clearance of up to 100 feet. The City of Los Angeles brush

clearance law (Section 57.21.07) is more inclusive and

requires the removal of all native brush (specimen plants

excluded) and other flammable vegetation to a distance of

1 00 feet. The Chief Engineer has the authority to insist on

more extensive brush clearance beyond 100 feet.

Homes burned in the 1961 Bel Air Fire showed the

interdependence of brush clearance and roof type (Howard

and others 1973). The destruction rate for homes with

wood roofs ranged from 14.8 percent with brush clearance

over 100 feet (legal clearance limit) to 49.5 percent with

clearance of Oto 30feet. Nonwood roofs of approved types

fared much better; the corresponding rates were 0.7 and

24.3 percent. With a legal brush clearance of 100 feet, a

home with a wood roof therefore may be 21 times more

likely to burn during a wildfire than a home with a non-

wood roof. Gable roofs, large wooden overhangs (eaves),

wood siding, large picture windows facing in the direction

of the fire hazard, and houses located too close to a slope

are some of the additional safety hazards that need to be

eliminated in fire-prone areas. Pressure-treated wood

shingles cannot be considered fire resistant indefinitely,

because the safety edge wears off with time through weath-

ering. Placing wood shingles over a layer of nonflammable

material gives an individual home an added safety margin,

but adds to fire spread by producing airborne incendiaries

and creating radiation and convection heat that affects

neighboring homes.

When a home with a nonwood roof and brush clearance

of more than 1 00 feet (30. 5 m) ignites, other conditions are

Figure 14—Winds tend to chan-

nel through chimneys, making

narrow canyons and saddles

particularly fire-prone.
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responsible, the most critical being topography. Topog-

raphy is becoming increasingly important as homes are

being built in areas that are often indefensible from fire.

Such areas include natural chimneys (narrow canyons that

concentrate heat and updraft) {fig. 14), saddles (low points

in a rolling landscape) {fig. 15), steep canyons, and ridges

{fig. 16). Analysis of the apparently random burning of

homes in the 1961 Bel Air Fire in Los Angeles showed that

along Roscomare Road the burning was not random but

was directly correlated with the intersection of a tributary

canyon and the main canyon (Weide 1968). Wind eddies

and associated fire winds quite common in such situations

are normally found on leeward sides of objects that create a

barrier to airflow. They can, therefore, be expected on the

lee side of ridges, hills, large rocks, and even vegetation. If

the prevailing wind is either up or down canyon, the eddies

are magnified behind spur ridges, at sharp bends in the

canyons, and especially in areas where two or more

canyons meet (Countryman 1971). In very steep and nar-

row canyons the heat may also be a major factor in fire

spread and home losses. In the areas considered indefensi-

ble from fire, a safety margin can nevertheless be created

by reduction of brush and other fuel beyond the legal

100-foot clearance. Terrain permitting, this can be done

through wide fuelbreaks surrounding the larger devel-

opments.

Understanding Fire Behavior

Understanding the basics of fire behavior will prove

helpful to the homeowners. They will be able to judge fuels

around their homes in terms of flammability, heat inten-

sity, heat duration, and fire spread. A fire can be visualized

as the flame, heat, and light caused by burning (oxidation)

after an object has reached ignition temperatures and has

been ignited. Ignition temperatures are influenced by the

rate of airflow (supply of oxygen), rate of heating, and size

and shape of the object. Once ignition has occurred, sus-

taining combustion requires a continuous supply of

oxygen.

The different major wildland fuels, such as grasses, coast-

al sage scrub, chaparral, and trees, have various ignition

requirements. Heat of ignition is greatly influenced by fuel

particle size distribution, live-to-dead ratio of these parti-

cles and moisture content of live and dead tissues. The

physiological condition of the living tissues greatly affects

live fuel moisture. A vigorous growing plant has high living

tissue moisture and a plant under stress or in poor vigor has

relatively lower living tissue moisture. For example, grow-

ing grass has a living tissue moisture content greater than

100 to 150 percent of dry weight. Dead tissue moisture

content is determined by the ambient air moisture and

therefore changes rapidly. Dry grass has the lowest heat

requirements for ignition and is therefore easily ignited; it

has the longest fire season and also the highest fire fre-

quency. Coastal sage scrub, because of its summer dor-

mancy, its high amount of fine dead fuels, aromatic oils,

and the relatively short life cycle of individual species, is

next in heat requirements for ignition and in fire frequency.

Woody chaparral shrubs in coastal areas have a higher live

moisture content than the same vegetation inland and

normally do not become dangerously dry until late summer
or fall. However, even among these plants, several species,

such as chamise, have greater amounts of fine fuel and tend

Figure 15—Natural saddles are

wide paths for fire winds, and

vegetation growing there will

normally ignite first.
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to have more flammable secondary compounds during the

annual dry season.

Heat transfer is by conduction, convection, and radia-

tion. The flame is the visible burning gas produced by the

fire and provides (along with airborne sparks) a direct

ignition source for fuels that have reached ignition tempera-

tures.

Convection heat is the transfer of heat by atmospheric

currents and is most critical under windy conditions and in

steep terrain. With light wind and on level terrain, the

convection heat column is almost vertical, and radiation

heat becomes a critical factor in fire safety. Radiation heat

is transfer of heat by electromagnetic waves and can, there-

fore, travel against the wind. For example, it can preheat to

the ignition point the hillside opposite a burning slope in a

steep canyon {fig. 17). Conduction is the direct transfer of

heat by objects touching each other. It is not a critical

process during a fast-moving wildfire but can be responsi-

ble for igniting a home, as when burning firewood stacked

against the side of the garage causes the house to catch fire.

The interaction of the three types of heat transfer with

topography can be illustrated by visualizing a burning

match (fig. 18). When the match is held up, heat transfer is

by conduction only, and the match burns slowly. This is

comparable to a wildfire burning downhill. If the match is

held horizontally, heat transfer is by conduction and radia-

tion, and the match burns a little faster. When the match is

held down, it is consumed rapidly because conduction,

convection, and radiation heating are occurring together.

The situation is comparable to a wildfire burning uphill,

and such a fire travels much faster than one on level ground

or burning downhill.

The key objective in breaking up the fuel load and fuel

continuity around structures is to reduce the amount and

duration of thermal radiation the home or the firefighter

receives. For a point source of radiation this heat intensity

decreases with the square of the distance from the source.

The radiation intensity 100 feet (30.5 m) from the burning

brush or landscape plants is therefore only one-fourth that

at 50 feet (15.2 m). A tree burning within 20 feet (6 m) from

a roof or picture window transfers only one-fourth of the

heat to the house compared with a tree burning within 10

feet (3 m), and only one-sixteenth the heat compared with a

tree within 5 feet (1.5 m) {fig. 19). A line source of radiation

such as a burning hedge of junipers or cypresses is even

more critical than a point source of radiation because the

house receives heat from all points along the line {fig. 19).

In this case, intensity varies with the distance instead of the

square of the distance, so that the intensity at the home
located within 20 feet from the burning hedge is still one-

half that at 10 feet. Increasing the number of flammable

landscape plants around the home and increasing the

number of trees, or both, will make a house more fire-

prone, despite legal brush clearance.

During a wildfire, flames more than 100 feet (30.5 m)

long can roar over homes on ridgetops and consume seem-

ingly safe homes a distance away. These flames directly

transmit the greater part of the thermal heat of the radiat-

ing source (wildland fuel) to the home and thus ignite it.

Flame length is controlled by the height and density of the

radiating source, by windspeed, steepness of the slope, live

and dead fuel moisture, fire spread, and such other specific

characteristics of the fuel as ash and oil content and the

arrangement and amount of fine fuels present. Reducing

Figure 16—On narrow ridges,

homes without adequate set-

backs, such as those depicted,

are especially vulnerable to fire.
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Figure 17—Radiation transfers

heat in all directions—even

against a wind sweeping through

a canyon. In the process, the hill-

side opposite a burning slope

can be ignited.

Conduction
radiation,

and convection

Fastest

Figure 18—The

interaction of

three types of

heat transfer

—

conduction, ra-

diation, convec-

tion—is illus-

trated by three

burning match-

es.

6-foot-tall (1.8-m-tall) chaparral to 2-foot-tall (0.6-m-tall)

low fuel plants on a 45° slope can reduce flame length by

one-third—a powerful incentive for fuel modification

(Albini 1976) (table 9).

Wildland fires that produce flame length greater than 30

to 35 feet (9. 1 to 1 0. 7 m) are considered to be burning out of

control. In 6-foot-tall chaparral this critical flame length is

already reached at a windspeed of less than 10 mph (16.

1

kph), whereas in 2-foot-tall low fuel volume plants the

windspeed would have to approach 50 mph (80.5 kph) to

produce flames of this length (table 8). Low fuel volume

plants thus reduce but do not completely eliminate the risk

of a wildfire conflagration; they do allow the fire to be

contained in a shorter time.

Insurance companies realize that the many factors dis-

cussed above have to be taken into consideration for fire

safety and therefore affect calculation of brush surcharge

on insurance rates. Where there are slopes of more than

30° below the home, twice the 100-foot (30. 5 m) legal brush

clearance distance may be required to qualify for the same

insurance rates (fig. 20). This approach, so vital for fire

safety, works against maintaining slope stability, as dis-

cussed earlier.

The 1983 insurance rates in brush areas in southern

California (table 10) show that the rates are primarily

determined by the protection class of the area and the
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distance of brush to the building. Roof types are not ade-

quately accounted for; with brush clearance less than 30

feet (9. 1 m), costs for unapproved roofs are only 25 percent

higher. Surcharges are eliminated with 400-foot (I22-m)

clearance for both approved and unapproved roofs, even

though unapproved roofs can readily ignite from flying

embers. This is poor incentive for a homeowner to include

a more fire-safe roof in plans for building or remodeling. A
homeowner who is concerned with fire safety therefore

subsidizes a careless homeowner. Making insurance rates

correspond closely to the risk factors is a good way to

provide greater fire safety. More direct attempts at regula-

tion tend to fail because building and zoning codes reflect

political realities. Insurance incentives have been used to

some extent: reductions in rates may be gained by having a

swimming pool with an electric, gas, or battery-driven

pump or other safety devices. An insurance agent can

provide further details.

Promoting Fire Safety

Principles of topography, vegetation, and architectural

design can be applied to improve the fire safety of a

planned or an existing home (figs. 21, 22). Drastic fuel

reduction on steeper slopes will result in slope instability

(at least temporarily) unless the new vegetation offers the

same network of root strength and depth. A basically

'fire-safe" home design gives greater flexibility in fuel

modification, thereby retaining slope stability to a greater

degree.

Table 9

—

Effect of windspeed and fuel height on flame length^

Windspeed at midflame

height (mph) 2-ft low-fuel plants 6-ft chaparral

Flame length (ft)

5 9.1 11.1

10 12.9 39.5

15 16.2 49.9

20 19.3 59.5

25 22.1 68.3

30 24.7 76.6

35 27.2 84.4

40 29.6 91.9

45 31.9 99.1

50 34.1 106.0

'Source: Albini 1976; adapted by Ronald H. Wakimoto, University of

Montana.

Exterior materials used on wildland homes should have

a minimum fire-resistive rating of 1 hour. This requirement

is especially critical for parts of a home exposed to winds

from the north or east, and for homes positioned at the top

of a slope, stilted or cantilevered sideslope, or without a

slope setback. For further information applicable to resi-

dential development see the fire safety guides issued by the

California Department of Forestry (1980).

Homes can be designed with specific features to promote

fire safety {fig. 19). Reduced overhangs or boxed eaves can

protect the house from ignition and heat or flame entrap-

ment. Under eaves, vents should be located near the roof-

line rather than near the wall. Exterior attic and underfloor

Figure 19—Fire safety is directly

affected by the Intensity and du-

ration of thermal radiation that a

home receives from flammable

fuels.
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Figure 20—Minimal safety dis-

tances from a building to brush

recommended by insurance

firms will vary by the slope of the

land.

Table 10

—

Insurance surcharge rates for homes in brush areas with

approved roofs (composition, rock. tile, slate, asbestos, or metal) andfor
nonapproved roofs (wood shingle, wood shake), by exposure distance to

brush andprotection class. Counties of Los Angeles. Santa Barbara. San

Bernardino, and Ventura, in southern California, 1983

Protection class'

Exposure 1 to 4 5aiid 6 7aiid 8 9 and 10

distance to

brush (ft) A2 B' A B A B A B

Ann jal cha -ge (do

1

lars fo

Vpprov

rSlOO

ed rool

properl

rs

y valu<Jtion)

0-29 0.40 0.40 0.48 0.49 0.64 0.64 1.28 1.28

30-59 .28 .36 .36 .48 .56 .64 1.28 1.28

60-99 .20 .28 .24 .32 .32 .48 1.28 1.28

100-199 .08 .16 .12 .24 .24 .32 .96 1.12

200-299 .16 .24 .64 .80

300-399 .32 .48

400-over

Ncmapprc)ved roofs

0-29 .50 .50 .60 .60 .80 .80 1.60 1.60

30-59 .35 .45 .45 .60 .70 .80 1.60 1.60

60-99 .25 .35 .30 .40 .40 .60 1.60 1.60

100-199 .10 .20 .15 .30 .30 .40 1.20 1.40

200-299 .20 .30 .30 1.00

300-399 .40 .60

400-over

'Insurance representatives have listings of the protection class of your

area.

-Fire station within 5 miles; access road; public water hydrant with

4-inch main with 2'/2-inch outlet within 1,000 ft.

'One or more of the above requirements not met.

vents should not face possible fire corridors and should be

covered with wire screen (not to exceed (4 inch mesh).

Picture windows and sliding glass doors should be made
only of thick, tempered safety glass and protected with

fire-resistive shutters. Stone walls can act as heat shields

and deflect the flames. Swimming pools, decks, and patios

can be used to create a setback safety zone as well as to

provide safety accessories. Pools can provide a convenient

auxiliary water source, often of critical importance for

firefighters or homeowners before and during a fire, but

should not be in lieu of an adequate community water

system. Fire engines should be able to get within 10 feet

(3 m) of the pool because this is usually the optimum

distance for the drafting hose. If this is not possible, the

pool should have a bottom drain and pipe system that

terminates horizontally or below pool level in a 2 '/2-inch

valved standpipe equipped with a fire hydrant with

national standard thread. This is the thread which most

fire equipment in southern California can hook up to

without adapters. (The local fire protection agency can

specify the thread used and provide other suggestions.) A
floating pool pump or portable gasoline pump with a

suction hose that can reach the bottom of the pool can

assure a usable water source, even when water pressure and

electricity fail. A fire hose and nozzle are also needed.

Fabric fire hoses are fine for high pressure equipment

such as pool pumps that are designed for firefighting, but

should not be used on home faucets because such hoses

readily kink as water pressure drops. All outdoor faucets

should be equipped with strong yg-inch rubber hoses that

will not burst when the nozzle is shut off. This system of
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hoses should be able to reach any part of the house and

roof. A ladder should always be available to reach the roof,

and should be placed against the part of the house least

exposed to fire.

In summary, fire risk can be reduced by installing:

• Fire-resistive roof—preferably Class A, such as tile.

• Stucco or other fire-resistive siding of at least 1 hour

fire-resistant rating.

• Reduced overhang (preferably closed eaves with

vent covers).

• Roof slanted to accommodate convection heat.

• Safety zone (slope setback of at least 30 feet (9. 1 m)

for single story home.

• Pool used to create safety zone.

• Shrubs and trees not directly adjacent to home nor

overhanging the roof.

• A declc with exterior materials of at least 1 hour

fire-resistant rating.

Overhead (rooO sprinklers can increase the fire safety of

an existing home. Under favorable conditions, they can

provide fire protection by keeping the roof and surround-

ing landscaping wet (Fairbanks and Marsh 1976), but they

can not take the place of a fire-safe building design. The

high winds normally associated with wildfires often pre-

vent the water from effectively wetting the roof. Also, the

system will break down if there is no water pressure

because of power failure or heavy demand on the water

supply. Systems that can operate on minimal water pres-

sure, such as full circle, low-pressure impact sprinklers,

provide added safety.

The extensive use of water by many neighbors can

quickly drain the community water supply, leaving little or

no water or pressure for fire suppression use. Fire suppres-

sion agencies, therefore, may not recommend the use of

roof sprinklers operated by the community water system.

If water is available from an auxiliary source such as a

swimming pool, roof sprinklers could be installed in con-

Figure 21—Fire safety can be

increased by reducing fuel to

twice the legal minimum dis-

tance of 100 feet (30.5 meters).

To maintain slope stability retain

native plant species within the

18-foot (5.5 m) recommended

distance for fuel separation.

Flame length is still continuous,

but the amount and duration of

heat output is less than when
brush is cleared to the legal min-

imum.

Wind 50 mph

Figure 22—Homeowners can

modify their homes to overcome

negative characteristics. But

they should seek the help of geo-

logical, engineering, and erosion

control specialists when plan-

ning intensive fuel modification

on steep slopes. Drastic fuel re-

duction can lead to slope insta-

bility

Wind 50 mph

Porch to deflect tieat

gi":

'<^^'^o
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junction with a portable pump utilizing the water from the

swimming pool only. However, roof sprinklers cannot

offer the degree of fire protection obtained by a fire-safe

building design.

Modifications to an existing property (fig. 22) that

could overcome negative characteristics include:

Negative characteristics Modifications

1. Wood shingle roof

2. Wood siding

3. Large overhand

(open eaves)

4. High gable roof

5. No safety zone

(no slope setback)

Large picture

windows

Tree crown over-

hanging the roof

Fire-resistive roof

Fire-resistive siding (or

fire-resistive paint)

Reduced overhang

(closed eaves); vent cov-

ers for fire emergency

Redesigning may be too

expensive

Create setback with a

deck where exterior

material has a fire-

resistant rating of 1

hour or more

Install fire-resistive

shutters

Prune trees

Clearing Brush Around Homes

Some typical fire hazard reduction requirements are set

forth below. Local homeowners may receive such informa-

tion from their jurisdictional fire agency or the California

Department of Forestry. Residents of fire-prone areas

should be aware of the local ordinances that require such

hazard reduction, should understand them and help make
them applicable to their particular area. Living more safely

in chaparral areas requires a balance of both watershed

and fire safety. Clearing brush according to local ordi-

nance will not in itself guarantee fire safety (fig. 23). Other

measures described in this report should be followed. For

additional guidance on fire safety, see reports by the Cali-

fornia Department of Forestry (1980), Moore (1981),

Perry and others (1979).

You are only required to clear your own property.

Clearance on other property is the responsibility of the

owner. Contact your local forestry or fire personnel if such

clearance is needed.

1. Clear all hazardous flammable vegetation to min-

eral soil for a distance of 30 feet (9 m) from any structure.

Cut flammable vegetation to a height of 18 inches (45 cm)

for another 70 feet (21 m). Exception: This requirement

does not apply to single specimens of trees, ornamental

shrubbery or cultivated ground cover such as green grass,

ivy, succulents, or similar plants used as ground cover,

provided that they do not form a means of readily trans-

mitting fire from native growth to any structure.

2. Remove limbs within 10 feet (3 m) of the chimney.

Cut away dead branches and limbs that overhang the roof.

3. Screen the chimney outlet to prevent sparks from

igniting the roof or brush. Use '/2-half inch mesh.

4. Clean leaves, needles and twigs from roof gutters

and eaves.

5. Clear flammable vegetation within 10 feet (3 m) of

liquefied petroleum gas storage tanks.

6. Stack wood piles away from buildings, fences and

other combustible materials.

TREATING NEWLY BURNED
CHAPARRAL SLOPES

After brush fires, erosion from burned watersheds

covered with natural vegetation may be more than 20 times

House built too close to edge

Wind 50 mph
steep wood roof

Open eaves

Wood siding

Figure 23—Fire can travel uphill

16 times faster than downhill. At

wind speeds of 50 mph (80.5

kph), flames produced by a solid

cover of chaparral can exceed

the 100-foot (30.5 meter) length

of brush clearance. Therefore, a

solid flame front will be produced

that reaches from the edge of the

chaparral [A) over the low-fuel

plants to the house(S).
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greater than from unburned watersheds, although it is

normally much less. Fire intensity, steepness and length of

slope, soil type and parent material, and intensity, dura-

tion, and frequency of winter rains all affect the amount of

erosion. In any event, immediate action by the homeowner

is imperative to reduce property damage from the winter

rains. But, what to do? Some suggestions are illustrated in

figure 24. Additional information can be gathered from

other sources (for example, Amimoto 1978, Los Angeles

County 1982, Los Angeles Dep. Bldg. and Safety 1978,

Maire 1962, Zinke 1962). The appropriate County Flood

Control office can provide immediate help when need is

urgent.

Direct Seeding
After major fires. Federal, State, and local agencies may

immediately start aerial seeding of the hillsides with annual

ryegrass (Blanfordand Gunter 1971). This is an emergency

measure and often seeds exposed on the soil surface will

not germinate and start rooting unless encouraged by 4 or

5 days of moist weather. Much of the season's rainfall may
be passed before the seeded grasses become well estab-

lished. Seeds of resident annual grasses, when they are

present, germinate more quickly because many of the seeds

are buried in the soil layer and therefore have moisture

available. This abundant seed source quickly germinates

wherever moisture collects. Perennial grasses will resprout

soon after the first winter rains.

Annual Ryegrass

Aerially seeded ryegrass is less effective on steep slopes

and needs fertile soils (provided by nature after a fire),

moisture (rain or sprinklers), and warmth to germinate.

When ryegrass is used by the homeowner the best course is

to seed the slopes by hand, preferably raking the grass seed

in, and then installing a sprinkler irrigation system. If the

slope is to be replanted immediately with landscape plants,

ryegrass must be seeded in contour rows or it will choke

out the newly planted stock. To germinate the seeds before

the winter rains, the first few inches of the soil surface must

Check dams in

canyon to reduce

debris flow

Wooden deflector

barricades near base

of slope

> Chainlink fence to

catch rocks

Figure 24—Immediately after a fire, emergency measures should be

taken to rehabilitate a chaparral watershed. They Include the use of direct

seeding, check dams, boards, jute matting, chain link fences, sandbags

and deflector barriers, drains, dry walls, plastic sheeting, and guniting on

slopes.
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be kept moist through frequent light watering. Deep water-

ing should be avoided.

Seeds can be pregerminated to save water, to prevent

overwatering of slopes, and to assure a good, quick cover

(EspHnand Shackleford 1978, Radtke 1977) (fig. 25). This

is readily done by putting the seeds into gunnysacks (sand-

bags) and soaking them thoroughly in large containers,

such as trash cans that have small holes or openings for

drainage. The excess water, which may contain germina-

tion-inhibiting chemicals leached from the seed coat,

should be channeled into the street gutter. After the seeds

have been kept moist in the sacks for about 1 day, they

should be hand seeded on the hillsides or raked in. They

will germinate immediately if moisture is continuously

supplied.

Ryegrass should be viewed by the homeowner as a man-

agement tool for temporary emergency surface erosion

control of bare slopes during the immediate rainy season.

Eradicating the ryegrass plants on landscape slopes

towards the end of the rainy season, before they go to seed,

and replanting the areas to deep-rooted low-fuel plants can

be an effective method for reducing topsoil erosion. The

ryegrass treatment greatly reduces surface erosion but can

compete heavily with the deeper-rooted woody plants.

Spring and summer annual grasses will become dry, weedy

flash fuels. New seeds germinate year after year as long as

the soil is disturbed. Perennial ryegrass should not be used,

as it can become a weedy pest.

3 days (presoaked)

Figure 25—Soaking barley and

ryegrass seeds stimulates pre-

germination, thereby hastening

rooting and establishment as

ground cover.

Figure 26—Barley planted on contours is effective in minimizing erosion.

Homeowners should avoid broadcast seeding or contour

seeding grasses on recent slippage areas or actively sliding

hillsides. The additional infiltration of water into the soil

by the shallow-rooted grasses may cause local soil liquefac-

tion and further slippage and mudflow. Plastic sheets

should be spread over these areas until a proper slope

engineering job can be done.

Barley

Hand planting of barley in contours spaced about 3 feet

(0.9 m) apart has proven very effective in minimizing ero-

sion, even on steep slopes (fig. 26). The ridges and trenches

of the contours form a series of miniature terraces that

allow water to infiltrate the soil. This increases plant

growth, reduces runoff, conserves soil moisture, and pre-

vents soil loss. On slopes with lower infiltration rates, such

as steep, long slopes and hillsides with finer, less coarse

soils, contours should be spaced more closely than on

watersheds with high infiltration rates. Similarly, contours

should be closer in areas where the runoff problems are

critical, as near homes at the base of the slopes.

Strip cropping could also be practiced by interplanting

the barley rows with rows of low-fuel ground covers in

catching and holding water and soil. This method allows

for reestablishment of ground covers while at the same time

greatly reducing postfire soil erosion. Several years can

therefore be saved in relandscaping of fire-prone hillsides.

Quick cover and healthy plants are produced through sav-

ing the topsoil which is so valuable for plant growth.

For seeding barley, recommended rates are about 150

pounds of barley per acre ( 1 67 kg/ ha) with about an equal

amount of diammonium phosphate fertilizer added to the

rows at planting time. Barley is readily available from feed

stores and can be ordered immediately after a fire. Care

should be taken to order only recleaned barley, as rolled
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Figure 27—Check dams can reduce gully erosion.

barley (used for feed) will not germinate. Recleaned barley

may be cheaper than ryegrass when the demand for it is

low.

For quick establishment, barley seeds should be pre-

germinated no longer than 1 day and should be covered

with soil to a depth not exceeding 2 inches (5 cm). Seeds

lightly covered with soil germinate with the first winter

rains, whereas seed lying on the soil surface need an

extended period of moist weather for germination. Com-
pared with ryegrass, barley germinates and grows more

vigorously in cooler weather. Broadcast seeding (sowing

the seeds on the slope without covering them) is less effec-

tive with barley than with ryegrass seeding. Barley seeds

are much larger than ryegrass seeds, and very seldom find

enough moisture at the soil surface to allow germination.

Rodents and birds also tend to eat the seeds before they

have a chance to germinate. Even after the barley plant

dies, the strong roots can hold the surface soil for another 2

years. When reseeding is not desired, the plants should be

cut in the spring before they go to seed. Barley is an annual

plant and becomes a flashy fuel after it dies in late spring or

early summer.

Check Dams

The object of check dams is to hold back rocks, brush,

and other debris, and to slow down the flow of water in

canyons or large gullies (fig. 27). Reseeding and replanting

should go hand in hand with these temporary erosion

control measures. Check dams should be repeated about

every 50 ft (15 m). Small mesh fencing will act to impede

water flow. Additional information regarding liability to

downstream residents may be obtained from local flood

control officials.

Boards

Redwood boards as thin as 1 inch (2.5 cm) can be used

effectively to stabilize steep slopes before planting and to

keep existing soil slips from getting worse (fig. 28). The

boards are the homeowner's emergency soils engineering

tools to reduce the effective length and steepness of hill-

sides by dividing a larger watershed into smaller sections.

Boards can be very effective if well engineered and sup-

ported by a proper plant cover, but should not be looked

upon as a substitute for permanent soils engineering

methods. Boards should not be placed closer than 5 feet

(1.5 m) vertical distance and should be held by old pipes or

rebarsat least 4feet (1.2 m) long and about 1 inch (2.54cm)

or more thick (old pipes may be gathered from a local

plumber). Rebars are round, solid construction steel bars

that are ridged and anchor themselves in the soil more

effectively than smooth pipe, provided the soil is firmly

tamped around the rebar after it has been hammered into

the ground.

A board 10 feet (3 m) long and 1 foot (30.5 cm) high

should be held by a minimum of three rebars. Unless the

boards are used as terraces, there should be 1 or 2 feet (30.5

or 61 cm) of clearance between horizontally placed boards.

Figure 28—Pretreated or redwood boards help stabilize the face of soil

slips.
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Figure 29—Jute mating reduces surface erosion.

Boards minimize slippage during heavy rains, when both

soil and excess water can ooze out between the boards.

Remember that a supersaturated slope will slip.

Localized slope instability may result if the pipes that

hold the boards are hammered into highly fractured and

weak bedrock, especially in areas where such rock layering

parallels the slope. Pipes may also fail to hold the boards,

especially on steep slopes with thin soils, if much new soil is

placed behind the boards to establish a foothold for new

plants.

Jute Matting

Matting made from natural fibers can be bought in

carpetlike rolls. It is unrolled over the slope and anchored

with pins in areas where heavy erosion is expected (fig. 29).

Every square of the matting acts as a miniature check dam
and effectively catches soil particles. The matting eventu-

ally decomposes but holds long enough for plantings to

become established. Information on how to to use the

matting is obtainable from a nursery. Potato sacks (gunny

sacks) can be effectively used for both erosion control and
weed control of smaller areas.

Chain Linl( Fence

Where life and property are endangered by falling rocks,

chain link fencing can be useful (fig. 30). The chain link is

flexible enough to catch even large boulders. When these

are likely to fall, steel posts or telephone poles should be

installed to anchor the fence, but not 4-by-4 wooden posts,

because a rock has a better chance of glancing off a round
object than a square one without breaking it. Telephone

poles should be buried at least 3 feet (0.9 m) deep. Profes-

sional help is advisable when designing a chain Hnk fence

system to reduce the danger from falling rocks.

Sandbags and Deflector Barriers

Sandbags are used to direct the flow of mud and water to

areas where they will do less harm (fig. 31). The flow of

mud away from one home should not be directed toward

another, however. Sandbags can be used effectively to

build a berm at the top of slopes to prevent water from

running downhill. Channeling water down the slope causes

supersaturated soil and slippage.

After major fires, a limited number of sandbags may be

supplied by fire protection agencies or the flood control

district. The sandbags should be filled half full with sand or

soil, and the flaps tied and folded under, pointing toward

the direction of water flow. When one layer of bags is in

place, bags should be stomped on to eliminate spaces

between them. The next layer of bags should be staggered.

Sandbags should never be more than three layers high

unless they form a pyramid or unless a building is used as

backing.

Wood deflector barricades may need to be used in criti-

cal areas where emergency revegetation may not be very

effective. They serve the same purpose as sandbags but are

semipermanent structures. The local flood control district

office can provide expert advice regarding these diversion

devices.

Figure 30—Chain-link fences stop rocl<s, even large boulders.
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Drains

Concrete bench and downhill drains reduce the effect of

topography on erosion (fig. 32). They reduce runoff and

erosion by dividing a portion of a large watershed into

smaller watersheds and by removing excess water safely

from a slope. Every year before the rains return, all drains

in the neighborhood should be inspected and cleared of

debris. Clogged drains are a major cause of flood damage

and hillside slippage. All drains should be reinspected

before sandbags are placed in position and after every

heavy rain, especially the first few years after a fire.

Dry Walls

Where slippage has occurred or is imminent, dry walls

can be effectively installed, provided they have a firm

foundation, as at the base of slopes (fig. 33). Dry walls can

be made from unwanted concrete pieces from patios or

driveways, and the wall can then be put up piece by piece

without cement. Such materials are free, except for haul-

ing. No cement is needed and there is no mess. Such a wall

may last a lifetime and is more effective than a block wall

during an earthquake. If the wall is more than several feet

tall, it should be sloped slightly toward the hill as new
layers are added. Dry walling against a fill slope leads to

slope failure (mudflow) during intense rains unless the fill

is well compacted, anchored by plants, and only a few feet

high. Lateral drains inserted 20 feet or more horizontally

into the slope will lessen the chance of slope slippage by

draining the excess water out of the slope.

Plastic Sheeting

Plastic sheeting can keep a slope relatively dry during

heavy rains and prevent surface erosion especially after a

fire in late fall (fig. 34). After a slippage, it will prevent

further saturation and movement of the soil. The entire

slope or slope area should be covered with the plastic so

that water is not channeled from one part of the slope to

another. The flow of water at the base of the plastic must be

controlled to avoid damage to homes below. Improperly

placed sheets that concentrate runoff in selected areas or

that cover only portions of a hillside are a leading cause of

slope failure. Therefore plastic spread on hillsides must be

properly tied down or constantly maintained throughout

the rainy season. Broken pieces should be replaced and

windblown sections retied. The thicker 6-mil (0.006-inch)

Figure 31—Sandbags divert flow mud. Figure 32—Drains control water flow and reduce excess surface runoff.
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plastic is preferred because it rips less easily and covers the

slope better, thereby reducing maintenance problems.

Sandbags partially filled with soil are used to anchor the

plastic. On steeper slopes, sandbags should be tied to ropes

that are anchored at the top of the slope. Rocks or stakes

should not be used to anchor the plastic because rocks wear

through the plastic and stakes are ineffective when winds

whip underneath the plastic. Rainstorms bring rain and

wind. The plastic sheets must therefore be sealed on all

edges and on overlaps, to prevent them from becoming

sails as the wind whips underneath them.

Guniting

Guniting of slopes above or below homes or on road cuts

is the most effective way to eliminate soil erosion in areas

where plants are ineffective because slopes are steep and

soil erosion is rapid. In effective guniting, a network of

construction steel is anchored into bedrock and concrete is

poured over this web of steel after drain pipes have been

installed at appropriate intervals. The unattractive effect of

the gunited hillside can be greatly reduced by coloring the

concrete approximately the natural soil color of the area

and planting trailing groundcovers at all edges. For safe

disposal of the runoff water, the base of gunited slopes

must be tied into permanent steel, asphalt, or concrete

drains.

Guniting is most effective on slopes not exceeding 25 feet

(7.6 m) in vertical distance. It requires a high initial invest-

ment but is cost-effective in the long run. It is often the only

effective way to stabiUze steep roadcuts and slopes already

undercut by roads when building is begun. Without treat-

ment, debris from steep or undercut slopes settles at the

foot of the slope. Although this process eventually estab-

Figure 34—Plastic sheets remove further rainfall from saturated soils.

lishes a new, stable slope angle, the debris may also par-

tially block the road and need to be cleared and hauled

away periodically. This process continuously undercuts the

slope causing further accelerated erosion and larger slides.

Building should therefore not be allowed on top of any

undercut slope unless the cut is first completely stabilized

or unless it consists of a solid rock cliff. Retaining walls and

guniting are only a partial solution to hillside problems.

The suggestions made here are quick self-help methods

for the homeowner, using materials often readily available.

Planting of woody plants, such as shrubs and trees, is not

effective as erosion control in the season after a fire. These

deep-rooted plants are needed, however, to minimize slip-

page on steeper slopes, and herbaceous cover such as

Figure 33—Dry walls can stabilize the toe of slopes.
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grasses is needed to reduce surface erosion. Shrubs and

trees must be replanted if the burned woody plants do not

resprout. Research has shown that converting chaparral to

grass covered watersheds after a burn greatly reduces ero-

sion for the first 5 years or more, as compared with the

untreated stand where chaparral is resprouting. After this,

erosion on the grass-covered site greatly increases because

the old chaparral roots that were still holding the hillside

have finally rotted away and the grass root zone becomes

supersaturated and slips out (Corbett and Rice 1966).

Thus, the homeowner must be careful in landscaping a

hillside after fire. Steep hillsides converted from chaparral

to low-fuel plants often show little subsurface instability in

the form of slips and s^ides for some years. The slips and

slides that occur during high intensity rains 5 to 10 years

later are therefore seldom attributed to the earlier brush

conversion, but they can be prevented.

WHAT TO DO WHEN
CAUGHTIN A WILDFIRE

If your home is threatened by wildfire, you may be

contacted by a fire or law enforcement official and advised

to evacuate. If you are not contacted in time to evacuate, or

if you decide to stay with your home, the following sugges-

tions will increase your chances of safely and successfully

defending your property.

Before Fire Approaches

1. If you plan to stay, evacuate your pets and all family

members who are not essential to protecting the home.

2. Be properly dressed to survive the fire. Cotton and

wool fabrics are preferable to synthetics. Wear long pants

and boots and carry with you for protection a long-sleeved

shirt or jacket, gloves, a handkerchief to shield the face,

water to wet it, and goggles.

3. Remove combustible items from around the house.

This includes lawn and poolside furniture, umbrellas, and

tarp coverings. If they catch fire, the added heat could

ignite your house.

4. Close outside attic, eave, and basement vents. This

will eliminate the possibility of sparks blowing into hidden

areas within the house. Close storm shutters.

5. Place large plastic trash cans or buckets around the

outside of the house and fill them with water. Soak burlap

sacks, small rugs, large rags. They can be helpful in beating

out burning embers or small fires. Inside the house, fill

bathtubs, sinks, and other containers with water. Toilet

tanks and water heaters are an important water reservoir.

6. Locate garden hoses so they will reach any place on

the house. Use the spray-gun type nozzle, adjusted to a

spray.

7. If you have portable gasoline-powered pumps to

take water from a swimming pool or tank, make sure they

are operating and in place.

8. Place a ladder against the roof of the house opposite

the side of the approaching fire. If you have a combustible

roof, wet it down. Do not waste water. Waste can drain the

entire water system quickly.

9. Back your car into the garage and roll up the car

windows. Disconnect the automatic garage door opener (in

case of power failure you could not remove the car). Close

all garage doors.

1 0. Place valuable papers and mementos inside the car

in the garage for quick departure, if necessary. Any pets

still with you should also be put in the car.

1 1. Close windows and doors to the house to prevent

sparks from blowing inside. Close all doors inside the

house to prevent drafts. Open the damper on your fireplace

to help stabilize outside-inside pressure, but close the fire-

place screen so sparks will not ignite the room. Turn on a

light in each room to make the house more visible in heavy

smoke.

12. Turn off all pilot lights.

13. If you have time, take down your drapes and cur-

tains. Close all Venetian blinds or fire-resistive window

coverings to reduce the amount of heat radiating into your

home. This gives added safety in case the windows give way

because of heat or wind.

When the Fire FrontArrives and Passes

As the firefront approaches, go inside the house. Stay

calm, you are in control of the situation. After the fire

passes, check the roof immediately. Extinguish any sparks

or embers. Then, check inside the attic for hidden burning

sparks. If you have a fire, call the Fire Department and

then get your neighbors to help fight it until the fire units

arrive. The water in your pool and the water in your

garbage cans, sinks, toilet tanks, etc., will come in handy

now. For several hours after the fire, recheck for smoke

and sparks throughout the house.

In a major conflagration, fire protection agencies will

probably not have enough equipment and manpower to be

at every home. You cannot depend totally on their help.

One of the firefighter's principal responsibilities is to stop

the spread of fire from house to house. Therefore, if one

home is on fire, firefighters might have to pass it by to save

another in the path of the fire. Your careful planning and

action during a fire can save your home. Be prepared. Talk

with your neighbors to see what resources you have. Ask

your fire or forestry personnel for professional advice and

assistance.

When Caught in the Open

When you are caught in the open, the best temporary

shelter will be found where fuel is sparse. Here are com-

ments on some good and bad places to go:
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• Automobile: Move the car to bare ground or sparse

fuel areas, close all windows and doors, lie on the floor and

cover yourself with a jacket or blanket. The fuel tank of the

car will normally not explode until the car is well on fire or

may not explode at all. So, keep calm and let the fire pass.

• Road cut: If you are caught without shelter along a

road, lie face down along the road cut or the ditch on the

uphill side (less fuel and less convection heat). Cover your-

self with anything that will shield you from the heat of the

fire.

• Canyons: Never be caught by fire in canyons that

form natural chimneys. These are narrow, steep canyons

that concentrate heat, explosive gases, and updraft. Within

chimneys, temperatures may exceed several thousand

degrees Fahrenheit during a fire.

• Saddles: When you are hiking out of an area where

fire is in progress, avoid topographic saddles if possible.

Saddles are wide natural paths for fire winds, and vegeta-

tion here will normally ignite first.

• Other areas: Look for areas with sparse fuel (for

example, soft chaparral such as black sage or grassland

rather than chamise chaparral), if possible, within a

depression. Clear as much fuel as you can while the fire is

approaching and then lie face down in the depression and

cover yourself with anything that will shield you from the

heat. Smoke may create as great a survival problem as the

flames do. If you are caught on a steep mountaintop or

sharp ridge, the back side away from the approaching fire

will be safer than the front side. Be aware, however, that

fire eddies often curl over sharp or narrow ridges.

Before you hike in fire-prone areas, seek additional

advice from wildland firefighting agencies. They may
supply pamphlets and can give you specific tips for wild-

land fire survival.

Evacuation and Road Closure

Fire protection agencies are responsible for determining

when the need for evacuation exists, and the jurisdictional

law enforcement agency is responsible for carrying out an

ordered evacuation. The purpose of evacuation is to pro-

tect people from life-threatening situations. Section 409.5

of the California Penal Code provides the legal authority

for law enforcement officers to close and restrict access to

disaster areas. The news media are legally exempt from this

provision.

Owners have the right to stay on their property if they so

desire, if in doing so they are not hindering the efforts of

fire personnel or contributing to the danger of the disaster

situation. In fires or floods, able-bodied persons who wish

to remain may be able to aid fire personnel in saving their

property, and those who are desirous of remaining may be

permitted to do so.

In a fire or flood, there may be several different phases of

road closure within the disaster area: (a) in an area that

forseeably could be involved in the disaster, but presently is

not, people without purpose will be restricted from entry to

reduce traffic problems or the potential for looting; (b) in

an area of imminent danger with limited access or egress,

people would be discouraged from entry, though they live

in the area, and those who are adamant after being

informed of the danger would be permitted entry; (c) in an

area presently involved in the emergency where extreme

danger to life exists and where traffic must be restricted due

to movement of emergency vehicles, people, including res-

idents, will be refused entry.

Road closures around emergency incidents are essential

to the expeditious movement of persons leaving the area

and mobility of emergency equipment. On major incidents,

closures become immediately essential to permit accessibil-

ity of firefighting forces, orderly evacuation, and exclusion

of unauthorized persons.

In summary, here is what you should do:

• Notify the local fire protection agency.

• Stay calm—you are in control of the situation.

• If you decide to stay with your home during a wild-

fire, evacuate all family members who are not essential to

protecting the home.

• Dress properly to shield yourself from the heat and

flames.

• Take steps to prepare your home for the approaching

fire.

• If caught in the open, seek shelter where fuel is

sparse.

• Remember—wildfire is erratic, unpredictable, and

usually underestimated. Life safety is always the most

important consideration.
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APPENDIX

List of Species IVIentioned

Flora (native or naturalizedy

Common name
Aaron's beard

Acacia ongerup, prostrate

African daisy

alfiiaria

Algerian ivy (freeway ivy)

alyssum

annual ryegrass (H)

Australian saltbush

barley (H)

Bermudagrass

black locust (P)

black sage

bluegum eucalyptus

Brazilian pepper

buckwheat

bur clover

bush poppy

California buckwheat

California laurel

California pepper

California sagebrush

California scrub oak

California walnut (D)

Canary Island pine

capeweed (P)

Carmel creeper

ceanothus

chamise

Chilean saltbush

chokecherry (P)

coast live oak

coyote brush (Twin Peaks)

creeping sage

currant, gooseberry

cypress

deerweed

Descanso rockrose

desert buckbrush

dwarf running myrtle

elderberry

English ivy (P)

english oak

eucalyptus

fuchsias

gooseberries

gray santolina

green acacia

green galenia (P)'

green lavender cotton

green saltbush

Scientiflc name

Hypericum calycinum

Acacia rodelens cultivar ongerup

Osteospermum fruiicosum

Erodium species

Hedera canariensis

Alyssum species

Lolium multiflorum

Airiplex semibaccala

Hordeum vulgare

Cynodon dactylon

Robinia pseudoacacia

Salvia mellifera

Eucalyptus globulus

Schinus terebinthifolius

Eriogonum wrightii ssp.

subscaposum

Medicago hispida

Dendromecon rigida

Eriogonum fasciculatum

Umbellularia californica

Schinus molle

Artemisia californica

Quercus dumosa

Juglans californica

Pinus canariensis

Arctotheca calendula

Ceanothus crisseus

Ceanothus species

Adenostoma fasciculatum

A triplex undulata

Prunus species

Quercus agrifolia

Baccharis pilularis var. pilularis

Salvia sonomensis

Ribes species

Cypress species

Lotus scoparius

Cistus crispus

Ceanothus greggii

Vinca minor

Sambucus species

Hedera helix

Quercus robur

Eucalyptus species

Fuchsia species

Ribes species

Santolina chamaecyparis

Acacia species

Galenia pubescens

Santolina virens

Atriplex glauca

gum rockrose

hoary-leaf ceanothus

hollyleaf cherry

honeysuckle

ice plants

junipers

knotweed

laurel sumac (D)

lawn grass

lemonade berry (D)

lippia

mountain lilac

mountain mahogany

Mueller's saltbush

myoporum, prostrate (P)

navel orange

oak

old man saltbush

oleander

periwinkle

pines

Point Reyes ceanothus

ponderosa pine

prickly pear

prostrate ceanothus

purple rockrose

purple sage

reed

rockrose

rosemary, prostrate

roses

ryegrass, annual (H)

sages

saltbush

scrub oak

silver saltbush

star thistle

sugarbush (D)

sugarbush (D)

sunflowers

sycamore

toyon, christmasberry (P)

wavy leaf saltbush

white sage

white trailing iceplant

wild mustard

yucca

Fauna

'Tucker and Kimball (1978)

P - plant parts poisonous to ingest

D = may cause dermatitus

H = may readily cause hay fever or other allergic reaction

badger

California ground squirrel

California quail

coyote

golden eagle

gopher snake

mountain kingsnake

pack rat

pocket gopher

rabbit

rattlesnake

red-tailed hawk

weasel

western racer snake

wildcat

Cistus ladaniferus

Ceanothus crassifolius

Prunus illicifolia

Lonicera species

Carpobrotus, Delosperma, Dro-

santhemum species

Juniperus species

Polygonum equisiiiforme

Rhus laurina

Cynodon dactylon

Rhus integrifolia

Phyla nodijlora (Lippia repens)

Ceanothus species

Cercocarpus species

Atriplex muelleri

Myroporum parvifolium

cultivar horshum

Citrus sinensis

Quercus species

Atriplex nummularia

Nerium species

Vinca major

Pinus species

Ceanothus gloriosus

Pinus ponderosa

Opuntia species

Ceanothus prostratus

Cistus villosus

Salvia leucophylla

Arundo species

Cistus species

Rosmarinus officinalis

var. prostratus

Rosa species

Lolium multiflorum

Salvia species

Atriplex species

Quercus dumosa

A triplex rhagodioides

Centaurea species

Rhus species

Rhus ovata

Helianthus species

Platanus racemosa

Heteromeles arbutifolia

Atriplex undulata

Salvia apiana

Delosperma alba

Brassica species

Yucca species

Taxidea taxus

Otospermophilus heecheyi

Lophortyx californica

Canis latrans

Aquila chrysaelos

Pituophis melanoleucus

Lampropeltis zonata

Neotomafuscipes

Thomomys species

Sylvilagus species

Crotalus viridis

Buteo horealis

Mustelafrenata

Coluber constrictor

Felis Ivnx
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Since 1975, the economic efficiency of fire management

programs has received increased emphasis in the Forest

Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture fire management

planning and budgetary allocation process. That year, the U.S.

Office of Management and Budget (0MB) asked the Forest

Service to estimate the real costs of changes in its fire man-

agement program and to indentify the best fire management

practices by evaluating appropriate costs and returns. In 1978,

during a review of the Forest Service fire management pro-

gram budget for fiscal year 1979, the U.S. Senate Appropria-

tions Committee noted a dramatic increase in fire presuppres-

sion costs without a corresponding increase in apparent bene-

fits. The Committee requested the Forest Service to "conduct

a cost-benefit analysis of both presuppression and suppression

activities. . .

"'
as a basis for future budget requests (U.S.

Senate 1978).

In response to the questions raised by the OMB and the U.S.

Senate (1978), the Forest Service made several changes in its

fire management policy. By 1978, fire management programs

must be not only cost-effective but must be compatible with

land management objectives. Now, success probability and

economic efficiency, as measured by the minimization of cost

plus net value change, are necessary criteria for selecting

among fire suppression actions (U.S. Department of Agricul-

ture, Forest Service 1981).

Economic efficiency is also the criterion to be used in

judging fire management programs in several states. The

California Department of Forestry (CDF), for example, has

been asked by the State legislature to reflect more accurately

fire damage estimates. The State legislature also asked CDF to

evaluate changes in damages resulting from an increase or

decrease in fire programs budget. Wisconsin and Alabama

also are addressing the question of economic efficiency in fire

programs (Mills 1980). A cost estimate of fire management

activities is a necessary input into the economic analysis now
required.

This report describes a procedure to estimate the economic

costs of initial attack and large-fire suppression actions of fire

management programs. It explains a measure called fire man-

agement input unit cost estimate and how it is used to deter-

mine the economic costs of such actions. A sample application

illustrates how the procedure works.

FIRE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
COMPONENT COSTS

Fire management program component costs have been

categorized in numerous ways. One study, for example, con-

centrated on direct protection costs, dividing them into two

categories (Sparhawk 1925):

• Prinuuy protection— Includes the cost of fire manage-

ment organization for prevention, detection, and suppression.

Organizational costs include personnel, equipment, and im-

provements, and are determined in advance.

• Actual cost of suppression—Includes temporary labor,

subsistence, transportation, and the time of Forest personnel

taken from other work. For a finer resolution, fire management

program costs are divided into fire prevention, fire detection,

fuel modification, presuppression activities, and fire suppres-

sion (Gale 1977). The first four categories combined represent

Sparhawk' s primary protection costs.

A different breakdown was used to define the costs of

protection by Davis (1974). Fire program costs included pre-

vention, presuppression, prescribed fire, mechanical fuel

treatment, and fire planning. In addition, general fire system

costs, including general administration and planning man-

agement information, and public involvement were identified

(Davis 1974). Although a different breakdown, all cost ele-

ments discussed by Davis (1974) are included in the preven-

tion and presuppression categories developed by Gale (1977).

Other studies have developed cost categories based on the

premise that fire program decisions should consider the pro-

gram's total cost effect over time. With this principle, two

major cost categories were defined (Newport 1972)

—

investment costs and operational costs. Investment costs are

one-time expenditures for facilities, equipment, or both, re-

quired to initiate the system. Operational costs are the recur-

ring costs of operating, supporting, and manning the fire

control system or subsystem.

The main problem with all the approaches to cost the fire

management programs discussed previously is that none of

them, with the possible exception of Newport (1972), ad-



dressed the question of economic costs. All efforts concen-

trated on categorizing accounting costs. Distribution or over-

bead costs to the various functions is seldom considered. Also,

the concept of opportunity cost is rarely used in evaluating the

total cost of the fire management programs. In general terms,

the opportunity cost of the current use of some good or of some

input is its worth in some alternative use (Mishan 1976). The

procedure proposed here corrects these oversights in comput-

ing the economic cost of fire management programs.

=IRE MANAGEMENT INPUT UNIT
:OST

The procedure developed here uses a per-unit cost to esti-

nate the cost of a fire management program on an input-by-

nput basis (McKetta and others 1981). Fire management

nputs (FMls) are the production units used in initial attack and

arge-fire suppression organizations to which physical control

)arameters can be ascribed; for example, a 20-person

:ategory-I crew that can produce X chains of fireline in a given

)eriod of time.

The unit cost estimates are used initially to determine the

ire season fire program standby costs, that is, the total cost of

laving the fire program available. In the Forest Service these

osts are caWedpresuppression costs. The budget level for any

ire program is converted into a list of FMIs available to fight

ires during the season by means of the FMI unit cost. To
letermine the fire management program .standby costs, several

teps are taken. One, the total budget is allocated to the various

)rogram functions. Two, the allocated money is assigned to

lifferent FMIs within the functions. Three, the dollars allo-

ated to the various functions (two above) are translated into an

"MI list, for example, number of pumpers available for the

eason. Because half units cannot be bought, the resulting FMI
ist is corrected for fractions by rounding to the closer integer,

rhen the program level is adjusted for the integer solution

iccordingly. This whole process gives the fire program season

tandby costs.

The standby or presuppression costs represent only a part of

he cosi figure in the cost plus net value change equation used

evaluate economic efficiency of different fire managemet

>rograms. The second part in thecasv figure is the cost of using

he fire management inputs in actual firefighting or suppres-

ion costs. The total cost of the fire program is the standby or

)resuppression cost plus the use or suppression costs. The FMI
init cost estimates are used to obtain the use cost above and

)eyond the fire program standby cost through the procedure

xplained in this report.

The main objectives in developing the FMI unit cost are

o . . .

• Identify budgetary costs that should be allocated to a

pecific FMI.

• Incorporate FMI economic costs that are not typically

ncluded in accounting data.

• Convert fixed costs of each FMI to a variable cost ele-

ment that is relevant for long-term fire management organiza-

tion planning and optimization process.

• Display the variable costs on a dollar-per-hour basis for

each FMI in distinct categories, which represent "standby"

and "on-fire" costs during either normal or overtime hours.

Standby costs are incurred for a certain period during the year,

regardless of whether the FMIs are used.

After these objectives are accomplished, all direct and in-

direct costs of having available and using the fire management

inputs are charged to the FMIs. All applicable overhead costs,

such as personnel management costs, are distributed to the

FMIs on the basis of their firefighters " use of various overhead

support functions. An opportunity cost to the organization for

the use of their own capital in facilities is distributed to the

FMIs using the facilities. (An equivalent rental rate of similar

private facilities in the same area where the agency facilities

are located is used to determine the opportunity cost

[Gonzalez-Caban and others 1982]). The opportunity cost is

then allocated over the FMI 's availability and is converted into

a portion of the variable unit cost. The unit cost reflects the cost

of the fire management inputs in a variable cost form, provid-

ing a better means for estimating the economic cost of alterna-

tive fire management programs to be tested in planning a fire

organization.

With the per-unit-cost approach, all cost information rele-

vant to an FMI is integrated as one cost rate, thereby making

simulation cost aggregation easier. The unit cost approach also

increa.ses flexibility so that the cost procedure can be uni-

formly applied by all organizations with fire protection re-

sponsibilities. A more detailed explanation of the FMI unit

cost development can be found in works by McKetta and

others (1981) and Gonzalez-Caban and others (unpubl.) As

an example, the unit cost for a category-I crew must consider

all the components in developing the composite unit cost

(tcihle I).

ECONOMIC COST

The economic cost procedure determines only the cost of the

initial attack and large-fire actions functional categories to date

of the fire management program. The aggregation process

described will be used to estimate the total economic cost of a

fire management program as cost estimates of the other func-

tional categories become available.

Acquaintance with the overall cost scheme will assist in

understanding the cost procedure (/7^'. /). The cost procedure

needs all of the following basic information to compute the

suppression costs of any FMI sent to a fire (fig. I):

• Type and number of FMIs sent to a fire;

• Time the FMIs were sent to the fire;

• Time the FMIs spent in firefighting activities;

• Time the FMIs spent in nonfirefighting activities; and,

• Travel time for the FMIs to get to the fire.



Fire Management Input (PMI): i ime enrouie lo rire, iime

spent on fire, nonfirefighting time, travel time

FMI cost: regular suppression (travel

time to fire + time on fire, regular time x

hazard pay rate) + overtime suppression

(overtime + overtime rate, including

hazard pay) + nonfire suppression

(mop-up time + return to base time x

overtime rate, no-hazard pay) + transpor-

tation cost (time to and from fire x trans-

portation rate)

FMI cost: overtime suppression (travel

time to fire + time on fire x overtime rate,

including hazard pay) + nonfire suppres-

sion (mop-up + return to base time x

overtime rate, no-hazard pay) + transpor-

tation cost (time to and from fire x trans-

portation rate, no-hazard pay)

FMI cost: regular suppression (travel time to fire + time

on fire x hazard pay rate) + transportation cost (time to

and from fire x transportation rate, no-hazard pay)

©
Total fire suppression cost: 2 overall FMI suppression costs + overhead

team costs

Total fire season suppression cost: 1 overall total fire suppression cost

©

(10)

Fire management program total economic cost: initial

attack and large-fire actions total cost + prevention, de-

tection, and fuel management actual cost

Initial attack and large-fire actions total cost: total fire season suppression

cost + initial attack presuppression budget.

Figure 1—The total economic cost of a Fire Management Program is

calculated by this step-by-step procedure.



First, it is determined whether an FMI sent to a fire remained

on the fire longer than the regular tour of duty. If this is true,

the FMI suppression cost for that fire equals the regular sup-

pression cost plus overtime suppression cost plus nonfirefight-

ing activities cost plus transportation costs . Any activity taking

place after the fire has been declared contained (a fireline has

been built around the fire perimeter) is considered a non-

firefighting activity. The distinction is that during this time the

FMIs do not draw a hazard pay premium. Hazard pay is a

compensation above and beyond base pay for dangerous work

done. As the fire is contained, it is no longer considered a high

risk area so the hazard pay premium stops. The FTVlI's return

trip to base camp is a nonfirefighting activity.

If the FMI time spent on the fire is less than the regular work

period but extends beyond the regular tour of duty, the FMI
suppression cost is the same as in the previous example. If the

FMI stays on the fire during the regular tour of duty, the FMI
suppression cost for that fire equals the regular suppression

cost plus transportation cost. If, however, the FMI's time

spent on the fire is outside the regular tour of duty , the suppres-

sion cost for that fire equals the overtime suppression plus

nonfirefighting suppression plus transportation cost.

Immediately after dispatch to a fire, all FMI crewmembers

start drawing hazard pay premium. As mentioned earlier,

however, during the return trip to home base aud during that

time in which the FMIs are in nonfirefighting activities, the

FMI crewmembers do not collect hazard pay premium. The

different pay rates for the FMI crewmembers depend on the

activity being performed. When the FMIs are waiting to be

sent to a fire they get pay at the standby rate. While in transit to

a fire they get pay at the standby or overtime basic pay (one and

one-half times the standby rate), depending on time of day and

tour of duty, plus hazard pay premium. These are called

regular suppression pay and overtime suppression pay, re-

spectively. While on the fire the FMI crewmembers get paid

the same as when in transit to the fire. Once the fire is declared

contained all FMI crewmembers stop drawing a hazard pay

premium and their pay reverts to the standby or overtime pay,

again depending on time of day and tour of duty. In summary,

there are four different pay rates that differ by hazard pay

premium and tour of duty.

Once the necessary information for all FMIs used in a

particular fire is collected, the sum of all costs equals the total

FMI suppression cost for that particular fire. Emergency sup-

pression expenditures are not budgeted at the beginning of the

fiscal year, but are covered in supplemental appropriations

made by Congress or State legislatures to cover all fire-related

expenditures not appropriated in fire presuppression budgets.

To determine the total cost of the initial attack and large-fire

action of any fire management program, therefore, it is neces-

sary to keep records of suppression funds spent during initial

attack and large-fire actions throughout the fire season. The

regular tour of firefighting duty of any FMI is always paid out

of the presuppression budget. Hazard premium pay, overtime

suppression, overtime, and transportation cost while firefight-

ing are charged to emergency fund expenditures.

When the cost procedure presented here is applied over an

entire fire season, total costs of the initial attack and large-fire

action functions of a fire management program are accounted

for. When cost estimates for other functional activity

categories are completed, the total cost of a fire management

program can be estimated. Although the present procedure

deals only with initial attack and large-fire suppression, for

reasons of completeness, costs of the other functional ac-

tivities will be added to estimate the fire management program

economic cost. The costing procedure will eventually be ex-

tended to include the cost of prevention, detection, and fuels

management functional activities.

Because actual firefighting or any other activity while on the

fire during the FMI regular tour of duty is covered under the

presuppression budget, only the suppression or emergency

costs need to be estimated. As explained earlier, standby costs

pay for the FMI's availability period, including any action

during the regular tour of duty.

Mathematically, the total suppresion cost of any particular

fire management input during a fire is given by equation 1

:

SCik = [RTik (PURi - PUSi) + (OTi, X PUOi) +

M
(OTNSik X PUONi) + (VTTiik x CHy,)] (1)

J

Table 1

—

Unit cost for a categoiy-l firefighting crew

Activity status Total Supplies Pay Training

Special

training Equipment Facilities Overhead Misc. Supervisor Subsist.

Standby 275.66 7.97 165.91 19.55 0.0 0.0 19.01 63.23 0.0 0.0 0.0

suppression

Small fire 305.26 7.97 195.41 19.55 0.0 0.0 19.01 63.23 0.0 0.0 0.0

Large fire 384,31 7.97 195.41 19.55 0.0 0.0 19.01 63.23 0.0 6.51 72.63

Small fire

On overtime 364.16 7.97 254.41 19.55 0.0 0.0 19.01 63.23 0.0 0.0 0.0

Large fu-e

On overtime 444.41 7.97 254.41 19.55 0.0 0.0 19.01 63.23 0.0 7.62 72.63



in which

SCik = total suppression cost of input i for fire k.

RT|k = regular time in firefighting activities of input i

while on fire k (including travel time to fire).

OT| k
= overtime in firefighting activities of input i while

on fire k (including travel time to fire).

OTNS|k= overtime in nonfirefighting activities of input i

while on fire k (including mop-up and travel

back to base).

PURi = per unit cost of input i while in regular time

firefighting activities.

PUOi = per unit cost of input i while in overtime

firefighting activities.

PUONj = per unit cost of input i while in overtime non-

firefighting activities.

PUSi - standby rate of input i.

TTijk = travel time of input i by method j for fire k.

CHij = cost per hour traveled of input i by method j.

i = 1, 2, 3 ... N, input identifier,

j
= 1, 2, 3 ... M, travel method,

k = 1, 2, 3 ... F, fire identifier.

Equation 1 expresses the total suppression cost of any FMI
sent to a fire. The total suppression cost for all inputs used in

fighting fire k is derived by summing across all inputs. The

cost of any fire overhead teams used in the management of the

fire needs to be included as part of the cost of the fire. The

overhead teams are not directly related to any specific FMI and

their composition depends on fire size. It is easier, therefore,

to allocate their cost to any FMI used as a variable cost lump

sum on a per-fire basis and always assign their cost to

emergency funds. The total suppression cost of any fire is

given by:

N
TSCk = X SC,k + Ok (2)

i

in which

TSCk = total suppression cost of fire k

Ok = overhead team cost.

The fire season total suppression or emergency cost equals

the summation over all fires of the suppression cost per fire, as

computed by equation 2.

F

FSSC = 2 TSCk (3)

k

in which

FSSC = total suppression cost for the entire fire season.

To detennine the fire season total cost of initial attack and

large-fire actions, the fire season total suppression or

emergency charges are added to the presuppression budget for

initial attack for the planning year.

Therefore,

in which

FSC = fire season initial attack and large-fire suppression

action total costs.

FSSC = fire season total suppression or emergency fund

charges.

lAB = initial attack presuppression budget.

As mentioned earlier, the procedure explained here determines

the economic cost of the initial attack and large-fire actions of a

fire management program. As unit cost estimates for preven-

tion, detection, and fuels management activities of a fire

management program are developed, the procedure will be

used to determine the total economic cost of a fire program.

Equation 5 integrates all fire program functional activity

costs into a fire management program total economic cost:

ECFP = FSC + PPC + DPC+ FPC (5)

in which

ECFP = economic cost of the fire management program

PPC = prevention program cost

DPC = detection program cost

FPC = fuels management program cost.

SAMPLE APPLICATION

In this example, the cost procedure is applied to a simulated

fire. All cost computations are done to demonstrate the proce-

dure.

The fire was reported at 1445, and the area burned 175

acres. The fire was declared contained at 1945. Total contain-

ment time was 5 hours. There were 2 additional hours of

nonfirefighting activities, including mop-up actions. (After

the fire is contained all pay reverts to standby or overtime

depending on tour of duty; therefore, the nonfirefighting status

was assigned to all FMIs during this period.) The fire was

declared out by 2145. In addition to the 2 hours of nonfirefight-

ing activities, travel time of some FMIs who remained on the

fire until declared out need to be added to the nonfirefighting

time. The difference between time of arrival and containment

is the FMFs time on firefighting activities on the fire. Air

tankers are different; they do not remain on the fire all the time,

but return to base for reloading. Air tankers, total firefighting

time, and travel time are the same. The per-unit cost estimates

developed by McKetta and others (1981) are used in this

example.

The fire management inputs sent to the simulated fire are

these:

FSC = FSSC+ lAB (4)

Fire Management Input (FMI) Unit size
9l

iantity

Pumper crew

Air tanker

2 persons (250 gal)

PV2
3

1

Air tanker B26 1

Helitack crew

Category-I crew

Smokejumpers

Pumper crew

2 persons

20 persons

2 persons

3 persons (500 gal)

4

3

5

3



The first step is to determine the total time spent by each

FMI sent to the fire (table 2). The total time spent by a

sniokejumper team will be computed here to show how the

calculation is done. The smokejumper team arrived at 1500

and remained on the fire until 1945. The total time spent on the

fire broken into different time classes, as presented in table 2

,

is as follows: regular suppression (regular tour of duty , assume

tour of duty ends at 1700), 2.25 hours (includes travel time to

the fire); overtime suppression (after regular tour of duty),

2.75 hours; overtime (nonfirefighting status, travel time back

to home base), 0.25 hours.

In total, the smokejumper team remained 5 hours in

firefighting status on the fire at different pay rates because of

tour of duty and 0.25 hour in nonfirefighting status. It is

assumed that all five smokejumper and helitack teams arrived

and departed together. All other FMIs, although the same

kind, may have arrived at different times. In this example it is

also assumed that all dispatches to the fire take place once the

fire is reported. This will ease the travel time computation.

Differences in arrival times account for FMI base location.

After total time spent on the fire is computed for all FMIs,

the suppression cost for each FMI is calculated. This is done by

multiplying the unit cost rate by the time each FMI remained

on the fire or attended to other activities (equation 1 ). The cost

of the smokejumper teams will be computed here to show the

procedure. (The fire and FMI total suppression cost are shown

in table 3 .)

Table 2

—

Total regular suppression time, overtime suppression time,

nonfirefif'lilini; time, and travel lime

Fire

Management Regular Overtime Nont'ire- Travel

Input (FMI) suppression suppression tightmg' time

Pumper crew

(250 gal) 2.25 2.75 0.75 ! 50

Pumper crew

(250 gal) 2.25 2.75 0.75 1.50

Pumper crew

(250 gal) 2.25 2.75 3.25 2.50

Air tanker (PV2) 4.66 — — 4.66

Air tanker (B26) 3.50 — — 3.50

Helitack crew M9.00 21!.00 ^1.32 "0.66

Category! crew 2.25 2.75 0.42 0.84

Category! crew 2.25 2.75 0.42 0.84

Category! crew 2.25 2.75 !.25 2.50

Smokejumper M1.25 ='13.75 M.25 "0.50

Pumper crew 2.25 2.75 0.75 !.50

Pumper crew 2.25 2.75 0.58 !.!6

Pumper crew 2.25 2.75 3.00 2.00

Mncludes mop-up time plus travel time back to base.

^Four lielitack teams, each remained 2.25 hours in regular suppression.

2.75 hours in overtime suppression, and 0.33 hours in nonfirefighting status.

^Five sniokejumper teams, each remained 2.25 hours in regular

suppression, 2.75 hours in overtime suppression, and 0,25 hours in

nonfirefighting status.

"All helitack and smokejumper teams are deployed at the same time.

SCik = [RTik (PUR| - PUSi) + (OTik x PUO;) +

(OTNSik X PUONi) + ( M TTijk x CHu)]

J

= [11.25(539.96 - $36.43) + (13.75 x $62.21) +

(0.50 X $54.60) + (0.50 x $1000)] = $1422

To complete the example, assume an initial program level of

$1,162,000. Seventy percent ($813,400) of the program level

is assigned to initial attack actions. A fire sea.son of 1 20 days is

also assumed. All figures, including suppression charges for

the season, prevention, detection, and fuels management are

hypothetical and used for exposition purposes only. A number

of .V fires occurred during the simulated fire season and their

costs calculated, as explained previously. The integration pro-

Once the cost of all FMIs used in the fire is determined,

summing yields the total suppression cost of the FMIs. The

FMIs total suppression cost is $30,274 (table 3). Jo determine

the total suppression cost of the fire, the cost of overhead teams

must be added (equation 2). In this example, the overhead

team cost was $5000. (This is a hypothetical figure until a

procedure to compute the cost of overhead team usage is

developed.) The total cost of the fire, therefore, equals the

total FMI cost (table 3) plus $5000, or $35,274.

The same procedure, as just described, is followed for all

fires simulated during a fire season. For each fire, the

emergency fund or suppression charges are summed. At the

end of the fire season , total cost charged to emergency funds is

added to the initial attack presuppression budget to obtain the

total cost of initial attack and large-fire actions for the fire

season (equation 4).

Table 3

—

Fire management input I FMI) and total fire suppression cost

Fire Management Input Quantity Total suppression

(FMI) cost (SCik)

(dollars)

1 . Pumper crew (250 gal) 3 721

2. Air tanker (PV2) ! '11,361

3. Air tanker (B26) 1
2 8,529

4. Helitack crew 4 1,249

5. Category-I crew 3 5,615

6. Smokejumpers 5 1,422

7. Pumper crew (500 gal) 3 1.377

FMI total fire suppression cost 30,274

'Includes the cost of our loads of retardant at $0.80/gal. Both air tankers

have a 1200-gal tank capacity.

^Includes the cost of three loads of retardant at $0.80/gal.



cess at the end of the fire season leads to the economic cost of

the fire management program. Assuming suppression charges

of $1,250,000 for the simulated season, the fire season initial

attack and large-fire action total cost equals $2,063,400

(summing the initial attack presuppression budget [$813,400]

and suppression charges [$1,250,000]).

Equation 5 is used to compute the economic cost of the fire

management program for the season. Assuming $58,100 for

prevention, $116,200 for detection, and $174,300 for fuels

management, the economic cost of the fire program for the

season equals $2,412,000 ($58,100 + $116,200 + $174,300

+ $2,063,400).

All costs, regardless of who pays them, must be identified

and accounted for. Even if an agency does not actually bear

some direct costs of a fire management program, the cost can

conceptually be charged to the fire program. Only by assigning

all the costs incurred to the beneficiary program can the true

cost of the programs be determined. Development of similar

procedures for the other functional categories of a fire man-

agement program— detection, prevention, and fuels

management— will provide the capability to estimate the total

economic cost of the fire management program.

The cost procedure described is designed for use by any land

management or resource management agency with fire man-

agement responsibilities. It is applicable to organizations that

use different budgetary systems and allocate costs between

agencies. The economic cost information described here will

be used in the Fire Economics Evaluation System (FEES)

model (Mills and Bratten 1981) being developed by the Pacific

Southwest Forest and Range Experiment Station to evaluate

the economic efficiency of alternative fire management pro-

grams.
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PREFACE

Although eucalypts (genus Eucalyptus) were introduced

into California more than 125 years ago, little has been done to

provide systematic programs for identifying superior planting

stock. Eucalypts have long been considered landscape trees

but are now in demand because of their potential for short-

rotation fuel biomass production. Growers need a reliable

source of rapidly growing planting stock. To provide informa-

tion for that purpose, species and provenance tests have been

and are being conducted.

To bring together researchers working with eucalypts to

define the state of our knowledge about the genus, "A Work-

shop on Eucalyptus in California" was held June 14 to 16,

1983, in Sacramento, California. It was sponsored by the

Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Experiment Station,

Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Berkeley,

California, and Cooperative Extension, University of Califor-

nia, Berkeley, California.

Speakers from California, Florida, Hawaii, Oregon, and

France presented information about advanced breeding pro-

grams and discussed how their results and methods could be

applied in California. Major topics included species selection.

products, uses, and economics, growth and yield, cultural

requirements, breeding programs, and propagation.

To expedite the publication of the Proceedings, we asked

each author to assume full responsibility for submitting manu-

scripts in photoready format by the time the conference con-

vened. The views expressed in each paper are those of the

author and not necessarily those of the sponsoring organiza-

tions. Trade names are used solely for necessary information

and do not imply endorsement by sponsoring organizations.

These Proceedings will serve as a useful reference for land-

owners, foresters, nurserymen, and horticulturists who are

considering planting species of this versatile and useful

genus—the Eucalyptus.

Technical Coordinators:

Richard B. Standiford

Cooperative Extension, University

of California

F. Thomas Ledig

Pacific Southwest Forest and Range

Experiment Station





Part 1. History of Eucalypts in California

Eucalyptus Helped Solve a Timber

Problem: 1853-1880'

Gayle M. GroenendaaF

California was settled in an era before the
full impact of the industrial revolution that was
taking place in Great Britain was fully realized,
a revolution that was to change the course of
western culture more drastically than any previous
time in history. Friedrich E^gels wrote in 1845
of the industrial revolution as "a revolution
which at the same time changed the whole of civil
society, and the significance of which for the
history of the world is only now beginning to be
understood" (Tucker 1972) . Society of today tends
to forget the needs of the historic peoples before
machinery, electricity and advanced technology
changed the standards of living. It is only by
reading the newspapers, including the
advertisements, journals, and books of the
previous era do we begin to understand the daily
lives and needs of these people. It is throu^
such research that the author has tried to piece
together the eucalyptus story in California. In

the following article, the impending timber crisis
is described, laying the framework for the

wholesale planting of eucalyptus in California.
Why eucalyptus were chosen will be dealt with in
the second part of the article including some of
the history of the introduction of the genus to
the state.

THE TIMBER PROBLEM—THE BEGINNINGS

Let us consider for a moment the impact of the
immigrant population on the environments of
California in the early 1850' s. Both Sacramento
and San Francisco had been small settlements with
few inhabitants in 1848. Many of the later
boomtowns were located in the foothills in regions
that had for centuries been populated with Native
Americans with small populations, more or less in
harmony with the environment. Within a year,
80,0 00 gold seekers had passed throu^ or settled
in these areas (Bancroft 1890). Tent cities were
established to house the new settlers. Urban
infrastructures were insufficient or totally
lacking—there were no sewage systems, water
lines, roads, mail service, transportation
facilites, nor fuel supplies (Tfeiylor 1867).

San Rrancisco was an area of oak woodland and
grass, and Sacramento was located in the tules at

^Presented at the Workshop on Eucalyptus in

California, June 14-16, 1983, Sacramento,
California.

^Research Associate, Paleobiology Laboratory,

University of California, Los Angeles.

Abstract: Eucalyptus were introduced into
California in 1853 as an ornamental by Capt.

Robert Waterman. However, due to the destruction
of the native woodlands and forests, people became
concerned about future supplies of fuel and timber
and began to experiment with different types of

trees to plant. Eucalyptus became a favorite
after 1870, because it was fast growing, was
believed to be of great medicinal value, and was
supposedly fireproof. By 1880, the eucalyptus
were widely planted throughout the state and today
many of these early plantings remain to remind
Californians of the first energy crisis in
C&lifornia.

the confluence of the Sacramento and the American
Rivers. Many of the new boomtowns were at first
located in the scattered oaks and grasslands of

the foothills. None were located in areas of
extensive forests, and soon the oaks were gone
(Taylor 1867).

As the Bay area and the valley became more and
more settled, the need for timber and timber
products grew. Lumber was needed for building
more permanent structures, including sidewalks,
fuel for heating, cooking, and steam production.
Everything was built of wood: carriages, wagons,
stages, sleds, farm implements, tools for mining
timber for weirs and sluices for the gold

recovery, and later timber for the mine shafts
(Bancroft 1890; Taylor 1867). The list could go

on and on.

Timber was abundant in some areas, too much so

for the early settlers. Their first thought was
of food production and how to clear the land

cheaply and easily for crops. Fire was the great
land clearer, and in the early 1850 's great

forests were fired to clear the land rapidly.
Soon the timber receded, and the ox teams and skid

roads came into being. The very size of the

lumber, its location in rugged sites, and its

distance from the greatest consuming centers was
to bring about a destructiveness that would later

motivate the movement by John Muir and others to

try to enforce conservation practices (Bancroft

1890; Groenendaal 1983; Sparhawk 1949).

In California Life Illustrated , Reverend (later

Bishop) William Taylor writes of the early days in

San Francisco in 1849, where firewood was selling
for $40.00 a cord. He describes his neighborhood:

"The sand hills back of where I lived

had been thickly covered with evergreen
scrub oaks, but they had all been cut

off, clean as a newly mown meadow."

The need for fuel was already felt in other

parts of California by 1855, as witnessed by a

notice to trespassers by John A. Sutter of

Sacramento, published in the California Farmer on

May 24th, warning that those who cut timber and

Gen. Tech. Rep. PSW-69. Berkeley, CA: Pacific Southwest Forest and Range

Experiment Station. Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture; 1983.



cordwood would be subject to punishment. As

settlers spread out over the land, fuel became

more precious and harder to obtain.

/lis early as 1858, Colonel James L. Lo Warren

was running feature articles in the California

Farmer on planting trees for the future needs of

the people. He introduces one article as follows?

"The following excellent article we

clip from the Germantown (Pa.

)

Telegraph . It contains many valuable

hints worthy of notice, and those who

look over our State, can see hov; many

thousands of acres might be improved in

the vicinity of farms, that would add

to their beauty and value. The day is

not far distant when firewood will be

wanted, and such labor now 'will pay'".

The article that he was referring to is

entitled Planting Trees and gave a description of

the silviculture of European countries that were

in the habit of setting out forest trees," to

supply the places of those which have been

consumed to supply material for fires, and

artistic and mechanical purposes."

Ttie California Culturist ran an article dated

July, 1860 stating:

"Not the least in importance among

the many subjects interesting to

agriculturists, as also to many others

of our population, is that of the

question--where are we to obtain our

supply of firewood in the future?

Taking, for example, that portion of

the country knovvn as the Bay district,

we find the supply already almost

exhausted. The trees which formerly

stood on the hills of Contra Costa and

Alameda, visible from the bay, are to

be seen no more. The magnificent oak

groves of Oakland and the Encinal have

been so thinned and mutilated to

furnish a supply of fuel, that the

residents of those vicinities have
awakened to the fact that in order to

retain a shelter from the strong summer

winds, they must abstain from

destroying their trees.
Farmers cannot afford to pay the

price which is demanded for coal; but

as that will before long be as cheap as

wood, or, as we should say, wood will

be as expensive as coal, it is

extremely desirable that we should

'take time by the forelock' and devise

some plant for remedying the evil."

On May 4, 1860, Warren published an article in

the California Farmer that had been written for

the San Andreas

of the Forest.
Independent entitled. Destruction
It read as follows:

"But two or three years ago, all the
hills immediately surrounding our

mountain towns, were overgrown with

magnificent oaks and ornamental

manzanitas. Most of the once proud

oaks have been wasted: the American

with his span of mules, carried away

the larger branches in cord-wood; then

came the hyena pack-trains of Asia,

cutting up the smallest branches,

thinning the chaparral, and laying

waste all that is ornamental. The huge

trunks are generally left to decay

where they fell. Our people have been

sadly extravagant in this matter ; and

they may be sure that the day is not

far distant, v/hen this immense waste of

timber will be unavailingly regretted.

Wood is now six dollars a cord. In two

years it will be eight dollars."

A paper by the Reverend Frederick Starr, in the

report of the Department of Agriculture for 1865,

predicted a timber famine within 30 years and

advocated the immediate undertaking of carefully

planned research on how to manage forest and how

to establish plantations, especially of the

hardwood trees. This paper was to play an

important role in the nation. It became an

impetus of the forest movement that would

eventually see the founding of the U.S. Forest

Service, it was also a prime force behind the

development of the Eucalyptus Boom in California

(Sparhawk 1949)

.

C. F. Reed, the President of the State Board of

Agriculture in California, wrote in his report to

the Board in 1869:

"The subject of a plentiful supply of

lumber and wood, for the various

purposes of life, is one that we cannot

much longer neglect. Whoever takes the

trouble to look this subject fully in

the face, and reflects upon the future

of California, must feel, as we do,

that something should be done, and that

immediately, looking to the

substitution of new forest in the place

of the old ones in our State, now so

rapidly being consumed and destroyed..."

He continues in a later section, "It

is now but about twenty years since the

consumption of timber and lumber

commenced in California, and yet we

have the opinion of good judges, the

best l\miber dealers in the State, that

at least one-third of all our

accessible timber of value is already

consumed and destroyed.' If we were to

continue the consumption and

destruction at the same rate in the

future as in the past, it would require

only forty years, therefore, to exhaust

our entire present supply..."

He goes on to say, "One of the worst

features of the settlement of new

countries by Americans is the useless



and criminal destruction of timber. In

our State this reckless and improvident
habit has been indulged in to an
unprecedented extent.

Thousands upon thousands of the
noblest and most valuable of our forest
trees in the Sierra Nevada districts

have been destroyed without scarcely an
object or a purpose, certainly with no
adequate benefit to the destroyer or to
any one else. This practice cannot be
condemned in too severe terms; it

cannot be punished with too severe
penalties ."

The timber problem was not unique to
California, it was a national problem. By 1868,
the problem had become so acute as to cause a

number of states to enact laws to encourage
planting forest trees by offering bounties or by
granting tax reductions or exemptions. Arbor Day
was first declared and celebrated in Nebraska in

1872, at the instigation of J. Sterling Morton,
later Secretary of Agriculture. Several railroad
companies planted trees for ties and timber in the
Great Plains and in California. But the biggest
push towards planting forest trees came about when
Congress passed Ihe Timber Culture Act , in 1873.
People who received free land for homesteading
were required to plant forty acres of each
160-acre claim in trees. The forty acres were
later reduced to ten ( Sparhawk 1949).

On the Economic Value of Certain Australian
Forest Trees and their Cultivation in California
was published by the newly established California
Academy of Sciences in San Francisco in 1871, and
was the first of many papers to urge the planting
of the Eucalyptus and Acacias as a solution to the
growing timber famine.

Robert E. C. Stearns of the Academy wrote:

"When we consider the fact of the
great nvimber of farms in California
that are nearly or wholly destitute of
wood, and the great and continuous
expense entailed by our system of
fencing, the importance to the farmer
of dedicating a portion of his land to
the cultivation of forest trees, from
which he can obtain fuel and fencing
materials is too palpable to admit of

debate ..."

He continues, "Of the Eucalypti , E.

globulus is very common in California,
and easily cultivated: it is the Blue

Gum of Victoria and Tasmania. This
tree is of extremely rapid growth and
attains a height of 400 feet,
furnishing a first-class wood;

shipbuilders get keels of this timber
120 feet long; besides this they use it

extensively for planking and many other
parts of the ship, and it is considered
to be generally superior to American

Pock Elm."

Franklin B. Hough was the first to try to bring
about a systematic effort to arouse public
interest in the preservation and conservative use
of the natural forest areas, distinct from
planting of artificial forests, in his address to
the American Association for the Advancement of

Science in 1873. A memorial written by the
Association as a result of Hough's address was
sent to Congress (Sparhawk 1949). It said:

"The preservation and growth of timber
is a subject of great practical
importance to the people of the United
States, and is becoming every year of
more and more consequence, from the
increasing demand for its use; and
while this rapid exhaustion is taking
place, there is no effectual provision
against waste or for the renewal of
supply. .

."

H. H. Bancroft tells the California timber
story in his History of California published in

1890. He writes:

"The area covered by forests in

California is very small in proportion
to its size, 478,000 acres in total
acreage of 11,400,000, according to the
forestry statistics in U.S. Agriculture
Report of 1875, which place it lowest
among the 36 states there listed. This
gives an average of only 4.0 per cent
of forest land, San Diego and Alameda

(counties) ranking lowest, with 0.1 and
1.2 per cent, and Nevada, Mariposa, and
Santa Cruz (counties) highest, with

55.9, 53.2 and 52.8 per cent,

respectively. The valuable timber
belts are confined to the humid coast

and mountain regions in central and
northern parts, from 37° latitude to
the Oregon border; and the interior
valleys and the south are comparatively
bare, relieved by clumps along the

streams, and occasionally by a scanty

vegetation on the less arid north side
of the hills. .

.

Under all the inroads, favored by the

small value of land in early days,

there has been a great waste of forest

resources, and in spots accessible for
shipping and near settlements, as in

Santa Cruz and San Mateo, and in the
mining belt, there is little timber
left, large districts being entirely
denuded. Before the U.S. occupation,
forest fires regularly devastated large

sections owing to the custom, among

Indians especially, of thus gathering
insects and other articles of food.

This is one of the evident checks to
forests in the valleys. Subsequently

shepherds and hunters were in the habit



of firing large tracts to promote the

growth of pastures. Sheep in
particular have kept down the renewal
of forest by eating the shoots..."

After this description of waste, Bancroft goes
on to contradict this evidence by saying,

"Yet, after all, the inroads upon
timber do not affect more than one-
fifth of the entire area, and most of
this is renewing itself, so that the
supply is practically inexhaustible.
This is notably the case in the
redwoods and partly in the mining belt,
and it is believed that the Truckee
region will also revive. Laws have
been passed for the protection of
forests, but with little effeet . . .Ihere
is a further compensation in the
artificial planting of trees, fostered
by the state, and latterly by arbor-day
festivals. This is extended not alone
to roads and settlements, for shade,
screen, and embellishment, but to
entire groves of forest dimensions, for
fuel and industrial purposes, notably
for remedying the lack of hard wood
sufficient to supply in due time the
demand and to balance destruction
elsewhere. The sycamore, willow, and
Cottonwood grow readily, for fences and
fuel, also lombardy poplar, but the
black locust and especially the
eucalyptus are most widely planted, the
latter promising to prove very
desirable for elasticity and hardness."

Nelson Courtlandt Brown wrote as late as 1919,

" over one-half of our population
live in wooden houses and two-thirds of
the population use wood for fuel."

He gives the rates of consumption for 1880 as
18 billion board feet as compared to 40 billion
board feet for 1919. He sums up the timber
problem that was plaguing the nation in the
following sentence.

"We are using our forests three times
as fast as they grow."

a large scale if at all. Grape vines

are planted by the hundreds of

thousands, and wheat fields extend to

thousands of acres, and the groves of

forest trees are what in the East would
be called extensive forests.

Of late Californians have commenced
the planting of forest trees, and this,

too, upon the same extended scale which
marks all their operations. The Blue
Gum tree at present being a general
favorite. .

.

"

Why were bluegums the present favorite? Why
were they chosen over better timber trees and
thousands planted over the countryside to such an
extent that even today the horizon of California
is dotted with the remnants of the 19th century
plantings? The answer lies in the needs of the
populace of the 1800 's.

EUCALYPTUS- -INTRODUCTION AND USAGE

Californians were not the only people who had
become enchanted with the eucalyptus trees. A
Frenchman, Prosper Ramel, traveled to Australia as

a trader in 1854, where he visited the Botanical
Gardens in Melbourne. He saw his first Tasmanian
bluegum in the gardens and was so taken by the
phenomenal vigour of this species of tree that he
became determined to promote this tree in the old
world. He saw it covering the mountains of

Algeria, making marshes salubrious and chasing
away fever. He was aided to this end by Ferdinand
von Mueller, the most famous of all the early
Australian botanists (the first to classify and
systematize the genus EXicalyptus ) . Between 1855
and 1857, they pushed enthusiastically and
perseveringly for culture of the bluegum on a

forestral scale overseas (Zacharin 1978).

France was to play a very important role in the
eucalyptus transfer story. (Although, they do not
grow well there except along the Mediterranean
coast from Cannes to Monaco and on the island of

Corsica. ) French botanists and gardeners were
pioneers in studying the eucalyptus and it was
through their efforts that France was to become
the key distributing point for the secondary
transfer of seeds and knowledge of the eucalyptus
to southern Europe, Africa, and the United States
(McClatchie 1902; Zacharin 1978).

After 1868, tree planting the United States had
become a patriotic duty. Articles appeared urging
the planting of trees to stave off the impending
timber famine. California began to heed the call
with the rest of the nation and commenced planting
trees, the California State Agricultural Society
offered a premium of $50.00 to be awarded to the
best timber plantings in the winter of 1870. The
California Horticulturist commented on the
situation in the following article in August of
1876.

"In California everything is done on

It was due to the research done on the
eucalyptus in France and the Mediterranean
countries that gave rise to the fable that
eucalyptus, especially Eucalyptus globulus
(Labill.), could purify the air and eliminate
malaria. Medicinal properties of all kinds were
attributed to the oil, leaves and bark of the
tree. Eucalyptus globulus became known as the
fever or miracle tree (McClatchie 1902; Pacific
Rural Press 1870-1880; Zacharin 1978).

Eucalyptus globulus is a fast growing hardwood
tree, obtaining a growth of twenty feet per year.



The wood is dense and burns well. A plantation of

globulus can be harvested every seven years for
firewood without harm to the tree, as it coppices
from the roots and can be harvested continuously
without replanting. Globulus grows well in a

variety of soils, including many poor soils, and
can survive with a minimum of rainfall. One
limiting factor is freezing weather, which it
cannot tolerant for any length of time without
killing the tree. These facts, taken together
with the supposed medicinal uses, made the tree a

very valuable tree. It is little wonder that the
people, not only in California, but also in China,
India, Portugal, Spain, South Africa and South
America began to plant the tree by the thousands
(Penfold and Willis 1969).

Eucalyptus were introduced into California as an
ornamental by clipper ship Captain Robert H.

Waterman in 1853. In a biography of Waterman,
David A. Weir (1957) reports that Waterman had a

dream when he retired from the sea and that dream
was to plant a "heap o' trees." On retirement.
Waterman set forth to accomplish that dream.

Waterman bought an undivided half interest in a

twelve-mile square tract of land in Suisun Valley
in 1850 with another sea captain, A. A. Ritchie,
as his partner. The Captain laid out the cities
of Fairfield and Cordelia, which he named for his
wife, in Solano County. He hired Josiah Allison,
a horticultural expert, to help him landscape his
towns and his own ranch home. Waterman,

accompanied by Allison and Ritchie traveled the
immense Suisun Valley and surveyed the boundaries,
staked out roads, and marked future tree locations
(Weir 1957)

.

Waterman commissioned his ex-first mate, Jim
Douglass, to bring him some eucalyptus seeds on
his next voyage to Australia. In 1853, records
Weir, Douglas brou^t the Captain a bag of bluegum
seed, and from these seeds came the stands of
eucalypts that are still growing around the
Captain's home and along many of the roads of the
Suisun Valley. Waterman reportedly gave seeds of
the eucalyptus to the new settlers of Fairfield
and to his friends in other areas (Weir 1957)

.

This is the first record identifying the genus
Eucalyptus with sailing vessels and tied them to
the trade that must have brought them from the
Australian continent to the California coast.

Two turn-of-the-century writers, Alfred J.

McClatchie and C. H. Sellers, identified William
C. Walker as introducing 14 species of eucalyptus
in 1856. Abbott Kinney, another writer on
eucalyptus credits C. L. Reimer as introducing 14
species in January of 1856. Other writers have
claimed Bishop William Taylor introduced the
genus. Based on the surviving records. Waterman
introduced eucalyptus, while R. W. Washburn, owner
of the Shell Mound Nursery of Alameda, was the
first tradesman to list the genus for sale in his
one page catalog for 1856 (Brown 1982). The late

Charles Shinn, whose father, James Shinn, owned

the Shinn Nursery in Niles, California, and whose

uncle, Charles Shinn, was the editor of The

California Horticulturist , wrote to the Oakland
Tribune in 1936 that Colonel James L. L. Warren,
editor and owner of the California Farmer ," widely
advertised and distributed seeds, especially E.

globulus as early as 1856.

"

Very little is known of Washburn, and what is

known has been gleaned from the California Farmer
between the years 1858-1860. According to the
Farmer , "R. W. Washburn of the Shell Mound, made a

handsome display of fruit," at the State
Horticultural Society meeting in 1858. Washburn's
ad of March 23, 1860 stated that Shell Mound had
been awarded the First Premium for the best
nursery by the Alameda County Agricultural
Society; that twelve Premiums were awarded by the
California Horticultural Society in 1859; and that
two diplomas by the Sonoma and Contra Costa
Agricultural Societies had been awarded them.

However, in the February 8, 1861 advertisement for
Shell Mound, Mr. L. A. Gould, was listed as the
proprietor. Neither the nursery nor Washburn is

mentioned in later years in the California
Horticulturist nor in the Pacific Rural Press
(Groenendaal 1983) .

William C. Walker, owner of the Golden Gate
Nursery in San Francisco from 1849-1865, has been
given the credit for the introduction of
eucalyptus by most authorities. While he may not

have introduced the genus, he wass the first to

list the different species that he had in stock in

his nursery catalog dated 1858-59 (Brown 1982;
Butterfield 1938; Butterfield and Eastwood
Letters) . Col. Warren of the California Farmer
considered the Golden Gate Nursery in 1856 to

have, "the largest and most choice collection of

plants in the state... [and was] very liberal in

introducing in the country many new and rare
plants of great value." He first introduced the

term Eucalyptus into his advertisements June 26,

1857, but no species were listed, only the genus

name. He continued to advertise the nursery in

the Farmer until the early 1860s.

Stephen Nolan, owner of the Bellevue Nursery

established in 1860 in Oakland, was an active
promoter of eucalyptus and had the most extensive

offerings of different species. Nolan had
imported seed from Australia in 1860 and planted
them in 1861. By 1871, his nursery catalog listed

34 different species (Brown 1982; Butterfield
1935). His nursery was described in the January

23, 1875 issue of the Pacific Rural Press . The

article describes many of the trees that were
found in the nursery at that time, but of

particular interest was the following passage:

"We were especially pleased with the

great variety and fine specimens of

Australian gums, and with one among
them just suited for the crests of

those apparently barren hills away in

the distance. The eyes of our friend



lifted with enthusiasm of Nature's

poet as he pictured the day when that
landscape would be relieved and the

whole country fertilized by these
magnificent trees..."

Southward, near Alameda, another importer was

busy. This was Annie Taylor, wife of Bishop

William Taylor. Bishop Taylor left San Francisco
in May of 1862 to do missionary work in

Australia. In his autobiography, The Story of My
Life , Taylor wrote:

"There were no Eucalyptus in

California in 1849. I sent seed from
Australia to my wife in California in

1863. Her seed sowing made such a

marvelous growth that a horticulturist
neii^ibor of ours wrote me to send him a

pound of seed—the smallest of all
seeds, and the nurseries, thus seeded,

dotted the whole country with great
forests of evergreens, the most
prominent land marks [sic] of the
Pacific Coast."

Many people have taken Bishop Taylor's
statement in his autobiograpiiy to mean that he
introduced the eucalyptus to California, but this
was explained in a brochure that was written by
his son, William, and distributed at the Bishop's
funeral. According to the brochure, the
eucalyptus trees were widespread in California
when Bishop Taylor left for Australia, and it was
their popularity that led him to send the seed to

his wife (Cakland Tribune 1936).

Annie Taylor gave many of the seeds to James T.

Stratton, the Surveyor-General of California.
Stratton planted and propagated the bluegums to
such an extent that by 1870, he had the largest
commercial eucalyptus planting in the state
(Transactions of the California State Agricultural
Society 1870-71)

.

offered a preuu-cuu <jl $50.00 for the largest
quantity of useful trees to be planted during the
year. James T. Stratton won the premium by

demonstrating that he had planted fifty-three and
one-half acres of BXicalyptus globulus and three
thousand Eucalyptus camaldulensis (Dehnh. ) trees
(Transactions of the California State Agricultural

Society 1870-71). This was the birth of a new era
for the eucalyptus trees in California, from this
date forward the trees would be planted mainly as
a commercial venture instead of as an ornamental.

Throu^out the pages of The California
Horticulturist and The Pacific Rural Press ,

Stratton' s premium winning forest can be followed
over the years. The California Horticulturist
carries this article in 1874.

"...When Gen. Stratton was setting out
the trees, the neighboring farmers
laughed at him and advised him to
des'ist and attend to his surveying, as

he would be dead long before the timber
would amount to anything; but the laugh

is now on the other side. Five years
hence the available timber will be
immensely valuable for manufacturing
and for firewood. . .No doubt General
Stratton 's foresight in planting these
extensive and beautiful groves will
produce not only cords of wood but
cords of money; for, if cut down and
sold now, at the age of only four
years, the young forest would bring
many thousands of dollars."

In the first volume of the California
Horticulturist (1870), Professor Henry Nicholas
Bolander of the California Academy of Sciences
published a lengthy article on the eucalyptus,
explaining that such a paper has become a

necessity because eucalyptus are so extensively
planted in California. He quoted Ferdinand von
Mueller's work in which von Mueller envisions.

Up until this date the eucalyptus had been used
mainly as ornamentals and, as such, many of the
early pioneers of California had planted them to a

limited extent. Only a few of these early
plantings will be noted here. Captain Joseph A.

Aram planted good sized groves of Eucalyptus
globulus and Eucalyptus camaldulensis in the early
1860s. Ihe first supply of seed to reach southern
California was sent in 1863 by "an Australian
missionary" (Reverend Taylor?), the seeds were
divided among the large land holders of the area:
Verdugo, Workman, Banning, Sanchez, and Wolfskill
(Padilla 1961). General Henry M. Naglee planted
about sixty acres of mixed eucalyptus trees in
1866, that were reported to be ei^ty feet tall
with diameters of eighteen inches in 1876. There
are records of more plantings during this period
that are covered more extensively by Groenendaal
(1983).

To promote commercial planting of forest trees,
the California State Agricultural Society in 1870

"Even the rugged escarpments of the
desolate ranges of Tunis, Algiers and
Morocco, might become wooded; even the
Sahara itself, if it could not be
conquered and rendered habitable, might
have the extent of its oases vastly
augmented. Fertility might be secured
again to the Holy Land, and rain to the
Asiatic plateau or the desert of

Atacama, or timber and fuel be
furnished to Natal and La Plata. An
experiment instituted on a bare ridge
near Melbourne demonstrates what may be
done .

"

In 1870, a man settled in Santa Barbara who
would do more to publicize the eucalyptus than any
man of this era. This was the Honorable Ellwood
Cooper, a wealthy gentleman who was retiring from
diplomatic service. In 1872, he purchased a

pocket ranch (2,000 acres) twelve miles west of
Santa Barbara and named it Dos Pueblos Ranch,



where he began to experiment with eucalyptus.
Cooper wrote to James McClatchie in 1900 about his
interest in eucalyptus

:

"There were Blue Gum trees growing in
the state during my first visit in
1868. I saw a few specimens in private
gardens from ten to twenty feet hi^;
was attracted to their beauty; so that
when I located in Santa Barbara in

1870, I at once conceived the idea of
forest planting (McClatchie 1902)."

The ranch was a desolate spot when he bought
it/ covered with scrub and a few oaks, but within
a few years, it became a show place, featuring
many species of eucalyptus. Taking advantage of a

previous acquaintance with Thomas Adamson, Jr.,
the United States Consul General at Melbourne,
Australia, Cooper wrote to him asking for seeds of
different species and asked for books or
information on the eucalyptus. Adamson sent him
seeds and informed Cooper that Ferdinand von
Mueller, the government botanist, had delivered
some lectures on the subject. The lectures had
been printed, but all had been sent to London.

However, von Mueller would send one of his
originals, provided Cooper would have it printed
in America and return to him fifty copies.
Cooper, using von Mueller's propagation and
culture notes, planted the seeds that Adamson had
sent him (Warren 1962).

In 1876, Cooper was asked to give a lecture to

the college of Santa Barbara, of which he was the
president. He combined his interest in eucalyptus
and the need to promote forestry in his lecture.
The lecture was so well received that he was asked
to publish it. This led to his book on the
subject. Forest Culture and Eucalyptus Trees.
Cooper's book makes an emotional appeal to forest
the slopes of California with eucalyptus trees to
counterbalance the destruction of the hardwood
forests on the eastern seaboard. His speech was
published along with Ferdinand von Mueller's
lectures, keeping his promise to have the material
published in America. In the book. Cooper writes
of his own plantation:

"At my home I have growing about
50,000 trees. The oldest were
transplanted three years ago. A tree
three years and two months from the
seed, transplanted two years and ten
months ago is nine and one-half inches
in diameter and forty feet and six
inches hi^ (Cooper 1876)."

The rapid growth of the eucalyptus trees began
to excite farmers. It seemed practical after all
to plant forest trees, that would mature in one's
lifetime, and could be harvested in only seven
years for firewood. Soon the Rural Press , The
California Horticulturist and The California
Culturist ran articles in nearly every edition
describing the new plantings. One such article

published in the Pacific Rural Press in 1874
describes the growth:

"The rapid growth of the eucalyptus
is wonderful. Anson Goodspeed has on
his lot in north Healdsburg some trees
which have grown 40 feet in two years,
and others 22 feet in 18 months..."

However, it was not just the rapid growth of

the trees that convinced the farmers to plant
eucalyptus trees. Reports of the medicinal uses
of eucalyptus trees were also reported in the
press. Claims were made for the eucalyptus as an

anti-malarial antidote; bronchial and pulmonary
complaints could be cured by smoking the leaves

;

drinking eucalyptus tea would clean the system;

and cholera epidemics were stemmed by planting
eucalyptus around living quarters. The Pacific
Rural Press ran several articles over the years on
the subject, the most extensive one published on

April 5, 1879.

The eucalyptus were also reported to be

fireproof. On October 20, 1877, an article was
published in the Paci :ic Rural Press called
attention to a tree standing on the grounds of the
old German hospital on Brannan street that had
passed through the fire of August 1876 seemingly
unharmed. This was reported at a meeting held at

the Academy of Sciences. In that same meeting.
Dr. Gibbon proposed that the planting of

eucalyptus trees along public streets would be an
important means of checking a conflagration, while

Dr. Albert Kellogg stated that eucalyptus shingles
were used on houses in Australia and added that it

was impossible to fire a roof made of this
material; he further suggested that Californians
would be wise in following the Australian's
example.

The attributes of the eucalyptus filled the

pages of the early press reaching its zenith when

the Central and Southern Pacific Railroads made
public its intentions in January of 1877 to plant
eucalyptus along the entire line of both roads.

The railroad companies saw great advantages in

these plantings: they would have a constant supply
of timber suitable for repairing the roads; the
fall of rain would be increased by the trees and
the climate modified; and they would absorb
malarial poisons along the lines ( Pacific Rural

Press 1877)

.

By the mid-1870s the planting of eucalyptus was

so evident in California that visitors to the

state remarked on their prominence. Mary Cone

mentions in her book. Two Years in California ,

published in 1876 that the eucalyptus were a great

favorite and were "much" cultivated. Ludwig
Salvatore wrote in his book, Los Angeles in the

Sunny Seventies: A Flower from the Golden Land ,

"The largest forest is on the Anaheim

branch of the Southern Pacific at a

point where it crosses the San Gabriel



River, about twelve miles from Los
Angeles, where 190,0 00 trees have been

set out. This forest belongs to the
Forest Grove Association of which Judge
[R. M.] Widney is president. In

December [1874] ten povinds of seed were

brought down from San Francisco, and
the seeds planted in a nursery. When
two months old, the shoots were
transplanted into a lot box and set two

inches apart. By April [1875], the

young plants had a hei^t of 9 or 10

inches, and at that time they were set
out in the ground ten feet apart.
Within a year they were from 9 to 12

feet hi^ (Padilla 1961)."

By 1880 over fifty groves had been planted in

eucalyptus (mainly E. globulus ) amounting to

several thousand acres (Groenendaal 1983). The

first Eucalyptus Boom was beginning to take place
(the second boom would occur in the early 1900s).
Farmers heeding the cry to plant fuelwood and
timber could see the advantages (the disadvantages
not being known at this time) in planting
eucalyptus trees. Eucalyptus would give them fuel
and timber, cure their ills, prevent
conflagrations, and turn a profit in a very short
time. It truly was considered the miracle tree.
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Part 2. Species Selection

Adaptability of Some Eucalyptus Species

in Southwest Oregon^

Lee O. Hunt^

Abstract: Professional and official attitudes and
reports discourage the use of exotics in the North-
west. Not only will the small woodland owner fail
to make a reasonable return on his investment in

growing native trees, he may not live long enough
to harvest a crop. Short rotation alternatives are
sought by using certain species of Eucalypts.
Adaptability of such species is sought by out-
planting plots in Douglas County. Considerable data
has been accumulated on cold tolerance, survival,
juvenile growth and deer damage to the species
planted. Certain species appear to be adapted in

southwest Oregon.

One of my forestry professors in the late
twenties expressed the view that by midcentury all
the commercial timber in western Oregon would be
cut. His definition of commercial timber was
strictly old-growth Douglas-fir within easy reach
of the major waterways. He was substantially cor-
rect since logging trucks, cats, mobile skidders,
and loaders, etc., had yet to appear on the scene.

As late as the early seventies no less an
authority than Dr. Roy Silen, Principal Geneticist
of the Pacific Northwest Forest and Range Experi-
ment Station expressed the view that there was no
place in the Northwest for exotic forest tree
species. On the basis of his studies at the Wind
River Experimental Forest in central Washington,
he indicated that no exotic species of forest
trees could successfully compete or produce the
volume and quality of timber that Douglas-fir and
associated conifers can.

Only about a year ago the Oregon State Depart-
ment of Forestry agreed to recognize any hardwood
species as acceptable to meet the reforestation
requirements of the State's Forest Practices Act.
Further, in their standards for qualifying under
the Western Oregon Small Tract (Forest) Optional
Tax program they set a rotation of 60 years for
Site Classes I and II, Douglas-fir, and 90 years
for Site Classes III through V. Forest land taxes
in Oregon are substantially higher than those for
Washington. Over 93 percent of forest land in

southwest Oregon is Site III or below; over two-
thirds of this is in the two lower Site Classes,
IV and V.

Several cost and return workshops on growing
Douglas-fir forest crops have shown that using a

discount rate of 8 to 10 percent and a 60-year
rotation will inevitably fail to yield the grower
a reasonable return on his investment.

With that background of professional and
official policies and attitudes, there were vir-
tually no incentives for the non-industrial forest

Presented at the Workshop on Eucalyptus
in California, June 14-16, 1983, Sacramento,
California.

2Private Consulting Forester and Tree Farmer

land owners to grow crops of trees which they would
have little likelihood of harvesting in their life-
times. The screening of trials of Eucalyptus species
were a part of a personal program to try to find
some alternatives to the 60- to 90-year rotations
considered necessary to grow a crop of merchantable
trees.

One can wonder why anyone in their right mind
would consider spending money to grow Eucalyptus in
southwestern Oregon with the professional and of-
ficial attitudes plus the lack of specific knowledge
on the silviculture of growing Eucalypts and an
unknown market. Other disincentives include the lack
of a nearby pulp market, lack of nursery stock
sources, and the general antipathy toward trying
untested and largely unknown species. There is a

common attitude that there are no cold tolerant
Eucalypts and thus they won't grow in Oregon. Even
if they would survive, the wood is thought to be
useful only for a low grade of firewood. This
attitude is the more surprising when one sees, as
I did last fall, vast areas of native Maritime pine,

( Pinus pinaster Ait.) in Spain being converted to
Eucalyptus and Monterey pine ( Pinus radiata D.

Don) . Some 60 percent of the output of rayon, paper
pulp and hardboard in Spain is from Eucalyptus. The
expansion of Eucalyptus plantations is exploding
throughout the world's milder climatic areas.

Several timber supply surveys and programs
,

such as Beuter, McClean, and Forestry Program for

Oregon, predict as much as a 22 percent decline in

timber supplies in Oregon by the end of this cen-
tury. Can Eucalyptus and other short rotation tree
crops fill the hiatus between the end of the old-
growth native forests and the second crop? Just two
years ago only about 1,000 cords of firewood were
shipped from Douglas County, Oregon to California.
This past season some 20,000 cords were shipped
south, mostly to the San Francisco Bay Area, and
almost entirely consisting of oak and madrone

.

There has been a phenomenal increase in the

harvesting of hardwoods, chiefly oak and madrone,

in southwest Oregon in the past couple of years.

Government agencies have sharply increased charges

for firewood cutting permits from federal and

state lands. The high cost of fossil fuels and

electricity has brought on a wave of interest in

wood as a fuel source. Thirty-two small woodland
owners have purchased Eucalyptus seedlings this

Gen. Tech. Rep. PSW-69. Berkeley, CA: Pacific Southwest Forest and Range
Experiment Station, Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture; 1983.



past season from my small backyard nursery for the

express purpose of growing firewood. As I make

each sale and suggest some site and cultural re-

quirements I shudder a bit because of the lack of

specific data on species requirements, growth,

yield, wood properties, and, of course, their cold

and drought tolerances. However, I can take some

consolation in the fact that at my age I probably
won't be around to face the consequences of those
recommendations

.

Please forgive the lengthy introduction. I do

believe we must recognize that we are entering a

new field, one in which few professional foresters

are interested or will accept. Now let us take a

look at the chain of events that has brought us

the limited amount of information on the adapt-

ability of Eucalypts in southwest Oregon. Corres-
pondence with CSIRO (Commonwealth Scientific and

Industrial Research Organization) , the research
group in Australia, brought 14 packets of

Eucalyptus seed to us in 1971. These species are

included in table 1.

from earlier plots were killed, others badly dam-
aged. All of these plots were in the interior
valleys and foothills of Douglas County. One plot
located near Bridge, along Highway 42 on the west
slope of the Coast Range, showed only minor frost
damage to a few trees of any of the species at a

minimum temperature of about 140°F. These trees
have shown remarkable growth even with considerable
native hardwood competition. Insofar as the inter-
ior valleys and foothills of southwest Oregon were
concerned we were again back at square one.

Another plot was established in the spring of

1978 on the Schofield Creek drainage near
Reedsport, Oregon, some 10 miles from the coast.

This was Site Class II land owned by Douglas County
and had been previously planted to Douglas-fir
nursery stock. Table 2 indicates the survival and
average growth of the species at the age of 5 years,

along with the seed source elevations in feet.

Table 2— Survival and Average Growth of Species,
Age 5 years

Table 1—List of Eucalyptus Species in Original
Field Trials

amygdalina
dalrympleana
delagatensis
fastigata
fraxinoides
flaucenscens
globulus

E. grandis
E. nitens
E. obliqua
E. ovata
E. regnans
E. subcrenulata
E. viminalis

Tree Species Seed
Source

Averages for Trees
Tree Species Survival Ht. DBH

Name Elev. Percent Ft. Inch

E. dalrympleana 3800 79 27.6 5.4

E. delegatensis 4500 67 35.6 6.0

E. gunnii 3200 71 22.6 2.9

E. johnstoni 1800 67 29.5 3.3

E. nitens 4000 75 30.8 5.8

E. urnigera 3000 71 24.3 2.9

These species were recommended as being the

better timber species with some cold tolerance.
They were grown in Spencer-LeMaire Tinus Root-
trainer containers for one growing season. They
were out-planted in the early winter of 1972-73 in

replicated plots at elevations of about 500 to

2,500 feet. Perhaps fortunately, the midwinter
following these out-planting recorded the lowest
temperatures in about two decades. Lows at 0°F and
below occurred in all plot locations. All species
were killed outright or frozen back to the ground.
Only a few specimen of Eucalyptus dalrympleana ,

delagatensis , glaucescens and nitens survived at
all. These four species were replanted in new
plots during the 1974 through 1977 seasons. Tem-
peratures during these four years were moderate
with minimums of 12° to 15°F. Only minor frost
damage was noted and growth was generally good.

Early season rains occurred in late August and
early September of 1978. This was followed by warm
sunny weather for the next six weeks. The trees
continued to grow vigorously during this early
fall period. During the second week in November
temperatures dropped 40° to 50°F over night to
lows of 5° to 10°F. Almost all trees of all
species were wiped out. Some few larger trees

In the coastal areas of southwest Oregon, these
three Eucalyptus species appear to be out-growing
Red Alder by almost 2 to 1, as shown in figure 1.

The widespread use of Eucalyptus species through-
out the world would make one suspect that they are
superior to red alder for chip production, both in

volume and quality.

Additional plots were established in late summer
and early fall of 1979 on our tree farm near
Winston, Oregon. Species planted again included E.

dalrympleana , delagatensis , gunnii , and nitens .

New species were added, including archeri ,

pauciflora , and urnigera . The following winter saw

temperatures drop to 2°F at the planting sites.

Table 3 shows an evaluation of the frost damage
that was sustained by these species.

The winters of 1981 and 82 were very mild and

no additional frost damage was observed at mini-
mums above 15°F. These results would indicate that

only E. archeri , gunnii , glaucescens , and urnigera
can be considered suitable at this time for the

interior valleys of southwest Oregon.

Several other species have been out-planted for

cold tolerant screening the past two years, but
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Figure l--Comparison of early growth for three of
the Eucalyptus species and that of Red Alder
(Alnus rubra Bong) .

Data from: DeBell, Dean S. and Wilson, Boyd
C. Natural Variation in Red Alder. Utilization and
Management of Alder (Symposium Proceedings) 1978.
Published by PNW Forest and Range Experiment
Station, Portland, Oregon.

they have not gone through even a moderately
severe winter. Thus, they have not had a sufficient
test to evaluate them. Included in these last

out-plantings are Eucalyptus camphora , cinerea ,

divaricata , globulus (Barnback seed source) , irbyl .

Table 3--Evaluation of Frost Damage

Damage in Percent by CI ass-^

Species Name
1 1

1

2
1

3 X

E. archeri 81 16 3

E. dalrympleana 6 22 19 12 41

E. delagatensis 5 19 21 31 24

E. glaucescens 23 10 7 19 31

E. gunnii 96 4

E. nitens 2 14 34 34 16

E. pauciflora 8 79 13

E. urnigera 98 2

^Damage classes are: - no damage observed;
1 - slight damage shown by tender tips frosted;
2 - tender tips frosted and up to 50 percent of the
leaves frozen; 3 - severe, total tree frozen and

killed back to the ground, but subsequently re-

sprouted; X - tree killed and failed to resprout.

nova-anglira , stellulata , subcrenulata , and
viminalis . Only Eucalyptus globulus sustained
frost damage at the 16 F temperature of two years
ago and the 21°F of this past winter.

R.L. Tichnor of the North Willamette Experiment
Station, Oregon State University, has recorded more
specific data on a greater number of Eucalyptus
species than any other worker with whom I'm famili-
ar. Even most of the hardier species he tested,
such as Eucalyptus gunnii , pauciflora , and
urnigera he found were killed by temperatures of
5° to 8°F.

Another serious problem is deer damage, both
from browsing and horning of the stems of young
trees. There is a wide variation to susceptibility
from deer damage as indicated by table 4, compiled
from a survey made in May of this year.

Table 4—Deer Damage to Certain Eucalyptus Species

ecies Name
Age
Yrs.

Surv
Pet.

Damage Class
Sp 1 2

1
3

E. archeri 5 45 0.0 12.8 41.0 46 2

E. archeri 3 55 0.0 0.0 0.0 100

E. dalrympleana 3

2

50

65

66.7
0.0

13.3
0.0

13.4
0.0

6

100
6

E. divaricata
E. glaucescens 3 43 68.8 13.7 11.7 5 8

E. globulus 2 45 100.0 0.0 0.0

E. gunnii 3 33 0.0 0.0 15.4 84 6

E. irbyi 2 93 0.0 23.0 20.5 56 5

E. nitens 3 69 95.0 0.0 5.0

E. nova-anglica 2

2

3

74

70

33

100.0
100.0

7.8

0.0

0.0
23.0

0.0
0.0

30.7 38

E. subcrenulata
E. urnigera 5

Deer Damage classes are: - no damage observed;
1 - light damage showing less than 40 percent of

side branch tips browsed with no visible reduction

in height growth, 2 - 41 to 75 percent of twigs

including the leader browsed, some stunting of

growth visible; 3 - severe damage with virtually

all twigs including leader and most of leaves

eaten, almost no height growth since planting,

occasionally horned trees were girdled and killed.

A few additional species were grown this past

year (1982) from seed furnished by Dr. Stanley

Gessel of the University of Washington on his

return from a visit to CSIRO in Australia. Dr.

Gessel is carrying on some testing of Eucalypts in

the Seattle area. The species included Eucalyptus

cinerea , coccifera , camphora , dalrympleana ,

delagatensis, stellulata , and viminalis . All but

two were out-planted in three separate areas in

central Douglas County this late winter of 1983.

They have been subjected to no less than 28 F to

date and have had no substantial deer pressure.

Dr. Nicholas Malajscuk, Mycologist with CSIRO

at Perth, Australia, spent a year working with

Dr. James Trappe, Principal Mycologist with the

Pacific Northwest Forest and Range Experiment
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station at the Forest Science Laboratory in

Corvallis, Oregon, on mycorrhizae of Eucalyptus.
Eucalyptus archeri , glaucescens , gunnii , and
urnigera were innoculated with three species of
mycorrhiza, Hynangium carneum , Scleroderma albidum
and Hymenogaster albellus . Besides laboratory
tests, innoculated seedlings were out-planted on
our Willis Creek Tree Farm. Preliminary findings
indicate that in the laboratory only Hydnangium
carneum produced abundant mycorrhiza and it did so

on all four of the Eucalyptus species. Field sur-
veys will be made this year and findings will be
published probably next year.

So where are we in this scramble for informa-
tion on growing Eucalyptus in southwest Oregon?
From observations to date, our screening tests
indicate that in the interior valleys and foothills
only Eucalyptus archeri , glaucescens , gunnii and
urnigera have consistently shown sufficient cold
tolerance to withstand our more severe winter
temperatures. Of the four, Eucalyptus urnigera
appears to be the fastest growing and is adapted
to a wider range of sites. In four years of growth
Eucalyptus dalrympleana , delagatensis and nitens
show greater diameter growth than does Eucalyptus
urnigera but not as much height growth. At this
point my major production, if you can call some
5000 to 7000 seedlings per year a major produc-
tion, is concentrated on Eucalyptus urnigera and
to a lesser extent on glaucescens . Both are in-
herently larger trees than the other two, are
about equally cold tolerant and much less suscep-
tible to deer damage. I do find considerable
frost tolerance variation among trees in the same
species and even within the same seed lot.

Along the coastal strip there are greater
opportunities for using other species that may
yield higher volumes and perhaps better wood
quality. If chips for paper pulp or hardboard is

the objective of the plantations, then it would
appear that Eucalyptus dalrympleana and johnstoni
would be preferable since Eucalyptus nitens and
delagatensis are non-sprouters. If a truly cold
tolerant provenance of Eucalyptus globulus could
be found it would, no doubt, produce greater
volume than almost any other species. There
appears to be little chance that the highly prized
species. Eucalyptus grandis or regnans can be
grown in the Northwest, although I still have
three of the latter alive after four years. The
one surviving Eucalyptus grandis has frozen back
to the ground every year but this past winter.
With the number of species in the genus there may
be others that will prove to be valuable and
adapted to this area.

I have avoided being specific about site con-
ditions at our out-planting sites. This is due to
a lack of detailed soil surveys and rainfall re-
cords in the immediate vicinity of the plantations.
Generally, rainfall in the interior valleys and
foothills varies from about 28 to 40 inches per
year at elevations under 2000 feet. Snow is
usually light and remains on the ground only a few
days during the few times that snow does occur.

At the Bridge site the rainfall approaches 70
inches and in the Reedsport area from 80 to 90
inches; both areas rarely receive any snowfall.

Coastal soils tend to be deeper, more fertile
and better drained than those in the interior.
Soils in the interior valleys and foothills vary
widely, but largely are moderate to heavy clays
and clay loams, often shallow on the hills. „0f
special interest is the apparent ability of
Eucalyptus urnigera to tolerate dense clay soils
with impeded drainage. In low areas water may
stand around the trees, even when young, for
several days at a time without ill effects.

So far as I have been able to learn, only one
timber company has initialized trials of
Eucalyptus, along with cottonwood, for biomass
fiber production. International Paper Company is
investigating the possibility of growing
Eucalyptus species on its coastal lands near their
pulp mill at Gardiner. There is no firewood market
for Eucalyptus in the Northwest since there are no
established stands of a size to harvest. While it
is premature to draw specific conclusions from the
limited research I have carried on, there is a

developing interest and demand, and people can be
expected to plant Eucalyptus trees.
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Southern California Triai Plantings of

Eucalyptus^

Paul W. Moore^

Abstract: A trial planting to compare the biomass
production of 9 tree species was established in
May 1979 . Species compared were Acacia melanoxylon

,

Casuarina cunninghamiana , Casuarina equisitifolia
,

Eucalyptus camaldulensis , E. dalrympleana , E.
regnans , Populus hybrid, and Taxodium distichum .

E. globulus was substituted for E. regnans when the
latter failed to survive

.

E^. camaldulensis and E. dalrympleana were super-
ior to all other species

.

Other commercial plantings have been established
in the intermediate and interior valleys of
Riverside and San Diego Counties. Eucalyptus
species included in such plantings are E. bicostata,
E^. camaldulensis , E^. camphora , E^. deanei , E^.

globulus , E^. grandis , E^. rudis , E^. saligna , E.

tereticornis , E^. trabuti , and E^. viminalis .

Observations are being made on the comparative
performance of the different species and their re-
sponse to varying stocking rates and cultural
practices

.

Following the Arab oil embargo of the 1970 's,

new interest was generated in renewable energy
resources. Among the forest species that had po-

tential for rapid production of biomass was
Eucalyptus

.

Three species had shown wide adaptation to

California soils and microclimates. Eucalyptus
globulus was widely planted as windbreaks and
woodlots in the milder coastal and intermediate
valleys from the Mexican border on the south to

the Oregon border on the north. E. camaldulensis
and its closely allied species E. teretecornis
dominated the interior and desert valley plant-
ings.

Observations and comparisons of these Eucalyp-
tus species with other genera such as Acacia ,

Grevillea , Pinus , Platanus, Populus , Prosopis ,

and Taxodium strongly supported the assumption
that certain Eucalyptus species would be the best
selc;c:tions for biomass production in climatic-
all;/ suited sites in California.

Ir order to obtain better data on the compara-
tive i)erformance of Eucalyptus in an interior
valley of southern California, a trial planting
was made in the spring of 1979 at the Moreno
Ranch field station of the University of California
near Sunnymead, California {117°11' W longitude,
33° 54' N latitude)

.

Presented at the Workshop on Eucalyptus
in California, June 14-16, 1983, Sacramento,
California

.

2
Paul W. Moore, Specialist, Superintendent

of Agricultural Operations Department, University
of California, Riverside.

Eight species were planted on May 22, 1979.
These were:

Casuarina cunninghamiana , Casuarina equisiti-
folia . Eucalyptus camaldulensis , Eucalyptus
dalrympleana . Eucalyptus globulus , Eucalyptus
regnans , Populus hybrid, Taxodium distichum .

The eucalyptus species were obtained from the
California State Department of Forestry nursery
at Davis, California.

The Casuarina , Populus hybrid, and Taxodium seed-
lings were obtained from the Florida State Dept.
of Forestry nursery. The Populus hybrid was planted
as unrooted hardwood cuttings . All other trees
were small seedlings. Acacia melanoxylon were
grown from seed purchased from Carter Seed Co .

,

Vista, California.

Each species was replicated 10 times with 9

trees planted 3X3. Spacing was 10' X 10'.

Soil

San Emigdio Loam. One percent slope.

Temperature

Extreme annual range between -12.8°C to 43.3°C.
In most years the lowest minimum is close to -7°C.

The highest maximum is in the range of 40°C to

42°C.

Wind

Prevailing daily winds during the growing
season are from the west and southwest with vel-

ocities of 9 to 12.9 km per hour. During the

14 Gen. Tech. Rep. PSW-69. Berkeley, CA: Pacific Southwest Forest and Range
Experiment Station. Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture; 1983.



winter months strong easterly Santa Ana winds
with velocities of 30 mph and gusts as high as 60

mph occur annually.

Rainfall

The 100-year annual average rainfall is 10.85".

Total annual precipitation ranged from 2.95" to
22.45". Rainfall patterns show several occurrences
of 2 to 5 consecutive dry years with monthly rain-
fall patterns that would be unfavorable for estab-
lishing and maintaining non-irrigated plantings.
Seventy-one percent of the total annual rainfall
occurs during the 4 months December through
February. Monthly rainfall during April to

October is insignificant and would not contribute
enough soil moisture to sustain growth.

Irrigation Water

Irrigation water is supplied from wells. Total
dissolved solids fluctuated around 550 ppm. Boron
content is 0.77 ppm. During the first year irriga-
tion was given weekly for the first month then ex-
tended to 3-week, intervals during the summer months.
Three-week intervals have been maintained during
the second, third, and fourth growing seasons.

Fertilizer

No fertilizer has been applied throughout the

life of the planting.

Cold Tolerance

Minimum temperatures of -7 . 2°C occurred on the
night of November 14, 1979 and -7.8°C on the night
of November 21, 1979. Freeze injury was evaluated
on December 10, 1979.

Severe injury was sustained by E. globulus ,

C. cunninghamiana and Acacia melanoxylon. Most
trees of these species were killed to the ground.
A few resprouted from the basal buds in the spring
of 1980.

Moderate injury occurred on C. equisi tifolia.

Slight to moderate injury occurred on E.

camaldulensis .

Slight tip burn was sustained by E. dalrympleana .

No injury was experienced by the Populus hybrid
or Taxodium distichum.

Insect Damage

The only insect damage observed was an invasion
of Poplar borers. The trunks were so weakened by
borer activities that several trees broke near
ground level. The infestation occurred on all of
the Popular trees in the planting. This was con-
sidered to be a serious drawback for the species
and it was eliminated from further studies and all
trees were removed at the end of the 1981 growing
season.

Weed Control

Weed control has been practiced to maintain a

weed free condition. The worst weed on the site
is bind weed ( Convolvus arvensis ) . Mechanical
cultivation by disk plus Roundup spray as required
is the program.

Survival

Survival rates were taken on July 24, 1979 —
9 weeks after planting.

Eucalyptus regnans had very poor survival rate:

58 percent were dead by July 24, 1979; 25 percent
were weak and only 17 percent were considered nor-
mal. Because of the poor survival all plots of

E. regnans were eliminated and planted with Acacia
melanoxylon . The Acacias were grown on the site

in 1-gallon cans from seed purchased from Carter
Seed Co., Vista, California. Transplanting was

done during the 1st week in August 1979.

Survival counts were made on July 24, 1979.
Eucalyptus globulus had a survival rate of 66 per-
cent; E^. camaldulensis 99 percent; E. dalrympleana
78 percent; Populus hybrid 92 percent; Casuarina
cunninghamiana 78 percent; C. equisitifolia 67 per-
cent; Taxodium distichum 99 percent.

Eliminations and Selections

At the end of the 1981 growing season an evalu-
ation was made to select the species with the best
potential for wood fuel production.

The following species were eliminated from fur-

ther study due to their poor performance as indi-

cated below:

Acacia melanoxylon due to susceptibility to cold

damage and slow growth compared to the 2 remaining

Eucalyptus species.

The 2 Casuarina species due to cold tenderness
and comparatively slow growth.

The Populus hybrid because of susceptibility to

severe damage by the Poplar borer.

Taxodium distichum due to extremely slow growth
and injury by boron in the irrigation water.

The 2 Eucalyptus species, E. camaldulensis and

E. dalrympleana performed so much better than the

other species that they were saved for further
observation and future selections for seed trees.

E. camaldulensis is superior to E.

for total biomass produced to date
cold locations E. dalrympleana would be more

dalrympleana
However, in
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likely to survive sub-freezing temperatures during

the early life of a planting. E. dalrympleana is

cited as being resistant to temperatures as low as.

-12°C whereas E. camaldulensis is cited to resist

minimum temperatures of -6°C.

Observations of established E. camaldulensis in

the interior valleys around Perris, Hemet and

Winchester verify that this species is resistant

to -10° in these locations.

Variability

The yield per acre of E. camaldulensis for all

trees at the 10' x 10' spacing was 8.99 cords per
acre at the end of the third growing season (90

cubic feet of solid wood equal 1 cord) . A closer
spacing of 8

' x 8' would have resulted in a yield
of 13.6 cords per acre.

If a genetically improved strain could have been
used which would have performed as well as the larg-

est 50 percent of the trees in the existing plant-
ing, production would have been 14.4 cords per acre
at the 10' X 10' spacing and 22.5 cords per acre
for the 8' X 8' spacing.

Great variability exists in the population of

E. camaldulensis in this trial. Volume calculations

on a tree-to-tree basis made on December 8, 1982

showed a range in volume of 0.12 cubic feet to

5.30 cubic feet per tree. Fifty percent had a

calculated volume of 2.00 cubic feet or larger.

It has been decided that the best 25 percent of

the trees should be saved as a seed source block

for future plantings and all others will be removed.

This decision is based on the possibilities of

genetic improvement demonstrated by Franklin and

Meskimen in Florida.

E. dalrympleana produced less wood than E^.

camaldulensis. The calculated volume of the smallest

tree was 0.19 cubic feet and the largest 3.17 cubic

feet ; 10.5 percent was larger than 2.00 cubic feet

and 18. 4.percent was larger than 1.5 cubic feet.

The largest 50 percent averaged 1.2 cubic feet per

tree

.

One is tempted to speculate from data collected
to date and estimate yields under another set of

conditions.

The dalrympleana yield at the 10' X 10' spacing
was 6.42 cords per acre at the end of the third
growing season. An 8

' X 8' spacing would have
yielded 10.0 cords per acre.

A genetically improved strain yielding the

equivalent of the largest 50 percent of the exist-
ing trees would have produced a theoretical yield
of 8.7 cords per acre in the 10' X 10' spacing and

13.6 cords per acre at the 8' X 8' planting.

Measurements on an irrigated '34-month-old cof»-

mercial planting of E. x trabutii with a very close

spacing of 3' X 5' (2904 trees per acre) gave an

estimated yield of 3.24 cords per acre. The high
density of this planting contributed to extremely

light competition and small stem diameters averag-
ing 1.9" DBH. Mortality, or weak trees which would
most likely be unharvestable, was estimated at 25

to 30 percent of the stand. At this point in time

it appears that very dense plantings will not de-

velop good marketable cord wood sizes during a

short harvest cycle of 4 to 5 years. Marketing of

such plantings may be in the form of chips or den-

sified pellets.

The spacing on this trial is wide, 10' X 10',

and the planting density is low, 435 trees per acre. Other Plantings

Increasing stocking density to 680 trees per
acre (8' X 8') would be expected to increase yield
in a short-term harvest cycle. Observations of the

present planting suggest that an 8
' X 8' spacing

would increase the number of stems by 56 percent
witho'jt decreasing stem sizes during the first 4

grov/ir ^ seasons.

In addition, genetic improvement could improve
yield. In this trial planting there is a great
variability between trees.

If we could improve our seed sources to elimi-
nate genetically weak seedlings from the population
it appears reasonable to increase yield per acre
by 50 percent. In fact, Franklin and Meskimen,
working in Florida, achieved a 68 percent increase
in volume after one generation of selection in

Eucalyptus robusta . Comparisons were made at 4-1/2
years of age.

Using two concepts of a denser planting and
genetically improved seed sources, it appears that
we could have achieved a theoretical increase in
yield of approximately 55 percent.

A number of plantings have been made in San

Diego, Riverside, and Imperial Counties. Those that

I have observed were planted in 1980 and 1981 and

1982. Among Eucalyptus the species that have been

included in commercial plantings are: biocostata ,

camaldulensis , camphor

a

, dalrympleana , deanei ,
•

globulus , grandis , gunni , nova-anglica , rudis,

saligna , tereticornis , trabutii , urnigera , and

viminalis . Clonal lines from E. grandis , E.

camaldulensis , and E. x trabutii selections are

being compared to seedling populations for

uniformity.
It is too early to make recomjoendations based

on the limited time that such plantings have been

growing. However, some interesting observations

might be cited.

E. grandis has been the most rapid grower but

is also frost sensitive: 7-month-old trees exposed

to -7.7°C sustained the most damage compared to 13

other species in the same planting. Saligna was the

next most sensitive.

Three selections of E. globulus from cold
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provenances of Tasmania were only slightly injured
whereas E^. globulus from a California seed source
were killed to the ground by the same temperature
in 1979. These provenances may be cold tolerant
candidates for future plantings in the interior
valleys of Southern California. E. globulus appears
to be equivalent to E^. grandis in growth rate.

E. X trabutii , alleged to be a hybrid of E.
botryoides X E. camaldulensis , is growing more
rapidly than E. camaldulensis . Cold tolerance
is equivalent to camaldulensis .

E^. dalrympleana may be a satisfactory selection
for cold sites. It appears to be growing more
rapidly than E. gunnii .

E. camaldulensi

s

and E. tereticornis occur on
old non-irrigated stands throughout the interior
valleys of Riverside County. They have survived
drought, high temperatures, and sub-freezing tem-
peratures. E. camaldulensis appears to be the most
universally adapted species for the interior
valleys and Imperial Valley of southern California.
When in doubt regarding species selection in these
localities, E^. camaldulensis would be the safest
choice.

The best seed source is the Lake Albacutya
provenance of Australia and is available from
Australian seed companies.

Availability of low-cost water is an important
consideration in site selection.

Although Eucalyptus has grown in California for
well over a century, it has been only since the
Arab oil embargo that interest in its culture as a
renewable energy source has been renewed. Until
recently, no research has been conducted in
California on species performance, cultural require-
ments under intensive care, and the economics of
production and marketing wood for fuel.

Some research is now under way to find answers
to these questions. Significant information should
be available since 1979. The first harvest of these
plantings may be made as early as 1984 assuming
a 50-year harvest cycle for the better plantings.

Following the first harvest the California in-
dustry will have better recommendations for future
management of wood energy farms.

REFERENCES

Franklin, E. C; Meskimen, G. F. Genetic improvement
of Eucalyptus robusta SM in southern Florida. In:

Proceedings, Tropical Provenance and Progeny Res.
and Int. Cooperative Joint Meeting, Nairobi, Kenya
October 22-26, 1973; 421-424.

It is doubtful if any planting can be estab-
lished without irrigation at least during the

first two years of life.
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Soil Conservation Service Tests of

Eucalyptus Species for Windbrealcs^

Gary L. Young^

Abstract: The Soil Conservation Service is in the
early stages of testing many species of Eucalyptus
for windbreaks. Over 260 different species have
been collected. The pre-planting selection cri-
teria and process is described as well as the test
conditions and procedures. Some sources of infor-
mation on the use of the Eucalypts may be mislead-
ing through overgeneralization. Early results
support the need for greater communication and
testing of a wide variety of species and proven-
ances in California.

The Soil Conservation Service (SCS) is an
agency of the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
Our national plant testing program includes many
grass and tree species and its goal is selecting
adapted cultivars for soil erosion control. The
SCS operates 23 Plant Materials Centers (PMC)

nationwide, and 2 of the Centers located at Tucson,
Arizona and Lockeford, California are involved in

testing trees for windbreaks in the southwest.
We are looking for widely adapted cultivars of
several Eucalyptus species for use as windbreaks
throughout the Mediterranean climate area of Cal-
ifornia and the adjoining warm winter area of
Arizona. Our program will consist of initial
testing, evaluation, and advanced testing. We
expect to be involved with growing and evalua-
ting Eucalypts for the next 20 years.

TEST CONDITIONS

Climate

The climatic means and extremes at Lockeford
and Tucson are similar. The minimum temperature
reached on an average of once each year is -8

to -7°C (18° to 20°F) and lasts less than 6 hours.
The highest temperatures expected in the summer
are 42° to 44°C (108° to 112°F) , slightly lower
in Tucson. For Lockeford, the long term average
annual rainfall is about 430mm (17 inches) , nearly
all falling in the 6 months of winter.^ Tucson
is dryer, with an average of 280mm (11 inches)

,

but the rain is more evenly distributed over the
year (Briggs 1982)

.

Soils

The soils at Tucson are Grabe loam and Comoro

Presented at the Workshop on Eucalyptus in
California, June 14-16, 1983, Sacramento,
California.
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Agronomist, Lockeford Plant Materials Center,

Soil Conservation Service, U. S. Dept. Agric.

,

Lockeford, Calif.

Weather records on file, Lockeford Plant
Materials Center, Lockeford, Calif.

fine sandy loam more than 1.5m (60 inches) deep.
They are moderately alkaline and somewhat calcar-
eous (Richardson 1979) . The soils at Lockeford
are deep Honcut loam and Columbia fine sandy loam.
They are neither alkaline nor calcareous.^

Management Practices

The management practices at Tucson and Locke-
ford are also similar. Because we are testing
these trees for use as part of a 2 or 3 species
windbreak, we will manage them as we would expect
the landowner to manage them. The Eucalyptus are
planted in the spring and given deep irrigations
as needed during the first summer. Supplemental
irrigations in following years will be applied as

necessary. We feel the increased survival and

vigor of the trees justifies the investment of

water and time to provide irrigation for many years.

Weed control is essential and is performed chem-

ically and mechanically as long as needed. The

trees are usually able to shade out weeds and/or
withstand the competition from them after 2 years.

The management program for the nursery also in-

cludes removing broken limbs and downed or severely
damaged trees. Any pattern that may be found in

the breakage of limbs and trees is valuable data
to record and can eliminate from further testing
any species that are excessively prone to wind-
throw and damage

.

Design and Evaluation

At Lockeford, the plantings (nurseries) are

made in blocks, not oriented or designed as wind-

breaks. This is primarily to save space and to

facilitate management within our normal field divi-

sions. The nurseries contain 36 accessions of

Eucalypts (in addition to many accessions of other

genera) planted in 1979, 1980, and 1981.

At Tucson, in order to include the largest pos-
sible number of different species in the tests,

Soil survey records on file, Lockeford Plant
Materials Center, Lockeford, Calif.

Gen. Tech. Rep. PSW-69. Berkeley, CA: Pacific Southwest Forest and Range
Experiment Station, Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture; 1983.



a decision was made to include those accessions
where there were only 1, 2, or 3 specimens avail-
able after propagation. This causes problems in
measuring the significance of observations based
on so few individuals. The normal full complement
at Tucson is 4 and at Lockeford is 6. At Locke-
ford, no accessions were included which had fewer
than 6 specimens at planting time.

The trees are planted in rows of 5 accessions,
each represented by 6 specimens. The spacing be-
tween the trees is 3m (10 feet) ,- the spacing be-
tween rows is 6m (20 feet) . This spacing repre-
sents a compromise between proper spacing for
windbreaks and wider spacing to allow the natural
shape and size to be expressed. The different
accessions are evaluated throughout the year.
The trees are measured for height and width (canopy
cover) at the end of each growing season. The
accessions are also rated for stem abundance and
distribution and foliage abundance and distribution
in comparison to a known standard. The standard
we are using for our Eucalypts is Dwarf blue gum,
( Eucalyptus globulus var. compacta Labill.), which
has been in the California landscape trade for
many years. As a common landscape tree, it has
been planted widely, and its performance is well
known. The trees are also rated for their re-
sistance to disease, insects, cold, heat, and
drought. A rating is made twice a year of the
accession's vigor and of its suitability. Both
of these ratings are somewhat subjective, but both
are closely related to the standard of comparison.
As a measure of vigor, Tucson has used the height
of each year's growth expressed as a percentage
of the mature height expected. All of these
measurements and ratings (and many more facts)
are done on standard forms. The data is then
entered into the nationwide data bank SCS main-
tains for plant material evaluations.

Botanic Garden in Canberra. Most of the packets
are marked with some collection location data.
The amount of seed in a packet (usually less than
1 gram) is seldom enough for more than a single
test. The Australians have compensated for this
by sending a large number of species. We have
received over 300 accessions from Australia and
about 50 from domestic sources. Many of these 50
were probably also collected in Australia. These
350 accessions represent 263 species. We will
select from these to compile the list of species
and accessions for our future plantings. The next
nursery will be propagated soon and will be planted
in the early spring of 1984. It will consist of
approximately 200 accessions.

To guide us in our selection, we are using
information from the first small nurseries we
planted in 1979, 1980 and 1981 combined with in-
formation from the Tucson PMC. Several reference
books we have located contain information on adapt-
ations, requirements, and physical properties for
a large number of species (Jacobs 1981) . These
books also cover a wide range of conditions. Some
data are on important or restrictive conditions tha
we cannot test at Lockeford, such as shallow soils
and saline or calcareous soil.

Selection Criteria

Species that are adapted to a wide range of
soils and climatic conditions are most appropriate
to our needs. More importantly, when we make a

selection, it is primarily based on those character
istics that we feel are most relevant to windbreaks
in California: growth habit, mature size, drought
tolerance and frost tolerance.

Growth Habit

SPECIES SELECTION

When we assemble a collection, it is for a

particular need; in this case, windbreaks. The
selection process used by the SCS is to explore
existing information sources to select the 2 or 3

most promising species. We then conduct ecotype
testing within that species. Unfortunately, there
are many species of Eucalyptus and a small number
of references and information sources for their
adaptations. Because of this, we decided to test
a large number of Eucalyptus species for general
characteristics. From these, we would select a

few species on which to conduct provenance or
eCOtype te sting

.

Collection

The preferred growth habit is a tree with a

columnar form and one to several trunks . The

foliage and small limbs should be persistent and

relatively dense near the ground for several years.
These two basic requirements can cause conflicts
with other management systems. The multiple trunks
and the persistent foliage near the ground would
be negative factors in a woodlot management system.
The low foliage would also contribute to the fire

hazard that is a concern with the Eucalypts.

Deciduous bark, leaves and branches can create

a problem when Eucalyptus are planted near row
crops. Selection of a species for agricultural
windbreaks is limited by these characters not be-

cause they affect windbreak efficiency, but be-

cause they affect the acceptance of a species by

users.

The group of species from which we can make
our selection has been strongly affected by our
source of seed. We requested packets of seed
from Australia through our National Plant Materials
Center at Beltsville, Maryland. The Australians
sent us many small packets from the National

Mature Size

For our needs and our tests, the mature size

should be between 15m (50 feet) and 40m (130 feet)

This large size is preferred for two reasons.
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First, the large trees have a very rapid growth

rate when young, (expressed as a percent of mature

height achieved each year) and will thus achieve

a suitable height for windbreaks (8-12in [26-40 feet]

)

feet) in a relatively few years. Second, the major

application for these trees is the protection of

agricultural land and operations. The economics

of farm management dictate that windbreak rows be

tall and widely separated to minimize the land

consumed and maximize the size of the fields be-

tween windbreaks.

Other questions remain if the information is

incomplete or misleading through generalization.
Does the dry season coincide with the hot season?

Are the frost periods of long duration or of only
a few hours? One example of such misleading data
comes from a European publication. In describing
the climate of California relative to the needs

of (E. globulus Labill.), San Francisco is used

as the reference climatic station for the state

(Jacobs 1981)

.

Drought and Frost

Drought tolerance and frost tolerance are the

two most important factors used by Eucalyptus
growers in species selection.-' Both are somewhat

subjective and are affected by local conditions.
The data the growers are relying on could be mis-
leading.

Their information may be based on a vigorous
local planting. A species' sensitivity may be

masked by an unknown irrigation source or a more
sheltered position during frost periods. To ob-

tain accurate frost sensitivity or tolerance data,

we maintain a recording weather station approxi-
mately 300m (1000 feet) from our plantings.

We are trying to select species that are drought
tolerant, but we are not subjecting our plants to
drought at this time for two reasons. First, we
propose and presume that windbreaks will generally
be irrigated. Second, we are unable to subject
the plants to a true drought due to a fairly
shallow moisture level from the nearby Mokelumne
river

.

In the future, advanced testing will involve
several different sites in the various climatic
areas of California where more extreme conditions
will be encountered.

Selection Complications

Another source of errors in suitability infor-
mation is the misidentification of species that
survive or fail. Only training, care, and good
reference authorities can solve this problem.

It is also very difficult to interpret the
existing climatic data from foreign sources.
There are always questions of which data most
accurately describe the critical factors. Are
they mean maximums and minimums of temperature
or are they the extremes?; is it the amount or
the distribution of rainfall for the year?

RESULTS

One result of our test to date is the observa-
tion of two conditions or patterns that exist in

some of the Eucalypts.

The first is a variation in the limb attach-
ment morphology between species. The process of
shedding small branches in the Eucalypts has been
praised by timber and landscape users for producing
clear trunks. The process we observed affects the
major limbs or secondary trunks in some species,
e.g. (E^. grandis W. Hill ex Maiden). As a limb

puts on its second years' growth, a crescent-shaped
area of bark is formed just above where the limb
meets the trunk. This crescent extends into the

joint area, filling it and forming a plane of weak-
ness directly across the area where tension forces

supporting the limb are greatest. The wood in this

area also seems to be weak, separating along a

conical surface, with very little shattering or
breaking. In those species not showing this limb

characteristic, e.g. (E^. globulus Labill.), the

joint area is filled by trunk and limb wood instead
of bark.

The second pattern is similar. In some species,

e.g. (E. smithii R. T. Bak.; E^. macarthurii H. Deane

& Maiden) , the trunk will separate from the roots.

After a tree falls during a strong wind, we see

it has broken cleanly near or slightly below ground
level. The broken end of the trunk is a convex
surface. This surface consists of several planar
areas each representing the attachment point for
a root. The wood in these areas is not shattered
and broken. It appears to be compressed and fiber-
ous. The plane the fibers are in is perpendicular
to the centerline of the trunk and roots. A simi-
lar surface is on the ends of the roots. There is

very little broken wood and virtually no disturbance
of the ground where roots have started to pull
loose. The area involved appears to be at or near
the point where "root" tissue meets "stem" tissue.
This physiological point may be a contributing
factor in the location of the failure point.

Further observation of these and other species
is needed to see if a predictable pattern exists.

Personal communication with Sherman Finch,
State Forester, Soil Conservation Service, Davis,
Calif.

Some other preliminary results are variations
and correlations between our test plants and the
literature.
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Manna gum, (E. viminalis Labill.), has exhibited
enough differences between our two accessions that
a provenance trial should be conducted under Cal-
ifornia conditions. There are many provenances
recognized in Australia (Jacobs 1981) . Both ac-
cessions have reached 10m (32 ft.) in 4 years.

Maiden's gum, (E. maidenii F. J. Muell.), is

now called (E. globulus Labill. ssp. maidenii
Kirkp.). This is our outstanding performer.
Starting from seed, it has reached a height of
12m (40 ft.) in 4 years. In Australia, the crown
widens as the tree matures (Forestry Commission
1980) . This may require a rotation management
system to maintain the proper shape.

Sugar gum, {E. cladocalyx F. J. Muell.), shows
good vigor and growth rate, but it has a bare
trunk and an open crown. Sugar gum has been
widely used for windbreaks in Australia (Jacobs
1981) . Multiple row windbreaks are planted, and
every few years one row is cut for wood or poles.
The coppice shoots from the stumps fill in the
openings between the remaining trunks.

Karri gum, (E^. diversicolor F. J. Muell.), is
described as a tall, single trunk tree that is
excellent for timber (Jacobs 1981) . Our accession
has suffered very minor visible frost damage, but
as a result, has become a very irregular shrub.

Camden wollybutt, (E. macarthurii H. Deane &

Maiden) , is considered a good shelterbelt tree
because of its form and lack of windthrow. In
our accession, 5 of the 6 specimens have broken
at the base in moderate winds.

Dwarf blue gum, (E. globulus var. compact

a

Labill. ) , has demonstrated excellent potential for

windbreaks. Ours have grown to 5 m (16 ft.) tall

in 4 years and are very dense. It may be too dense
for the first 3 years, letting very little air
filter through. Approximately 5 percent of the

plants revert spontaneously to the tall form. This
leaves gaps in the row. This variety may make an
excellent 2-row windbreak with one of the taller,
more open species.

CONCLUSIONS

It is too early in our testing program for us
to have a recommended variety or even a species
of Eucalyptus for growers and researchers. There
are some things we do have. We have seed samples
of a large number of species for our future work.
As a government agency, we can work through
foreign research groups to get more seeds and
test results. We also have the facilities of
the Plant Materials Center, our testing and
evaluation system, and our nationwide data base,
to help us develop and distribute information
on Eucalyptus.
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Eucalyptus as a Landscape Tree^

W. Douglas Hamilton^

Abstract: Ninety-two species of Eucalyptus were
evaluated at the University of California re-
search station in San Jose . The purpose : to find
acceptable new street and park trees . Growth
rates and horticultural characteristics were
noted . Forty-three species were studied in

locations statewide to evaluate site adaptation
and landscape usefulness; flooded, cold, dry,

saline. Susceptibility-to and recovery-from
the prolonged freeze of December 1972 was
studied and published. Species response was wide.
Prevention of unwanted resprouts was studied.

Four alternatives for success were offered.

There have been 5 distinctly different studies

by Cooperative Extension from the Hayward Office in

the last 15 years Involving the genus eucalyptus

and are briefly discussed.

1. Landscape Tree Evaluations: two studies

a) Known as the LTE project, this study,

initiated in 1971, involved Extension advisors in
15 counties under the leadership of Extension
Specialist, W. B. Davis. We evaluated a range of
Eucalyptus , most of which were not in the trade . We

also evaluated problems related to the site.
Forty-three species were selected which were
known to have a broad range of adaptability. Seed

was obfalned from a commercial company In New
Zealand and container-grown at University of

California, Davis. While growth measurements were
made yearly and problems noted, a final rating was
made as to the acceptability of the species for

the site, from outstanding to unacceptable. In

order for a candidate species to be considered
outstanding statewide, the species had to be
planted at 11 or more project sites which had a

wide range of climates and soil conditions and the
majority of ratings had to be 4 or 5. Of the 43

candidates, three ranked as outstanding: E.

botryoides , E. camaldulensis rostata and E.

aggregata . Three species were given a special
ranking for salinity tolerance: E. platypus ,

E. spathulata and E. sargentll . Much more Infor-
mation Is Included in the Report on Evaluations of

Several Eucalyptus Species, edited by W. B. Davis.

b) The Landscape Eucalyptus Tree - An
Evaluation Study 1971-78, is the title of a study
conducted at the University of California
Deciduous Fruit Station in San Jose by W. Douglas
Hamilton, Cooperative Extension. Seed sources
were botanical gardens in Australia. The plants
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were grown under the direction of Andrew Lelser,

Department of Environmental Horticulture, UC Davis.

Ninety- two species were planted; about half in

April, 1971, the others in October, 1971. Several
observations were recorded.

The April planting quickly became established.
The October planting was stunted by the winter
temperatures and recovered slowly the following
spring, although no difference could be noted
after the first year.

All species were measured for height and trunk
circumference annually and growth habit, whether
mallee or single trunk was noted. Notes were
also taken on relating strength of branch angle
attachment and flowering. Also, all species were
evaluated regarding injury-and-recovery to the
1972 freeze.

Leaf, twig, fruit litter accumulation was
measured each month for one year in an effort to

evaluate fire hazard and trashiness.

Thirteen species were rated as "most promising"
by the author and by industry groups: landscape
architects, principal park people, etc. Growth
habits, adaptation to the site and possible use-
fulness were considered among the "winners": E.

accendens (street tree) , E. archeri (small, cold
tolerant, florist trade), E. blakelyl (street
tree for clsmontalne California), E. boslstoana
(attractive in nursery, "clean" skyline tree),

E. burdettiana (small, boxy, exudes character for
non-frosty locations), E. grand is (50 feet in 5

years, self pruning to single trunk and thus

"dirty," fast growing windbreak In mild climate),
E. gunii (narrow upright, "clean" on droughty
soils) , E. Intertexta (a weeping "mayten ,

"

excellent patio tree, variable), E. scoparla (a

more open and "weeping" E. vlmlnalis). The
report is available from the Hayward Extension
office.

2. Damage and Recovery to Eucalyptus Resulting
from the December 1972 Freeze.

From December 8 through December 15, minimum
temperatures at the San Jose research station and
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generally in the San Francisco Bay Area were below
freezing; 23°F to 28°F, maximum temperatures
ranged from 36°F to 48°F, but mostly near 40°F.
This provided an opportunity to evaluate injury
and recovery to all the Eucalyptus and note effect
of spring and fall planting dates to 1.5 years
before. The injury rating scale was: 1 - no
visible damage; 6 - above-ground plant dead. An
early recovery rating was made on January 4, 1973.
A late recovery rating was made on July 26, 1973:
1 - complete recovery or no damage; 6 - dead or
no recovery.

Regarding freeze injury, planting date did not
appear to affect freeze injury although no one
species was planted on both dates. Cold tolerance
and recovery of promising species mentioned
earlier is as follows:

Ratings (average)

Species

E. ace end ens
E.

E.

archeri
blakelyl

E. bosistoana
E. burdettiana
E.

E.

E.

grand is

gunii
intertexta

E.

E.

scoparla
microtheca

E. spathulata
E. maculosa
E. populnea

January 4 July 26

3 3

planted after freeze
1 1

4 2

4 5

2 1

1 1

2 1

1 1

1 1

3 3

2 2

1 1

3. The top-kill of between 2 and 3 million
bluegum and river redgiim Eucalyptus in the Oakland-
Berkeley hills raised many questions: how to
avoid a fire danger from the litter and resprouts,
how to open fire lanes and biking trails , protect
views and how to generally .prevent Eucalyptus from
resprouting where they were unwanted. Methods used
in Australian forests were untenable in the urban
areas. In view of this, field research was
initiated in 1973 and numerous trials were con-
ducted through 1978. Two methods were successful
(+97 to 100 percent control) . One was to cut the
stump to 4 to 6 inches below the ground surface.
A survey of the points of attachment for bluegums
indicated that all sprouts originated between
ground level and 4 inches below. The second
method was to make a fresh cut near the ground
level, into the wood. It is essential that the
cut be continuous. Into this cut, whether it be
the whole cross-section or just the ax frill, is

poured a solution (50 or 100 percent); 2,4-D water
soluble amine (Weedar-64)

,
glyphosate (Roundup)

,

or the granular material ammonium sulfamate
(Ammate-x) . Other materials were tested on an
experimental basis, but are not available or not
registered for this use.

4. Control of trunk sprouts with growth regu-
lators on the landscape tree was successfully
tested more than 10 years ago by R. W. Harris,

R. M. Sachs and R. E. Fissell at UC Davis. Sprouts
on E. camaldulensis and E. viminalis were pre-
vented from developing by the application of

1 percent napthalene acetic acid (NAA) . Results
were significant at the 1 percent level. Trans-
locations of materials stayed at the sprout
attachment, so no injury to the trees was ob-
served.

5. The storms of late 1982 and early 1983 in
the San Francisco Bay Area resulted in considerable
limb breakage and tree blow-over. A survey of

November-December storms damage involving 35

communities indicated that Eucalyptus species in
general and several Eucalyptus species in particu--
lar (bluegum, ironbark, silver dollar, peppermint
and sugargum) had severe blow-over problems.
Limb breakage was noted to be the highest for
any one problem species. Twenty-five surveys
mentioned Eucalyptus and acacia as problem trees.
The genetic habit of the species plus splitting
crotches, dense tops, closely-spaced limbs and
large limbs of equal size were most often cited
as causes of problems. In fairness, however,
much of the problems observed were termed
catastrophic failures; unpreventable.

Somewhat akin to folks devoted to native
plants, the species Eucalyptus has its devotees
and detractors. Generally, detractors are
people familiar only with the bluegum. While it

is true that few people are planting bluegums

,

others have found that in general , Eucalyptus have
an aggressive root system which tends to be shallow
and fast-growing; thus there are root-pavement
problems and problems of sufficient irrigations
of companion plantings. Many of the Eucalyptus
grow too large for the small properties where they
are planted and the litter produced by many becomes
an unwanted nuisance . Some nurseries indicate a

slowing demand for Eucalyptus . For Eucalyptus to
maintain or serve their useful place in the land-
scape, it will be necessary to recognize certain
species and extoll their usefulness.
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Creating a Database on Eucalyptus for

California^

Miles L. Merwin^

Abstract: While public agencies, nurserymen and
landscapers are receiving more inquiries about
individual eucalyptus species for California
plantings, little information is readily avail-
able to them on the potential usefulness or

adaptability of these species. A survey of eu-
calyptus species was undertaken to collect in-
formation on their performance both in California
trials, their native range and other overseas
countries. It is proposed that this survey form
the basis of a printed handbook and computer
database on eucalyptus in California as an on-

going interagency project.

Increasing interest in rural woodlots for
fuelwood and low-maintenance ornamental plants
has sparked a resurgence in eucalyptus plantings
in California. Those concerned with planting,
propagating and maintaining trees are turning to

public and private land use advisors, e.g.

University of California Cooperative Extension,
Calif. Department of Forestry and U.S. Soil Con-
servation Service, for detailed information on
the many eucalyptus species that have been intro-
duced into the state. Despite the fact that
eucalyptus have been planted in California for
over a century, up-to-date, reliable information
on the growth, yield and suitability for differ-
ent uses of individual species is not readily
available. While a number of past and present
species trials have been performed, the results
of this work have not been collected systemati-
cally into a form readily useable by those called
upon to provide information to the public.

Interest in eucalyptus planting as well as

organized field trials are likely to continue in

future. Therefore, a coordinated effort to col-
lect and disseminate information about eucalyptus
species in California would benefit a wide varie-
ty of people concerned with the genus. This
information would be useful to public and private
agencies that advise landowners on land use deci-
sions, nurserymen that propagate the trees, land-
scapers that incorporate eucalyptus into the

urban landscape for amenity and shade, and ulti-
mately the individual citizen interested in

planting the trees.

INITIAL SPECIES SURVEY

In 1982, a compilation of information was
begun on a number of eucalyptus species that have
been planted or proposed for trial in California.

The purpose was to collect the following informa-
tion: (1) results of past and present planting
trials in the state; (2) data on the typical
growth, climate and soils of the native range in

Australia; and (3) other relevant information on

Presented at the Workshop on Eucalyptus in
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the performance of individual eucalyptus species
when planted as exotics (introduced species).
This species survey was intended primarily as a

useful reference for public land use advisory
agencies, foresters, farm managers, nurserymen.

landscapers and researchers. It was not intended
as a popular guide for the average landowner,
except those cooperating in research trials.

The species survey was initiated under the

direction of Dr. Andrew Leiser, Dept . of Environ-
mental Horticulture, University of California,
Davis. Species chosen for study were taken in

part from earlier unpublished work by Dr. Leiser
on drought resisting plants (Leiser, 1983) and in

part from a review of the literature on other
species exhibiting some degree of frost and/or
drought tolerance. Over 100 species were
initially chosen for study.

Using standardized data collection sheets,
information was first compiled on the growth,
climate, soils, wood and uses of each species in

its native range in Australia, and the compara-
tive success and productivity of those species
when planted commercially overseas. After this
initial review, several species not adaptable to

cultivation as exotics or suitable only as orna-
mentals were eliminated from further considera-
tion.

Information on the remaining 79 species was
summarized in a standard format. This first
draft was then sent to a number of reviewers in

California with requests for information on past
and present planting trials, uses and other prac-
tical experience with their cultivation in the

state. The literature was also searched for

published reports on past trial and commercial
plantings of eucalyptus species. Only those

species for which well documented information on

trial plantings is available are included in the

final selection. The particular selection of

species covered in the published report (Merwin,

1983) does not mean to imply that other species
have not been tested or would not also be poten-

tially successful if introduced into California.

FORMAT AND CONTENT OF SPECIES SURVEY

A standardized format was used for the compi-
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Eucalyptus camaldulensls Dehnh.

GROWTH IN NATIVE RANGE: Tree usually 80-120 ft. (to 150 ft.) tall with an often crooked trunk 3-7 ft. in

diameter and a thin crown. Vigorous coppicer. Fairly fire resistant. Fast growing.

NATIVE RANGE: All states except TAS, along year-round and seasonal watercourses, esp. the Murray-Darling

River system, at 100-750 (to 1800) ft. elevation. Latitudinal range 15.5°-38°S.

CLIMATE OF NATIVE RANGE: Annual rainfall mainly 10-25 in. (to 40 in.). Relies on seasonal flooding or

high water table In areas of 10-15 in. rainfall. Hot dry summers with temps, to 115°F. Lowest temp.

23°F. (-5°C). Frosts 5-20.

CLIMATIC TOLERANCES: Drought. Reportedly tolerates 20-26°F as exotic.

SOILS OF NATIVE RANGE: Best on deep silty soils, clay soils and podsols. Ecotypes grow on poor soils,

e.g. poorly drained flats wet for several months that don't completely dry out, acid sands, alkaline

swampy clays. Becomes chlorotic on calcareous soils.

SOIL-RELATED TOLERANCES: Flooding. Heavy clay soils. Salinity (selected provenances). Coastal salt

spray.

WOOD: Red, interlocked or wavy grain, gum veins or pockets common, hard, durable, termite resistant,

density 980 kg/m3. May be difficult to split.

USES: Fuelwood, post/poles, shelter, amenity, honey, particle board, sleepers.

PROVENANCE: At least 8 distinct groups of provenances identified, each with significant differences in

drought or frost resistance, growth rate and wood properties. 6845 Lake Albacutya, VIC proven consist-

ently superior in tests throughout Mediterranean-type climates (FAO)

.

SUCCESS OUTSIDE AUSTRALIA: Important commercial species in Spain, Morocco, Israel, Turkey and other

Mediterranean countries.

PRODUCTIVITY IN PLANTATIONS: Good sites: aver. 2.2-3.3 cords /ac/yr. Poor sites: aver. 0.2-1.1 cords/ac/yr

(FAO)

.

GROWTH IN CALIFORNIA:
Chapman, 1982: "Spanish" selection from Florida Div. of Forestry gave best growth rate and suirvival

of all species tested over a wide variety of Calif, sites.

Davis, 1978: Outstanding results. Species most tolerant of wide range of unfavorable soil and climatic
conditions, e.g. salinity, flooding, poor drainage and drought. Survived 1972 freeze (I5-25°F). Up-
right narrow growth form observed.

Ledig, 1983: In test of 23 provenances at Concord N.W.S. and other sites. Lake Albacutya, VIC was
approximately 161 percent better than average for all provenances. This and other superior proven-
ances all came from Murray-Darling River darinage in VIC and NSW.

Heavilin, 1978: Killed by frost at Redwood Exp. For.

King and Krugman, 1980: One of the best surviving, fastest growing spp. at Concord N.W.S.
McClatchie, 1902: Grows well on coast and in foothills, interior valleys and deserts. Fast growing.

Open grown trees often very forked.
Metcalf, 1924: MAI of 26 plantations, average age 9 years, was 1.2 cords/ac/yr (range 0.4-2.8). Grows

better in interior valleys and So. Calif, than along the coast.
Metcalf, 1967: Survives annual flooding along Sacramento River. Grows well in Imperial VAlley with

irrigation. Has survived temps, lower than 23°F in Sacramento Valley but tops killed back by 1932
freeze. Tree at Watson Arb . grew 14 ft. with 1.6 in. dbh in 2 yrs.

Sachs and Low, 1983: Two year old coppice growth at Davis from 5000 trees/ac with flood irrigation
(fertilizer at planting only) yielded 16.81 ODT/ac/yr (aver. 2.0 ODT/cord) . Yield for hybrid with
E. rudis in same trial was 16.94 ODT/ac/yr.

PLANTING PROSPECTS: Excellent with careful provenance selection.

PROPAGATION: Adaptable to containerized nursery production but liable to be quickly overgrown. Light
essential for full germination.

OTHER: Hybridizes with E^^ botryoides to form E. X trabutii, and also with E. rudis.

REFERENCE'S: Boland, et. al. , 1980; Coate; FAO, p. 369; Hall, p. 100; Hemstreet.

Figure 1 -Example of standardized format for compilation of species information.
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latlon of species information, an example of

which appears in Figure 1. Species nomenclature

conforms to the most recent classification of the

genus (Blakely, 1965), The "Blakely Number"

assigned to each species or subspecies is listed

after the Latin binomial.

Native Range

The first few headings describe the common
growth form, geographic and topographic loca-
tions, average climatic conditions, soil factors,

wood characteristics, main farm and/or commercial

uses, latitudinal range and provenances (if any)

for each species in its native habitat in Austra-
lia.

Under the heading "Growth in Native Range,"
the range of observed heights for each species,

as a tree or mallee, are given along with crown
characteristics and the diameter, form and

length relative to total tree height of the

trunk. Observations from the native range are

also Included on relative growth rate, coppicing
ability, fire sensitivity and other details.

Australian states included in the native range

of each species appear under "Native Range."
Topographical distribution, elevations, and lati-

tudinal range are also listed here. The more
widespread the geographic and topographic dis-
tribution of a species, the more diverse the

local ecotypes are likely to be. Thus careful
selection of provenance for seed collection be-
comes more important (F.A.O. , 1979).

Average climatic data for the native habitat
is listed under "Climate of Native Range." An-
nual amount and seasonal distribution of precipi-
tation is listed along with the relative length
and severity of the dry season. Rainfall and dry

season length are indicative of the relative tol-

erance of low moisture and high summer tempera-
ture conditions that the species may exhibit as

an exotic. Lowest recorded temperatures in the

native range and the frequency of frost are also

given. While this information may indicate the

relative cold hardiness of a speciei , widely
distributed species will exhibit hign variability

in this trait. In some cases, species may toler-

ate lower temperatures when planted as exotics
than in the native range (F.A.O. , 1979).

Edaphic factors for each species are listed
under "Soils of Native Range." Listed first are

the preferred types of soils on which best growth
occurs, then those soil types on which the spe-

cies also occurs but where its development is not

optimum. Among the characteristics noted of

these soils are texture, structure, relative
depth and drainage, pH, presence of salts or

limestone and overall quality.

Environmental Tolerances

Data on growth form, climate and soils record-

ed under the headings described above is repre-
sentative for each species in their native range

and is intended as a benchmark for each species.

Their growth and environmental tolerances when
planted as exotics, e.g. in California, may be

different than that found in the native range.

Thus information listed under the headings "Cli-
matic- and Soil-Related Tolerances" summarizes
observations from both the native habitat and

plantings outside Australia. Comparative toler-

ance to the most important limiting factors, e.g.

drought, cold, flooding, salinity, etc., are

listed under these headings.
For the introduction of these species into

California, cold tolerance is generally a more
important limiting factor than drought (since

plantings are usually at least established with

irrigation) , thus determining their adaptability
to different geographic regions of the state
(Hemstreet, 1983). However, drought tolerance
is also an Important factor since many eucalyptus
species are used in low-water, low maintenance
situations specifically because of their resis-
tance to drought. Soil factors may be less im-

portant in determining the suitability of indi-
vidual species to exotic plantings, except in

extreme situations such as heavy clays, infertile

sands, shallow or poorly drained soils, and high-

ly alkaline or saline soils.

Characteristics described of the wood of each

species as harvested under native range condi-

tions include color, grain, hardness, structural

strength, durability (in contact with soil as a

f encepost) , ease of splitting, and density. Tra-

ditional or commercial uses for each species and

its products in Australia are recorded under

"Uses." Feasible uses for the trees when planted

as introduced species in California may be differ-

ent from those listed.

Provenance

Seed provenances that have been identified,
collected and tested are listed under "Provenance.

"

In some cases where the geographic and topographic
distribution of a species is wide, recommendations
for provenance testing or careful selections are
noted. Due to the inherent seedling variability
of these wide ranging species, proper selection of

seed provenance can be crucial to the success of a

trial or commercial planting (F.A.O., 1979). In

prior evaluations of overseas trials of these
species, the possibility should be considered that

the provenance of the seedlings tested was mis-
matched to the test site or was atypical of the

species. Current provenance trials in Calfornia
and other countries are also noted under this

heading.

Overseas Plantings

Then follow several sections related to spe-

cies performance as exotics, i.e. successful

plantings outside Australia, yield in Intensive

plantations, and growth in different areas of

California. Growth rates and wood yields from

intensively-managed, overseas industrial planta-

tions, under "Productivity in Plantations," are

reported with a word of caution that the yield
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that can reasonably be expected from stands of

any species is strongly dependent on site quality

and level of management (Standiford, 1983). Men-

tion of successful commercial overseas plantings

under the heading "Success Outside Australia" is

restricted to only other American states (e.g.

Florida, Hawaii) and those countries that contain

areas climatically similar to California (i.e.

Mediterranean type) , even though there may be

other nations where a particular species has been

planted.
Under the heading "Growth in California," pub-

lished reports on field trials and commercial

plantings in the state are summarized. Personal

communications with individual researchers, for-

esters, nurserymen, etc. are also included here.

When comparing the performance of a species in

the various test plantings reported, considera-

tion should be given to the existence of factors

that affect seedling performance, e.g. differences
in planting method, irrigation, spacing, proven-

ance, etc. While efforts were made to report on

as many plantings of eucalyptus in California
as possible, there are obviously many others

that are either not well documented or were
unavailable to the author.

Propagation

The section entitled "Planting Prospects" is

a consensus of opinion from the references cited
on the relative usefulness of a particular spec-
ies and its adaptability to different regions of

the state. Species are rated under "Propagation"
for their relative adaptability to containerized
production in commercial nurseries based on
information supplied by two experienced Califor-
nia nurserymen (Coate, 1983; Solomone, 1983).
While most eucalyptus species are adaptable to

containerized propagation, fast growth during the
early seedling stages makes them susceptible to

quickly becoming overgrown and rootbound, thus
timing is more critical than with slower-growing
species (Coate, 1983). Finally, additional in-
formation on hybrids, varieties, cultivars, seed-
ling variability, disease and pest resistance,
storm damage, pruning needs, etc. are listed when
available under "Other."

PROPOSED HANDBOOK AND DATABASE

The information contained in the written sur-
vey of eucalyptus species described above lends
itself to adaptation for an electronic database
accessible by microcomputer. This database would
be designed for use in conjunction with a print-
ed, looseleaf handbook on eucalyptus, published
as an on-going interagency project. It is pro-
posed that this initial survey form the basis
for the creation of such a handbook and database.

Most of the inquiries about eucalyptus received
by land use advisors, nurserymen and landscapers
will likely be to identify those species adaptable
to a particular set of climatic and edaphic con-
ditions, and useful for particular purposes. With

a computerized database, this information can be

retrieved with relative speed and ease compared

to manual searching of printed documents. Several

database managment programs are commercially

available that could be used to cross-index suc-

cinct categories of information, or "fields," for

individual species, such as growth rate, drought

tolerance and uses. Thus, for example, one could

use several "keywords" each relating to a differ-

ent field to ask for a list of species adaptable

to moderately cold winters and summer drought on

heavy clay soils that are useful for windbreaks
or firewood. Once such a list was retrieved,
users could than refer to the printed handbook
for a current, detailed description of each
species, listing such information as seed proven-
ances, commercial availability of seedlings and
research contacts.

Creating the Database and Handbook

The primary task of creating the database will
be to define the individual characteristics of

each species that will be cross-referenced by

computer, either in relative or absolute terms.

Once the necessary software is modified and the

original database is completed, periodic updating
of species information could be done simply by

issuing supplemental pages for the handbook.
Researchers and others involved in field evalu-
ations could report their results as available
to one agency whose responsibility would be to

update the handbook with this new information.
Such updates would probably only be necessary one
or two times per year. The handbook could also
be expanded to include narratives on topics such
as propagation, establishment and management.

Online access to the database could be arranged
through local offices of the public agencies
involved using any compatible terminal or micro-
computer. This is facilitated by the fact that
more of the public agencies receiving requests
for eucalyptus information will soon have micro-
computer systems in their local offices, e.g.
University of California Cooperative Extension
and U.S. Soil Conservation Service (Finch, 1983;
Standiford, 1983). Those offices without such
equipm.ent could request searches to be done at a
central office and the results printed out and
mailed to them. Alternatively, the database
could be accessed from remote terminals to a

central computer via appropriate telecommunica-
tions equipment.

Funding

The bulk of the funding for this project
would be needed in the first year, since the

major tasks will be to create the initial data-
base and printed handbook. The database can then
be reporduced on inexpensive "floppy diskettes"
and copies distributed to local offices. From
then on, the relatively low cost of periodic
updates and distribution could be covered by
sales of the handbook and database or fees charg-
ed to the cooperating agencies or the individual
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end users. It has been suggested that the
University of California, through the U.C. Davis
Dept. of Environmental Horticulture and/or U.C.
Berkeley Extension Forester's office, be the
lead agency for the database if foundation funding
can be secured for the project. Since its purpose
will be to benefit public land use advisory
agencies, nurserjonen, landscapers, etc. in Calif-
ornia, these groups must necessarily be involved
in determining the format and content of the
handbook and database that best serves their needs.
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Part 3. Products, Uses, Economics

Using Eucalypts in IVIanufacturing^

William A. Dost^

Abstract: Eucalypts have a number of character-
istics affecting processing and utilization that

distinguish them from other woods. The major
current interest in the eucalypts is as a fuel.

Possible demand as a chemical feedstock, for pulp-
wood, panel products, lumber or round timbers
should be be considered in initial planning and
management as a hedge against changes resulting
from economic, political or environmental pressures.
In general, returns to the grower will be maximized
by concentration on maximum yield (cubic volume x
specific gravity) for energy, chemical feedstock
and pulpwood uses. Specific gravity, as an indi-
cator of strength, is also important for sawn
products, round products and some panel products
although processing considerations such as internal
stresses and drying characteristics are important.
Permeability of the wood for penetration by pulp-
ing chemicals or preservative solutions is impor-
tant to pulpwood, and to sawn and round products.
Characteristics such as specific gravity and fiber
length can be manipulated to a considerable degree
by species and seed source selection as well as

by silvicultural manipulation.

The implications of these and other character-
istics for utilization will be reviewed.

The eucalypts as a group are attractive because
of their rapid growth. This results in very high
yields on a volume basis and in combination with
the comparatively high specific gravities, the
yields of dry fiber can be truly impressive.
Maximum yield of dry fiber is the logical goal when
the anticipated use Is for fuel, or as a chemical
feedstock for processes such as destructive distil-
lation. However, for solid wood products such as
lumber and veneer, high specific gravity and the
more complex anatomical structure may be quite
disadvantageous when compared with softwoods.

The softwoods as a group are more efficient as
a structural material, with a quite high strength
to weight ratio. This superior rating relative to
the hardwoods is not a consequence of any differ-
ences i-n chemical composition or relative amounts
of ce^'ulose and lignin present. The softwoods are
composed almost entirely of a single cell type, the
tracheid, with a length roughly 100 times the
diameter. Hardwoods on the other hand have a more
diverse anatomy (for oaks, 20 percent vessels, 40
percent fibers, 25 percent rays and 15 percent
parenchyma). The fibers are the longest but length
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is generally one-third to one-eighth that of the

softwood tracheids and with a poorer length to

diameter ratio (only 40:1). In addition, other
properties of the hardwoods make them more diffi-
cult to process.

The eucalypts, in addition to these general
hardwood characteristics, typically contain high
Internal stresses and are prone to excessive
shrinkage and distortion on drying. The net
effect of these is to severely reduce the yield
of usable material. Nonetheless, there are oppor-
tunities for the use of these woods for other pro-
ducts than energy or chemicals. They should be

considered in planning any eucalyptus plantation
since choices made then can substantially affect
alternate use potential. Pulpwood is already in
established use in California, as well as elsewhere.
However, use in solid products such as sawn lumber
and plywood and in round form for poles and piling,
is not.

Use for Energy

The fuel value of woody cell wall substance is

relatively independent of species, with a potential
yield of between 8000 and 8500 BTU per dry basis.
The differences between species result largely from
the character of the extractives; those with a

cyclic molecular structure are higher in value than
straight chain structures such as sugars and
starches. Burning characteristics generally improve
with specific gravity although any hardwood above
about 0.5 seems to burn very well when dry. Indus-
trial fuel is sold on a dry weight basis and income
will be maximized by concentrating on the yield of

dry fiber. Cordwood for home heating is sold on a

volume basis so income will be maximized by concen-

^0 Gen. Tech. Rep. PSW-69. Berkeley, CA: Pacific Southwest Forest and Range
Experiment Station, Forest Service, U.S Department of Agricuhure; 1983.



trating on yield on that basis, as long as the

specific gravity is high enough so it is perceived
to be a "quality" fuel.

The eucalypts characteristically exhibit inter-
locked grain, in which the stem alternates between
left hand and right hand spiral grain. While this

has no significance for heat content, it does
increase the effort required in splitting cordwood
and also will result in rough look pieces that are
somewhat more difficult to handle. Wetwood occurs
in the heartwood of mature trees and drying is made
more difficult. This may not be a problem in

plantations where the young stems will be sub-
stantially sapwood.

Chemical Feedstocks and Charcoal

Although neither of these are at present a

particularly viable primary product the possibility
exists that either economics or process technology
may change so that these could become attractive.
The best strategy for maximum raw material value is

the same as for industrial fuel, maximum yield on a

dry weight basis. However, if the process event-
ually adopted requires penetration of the wood by
a solution, the species should be one that does not
develop tyloses in the sapwood cells after felling
in order that the process liquor may penetrate the

wood.

Pulpwood

It is well established that young eucalypts are
well suited for pulping by a full range of processes
to yield pulps suitable for a wide range of end
uses. Pulps from high density species are often
blended with those from low density species or
softwood to yield high quality pulps. In short,
the potential for young eucalypts to provide good
quality pulpwood appears to be very attractive.

Panel Products

The different panel products that are manufac-
tured of wood are usually classified as plywood,
hardboard, particleboard and insulation board,
although the distinctions between these classes

have become blurred as technology has advanced.

High quality hardboard is produced in volume
from the mature wood of a large number of eucalypt
species. This indicates that, at least for wet

process production, the eucalypts in general are

well suited. Eucalypts can also be used for insul-
ation board manufacture without excessive problems,
but species of lower specific gravity are generally
preferred.

Panels of intermediate density in the range of

40-60 pcf are usually classed as particleboards
although they may also be described as medium
density fiberboards and hardboards. E. saligna is

used commercially for production of particleboard
at one plant in Brazil. In general, the eucalypts
are not as well suited for particleboard production
as lower density species, especially softwoods.

However, it should be noted that technology is

advancing rapidly in this area and, at the 1982
annual meeting of the Forest Products Research
Society, the keynote speaker observed that "It is
now possible to manufacture panels whose properties
are more dependent upon the process used than upon
the species." Under this circumstance, the poten-
tial of the eucalypts should not be underestimated.

A small but significant portion of Australian
plywood production is based on veneer from mature
trees of several eucalypt species. Specific
gravities below about 0.65 are required as is
careful control of cutting parameters. Collapse
and other forms of abnormal shrinkage are a problem
and recovery of usable veneer is relatively low.
Specific adhesive formulations and careful control
are necessary to achieve good glue bond quality.
"Excessive" end splitting of veneer logs, along
with high shrinkage losses and kino defects, has
contributed to the low veneer recovery from fast-
grown young eucalypts. The wood makes a strong
panel for structural use but appearance quality
panels are not generally produced. Veneer for use
green in wire-bound produce crating was success-
fully produced in Santa Cruz, California from E.

globulus for a number of years.

Lumber

Eucalyptus lumber is widely used by the Austra-
lians for the equivalent of our structural light
framing. However, there is some preference for
radiata pine because it is less prone to warp.
Some of the characteristics of the eucalypts that
affect lumber manufacturing have been noted earlier.
Internal stresses lead to splitting, brittleheart
and shake in the log, change in shape of the log
during sawing and to warp of the sawn lumber. Kino,
in pockets or veins, is a defect that is peculiar
to the eucalypts and the wood of many species
characteristically exhibits excessive cracking,

shrinkage and collapse on drying.

Quite a bit of information has been developed
on drying techniques to minimize degrade in timber
from both mature and fast-grown young stands.
However, checking, warp, shrinkage and collapse are
all reported to be more severe in material cut from
young trees.

Round Timber

Utility and construction poles, marine and
foundation piles, posts and rails are all produced
from eucalypts in other countries and these appli-
cations certainly represent potential markets in
California. The characteristics of young, fast-
grown timber of each species need to be examined
carefully for suitability. The splitting of log
ends and development of circular checks or shake,
both due to growth stresses, are a serious defect
that is commonly reported. Maximum sapwood thick-
ness is a desirable goal and thin sapwood species
are unsuited. Ease of preservative treatment is

critical and so, while sapwood is generally presumed
to be treatable, this needs to be verified. Soft
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rot attack of eucalypt poles well treated with

arsenical salts is a problem of widespread concern

and investigation. Heartwood of high durability is

a plus and the higher strength of the eucalypts in

comparison to the currently used softwoods is also

very attractive.

Management to Improve Utilization Opportunities

A number of basic properties have been noted as

being important for their effect on utilization

potential and are to some degee under the control

of the forest manager. These include wood density,

cell dimensions, sapwood thickness and permeability,

and growth stresses. Seed source is often but not

always related to density and does not appear to be

an important factor in fiber length. Seed source

seems very important to growth stress intensity.

Increased growth rate achieved by fertilization

results in decreased fiber length and vessel dia-

meter, a decrease or no change in density, no

change in growth stresses, and an increase in sap-

wood thickness. When increased growth rate is

achieved by thinning, fiber length and growth

stresses are increased. Higher environmental temp-

eratures improve fiber dimensions (longer and more

slender) and frost may increase the occurrence of

kino. Longer rotations decrease the percentage of

product lost in conversion due to growth stresses.

High soil moisture during harvest can result in

higher residual stresses and techniques to reduce

tree vigor in advance of harvest will reduce them.

These generalizations are based on observations

of a large number of workers on a range of species

in diverse areas of the world and should not be
considered as certainties for any given species and

cultural practice.

SUMMARY

The eucalypts are very attractive for their
potential to augment wood supplies. There is

little or no problem in their use for fuel or

pulpwood and they have been shown to make excellent
hardboard. There are impressive difficulties in

conversion to solid wood products such as lumber
and plywood but generally these problems can be
managed at some cost. For those species with a

wide and permeable sapwood, use as roundwood pro-
ducts represents an excellent opportunity provided
that end splitting can be controlled.

The potential of the eucalypts for utilization
in California has been clouded by the choice of E^.

globulus as the principal species for planting,
since it is one of the more difficult species to

process, Establishment of other, more readily
processed, species will lead to a change in

attitudes and in use. However, none of the species
can be considered to be easily converted to solid
wood products.
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California Wood Energy Program^

Gary Brittner^

r

Abstract: Many varieties of eucalyptus adapt
well to growing conditions in the coastal and
central valley regions of California. The
California Department of Forestry is conducting
growth research on a variety of sites throughout
the state with many species. Eucalyptus is an
excellent fuelwood and has potential for other
uses, including chemical feedstocks. Plantations
established on marginal sites may be an alterna-
tive to grazing or agricultural crops.

The California Department of Forestry Wood
Energy Program was established in 1978 and has
been actively participating in many research and
demonstration projects to increase utilization of
wood for energy. The Wood Energy Program came
about partly in response to the energy crisis of
the 1970s, but a more important reason was a need
to improve the management of the wood resource.
The Department of Forestry recognized that an
extensive resource was being undermanaged; there
were uncoordinated research efforts and many
unanswered questions about wood energy.
California is rich in wood energy; forests and
brushlands have been producing this natural and
renewable energy resource for centuries. The
timber industry in California has for many years
been using captive waste from mills for energy,
pulp, and composite products. One purpose of the
Wood Energy Program is to expand utilization of
the wood resource from more than just sawlogs and
captive waste. Only about 40 percent of a tree's
fiber is actually removed from the forest. The
remaining portions are usually left because they
cannot produce lumber and are uneconomical to

harvest for pulp or fuel. The Wood Energy Program
has worked on pilot projects to expand the utili-
zation of unmerchantable wood, including: gasi-
fication, densification, chemical extraction, and
charcoal production.

The California Legislature has authorized the
Department to conduct research concerning the
economic and environmental cost, benefits, and
feasibility of utilizing wood for energy produc-
tion. We are also able to provide technical and
other assistance with respect to forest management
and species selection to encourage energy produc-
tion. The projects with which we are involved
cover a broad range of fields including equipment
design, chemical extrafction, nutrient cycling,
consumer information, and fuelwood plantations.

It is fuelwood plantations that I would like
to dicuss today. Our experience with plantations
comes from both contract and in-house fuelwood
projects. California has a long history of
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eucalyptus plantations dating back to the turn of
the century when there was a strong push to plant
groves of eucalyptus for sawlogs and railroad
ties. Unfortunately, the species planted did not
lend themselves well for manufacturing into
lumber. We are again experiencing rising interest
in the use of eucalyptus, primarily for fuelwood. :

The renewed interest in eucalyptus has been
brought about by a variety of factors such as:

rising heating costs for conventional fuels,
favorable return on fuelwood sales, and for many
individuals, energy independence for winter
heating.

The California Department of Forestry has two
major projects investigating the use of eucalyp-
tus and other fast-growing species for use as
fuelwood. The projects are the Biomass Tree Farms
and an in-house program growing fuelwood planta-
tions on lands adjacent to Department facilities.
The Biomass Tree Farms project was mandated by
the legislature in late 1980 under sponsorship of

Senator Greene. The purpose of the legislation
is to demonstrate the production of biomass on

marginal sites. The Department of Forestry has

contracted for establishment of 9 plantations
throughout the state, which include 8 genera and
17 eucalyptus species. We have also established
our own program within the Department to grow
fuelwood. This project is in conjunction with
our energy conservation program to provide alter-
native energy for CDF facilities such as fire

stations and offices. At some CDF facilities we

are growing our own fuelwood to burn in wood-
stoves. This fuelwood program provides a demon-

stration to small landowners, reduces our energy

costs, and provides research information. Most

of the plantations were established in early 1982,

and it is too early to present results to make

recommendations. However, after one year of

experience, we can present some general observa-

tions on our initial experiences.

The high rainfall and late rains in the winter

of 1981-82 kept soils at field capacity and

delayed site preparation and planting until late

spring. Adequate soil moisture at the time of

planting, relatively mild summer temperatures,

and irrigation provided favorable growing condi-

tions. The survival rate in most plantations

exceeded 90 to 95 percent. Planting stock was

commercially grown containerized seedlings. The

most injurious agents we have noted are rodents

and deer. Eucalyptus camaldulensis has been
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heavily browsed in San Luis Obispo and Lake

counties by both deer and rabbit. In Lake County,

rabbits browsed seedlings to the root collar, but

they are sprouting back vigorously. Animal

repellents will be used to discourage browsing,

and pruning may be required in order to stimulate

apical dominance; growth form is very poor.

Gophers were a severe problem in San Mateo

County. Site preparation consisted of scalping,

and the root mass of competing vegetation provided

food supply for gophers. Eucalyptus seedlings

which were being irrigated became a preferred food

during the dry period when annual grasses died.

These incidents reconfirm the importance of ade-

quate site preparation. Control of surrounding
vegetation is important because it decreases the

competition for seedlings and reduces protective
cover for rodents. An aphid species was observed
on one specimen of E. gunnii in Fresno County,

but no other insect or disease problems have been

observed. In Yolo County under similar condi-
tions, black locust (Robinia pseudoacacia L. ) was

killed by phytophtora root rot while
E. camaldulensis showed no sign of infection.

One plantation was established in Merced
County on saline alkaline soils; of five species,

only E.- grandis and E. viminalis survived, but
their growth is not robust. The mild winter tem-
peratures throughout the state may have given us

more favorable results than usual. Slight frost
damage was noted on tips of E, camaldulensis at
750 -foot "altitude because trees did not harden
off. At an 1800-foot site, no damage on E.

globulus or E. dalrympleana was observed. At 3500

feet, all E. robusta near the bottom of a drainage
were killed by frost; E. globulus , E. rudis, and

E. macarthurii at the same site, but higher on
slope, received some slight frost damage.

Various silvicultural trials including spac-
ing, fertilization, and irrigation are being per-
formed on the plantations; but it is too early to

present any results. Information from these plan-
tations can be used by the small landowner wishing
to put marginal lands to use. At the present, we
see fuelwood plantations being established for
personal use or the commercial firewood market.
Large-scale plantations to supply wood-fired
power plants are farther in the future. The

current supply of boiler hog fuel is adequate

since demand is low. As more wood-fired boilers

come on line and hog fuel demand goes up, the

feasibility of large-scale plantations will be

more practical. At the present time, a small wood-
lot is the most logical choice. The small planta-

tion of 1 to 10 acres offers many advantages; once
established, a fuelwood plantation has fairly low

maintenance costs, and the coppicing characteris-
tic of eucalyptus eliminates replanting costs.

Fuelwood also stores (and grows) quite well on

the stump so harvest is up to the desires of the
landowner. This characteristic also allows one

to take advantage of changes in the marketplace.
The fuelwood market is the least value use for
the trees. As fiber values rise from increased
demand, we can look forward to higher values and
potential pulp or composite markets.

The Department has just completed work with
GeoProducts Corporation testing manzanita
{Arctostaphylos spp.) using the acid hydrolysis
process developed by Dr. David Brink at the

University of California Forest Products Lab.

Tests of manzanita and other types of wood have
yielded impressive results. From 1 ton of
chipped manzanita, we were able to extract 514

pounds of hexose sugars and 341 pounds of pentose
sugars. Fermentation of the sugars produced 36.7

gallons of ethanol. A variety of other chemicals
including furfural, torula yeast, and butanol can

also be produced. Lignin waste from the chemical
process can be used as boiler fuel to complete
utilization of the feedstock. Eucalyptus has not
been tested, but we would expect it to be a suit-

able feedstock.

GeoProducts Corporation is studying the feasi-
bility of constructing its first operational plant
in another state. This type of plant creates
demand for woody material unacceptable for lumber
or pulp and provides jobs. Within the next decade

I anticipate that one or more wood chemical
facilities will be operating within California.

Demand for fiber, energy, and other products
from forestlands will require intensive manage-
ment of our resources. Research we are doing
now may provide information key to the most
efficient production. Hybrids, eucalyptus, and
other exotics can help us meet these challenges.
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Large-Scale Eucalyptus Energy Farms

and Power Cogeneration^

Robert C. Norofia^

Abstract: A thorough evaluation of all factors
possibly affecting a large-scale planting of
eucalyptus is foremost in determining the cost
effectiveness of the planned operation. Seven
basic areas of concern must be analyzed:

1. Species Selection
2. Site Preparation
3. Planting
4. Weed Control

5. Irrigation
6. Harvest Planning
7. Economics of Co-

generation

Only after detailed analysis has been
completed, can the decision to move forward with
major capital expenditures be made.

Present pay-back is marginal depending on
cost of installations, operating expenses and

"avoidable rate" payments from utilities.

The initiation of a large-scale cogeneration
project, especially one that combines construction
of the power generation facility as well as the
establishment of the fuelwood source, is a major
undertaking worthy of extensive preliminary
investigations

.

For the purposes of this paper a large-
scale energy farm shall be one in excess of 100
acres. This size of wood producing farm by it-
self will not support a large commercial cogenera-
tion facility (i.e.,1 mega watt or more), thus
it will be assumed that some supplemental fuel
source must be sought if the cogeneration facility
will consume more fuel than the available acreage
will supply.

Because a thorough analysis of fuelwood cost
must be an integral part of the overall economic
evaluation, all aspects of establishment of a

stand, processing and handling of the fuelwood
must be investigated.

Seven basic areas of concern must be studied
for a complete economic analysis. A detailed
discussion of all these is not possible in such
a limited paper, however » each will be outlined,

to indicate specific items which can considerably
affect the cost effectiveness of the installation.

Selecting Your Eucalypt Species

Site evaluation — is extremely important
in determining which species will adapt well
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to the existing conditions. An exhaustive soil
analysis is prerequisite to the successful
establishment of any stand of trees and should
be studied thoroughly to determine what problems
if any might exist. The following outline lists
several important factors which will weigh heavily
on the decision as to the correct eucalypt species
for the site in question. These factors are not,

however, the only factors which will influence the

final selection decision. Each site is a separate
case in point and must be treated as such.

A. Site Evaluation
1. Fertility
2. Slope

3. Water Table
4. Site Specific Problems

a. Alkalinity/ Acidity
b. Clay/Hardpan
c. Salt Deposits

5. Soil Type Variability

B. Species Evaluations
1. Adaptability to Conditions

a. Based on Literature
b. Existing Site Evaluations
c. In-House Evaluations

Species evaluation — is the next step in the
analysis procedure. After the site has been eval-
uated and the species which are compatible with the

specific site are selected, the final decision can

be approached as to the one species best suited to

the site or the combination of species which would

give the best overall performance.

The final selection will be tempered by such
influences as seed or seedling availability and

cost, macro- or micro-climatic conditions, tree

growth habit and other unmentioned site specific
problems

.

As with any intergral part of an economic
analysis, the consideration should be the production
of the greatest amount of the best quality end

product for the least amount of money.

Gen. Tech. Rep. PSW-69. Berkeley, CA: Pacific Southwest Forest and Range
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Site Preparation

As with any farming operation, site preparation

is first and foremost to assure a successful

conclusion. Without proper site preparation, the

successive operations of planting, weed control,

irrigation and harvesting become at best difficult

and at worst impossible. The proper scheme for

land preparation is dependent on soil topography

and structure. Obviously, certain operations may

not be needed if site conditions do not warrant

them. The following outline lists the most common
operations that might be required prior to planting.

A. Leveling
1. Planned for irrigation method

B. Ripping/Chiseling

C. Plowing/Discing

D. Seedling Bed Preparation

E. Pre-Irrigation and Fertilization

Leveling — may only be needed on sites which
are relatively flat and are slated for flood,

check or furrow irrigation. Under drip, solid
set sprinkler, pull hose, center pivot or other
minimal water -use types of irrigation, leveling
may be an uneeded and expensive operation. Rolling
or hilly sites may do poorly if leveled due to the
depth of cut and the consequent loss of fertility.
Thus serious consideration should be given to both
the economics and prudence of leveling the site.

Ripping/Chiseling — again may only be
necessary where hard or clay pans exist. Sandy
or sandy loam soils generally will produce
excellent crops of eucalyptus without the use
of deep tillage. Many other soils although
tighter than the sandy types will also produce
well without the expense and trouble of deep
tillage

.

Plowing/Discing — is the generally accepted
form of ground preparation in California for most
soil types, but may not be needed if alternative
methods of competitive plant growth control are
used. The economics of discing versus chemical
control should be investigated if the present
cover is not desired for green mulch.

Seedling Bed Preparation — is only required
when future plans are established for furrow
Irrigation, mechanical planting or where site
specific problems such as salt crusting are
present. Flat planting (Direct planting into
level surface) under most circumstances is much
more desirable than bed planting. Later operations
such as weed control and harvesting are simplified
by the lack of beds.

Pre-Irrigation and Fertilization — are very
desirable when planting eucalyptus. If planting
can be scheduled for fall after first rains have
arrived or early spring before the onset of hot

weather, the need for pre-irrigation is eliminated.

If planting is conducted where hot dry conditions

exist and follow-up irrigation is not immediately
available, the planting is almost assured of

failure. With most types of potting mixtures the

movement of moisture out of the root ball to the

surrounding soil occurs within a few hours. If

the dry condition is allowed to persist for 8-

12 hours a potting mixture with a high percentage

of peat will actually resist the infusion of water
into the root ball during irrigation. Thus it is

essential that adequate moisture be present at

planting or immediately thereafter. Fertilization
prior to planting can be accomplished in a number
of ways, but must be weighed against post-plant
fertilization. Economics and availability of

equipment are the deciding factors in this in-

stance. Broadcasting a dry fertilizer such as
16-0-0 is a relatively inexpensive means of applying
the seedlings initial nitrogen need, but this
method is inefficient with respect to placement of
the nutrient near the root zone. Banding a dry or
liquid fertilizer below and to the side (4 inches
and 6 inches respectively) of the seedling will
place the nutrients near the root zone but not so

near as to burn the lateral root system or displace
the tap root. This probably is the most effective
application but not the least expensive. Water-
running anhydrous ammonia into the irrigation water
source would be the least expensive but is

relatively short "lived in its effectiveness.

One other important factor that should be

considered during site preparation evaluations is

the level of pest infestation within the seedling
root zone. Most eucalypts are resistant to
Fusarium , Phytopthora , nematodes and other common
pests, but under severe infestation conditions
the performance of the stand could be impaired.
If the eucalypt species has a history of suscept-
ibility to an infestation present at the site, an
alternate species or an alternate site should be

considered.

Planting

The planting costs may vary widely depending on
a number of factors. The first decision to be
made is whether the seedlings to be planted will
be purchased or propagated. If the decision is

to purchase, the cost per seedling need merely
be multiplied by the requirement for the planting.
If self propagation is selected a much more
extensive and tedious analysis is required. In

most cases the cost of propagation is much lower
than purchasing, however, convenience is lost in

the process. Some of the precautions that must be
considered when preparing seedlings are listed
below. These are only precautions to be taken
that are over and above those which are necessary
to germinate, transplant' and grow viable seed

spots. It is assumed that a sound basic know-
ledge of eucalyptus seedling propagation is
already at hand.



Seedling preparation — must include the following
important procedures.

1. Hardening of the seedling
2. On-site protection
3. Proper growing media
4. Topping or pruning
5. Container style

The success of the planting may depend upon
close attention to the above procedures as well
as the proper planting method for the site.

Mechanical versus hand planting — is an
economic decision to be made based on available
equipment and labor.

Root ball coverage — is very important for
survival of the seedling during the first days and
weeks after planting. Depending on the composi-
tion of the growing medium, any exposed portion
of the root ball will act as a wick to allow
moisture to leave the root zone and dissipate
into the atmosphere. Survival of the plant under
these conditions is questionable. Total coverage
will assure retention of moisture during the all
important first year of growth.

Planting density — is a widely argued point.
Many studies have been conducted with claims of
tremendous yields per acre made by the investiga-
tors. In practice many different tree spacingscan
produce comparable yields. The important point
to remember is the end product desired should
dictate the planting density. Cogeneration
facilities differ in their fuel requirements,
therefore the composition of the fuel to be

grown should be manipulated to match the fuel
burning equipment.

High moisture contents can be tolerated by

some firebox/boiler combinations. In these
intances a very high density planting may be

appropriate. High moisture content with a high
leaf -^:o -stump ratio would yield a level of volatile
compounds that would increase the BTU per pound
and thus the effective output of the cogeneration
facility. If very low moisture contents are
required by the boiler design, a high stump-to-
leaf ratio will be more appropriate.

The planned harvesting method, weed control
and irrigation method will all modify the decision-
making process. A wealth of publications are

available to help a prospective biomass grower
decide on an eventual planting pattern and

density. Many of these stuaies have been conducted
on the species most adaptable to California
conditions and contain valuable statistics. To

be prudent one should investigate the method of

obtaining the statistics. Ii extrapolations have

been made from single tree samples or very small

plots, the results should be viewea with reserve.

Weed Control

Evaluation of weed species — is the first
step in establishing a successful weed control
program. Once the full spectrum of weed species
has been indentified and the species' growth habits

known, a plan for their control can be developed.
Many publications are available to assist in species
identification, one in particular is the University
of California Weed Identification Handbook.

Mechanical versus chemical control — is a

decision to be made early on in the analysis of
the entire project. Some soil types do not lend
themselves to mechanical weed control, thus it

is wise to have an alternative plan that uses
either partial or complete chemical control.

Selection of Materials — should be made with
advice of a properly qualified pest control adviser
(PCA). Many of the most effective chemicals are
restricted materials and therefore cannot be pur-
chased over the counter without proper PCA re-
commendation or possesion of a commercial applicators
certificate

.

If farming operations are in existence in the
immediate area of the site, it is advisable to ask
the operator what materials they have found most
effective. Practical experience is worth much in

this situation.

Irrigation

For many areas of California irrigation is an

absolute necessity. For those areas it is advis-
able to base the irrigation scheduling on the needs
of the trees . There are many types of devices
available which will objectively measure soil mois-

ture. Among these are the tensiometers and neutron
probes. By the use of these types of devices, the

tree 's need for moisture can be predicted before
it shows any sign of stress. It also allows
irrigations to be timed to avoid excessive watering.

Irrigation Method — is also a very important
economic and practical decision to be made. Many

sites will only be served well by one type of

irrigation method while other sites are adaptable
to several types of irrigation systems. In most

areas of California irrigation is only needed for

the first two or three years of the trees' growth.
If plantings can be spaced 3 years apart, the same

irrigation equipment can be reused on each succes-
sive planting thus reducing the cost per acre for

irrigation over the entire planting. This type

of planning may preclude the use of the more
permanent types of systems such as solid set or

underground drip. The cost of the irrigation
equipment is of prime concern, however ^ labor cost
and the cost of water and /or pumping will weigh

heavily on the eventual selection of the irrigation

method to be used. Again, the cost of all com-

ponents of the irrigation system will determine
which system is the most economical.
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In some Irrigation districts in California

the cost of water can be as low as $3-00 per acre

for as much as 6 acre feet per year with very low

labor costs to apply the water. In other areas-

the cost can be as high as $4.00 per acre for a

much lower quantity of water per unit of area.

These cost differences make it impossible to

recommend one best system for all circumstances.

In some cases the high initial cost of a drip

system may be quickly offset by the savings in

high cost water. In other cases the low cost of

water may make it unjustifiable to make any capital
expenditures

.

The final concern with regard to irrigation is

selecting the proper system for the site. The

economic concerns mentioned above are in no way

the only considerations. If a sprinkler system
is to be used, the prevailing wind patterns are

a very important consideration. Soil type will
also determine the adaptability, to such systems
as drip or mist application. Extremely sandy soils
will not disperse water well and may require
several emitters to give adequate coverage.
Topography will determine the initial selection
of irrigation equipment. Irrigation specialists
are available through the cooperative extension
offices to assist in the proper selection
of irrigation equipment or

, if desired, private
consultants can be hired to supply more detailed
and specific economic information.

Harvest Planning

The planning of the eventual harvest of the
biomass crop is difficult because estimates must
be made a minimum of 4 years in advance and in some
cases as much as 8 years prior to the first harvest.
Several factors are important to consider and are
discussed briefly below.

Labor Cost — is always the first cost input
to consider. If the projected wage rate is low
enough to offset equipment purchase or rental , the
biomass farmer may consider total harvest of the
crop by manual means. For large acreages it is
unlikely that hand labor can compete with some
form of mechanical harvest

.

Hauling Cost — is another cost input that
must be estimated far in advance with a high
likelihood of error in the estimates. With fuel
and labor rates fluctuating as they have in the
past 5 years, an accurate estimate of future
hauling cost will be extremely difficult. Costs
may be reduced or virtually eliminated if the
cogeneration facility is located at the farming
site, but this sometimes is difficult when cost
of land and the eventual point of usage of the
power to be generated are conflicting.

Processing Equipment — is available in sever-
al forms. All of the types mentioned below have
their proper application, economics and efficien-
cies being the deciding factors.

Tub Grinders - have been adapted from use

on hay processing to biomass use with some
success. Biomass materials which are brushy
and tend to bridge across the tub are not

handled well in tub grinders that have no

positive feed system. Tub grinder^ are the
least expensive of the systems presently
available. Examples: Medallion 905, W.H.0. 400NP.

Hoggers/Chippers - are more adapted to in-
field processing where the chips are fed

directly into a transport hopper from the

hogger. With this type of system the hogger
is semi-stationary and has facility for

feeding whole trees of the diameter specified
by the manufacturer directly into the chipping
drum. Again, extremely brushy material is

not handled well by this type of equipment,
but is very efficient when processing whole
trees 3" to 6" in diameter. Example:

Nicholson PRC.

Down -The -Row Harvesters - are new and exper-
imental at this point, but show a good deal
of promise for the future. The only oper-
ational unit presently working, to the
knowledge of the author, is the Nicholson-

Koch mobile chipper. This unit is capable
of felling and chipping trees up to 12 inches
in diameter at a speed of 1 M.P.H. It is

also capable of picking up and chipping
previously felled trees up to 19 inches in
diameter. The operational production rate
is approximately 1 acre per hour on sites
yielding 25 tons per acre or green biomass.
For very large farms this type of machinery
may be worth the investment of $200,000 to

$300,000.

On-site Drying or Direct Firing — of biomass
fuel is a decision to be made based on two basic
factors

.

1

.

Is the biomass farm located at the cogenerat-
ion site?

2. Is the cogeneration plant capable of burning
high moisture fuel (40 percent - 60 percent
moisture )

.

If the answer to the first question is positive,
the decision to dry the fuel or not stands on its
own without consideration for the cost of hauling
wet fuel. The decision is then whether to dry
the fuel and /or how much to dry it.

The drying process need not be expensive.
Proper stacking of the wet fuel will cause internal
heat to build in the stack without running the
risk of spontaneous combustion. Fuel can be dried
to 10 percent to 20 percent by this method. Caution
should be exercised is stacking high moisture fuel
above 12 feet in height unless the stack can be
turned before combustion temperatures are reached.
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The simplest of all worlds is to have the blomass
fuel source and the cogeneration facility on the
same site, and to purchase a firebox/boiler com-
bination that is capable of producing the desired
power output using high moisture fuel.

Economics of Cogeneration

Cost of installations — will vary as with any
major cogeneration installation based on the design
and location of the facility. Most large cogener-
ation facilities will cost approximately 1 million
dollars per megawatt of power produced if the faci-
lity is in the 1 to 20 megawatt range. Beyond the
20 megawatt capacity the cost per megawatt begins
to rise rapidly.

Interest costs are a major concern for the
cogeneration facility builder. If the return on
investment from the sale of the power is not signi-
ficant on a yearly basis, it may be difficult to

repay the debt on construction. To be safe, the
interest rate to be paid must be balanced against
the revenue to be received using the lowest possible
ROI rate for the life of the indebtedness.

Operations Problems — will in all liklihood
spell the difference between success and failure.
Most cost estimations are based on relatively
efficient operation of all components of the gen-
eration facility, while in actual practice many
problems arise that prevent operation of the faci-
lity for extended periods of time. A list of re-
commendations follows that may be helpful in anti-
cipating where problems will occur and how to
contend with them.

A. Downtime will be encountered over and above
the scheduled yearly maintenance procedures.
Knowing that unexpected mechanical failures
will occur, protection from income loss during
these periods is a necessity. Insurance
policies are available to assure income when
manufacturer-caused mechanical failures cause
loss of income beyond a specified period of
time. Depending on premiums paid, a delay
in payments from the insurance carrier is made
to give the operator time to correct mech-
anical problems to the best of their abili-
ties. When the more severe failures occur,
payments from the insurance carrier will begin
after the delay period and will continue for

a specified period of time or until the fail-
ure is corrected.

B. To abide by the contracts for power produc-
tion arranged with the utility destined to

receive the power, the facility should be

designed to operate at the rated output cap-
acity of the generator with the boiler oper-
ating at 75 percent of capacity. If at all

possible, the design of the boiler should be

such that a partial shutdown of the boiler
may be accomplished while continuing to oper-
ate at the rated output of the generator.
A modular design or multiple cell boiler
would accomplish this end.

Contracts being signed at this time
have capacity guarantee clauses which allow
for higher payments to the energy producer
if specified levels of production are adhered
to.

C. Consideration must be given to obtaining a

sufficient quantity of high yielding fuel to
supplement existing supplies. If price move-
ment on fuel supplies appears to be stable or
moving up, it would be wise to establish long^
term contracts with suppliers. If movement
is downward , of course one would want to

withold contracting until the price is more
favorable. In any event, the fuel should be

well matched to the firebox conditions.
Some boilers operate at very high temperatures
(2000°F+). In these instances a fuel with
a high percentage of ash, especially ash with
a low fusing temperature is highly undesir-
able. The following sample analysis would be

very helpful in determining the suitability of
the potential fuel to the boiler. Boiler
manufacturers can assist in evaluating a poten-

tial fuel to assure the proper operation of

their equipment, and should be consulted well
in advance of facility construction.

Source of Sample:

Sampling Date:

Appearance:

Fuel Analysis

Blomass Fueled Bo i 1 er

November 4, 1980

Almond Shells (Fines)

pH of 1% solution in water

Moisture

Ignition Loss

11.0

= 5.98 %

9.91

Ash = 19.68%

. (via BaClj on a\ Iquot
of HCI extract)

The following elements are determined by atomic absorption spectro-
photometry on appropriate aliquot portions of a stock solution which
contains the hydrochloric acid extraction of the deposit.

Vanadium

Nickel

Iron

Copper

Manganese

A luminum

Sodium

Potassium

Magnesium

Ca Icium

Z 1 nc

Cobal

t

(as NiO)

(as CuO)

(as MnO)

(as MqO)

(as Cao)

(ar. ;;nO)

(as CoO)

Accounted for: (including Ignilion Los;, SuUur
as SO, , and Silicon as '',

i O, ) .
^6- Q %

Nil ppm

48 ppm

10310 ppm

105 ppm

136 ppm

60940 ppm

2700 ppm

14060 ppm

3010 ppm

4 206 ppm

ppm

ppm

98.0 X
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As can be seen this fuel would be undesirable

because of the high ash content and high silicon

content in the ash. In high temperature fireboxes

this fuel could cause serious problems with fusing

of the silicon on the boiler tubes.

). Emissions control is of prime concern to any oper-

ator, in particular to those who will operate with-

in metropolitan areas. No shortcuts should be

considered in this area of concern. Many facili-

ties recently constructed have gone through exten-
sive and costly modifications to meet emission
control standards as a result of incomplete consid-
eration during the engineering stages.

Adequate equipment is available to control any

emission problem that may arise in a biomass boiler.

It would be wise prior to engineering a system to

contact as many cogeneration facilities as possible
to ascertain what the potential problems might be.

I. The boiler and firebox are generally trouble free
if operated within design limitations. Problems
arise in attempting to operate a piece of equip-
ment above its rated capacity.

In the design phase of developing a cogener-
ation facility, a sufficient amount of excess
capacity should be designed in to allow for such
eventualities as low B.T.U. fuel, partial loss
of heat transfer due to silicon fusing on boiler
tubes, low fire temperature due to firebrick or
refractory disintegration or mechanical problems
in fuel feed systems.

By "always assuming that a portion of the
boiler system will be inoperable, the chance of
not meeting the rated output of the generator
will be greatly reduced.

A good deal of consideration should be given to
the selection of the turbine and generation equip-
ment. Users of operating facilities should be
contacted for their opinions on the performance of
the machinery being considered.

Because the entire effort of the operation
culminates in the generation of power, an inade-
quate turbine or generator would be disastrous to
the operation. Some typical problems that the
manufacturer should be questioned about are:

Turbine
1. Performance history at existing facilities.
2. Seal construction and leakage control.
3. Gearbox reliability.
^. Oil supply and leakage control.
5. Scheduled maintenance shutdown requirements.

Generator
1. Performance history at existing facilities.
2. Bearing life.

3. Scheduled maintenance shutdown requirements.
4. Parts availability and major repair proced-

ures .

Return on Investment — can be measurably

affected by the variable rate of the "avoidable

cost" payments from the utility company.

The tables below are taken from the PG&E

publication "Cogeneration and Small Power Produc-

tion Quarterly Report."

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY

PURCHASE PRICES (C/kWh) FOR ENERGY FROM QUALIFYING FACILITIES
FEBRUARY 1980 THROUGH JULY 1983

Seasonal Period*
Time of Delivery Basis

On-Peak Partial-Peak Off-Peak

Avera
Basi

All k

February '80 thru April '80

Period A

May '80 thru July '80

August '80 thru September '80

Period B

October '80

November '80 thru January '81

February '81 thru April '81

Period A

May '81 thru July '81

August '81 thru September '81

Period B

October '81

November '81 thru January '82

February '82 thru April '82

Period A

May '82 thru July '82

August '82 thru September '82

Period B

October '82

November '82 thru January '83

February '83 thru April '83

Period A

May '83 thru July '83

5.675 5.459 4.700 4.99
6.100 5.868 5.052 5.36

5.858 5.536 4.943 5.36
6.226 5.884 5.254 5.70
6.580 6.219 5.553 6.03

7.783 7.487 6.446 6.85
8.072 7.765 6.685 7.10

7.752 7.326 6.542 7.10

7.725 7.302 6.519 7.08
7.759 7.334 6.548 7.11

6.397 6.102 5.895 6.17
5.967 5.692 5.499 5.64

6.049 5.912 5.769 5.85
6.049 5.912 5.769 5.85
6.209 6.068 5.922 6.00

5.629 5.77

Period A comprises May through September, and Period B, October
through April.

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY

TIME PERIODS

Seasonal Period A
(May 1 through September 30)

Monday
through Friday^ Saturdays^

Sunda;

and Holi<

On-Peak 12:30 p.n.
to

6:30 p.m.

Partial-Peak 8:30 a.m.

to

12:30 p.m.

6:30 p.m.
to

10:30 p.m.

8:30 a.m.
to

10:30 p.m.

Off-Peak

Seasonal Period B

(October 1 through April 30)

10:30 p.m.
to

8:30 a.m.

10:30 p.m.
to

8:30 a.m.

All D«

On-Peak 4:30 p.m.
to

8:30 p.m.

Partial-Peak 8:30 p.m.
to

10:30 p.m.

8:30 a.m.

to

4:30 p.n.

8:30 a.m.

to

10:30 p.m.

Off-Peak 10:30 p.n.

to

8:30 a.n.

10:30 p.m.

to

8:30 a. a.

All Da



The tables show that by manipulation of peak pro-
duction of the cogeneration facility to hours in
which the higher rate of return prevails, the
amount of return can be significantly increased

.

Also it is obvious that if a cogeneration facility
is planned and returns calculated with "avoidable
cost" payments such as were made during August,
1981 through September, I98I, the downward trend
in recent payments could render the facility non-
profitable.

Another set of factors that weigh heavily
on the eventual success of the facility are the
variable cost factors. Three of the major factors
are listed below and should be given very serious
consideration.

1 . Labor
2. Materials
3. Fuel

Wherever possible, long-term commitment
should be made to guarantee profit for the sup-

plier as well as the cogeneration facility. If
possible, contracts for the three factors listed
above should be tied closely to fluctuations in
"avoidable rate" payments so the facility will
remain viable throughout its life.

Misconceptions — abound in the biomass co-
generation industry. Many assume the return on
investment is very high, when in fact it can be
marginal to unprofitable. Only the most astute
operators can be guaranteed a profit. Systems
efficiencies are generally overrated. Fuel
sources are estimated to contain more B.T.U.s
per pound than they actually contain, boilers
are overrated in their efficiency, turbines and
generators are generally more prone to mainten-
ance problems than manufacturers will admit and
many more exaggerations of performance exist.
The potential operator must keep all of these
factors in mind to assure a successful conclusion
to the establishment of a biomass farm and co-
generation facility.
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Economic Evaluation of Eucalypt Energy

Plantations'

Richard B. Standiford and F. Thomas Ledig^

Abstract: An analysis is made of the break-even

price at a 6 percent and 10 percent real 'interest

rate for "intensive" and "minimally managed"
scenarios for managing eucalypt energy planta-
tions. The break-even price is greater than the

average stumpage price reported for firewood and

chipwood by the State Board of Equalization. How-
ever, a conversion surplus approach shows that

eucalypt firewood plantations are profitable for

both the intensive and minimally managed scenario.

For plantations producing chips for energy, only
the minimally managed scenario, with yields
greater than 58 dry tons per acre at harvest,
appears to be profitable, assuming delivered chip
prices of $35 per bone dry ton. The benefit-cost
ratio for a commercial planting of eucalypts at

the Concord Naval Weapons Station, California,
showed that a return of at least 10 percent on

establishment costs was highly probable with
projjer choice of species.

An evaluation of the economic feasibility of
investment in a eucalypt energy plantation must

involve an assessment of the costs of the various
cultural practices (planting, weed control, irri-

gation) , the costs of processing the standing tree
into a usable form (logging costs, transportation
costs, chipping, cutting to firewood length) and

the returns expected from the sale of the pro-

cessed product (firewood, chips), all compounded
or discounted to a constant point in time at an

interest rate selected on the basis of management
objectives.

Presented below are two different analyses of
eucalypt energy plantations. First, two possible
management scenarios are presented , drawn from a

survey of planting and cultural practices
throughout California, and a "break-even" price is

calculated. This break-even price is the neces-
sary return on a cord of firewood or ton of chips,
to earn a given rate of return on money invested
in the plantation. The second analysis calculates
a benefit-cost ratio from an actual case study of
a commercial planting of eucalypts at the U.S.
Naval Weapons Station in Concord, California,
using actual cost and return data from early tri-
als by the USDA Forest Service's Institute of
Forest Genetics.

BREAK-EVEN PRICE ANALYSIS

With the new flurry of interest in planting
eucalypts, there have been many proposed manage-

Presented at the Workshop on Eucalyptus in
California, June 14-16, 1983, Sacramento,
California.

Forestry Specialist, Cooperative Extension
University of California, Berkeley; Project Leader,
Institute of Forest Genetics, Pacific Southwest
Forest and Range Experiment Station, Forest
Service, U.S. Dep. Agric. , Berkeley, California
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ment scenarios statewide. These range from the use

of intensive agronomic practices such as cultiva-

tion, irrigation and fertilization, to a more
extensive "wildland" type of planting, with little
management input after initial tree planting. For

the purpose of this analysis, two theoretical
cases were developed to represent the range of
management proposals. Table 1 presents the cost

data for two different levels of management

,

namely intensively managed and minimally managed
eucalypt energy plantation. The cost data

presented are based on some average figures for

actual eucalypt plantations in California and some
general costs derived from managed plantations of
other tree species (Klonsky et al , 1983; Rose et

al , 1981). All costs and returns in this analysis
are in constant 1982 dollars, and the interest
rates used are real interest rates (net of infla-
tion) .

Methods

The objective of the analysis was to calculate
a break-even price for a eucalypt energy planta-
tion for the two levels of management. The first
step in the process was to discount all costs back
to the present time at a 6 percent and 10 percent
real interest rate using equation 1 below. Costs
were assumed to occur at the beginning of the
year

.

DC = C/((1+i)exp(n-1))
where:

(1)

DC = discounted cost
C = actual cost
i = interest rate
n = year when cost occurs.

An 8-year rotation length was chosen for this
analysis because it is near the point of culmina-
tion of mean annual increment for several species
reported in the literature (FAO, 1981; Metcalf,
1924). Because many eucalypt species coppice
readily from the stump following harvest, no addi-
tional investment in stand establishment costs are

Gen. Tech. Rep. PSW-69. Berkeley, CA: Pacific Southwest Forest and Range

Experiment Station, Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture; 1983.



Table 1—Costs per acre for intensively and minimally managed eucalypt energy plantations in California,

1st rotation assumed to be 8 years and the 2nd and 3rd rotations assumed to be 7 years.

Year(s)

Cost/ Acre (1982 Dollars) Discounted Cost (1982 Doll ars)

Intensive

Management

Minimal

Management

Intensive Minimal

Cultural Practice 6 pet. 10 pet. 6 pet. 10 pet.

Site Preparation 1 150.00 50.00 150.00 150.00 50.00 50.00
Pre-emergent Herbicide 1 27.00 27.00 27.00 27.00 27.00 27.00
Seedlings 2 363.00 204.00 342.45 330.00 192.45 185.45
Planting Labor

Irrigation
2 62.40 35.36 58.49 56.36 33.96 32.73

Annual 100,00 — 620.98 533.49 — —
Initial Watering 2 — 200.00 — — 188.68 181.82
Weed Control ^

Fertilization
2 40.00 40.00 37.74 36.36 37.74 36.36
2 30.00 — 28.30 27.27 — —

3-8 56.00 — 294.93 247.85 — —
Management Costs Annual 5.00 5.00 31.05 26.67 31.05 26.67
Land Rental Annual 150.00 40.00 931.47 800.24 248.39 213.40

TOTAL DISCOUNTED COSTS— 1 Rotation
TOTAL DISCOUNTED COSTS— 3 Rotations

2522.41
4009.51

2235.24
3111.58

809.27
1071 .70

753.43
908.08

Intensive— Disc and rip; Minimal— Disc only
Intensive— 1210 seedlings/ acre at $.30/each; Minimal— 680 seedlings/ acre

y Includes labor, depreciation, water
76 Ibs.-N 1st year, 152 Ibs.-N subsequent years

needed for at least the next two or three har-
vests. In subsequent rotations, some replanting
may be necessary to replace stumps which fail to

coppice (Fahraeus, 1974). For this analysis, the
break-even price was calculated on the basis of 3

rotations. The second and third rotations were
assumed to be 1 year shorter than the first rota-
tion because the well-developed root system of the
coppiced trees will allow full site occupancy more
quickly than occurs with seedling trees. The
total period for the 3 rotations is 22 years. The
discounted costs for the first rotation were
summed up, and the results are shown in table 1.

It was assumed that all costs except stand estab-
lishment costs (site preparation, seedlings,
planting labor) would remain the same for the
second and third rotations. These costs were also
discounted back to the present, and table 1 shows
the total discounted cost for the 3 rotation
period

.

Based on the costs presented in table 1, the
break-even price is calculated for the sale of
eucalypt stumpage for the intensive and minimally
managed scenarios, at the 6 "percent and 10 percent
real interest rate. Break-even price has been
defined as the necessary price per unit required
to earn a given rate of return on money invested
in the plantation. To solve for this value, the
discounted costs are set equal to the discounted
returns.

as;

DR = (YxBEP)/((1+i)exp(r))
where:

(3)

DR = discounted returns
Y = yield
BEP= break-even price
i = interest rate
r = rotation length.

then equation 2 can be transformed to:

DC= (YxBEP)/(1+i)exp(8) +
(YxBEP)/(1+i)exp(15)+
(YxBEP)/(1+i)exp(22).

(4)

This equates the discounted costs from the
three rotations to the discounted returns from the
three rotations (occurring in years 8, 15, and 22
respectively). Equation 4 is transformed to:

DC = YxBEP((1+i)exp(-8)+
(1+i)exp(-15)+(1+i)exp(-22))

(5)

Because the merchantable yields for these
management scenarios are not precisely known, the
break-even price (BEP) is calculated for a range
of potential yields. For each assumption about
merchantable yield, the break-even price was cal-
culated using equation 6.

DC = DR
where:

(2)

DC = discounted costs
DR = discounted returns.

BEP = DC/Y((1+i)exp(-8)+
(1+i)exp(-15) + (1+i)exp(-22))

(6)

Since the discounted returns can be expressed
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Table 2—Break-even stumpage price per cord and per dry ton for intensive and minimal management of

eucalypt biomass plantations based on merchantable yield and interest rate. Rotation length for the first

rotation is 8 years and 7 years for the second and third rotations.

1

1

Yield at Rotation !'

Intensive Managenent 1

' 1 1
Minimal Management

Merch. 6 pet. 10 pet. ! 1 6 pet. 10 pet.

Cubic Ft. Cords

1

2 1

Dry Tons ' $/cord $/Ton $/cord $/Ton 1 1 $/cord $/Ton $/eord $/Ton

1360 16 29 ' 50 28 68 38

2720 32 58 ;

! 25 14 34 19

4080 48 86 ;
63 35 78 43 ' > 17 9 23 13

5440 64 115
;

47 26 59 33 '
' 13 7 17 10

6800 80 144
;

38 21 47 26 '

8160 96 173 1
32 18 39 22

I

Assumes 85 cubic feet of solid wood per cord

Assumes 1.8 Tons per cord

Results Firewood

The results of the analysis are shown in table

2. For example, for a merchantable yield of 64

cords of firewood at the end of an 8-year rotation

(or 7-year coppice rotation) using the intensive

management scenario, the grower needs $47 per cord

for firewood stumpage to receive a 6 percent real

return on the planting investment, or $59 per cord

to receive a 10 percent real return on the invest-

ment. For comparison, under the minimally managed
strategy, with yields only half of the intensive
management option, or 32 cords, then table 2 shows
one would only need to receive $25 for a 6 percent

return on investment and $34 for a 10 percent
return. Table 2 also shows the break-even price
per dry ton for individuals selling eucalypt trees
on that basis of measure.

The differences between the break-even price
for the intensive and minimally managed cases
points out that one must carefully evaluate
whether the intensive cultural costs and the
resulting yields would really give an acceptable
return on a tree planting investment.

Since the California Yield Tax applies to har-
vested firewood, the California State Board of
Equalization (SBOE) annually collects information
on the average stumpage price received for fire-
wood statewide, and reports the figures in the
Harvest Value Schedules to serve as the basis for

the yield tax owed by the landowner. In the most
recent Harvest Value Schedule, the average stum-
page value for hardwood fuelwood was $15 per cord,
and $8 per cord for non-hardwood fuelwood (SBOE,
1982). It is quite obvious that for the relation-
ships shown in table 2, only the minimally managed
management scenario at yields greater than 48

cords per acre would be close to this statewide
average for fuelwood stumpage. These figures,
however, tend to be collected mainly from commer-
cial forest areas of the state, and due to the
rugged terrain, which results in high harvesting
costs, and the long distance to market, the Har-
vest Value Schedule values may be lower than indi-
viduals would receive for planting eucalypts on
fairly level terrain, close to the eventual fire-
wood market.

Assessing Market Prices

Once the break-even price for an investment in

eucalypts has been calculated, an assessment is

needed of how this compares with the actual market
price being received for stumpage in an area.
Many owners are looking at the delivered firewood
prices being paid in metropolitan areas in the
state, and assuming they will receive the same
price for their standing trees. This does not
consider the considerable costs involved in get-
ting a standing tree harvested, processed into
firewood, and transported to a market. Owners who
consider marketing chips to a biomass cogeneration
facility need to assess the costs of harvesting,
chipping, and transportation.

To get a better idea as to what market price
might be possible, we worked backward from a final
delivered firewood price to arrive at a stumpage
value using a "conversion surplus" approach.

In general the final market price for any wood
product can be expressed as:

SP = STP+HC+PC+TC+MPR
where:

(7)

SP = selling price
STP = stumpage price
HC = harvesting cost
PC = processing cost
TC = transportation cost
MPR = margin for profit

& risk.
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Table 3 gives the result of a study of firewood
harvesting and processing carried out in New Eng-
land (Dammann and Andrews, 1979). The study cal-



culated the most efficient mix of equipment for a

firewood harvest based on the average log skidding
distance and the annual production of the firewood
harvesting/manufacturing firm. The average har-
vesting, processing, and transportation cost,
including a 15 percent margin for profit and risk
(HC, PC, TC,MPR terms in equation 7) ranged
from $33 to $48 per cord for a 20-mile one-way
distance to market, and from $66 to $94 per cord
for a 90 mile one-way distance to market.

Table 3—Contract harvesting, processing and tran-
sportation costs for firewood, 15 percent margin
for profit and risk (1982 dollars). Source: Dam-
mann and Andrews, 1979.

Transportation]
Distance

20 miles

Co St/ Cord

$33-48

Equipment Type

Chainsaw; Ground Skidder;
Splitter; Loader

90 miles [ $66-94 |Dump Truck

Cost varies based on skidding distance, yearly
production, and type of equipment.

2
Type of equipment chosen on basis of skidding
distance and yearly production to minimize to-
tal harvesting, processing and transportation
costs.

If we assume a final selling price of $150 per
cord (SP term in equation 7) for firewood, then by
subtracting these figures in table 3, we can get
an idea as to the conversion surplus left for

firewood stumpage. For a 20-mile haul, the max-
imum possible value for stumpage using these har-
vesting and processing costs would be $102 to $117
per cord. This would require a commercial firewood
planting located in very close proximity to a

major market center such as Sacramento, the San
Francisco Bay Area, or Los Angeles. It can be seen
that the conversion surpluses exceed the break-
even price figures in table 2, and thus the return
on planting would exceed the 6 to 10 percent real
interest rates used in the analysis.

It is much more likely, based on the high land
prices of areas surrounding the major market
centers, that eucalypt planting would be distri-
buted 90 miles from a final market center. If this

were the case, the conversion surplus left after
subtracting the harvesting, processing and tran-
sportation costs from the firewood selling price
would be $56 to $84 per cord, which also appears
feasible at our expected levels of yield.

Biomass Chips

The California
(SBOE) also report
chipwood in its Ha
recent schedule re
wood and softwood
which would conver
ing a moisture con
dry basis. This av

below the break-ev
in table 2.

State Board of Equalization
s the average stumpage price for
rvest Value Schedule. The most
ports average stumpage for hard-
chipwood as $1 per green ton,
t to $2 per bone dry ton, assum-
tent of 100 percent on an oven-
erage stumpage price is far

en prices reported per dry ton

We used the conversion surplus approach to cal-
culate the residual value left after harvesting,
processing, transportation, and a margin for pro-
fit and risk were subtracted from the delivered
price for chips at a biomass cogeneration facil-
ity. According to a recent Pacific Gas and Elec-
tric (PG&E) report, there are currently 13 biomass
cogeneration facilities in California, and another
15 facilities projected to be in operation in the
near future (PG&E, 1982). To date, these plants
mainly operate on residue from wood product and
agricultural processing industries. Some residue
from orchard prunings and urban tree removals are
also purchased. A survey of several of these pur-
chasers shows that the delivered prices paid by
the facilities ranges from $22 to $35 per bone dry
ton.

Table 4 shows the costs of harvesting, process-
ing, and transporting biomass chips to a cogenera-
tion facility. These data were collected from
various studies. All the reports calculated costs
on the basis of approximately 2000 hours of equip-
ment use per year, which means that a considerable
acreage would be needed to justify the capital
expense of purchasing the equipment.

At the $35 per bone dry ton for delivered
chips, and $22 per ton for harvesting, chipping,
and transportation on level terrain with a high
level of mechanization, then the conversion
surplus for stumpage would be $13 per ton. Table

Table 4—Contract harvesting, processing and transportation costs for wood chips, 20 mile haul, 15 percent

margin for profit and risk (1982 dollars).

Costs ($/Dry Ton)^ Terrain Equipment Type Reference

$21.95-28. 70 level to rolling Feller buncher , grapple skidder,
chain flail, whole tree chipper,
chip van

Arola & Miyata. 1981

$19.56-24. 45 level to rolling Same as above Rose, Ferguson, et al , 1981

$34.50 >50% slope Spyder feller buncher. Skyline yarder. Schiess, 1982

$47.15 >50X slojse Chainsaw, accunulator, Pewee yarder, Schiess, 1982

Range in price due to different average tree diameters and volune per acre harvested.
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Table 5—Costs for establishment of eucalypt plantations with contract labor at Concord Naval We.apons Sta-

tion (Data on file at USDA Forest Service Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Experiment Station).

Year

Current Costs($) Discounted Costs($)

Seedlings per Acre

Interest Rate/Seedlings per Acre

5 pet. 6.2 pet. 10 pet.

Operation 435.6 810 435.6 810 435.6 810 435.6 810

Site Preparation
Discing
Spraying
Discing
Spraying

1

1

2

2

20.00 20.00 ; 20.00 20.00
44.00 44.00 ;

44.00 44.00

20.00 20.00 ; 19.05 19.05
44.00 44.00

;
41.90 41.90

20.00 20.00
44.00 44.00

18.83 18.83
41.43 41.43

20.00 20.00
44.00 44.00
18.18 18.18
40.00 40.00

Planting
Seedlings
Planting

2

2

130.68 243.00
56.63 97.20

124.46 231.43
53.93 92.57

123.05 228.81
53.32 91.53

118.80 220.91
51.66 88.36

Cultivation
Spraying 3 44.00 44.00 39.91 39.91 39.01 39.01 36.36 36.36

Irrigation
Monthly 3 178.60 332.13 162.00 301.25 158.35 294.48 147.60 274,49

TOTAL 505.25 790,11 1 497.99 778.09 | 476.60 742.30

2 shows $13 per ton to be greater than the break-
even price for only the minimally managed scenario
at yields greater than 2720 cubic feet (58 dry
tons) per acre. At $22 per bone dry ton for

delivered chips, then only the costs of harvest-
ing, chipping, and transportation are covered,
which meatis no price could be paid to the land-
owner for stumpage .

In Washington on very steep terrain for mechan-
ized harvesting of biomass, preliminary studies
shown in table 4 indicate that the costs of har-
vesting, chipping, and transportation alone are
greater than the delivered price of wood chips.

It is anticipated that as more biomass conver-
sion facilities come on line, and as the real
price of energy continues to increase, competition
will drive the real price of wood chips up,
although it is difficult to predict to what level.
Our analysis shows the sensitivity of a eucalypt
energy plantation to the delivered price for wood
chips.

CASE STUDY— CONCORD NAVAL WEAPONS STATION

Our objective in this section is to evaluate
the economic viability of a eucalypt planting pro-
gram at the Concord Naval Weapons Station by
dividing present value of benefits by present
value of costs, both discounted at various
interest rates. The benefit-cost ratio is useful

to determine if a project is returning an accept-
able return on the public resources invested.

Actual costs of the various cultural operations
required to establish eucalypts at Concord refer
to contract labor, and include a margin for profit
and risk (table 5). Experience at Concord indi-
cates that the site requires intensive cultivation
for eucalypt production. The planting site should
be disced and sprayed with herbicide for one year
before planting, at the time of planting, and one
year after planting. Summer irrigation by tank
truck is budgeted for the first year. Two plant-
ing densities were considered, namely 435.6 seed-
lings per acre, which was the density used for

species trials at Ctoncord , and 810 seedlings per
acre, which should produce a well-stocked stand
even after considerable mortality.

Methods

The analysis reported here was completed in
1980 and is reported in 1980 dollars. All costs
were discounted to the (then) present time using
equation 1 at a 5 percent, 6.2 percent, and 10

percent real interest rate. The bulk of evidence
suggests that 5 percent is the rate most commonly
applied to public investments (D.E. Teeguarden,
pers. comm.). The rate actually used by the
Forest Service in its analyses under the Resources
Planning Act is 6.2 percent. The 10 percent rate
was chosen because it was felt to be closer to the

Table 6— Yields and current value for 9-year-old eucalypt plantations at Concord Naval Weapons Station,
Source: King and Krugman, 1980.

Survival
(pet.)

Trees
(///acre)

Volune
(cords/ acre)

Green Weight
(tons/ acre)

Current Value

Speqies
FirewDod
($25/cord)

Chips
($8/ton)

E, dalrympleana
E, granais
E, nitens
E. viminalis

60

91

94

75

261

396
409

327

25.86
24.21

26.60
15.98

77.58
72.63
79.80
47.94

646.50
605.25
665.00

399.50

620.64
581.04
638.40
383.52
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Table 7—Benefits per acre on a 9-year coppice rotation for E. dalrympleana (D) and E. vlmlnalis (V) fuelwood
at Concord Naval Weapons Station (Assuming stumps will coppice 4 times before replanting is necessary.

Value at Harvest
($/acre)

Present Value ($/<acre)

D V

Cutting
Cycle Year D V 5 pet. 6.2 pet. 10 pet. 5 pet. 6.2 pet.

1 11 761.54 '70.59 467.52 417.30 293.61 288.89 257.87

2 20 870.74 538.07 344.58 277.67 142.37 212.93 171.53

3 29 995.60 615.22 253.97 184.76 69.04 156.94 114.17

4 38 1138.36 703.44 187.19 122.93 33.48 115.67 75.97

5 U7 1301.58 804.31 137.96 81.80 16.23 25.25 50.55

TOTAL 1391.22 1084.46 554.73 859.68 670.14

Assuming a real price increase of 1.5 percent per year and a current stumpage of $25 per cord.

rate of return for private investors. Table 5

gives the actual and discounted costs per acre in

1980 for the two planting densities.

Data from a eucalypt species trial at Concord
(King and Krugman, 1980) were used to estimate
yields (table 6). These yield data were collected
from trees planted at the 435.6 seedling density
level and reduced by natural mortality. Mean
annual increment was probably at a maximum around
8 to 9 years.

In one respect the yield data could be con-
sidered inflated: trees were planted in small
plots (16 trees) and because of mortality in adja-
cent plots, trees of the successful species were
relatively free of competition at the plot edge.
On the other hand, it is now obvious that these
early trials were not planted with the best seed
sources and current tests indicate that yields
could well be doubled with proper choice of seed.
Furthermore, yields were certainly underestimated
for the coppice rotations. The eucalypt species
mentioned here, with the exception of shining gum
( Eucalyptus nitens Maid.), will sprout back
readily after cutting, and regeneration by sprout-
ing is anticipated for at least four cutting
cycles. The sprout generations should grow more
rapidly than the initial seedling generation
because they begin on an established root system.
Because there was no way to estimate the increased
growth, yields were assumed to be the same as
those for the first generation, giving a conserva-
tive estimate of returns.

high planting density when high mortality is
expected. Plantings on a large scale and at vari-
ous spacings are needed to develop better esti-
mates of yield, but on balance, the present esti-
mates seem to be conservative.

The discounted benefits (returns) from 5 cut-
ting cycles for mountain and manna gums (E^. dal-
rympleana Maid, and E. viminalis Labill.) are
shown in table 7. As the previous section pointed
out, it is difficult to assess the stumpage price
for eucalypt energy products. Our analysis
assumed a stumpage price of $25 per cord, which is

close to the stumpage price of $8 per ton for

chips. Since stumpage prices for wood products in

general are projected to increase at about 1.5

percent annually in real dollars (Haynes, Con-
naughton, Adams, 1980), a real price increase was
included in the calculation of the benefits.

Results

Table 8 shows the benefit/
mined by dividing the discoun
7 by the discounted costs in

that planting mountain gum on
return at least 6.2 percent o

B/C ratio is greater than 1),

at the low planting density.
percent on the investment at

density (the B/C ratio is les

with our conservative estimat
liberal estimates of costs

cost ratio, deter-
ted benefits in table
table 5. It appears
Navy land will

n the investment (the
and even 10 percent

It will not return 10

the high planting
s than 1) , at least
es of yield and

For the higher planting density, there was no

data to evaluate yields. Volume per tree will
likely be less at the higher density, but volune
per acre may well increase, particularly at rota-
tions as short as 9 years. The higher density
option was included because it is a commonly used

spacing in eucalypt plantations around the world.
For our analysis we used a conservative assump-
tion; i.e., that yields at the closer spacing
would be the same as yields at the wider spacing.
Although we do not have a good estimate of the
benefits of closer spacing, the scenario may have
importance in evaluating the profitability of a

Table 8—Benefit/Cbst ratio for plantations of E.

dalrympleana and E^. viminalis at the Concord Naval

Weapons Station using contract labor.

Seedlings
E. dalrympleana E. viminalis

per acre 5 pet. 6.2 pet. 10 pet. 5 pet. 6.2 pet.

435.6
810.0

2.75
1.76

2.18 1.16

1.39 0.75

1.70 1.35

1.09 0.86

In general, the economic returns used in these
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calculations were probably conservative. Yields
will be higher because coppice growth is more
rapid than seedling growth; biologic productivity
is probably not maximized at the 435.6 seedling
density level which is the limit of this data; and

selection within species can be used to improve
yields (Ledig, this proceedings). Contract costs
are often higher than in-house costs, so the

benefit-cost ratios reported may be higher if in-
house labor is used. All of these factors suggest
the economic outlook for eucalypt production is

even better than that summarized in table 8, yet
even the present scenario indicates that eucalypt
culture is quite profitable.

Acknowledgements: We appreciate the cooperation of
the Western Division, Naval Facilities Engineering
Command, U.S. Navy and the Public Works Office,
Concord Naval Weapons Station, and especially
thank Dave Sikes for information on contract
costs.
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Part 4. Growth and Yield

Growth and Yield of Some Eucalypts of

Interest to California^

Roger G. Skolmen^

Abstract: Eucalyptus globulus ssp. globulus ,

E. viminalis , E. grandis , and E. camaldulensis
were selected as the species of interest in

California. Yield data for these species from
around the world indicate that wide variation
can be expected among species, provenances,
sites, and management systems. Large gains in

yield can be achieved by careful selection
within this wide variation to suit California
conditions. Growth characteristics of the
eucalypts and distribution of the more important
plantation species around the world were also
reviewed.

For more than 100 years, eucalypts have been
generally recognized around the world as among
the fastest growing trees. Height growth of 10
m (32 ft) a year during the second or third year
of growth has frequently been recorded. Yields
of 20 m-^ per ha per year (286 ft-^/acre/yr)

are generally considered as only better than
average in Brazil and the Republic of South
Africa. Even in California with its long summer
drought, some remarkable yields have been
measured. In addition, the trees will often
grow reasonably well on impoverished sites where
other species barely survive.

Everywhere Eucalyptus has been introduced,
there has been, and still is, an ongoing search
for better-growing species. I, for one, suspect
that the nine best eucalypt species for pulp or

timber plantations have already been identified
for most parts of the world.

In the moist tropics, E. deglupta and
E. urophylla ; in the intermediate tropics to
warm temperate zone, E. grandis ( saligna )

,

E. robusta , E. citriodora, E. tereticornis ;

and in the cooler humid temperate or

semi-arid and arid temperate zone,

E. globulus ssp. globulus , E. viminalis , and

E. cama Idulen s i s .

I have combined E. grandis and E. saligna
because they are so frequently mixed. So

actually, there are 10 species, perhaps even 11

if E. sideroxylon is thrown in, and that
illustrates the problem. It is very easy to

just go on adding species.

For this discussion, I have arbitrarily
chosen four species that I consider to be of
most economic interest to California:

-'-Presented at the Workshop on Eucalyptus in

California, June 14-16, 1983, Sacramento,
California.

^Research Forester, Pacific Southwest Forest
and Range Experiment Station, Forest Service,
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Berkeley,
California, stationed in Honolulu, Hawaii.

Eucalyptus globulus ssp. globulus
Eucalyptus viminalis
Eucalyptus camaldulensis
Eucalyptus grandis ( saligna )

I will discuss their behavior as plantation
trees in various countries around the world.

GROWTH

Height

Many eucalypts have a capacity for phenomenal
height growth. The tallest hardwood tree in the

United States is a E. saligna growing in North

Kona on the island of Hawaii, which in 1980 was

about 50 years old and 84 m (276 ft) tall

(Petteys 1983). Most height growth occurs while

the trees are still young. Usually, within the

first 5 to 10 years of age, 60 to 70 percent of

total height growth is achieved among the tall

forest eucalypts. As an example, in the course

of a plantation spacing study in Hawaii, one

tree measured was 32 m (106 ft) tall at 5 years

of age. In the same stand at 15 years dominants

were 43 to 46 m (140 to 150 ft) (Walters 1980).

These trees grew 4.3 m (14 ft) per year for 5

years, then 1.2 m (4 ft) for 5 years, and then

0.3 m (1 ft) per year for 5 years.

Diameter

Diameter growth, although quite rapid, is

less dramatic than height growth. In Hawaii, in

the saligna/grandis complex we work with, we

find that for trees up to 5 years old, spaced at

2 by 2 to 3 by 3 m (6.5 to 10 ft), the ratio of

height in meters to diameter in centimeters is

close to 1.0. A tree 4 m tall will usually be

about 4 cm in diameter-at-breast-height (d.b.h.)

(3 ft of height per 0.4 inch of diameter) . This

ratio, of course, varies with species, site,

climate, stocking, and age.

A comparison of 10-year growth of three

species at different locations indicates that

the height-to-diameter ratio in trees of this

age is usually more than 1.0 (table 1). In

widely spaced stands, such as those of

Gen. Tech. Rep. PSW-69. Berkeley, CA: Pacific Southwest Forest and Range

Experiment Station, Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture; 1983.
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E. camaldulensis in ^4orocco, diameter growth is

still sufficient at age 10 to maintain the ratio

at about 1.0. Site has a stronger influence on

the ratio with the other species and levels of
stocking. Eucalyptus grandis in South Africa
greatly exceeds the other species in height

growth. The criteria for separating good, fair,

and poor sites are height measurements at age 10.

Table 1—Ratio of height in meters Ch) to diameter in centimeters (d) at

age 10 by species, site, and stocking.

Stocking
(steras/ha)

Site

Species and location Good Fair Poor

Eucalyptus globulus
North Spain

2500 Height
h/d

22.0

1.57

16.0

1.12

13.0

1.31

Eucalyptus globulus
Portugal

1100 Height
h/d

27.0

1.39

19.0

1.26

11.0

1.29

Eucalyptus camaldulensis
Morocco

800 Height
h/d

15.6

0.95

13.0

0.95

10.1

0.95

Eucalyptus grandis
South Africa

1100 Height
h/d

3t.3

1.76

28.4

1.55

20.2
1.19

Source: FAQ 1979, p. 310.

YIELD

Volume

Tree volume is measured and reported in many
different ways around the world, so it is

important to look at what is being measured when
reviewing the literature. Frequently, this
important information is not reported. Most
commonly, total stem volume over bark is used.
It is determined with d.b.h., total height, and
a form factor, which in Third World countries is
usually a ratio of volume to basal area times
height—the old "artificial form factor" of
European forestry (Assman 1970). Some volume
tables allow for stump height, some are to a top
diameter, some are for volume under bark, and
some are of stacked volume (FAO 1979) . The
volume figures I report here are all for total
height over bark, unless otherwise specified.

Biomass

Data on total biomass are scarce, but of
great interest currently. In Australia, Cromer
and others (1975) found E. globulus ssp.
globulus seedlings to have a weight yield at 4

years made up of 55.5 percent stemwood, 11.5
percent bark, 16.5 percent branchwood, and 16.5
percent leaves (table 2). At age 6, the
percentage of stemwood had increased slightly
while the percentage of branchwood decreased
(FAO 1979) ; percentage of leaves remained the
same. Data I collected in three ssp. globulus
coppice stands in Hawaii gave 72 percent of the
dry weight yield in stems and bark at age 3, 76
percent at age 4, and 77 percent at age 5. So
it appears that with lj)oth seedlings and coppice
of this species we caili expect 70 to 75 percent
of weight yield of yoljjng trees to be in stems
and bark.

Other data (FAO 1979) indicate that by volume

rather than weight, stems of ssp. globulus in

Italy were 15 to 20 percent bark, depending on

their diameter. For pulp yields this is

important because ssp. globulus bark is used in

most pulping processes. On the other hand,

E. camaldulensis bark, which is not used in

pulp, made up 20 to 30 percent of stems under

cm (8 inches) in Italy. Eucalyptus grandis
bark, also not desired in pulp, was about 15

percent in small trees in three countries
reported.

Table 2—Biomass percentages in Eucalyptus
globulus grown in Australia.

20

al

Age (years)
Materi 4 1 6

Stem 67.0 71.7
Wood 55.5 57.1
Bark 11.5 14.6

Branches 16.5 12.7

Live 12.0 9.8
Dead 4.5 2.9

Leaves 16.5 15. 6

Source: FAO 1979, p. 315.

Weight

Weight is an important consideration in

growing fuelwood or pulpwood. Most eucalypts
produce light-weight wood when very young and
then increasingly denser wood with age. During
the first 5 to 10 years, wood density increases
along radial and height gradients, and in trees
of the same age, the wood of highest average
specific gravity will be found in the largest
and tallest trees. Rapid diameter and height
growth do not necessarily result in reduced
average wood density as would be expected (King
1980). However, wood density of young trees is

often much less than that of mature trees, which
is the density usually reported in the
literature. In Hawaii, a study done in 1978
indicated that dry weight of 2- to 5-year-old
ssp. globulus coppice ranged with stand age from
421 to 494 kg/m3 (26 to 31 Ib/ft^) in

samples from the lower 2 m (6.5 ft) of the stem
(Skolmen 1980). This is only 70 percent of the
dry weight of mature wood. Three years later,
in 1981, we sampled 40 trees in the stands,
which were then 7 and 8 years old. Specific
gravity at breast height remained the same, but
samples from 6 m (20 ft) averaged 511 kg/m^
(32 Ib/ft-^) . The wood density increased with
height. Elsewhere in Hawaii, specific gravity
at 2 years of age was 0.39 for E. saligna and
0.36 for E. grandis (BioEnergy Dev. Corp.
1983). Mature trees of these species have wood
that ranges from 0.50 to 0.60 in specific
gravity. It may be necessary to carry eucalypts
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for a longer rotation than planned merely to
increase average density.

EUCALYPTUS GLOBULUS SSP. GLOBULUS

Eucalyptus globulus ssp. globulus is the
common bluegum that was originally introduced
into California from Tasmania or the southern
part of the state of Victoria. Probably because
its juvenile foliage is unpalatable to cattle,
it was favored in early introductions and widely
planted (FAO 1979). Today, because of its rapid
growth and adaptability to a wide variety of
site conditions, it is one of the most planted
of all eucalypts around the world. It has been
particularly successful in countries with a
Mediterranean climate such as California,
Portugal, Spain, Chile, and the western part of
the Republic of South Africa.

In Portugal, where it is by far the most
commcan species planted, there are 238,000 ha
(588,000 acres) of E. globulus (FAO 1979). Most

plantations are near the coast in northwest
Portugal where the annual rainfall normally
exceeds 850 mm (33 inches) . Stands are worked
on a coppice rotation of 10 to 12 years for the
production of paper pulp and firewood. Mean
annual increment (MAI) ranges from 12 to 30

m^/ha/yr (172 to 429 ftVacre/yr) (Turnbull
and Pryor 1978)

.

In Spain, bluegum grows on 205,000 ha

(492,000 acres) (FAO 1979). In the Huelva
Province near sea level, where the very seasonal
annual rainfall is 440 mm (17 inches) bluegum
produces only 4 to 8 m-^/ha/yr (57 to 114

ft^/acre/yr) of wood which is used for pulp
and mine props. In the north, where rainfall is

evenly distributed and exceeds 1000 mm (39

inches) , production is more like that in

Portugal, ranging from 12 to 20 m-^/ha/yr (172

to 286 ft^/acre/yr)

.

In Chile, large areas of bluegum are managed
on coppice rotations of 5 to 20 years for

firewood, charcoal, and mine props. In a zone

of annual rainfall of over 1200 mm (47 inches)

,

ssp. globulus withstands temperatures down to
-7° C (20° F) and is reported to grow in

areas with annual rainfall as low 350 mm (14

inches) . It also grows extensively in

Argentina, Uruguay, Peru, Bolivia, and Ecuador
(Turnbull and Pryor 1978)

.

In Hawaii, bluegum was planted in the early
1900 's and did quite well at higher elevations
of 1200 to 1800 m (4000 to 6000 ft). At this

elevation range, good yields sometimes exceed
1400 mVha (100,000 fbm/acre) in 60-year-old

stands. At lower elevations in Hawaii, the

species freque-'.tly produces short, stunted trees
with extremely spiralled grain.

Bluegum coppices very well and forms
lignotubers, which will live for many years in

the soil if the stem dies back due to

suppression. These will sprout after the rest
of the stand is logged. In our coppice stands
in Hawaii we normally get coppice on the stumps
as well as coppice from these buried
lignotubers. In addition, a stand of seedlings
usually becomes established along with the

coppice (Skolmen 1980)

.

In Hawaii we studied E. globulus coppice that

came in after logging four 64-year-old stands.

These bluegum stands were similar to those in

California of about the same age and diameter.

Four stands involved in this study were growing

at an elevation of about 1200 m (4000 ft) and

receiving 1250 to 2000 mm (50 to 80 inches) of

rain per year. The four stands had been logged
during consecutive years between 1973 and 1976.

When measured, 2, 3, 4, and 5 years had passed

since logging. Despite the age of the stumps,

70 to 80 percent of them had coppiced. But we
found that about half the volume in the stands
was from stems that had sprouted from buried

lignotubers that had been present before
logging. These lignotubers were the remnants of
suppressed stems that had died and disappeared.
In addition to the coppice, all stands had

seedlings, which made up more than 20 percent of
the total number of stems in all stands but
contributed very little to the volume as they
were usually suppressed by the coppice. MAI

varied from 10.4 to 14.0 m^/ha/yr (150 to 200

ft^/acre/yr) among the unmanaged 2- to

6-year-old coppice stands over two years of
measurement (Skolmen 1980)

.

In this coppice study, stems with bark intact
averaged 60 percent moisture content calculated
on a fresh weight basis. During normal logging

in Hawaii, when stems are converted into chips
we find that moisture content is generally
reduced to about 50 percent if the bark is

included. This is often considered high

moisture content by boiler engineers who usually

specify no more than 42 percent. In Hawaii, we

cannot deliver freshly felled E. globulus with
this low a moisture content unless the stems are

debarked.

In coppice yields worldwide, first coppice

crop volume generally exceeds the volume of the

seedling crop by 20 to 25 percent (FAO 1979)

.

Studies in Portugal (FAO 1979) indicated that

the second coppice crop with E. globulus ssp.

globulus should be about 80 percent of the

initial seedling crop and the third coppice crop

less than 80 percent. In our coppice study in

Hawaii, the mean annual increment of total

above-ground biomass ranged from 7.8 to 10.6

t/ha/yr (3.5 to 4.7 tons/acre/yr) . Seventy

percent of the weight was in the stems (Sko linen

1980). Distribution of weight among the

different types of stems was 50 percent coppice

on stumps, 11 percent seedlings, and 39 percent

coppice from buried lignotubers.
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In Australia, Cromer and others (1975), found

that at age 4, unfertilized seedlings of ssp.

globulus produced 12 t/ha (5.3 tons/acre) of

total biomass (dry) including branches and

leaves. These same plots at age 6 produced 25

t/ha (11.1 tons/acre) for a mean annual
increment in weight of 4 t/ha/yr (1.8

tons/acre/yr) . Plots that were fertilized
produced 90 t/ha (40 tons/acre) or 15 green

t/ha/yr (6.7 tons/acre/yr). It was further

found that the percentage of weight in stems

versus branches and leaves did not vary with the

various fertilizer or control treatments.

With bluegum, MAI of 10 m^/ha/yr (143

ft^/acre/yr) is considered typical on poor

sites, while very good sites yield up to 35 m-^

(500 ft^) (FAO 1979)

.

Considerable growth information has been
gathered for ssp. globulus in Portugal and Spain
(FAO 1979) . For a good site in Portugal, at age

2, there was a ^4AI of 10 m^/ha/yr (143

f t-^/acre/yr) , which peaked at age 12 (fig.

1). At age 10 MAI was 38 m^ (543 ft^) . The

dry weight of ssp. globulus wood is about 600
kg/m3 (37 Ib/f t^) . The green weight,
because the stem is about 50 percent water,
would be 1200 kg/m^ (74 Ib/ft^) . The weight
increment at 10 yr is therefore about 45.6
t/ha/yr (20 tons/acre/yr) on the best site.
This is the elusive 10 dry tons/acre/yr of
biomass. that managers strive for. The poor site
at 2 years had a MAI of only 2 m^ (28.6 ft^)
and similarlv at age 10 only 8 m^ (114 ft^)

,

so site has a major effect on yield.

1) 40
Good site

Age (years)

Figure 1
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Eucalyptus globulus ssp. globulus ,

Portugal 1100 per hectare.
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Figure 2--Eucalyptus globulus ssp. globulus,
N. Spain 2700 per hectare

drop off after 6 years. By age 10, on the poor
site, yield was down to 15.2 m^/ha/yr (217

ftVha/yr) , whereas at the close spacing used,
18.8 m3 (263 ft^) was achieved at age 4.

In southwestern Spain, on a much drier site,

a much wider spacing had to be used, and MAI was
much less (fig. 3)—at age 9, on the very best
site, only 8 m-^/ha/yr (114 ft-^/acre/yr) . On
the worst site at age 9, yield was only 0.8

m^/ha/yr (11.4 ft-^/acre/yr) . I suspect this
might be comparable to the conditions in

southern California in most years. At a

somewhat better area in southwestern Spain at 9

years on the good site, MAI was 16.2 mVha/yr
(232 ftVacre/yr) (fig. 4). On the poor site,
this went down to 0.9 m^/ha/yr (13
ftVacre/yr) .

Good site

Age (years)

Figure 3— Eucalyptu s globulus ssp. globulus
S. W. Spain (sandy) 600 per hectare.

In northern Spain, with stocking double to
triple the stocking of the stands in Portugal,
at age 4, MAI was 27.5 m^ (393 ft^) on the
best site (fig. 2). At age 10, it was up to 44
m^ (629 ft3) . The northern Spain sites are
quite comparable to the sites in Portugal. On
the fair site in northern Spain, MAI began to
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Good site

re 4--Eucalyptus globulus ssp. globulus ,

Spain (shale) 600 per hectare.

EUCALYPTUS VIMINALIS

The principal advantage of E. viininalis as a

plantation tree over the other three eucalypts
is that it will withstand cooler temperatures.
It is suitable for cool climates such as in

northern California, that are subject to

moderate frosts. This species has been widely
planted in southern Brazil, Argentina, Italy,
and the Black Sea area of the Soviet Union. It

is also considered promising in Chile, Portugal,
Spain, and Turkey.

Its main use is as a short-rotation fiber

crop for pulp and hardboard production. In

Spain, several thousand hectares have been
planted on sites that are too cold for ssp.

globulus , and at 450 m (1500 ft) elevation it

yields about 12 m-^/ha/yr (172 ft^/acre/yr)
(FAO 1979) . Eucalyptus viminalis is considered
a good plantation species. It coppices very
well, and the coppice does not die back easily
in winter. In Australia, the species has a wide
latitudinal range and many provenances, so is a

very suitable one for provenance testing. The
trees can withstand temperatures of -10° C
(15° F) , but in Russia were killed by

temperatures of near -16° C (0° F) (FAO

1979).

87,000 ha (215,000 acres). It is also the tree

most commonly planted in Israel.

In addition to its ability to withstand long

drought, camaldulensis also has some resistance

to frost and is a vigorous coppicer. However,

the stem is usually more crooked than

E. globulus or grandis , two of the other most

frequently used trees. Also, the crowns are

rather thin so stands are more prone to weed

invasion than those of some of the other denser

crowned eucalypts. This, incidentally, might be

considered a desirable characteristic by those

concerned about creating biological deserts by

planting eucalypts that prevent understory

growth. The wood is heavier, harder, and, more

deeply colored than E. globulus or grandis and

therefore, not as good for pulp. However, the

wood is better than either of the other species

for fuelwood because of its high density (FAO

1979) .

There has been more provenance testing with

this species than any other of the eucalypts,

probably because it has more provenances. Some

of the results obtained suggest the extreme

importance that provenance testing be done in

the areas where unknown seed sources are already
doing well. An example is a test done at Afaka

in Nigeria (table 3) . Five-year-old trees had

MAI that ranged from 17.3 m^/ha/yr (247

ft^/acre/yr) to 5.1 mVha/yr (73

f t-^/acre/vr) , depending on where in Australia

the seed had come from. This demonstrates a

possible three-fold increase in yield achieved

simplv by selecting seed source location.

Table 3—

E

ucalyptus camaldulensis provenance test at Afaka, Nigeria.

Rain- Eleva- 5-year growth

Seed source Latitude fall tion Height MAI

mm m m m^/ha/yr

Petford, Q. 17020- 716 518 17.8 17.3

Katherine, N.T. 14020' 958 110 15.1 14.1

Wiluna, W.A. 26038' 2^9 490 14.2 11.3

Alice Springs, NT 23°08' 252 580 14.8 9.M

Bourke NSW 31°5t' 234 210 11.4 8.3

Wohlpooer V 3T°00* 606 300 13.2 7.6

Menger's Hill S.A. 31,030" 1182 610 10.4 5.4

Walpole NSW 3i4°10', 247 90 12.4 5.1

Source: FAO 1979, p. 375.

EUCALYPTUS CAMALDULENSIS

Eucalyptus camaldulensis is the widest
ranging eucalypt in Australia, so there are many
provenances suitable for a great many different
sites. Its principal desirable feature as an
introduced plantation tree is its ability to
withstand lengthy and severe drought. The tree
can also withstand periodic flooding and was one
of the first species to be taken from Australia
and planted elsewhere, having been planted in

Italy as early as 1803. Today, around the

world, there are estimated to be more than a

half million hectares of E. camaldulensis in

plantations, especially around the
Mediterranean, Spain has more than 100,000 ha
(247,000 acres). In Morocco, there are about

'MAI = Mean annual increment.

Growth varies greatly according to climate

and soil. On good sites MAI of 2 m (6.5 ft) in

height and 2 cm (0.8 inch) in diameter may be

maintained for the first 10 years. But on

poorer and drier sites, growth is reduced to 1 m

(3.3 ft) in height and 1 cm (0.4 inch) in

diameter per year. Volume yields of 20

m-^/ha/yr (286 ft-^/acre/yr) are reported from

Argentina, and on the very best sites in Israel,

as much as 30 m-^ (425 ft-') may be obtained.
In Turkey, 20 m^ (286 ft^) can be obtained
on good sites in the initial seedling rotation '

and 30 m-' (425 ft-^) in subsequent coppice
rotations. However, on poorer and drier sites,
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Figure 5--Eucalyptus camaldulensis , Morocco 800

per hectare.

much lower yields can be expected. Other
countries report corresponding yields (FAO

1979) .

Most E. camaldulensis plantations are managed
on coppice rotations of 7 to 10 years on better
sites, and longer on poor sites. In Spain, for

example, rotations are 14 to 15 years. The
first coppice rotation is expected to produce a

higher yield than the initial seedling rotation
and the length of the rotation may be adjusted
accordingly. For example, in Morocco, a

seedling rotation of 12 years is common followed
by 7 years for the first coppice rotation and 10

years for the second (FAO 1979)

.

that was introduced around the world was really

E. grand is because until 1918, the trees that

were recognized as E. saligna included

E. grandis . For this reason, in many parts of

the world, there is a mixture of E. grandis and

E. saligna present and also hybrids between

them. This is particularly true in South Africa

and also in Hawaii. South Africa has now taken

to calling their trees E. grandis , while in

Hawaii, we call them E. saligna . Many trees in

any stand in Hawaii will show the

characteristics of either species. However,

E. grandis is a distinct species and where it

has been compared, it has usually been found

that E. grandis will outgrow E. saligna on the

same site. On the other hand, saligna has

somewhat denser wood than grandis and for that

reason may be preferred on some sites as a

fuelwood producer (FAO 1979)

.

Provenance comparisons in Hawaii (BioEnergy

Dev. Corp. 1983) have shown average yields at 3

years of 15 and 42 m^/ha/yr (215 and 600

ft-^) for E. grandis at two different sites

where E. saligna in the same tests produced 12

and 32 mVha/yr (172 and 458 ftVacre/yr) .

At the better site the best E. grandis

provenance had an increment of 56 m-^/ha/yr

(800 ft^/acre/yr) while the worst provenance

had 28.8 m^/ha/yr (412 ft^/acre/yr) . On the

poorer site this 2:1 ratio between the best and

the worst was increased to 2.5:1, so seed source

selection clearly pays dividends. These

provenance test yields are blown up from trees

growing in randomized plot designs which create

reduced competition for the best growing

provenances. Therefore they are overestimates

of true yield.

Yield variation of E. camaldulensis on three
sites in Morocco at a spacing of 3.5 by 3.5 m
(11.5 by 11.5 ft) is believed to be typical for
this species (fig. 5). MAI at age 6 was 5.8
m3 (83 ft^) and at age 10 it was 9 m^ (129

ft-^) and still rising. On the medium site, at

age 6, MAI was only 3.9 m^ (56 ft^) and at

age 10, 5.4 m^ (77 ft-^) . On the poor site,
at age 6 MAI was 2.5 m-^ (36 ft-^) and at age
10, 2.9 m^ (4 ft^) . On the medium site, MAI
peaked at 14 years. On the poor site it peaked
at 11 years. On the good site, the trees at
this somewhat wide spacing of 800 stems/ha
(324/acre) were 16.5 cm (6.5 inches) diameter at
10 years (FAO 1979)

.

EUCALYPTUS GRANDIS

Eucalyptus grandis is more suited to the
semitropics and in California is probably
limited to the southern part of the state in

those locations where water is sufficient. It

is killed back by frost and in general has about
the same temperature sensitivity as citrus.
This species was not segregated out by botanists
until 1918. Before then, much of the E. saligna

Eucalyptus grandis is one of the most

important introduced eucalypts. There are well

over half a million hectares planted in

countries other than Australia, particularly

South Africa and Brazil, and also in Angola,

Zimbabwe, East Africa, India, Argentina, and

Uruguay. If we combine what is called saligna

with grandis as one species, then this

E. grandis/saligna complex is unquestionably the

most widely planted eucalypt in the world with

well over 1 million ha (2,470,000 acres) planted

(FAO 1979)

.

Eucalyptus grandis/saligna is the most

commonly planted eucalypt because it is the

fastest growing exotic that has been found for

vast semitropical areas in the southern

hemisphere that have been developed in the

1900's. It grows very rapidly in height at 2 to

3m (6.5 to 10 ft) a year over the first 10

years. The excellent self-pruning stem is very

straight. It forms a dense crown which will
shade out weed competition at an early age. It
flowers and seeds at 3 to 4 years and coppices
freely when young. Coppicing has become more
difficult after 10 to 12 years in stands in
Zambia. The tree will not withstand a severe
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frost and generally does best where rainfall is
evenly distributed, although in some locations,
it has been shown to withstand droughts of 3 to
4 months. Eucalyptus grand is can be propagated
from cuttings relatively easily so long as the
cuttings are taken from young coppice on
stumps. By using this method it may be that
soon seedling plantations will become rare (FAO
1979). A prime example of this is at the
Aracruz Corporation's holdings in Brazil, where
they have not only increased growth to the
phenomenal rate of 73 m^/ha/yr (1044

ftVacre/yr) by using clonal plantations, but
have also increased cellulose yield by 10

percent over initial seedling plantations
(Campinhos 1981)

.

Generally, around the world, a 6- to 10-year
rotation is used for pulpwood, fuelwood, or wood
for mine supports. In most countries, short
rotations are not thinned. Spacing of 2 by 3 m
(6.5 by 10 ft) is most commonly used in such
plantings. Usually, one seedling rotation is

followed by at least two coppice rotations (FAO
1979). Aracruz Corp. in Brazil buries the
stumps of the seedling crop to prevent them frorr

coppicing and replaces them with clonal
plantations. With these they expect to grow one
rotation from planted ramets followed by four
rotations from coppice, although at this point
this is still speculation (Campinhos 1981).

Generally, in the countries where E. grand is

has been most widely used, reported annual yield
figures fall in the range of 14 to 35 m^/ha/yr
(200 to 500 ft3/acre/yr) . A yield of 20

mVha/yr (286 ft^/acre/yr) is considered
normal above average growth for stands less than
15 years old (FAO 1979)

.

Because the species has been widely planted
around the world, yield information is abundant
(FAO 1979) . Data from Uganda show some of the
highest yields; with stocking of 1680 trees per
ha (680/acre) even average sites maintained more
than 20 m^ (286 ft^) over 15 years (fig. 6).

This figure gives stem volume under bark, rather
than over bark as with the previous data
presented. On the poor site, stem volume had
already peaked at age 4 with 24 m-^/ha/yr (343
f t-^/acre/yr) . On the medium site it had also
already peaked at 4 years at 36 mVha/yr (514
ft-^/acre/yr) , but on the good site, MAI did
not peak until age 6 or 7, when it achieved an
amazing 52.4 m^/ha/yr (750 ft-^/acre/yr) .

On a good site in South Africa, with a

stocking of 1100 trees per ha (445/acre) , the
MAI (under bark) at age 3 was 19.1 m^ (273

ft^) and at age 9 was 45.5 m^ (650 ft^)

(fig. 7) . On the medium site at age 3 MAI was
10.7 m^ (153 ft^) and at age 10, 27.4 m^

_(392 ft^) . On the poor site, MAI was 5.1 m^
(73 ft^) at age 3 and 12.5 m^ (179 ft^) at
age 10. On the poor site MAI peaked at 12 or 13

years whereas on the medium site it peaked at 10

years (FAO 1979)

.
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Four years after cutting a 44-year-old mixed

stand of E. saligna , E. grandis , and

E. microcorys in 1978 in Hawaii, we found the

coppice stand to contain 5200 stems per hectare

(2080/acre) —most of which were seedlings rather

than sprouts. These stems contained 197 m-^/ha

(2810 ft^/acre) , representing MAI of 49

m^/ha/yr (700 ft^/acre/yr) . A sample of 20

stems in the stand gave a moisture content of

stems with bark of 60 percent of the fresh

weight and specific gravity of 0.41. The green

weight increment was 50 t/ha/yr (28 tons/acre/

yr) , which is a dry weight yield of 20 t/ha/yr

(11.2 tons/acre/yr) and the highest we have

measured in an unmanaged coppice stand in Hawaii.

Walters (1980) found that saligna/grandis

spaced at 2.4 by 2.4 and 3.0 by 3.0 mm (8 by 8

and 10 by 10 ft) in Hawaii achieved peak MAI at

just under 5 years on a particularly good site.

The MAI (over bark) at 2.4-mm (8-ft) spacing was

59 m^/ha/yr (844 ft^/acre/yr) . Also on this

site was a tree 106 feet tall at age 5. This

growth is quite exceptional and generally

requires year-round rainfall with perhaps 254 mm

(10 inches) of rain per month and rapid soil

drainage. The four spacings compared in this

study were 2.4, 3.0, 3.7, and 4.3 m (8, 10, 12,
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The national standard for identifying prime

forest land in the United States was that it can

produce at least 3.1 m /ha/yr (45 ft /acre/yr)

.

This standard was intended for natural forests

rather than plantations. However, it provides

a basis for comparison of the many yield figures

presented here. Few of them, even for the most

arid sites, are as low as 45 ft , which serves

to illustrate that the eucalypt growth is very

good

.

The importance of provenance selection for

different sites was brought out in the data for

E. camaldulensis . In addition, the various
annual increment graphs on different sites
indicated that plantation spacing must be
increased on arid or difficult sites. The large
differences in yield on different sites were
also apparent as were those caused by spacing
variation on the same site.

Poor site
S. Africa

Age (years)

Figure 9--Eucalyptus grandis , South Africa
(1100/ha) , Eucalyptus saligna, Maui (var. spacing)
(volume under bark)

and 14 ft). When the MAI at ages 5, 10, and 15

years, here reduced by 15 percent to adjust for

overbark measure, are superimposed on the curves
for Uganda, it can be seen that spacing has a

large influence on yield (fig. 8). The yield
curve at 8-ft spacings (1680 trees/ha) generally
follows beneath the best Uganda site, whereas
wider spacing produced lower yields on the
Hawaii site. The Hawaii data bracketed the good
site data for South Africa (fig. 9). Again the
most similar spacing, 1076 trees per hectare,
had a yield most similar to that in South
Africa. It should not be assumed that close
spacing is most desirable because it produces
higher yields. It also reduces diameter growth
and increases the number of trees per unit land
area, both of which increase harvesting costs if
short rotations are intended. Trees that are
12.5 cm (5 inches) in diameter are the most
expensive to harvest with modern feller-bunchers.

CONCLUSIONS

Eucalyptus should certainly have a place in
fulfilling California's fuelwood and pulpwood
needs. It might even supply an exportable crop.

For convenience some of the data presented
earlier are combined in tabular form for

comparison (table 4).

This review is intended to help potential
California eucalyptus growers recognize the need
to: (1) select the proper species for the site;
(2) test provenances of the selected species;
and (3) adjust cultural practices, such as
plantation spacing, rotation, and harvesting
techniques, to fit the site and the species.
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Table ^— Site characteristics, growth, and yield of three Eucalyptus species at various locations.

Mean
annual
rain- Min. Drv Typical

Size and yieldl
Good site Avera ge site Poor site

Max. Max. Max.

Species Locr tion fall temp

.

season stocking Dia Ht MAI Dia Ht MAI Dia Ht MAI
(mm) (°C) (mo.) (no/ha) (cm) (m) (m^/ha) (yr) (cm) (m) (m^/ha) (yr) (cm) (m) (m3/ha) (yr)

Eucalyptus globulus ssp. N. Portugal 1100 5 2 1100 19 27 380 12 15 19 160 15 8 11 28 20
globulus NW Spain 1200 7 2700 14 28 443 12 11 21 232 6 10 18 152 4

SW Spain2 550 4 3 500 15 17 91 18 11 11 24 18 9 7 9 16

SW Spain3 550 4 3 500 20 21 190 20 15 15 61 20 8 8 10 20

Eucalyptus camaldulensis Morocco 500 8 5 800 16 16 120 18 14 13 54 13 11 10 29 9

Eucalyptus grandis Uganda 1100 12 4 1680 _ 40 508 5 30 301 4 _ 20 145 3

S. Africa 900 A 2 1100 20 40 450 10 18 32 2 74 10 15 23 129 12

•"At age 10 and age at culmination of mean annual increment by site.

2sandy soil,

'shale soil.
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Evaluating Trees as Energy Crops in Napa

County^

Dean R. Donaldson and Richard B. Standiford^

Abstract: An evaluation of tree species for energy
crops was initiated at two areas in Napa County,
California. At one area. Eucalyptus viminalis at
39 months was significantly taller than E.

camaldulensis at 50 months. Also evaluated were
five clones of Pinus radiata , Juglans regia X
hindsii , and Sequoia sempervirens ,- and these were
1/4 to 1/2 the height of the Eucalyptus species in
this time period. At the second area, after 27
months. Eucalyptus camaldulensis was significantly
taller and had a larger diameter-at-breast-height
than Eucalyptus dalrympleana

.

The Cooperative Extension office in Napa County

started a biomass evaluation project in 1977 in

cooperation with several local landowners. The

purpose was to: (1) evaluate several tree species

for potential as a biomass crop; (2) develop base-

line growth and yield data for future economic

feasibility studies; (3) serve as demonscration

areas to illustrate management required for silvi-

culture biomass farming; and (4) evaluate several

experimental designs for efficient data collection

for future biomass trials.

STUDY SITES

Two study areas were established in 1977 and

1979 near Calistoga, California, at the north end

of Napa Valley. Areas planted are on the Napa
Valley floor and receive 34 to 36 inches of rain-

fall per year, most of which occurs between
November and March.

Virtually all of the interest in growing trees

as an energy crop in Napa County has come from

individuals owning small farms, usually less than

10 acres. Experimental design at the two areas

had to meet three requirements: (1) to fit into

the small space available for trials at the coop-

erator's property; (2) to obtain the maximum pos-
sible information from a small number of trees

planted; and (3) to allow for sufficient replica-
tions for valid statistical conclusions to be made
from the planting. Since there was no benchmark
data on expected variance from these trials, each

of the two study areas had a different experimen-

tal design so that the efficiency of each in giv-
ing reliable answers could be evaluated.

Area 1, Grant Street

Six species were chosen for evaluation at this

site: Eucalyptus viminalis (manna gum) , E.

camaldulensis (river red gum) , E. dalrympleana

Presented at the Workshop on Eucalyptus in
California, June 14-16, 1983, Sacramento,
California.

Farm Advisor (Napa County) and Forestry
Specialist (Berkeley) respectively. Cooperative
Extension, University of California.

(mountain gum) , Pinus radiata (Monterey pine)

,

Juglans regia X hindsii (Paradox hybrid, a sterile
walnut hybrid) , and Sequoia sempervirens (coast

redwood. All trees were first-year seedlings,
except Monterey pines, which were rooted cuttings
from five different clones collected from the
Monterey peninsula and from New Zealand. There
were five individuals of each of the five clones
in each Monterey pine replication.

Ground preparation included cross-ripping and
disking before planting. Trees were planted by
hand, except walnuts, which were planted with an
auger. Each species was block-planted, 5 trees by
5 trees (25 per block) , at a square spacing of 2.4

by 2.4 meters (8 by 8 feet). Replications of
species were arranged in a randomized block design.

In May 1977, river red giim, mountain gum, and
walnut were planted. Due to poor survival, moun-
tain gum was discontinued and replaced by manna gum
in April 1978. Coast redwood was also planted in
1978. Young trees received periodic overhead
sprinkler irrigation the first two seasons, and no
irrigation since. Chemical weed control has been
carried out annually.

Area 2, Bale Lane

River red gum and mountain gum were evaluated
at this site. The area was cultivated and hand-
planted in April 1979. Two blocks of each species
were planted with approximately 100 seedlings per
block. Trees were planted at a square spacing of
1.5 by 1.5 meters (5 by 5 feet). The area has
been irrigated with an overhead sprinkler system
during the summer. Chemical weed control has been
carried out annually.

All trees were measured in July 1981 (39 and
50 months after planting in area 1, 27 months
after planting in area 2). Diameter at 1.4 meters
(breast height [dbh] ) and total height were meas-
ured. Tree measurement comparisons between outside
border trees and inside trees were statistically
evaluated. Wood volume per block of trees to a

5-cm (2-inch) top was calculated for the eucalyp-
tus species in area 1 using the following volume
equation derived from work reported by W. Metcalf
in 1924 and J. P. King and S.L. Krugman in 1980:

58 Gen. Tech. Rep. PSW-69. Berkeley, CA: Pacific Southwest Forest and Range
Experiment Station, Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture; 1983.



Volume (cubic feet) = 0.00245 (DBH [inches]) ^ X

height [feet]) - 0.3318

Volume converted to cubic meters using 1 cubic
foot = 0.02832 cubic meters

This 5-cm small-end diameter is felt to be the

approximate minimum size of a firewood product.
Other species have not reached a size to allow
calculation of volume using this standard.

RESULTS

No statistical differences in tree diameters
and heights among these trees were found between
the interior and exterior portions of each plant-
ing. Therefore, all tree measurements were com-
bined for volume estimation.

At area 1, eucalyptus were by far the fastest
growing of the four genera evaluated (see table 1)

The two eucalyptus species were 1*5 to 2 times
taller in height and 1*5 times larger in diameter
than the next fastest growing species, Monterey
pine (Clone Z-6) . Manna gum. Eucalyptus viminalis ,

at 39 months was already significantly taller in

total height than river red gum, E. camaldulensis,
at 50 months.

At area 2, river red gum was significantly
larger than mountain gum at 27 months (table 2)

.

The trees were still too small for volume to be
calculated.

Average volume yields
ing species in area 1 wer
meters per hectare (353.3

acre) for manna gum and r

ly, and from these figure
ment was calculated (tabl

ducing an estimated total
kcal per hectare (32 mill
and river red gum 15 mill
million BTU per acre) per

for the two fastest grow-
e 24.7 and 19.1 cubic
and 272.8 cubic feet per

iver red gum, respective-
s the mean annual incre-
e 3) . Manna gum is pro-
energy yield of 20 million

ion BUT per acre) per year,
ion kcal per hectare (25

year.

Future growth will be periodically measured, and
height, DBH, volume, and energy yield will be cal-
culated. It is expected that these future measure-
ments will show higher annual wood volume incre-
ments, because root and canopy development will al-
low for more complete utilization of the resources
at the site. This information will be useful to

landowners evaluating the potential of growing bio-
mass crops. Similar trials should be established in

other areas of the state where energy plantations
are being considered.

Table 1 — Summary of data from area 1, Grant
Street, Calistoga, Napa County, July 1981

1981
age (mo) Survival

Average height^ Average DBH'^ Average vcjlume/area'^

Species meters
1

(feet) cm
1
(inches) cu . m/ha (cu. ft/a)

Eucalyptus viminalis 39 56/70 8.3 (27.3) 7.9 (3.1)

(3.1)

24.7 (353.3)
Eucalyptus camaldulensis 50 ^88/100 6.7 (21.9) 7.9 19.1 (272.8)
Pinus radiata (5 clones) 39 62/72

Z-6 14/15 4.4 (14.4) 5.2 (2.0) — —
Z-3 13/15 4.3 (13.8) 5.1 (2.0) — —
MM- 13 10/15 3.8 (12.5) 5.0 (2.0) — —
MM-

6

11/15 3.4 (11.2) 4.0 (1.6) — —
Z-5 14/15 3.0 ( 9.8) 2.9 (1.2) — —

Juglans regia X hindsii 50 399/100 2.2 ( 7.1) 2.1 (0.8) — —
Sequoia sempervirens 39 66/75 1.5 ( 5.0) — — —
Eucalyptus dalrympleana Survival 2 ess than 50 %, terminated March 1978.

^Soil: Bale Loam (Rocky Phase) , irrigated by overhead sprinklers first two growing seasons. Chemical

weed control. Area average annual rainfall = 36 inches. Planted 2.4m x 2.4m (8'x8') square spacing.

Means connected by bars do not differ significantly at 5 percent level.

Planted during a drought year (1977); first-year sprinkler irrigation could not be carried out after

July.
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Species
Eucalyptus camaldulensis

Eucalyptus dalrympleana

Table 2 — Summary of data from area 2, Bale Lane,

Calistoga, Napa County, July 1981

Age
(mo) Survival

Average height
meters (feet)

27

27

179/198
156/212

4.9
3.8

"^(16.1)

(12.5)

Average DBH
cm

I

(inches)

5.1
3.6

^(2.0)

(1.4)

Isoil: Bear Creek clay-loam, irrigatecJ with overhead sprinklers during suiraner. Spacing: 1.5m x 1.5m

(5 ft X 5 ft). Chemical weed control. Average annual rainfall: 34 inches.

^Means significantly different at the 0.01 percent level.

Table 3 — Volume and energy calculations for two

field-planted eucalyptus species in area 1, at

Calistoga, Napa County

Age
(yr)

Average
volume yields

Calculated mean
annual yield

Total energy yields^
million
btu/a/yr

million
Species m3/ha m'Vha/yr

|
cords/a/yr kcal/ha/yr

E. viminalis
E. camaldulensis

3.2

4.2

24.7

19.1

7.8 1.3

4.3 0.8

32 20

25 15

Using specific gravity information reported by H.E. Dadswell, 1972, "The Anatomy of Eucalypt Woods,"
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization, Australia, For. Prod. Lab. Div. of Applied
Chemistry Technological Paper No. 66, and wood energy values in A.J. Panshin and C. deZeeuw, 1970,
"Textbook of Wood Technology, " Vol. 1, McGraw-Hill Book Co.
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Irowth and Yield in Eucalyptus globulus^

ames A. Rinehart and Richard B. Standiford^

Abstract: A study of the major Eucalyptus globulus
stands throughout California conducted by Woodbridge
Metcalf in 1924 provides a complete and accurate
data set for generating variable site-density yield
models. Two models were developed using linear re-
gression techniques. Model I depicts a linear rela-
tionship between age and yield best used for stands
between five and fifteen years old. Model II de-

picts a sigmoidal relationship between age and yield
with slightly poorer statistical fit but greater
reliability beyond fifteen years of age. Significant
independent variables used in Model I are: initial
plantation density; site index; and an interaction
variable consisting of age x site index. Significant

independent variables in Ilodel II are: natural log

of initial plantation density; site index; and in-

verse age. Variable site and density yield tables

are developed from Model II for stands under mini-
mal management. Culmination of mean annual incre-

ment occurs at age ten under all conditions. Assum-

ing a goal of maximization of mean annual increment

of merchantable cordwood, planting densities of

435, 680 and 1210 trees per acre are recommended

for low, medium, and high sites respectively.

Various species of Eucalyptus have been of in-
srest in California since their introduction in

B60 (Metcalf, 1924) , with Eucalyptus globulus
Blue Gum) being the most widely planted. While
ts wood has limited use as lumber, its rapid
rowth has caused it to be favored as windbreaks
id ornamentals. The recent increase in demand for

irewood and a growing market for hardwood fiber

as caused renewed interest in plantina eucalvotus.

The purpose of this article is to present a

3del for growth of Eucalyptus globulus and to use
riis model to generate variable site-density yield
ables. These yield tables are then used to deter-
ine optimum stocking levels and rotation length
nder various site conditions. This model deals
Dlely with biological growth and does not con-
ider economic implications of stand establishment
nd management.

The models derived represent unmanaged stands
ily. Certain management practices increase site
aality and some means of assessing this increase
ast be applied in order for the models to be mean-
ngful under intensive management conditions.

is used to generate variable site-density
yield tables.

Conclusions drawn from analysis of the yield
tables.

Suggestions for further analysis and research.

THE DATA

The data used in this analysis was gathered by
Louis Margolin in 1910 (Margolin, 1910) and by

Woodbridge Metcalf in 1924 (Metcalf, 1924) in their
studies of the major Blue Gum stands in California.
As described in his article, in order to generate
site and yield functions, Metcalf used data collec-
ted in these two studies, which included a total of

96 stands. This data was adjusted to result in the

data set used in the current analysis.

The Metcalf and Margolin Data

Location of Stands

Within this article, the following topics are
iscussed:

— The source, limitations, and adjustments
made to the data used to generate the model.

Stands were located in 19 counties throughout

California, from Areata in Hvomboldt County to

Escondido in San Diego County, representing a wide

variety of soil and climatic conditions.

-- A description of the model itself and how it Information Collected

Presented at the Workshop on Eucalyptus in

lifornia, June 14-16, 1983, Sacramento,

lifornia.

^Staff Research Associate and Statewide Forestry
>ecialist, respectively. Cooperative Extension,
liversity of California, Berkeley, California.
n Tech. Rep. PSW-69. Berkeley, CA: Pacific Southwest Forest and Range
xriment Station, Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture; 1983.

Information collected for each stand includes

the following:

-- Stand age
— Initial plantation density in trees per acre
— Surviving trees per acre
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— Average diameter, height, and volume of

surviving trees
— Volume per acre in cubic feet and cords
— Soil and water characteristics

Also, in order to develop a measure of site

quality, height was measured on the tallest 10 per-

cent of trees in most of the stands.

average single tree.

(BA = [Average Diameter/24]^)
H = Total height of the average single tree

ff = Form factor relating stem volume to
(BA X H) . Stem volume is from the top of

a one-foot stump to a minimum diameter
of two inches at the top.

TPA = Number of surviving trees per acre at
time of measurement

Methods of Collection

Selection of Plots--In the data collected by

Metcalf, "one or more of the rows running through
representative portions of the stand" were selected
for measurement. The method of row selection was
not described and therefore randomness of the

sampling procedure is not assumed.

In the Margolin data, sample areas were 's-acre

plots within the interior of each grove. Usually
only one such plot was taken per stand and these
were selected to show average conditions. This
method of plot selection is not random and could
result in bias toward higher yield.

Surviving Trees Per Acre—Metcalf states that
"each surviving tree" was measured, as well as
blank spaces and "scrubby trees." A scrubby tree
is not defined and no lower diameter limit is

given for surviving trees. In assessing trees per
acre at time of measurement, one must assume that
none, of the "scrubby" trees are survivors of the
original plantation.

In the Margolin study, all trees with dbh of
lb inches or more were measured. As with the
Metcalf data, one must assume that trees less than
m inches dbh were not counted as survivors of the
original plantation.

Average Diameter of Surviving Trees--In the
Metcalf data, since "scrubby" trees are assumed
not to be survivors, it must also be assumed that
the distribution of diameters of surviving trees
has some lower diameter limit. Since we do not
know what this limit is, it is difficult to assess
the amount of variation around the average dia-
meter. Diameters measured by Margolin, however,
were recorded by 1-inch diameter class, giving a
diameter distribution, or stand table, for each
stand sampled.

Height of Surviving Trees—Total heights, in-
cluding stump and top were measured for as many
trees as possible. A height-diameter curve was
derived in order to estimate heights on trees not
measured.

Site Classification

In order to develop a height-age relationship as

a measure of site quality, Metcalf measured the

tallest 10% of the trees sampled and plotted heights
of these dominant trees against age. Groves in

which overcrowding was thought to have interferred
with height growth were not included. In all,

Metcalf included 45 of the Metcalf groves and 26 of

the Margolin groves in his site classification.

An average age-height curve was drawn through
the data and harmonized curves were drawn to inter-

sect with maximum and minimum values. The area be-

tween the maximum and minimum curves was then
divided into three zones, labeled Site I, II, and
III. Figure 1 represents the Metcalf site classi-
fication curves.

Figure 1 — Metcalf Site Classifications

Calculation of Volume—Volumes were calculated
using the following formula:

V = BA X H X ff X TPA

where: V = Volume in cubic feet per acre
BA = Basal area in square feet of the
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Adjustments

The following adjustments were made in the above
data to result in the data set used in the analysis.



Elimination of Observations--0nly those stands
for which the height of dominant trees was recorded
are included, thus eliminating 20 of the stands.
An additional stand was eliminated because it had
been thinned.

40. Models should not be used for extrapolation
beyond age 40. This limitation is not significant
for comnr^r-ially-grown stands since harvest is
likely to occur prior to age 15.

Addition of Observations—Eight of the Metcalf
stands were measured twice at different points in
time. Metcalf used only the first measurement in
his estimation of site. The current data set in-
cludes the eight remeasurements, with the assump-
tion that site remains constant over time. A total
of 78 stands are included in the current data set.

ANALYSIS

Analytical Systems Used

Linear regression analysis was performed using
the Statistical Analysis System -- General Linear
Model (SAS-GLM) program package.

Volume Estimation—The method used by Margolin
to estimate volume was not specified other than by
reference to volume tables. In order to merge the

two data sets, volumes for Margolin stands were
recalculated using the formula noted above.

Developing a Site Index Measurement

Metcalf 's site quality measure resulted in site
ratings of I, II, or III. In order to be consistent
with other yield studies for Eucalyptus globulus , a

site index was developed from Metcalf 's age-height
curves in figure 1, using a base age of 10. The
following table represents the relation between
Metcalf 's site class and the site index derived
from it.

Table 1 -- Site Class-Site Index Relationship

Site Site Index
Class (Height of Dominants at 10 Years)

I Greater than 93

II 65 to 93

III Less than 65

Site indices for the stands in the data set

ranged from a low of 41 to a high of 118.

The method used was to locate age and height of

dominants for a given stand on figure 1 and then

to follow a harmonized curve through that point to

its intersection with the base age 10 reference

line. For instance, a dominant height of 126 feet

at age 2 5 would equate to a site index of 82. In

this way, figure 1 can be used to determine site

index for any stand where age and height of domi-

nants are known.

Range of Ages

The ages of stands in the current data set

ranged from 2 to 40 years. Only 12 (15.4 percent)

of the stands were in excess of 15 years of age.

Models derived from this data show best fit in

younger age classes and caution must be used in

estimating volume in age classes between 15 and

Yield Models

The analysis yields two production models with
statistically significant fit. The first gives a

linear plot of predicted yield against age. The
second gives a plot of predicted yield against age
which more closely approximates a sigmoidal bio-
logical production function which one might an-

ticipate. Figure 2 depicts these models for a given
site and initial plantation density. Both models
can be used, given certain constraints, as ex-

plained below.

mooo

13000

1200O

Figure 2 — Model I and Model II Yields
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Model I

Model Form--Model I takes the form of:

Y= -3177.17 + 1.70(TPA1) + 29.47(SI) + 3.77(AGSI)

where: Y = Yield in cubic feet per acre

TPAl = Initial plantation density in trees

per acre

SI = Site index in feet at age 10

AGSI = Age x site index

Analysis of Variance—Table 2 presents the

analysis of variance for Model I.

Table 2 — ANOVA Model I

Source of Sum of

Variation DF Squares T F r2 C.V

Intercept -4.28

TPAl 1 3.19 X 10'' 3.07

SI 1 30.15 X 10^ 2.95

AGSI 1 53.34 X lO'^ 18.95
Residuals 74 11.04 X 10''

Total 77 97.72 X 10'' 193.7 .887 34.6

Note the high correlation coefficient (P. ) of .887

and the coefficient of variation (C.V) of 34.6.

Discussion — Because site index appeared to

have a greater effect on yield with increasing age,
an interaction variable consisting of Age x Site
was anticipated. As indicated by its high T value
relative to other variables, AGSI is the most sig-
nificant independent variable. This is logically
sound since, with a given initial plantation den-
sity, site quality will have a strong effect on
rate of growth while total volume will vary most
directly with age.

While this model gives a good prediction of vol-
ume within the range of most of the data, it does
not give an intuitive depiction of growth, as shown
by figure 2. The linear relationship between age
and yield results from the fact that 80 percent of
the data falls between the ages of 5 and 15, the
linear range of the anticipated sigmoidal function.
This data so weights the model in this form that
statistical significance is high even though the
model is linear.

Model II

Model Form—Model II takes the form of:

InY = 4.86449 + .02547(31) + .34896 (lnTPA2) -

10.41628 (I/A)

where: InY = The natural log of yield in cubic
feet per acre

SI = Sitft index in feet at age 10
InTPAI = The natural log of initial stocking

density in trees per acre

I/A = Inverse age

Analysis of Variance—Table 3 presents the

analysis of variance for Model II.

Table 3—ANOVA - Model II

Source of Sum of

Variation DF Squares T F r2 C.V.

Intercept 5.80

SI 1 27.11 8.52

InTPAI 1 1.34 2.75

1/A 1 42.38 -15.81

Residuals 74 12.54

Total 77 83.37 139.3 .850 5.3

Note that while the statistics for Model I are

slightly better than those for Model II, the dif-

ferences are relatively minor. The lower C.V. for

Model II is a result of the dependent variable be-

ing a logarithm. Exponentiating results in a co-
efficient of variation similar to that of Model I.

Discussion--Schumacher (1939) and Clutter (1963)

suggested methods of generating linear models to

express nonlinear production functions by trans-
forming dependent and independent variables into
natural logarithms. Model II is essentially the
Clutter model using InTPAI rather than Clutter's
In of Basal Area.

As shown in figure 2, when InY is transformed
back to cubic foot yield and plotted against age,

the result is close to the expected sigmoidal
curve. Since the Clutter-based model gives nearly
as good a fit as Model I with greater confidence
when using the model for stands older than 15 years,

this model was used to generate subsequent yield
tables

.

Variable Site-Density Yield Tables

In generating yield tables under varying site
and initial stocking conditions, one will wish to

know average diameter of the stand as a measure of

merchantability, as well as total yield. A dia-
meter of two inches is generally considered to be

the lower merchantable limit for cordwood and the
diameter distributions shown in the Margolin data
indicate that for an ASD of six inches, virtually
all trees in the stand will be in excess of two
inches dbh. The expression for average diameter
of the stand is:

AD =
Vri

BA
TPA2 x .00545

where ; AD = Average diameter of the stand in inches

BA = Basal area per acre in square feet
TPA2 = Surviving trees per acre

In order to predict AD, then, it is necessary to
construct models for basal area and surviving
trees.
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Basal Area Model

Because basal area is also a measure of produc-
tion, it is logical that BA could be predicted by
the same independent variables as cubic foot yield.
The following model results:

InBA = 2.07854 + 0.496(SI) + .33354(lnTPAl) -

6.55518(I/A)

where: InBA = Natural log of basal area per acre
SI = Site index in feet at age 10

TPAl = Initial stocking in trees per acre
I/A = Inverse age

The correlation coefficient for this model is .79.
Affective coefficient of variation is about 40.0.

Surviving Trees Per Acre

The only significant predictor of surviving
trees per acre is initial stocking density, which
gives the following model:

TPA2 183.69 + .56 TPAl

where: TPA2 = Surviving trees per acre
TPAl = Initial stocking in trees per acre

9
While R for this model is only .54, it is

acceptable since it is used only to calculate a

rough estimate of the average diameter of the
stand.

Final Yield Tables

The final yield tables were generated by com-
bining the three models derived above and iterat-
ing through variations in site index, initial

stocking, and age. Tables 4a-c are representative
tables for SI = 60, 85, and 105 and initial stock-
ing of 680 trees per acre.

Variable Site Yield Functions

By plotting yield against age for a given stock-
ing level under varying site conditions, one may
see graphically how yield varies with site. Fig-
ure 3 represents yield with initial plantation
density of 680 under three site conditions.

DISCUSSION

Refer to table 4 and figure 3 for the following
discussion.

Explanation and Interpretation of Yield Tables

Surviving Trees Per Acre {TPA2)

Note that TPA2 varies only with TPAl and that
mortality occurs immediately. This indicates that
survival is linked with establishment and that
once established, the stand remains stable over
time

.

When initial stocking is 300 trees per acre,
TPA2 exceeds TPAl. This may be loosely explained

by sprouting on under-utilized sites, though this
explanation is somewhat weak. As noted earlier,
the mortality issue is clouded by problems in
interpreting the data as well as by ingrowth from
sprouts and volunteers. TPA2 is a rough estimate
of survival.

Table 4a--Yield Table (SI = 60, TPAl = 680)

SITE INDEX = 60 TREES/ACRE: Initial = 680; Surviving = 519

Average Basal Yield Mean Annual Incr. Current Annual Incr. |

Age Diameter Ajea

(Ft^/Ac) Ft^/Ac Ft^/Ac/Yr Ft^/Ac/Yr(years) (inches) Cds/Ac Cds/Ac/Yr Cds/Ac/Yr

2 1.5 6.5 31.8 .4 15.9 .2

4 3.4 33.5 430.3 4.8 107.6 1.2 199.3 2.2

6 4.5 57.9 1025.1 11.4 170.9 1.9 297.4 3.3

8 5.2 76.1 1582.2 17.6 197.8 2.2 278.5 3.1

10 5.6 89.7 2052.9 22.8 205.3 2.3 235.3 2.6

12 5.9 100.0 2442.1 27.1 203.5 2.3 194.6 2.2

14 6.2 108.1 2764.5 30.7 197.5 2.2 161.2 1.8

16 6.4 114.6 3033.9 33.7 189.6 2.1 134.7 1.5

18 6.5 120.0 3261.5 36.2 181.2 2.0 113.8 1.3

20 6.6 124.4 3455.8 38.4 172.8 1.9 97.2 1.1

25 6.9 132.9 3835.2 42.6 153.4 1.7 75.9 .8

30 7.0 138.8 4111.0 45.7 137.0 1.5 55.2 .6

35 7.1 143.2 4320.1 48.0 123.4 1.4 41.8 .5

40 7.2 146.6 4483.8 49.8 112.1 1.2 32.7 .4
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Table 4b—Yield Table (SI =85, TPAl = 680)

SITE INDEX = 85 TREES/ACRE: Initia = 680; Surviving = 519

Average Basal Yield Mean Annual Incr. Current Annual Incr.

Age Diameter Area

Ft^/AC Ft^/Ac Ft^/Ac/Yr Ft^/Ac/Yr(years) (inches) Cds/Ac Cds/Ac/Yr Cds/Ac/Yr

2 1,8 9,5 60.2 .7 30.1 .3

4 4.1 48,8 813.5 9.0 203,4 2.3 376.6 4.2

6 5,5 84.2 1937.9 21.5 323.0 3.6 562.2 6.2

8 6,3 110.6 2990.9 33.2 373.9 4,2 526.5 5.9

10 6.8 130.3 3880.6 43.1 388.1 4.3 444.8 4.9

12 7,2 145.4 4616.3 51.3 384.7 4.3 367.9 4.1

14 7.5 157.2 5225.8 58.1 373.3 4.1 304.7 3.4

16 7.7 166.6 5735.1 63.7 358.4 4.0 254.7 2.8

18 7.8 174.4 6165.3 68.5 342.5 3.8 215.1 2.4

20 8.0 180.9 6532.6 72.6 326.6 3.6 183.7 2.0

25 8.3 193.1 7249.8 80.6 290.0 3.2 143.4 1.6

30 8,4 201.7 7771.1 86.3 259.0 2.9 104.2 1.2

35 8,6 208.1 8166.3 90.7 233.3 2.6 79.0 .9

40 8,7 213.1 8475.8 94.2 211.9 2.4 62.0 .7

Table 4c—Yield Table (SI = 105, TPA2 = 680)

SITE INDEX = 105 TREES/ACRE: Initia 1 = 680; Surviving = 519

Average Basal Yield Mean Annual Incr. Current Annual Incr.

Age Diameter Area

(FtVAC) Ft^/Ac Ft^/Ac/Yr Ft-^/Ac/Yr(years) (inches) Cds/Ac Cds/Ac/Yr Cds/Ac/Yr

2 2.1 12.8 100.1 1.1 50.1 .6

4 4.8 65.8 1353.9 15.0 338.5 3.8 626.9 7.0

6 6.3 113.5 3225.1 35.8 537.5 6.0 935.6 10.4

8 7.3 149.2 4977.8 55.3 622.2 6.9 876.3 9.7

10 7.9 175.8 6458.5 71.8 645.8 7.2 740.3 8.2

12 8.3 196.1 7682.9 85.4 640.2 7.1 612.2 6.8

14 8.7 212.0 8697.2 96.6 621.2 6.9 507.1 5.6

16 8.9 224.8 9544.9 106.1 596.6 6.6 423.8 4.7

18 9.1 235.2 10260.9 114.0 570.1 6.3 358.0 4.0

20 9.3 243.9 10872.2 120.8 543.6 6.0 305.6 3.4

25 9.6 260.5 12065.8 134.1 482.6 5.4 238.6 2.7

30 9.8 272.1 12933.4 143.7 431.1 4.8 173.6 1.9

35 10.0 280.7 13591.1 151.0 388.3 4.3 131.6 1.5

40 10.1 287.4 14106.2 156.7 352.7 3.9 103.0 1.1

Average Diameter of the Stand (AD)

This variable behaves as one might expect, in-
creasing with age and site index, but decreasing
as initial plantation density increases.

Yield (YFT3)

Gives volume at various ages.

Cords

Gives volume in cords where:

CORDS = YFT3/90
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Mean Annual Increment (MAIFT3 and MAICD)

Gives mean annual increment in cubic feet and
cords per acre per year, where:

MAI = Yield/Age

Note that for all variations of site and initial
stocking, MAI culminates at age 10. Thus, for maxi-
mum biomass production, given the two-inch mer-
chantability standard for volume determination,
harvest will occur at about age 10.
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Table 5 — Recommended Planting Densities for
Maximum Merchantable Cordwood
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Figure 3—Yield-Age Relationships Varying Site
Index (TPAl = 680)

Current Annual Increment (CAIFT3 and CAICD)

Gives current year's growth in cubic feet and
cords. Note that CAI culminates at age 6, some-
what before MAI, as one would anticipate. Note
also that at culmination of MAI, MAI approximately
equals CAI, again as one would expect.

Recommended Planting Densities

Assuming a goal of maximum merchantible cord-
wood, the yield tables generated from the models
in this analysis can be used to determine optimal
spacing for any given site. Optimal spacing will

be that which yields highest MAI at age 10 with
minimum ASD of 6 inches. Table 5 represents recom-
mended planting density to achieve this goal for a

range of site indices.

NEEDS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Site Quality - Soil Correlation

The above analysis assumes that a 10-year site

index for Eucalyptus globulus is known at time of

planting. If Blue G\im has not been grown before

Site Index Recommended Planting Density
55 300 TPA
60 ^.35

65 435
75 680

85 680
95 1210

105 1210
115 1210

on the site, and if there are no stands growing on
similar sites available for comparison, this
assumption may not be met. E_^ globulus appears to
grow best on well-drained, sandy- loamy soils with
a 10- to 12-foot water table. This relationship
between edaphic-climatic-geomorphological con-
ditions and site index requires further research
so a site index may be estimated prior to plant-
ing.

For the present time, individuals who wish to
use these models and yield tables to assess growth
and yield can use some general observations of the
soil-site quality relationship provided by Metcalf.
This information is shown in table 6.

Table 6 — Relationship Between Site Index and
Soil-Site Characteristics

Approximate
Site Index Soil-Site Characteristics

Greater than 93 . Soils - loamy-sandy loam
- deep bottomland

. Agricultural cjuality — high

. Water table -- near surface
during most of the year

. Slope - flat

65-93 . Soils - sandy-sandy loam

. Agricultural quality — fair

to good under irrigation
. Water table — low; irrigation

required
. Slope — medium to flat

Less than 65 . Soils - sandy, adobe
. Agricultural quality - low

. Water table - low; irrigation
infeasible

. Slope - steep

. Windy

Older Stands

As noted earlier, the data analyzed was heavily

weighted to stands 5 to 15 years old, making ex-

trapolation of the model to older stands somewhat

risky. Similar data should be gathered for stands

15-60 years old to see if a better fit can be

obtained.
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Economic Analysis

This analysis assumes that maximum biomass

production is the only management goal. Costs of

site preparation, irrigation, fertilization and

harvest are not considered; nor are projected

stumpage prices or demand for fuelwood or chips.

Further analysis should combine biological growth

potential with economic factors to give a return

on investment analysis for Eucalyptus globulus

plantations

.
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Industrial Planting of £. viminalis in

Mendocino County^

Peter C. Passof and John W. Sweeley^

Abstract: The authors trace the development of
a Eucalyptus reforestation program on private
industrial forest land from early testing to
production planting. Data is presented on a

1A.2 hectare manna gum plantation which has
produced an estimated yield of 481 cubic meters/
hectare after 20 years. Because manna gum has
about 60 percent greater density than Douglas-
fir or redwood, total dry weight yield from such
stands may be about 3 times the equivalent of

the two native species.

The Masonite Corporation started up its forestry
operations in Mendocino County in 1948 with the
acquisition of approximately 21,044 hectares
(52,000 acres) of mixed Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga
menziessii (Mirb.) Franco) and redwood ( Sequoia
sempervirens (D. Don) Endl.) timber including
oak-grass woodland. Their only manufacturing
facility was a hardboard plant at Ukiah although
beginning in 1969 they did acquire several lumber
mills in northern California.

In 1956, Masonite forester Jack Sweeley became
interested in testing and evaluating several
species of Eucalyptus as potential sources of

fiber for the hardboard plant. A total of 32

plots involving a variety of species were planted
throughout the County in an attempt to observe
growth performance over a range of environmental
conditions

.

Sweeley established some basic selection
criteria to help narrow down the vast array of

species. These characteristics were as follows:

(1) fast-growing (2) ability to coppice (3)

frost-resistant (4) easy to plant as bare root

seedlings and (5) compatibility with the hard-
board plant's processing requirements.

The latter criterion was provided by Masonite 's

wood technologists in Australia who rejected
certain species such as Karri ( E. diversicolor
F. Muell.) because of the undesirable red color

of the wood and Messmate stringybark ( E. obliqua

L'Herit.) because of fiber instability.

In the next four years (1957-61) Masonite
expanded its small plot testing program to a

few larger plantings. Seedlings were raised

under contract to the Parlin Fork Nursery
operated by the Department .of Forestry. It

^Presented at the Workshop on Eucalyptus in

California, June 14-16, 1983, Sacramento, Calif.

^Extension Forest Advisor, University of

California Cooperative Extension, Mendocino
County; and former Chief Forester, Masonite
Corporation, Ukiah, California.

should be pointed out that Masonite was also
interested in spot seeding as a regeneration
method. They borrowed an idea from Australia
using pelletized seed where fertilizer and peat
was added to the seed and then cubed. However,
their preliminary trials indicated the procedure
was not effective.

Early problems with deer browsing the first
growing season were resolved with deer-proof
exclosures. The foresters also found that site
preparation procedures such as brush raking and
burning helped to improve survival and growth
performance.

It was during this period that Masonite 's

interest in Eucalyptus attracted scientists
from all parts of the world who came to see
how the various species were doing in north
coastal California. Each scientist contributed

views as to which species might do best under
Mendocino's growing conditions.

By 1962, Sweeley had come to the conclusion
that two species, manna gum ( E. viminalis
Labill.) and mountain gum ( E. dalrympleana Maid.)

had passed all the preliminary screening and

therefore deserved special recognition for

production planting. In February 1963, a 14.2

hectare (35 acre) planting was established in

the Albion River drainage at a location roman-
tically called Slaughter House Gulch. It was

on an east-facing site with slopes ranging from

30 to 70 percent. Elevation averaged 122 meters

(400 feet) with an average minimum January
temperature of 4,4° C (40° F) with extremes

to -6.7° C (20° F) . It had been clearcut of

redwood, Douglas-fir and grand fir (Abies
grand is (Dougl. ex D. Don) Lindl.) and then

prepared for burning. The burning was not

completed successfully because of changing
climatic conditions. Mean annual rainfall is

114 cm (45 inches) . About half the area was

fenced to reduce deer browsing pressure. A

total of 14,000 E. viminalis and 5000 Monterey

pine (Pinus radiata D. Don) were planted on an

approximate 2.4 x 2.4 meter (8x8 foot) spacing.

A total of 10 plots were established to check

survival and growth. After 3 years the plots

averaged 78 percent survival and the average

Gen. Tech. Rep. PSW-69. Berkeley, CA: Pacific Southwest Forest and Range

Experiment Station, Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture; 1983. 69



height of the seedlings was 95 cm (38 inches).

There were no significant differences between

the 5 plots in the exclosure and the 5 outside

the fenced area.

In 1968, the senior author and Masonite forester

Ralph Buddies returned to the Albion site and

measured several trees as part of a preliminary
yield study of manna gum existing on the Company's

various plantations.

At Slaughter House Gulch, the trees averaged
7 meters (23 feet) in total height, and 3 meters
(10 feet) to a 5 cm (2 inch) top. Average
diameter at a .46 meter (1.5 foot) stump was
6.8 cm (2.7 inches). These last two measurements
were incorporated into a volume equation known as

Smalian's formula where V = Aj^ + A2/2 x (L) .

The geometric figure is a truncated paraboloid
and most nearly represents a log that has one
end larger than the other and uniform taper.

Assumptions were made that annual radial
growth would continue over the next 15 years
as it had over the previous 5 years. However
the same could not be said for height growth.

The literature indicated that a flattening of

the height/diameter curve occurs before age 20.

By adjusting height growth, we estimated that
heights would range from 22 to 31.7 meters (72

to lOA feet) at age 20 with an average of 27.1
meters (89 feet)

.

The last ingredient in this yield study was
to project the number of trees/hectare. Our
estimate called for 520 trees/hectare (210 trees/
acre) and thus our yield prediction to age 20
was estimated to be 378 cubic meters/hectare
(5408 cubic feet/acre) for the plantation.-^

Fifteen years elapsed with only an occasional
visit to the site. About two months ago, a

mixed contingent of "Eucalyptus enthusiasts"
decided to spend some time remeasuring the trees
to get an accurate estimate of current volumes/
acre. Trees were measured at d.b.h. (diameter -at-
breast -height) and total height. A newer volume
equation (King and Krugman 1980) was applied
to the stand data and with the aid of a computer
program, we found that the average stand volume
equalled 481 cubic meters/hectare (6870 cubic
feet/acre)

.

Instead of the 520 trees/hectare stocking,
our data indicated we had a range from 667 to
865 trees/hectare (270 to 350 trees/acre). If
we were permitted to adjust the original estimate

^Data on file. Timber Realization Co.,
Calpella, California.

upward to 660 trees/hectare our projected volume
yield using the crude Smalian formula would
produce a perfect match.'

However it should be noted that only a small
number of trees were selected and measured in

1968 and although we used a much greater number
in 1983, great statistical variability in the

data were found.

Nevertheless, a current volume of 481 cubic
meters/hectare for 20 years is quite respectable
growth for an area that has had no supplemental
irrigation and considerable competition from
brushy species such as blueblossom (Ceanothus
thyrsiflorus Eschsch.). The site is listed as
a Site III, Hugo soil series with an average
depth of 1.5 meters (5 feet).

It is important to note that Ej_ viminalis is

approximately 60 percent heavier than the average
of redwood and Douglas-fir; this is of great
importance to the perspective of a hardboard
plant that buys its raw material on a bone dry
weight per unit volume basis. This means that
the equivalent dry weight yield of manna gum,

measured in tonnes/hectare, is about 3 times
that of our native fast-growing redwood in a

short rotation of 20 years.

By 1969, Masonite' s wood technologists dis-
covered that Eucalyptus' unique fiber properties
could be emulated by the native conifers and
thus the technical demand for Eucalyptus came
to a rapid close.

At the conclusion of the Corporation's
Eucalyptus reforestation program in the winter
of 1968-69, a total of 104 hectares (256 acres)
of manna gum and mountain gum had been planted,
thus ending a period of 13 years of intense
forestry interest in a most promising species.
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Yields in High Density, Short Rotation

Intensive Culture (SRIC)— Plantations of

Eucalyptus and Other Hardwood Species^

R.M. Sachs and C.B. Low^

Abstract: Initial high density (17,200 trees
ha-1 , 6961 trees a-1 ) plantations of Eucalyptus
grandis yielded up to 22 oven dry tons (GDI) ha-1
yr-l (10 ta-1 yr-

'
) on an approximate 6 month

rotation. Border effects could not be eliminated
from the small sized plots used. Also within 4

years of planting there were substantial differ-
ences in tree vigor and survival such that the

effective density was reduced by half. Subse-
quent plantations of several hardwood species at
5000 trees a-1 and with somewhat better border
protection were harvested 2 years after planting;
tree survival was greater and in some E. camaldu -

lensis plantings yields were in excess of 37 ODT
ha"lyr-l (16.5 ta~^ yr"^ ) . Accounting for border
pet. E. camaldulensis and E. cam x rudis out-
yielded Sal ix , Acacia , Popul us and Ailanthus sp.

tested. Current trials are with greater border
thickness and compare seedling and clonal planta-
tions of some fast growing eucalyptus selections
at planting densities from about 1900 trees a-1

down to 600 trees a~1

.

From the outset the major goal of our research
has been to determine the feasibility of growing
fuelwood as an alternate crop on underutilized
but otherwise high valued farmlands (say

$1500 a- An economic analysis, which has

essentially driven our studies on yields, revealed
that profitability of fuelwood plantations
depended upon production rates greater than 15

tons per acre per year
wood.

Methods

t a"' yr ' ) of oven dried

The parameters used in the analysis are listed
in table 1. The costs assumed are those applica-
ble for well -managed farmlands in the Central

Valley of California. Budget generators, avail-
able from the department of Agricultural Eco-

nomics, University of California, Davis, have
many more line items from detailed studies with
several field crops. A goal of our research was

to verify or alter the assumed costs that we have
used in our analysis, using input data from coop-
erators wherever possible. Keeping the limita-
tions in mind, the break-even, farm-gate price
for wood chips, with a 15 t a-1 yr-l yield, is

about $43 t-i for the first harvest and $20 t-^

for subsequent harvests. These prices are
competitive with wood chip prices quoted in the

Sacramento area for March 1983.

^Presented at the Workshop on Eucalyptus in

California, June 14-16, 1983, Sacramento, Calif.

^Useful conversion factors:

T ha-1 = 2.24 x t a-1

a = 0.4047 ha

^Professor of Environmental Horticulture, Uni-

versity of California, Davis, Calif.; Research

Associate, Perry Laboratory, Los Gatos, Calif.

Results

Survey Studies

Small ^. grandis plantations at Santa Ana,

Calif., with over 6900 seedlings per acre (on 30

in. centers) and harvested twice annually yielded
about 10 t a-1 yr-l in the third year following
planting out (table 2), and the 4th year from
seeding (Sachs and others 1980). Although at the

time this yield was considered high for planta-
tions at this latitude and climate, we realized

that it was probably substantially below what
could be achieved with altered management prac-

tices and better selection of planting material

(Skolmen, 1983). (Many herbaceous crops, C4

plants well-adapted to the Central Valley, could

outyield the eucalypts, although higher cultural

costs may be required annually raising the

breakeven price for biomass above that for peren-

nial species. These herbaceous species could

well be utilized as primary fuel crops under

certain economic and fuel delivery systems). The

E. grandis seedlings were from a non-selected
seed lot in which some of the individuals were

quite vigorous, but also in which variability

was extremely high. (Seed from collection of

A. Leiser, Professor of Environmental Horticul-

ture, University of California, Davis, Calif.).

The plots were sel f- thinning in that weak indi-

viduals could not compete and large holes deve-

loped in the borders as well as sampling areas.

In 1982 the blocks were thinned with trees on

approximately 5-ft centers, to about 1700 trees

a-i . These plots can no longer be used to

obtain accurate estimates of yields for large-

scale plantations because the borders are not

sufficiently dense. They will show, however,

what is to be expected from wind-break plantings

of moderate height. Based on current growth

rates we estimate harvest rotations of three to

four years and yields approaching 20 t a-1 yr-l.

Gen. Tech. Rep. PSW-69. Berkeley, CA: Pacific Southwest Forest and Range
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Table l--Econoniic Analysis for Woody Biomass
(Cordwood and Chips) in Short Rotation, Inten-
sive Culture Plantations in California

Estimated Woody Biomass Costs

Calculations based on:

Planting approximately 1000 trees per acre
for cordwood or 1200 trees per acre for chips.

4-year harvest cycle.
Cost of land, labor, and operations.

Assumed

cost a--^

Assumed
cost a-

Operations (cordwood) (chips)

Doll ars
Land Rent 150
Site Preparation 150
Weed Control 100
Plant Materials

(0.35/tree) 350 420
Irrigation Installation 300
Planting 75
Pesticides 50
Fertil ization 50

Total 1,225 1,295

Assumed co^t
Annual maintenance acre

-i yr-L

Doll ars
Land Rent 150
Irrigation 100
Fertil ization 50

Subtotal 300
Total for 3 years 900

Harvesting Cordwood Chips

Doll ars
Cutting and stacking 1,000 400

Total for 4 years 3,125 2,595
(excluding transportation)

Estimated Yields for Intensively
Cultured Wood Lots

Cordwood
7 cords a"-*- yr" .

Harvest 700-1000 trees a"-*- every 4 to 6 years.
Wood will have approximately 50 pet. moisture
content and need one year to air dry.

Wood Chips
15 dry tons a"-*- yr~ .

Harvest 1000 trees a" .

Whole tree harvesting.

Break-Even Prices

First harvest (4th year]

Subsequent harvests
{e\jQry 4 years)

Dollars
112/cord 43/ton

43/cord 20/ton

Table 2--Yield from Eucalyptus grandis plots,

spacing of 2.5' x 2.5' ft at a density of 7500

trees a" , Santa Ana, Cal ifornia-'-.

Harvest date s

Plot 11-77 5-78 9-78 6-79
1

j
9-79

ta-1

1 7.5 2.5 2.9 6.9 4.3

2 4.6 5.1 2.5 5.1 3.2

3 3.8 5.5 2.8 5.0 3.6

4 3.3 2.1 1.3 5.8 3.5

Avg. 4.8+1.9 3.8+1.7 2.4+0.7 6+0.7 3.7 + 0.5

An nual harvest totals

Plot
2ll-77

to
9-78

6-78

to
5-79

9-78

to
9-79

1

2

3

5.4

7.6

8.3

ta-1

9.8
7.6
8.8

11.2
8.3
9.9

Avg.

7.1 9.3

5.2+2.2 8.3+1.2 9.7+1.2

Source: Sachs and others (1980).
-10-month harvest.

Clonal vs Seedling Plantations

The Santa Ana site is being used to obtain
performance data for selected seedling planta-
tions of £. grandis and clonal plantations of E^.

camaldulensis i flT grandis seedlings were
obtained from the Florida Division of Forestry;

£. camaldulensis clones C-1 and C-2, Low and
others, 1983). No yield estimates are yet avail-

able for any of the plantations. For E. grandis
growth rates are very high for selected indivi-
duals, but variance is once again very large
(fig. 1). Holes are developing in the planta-
tions in the first year from planting; hence,
large variations in yield can be expected depend-
ing upon the area sampled. In practice variance
of this magnitude will result in lower yields on
short rotation cycles simply because part of the
land area will not be covered with photosynthe-
sizing tissue.

It is too soon after planting to analyze var-
iance in the clonal plantations of £. camaldulen -

sis at Santa Ana, but experimental blocks at
Davis of a mixture of four clones of E_. camaldu -

lensis X rudis show greatly reduced variance
(fig. 2) . For this reason establishing clonal
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RELATIVE SEEDLING TREE SIZES (DBH)

DDDDDDDDD'D^OD^OODDDODDQaDDODDDD

DDDDDDDDDoDdDDDdDDOooddDQdDDDDDD

DDDDDDDdQDDoDoDdDDodDdDDDDDDDQDD

DDDDODDDQDDDDoDDaDDDDDoDDDDDaDDD

ddDDDdDddddddddd[]dd°d°odddddqdd

DDD°D"D"D'DDDDDdDDDDDqD'DDDd»DD

DDDDDD'DDd"DDdD'DddoooDdDDodDD.
Species: Eucalyptus grandis (Improved seed)

Spocing: 5f t x 5ft

Age: l2monfhs from outplonfing

Fig. 1. Schematic computerized diagram of trunk
diameters at breast height (dbh) of seedling
plantation of E_. grandis , 1 year after planting
out at Santa Ana, California. Trees are on 5 ft
centers in and between 8 rows; dbh is not to the
same scale as that of the plantation.

Eucalyptus camaldulensis x rudis (1981) Relative tree sizes (DBH)
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of dbh of mixed clonal
plantation of £. camaldulensis x rudis , 22 months
after planting out at Davis, California. Trees
are on 5 ft centers in and between rows; dbh is

not to the same scale as that of the plantation.

plantations of selected seedlings has become an
important goal in our program. The clones we now
use are limited to species that d.re easy-to-root,
(£. camaldulensis and E_. cam , x rudis ) , and from
a Mery limited examination of performance at
relatively few trees (ramets) at relatively few
sites (Low and others 1983). We are expanding

the program to include clonal propagation of £.
grandis, cold-tolerant selections of £. gunii x
dalrympleana (see papers by Boulay and Chaperon,
this proceedings), as well. as improved selections
from other eucalyptus species and provenance
trials.

Species Selection

There is little question that eucalyptus plan-
tations are very fast-growing, but there is no
head-to-head comparative data for yields for
other highly touted genera (sequoia, pine, acacia,
poplar, willow, etc.) and very little from within
the eucalyptus genus (Standiford, 1981; Skolnen,
this symposium; Mariani and others, 1981). We
made one small study at Davis with high density
plantings (3' x 3' ft spacings) of several
species (table 3)

.

Table 3--Species trials of six Eucalyptus species,
planted in Oct. 1979 and March 1980, at spacing
of 3' X 3' ft and at a density of 5000 trees a

University of California--Davis , harvested 1982.

Rlnrk
Species A B C

Ailanthus altissima
Acacia melanoxylon
Salix babylonica
Eucalyptus camaldul ensis

13.05
13.40
15.11

16.81

16.94
6.76

ta-1

4.44
13.28
15.9

3.06

4.35
5.09
7.22

20.3
E. camaldulensis x rudis 7.9
Populus ( ' Fry' popl ar) 5.17

In'Yields include leaves and small branches,
some blocks, yield values in error owing to
insufficient border. Overestimate incurred is

about 10 pet. Missing values and much of the
variation among blocks reflect loss of trees when
plantings made in late fall.

Results for a few coniferous species are not
shown because their two year growth rates were
very far below that for any of the hardwood
species. Owing to financial limitations these
blocks could not be maintained to evaluate cop-
pice yields, long term border effects, management
practices and variability. Nevertheless the
comparative growth data were highly instructive
and permitted us to narrow our search for species
adapted to short rotations. Currently we are
comparing selected clones of Populus deltoides
and £. cam. x rudis . Plantations of Alnus rhom-
b i f 1 i a , established at the same time are con-
siderably slower growing and could not qualify as

a candidate species for prime lands. They are
maintained to demonstrate comparative performance
of a potential N-fixing species. Absence of
mycortizal organisms may account for some of the

reduced vigor in the olders. The poplar crop may
match that of E_. cam , x rudis in volume growth,
even though we had initial establishment prob-

lems. Also, at a waste-water treatment plant in
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Davis, this same selection of P^. deltoides is out

performing all other species in the first year
from outplanting.

15/Ton/Yr Plantation

At the outset of this paper we stated that

approximately 15 dry tons of biomass per acre per

year were required to make wood production an

economically feasible alternative crop on under-

utilized farmland. This yield figure seems

achievable with £. camaldulensis and E. cam , x

rudis at Davis and probably elsewhere in Cal-

ifornia's Central Valley. E_. camaldulensis plan-

tations in Israel have maintained high yields for

more than 80 years and 6 rotations (Kolar 1963)

at sites harsher than those typical of farmlands

in the Central Valley. Probably higher yields
can be expected in the milder winter climates of
southern California (e.g., Santa Ana), but cul-
tural costs will be considerably higher there at

these locations. For example, irrigation water
is sold above $200 ac. ft-1 and at close to

$400 ac. ft"! in some locations below the Teha-
chapi. In all cases that we have examined waste
waters will be required for irrigation of planta-
tions in southern California and we have no idea
whether or how much the higher salt contents of
such waters will depress biomass yield.

Discussion

There is an obvious paucity of comparative data
for species performance in short rotation, high
density plantations, and there are many other
important unanswered questions concerning yields.
Our current tests are limited to examining the
problem of density and planting pattern (two-row
spacings and three within row spacings). Har-
vest rotation must be established on the basis of
growth rate. Non-destructive methods must be
developed to establish growth rate (annual volume
increment); in collaboration with F. Thomas Ledig
and Richard Standi ford, we plan to develop
volumetric tables for a few eucalyptus species.
If we can accurately establish annual volume
increments and can use these figures to estimate
when growth rate begins to decline, we will have
a relatively simple method to determine optimum
harvest rotations (and planting densities).

It seems evident from our early studies with
very high density E. grandis plantations that
yields are depressed with frequent harvest rota-
tions (semiannual in that case). E_. grandis
should not be treated as a hay crop (an initial
goal in our work) if maximum biomass production
is desired. Tree establishment time is probably
a species specific trait related to development
of the root system. This establishment time is

probably of no immediate practical significance
if one uses volume increment to estimate growth
rate and set the harvest cycle accordingly, but
it is of theoretical and perhaps, ultimately,
practical interest. One would guess that.

everything else being equal, species that require

less root system development (that is, have a

relatively high shoot-to-root ratio) will be

among the highest yielding. Reduced root deve-

lopment is, of course, no advantage under non-

irrigated, droughty conditions, but our economic

model assumes up to 3-acre-feet irrigation during

the spring to fall interval. We are using a soil

hydroprobe (neutron meter) to determine soil

moisture depletion. In this way we will regulate

irrigation frequency and amount to make certain

that the plantations are not stressed for lack

of available soil moisture.

Yields will be dependent upon providing (or

returning) to the root depletion zone the

minerals extracted at each harvest. Our current

goal for the first harvest cycle is to monitor

soluble foliar nitrogen and to feed nitrogen at

rates sufficient to maintain levels close to that

of trees irrigated with half-strength Hoagland's
solution. We are far from understanding the

nutritional requirements for species (or clones)

in our plantations and, as our experimental data

improve, expect future modifications of the cur-

rent practice of adding 100 lbs a-^ nitrogen
yr-1

.

How many clones should we have in a plantation
- or in backup gene banks - to protect against

catastrophic losses from environmental hazard?
For all their advantages in reduction of variance,

mono-cultures are particularly susceptible to

environmental disease or pest-related losses
owing to the absence of genetic-variation, with

inherent resistance in at least part of the popu-

lation. Libby (1980), in addressing the question

of the safe number of clones per plantation, con-

cluded that the answer cannot be simple. Mono-

clonal plantations are frequently the best stra-

tegy because they can maximize genetic gain, but

some notion must be had of the maximum acceptable

economic loss and likely hazards (risk to geno-

types) before one can decide to go with only one

clone. For eucalyptus in California the most

severe hazard has been the infrequent intrusion
of polar air with sustained temperatures below
freezing. In December 1972, there were 3 days of

temperatures below 20° F and in 1932 there were

about 7 days with temperatures below 20° F in the

San Francisco Bay area and surrounding counties.
With the introduction of cold-tolerant clones we
should be able to minimize these losses. In cop-

piced plantations the freeze-induced losses

should be limited to the current rotation and

only rarely lead to death of entire trees. Dis-

eases and pests of eucalyptus are not unknown,
but we have too little information for California
to estimate the risk and economic loss.
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Part 5. Cultural Requirements

Vegetation Management in Eucalyptus'

Clyde L. Elmore^

Abstract: Weeds and weed control are a major

problem in the growth and management of Eucalyptus

trees. Annual, biennial and perennial weed species

are common in sites to be planted. These weeds

should be controlled before planting. Preplant,
preemergence and postemergence herbicides are

discussed. Safe preemergence herbicides include
oryzalin, napropamide, oxadiazon, linuron and to

a lesser degree simazine, atrazine and diuron.

Glyphosate, amino triazole and paraquat have been
used safely and ef f icaceously postemergence.
Combinations of mechanical and chemical weed
control help allow maximum tree establishment
and growth.

Weeds are plants that compete for water,
nutrients and light, or in Eucalyptus plantations
may interfere with the management and operations
of the growing and harvesting of trees. Weeds
when dry may also be a fire hazard. Eucalyptus
species are grown In California for wood products,
ornamental trees along roadways or around
buildings and as an ornamental for cut foliage.
This paper will refer principally to the control
of weeds prior to, or during the early estab-
lishment of trees.

Unwanted vegetation (weeds) are found in all
sites that will be considered for planting.
The plants found will generally be a mix of
material and will represent broadleaf and grass
weeds. The weeds will usually be a mixture of
annual, biennial and perennial plants. The
majority of plants will be annual and will com-
plete their life cycle from seed to foliage,
bloom and seed within a year. Plants that
germinate in the late winter and spring are
called summer annuals because they mature in
the summer but die with a frost. When plants
start in the cool moist season (fall) and grow
through the winter they are called winter annuals.

Biennial plants usually start in the fall and
form a rosette during the first winter. They
form a flower stalk in the following year,
flower, form seed, then die.

The life cycle of the third type of plant is
called perennial. They possess the capability
of continuing growth year after year. They not
only seed but generally will form an above
and/or below ground storage organ that helps
maintain the stand of the weed. Perennials may
be herbaceous johnsongrass ( Sorghum halapense ),
field bindweed ( Convolvus arvensis) or
California blackberry (Rubus vitifolius).

TYPES OF CONTROL STRATEGIES

Site selection

Presented at the Workshop on Eucalyptus in
California, June 14-16, 1983, Sacramento,
California.

Extension Weed Scientist, University of
California Cooperative Extension, Davis, Calif.

The site can be selected to optimize the

growth of trees without the interference of

unwanted vegetation. Annual weeds though a

problem are not as difficult to control as the

perennial plants. Sites infested with perennial
herbaceous weeds, woody brambles or shrubs should
be avoided if possible. Increased costs are

required when reducing perennial weed populations.
A site that can be cultivated for annual weed
control during early tree establishment will
reduce chemical costs. A site that has water
(irrigation) available allows for controlling
moisture for tree growth. The freedom to apply
water (time and amount) is beneficial in in-

creasing herbicide efficacy. In an irrigated
plantation weed competition for water may not

become a limiting factor. In dryland (natural
rainfall) sites weeds must be reduced or

eliminated to maintain moisture for the trees.

Site Preparation

Weeds should be controlled before planting
the trees. Brush species should be removed and

resprouting species controlled before planting.
Perennial weeds such as bermudagrass

,
johnson-

grass, nutsedge or field bindweed should be re-

duced before planting. Postemergence herbicides
are effective for these weeds. Annual species
can be reduced by cultivation followed by an

irrigation to germinate new weeds before the

second cultivation. A contact herbicide can be

substituted for the cultivation.

A cultivation will reduce seed production and
subsequent weed infestations. Where erosion can
be a concern, mowing the weeds may be more desir-
able than a cultivation. Mowing weeds promotes
low growing (prostrate) species, especially
bermudagrass

.

Preplant (Aquiar, 1975) and preemergence
(Bazan, 1974 and Veiga, 1969) herbicides have
been used prior to planting of seedling trees.
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Preplant fumigants have been effective and safe.
They are expensive for large areas but reasonable
for nursery production sites.

Preemergence herbicides (monuron, diuron,
simizine and atrazine) have been injurious when
applied prior to planting.

Control in New Plantings

The control of weeds is most critical to the
growth of trees during the first 2 years after
planting. Various control measures (Starr, 1980)
were compared on a sandy clay and podsolic soil.
Mowing of weeds allowed greater tree growth than no
weeding. On a sandy clay soil the best growth re-
sulted from treatment with a black plastic mulch.
In the podsolic soil there was no difference in
tree growth when treated with black plastic, wood
mulch, hand weeding or a combination of paraquat
and diaquat. Ramalho and Zunti (1975) in Brazilian
plantations reported using mowing at right angles
reduced manual labor. Prolonged weedings (Brandi,
1974) were needed to give maximum tree growth.

Preemergence herbicides (table 1) have been
evaluated on Eucalyptus species. The tolerances of
the species are listed with the reference. Post-
emergence herbicides (table 2) can be used selec-
tively as a directed spray. These same preemergence
and postemergence herbicides have been evaluated in
establishing plantings.

In sloping sites where soil erosion occurs it

has been observed in pine plantations that a strip
treatment of preemergence herbicide down the tree
row and leaving vegetation between the rows reduces
erosion. The vegetation between the rows should be
mowed periodically to reduce moisture loss and to

decrease a fire hazard.

Preemergence studies on E. sideroxylon var

.

rosea (table 3) indicated no significant phyto-
toxicity or difference in growth with simazine,
napropamide, oxadiazon, or combinations of simazine
plus trifluralin or oxadiazon plus trifluralin
applied annually over a 3-year period.-^ The control
of annual weeds was excellent with all treatments

(table 4). Similar studies using the same herbicides
were conducted in container grown E_^ nicholii . Field
plantings of Ej_ pulverulenta^ have been treated with
preemergence herbicides (table 5) without phyto-
toxicity and, in general, good weed control.

Eucalyptus as a Meed Tree

Since some species are very site tolerant, such
as moisture, salts, fertility and soil depth, they
may be considered weed trees in certain locations.
These sites seem to be preferred for pines (Minko,

1981) or in some California Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga )

Elmore, C.L. and D. Hamilton. Unpublished data.

Elmore, C.L. and S. Besemer. Unpublished data.

in some locations, annual crops in others.

Eucalyptus found as weed species include E^.

cambageana , E. largif lorens and E. populnea .
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Table 1--Preemergence herbicides evaluated on Eucalyptus species

Herbicide
alachlor

atrazine

bromaci

1

DCPA

dichlobenil

diuron

EPTC

hexazinone

linuron

monuron

napropamide

oryzalin

oxadiazon

propyzamide

propazine

secbrometon

simazine

terbumeton

trif luralin,

Reference
Elmore, 1973

Bazaii, 1974; Brasil, 1976a;
Ethiopia, 1974; Schie, 1978

Bazan, 1974; Brasil, 1976a

Bazan, 1974; Brasil, 1976b;
Elmore, 1973

Flinn, 1979

Brasil, 1976a; Veiga, 1969

Veiga, 1969

Schie, 1978

Bazan, 1974; Brasil, 1976a;
Brasil, 1976b; Dorsser 1973

Veiga, 1969

Elmore, 1973

Brasil, 1976b; Elmore, 1973;
Starr, 1980

Elmore, 1973

Flinn, 1979

Flinn, 1979

Bazan, 1974

Brasil, 1976a; Elmore, 1973;
Ethiopia, 1974; Flinn, 1979;
Revell, 1976; Schie, 1978

Bazan, 1974

Elmore, 1973

Comments
selective

toxic to seedlings

toxic to seedlings

nontoxic to seed
germination

injured 3 species

safe on some species
established

safe but short
residual

toxic to E. globulus

nontoxic to seed
germination

injures plants

highly selective

highly selective

highly selective

selective for grasses

selective

toxic to seedlings

tolerant on most
young or established
plantings at low
rates and in medium
to heavy soil

toxic to seedlings

highly selective
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Table 2--Posteinergence herbicides evaluated on Eucalyptus species

*"

Herbicide

aminotriazole

dalapon

glyphosate

paraquat

Reference

Magnani, 1976; Schie, 1978

Veiga, 1969

Ethiopia, 1974; Starr, 1980

Ethiopia, 1974; Revell, 1976

Comments

effective grass

control when used
with atrazine or

simazine

injurious to E^.

saligna

effective postemer-

gence on grasses and

some woody species
(brambles

)

control of young
annuals

Table 3--Phytotoxicity and Growth Indices of E. s ideroxylon var . rosea

Phytotoxicity-*^

Herbicide Rate A. I. /A 3 MO. 5 MO.* 2 MO.**
Growth^
Indices

simazine 0.5

simazine + 0.5 +
trif luralin 2

napropamide 4

napropamide 16

oxadiazon 2

fsxadigzon + 2 +
trif luralin 2

untreated

0.0

0.0

0.5

0.8

0.2

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.5

0.6

0.3

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

299.2

314.7

334.8

280.6

289.8

270.0

282.3
(N.S.)

•-Phytotoxicity : = no effect; 10 = dead plants.

2Growth indices = height (m) x width (m) ^^^^ of 2 plants per plot
2

X 4 replications.

Months after 2nd application.

Months after 3rd application.
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Table 4--Weed Control in E^. sideroxylon var

.

Herbicide

simazine

simazine +
trif luralin

napropamide

napropamide

oxadiazon

oxadiazon +
trif luralin

untreated

(Months)
LB. A. I. /A (4)

0.5

0.5 +
2

4

16

2

2 +
2

7.3

6.4

9.3

9.6

7.9

6.7

3.2

6.6

6.8

8.6

9.2

7.2

6.8

4.7

8.4

9.0

8.6

9.9

8.5

9.1

1.8

(5)

8.0

9.1

9.2

9.9

8.8

9.0

0.2

Weed control: = no control, 10 = complete control

Applications: 7/23/71, 12/21/71, 11/21/72*,
(simazine rate doubled)

Table 5--Preemergence herbicides in field planting of 1 year old _E. pulverulenta

L3
A. I. /A

Weed Control^

Herbicide
1 Mo.

All Weeds
2 Mo.

Cheesewee d Goosefoot All Weeds
Phytotoxicity^

2 Mo.

simazine 1.0 5.5 8.8 10.0 8.5 1.0

simazine 2.0 7.0 10.0 9.0 9.0 1.0

linuron 0.5 6.5 9.8 5.0 7.8 1.0
linuron 1.0 6.8 9.8 8.2 8.8 1.0

diruon 1.0 6.5 9.8 8.5 8.0 1.0

simazine + 1 + 4 7.2 9.0 10.0 9.0 1.0
oryzalin

simazine + 1 + 4 7.0 9.5 9.8 9.0 1.0
napropamide

oryzalin 4 6.2 9.8 7.2 7.5 1.0

napropamide 4 5.5 8.0 5.8 7.0 1.0

oxyf luorfen 0.5 9.4 10.0 10.0 8.8 1.0
oxyf luorfen 1.0 8.8 10.0 10.0 9.5 1.0
oxyf luorfen 2.0 9.8 10.0 10.0 9.8 1.0

untreated - 3.8 3.2 1.0 4.2 1.0

^Weed control: 10 = complete control; 1 = no control,

^Phytotoxicity : 1 = no effect; 10 = dead plants.
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Spacing Trials Using the Nelder WheeP

Walter B. Mark^

Abstract: The Nelder Wheel is a single tree sys-
tematic experimental design. Its major
application is for plantation spacing experiments.
The design allows for the testing of a number of
spacings in a small area, bata obtained is useful
in determining the response of stem diameter and
crown diameter to spacing. Data is not compatible
with data from conventional plots unless single
tree modeling is utilized. The design is sensi-
tive to individual tree losses. Nelder Wheels were
planted at Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo with eight
species of eucalyptus and a hybrid poplar in 1980.
First year growth results are presented.

The productivity of short rotation biomass
plantations will vary with many factors including
the spacing utilized in the planting. The nature
of energy plantations, where productivity is to be
maximized in an extremely short rotation, neces-
sitates determination of optimum planting density.
The early yield studies dealing with eucalyptus
plantations made no attempt to determine what the
optimum spacing might be (Metcalf 1924). Most of
the yield data for eucalyptus are for relatively
long rotations, conventional spacing and merchant-
able volumes. Many of the early feasibility
studies on energy plantations utilized this yield
data for determination of the production possible.
Spacings in these yield studies varied up to 16 by

16 feet (USDA Forest Service 1975). More recent
spacing studies have been conducted using several
different spacings, such as 8 by 8 feet, 10 by 10

feet, 12 by 12 feet, and 14 by 14 feet (Walters
1980). When a plantation project was planned at
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo one of the first
questions was that of the optimum spacing to use
for the species that were being considered. No

answers to that question were available. As a

result, the Cal Poly plantings were made with one
of the goals being to determine optimum spacings
for the species, products, and rotations desired.

The plantation area was limited to 17.5 acres.

The size limitation forced the utilization of an

experimental design that would allow the testing

of many spacings in a small area. The Nelder

Wheel or fan design was selected.

NELDER WHEEL DESIGN

Concept

Experiments designed to produce specific

answers to questions are the best source of data

for deriving models of growth. Much of the

Presented at the Workshop on Eucalyptus in

California, June 14-16, 1983, Sacramento,

California.

^Academic Program Planner, formerly Professor

of Forestry, California Polyteci^nic State

University, San Luis Obispo, Calif.

Gen. Tech. Rep. PSW-69. Berkeley. CA; Pacific Southwest Forest and Range

Experiment Station, Forest Service, U.S Department of Agriculture; 1983.

available data on plantation growth was obtained
from the measurement of existing plantations that
were planted with a specific objective in mind.
Most often that objective was not to maximize
total biomass production, but rather to produce a

certain product. If the productivity of those
plantations is measured for that product, the data

is valid. If the plantation is measured for
another product, the model may not be applied to a

stand planted with other products in mind.

Experiments should be set up to answer specific
general questions rather than to select the best
of a set of treatments. The Nelder wheel design
is a single tree systematic design with the main
application toward spacing experiments in a uni-

form forest. Systematic designs like the Nelder
wheel are laid out in a specified pattern to

economize on the size and cost of the experiment.
Treatment locations are not randomized and data

generated cannot be analyzed by analysis of

variance. The data is useful, however, in

regression parameter estimation. Nelder wheel

experiments have most commonly been utilized for

modeling of individual tree growth.

Design and Layout

Nelder wheels are circular plots with a

variable number of spokes per plot and rings per

spoke (fig. 1 & 2). In the examples shown the

plots have 24 spokes and 10 rings. This design

provides 240 planting spots per plot. In the

Nelder wheel design the innermost and outermost
rings should not be included in the data because

these planting spots do not have a uniform
spacing. The design shown in fig. 1 and 2 would

have 192 data trees, assuming 100 percent
survival. Any time a tree dies in the plot the

four trees in the adjacent planting spots must

also be eliminated from the data, because their

spacing has been changed.

Before the plot is laid out in the field, the

spacing trials desired should be determined. The

plot design works best if the interval spacing or

radial spacing for planting spots on the spoke is

approximately the same as the cross spacing

between the planting spots on the spokes. The
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Plot 7

cross spacing can be determined from the following

formula:

C = y2a2(l. cosQ)

where C = cross spacing
a = interval spacing
9 = angle between spokes

Plot layout in the field takes a great deal of

time and requires a high degree of accuracy. The

angle between the spokes must be turned accurately

or the spacing between the planting spots will not

be accurate. This can be checked most easily

by measuring the distance between the spokes at

the plot perimeter. The interval spacing along

the spokes should also be measured with a high

degree of accuracy. Planting spots should be

staked prior to planting to assure that planting

is carried out over a short time interval.

Nelder wheel plots are frequently divided to

provide for varied treatments or replications of

species tests. Most frequently the plots will be

used for from one to three species or for one to

three treatments. This type of plot division can

present a problem in data interpretation if the

species or treatments vary widely in their growth
pattern. Edge effects may be created between
treatments or species tests.

Another type of systematic design provides
square and rectangular spacing trials. In this

design the spacing between trees is increased by a

constant for each successive planting in both the
X and y axis (fig. 3). This results in spacings
of all distances in both a square and a

rectangular trial

.

Plot
Radius Interval

Spacing

Cross
Spacing

Average
Spacing

S/T

Trees/Acre

Figure 1--Nelder wheel layout showing planting
spots, cross ^pacing, ring interval spacing, and
average spacing.

Plot 7

Spoke 3

Tree D

Figure 2--I1 1 ustration of labeling of planting
spots in Nelder wheels. Planting spot indicated
is Plot 7, Spoke 3, Tree D. Tree A is closest to

the center.

1

1%

»-
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Figure 3--Systematic experiment design using a

rectangular design.

CAL POLY NELDER WHEEL EXPERIMENTS

Plot Design

The Nelder wheel design for the Cal Poly
spacing trials had 24 spokes with 10 rings on a

spoke (fig. 1 & 2) (Kirkley, Pillsbury and Mark
1981). This provided 240 planting spots and 192
data trees per plot. The plot radius to the
outermost planting spot was 51.7 feet and each
plot occupied 0.23 acres. The average spacing
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distances varied from 2.01 by 2.01 feet to 10.15
by 10.15 feet (Table 1). The angle between the
spokes was 15 degrees. These spacings were
selected on the assumption that they would bracket
the range of optimum spacing for the species being
planted.

Plot Layout

Plot layout on the plantation site was
complicated by the variable terrain and soils.
The plantation site was range land with slopes
varying between 5 and 22 percent. The first step
was to map the plantation site, including
unplantable sites (gullies and rock outcroppings)

,

developments, soils, and topography. This map was
utilized in the office to position the plots prior
to field location. Once the plot location was
determined on the site map, the plot centers were
located at the plantation site. The preliminary
site preparation, consisting of bi-directional
ripping and tilling with a vibrashank, had been
done prior to plot location. Plot layout was done
using a transit. Clinometer, and steel tape.
Spoke angles were turned from the plot center and
the outermost planting spot on each spoke was
staked. The spoke spacing was checked before
staking planting spots along the spokes. Planting
spots were determined on the spokes by measuring
out the prescribed horizontal distance from the
plot center.

Plantings

Eight species of eucalyptus and hybrid poplars
were planted in 26 plots. The species of

eucalyptus included Eucalyptus camaldulensis
(Dehnh.), E^. cinerea (F. Muell . ex Benth), E.

citri odora (Hook. ) , £. globulus var. compacta
'

E.(Labi 11 . ) , E^ polyanthemos (Schau . ) , ^.
pul verulenta (Sims), E. stellulata (Sieb,

iLabillTy:

ex DC.)

and E. vimina! is All the stock was
container stock and was obtained from the

California Department of Forestry or commercial
nurseries.

Prior to planting, the plots were sprayed with
"Round-up" to control vegetation which had emerged
after the initial site preparation. Plots were
not planted within 48 hours of herbicide
application. Planting in each plot was finished
in the day it was started. Initial planting was
completed between February 13 and March 20, 1980.
Planting and fertilizing was done using KBC
planting bars. Fertilizer treatments included 10

and 21 gram tablets with a 20/10/5 formulation.
All plots were planted with one species; however,
the plots were split for fertilizer and herbicide
treatments.

Pre-emergent herbicide application was started
on April 4, 1980. Two herbicides were utilized,
"surflan " and "DevrinoV. Applications were made
on 10 of the 26 plots with each half of the plot
treated with a different herbicide. No
detrimental effects were recorded from the appli-
cation of the pre-emergent herbicide, in fact, the
only plot that had no mortality by May 1, 1980 was
planted on February 22 and treated. All other
weed control was by mechanical means.

RESULTS

The tree growth on the plots was measured in

January and February, 1981, approximately one year
after planting. The results for six species from
the plots of each with the lowest mortality rates
are presented in table 2. The tree diameters were
measured at the base since the trees had no dbh
when planted, and most had none after 1 year of
growth. The average height and diameter of the
planting stock were as follows:

Species Height (m) Diameter (cm)

E. camaldulensis 0.12 0.15

E. cinerea 0.10 0.10
E. citriodora 0.28 0.30
E. globulus

var. compacta 0.32 0.29
E. pulverulenta 0.54 0.33
E. viminal is 0.11 0.15

Table 1--Nelder wheel spacing and density as utilized in the Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo spacing plantation

Radius Interval Cross Average Trees Tree

(ft) Spacing (ft) Spacing (ft) Spacing (ft) per acre Code

51.7 13.5 ___ I

41.0 10.7 10.7 10.15 423 H

32.5 8.5 8.48 8.04 674 G

25.8 6.7 6.73 6.37 1,075 F

20.5 5.3 5.35 5.38 1,508 E

16.3 4.2 4.25 4.03 2,689 D

12.9 3.4 3.37 3.26 4,099 C

10.2 2.9 2.66 2.58 6,544 B

8.1 2.1 2.11 2.01 10,836 A
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Table 2--Height and basal diameter after one year of growth in Nelder wheel plots at Cal Poly, San Luis

Obispo.

Tree
Species

E. camaldulensis

E. cinerea

E. citriodora

globulus
var. compacta

E. pul verulenta

Percent
Survival

Plot
Number Measurement

Tree Code

91 32

73

71

60

12

71

ave hgt m

ave dia cm

max hgt m

max dia cm

ave hgt m

ave dia cm

max hgt m

max dia cm

ave hgt m

max hgt cm

ave hgt m

ave dia cm

max hgt pi

max dia cm

ave hgt m

ave dia cm

max hgt m
max dia cm

0.25
0.73

0.52
1.47

0.56
0.74

0.77

1.39

0.74

1.39

0.79
0.96

1.08

1.78

0.61
0.66

0.86
1.00

0.30
0.82

0.45

1.52

0.55

0.78

1.20
1.80

0.92

1.44

0.63
0.69

0.97
1.28

0.69
0.71

1.03
1.05

0.29
0.94

0.47
1.72

0.53
0.81

0.87
2.16

0.67

1.38

0.71

0.67

1.05

1.23

0.65
0.67

0.91
0.96

0.27
0.82

0.49
1.53

0.53
0.89

0.87
1.58

0.73

1.13

0.67
0.87

1.01

1.46

0.68
0.77

1.03
1.40

0.30
0.84

0.52
1.56

0.58
0.94

1.19

1.80

0.74

1.19

0.58
0.74

0.87
1.06

0.67
0.75

1.27

1.52

0.28
0.78

0.52
1.54

0.54
0.84

1.10

2.29

0.63

0.97

0.60
0.73

0.87
1.22

0.68
0.76

1.21

1.24

0.28
0.77

0.95

1.69

0.86

1.42

0.68
0.74

1.00
1.38

0.25

0.79

0.52 0.36
1.36 1.39

0.54 0.59
0.82 0.91

1.46

2.18

0.57

1.20

0.78
0.82

1.40

1.50

E. viminalis 92 13 ave hgt m

ave dia cm

0.94
1.24

0.89
1.67

0.92
1.71

0.93
1.75

1.04

1.93

0.79
1.65

0.86
1.78

0.91
1.87

max hgt m

max dia cm
1.45

2.40
1.33

3.04

1.36

2.80

1.33
2.48

1.64

2.80
1.28
2.65

1.52
3.14

1.50

3.00

In general the height growth was lowest in the

innermost rings, peaked between rings C and F, and

dropped off again in the outer rings. Diameter
growth generally increased from the innermost
rings to the outer rings. This pattern of
diameter growth would be expected because of the
nearly open-grown status of the trees in the outer
rino^ through the first year. In the Cal Poly
uniri^i gated experiments E. viminalis had the
greatest average height arTd diameter growth
(1.04 m and 1.93 cm respectively) of all species
tested. The best growth occurred in plot 13

ring F, at an average spacing of 6.37 x 6.37 feet.
A few trees were remeasured in October, 1982. By
that time I. globulus ^ar. compacta had the best
growth with a maximum height of 5 .1 m, basal
diameter of 10.5 cm, and dbh of 5.7 cm.

The mortality was lowest in plots which had
good weed control and which were not on ridgetops.
Deer browse was a problem with all the plots

planted to Eucalyptus carnal dulensis , while all

other species were lightly browsed or left alone.

LIMITATIONS AND APPLICATIONS OF THE NELDER WHEEL

The Nelder wheel experimental design is well

suited to experimentation to determine the optimum
spacing for maximum production at a certain
rotation. The data will provide single tree
data on diameter and crown growth. This data can
be applied to uniformly spaced forest situations
provided that a single tree model has been
developed. The experimental design is excellent
for preliminary testing of newly introduced
species or for species that are being tested for
new product markets or rotation ages.

The Nelder wheel design has also been utilized
to make genetic selections based on individual
tree performance (Namkoong 1966). The design can
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be utilized to select trees that will out-perform
others at the same spacing distances and can be
utilized to choose the maximum performers at
varying rotation ages.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Application of the Nelder Wheel

The Nelder wheel design is an excellent
experimental design for determining the optimum
spacing distance for tree species. The design
allows for the testing of several different
spacings in a relatively small area. The small

size of the plots may distort the growth data
because of the edge effect that has been observed
in small, dense, open sided row plantings of some
species (Zavitkovski 1981). The effect has been
shown to extend through several rows along the
border of small plots. Similar studies have not
been conducted on the edge effect in Nelder
wheel s.

The design should be utilized only for
determining optimum spacing distance. It is best
applied in situations where the plots are
relatively level. If the plots are placed on a

slope, the spacing distances do not really
represent the distances intended in the design.
The plots are laid out using horizontal distance
measurements. If the plots are viewed from
directly above, they are circular and the crown
space is representative of the spacing design.
The opportunity for lateral interception of solar
radiation is greater and the available rooting
zone is larger. If the plot is viewed
perpendicular to the slope, the plot will appear
elliptical in shape. This distorts growth data
because of the varied spacing, especially if the

plots are split with different species or

treatments. The Nelder wheel design should be

applied where the chance for high survival rates
are great. Like all single tree experiments the

design is highly sensitive to tree mortality. If

a single tree dies, not only is the data for that
tree lost, but the data on the four adjacent trees

is also lost. The death of a tree upsets the

arrangement of the design so that the spacing
distances are not as planned.

The data must be analyzed using regression
analysis. The data is good for predicting
regression parameters. The analysis of variance
technique should not be applied to the data, since

the design is systematic and not randomized.

One common error made in using the Nelder wheel
design is to make yield predictions based on an
expansion of the growth data obtained. The
average growth for a certain spacing is multiplied
by the number of trees pei' unit of land area and a

yield is predicted. This is not accurate unless
single tree modeling has been applied.

For yield prediction a randomized block design
is superior to the systematic design. The plot
data is applicable to forest stand yield
prediction, is not as sensitive to tree mortality,
and can be analyzed using the analysis of variance
technique. Stand culture is simpler because of
the row arrangement and is better suited to

mechanization.
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Establishing a Eucalyptus Energy

Plantation on the Central Coast of

California^

Norman H. Pillsbury and Nelson L. Ayers^

Abstract: A 17. 5 -acre non-irrigated biomass
energy plantation has been established near San
Luis Obispo. This joint California Polytechnic
State University - California Department of

Forestry project is measuring plot growth response

of seven eucalyptus species for three spacing
trials and for the effect of fertilization. All
study plots are replicated. Site preparation
strategy, planting, and maintenance and protection
problenns are discussed. The most important
problon is the heavy weed growth. Herbicides and
mechanical methods were used to control competing
vegetation. A continuous effort is necessary for

successful plantation establishment - especially
during the first year.

Woody bionass plantations are gaining national
attention for their conversion properties into

energy feedstocks. Research is continually being

conducted to demonstrate this biomass potential

for alternative energy sources. Information

obtained frem bionass studies will help relieve

our dependence on fossil fuels. For example, the

U.S. Forest Service has set a national goal of an

increase of 4 Quads (4 quadrillion BTO's) by 1990
(fron wood residue). This represents 5.5% of the
nations energy budget. The California Energy
Commission has a similar goal of meeting 5% of the
States energy budget by the year 2000 from all

bionass energy production or 400 trillion BTU's.

THE ENtKGY PLANTATION CONCEPT

Tree species selected for bionass production
must be resistant to insect and disease,
demonstrate rapid growth and have high energy
yield during short rotations, and respond to
intensive cultural treatments. Additional
plantation management may include fertilization
and irrigation at various times during the
rotation (Pillsbury and Ayers 1982)

.

Hardwood species are thought to have the
greatest potential for energy farming. They have
the added advantages of not competing with timber
and product uses of commercial conifer species and
they can be coppiced. Examples of hardwoods being
examined in trial plantings in the United States
include AlnuSf Eucalyptus. Platanus, and Populus.

^Presented at the Workshop on Eucalyptus
in California, June 14-16, 1983, Sacramento,
California

^Professor of Forestry and Graduate Research
Assistant in Forestry, respectively, California
Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo.

A number of Eucalyptus species appear most
premising in California. Of the 700 plus species
in the genus, perhaps 20 or 30 could be used in
the various climate regimes of California
(Pillsbury 1980) . Their density in the plantation
may range from 400 to 11,000 trees per acre.

The energy plantation must be of sufficient
size to guarantee a reliable long-term supply of

fuel, on scheduled demand, to the power plant.
Additional support acreage for storage, road
network, and facilities ranges from 10 to 40

percent above the planted area (Kirkley st ^.
1981)

.

Energy yield frem plantations is a subject of
much debate. Variables to be considered are
species selection, spacing, cultural treatments,
fertilizers, irrigation, soil and site quality,
rotation number since initial planting, and weed
control. Estimates obtained fron available
literature references for model studies and some
plot data show yields ranging frcm 3.5 dry
tons/ac/yr for Populus in Wisconsin to 15 dry
tons/ac/yr for high-quality tropical fuel
plantations. Values used for California range
frem 5 to 13 dry tons/ac/yr. The lower value
assumes minimal management on marginal sites while
the higher value reflects intensive management
practices on higher quality land. Most authors
were optomistic about future increases as
management practices are improved and research
studies identify optimum yield species and soil
conditions. One model study shows California
potentially producing 22 dry tons/ac/yr under
ideal conditions (Fege ^ ai. 1979)

.

The cost of producing energy feedstocks is

equally debatable. Regional differences are
created by land lease, interest and taxes,
transportation costs and distances, the cost of
investment (affected by current prime lending
rates) , land steepness (which defines the cost of

harvest equipment) and water availability
(Fege ^ jgi. 1979) . Costs per dry ton ranges
frcm $20 to $34 with most authors showing reduced
costs following future technological advancements.
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No reliable cost estimates were found for marginal
lands in California. Cost per million B1U is
$1.20 to $2.50 based on 17 million BTU per dry
ton, v^le 1985 costs for coal are projected at
$1.50 per million BTU.

TOE CAL POLY - DEPAROWENT OF PGRESTRY EUCALYPTUS
ENERGY PLANTATION

A joint California Polytechnic State University
and California Department of Forestry Eucalyptus
Energy Plantation is currently being grown near
San Luis Obispo. The plantation is designed to
demonstrate the effectiveness of growing
non-irrigated eucalyptus trees for bionass energy.
Ihe project was initiated in 1979 to evaluate the
suitability of several eucalyptus species by
measuring mortality and single tree growth rates
(Mark st si- 1980) . Results from this initial
study were used to select species for a second
planting currently being evaluated for growth and
yield.

The general purpose for this long range biomass
study is two-fold. First, the project data will
help land owners understand techniques and
difficulties involved in establishing a commercial
non-irrigated eucalyptus plantation. It will
identify management practices and potential
problems which influence the success of plantation
establishment, maintenance and continued growth.
Also, it will provide a source of growth and yield
information for energy farmers. Our specific
objectives can be best understood by these eight
cotimonly asked questions.

1. What species should be planted?
2. What spacing should be used?
3. What yield can be expected and when?
4. Should the tree be fertilized?
5. What are the requirements for an

effective site preparation?
6. How can weed and pest problems be

controlled?
7. What is the energy benefit- cost

relationship?
8. What rotation age will provide optimum

yield?

Site Pe$cgi,ption

The study area is located about mid-way
(6 miles) between tne Pacific Ocean and San Luis
Obispo. Ihe planted and support area is 17.5
acres in size and is located on sites typically
founo alcxig the central coast of California. The

elevation is approximately 580 feet and the site

is predominantly south-facing with slopes ranging
from 5-22 percent. Weather patterns are typically
Mediterranean with wet winters and dry summers.

The mean annual precipitation in San Luis Obispo
for tne 1963-1983 period is 27.62 inches; 75

percent occurs fran December through March.

However, rainfall for 1982-1983 was the third
wettest on record, 47.59 inches. The average frost
free season exceeds 300 days. Ihe mean annual
temperature for the last 20 years was 63.8 degrees
Fahrenheit. The soils are classified as Los Osos
variant clay loam. The surface layer is grayish
brown clay loam about 12 inches deep and the
subsoil is pale brown clay about 27 inches thick.
The underlying material in the subsoil is
moderately alkaline and consists of calcareous
clay loam extending to a depth of greater than 60
inches. Several rock-outeroppings are located on
the site. Grass species such as wild oats
(Avena fatua L.) , annual rye grass (Lolium
multiflorum Lam.), and soft chess (Bromus
mollis L.) are prevalent. The land was
previously used for cattle grazing.

Sitg Preparation

The study area was burned in October 1982 to
eliminate all weeds and conpeting vegetation. A
single shank was used to rip each row to an
approximate depth of 2.5 feet. The site received
2 inches of precipitation prior to cross discing.
The purpose of cross discing was to close the gap
and seal the moisture into the ground. Planting
was delayed several weeks due to high soil
moisture conditions; excessive weed growth
occurred during that period. To eliminate weed
growth prior to planting Round-up, a non-selective
post-emergent herbicide, was applied. The rate of
application was 4.5 ounces of active ingredient in
2.5 gallons of water per acre. Simazine which is

a pre-anergent herbicide will be applied shortly
before the first Fall rains to prohibit annual
weed emergence. It will be applied at a rate of 4

pounds of active ingredient in 25 gallons of water
per acre.

Plantation Design

The Eucalyptus plantation consists of a split
plot randomized block design for seven species.
Each species is being tested for its response to a
fertilizer treatment and for three spacings of

3 X 12 feet, 6 x 12 feet and 9 x 12 feet. The
spacing between rows for all plots is 12 feet to
accommodate farm machinery sizes normally
available for planting, maintenance, and
harvesting. Control plots (non-fertilized) were
also established for these spacings as shown in

figure 1. Each spacing trial contains 6 rows with
6 trees per row or 36 trees. The treatment and
control plots contain 108 trees each (36 trees x 3

spacings) or 216 trees per species. Each species
was replicated to complete the randomized block

design shown in figure 1. The data collected from

these plots will be used for yield analysis.
Several buffer rcws were planted adjacent to the
plots to protect yield trees frem external
influences. These buffer trees will not be used

in the evaluation of plantation yield.
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- Legend -

3 3' X 12' Spacing

I 6' X 12' Spacing

9' X 12' Spacing

Figure 1. Plantation Plot Design

I \^ \\ Fertilized

I.. ,1 Non-fertilized

' Species boundary

Species Selection and Seed Source

The seven species to be evaluated are;

1. Eucalyptus camaldulensis
(Dehnh. var. camaldulensis )

2. Eucalyptus citriodora (Hook f.)

3. Eucalyptus dalrympleana (Maid, subsp.
dalrynpleana )

4. Eucalyptus globulus (Labill. subsp.
globulus )

5. Eucalyptus grandis (Hill ex Maid.)
6. Eucalyptus sideroxylon (A. Cunn. ex

Woolls subsp. sideroxylon )

7. Eucalyptus viminalis (Labill.)

E. dalrympleana p E. grandis , and E^ sideroxylon
were selected for the study because they have
demonstrated excellent potential for bionass
production in other regions in California (Mariani

SL ai. 1978 and Sachs ^ si. 1980) . The other
species demonstrated rapid growth, ease in
regeneration and establishment, tolerance to
insects and pathogens, and their suitability to
the soil and environmental conditions of the
central coast area in a previous study. All
species were closely matched to the temperature
and precipitation patterns for San Luis Obispo
County.

The seed source for all species except
E. citriodora originated in Australia. They were
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propagated in 1 by 6 inch squared plastic
containers having a medium of 90 percent peat
moss-vermiculite and 10 percent perlite. The
California Department of Forestry Nursery at Davis
cultivated the seedlings in their greenhouse-
nursery complex where seasonal moisture and
temperature conditions were simulated. The
eucalyptus seedlings were 1 year old at the time
of planting. The E^ citriodora was purchased frctn

a private commercial nursery and no information
was available to describe its origin and
propagation history. They were approximately 3

months old when planted.

Planting and Maintenance Problems

The Eucalyptus Energy Plantation was planted
during a 2 week period in mid-February 1983.

Trees in fertilized plots were given a 21 gram
slow-release Agri-form fertilizer tablet
containing 20 percent nitrogen, 10 percent
phosphoric acid and 5 percent soluble potash. The
pellet was placed about 3 inches below the root
zone (1 foot fran the soil surface) during
planting.

During the initial 4 month growing period the
plantation became heavily infested by weeds.
However, only sparse weed coverage occurred along
the rows compared to the inter-row area. It

appears that ripping, in this case to a depth of

2.5 feet, in addition to breaking up any hard pan
soil layers to provide for better root
penetration, also provides a form of weed control.

A preliminary investigation shows that the
majority of seedling mortality on the plantation
occurred in E^ citriodora where over 95 percent
died. This exceptionally high rate may be due to

age of the delivered stock (3 months) or to

improper "hardening" practices. It is recommended
that all species be the same age for comparing
growth rates.

Deer browsing was prevalent throughout the
plantation although most of the damage was located
in one area. Species that were browsed include?

E. viminalis . E. camaldulensis . £^ grandis .

E. dalrympleana and E^ sideroxylon . Continued
deer browse caused the seedlings to develop
extensive lateral branching. This may require
pruning to maintain the desired tree form.

Several perches will be located throughout the
plantation. By attracting predators, it is

anticipated that the rodent population will be

controlled.

Productivity Measurements

Plot productivity measurements will include

height ana diameter beginning in the first year.

A correlation between height, diameter, weight,

and energy yield will start the second year; by

the tnird year sprouts will be evaluated.

The data will be used to compare productivity by
species and spacing and to test the effect of

fertilization.

Project Timetable

In addition to information about site
preparation techniques discussed earlier, more
information will be available on mortality, weed
control, deer browsing and plantation
establishment problons by summer 1984. By 1989

the remaining questions relating to yield, energy
benefit-cost ratio, optimum spacing, and best
rotation age can be more fully answered.
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Fertilization and Irrigation oi Eucalyptus

in Southern California^

Paul W. Moore^

Abstract: An experiment to determine the interact-
ion of three levels of irrigation, three levels of

fertility and three densities of planting was start-

ed at the University of California Moreno Ranch in

1982. Differential irrigation and fertility treat-
ments will begin in June of 1983.

Some current practices of irrigation and ferti-

lization by southern California growers are dis-
cussed.

In 1981 the California Department of Forestry's

Wood Energy Program awarded 9 grants for the es-

tablishment of biomass tree farms to satisfy re-

search needs for wood energy production.

One of the grants was made to the University of

California at Riverside.

The experiment is located on the Moreno Ranch

of the University of California at Riverside. The

site is located south-east of the community of

Sunnymead, California at 117' 11' W longitude, 33'

54" N latitude.

The soil is classed as Romana Sandy loam with a

1 percent slope.

The source of irrigation water is an on-site
well. Total dissolved solids is 550 ppm. Boron
is present in the well water at 0.77 ppm. Al-
though the boron content has been toxic to sensi-
tive crops no injury has been observed on previous
Eucalyptus plantings served by the same source.

Weed control was started pre-plant by laying
out the planting furrows and pre-irrigating to

germinate weeds. Germinated weeds were killed by
contact herbicides before planting. Subsequent
weed control has been done by contact sprays and
relative little hand hoeing. Disking was perform-
ed between rows following the winter rains. Future
weed control will be by a combination of disking
and contact sprays as required.

The research at Riverside was designed to study
the interaction of:

1. Three planting spacings: 12' x 12', 12' x
8' and 12' x 4' giving stocking densities
of 302, 453 and 907 trees per acre.

2. Three irrigation levels: dry, intermediate
and wet, and

3. Three levels of fertility: 0, 100 and 300
pounds of nitrogen per acre per year.

Presented at the Workshop on Eucalyptus in
California, June 14-15, 1983, Sacramento,
California.

Paul W. Moore, Specialist, Superintendent of
Agricultural Operations Department, University
of California, Riverside.
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Each of the combinations were replicated 4 times

.

Each plot consisted of 16 trees planted 4 rows wide
by 4 trees long. The center 4 trees are the record
trees from which all data will be taken. The re-

cord trees are E. camaldulensis . The seed source
was the Lake Albacutya Provenance of Australia.
The surrounding 12 trees are used as guard rows
and include a total of 16 Eucalyptus species. Some
species are represented by more than 1 provenance.
It is anticipated that the use of different species
in guard rows will give additional information on
their performance compared to E. camaldulensis .

Guard row species are bicostata , camaldulensis ,

camphora , deanei , globulus , grandis , nova-anglica ,

saligna , tereticornis , trabuti , urnigera , and vi-
minalis .

The trees were planted during the period of July
21 to August 11, 1982. The seedlings were grown in

speedling trays and were approximately 8" tall at

planting. Irrigation followed immediately after
planting.

Each seedling received 8 to 10 grams of a slow
release 21-8-8 fertilizer, broadcast on the soil
surface at the base of the plant and irrigated in

at the third irrigation.

Irrigation and fertilization wexe uniform through-
out the planting for the remainder of 1982 until
the first significant rain which fell on November

11, 1982.

Differential irrigation and fertilization be-
gan on June 2, 1983.

For the 1983 growing season the dry plots will
be irrigated at 8 -week intervals, the intermediate
treatments at 4 -week intervals and the wet treat-
ments at 2 -week intervals.

Water use will be monitored by neutron probe.

Irrigation will be by means of lateral furrows.

The first year fertilizer application was drill-
ed in the furrow bottoms ahead of the June 2 irri-

gation.

DISCUSSION

Differential treatments were initiated on June
2, 1983. It is much too early to collect any data
from the plots. It is anticipated that differences

Gen. Tech. Rep. PSW-69. Berkeley, CA: Pacific Southwest Forest and Range

Experiment Station, Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture; 1983



due to treatments will be observed by the end of

the 1983 growing season. The trees were planted
on Ramona loam with a water holding capacity of
6" to 8" of water in the soil profile.

Observations On Water Requirements

Prior to establishing the above experiment,
water stress measurements were made on 3- year-old
E. camaldulensis and E. dalrympleana trees during
the 1982 growing season.

The trees were growing in a Sam Amigdio loam
with a water holding capacity of 6" to 10" of

water in the soil profile.

One treatment was irrigated at 3-week intervals,
the second treatment was non-irrigated. Leaf wa-
ter potential was measured for trees in each treat-
ment by the pressure plate method.

Although drought stress occured in the non-
irrigated trees during the day, recovery was com-

plete by the following morning. No significant
reduction in tree growth was observed during the

growing season.

Greenhouse studies on water stress of E. camal-
dulensis in containers are being conducted by a

graduate student. It has been much easier to pro-
duce drought symptoms in containers than in the
field.

Tip and marginal leaf tissue necrosis followed

by abscision of young mature leaves occurred at

tensiometer readings of 70 centibars.

Immature and older mature leaves did not de-

velop necrotic areas.

Inasmuch as no research data from field experi-

ments have been developed, we do not have scientif-
ically based irrigation recommendations to offer.

Three considerations related to irrigation need

to be resolved:

1. Consumptive use and timing for optimum
growth.

2. Critical timing of irrigation where water
supplies are limited.

3. The economics of irrigation based on cost-

benefits analysis.

It is anticipated that the experiments which
have been described above will provide answers to

these questions.

For those who have water available it is sug-"

gested that tensiometers could be used to schedule

irrigations. Experience with using tensiometers

for irrigation management in other tree crops has

been good and has proven that the instrument is a

reliable tool. Irrigation when tensiometer read-

ings reach 70 centibars is recommended until addi-

tional data can be developed.

Some Current Practices

Three irrigation practices are being used in the
young Eucalyptus plantings in southern California:
drip, sprinklers and furrows.

Drip irrigation is most commonly used on the
steeper, rolling terrain, sprinklers are being used
on the sandy open soils and furrows on flat lands.

Two growers have irrigated for the first 2 years
and have discontinued future irrigations. One grove
is planted on river bottom land and the roots have
reached the water table. This is an unusually good
special situation that provides this grower with
an economic advantage.

Another special situation exists with a dairyman
who is using waste washdown water from his milk
sheds to both irrigate and fertilize with what was
previously a problem waste product. He has uti-
lized non-agricultural alluvial slopes at the base
of a mountain.

Fertilizer Practices

No research data on fertilization for Eucalyp-
tus in southern California is available. Within
3 years some useful data will be obtained from the

U.C. Moreno experiment. Current recommendations
are based on observation.

Turnbull and Pryor state that many Eucalyptus

have the capacity to respond to higher levels of

nitrogen and phosphorus but give no further in-

formation regarding species or fertilizer levels

exhibiting favorable responses.

They also state that in Tasmania, E. delega-

tensis has not shown a significant response to

various nitrogen/phosphorus/potassium fertilizers.

In Victoria, Australia there has been a good

response to applications of nitrogen and phospho-

rus fertilizers by young trees of E. globulus . In

Gippsland, superphosphate is applied shortly after

planting, followed by nitrogen/phosphorus ferti-

lizer 1 year later.

In Australia, the survival and early growth of

E. nitens has been substantially increased by ap-

plications of magamp, a slow release fertilizer,

at planting time.

Cremer et al have written that field trials in

Victoria and West Australia showed responses to

nitrogen and phosphorus. In Papua, New Guinae,

E. deglupta responded to nitrogen but not to phos-

phorus or potassium. E. globulus fertilized with

a total of 202 Kg/ha and 90 Kg of phosphorus in

the first months after planting yielded a total

above-ground biomass at 4 years of age of 30.4

tons/ha. The unfertilized control yielded only

6.3 tons/ha.
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Geary, in unpublished data, reported increased

growth by 3.5-year-old E. grandis on Florida's acid

palmetto prairie land to pre-plant incorporation

of 1120 Kg/ha of ground phosphate rock. E. robusta
and E. viminalis responded to a lesser extent to

applications of 560 and 1120 Kg/ha.

In most California locations it is unlikely

that Eucalyptus would respond to either phosphor-
us or potassium fertilizer. Most of southern

California soils are amply supplied with both
macro-nutrients but are deficient in nitrogen.

However there are exceptions.

Some of the Ramona soils in foothill locations,

the Aiken series in the Sierra Foothills and the

Altamonts around Northwest San Diego County are

known to be low in phosphorus. Citrus in these
areas has responded to phosphorus applications

but no data has ever been collected for Euca-
lyptus .

Imperial Valley soils are also deficient in

phosphorus and some of the soils of Coachella
Valley are borderline.

Most of the valley floor soils throughout the
remainder of southern California are amply supp-

lied and no response to additional applications
would be anticipated.

In as much as we are dealing with a new crop

some plantings of which may come under intensive
management practices, it appears prudent to take
pre-plant soil analyses to determine the nutrient
status of the soils at the planting site.

Leonard Tanner, a Eucalyptus nurseryman, cites
responses to phosphorus by newly planted seedlings
of E. grandis on certain soils in San Diego County.

This may indicate that newly planted trees of
some species with limited root systems can respond
to phosphorus. However, no indications of phos-
phorus deficiency have been observed by the author
in Riverside and Imperial Co'onties. A small plant-
ing of E. camaldulensis in soil considered to be
low in phosphorus has grown remarkedly well during
the first year with no signs of nutrient deficien-
cies.

In summary, the nutritional requirements of
Eucalyptus in California are not well enough known
to make fertilizer recommendations nor can increas
es in yield from fertilization be predicted. Sug-
gested fertilizer practices can only be inferred
from known responses of other tree crops and ob-
servations on existing plantings.

Until actual requirements are developed from
current research the following guidelines are
offered for Eucalyptus groves under intensive
cultivation:

1. For newly planted trees use slow release
forms of complete fertilizers such as Sierra
Chemical Companies Planting Tablets , Osmocote
and Magamp. This will assure that all macro-
nutrients are available for stimulating early
growth. Placement should be to the side and
below the root ball and in the amount of 1/2
to 1/1/2 ounces per tree.

2. Follow with annual applications of nitrogen
fertilizers equivalent to 50 to 100 pounds
per acre per year. These may be applied
through the irrigation water, drilled, or
broadcast. If drilled or broadcast during
the growing season placement should be such
that it is dissolved by the irrigation water
and moved into the rootzone. Broadcasting
the total amount before the end of the rainy
season will also assure that rainfall will
move the fertilizer into the rootzone.

3. Establish test areas in your plantings on
which different amounts of nitrogen phospho-
rus and potassium are applied. No fertiliz-
er should be one of the treatments . Measure
the D.B.H. annually on several trees in each
treatment and evaluate the responses.

4. Calculate cost benefits to determine if fer-
tilization pays off.

Such testing is a part of good management and
should be used as a tool to check on the economic
benefits of any practice. It has the advantage of
giving specific answers related to the immediate
site and management practices.

Most of the plantings which have been estab-
lished since 1979 have received some nitrogen fert-
ilizer. Typical practice under drip irrigation is

to distribute soluble nitrogen through the drip
system at the rate of approximately 32 pounds of
actual nitrogen per acre every second irrigation.
On an annual basis, this amounts to approximately
100 pounds of N per acre per year.

Similar rates are applied to sprinkler and furr-

ow irrigated plantings.

Gener|ally speaking no fertilization has been

used on the older wood lots in the State.
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Managing a Coastal Biuegum {Eucalyptus

globulus) Forest'

Ralph S. Osterling2

Abstract:

Eucalyptus was thought to be a replacement

to oak and other hardwoods for many products.

Thousands of acres have been planted and now are

in need of management. Management techniques
are discussed in context with a coastal stand of

approximately 300 acres of mixed aged biuegum.

Potential markets are explored.

HISTORY

In 1853 eucalyptus was introduced from
Australia into California by Mr. Abbot
McKinley . At first, plantings were scattered
over several areas on an expanded trial basis.

Some fifty years later eucalyptus plantings
experienced a boom. Grand scale plantings were
made based on predictions of tremendous monetary
profits.

The March and September 1909 issues of The

Early Sunset (predecessor to the current

Sunset ) carried an article "Eucalyptus -

Hickory's Younger Brother". The author, F.D.

Cornell, portrays this genus as having specimens

so large they rival the sky-piercing sequoias.

The most common species. Eucalyptus globulus is

noted for its rapid growth. In 1909 it was

being utilized for farm implements and insulator
pins. The article states that many species of

eucalyptus will adapt to the hills and valleys

of California, however, biuegum is the most
promising for the coastal areas. The article
continues to say that it is also used for

pilings that will last up to 50% longer than any

other species used on the West Coast.

Eucalyptus dadocalyx (sugar gum) also shows

great promise, especially for the southern
California area. "In my judgment E. cladocalyx
and E. globulus will replace oak, hickory, and

ash in the manufacture of implements, vehicles
and kindred products."

A few years ago (about 1909) the commercial

culture of eucalyptus was not numbered among t|ie

great opportunities offered by California...

Advertisements in 1909 heralded, "A Fortune For

You In Eucalyptus". Land with trees already

Presented at the Workshop on Eucalyptus in

California, June 14 - 16, 1983, Sacramento,

Cal ifornia.

Registered Professional Forester, State of

California; ACF; Private Forestry Consultant,

851 Burlway Road, Burlingame, California 94010

^Cornell, F.D. "Eucalyptus - Hickory's

Younger Brother", Sunset Magazine, March and

September, 1909.

planted near Willows sold for $250.00 an acre.

"We expect an average diameter growth of U
inches per year, A 7-year-old tree averaging
10 inches in diameter is conservatively worth
$6,00. Five acres growing 2500 trees would then

be worth $15,000, Cut l/7th each year and your
annual income will be $2,000."

During the 120-year history of eucalyptus in

California, this species has probably been
tested for more uses than any other species.
Everything from handles, toys, charcoal, to

paving blocks have been investigated. Some

3,000 were even felled for the movie. The Good
Earth, Obviously, history has set the pace and

has crossed many bridges and many potential

products have been proven infeasible. The

problem now is how to best manage the present

crop. The real question now remains, "What are

the best products for this timber crop?"

The property described in this paper is

surmised to have been part of the early

eucalyptus high-profit program, however, the

harvesting and intensive management did not

occur as suggested in 1909. In 1929 a

catastrophic fire raced through the property.

Newspaper accounts described the trees as

exploding like shots during the conflagration.

Following the 1929 fire the forest regenerated

to a fully stocked condition; then in November

1946 a second fire burned much of the parcel.

The only known management activity is in a small

clear cut, probably for pulp logs during the mid

1950's. Again the forest regenerated until

today it is a very dense uneven-aged stand

with over 1,130 stems (average) per acre.

MARKETS

Contrary to the spectrum of uses suggested

by the historical accounts, the present markets

for eucalyptus are limited. Two primary markets

exist, namely fuel materials and pulp chips.

Other minor products include bumper logs, poles

and some pilings. Fuel materials include fire-

wood for the consumer market and hog-fuel or

biomass fuel for industrial boiler applications.

The consumer fuel wood market has increased

dramatically with the increased cost of heating

oil and natural gas. The popularity of fire

place inserts and other wood burning heating

Gen. Tech. Rep. PSW-69. Berkeley. CA: Pacific Southwest Forest and Range
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devices has increased many fold in the past few

years. The demand for wood has likewise jumped.

It is difficult to accurately access the total

demand due to the large number of firewood

operators. The author made a brief survey which

resulted in confirmation of the doubtful

results. Some operators tend to boost sales

figures while others hedge or just "don't know".

Eucalyptus pulp chips have a specialized and

rather limited market due to their fiber

characteristics and the limited number of pulp

mills within an economic haul radius.

Unfortunately, from the San Mateo County coast,

any chip trucking operation must cross the

entire Bay Area traffic pattern to deliver the

chips to the nearest pulp mill located in

Antioch.

MANAGEMENT

The goals of forest management are often product
oriented. The product might be sawlogs, pulp
wood or one of several other forest products.
Within the unmanaged eucalyptus forest, product
identification is often difficult. Past
management activities of many eucalyptus stands
have been extensive or nonexistent. Trees have
been allowed to grow and reproduce in many
stands for more than sixty years. Considering
the dynamics of the species, this time frame is

equal to perhaps 150 or more years for a western
softwood plantation. The eucalyptus forest may
well be. in a condition to produce a desired
product, but probably not in a condition to
optimally benefit from a given management
practice. The question remains where do we go
now? Management of the forest should require
maximum utilization of the resource into the
desired product or products. Consumer firewood
was chosen as our goal because of the adjacent
Bay Area population and a less favorable chip
market.

Paramount to a harvest operation is the
development of a transportation system through
the forested area. The forested area of this
property was basically unroaded at the time of
management planning. A network of roads was
engineered to provide close road spacing and
numerous landings where logs could be marshalled
and wood processed. Benefits secondary to the
harvest activities include management access,
future harvest and perhaps most importantly fire
control access. On this property adequate fire
access is paramount due to fuel loading, winds,
and the immediately adjacent residential
neighborhood.

Topography of the eucalyptus forest consists
of a primary ridge line running generally north-
south in direction located at the easterly edge
of the timbered area. Running nearly
perpendicular to that main ridgeline are several
spur ridges and drainages that form a watershed
with a westerly aspect. Slope steepness ranges
from nearly flat to isolated small areas of 70%
side slope. The proposed road spacing is

engineered to be approximately 300-foot spacings

between interconnected contour roads.

SILVICULTURE

Silvicultural application in this dense

forest is very difficult due to the extreme

amount of knock down and breakage damage that

occurs with harvesting. Clear cutting would
allow for a more complete utilization, however,
adjacent to Highway 1 and the close proximity to

the residential area, clear cutting is

politically impossible. Stand density creates a

relatively high damage level to the residual

stand.

For clarity, average spacing of the trees is

shown below:

Table 1

DBH

All

6 in. +

12 in. +

18 in. +

Count
(per acre)

1,131
314
226
92

Average Spacing

6.2 feet

11.8
13.9
21.8

The trees ten inches and larger average 110 to

245 feet in height. The combination of over
stocking, heights and the visual sensitivity
create a unique situation where careful

harvesting and close supervision are paramount.

HARVEST

Proposed harvesting operations will be a

selective thinning utilizing staged falling
procedures and other techniques to minimize
damage to the residual stand. Following large
log removal, the clean-up operation will include
added harvest of firewood size chunks, branches
and the smaller damaged trees. The secondary
fuelwood removal is very beneficial for it will

reduce the logging debris and decrease the fire
hazard while producing added product.

Skidding will be accomplished with a

combination of crawler tractors and rubber tire
skidders. Many of the slopes are too steep for
rubber tire skidder operation, however, the
roads may be used as skidways on which the
rubber tire equipment can effectively operate.

POST-HARVEST

Post- harvest management includes road
maintenance, erosion control and coppice
management. Coppice management is now being
researched in cooperation with UCCE; no
conclusions have been drawn at the time of

this writing. We are optimistic that through
prudent coppice management, the yields will be
increased, cash returns will be increased and a

shorter rotation will be realized. Inter-
mediate crops may also result.
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Harvesting to Get a Eucalyptus Coppice

Crop'

Thomas F. Geary^

When eucalyptus trees are felled, new stems
often grow from the stumps to produce another
crop of trees. This new crop is called the
coppice crop to distinguish it from the seed-
ling crop. Coppice crops can be important in

growing eucalypts profitably. Replanting costs
are saved and coppice crop rotations are usu-
ally shorter than those of seedling crops,
because coppice stems grow faster than seed-
lings. Several successive coppice crops are
possible, but getting a coppice crop depends
on planting the right species in the right
environment and harvesting with the right
method.

PLAN FOR COPPICE

The time to plan for a coppice crop is

before planting the seedling crop. Not all
eucalyptus species coppice. Choose a species
that coppices vigorously and predictably, that
grows well, and has the desired wood qualities.
Eucalypts For Planting (FAO 1979) describes
coppicing ability of species commonly used for
wood production. However, relying on a

species' reputation for good coppicing is

risky, because it might not coppice reliably
everywhere. Also, the species may coppice well
on average, but some seed sources may not.

Before planting a new species in a new environ-
ment on a large scale, establish enough experi-
mental plantings to determine coppicing ability
at different seasons and ages by periodic
fellings.

Spacing and harvesting methods need to be

carefully considered in developing a coppicing
system. The spacing pattern must allow har-
vesting equipment to move about without damag-
ing stumps. In irrigated plantations the
harvesting plan must include protection of the
irrigation system.

Presented at the Workshop on Eucalyptus in

California, June 14-16, 1983, Sacramento,

California.

2
Asia Coordinator, Forestry Support Program,

Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture,

Washington, D.C.

3 ...
T.F. Geary studied eucalyptus coppicing m

Florida for the Southeastern Forest Experiment

Station, Forest Service , U.S. Department of
Agriculture.

Abstract: Coppicing of eucalypts saves
replanting after harvesting, but plan for
coppice before planting seedlings. Select a

species that coppices in the planned season of
harvest; plan spacing and harvesting methods
so that harvesting will not damage stumps; plan
coppice management. Best coppice is produced
by spring harvest with chain saws, low stumps,
no bark or root damage, and no debris left on
stumps. Problems are fire hazard, regen-
eration from seeds, coppice reduction, and
killing an unwanted coppice crop.

Seasons of harvest and rotat
be planned too. Will coppicing
months in which harvesting must
power to coppice decreases as t

the trees coppice at the end of
rotation? Typically, eucalyptu
with rotations up to 12 years a

by coppice, while plantations w
longer than 20 years are regene
replanting.

ion age should
occur in the
be done? The

rees age. Will
the planned

s plantations
re regenerated
ith rotations
rated by

THE DO'S AND DON ' TS OF HARVESTING

Make A Low Stump

The higher on the bole that a tree is cut,

the more likely it is to coppice and to produce
many coppice stems. The absurd extension of
this principle is to lop off branches, so that
the bole becomes covered with shoots. Low cuts
rather than high cuts are standard in eucalyp-
tus plantations for at least three reasons.
Firstly, the height at which coppice stems are

felled is usually above the height used for

felling seedling stems, to avoid cutting the

ever-thickening stump. The cutting height
progressively raises with each coppice crop.

If a high cut were used initially, then the

cutting height of later coppice crops could
become too high. Secondly, stems produced on
high stumps are reputedly less wind firm than

stems on low stumps. Finally, harvesting
equipment may not be able to pass over high
stumps.

A stump height of 10 to 12 cm above ground
is common. A slanted, smooth cut, which allows
water to run-off the stump's surface is pre-
ferred.

Do Not Damage The Stump's Bark

Buds in the stump's bark or in underground
lignotubers produce coppice shoots. Coppice

in plantations usually comes from bark buds.

Lignotubers are a reserve source of coppice
and some species do not have lignotubers.
Therefore, the bark needs to be kept intact

and tight to the stump. A stump can coppice

Gen. Tech. Rep. PSW-69. Berkeley, CA: Pacific Southwest Forest and Range
Experiment Station. Forest Service. US Department of Agriculture; 1983. 95



if some of the bark is damaged,- but the more
bark damaged, the more likely the stump will
not coppice, even though stumps occasionally
develop coppice shoots on a barkless area.

Do Not Damage The Stump's Roots

Coppice grows rapidly because the new stems

feed from the root system of the seedling stem.

Therefore, roots should not be damaged during

harvesting. Root damage apparently has not

been studied, perhaps because much of the

world's eucalyptus plantations are harvested

with light-weight equipment. Eucalyptus roots

are concentrated in the top few inches of soil.

In the United States there is a tendency to

use very heavy equipment in forestry, and this

equipment can compact soil and break roots,

especially if harvesting is done in wet

weather, so that ruts are deep.

Remove Debris From Stumps

Remove logging debris from stumps, because
coppice shoots are deformed if they must snake
their way through debris.

Harvest At The Right Season

Eucalyptus grandis Hill ex Maid, illustrates
the variation in coppicing that can occur in

different seasons depending on where the trees

are grown. In the Republic of South Africa,

E. grandis is grown extensively and adequate
coppicing occurs no matter when young planta-
tions are felled. In Florida, coppicing
decreases drastically in summer. Often no
stumps coppice following August harvesting.
In its native New South Wales, Australia, E.

grandis coppices poorly in fall and winter.

Season of harvest affects coppicing of

Eucalyptus camaldulensis Dehnh, in Israel (Heth

and others, 1982) . Trees felled in winter do
not coppice until spring. Trees felled in

spring coppice soon after felling, while trees
felled in the rest of the year coppice sporadi-
cally over several months. Prolonged coppicing
causes a great variation in stem sizes in a

stand, which complicates management. However,
in contrast to experience with E^ grandis else-
where, the percentage of stumps that coppice is

the same no matter when harvesting is done.

Other seasonal effects must be guarded
against. Bark on stumps can crack if trees are
felled during a drought, or if freezing weather
occurs. Season affects the number of coppice
shoots produced, for example, on E. camaldulensis
in Israel. It seems likely that coppice vigor
might be affected by when trees are felled.
After considering all factors, it seems that
spring felling usually makes the best coppice.

Choose The Right Harvesting Equipment

Felling

Eucalypts felled with axes coppice satis-
factorily in the few places where ax felling is

still done. However, felling with chain saws

results in consistently better coppicing then
ax felling. Bow and other kinds of manual saws

are very effective in making cuts that favor
coppicing, but are rarely used.

A chain saw is the common tool used for

felling eucalypts. It has the advantages of

making a clean cut that can be slanted and bark

damage is rare. In Florida, eucalypts have
been cleanly felled by Georgia-Pacific Corp.

with chain-saw heads attached to a grapple-
skidder.

Anvil-shears are commonly available for

harvesting in many parts of the U.S.A. Anvils
squeeze the tree as they sever it and this
may damage the stump's bark. In Florida
harvesting with anvil-shears was compared to

harvesting with chain-saws. Although the test
was not conclusive, anvil-shears appeared to

give coppicing comparable to that of chain
saws, if the shears were sharp and the stumps
were not struck with the machine's wheels.
Dull shears badly damaged bark, split stumps,
and even pulled stumps out of the ground.
Damage to roots by vehicles mounted with
either chain-saw heads or anvil-shears needs
study.

Extraction

Felled trees can be bucked into short
lengths in the stand, or removed as whole
trees. Either option can damage stumps if not
done carefully. Bucked trees are commonly
extracted from eucalyptus plantations with
light-weight equipment, such as aqricultural
tractors, or even with animals and by hand.
Cable removal is common on slopes. During
extraction care must be taken not to strike
the stumps, although in Portugal racks of logs
on slopes are rolled by cable over stumps with-
out damaging stumps significantly. Root damage
by different extraction systems has not been
studied, but some damage must occur, and it

could be appreciable with heavy equipment or
the skidding of heavy loads.

Extracting trees whole, including the crown,
eliminates a debris problem, and decreases
seedling regeneration from seeds stored on the
trees. Skidding whole trees has potential for

damaging many stumps unless extraction is well
planned and the plantation is designed for it.
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PROBLEMS AFTER HARVESTING Killing An Unwanted Coppice Crop

Fire

The debris left in the plantation is a fire
hazard. Information on fire effects in

recently harvested stands of eucalypts is

scarce. A light fire that occurs before cop-
pice shoots erupt from the bark might not do
any damage. After shoots erupt, a hot fire
will surely kill young coppice, but if the bark

is not badly damaged the stumps might coppice
again.

A number of reasons exist for wanting to
kill the living stumps. Growing eucalypts may
no longer be desired. Other, reasons are more
common. Some stumps die after each harvest.
Eventually too few living stumps remain to
produce a well stocked stand, so a new seedling
crop would be more productive. Genetically
improved seeds or another species may have
become available since the original planting,
and it may be more productive to replace the
existing trees with superior ones.

Regeneration From Seeds

Many eucalyptus species store massive
amounts of seeds in capsules in their crowns.
If crowns are left on the site, the seeds are
released. If soil and weather conditions are

suitable, germination occurs and a thick stand
of seedlings arises. These seedlings usually
are suppressed by coppice, but if spacing is

wide some seedlings develop into large stems.

In plantations established with genetically
improved seeds or clonal plants, the seedlings
from natural regeneration are of poorer
genetic quality than the parent stand.

Thickets of seedlings are a nuisance because
they complicate coppice reduction.

Understocked coppice stands are not commonly
planted with new seedlings without killing
stumps, because mixed stands of seedlings and
coppice are not uniform, which complicates
management. However, understocked eucalyptus
plantations can be interplanted (Wattle
Research Institute 1972) .

A way to kill stumps is to remove them and
this is done where there are markets for stump
wood. More commonly the stumps are debarked,
poisoned with herbicides, or covered with soil.
Another alternative is to break off coppice
shoots repeatedly until the stump runs out of
food reserves or buds, and stops producing
shoots.

Coppice Reduction

A stump that has recently coppiced is fre-

quently covered with clusters of shoots. Only
one shoot usually survives the competition
in a cluster. This still can leave many
shoots. Within a few years competition among

the remaining shoots reduces their numbers,

but that number may still be more than may be

wanted for management purposes. The more stems

on the stumps in a plantation the more wood
produced in short rotations. But as number of

stems increases, stem diameter decreases. Too

many stems may produce wood too small in dia-
meter for its intended end-use and may increase

harvesting costs.

In eucalyptus plantations outside the United

States, hand labor reduces the number of stems

on a stump to one to three, depending on pro-

duct goals. A mechanical method for reducing

coppice does not exist. Before planting

eucalypts with the intention of producing
coppice crops, determine if coppice reduction

will be necessary and, if so, if it can be

afforded. The references FAO (1979), Poynton

(1981) , and Wattle Research Institute (1972)

are good sources of information on reducing

coppice.
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Part 6. Propagation

Propagation and Planting of

Containerized Eucalyptus Seedlings in

Hawaii^

Gerald A. Walters'

Abstract: A container reforestation system has

been researched and developed in Hawaii which

results in consistently high survival and growth
rates for eucalyptus seedlings. Mean survival
of containerized saligna eucalyptus ( Eucalyptus
saligna Smith) seedlings is 90 percent with a '

standard deviation of 4. Because transplant
shock is minimal, seedlings begin to grow
quickly. Mean survival of bare-root saligna
eucalyptus seedlings was only 56 percent with a

standard deviation of 32, and about 70 percent
of the seedlings suffered stem dieback. The

containerized system includes the nursery,
transport, and field phases of reforestation.

Eucalyptus seedlings are propagated and

planted in Hawaii through a container refores-

tation system. The dibble-tube system, which

was researched and developed by the Forest
Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, and the

Hawaii Division of Forestry, has increased

seedling survival and growth rates over those

obtained with the old bare-root system (Walters

1981b, Walters and Horiuchi 1979).

The basis of the system is the Hawaii dibble

tube (fig. 1) —a specially designed plant

container of high-density polyethylene. Its

size, about 5 inches deep and 1 1/8 inches in

diameter at the top, represents a trade-off
between biologic and economic considerations.
The dibble tube is large enough for adequate
seedling development but small enough for

economical handling. The tube has four ridges
on the inside that extend from top to bottom.

These ridges prevent the lateral roots from

spiraling within the container.

The tubes and their racks reduce the number

of biological and mechanical variables involved
in growing, transporting, and planting seed-
lings. The dimensional uniformity of the tubes
and racks provides potentially the same rooting
and aerial volume for each seedling and allows
mechanization of nursery and planting operations.

This paper describes the specialized equip-
ment and procedures used in Hawaii to propagate
and plant containerized eucalyptus seedlings.

Figure 1—Eucalyptus saligna seedlings growing
in the dibbling tubes. A rack holds 100

seedlings

.

DIBBLE-TUBE SYSTEM

The dibble-tube system closely links the
nursery, transport, and field phases of reforest-
ation (fig. 2) . Sufficient technology has been
developed or borrowed to allow for a smooth
progression from processing seed in the nursery
to planting seedlings in the forest.

"-Presented at the Workshop on Eucalyptus in

California, June 14-16, 1983, Sacramento,
California.

^Research forester. Pacific Southwest
Forest and Range Experiment Station, Forest
Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Redding, Calif.

Nursery Phase

The nursery phase includes headhouse opera-
tions and seedling culture. The headhouse is

divided into storage and work areas. Sufficient
tubes, racks, rooting medium, and gravel (seed

cover) are stored to produce about 500,000
seedlings. The work area is designed so that
tubes are put into racks, cleaned, filled,

seeded, covered, and transported to the seedling
culture area in one continuous flow (fig. 3).

Eight people can process 100,000 tubes per day.
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Nursery Phase — Transport Phase

I

Headhouse operation Seedling culture Packing

Figure 2—Forestation phases in progression from
seed in the nursery to established tree in the
forest.

Field Phase

Shipping Site preparation
I

Post planting care

Planting

Preparing Tubes and Rooting Medium

Tubes and racks are cleaned and chlorine-
rinsed in a commercial dishwasher with a

water-saving system at a rate of 8000 tubes per
hour. A more automated dishwasher could
increase the rate.

The rooting medium—a 2:1 by volume mix of
sphagnum peat and vermiculite— is prepared in a

self-cleaning soil mixer with 1-yd-^ capacity.
Bales of peat and vermiculite are placed in the
mixer and then their covers are slit and
removed. This loading method reduces the dust
problem. Mycorrhizae spores or mycelium are
added if available. To ensure that each batch
of medium has the same moisture content, a

recycling timer allows a specified amount of
water to be added during mixing from nozzles on
the mixer lid. The mixed rooting medium falls
through the bottom hatch of the mixer onto a

conveyor, which carries the medium to a hopper
over the tube-filling machine.

Three racks (300 tubes) are filled with
rooting medium at one time in an automatic

impact loader. The impact loader raises the

racks then lets them drop; the sudden stop at
the bottom forces the rooting medium into the
tubes. Filled tubes are carried on a dead-
roller conveyor to a simple revolving drum
press, which compresses the medium to make room
for seeds. The press can be adjusted for com-
paction to different depths, depending on the

size of the seeds to be sown.

Sowing Seeds

Eucalyptus seed is cleaned using sieves and a

blower, and then is pelletized by a commercial
company. Pelletized seeds are about 1/16 inch
in diameter and can be sown accurately and
precisely with a simple manual seeder (Walters
and Goo 1980)

.

The seeder consists of three plates with
holes held by a frame (fig. 4) so that the holes
in the top and bottom plates do not line up; the

middle plate slides between the top and bottom
plates. Seeds are put on the top plate. The
middle plate is positioned so that the holes in

Peat

±
Medium mixer

I

Conveyor/elevator

Verm ic

ulite

Sphagnum peat storage Vermiculite storage

Tube filler

477Z

Empty
tubes

\ Cc mpac er Seeder Gravele r

StacStack of pallets

Conveyor x Conveyor

Clean tubes and racks storage

Pallets filled with processed tubes,
are moved to seedling culture area

Dirty

tubesDishwasher

Figure 3—Layout of headhouse showing storage
areas and processing equipment for tubes and
racks.
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Figure 4—How the manual seeder works: (A) A

hole in the top plate is filled with seeds; (B)

the middle plate is moved so the hole in it

lines up with the hole in the top plate, and a

seed drops into the hole; and (C) a seed falls

into the container as the middle plate is moved
so the hole in it lines up with the hole in the

bottom plate.

it line up with the holes in the top plate, and
seeds fall into the holes in the middle plate.
Then the middle plate is moved so that the holes

in it line up with the holes in the bottom
plate, and the seeds fall through into tubes. A
number of seeds can be sown in each tube by

moving the middle plate back and forth as many
times as the number of seeds desired per tube,

as determined on the basis of germination tests.

Si'eds are covered with a 5-millimeter layer
of crashed basalt by a device similar to the

manual seeder (Walters 1981a) . Gravel prevents
the seeds from being washed away during irri-
gation and prevents the buildup of moss and
algae on the top of the soil.

Transfer of Tubes and Racks to

Seedling Culture Area

stack is there to receive more racks. In the

plant shelter, a pallet is set on four cement

blocks so that it forms a bench top.

Seedling Culture

In the plant shelter, pallets are supported
several feet off the ground to prevent disease
organisms from being splashed up to the roots,

to provide air space so air pruning of the root

systems occurs, and to provide a convenient
height for workers to weed and thin the

seedlings. During germination and early

seedling growth, light intensity is kept at

about 50 percent sunlight with plastic screens.
An overhead irrigation system applies water
daily. When the seedlings have several true

leaves, nutrients are applied twice a week
through the irrigation system at a rate of 75 to

100 parts per million (nitrogen basis) of a
12.5-25-25 commerical formulation. Pesticides
are applied as necessary.

After about 6 weeks or when the seedlings are

several inches tall, they are moved outside.

There, only watering and feeding can be con-
trolled. Water is applied daily through impact
irrigation heads. The system provides about 120

percent overlap, which is necessary because of

the frequent winds that often reach 20 mi/h at
the nursery site. Nutrients are injected
through the irrigation system twice a week. The

nutrient solution initially is about 75 parts
per million (nitrogen basis) of 20-20-20. After

several weeks, the concentration is increased to

250 parts per million (nitrogen basis) . When
seedlings are about 10 inches tall, the formu-

lation and rate are changed to 75 parts per

million (nitrogen basis) of 12.5-25-25.

Transport Phase

When seedlings are 12 to 14 inches tall, they

are shipped to the field for planting. The

roots and rooting medium form a mass that holds
together during handling. In the packing area
seedlings are removed from the tubes and packed
horizontally in wax-lined cardboard boxes so the

roots face toward the box ends and the tops

overlap. Box flaps are held closed with string
instead of staples or tape. These boxes, even
when stacked on pallets, protect the 200 seed-
lings inside and fulfill government regulations
for shipping plant material between islands.
Pallets of boxed seedlings are transported to

the planting site by trucks, or to other islands
by air freight.

A stack of specially designed pallets is

placed at the end of the conveyor. When a rack
of tubes is complete, it is placed on a pallet.
When the pallet is filled with 12 racks (1200
tubes) , a forklift picks up the load and moves
it to the plant shelter. The next pallet in the

Field Phase

Planting sites are generally prepared by

clearing or crushing weeds and slash with a

bulldozer

.
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Figure 5—A seedling packing box is easily
converted to a carrying box. This is done by:

(A) cutting along lines marked on three sides
and (B) folding ends together. A precut
handhold (C) makes the box simple to carry.
When the box is empty, it is flattened and
shipped back to the nursery. The cut section is

taped for reuse.

Packing boxes are quickly converted to

carrying boxes by making several cuts and
folding the box (fig. 5) (Walters 1978, Walters
and Goo 1978) . Packing seedlings in one end of
the box before packing the other end will allow
the tops to separate easily when the box is cut
and folded into a carrying box in the field.
When the box is empty, the strings are cut
allowing the box to be flattened. Boxes are
shipped back to the nursery. When the box is

needed again, the cut section is taped and the
box is reused.

Seedlings can be planted by hand or by
machine. For hand planting, a dibble is used to
make planting holes the same size and shape as
the seedling root mass. A worker places the
root mass into the hole and presses it down to
ensure maximum contact between roots and soil,
then puts soil over the root system. Dibble
planting works well in clay soils and in lava
rocklands. Using this method, one worker can
plant 750 to 1000 seedlings in 8 hours. In the
same time, a single-row planting machine on a

clay or loam soil can plant 3000 to 7000
seedlings, depending on spacing and terrain.

Forest plantings are not irrigated, but are
commonly fertilized with 1 to 2 ounces of
10-30-10 fertilizer at the time of planting.
The fertilizer is poured into a hole made about
3 inches from the seedling root system. The

fertilizer stimulates growth enough to reduce
the need for weeding (Walters 1982)

.

SEEDLING SURVIVAL AND GROWTH

Sufficient biological data have been
collected to allow seedlings to be grown in the

nursery that have a high survival and growth
potential in the field. Mean survival for

forestry plantings of containerized saligna
eucalyptus is 90 percent with a standard
deviation of about 4. Under the old bare-root
system, mean survival was 56 percent with a

standard deviation of 32, and about 70 percent
of the seedlings suffered stem dieback. When
stem dieback was severe, 3 months or more were
often required for the seedling to attain its

original height. Under the new system, seed-
lings grow quickly because transplant shock is

minimal.
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Micropropagation of Frost-Resistant

Eucalyptus^

Michel Boulay^

Abstract: A method for the in vitro
propagation of frost resistant eucalyptus is
presented. It was used for the propagation of
2-30 years old trees. This method is presently used
for the fast production of mother trees from selec-
ted trees.

For 10 years now, AFOCEL has inscribed micro-
propagation of forest trees into its research and
development program of intensive silviculture.

Eucalypt is a genus which is studied for

6 years. After research on micropropagation of
very juvenile trees (seedlings) our association
has tried to develop the method for mature trees
selected in nursery, experimental plots or planta-
tions .

Numerous workers have shown that vegetative
propagation of eucalypt was possible at the indus-
trial level using physiologically and ontogeneti-
cally mature plants. This kind of propagation
needs the use of rejuvenated shoots which can be
obtained by intense pruning, grafting and succes-
sive graftings (with a great attention to take
cutting or graft on the precedent generation as

soon as possible) or cutting back. HARTNEY published
a detailed review on this topic.

Under french climate, the use of such methods
as cutting back (which is very efficient in Congo
or Brazil) has numerous drawbacks :

- important variability (even for small climatic
variations) in a few days of the rooting ability
of the cuttings which have been obtained from
sprouts, pruned trees or cuttings from the prece-
ding generation. Such phenomena involve a number of
complications in the organization of the supply of
cuttings even if cuttings from the preceding gene-
ration are used ;

- low productivity by unit area of mother tree
orchards in cuttings of good quality which increases
the cost of cuttings

;

- important difficulties to overcome problems linked
with rejuvenation by successive graftings

;
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- very low multiplication coefficient of vegetative .

propagation on such material which involves a long
period between the selection of the tree and the
disponibility of the genotype for reforestation.

Such difficulties always present in our two
nurseries which are involved in vegetative propa-
gation are the main reason for our interest in
developing an in vitro method for supplying refo-
restation plots or industrial nurseries.

Micropropagation of eucalypts is not new. After
the first pioneer works of DURAED-CRESSWELL

,

numerous researchers, de FOSSARD, HARTNEY, LAKSHMI
et al, developed and applied the method to diffe-
rent species. A recent paper by DURAND-CRESSWELL
et al gives .all indications on the question.

At AFOCEL, research has begun in 1976 and several
communications, have been done : LODEON, FRAI^CLET
and BOULAY, DEPOtMIER. In this paper we will present
the more recent results which have been obtained
on in vitro cloning of selected trees two years old
or older.

PLANT MATERIAL

Taxonomic entities of eucalypts which can resist
to frost to minus 18°C or 20°C or to late spring
frost in France are very rare. They are essentially
species from tasmanian mountains, as Eucalyptus
gunnii and Eucalyptus coccifera or from australian
south eastern mountains as Eucalyptus pauciflora
( Eucalyptus niphophila ) . Species from good forest
value like Eucalyptus dalrympleana or Eucalyptus
delegatensis have shown in trials which have been
planted earlier in France irregular success.

Actually, we have now in France three kinds of
plant material :

- category A : trees of good forest value which
have resisted the ''historic frosts" from 1956 and

1963. These trees are over 20 years old
;

- category B : trees from 5 to 15 years old which
have been planted in AFOCEL or INRA^ collections.
These collections are provenance trials with
Eucalyptus dalrympleana or EucalyT)tus delegatensis
or progeny tests with off springs from category A
trees. Many hybrids have been observed among these
progenies. This lets us assume that the mothers may
be hybrids

.
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- category C : young vigorous seedlings selected in
progeny or provenance trials and raised in big
containers. This kind of culture allows to submit
them to natural frosts for selection purpose,
according to a method imagined by LACAZE and
realizedby DESTREMAU and CAUVIN and MARIEN. This
selection for two criteria (juvenile growth and
frost resistance) on seedlings 2 or 3 years old,
give clones from which scions or sprouts can be
taken after cutting back. Later with progress in
artificial hybridization such seedlings will be
replaced by controled hybrids of the same age and
selected in the same way.

For most of these selected trees, it is diffi-
cult to undertake vegetative propagation without
rejuvenation. For this reason, mobilization of the
selected genotype by graft or cutting (from sprout
or from graft) is necessary.

Rejuvenation can be obtained totally or parti-
cally in vivo by the means of successive graftings
onto young seedlings. In any cases, the in vitro
primary cultivation is possible only with this
king of material (cuttings, sprouts and more fre-

quently grafts). The mother trees obtained can be

cultivated under good nutrient conditions and a

great attention is paid to the sanitary status of

the plant (spraying with systemic fungicides every
two days specially the week before primary culture).

When sprouts are used (category C), they are also
treated with fungicides. In vivo and in vitro intro-

duction is done very soon after cutting the sprouts.

IN VITRO MICROPROPAGATION

General conditions

Culture media which are used, have been esta-

blished by de FOSSARD, DURAND-CRESSWELL et al

,

LODEON, FRANCLET and BOULAY and DEPOMMIER.

Three kinds of medium are commonly used :

multiplication medium
root induction medium
root and stem elongation medium

M
RI

RA

For all these media the pH is 5,5 - 5,6 before
sterilization. The agar concentration is T gl •

The sterilization occurs at 115°C-1l6°C during

25 minutes. After plantation, cultures are put

under controlled environment with the following
conditions :

- photoperiod
- thermoperiod

;

Primary culture

long day D : l6 h

; D : 2i+°:-25°C ; N

N 8 h
iO°C

After severance, the shoots are sealed at both

ends with paraffin and treated with a disinfectant.

Calcium hypochloride is commonly used (filtration

of a mix containing 10 percent solid solution) but

a two fold dilution of a commercial solution of

sodium hypochloride is also efficient.

Once planted on agar medi\mi, cultures (nodes +

petiole + piece of leaf) are put one week in the
dark. This operation is done to limit the formation
of brownish compounds in the culture mediiom.

If we start with sprouts (explants from cate-
gory C of plant material) a 30 to Uo percent infec-
tion is generally obtained with primary culture.
With plant material coming from greenhouse condi-
tions (mobilization or successive grafts or cuttings
it is necessary to decrease the time of disinfec-
tion (3 to 5 minutes instead of 8). Under such
conditions, the percentage of infection varies from
10 to 50 percent.

The primary culture medium is comparable to the
multiplication medium M. The composition is the
following : half concentration of macronutrients
of Murashige and Skoog medium and vitamins _ from
de Fossard. The sugar is sucrose at 30 gl'

1

The difference with M medium is only at the
level of cytokinin concentration. B A (benzyl adenin
is used at a concentration varying from 0,1 mgl~
to 1 mgl~^ , depending upon clone, season of cutting
and lignification of stems. In every case, auxin
concentration (N A A : naphtalen acetic acid) is

alway 10"^ mgl~^. Other medium have also been used
for this first culture, some with activated char-
coal for example, give also good results.

The experimentation on primary culture with
more than 25 clones, has shown that several pro-
blems arise.

- There is a very small percentage of explants whicl

are able to react (reaction means in vitro develop-
ment of the axillary buds which are present at the
basis of petiole) with regard to the number of

introduced uninfected explants (about 2 to ^0 percei

of living explants react). So, the "vitro-plants"
obtained from in vitro culture are coming from a

very small number of cultures (Table 1).

The limitation of experimentation at this level

is due to the small number of rejuvenated explants

obtained after mobilization or successive graftings

or cuttings for each genotype (20 to 30 nodes are

often available for this stage of culture).

- A large number of explants show also a friable

brownish callusingplace of budding reaction. To

solve this problem frequent subculturing every 15

days from the first 2 to 3 transfers are needed,

- Hyperhydric transformation (water-logging) can

also occur at this level of culture on the axilla-

ry bud developed in vitro.

These different problems are presently partial-

ly solved by frequent subculturing, decreasing

cytokinin dosis, use of activated charcoal and
adjustment of the time of disinfection.
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Subculture and in vitro cloning

The primary culture leads when the explant

reacts to elongated axillary buds. Two to four

axillary buds can be obtained by reacted nodes.

The separation of these axillary buds developed
in vitro from the initial explant occurs progres-
sively. Mormons (cytokinin and auxin) are necessary
to obtain axillary budding. The best balance is :

B A 0,2 mgl"'', N A A 0,01 mgl"''.

The propagation process is comparable to that

of de FOSSARD et al. Cluster of buds are obtained
by axillary budding. Multiplication is obtained by
cutting these bushy explants in smaller pieces
every three to four weeks. The time between two
subcultures is a very important parameter. For
maintaining a very active culture, four weeks is

a maximum delay.

In subculture, during the, first transfer, all
clones do not react in the same way at the multi-
plication level.

Figure 1 shows the evolution of six clones
after five transfers. They are among the first

selected clones introduced in vitro.

In transfer five, some of the clones have
multiplied by U9 the initial number of introduced
cultures (clone 0^1), some others show no evolution

but stay living (clones 032, 039). With these
last clones, we can obtain after eight to twelve
transfers, a multiplication coefficient comparable
to the first one. Depending upon the clone, there
is different responses to the medium M, but this
difference disappears progressively with subcultu-
ring once primary culture is successful.

An example of the delay to obtain exponantial
multiplication is given by the clone l6. This
clone comes from a 30 year old selected mother
tree. It has been introduced in vitro by taking
an explant from the fourth successive grafting.
On figure 2, we can see that this clone has been
maintained just living to the eighth transfer. The
number of copies from the ninth subculture onward
from this clone is increasing, exponential multi-
plication is obtained for transfer 12.

We don't know actually what are the reasons
responsible of such a phenomenon : stem selection
for their sanitary qualities, modification of
endogenous hormonal equilibrium, habituation to
the medium, none of the experiments we conducted
could permit us to choose between these various
hypotheses (which are not necessarily exclusive).

Under exponential multiplication conditions,
with our method, the multiplication rate amounts
to about 1+ to 5 for each subculture and every three
weeks.

Rhizogenesis , root and stem elongation, acclimati-
zation

With the propagation medium M, we obtain stems
10 to 20 mm in height which are rooted and grown
in two steps :

- root induction on R I auxin containing medi^um ;

- root and stem elongation on R A medium with
activated charcoal and no auxin.

Using an elongation mediiJin after propagation as

first recommended was leaved for the above described
method.

Rhizogenesis induction

The culture medium used is the Knop medium full
strengh for macronutrients , micronutrients and
vitamins are similar to that of M medium except
I K and riboflavine which are eliminated from the
mediijm. Sugar (sucrose) is often used at 15 gl~ •

Two parameters are modified according to the clone :

lenght of dark period and auxin concentration
of the medium (l B A).

A dark period is used during root initiation
because it has a positive effect on root primordia
formation (DRUART et al).

Just after subculturing on R I medium cultures
are put for 10 to 20 days in the dark. Concerning

the rhizogenesis hormone, we use I B A (indol
butiric acid) added to the medium at 1 ,5 mgl"'' or

3 mgl~ . The best combinations which are used for

different clones (i.e. hormone concentration,
sucrose dosis, lengh of dark period) are indicated
in table 2. The rooting percentage often exceeds
60 percent. The time on multiplication medium M
before rhizogenesis has a great influence on rooting
success. Stems put in induction must be taken after

no more than 3 to U weeks in culture on medium M
to get a good rooting percentage and few apical

necrosis.

Figure 3 shows the rooting cinetic for the
clone 0U7 (hybrid between gunnii and globulus).

After 25 days on R I medium, about 80 percent of

plants are rooted.

Root and stem elongation, acclimatization

Once stems are been induced, or when root pri-
mordia develop, rooted stems are cultivated on
R A medium which has the same composition than
R I but with activated charcoal added and without
auxin. The sucrose concentration is increased to
30 gl-^

Subculturing on R A medium favours the deve-
lopment of roots which were induced on R I medium.
Within 2 to 5 days, roots reach the bottom of the
test tubes. 10 to 20 days later, ramifications and
secondary roots appear. After root elongation, her-
baceous stems begin to grow (15 to 30 days after
transplanting) and the rooted stems develop leaves
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and nodes which are q^uite similar to those of
seedlings. Rooted stems at this moment can be let
during li to 6 weeks on this R A medium.

The medium R A has several advantages :

- At the production level, it allows the nursery-
man to group the transplanting operation which
he carries out once a week.

- The media allows also the regeneration of the
herbaceous stem after necrosis. Such neoformed
stem grows from basal axillary buds of the explant
after death of the stem put in rhizogenesis induc-
tion.

- The morphology of the rooted stem obtained in
vitro on R A medium makes also acclimatization
easier.

- Acclimatization takes place when rooted stems
have a heighti compatible with culture in MELFERT^
containers. It means 30 to 50 mm. After transfer
in such containers during 10 or 30 days depending
upon the season (10 days in spring or simmer,
30 days in winter), the young plantlets are put
\inder plastic film confinment. When roots appears
on the side of the containers, confinment is pro-
gressively removed and plantlets are placed in

greenhouse for cultivation. Percentage of success
in acclimatization are variable from 30 to 100 per-
cent depending upon clone and season.

DISCUSSION AND PROBLEM OCCURING WITH THIS METHOD

The scheme of this method is given in figure h.

We can see four phasis and a preparatory one which
is the following :

The preparatory phasis is very important for
the success of culture and specially for reducing
the delay to obtain exponential multiplication
and in vitro cloning. For all the plant material
we selected, no success was obtained with material
collected on the tree and introduced directly in
vitro. This failure is often due to infection and
difficulties encountered in disinfecting the plant
material without killing the explant. Successive
grafting and rejuvenation seems to be a need for
mature plant material. In this way, the number of
subcultures needed for obtaining a reactive cluster
(exponantial multiplication) is reduced.

Many problems occur in vitro specially when we
started the development of the method at the indus
trial level.

Bacterial pollution can appear after T or 8

transfers, later after primary culture on selection
of clean culture. ZIMMERMANN wrote about such
contamination in micropropagation of fruit trees
species. This problem shows that a particular atten
tion must be paid during the phasis la and for
industrial micropropagation. Indexation of culture
must be done at the end of phasis lb, before in
vitro cloning. Indexation of culture can be done
by addition of malt extract or peptone (10-100 mgl
to the multiplication medium.

The small number of reactive cultures in phasis
la can be bound to the disinfection method or
hormonal endogenous gradients along the stem of
cuttings. To obtain a clone under sterile condition
it is therefore necessary to have a suffisient
number of nodes for conducting factorials trials
with combination of time of disinfection and cyto^

kinin concentration.

Preparatory phasis : tree selection, and collection
from this one of cuttings, sprouts and grafts after
mobilization or successive grafts (rejuvenation).
Cultivation of this material under greenhouse
conditions.

Phase I : obtention of axillary budding in vitro ;

la : primary culture ;

lb : obtention of a reactive culture with
experimental multiplication by axillary budding ;

Phase II : in vitro cloning ;

Phase lEI

ma
Hlb

obtention of rooted plantlets ;

rhizogenesis induction ;

root and stem elongation
;

Phase IV : acclimatization of in vitro rooted
plantlets

.

Melfert : patented containers Fertil Pot

Tour Maine Montparnasse 75755 PARIS Cedex 15

Callus and brownish compounds released in the

medium present also a problem at this point of the
culture (phasis I) and we indicated earlier a

method to decrease or avoid such problems.

During phasis II, waterlogging (hyperhydric

transformation) and a too small elongation of the

axillary bud are the two main problems.

Waterlogging often occcurs in in vitro culture

and the causes of this phenomenon have been investi

gated. When it occurs in our subcultures (phasis II]

it is often confined to one or few buds and does

not necessarily extend to the whole of the explant.

Transferring the culture to medium A (elongation

medium, i.e. medium M with_activated charcoal

added at the rate of 15 gl ) promotes the develop-

ment of untransformed buds which may then be taken

off for a new multiplication process. This type of

activated charcoal containing medium, can also be
used for the selection of stems, without callus on

leaves or buds (clone l6), which can sometimes occu

on multiplication mediiim.

A too small elongation of axillary buds is ofte:

a limitation to the obtention of a large n\jmber of

stems which could be transferred on R I medium.

Often, 2 to U buds only by culture, present the
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appropriate height of 10 to 20 mm. On a defined
cytokinin concentration there is often a clonal

response for elongation, even when decreasing the

cytokinin concentration of M medium, some clones

show a very small elongation. NKMKA has decrihed

similar problems with Eucalyptus rudis and he

recommends to use vitamin E (D-L Tocopherol) to

promote the elongation. Now, with this compound

no or low improvement of elongation was observed

in our cultures. Research to solve this problem
should be oriented toward the mineral composition

of the medium and also on the size of the explant

in transfer. Using too small explants in transfer
increase the budding but gives no elongation of the
developed buds

.

In phasis III, the main problems are formation
of callus at the basis of the stem on R I mediiim

and sometimes rooting of leaves in contact with
the medium and also necrosis of the main stem.

Some hybrids as gunnii x globulus , root
easily but with a very big and hard callus and a

poor root system develops from this structure. Such
callus is a problem for acclimatization because it

is a source of root rot.

Decreasing sucrose concentration just limits
the phenomenon but it is always present. A better
definition of optimum mineral medium and the use

of smaller concentration of auxins must be inves-
tigated to avoid such callus.

The ability of leaves to induce roots when they
are in contact with an auxin containing medium
necessitates the complete elimination of leaves at

the basal part of explant before planting on R I

medium. This operation is time consuming.

For necrosis of main axis at the end of rhizo-
genesis induction, it is possible that dark period
is partially responsible for the phenomenon. R A
medium corrects partially this drawback but atten-
tion must be paid to the growing time on medium M
before root induction and works should be conducted
to try to suppress this dark period without decrea-
sing the rooting percentage. The subtitution of agar
for rockwool which gives a better aeration of the
medium has begun with encouraging results.

CONCLUSION

The method presented in this paper allowed to pro-
duce about 20,000 plants from 10 to 12 clones.
Most of these in vitro plantlets are used as mother
trees for cuttings. But the cost of the plantlets
do not yet allow to use it for reforestation.
Nevertheless, the use of in vitro plantlets as
mother trees for the production of cuttings is
interesting and the rooting ability of cuttings
taken from such plants is better than this of
cuttings taken from scions or in vivo cuttings.
The transfer on cytokinin medium for a long time
increases the rooting potentiality. This is well
demonstrated by clone l6 (old selected tree).

Another adva.ntage of this method is to maintain
the rooting ability of the clone. Some of our clones

have been introduced in vitro for 3 years now and
they kept their rooting potential.

Most of the problems we described must be solved
for "mass propagation of eucalypts" at a reasonable
cost, but presently we can easily produce good mother
trees, even from mature material.

It is also very interesting to see that the
multiplication mediiim M can be used with some minor
adaptation (cytokinin concentration) for various
clones, species and hybrids.

We think that for obtaining the mass propagation
of eucalypts by axillary budding under in vitro
conditions, research should be conducted on the
mechanization of the process.

The major part of the costs of a plant is labor.

Some other ways must also be investigated, as somatic
embryogenesis. But with this method, attention must
be paid to the genetic conformity of the production.
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Clonal Propagation of Eucalyptus by

Cuttings in France'

H. Chaperon^

Abstract : A.FO.CEL has 'developed a technique

for mass propagation by cuttings of Eucalyptus

in France. This technique is described from the

selection of the ortet to the mass oropanation of

the clone for afforestation : the first stage

is the mobilization of the ortet, the second stag^

is called pre-propagat ion which includes rejuve-

nating and rooting conditioning, the third stage

is mass propagation. The mass propagation is rea-

lized from successive propagations of mother trees;

the number of which increases from generation to

generation by including the new rooted cuttings.

We give practical advices on atmosphere, treatments

depending on the season which govern the success

of the technique. ^

Genus Eucalyptus is so broad and so varied that

one should avoid any generalization : However it

seems possible to state that a revolution is setting

on in afforestation thanks to the development of

the technology of the horti cultural propagation by

cuttings.

This technology which has proved successfull on thou-

sand hectares in tropical countries (Congo, Brasi I)

is now developed under very different climates as

countries like France or Morocco have choosen to

create or to regenerate their forests by cuttings.

There is not doubt that this trend is going to

increase in the near future and reach the most part

of the afforestation not only with Eucalyptus but

also with other species.

The advantage of the propagation by cuttings

depends, for Eucalyptus, on several factors :

- It is a genus heavily employed as an exotic
in afforestation with as main objective a strong
biomass production from short rotation coppice. The

stands are planted at final spacing : It will not

be possible to improve the quality of the stand

by sylvicultural interventions so it is important

to start from an homogeneous and high quality ve-

getal stock.
- The exotic characteristic implies that many

afforestations are set up in zones where it is

difficult to find both adapted and productive
species. The possibility to hybridize adapted spe-

cies with productive species allows the synthesis

of high performance hybrids on marginal sites :

afforestation of poor savannahs in Congo, dry sites

in Morocco, cold sites in France.

The mass propagation of tkese hybrids is only

possible by cuttings.
- The particularity of the flowering of Euca-

lyptus induces a proportion of inbreds in the pro-
genies which may be important. These trees, supply
of heterogeneity and of lack of production, cannot
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be detected in the nursery, the propagation by
cuttings will allow to exclude them.

- It exists, in this genus, species or hybrids
with a good rooting ability in rather simple con-
ditions for allowing to develop the technique into
economical conditions.

The consequences of the use of this type of
propagation must be well understood : we will
have to adapt an accurate and intensive silvicul-
ture to the clonal stands which will have to be at
the level of the quality of the vegetal stock.

This evolution will change the aspect of the

forest investment : its often weak considered
rentability can reach a very attractive level while
the lowering of the rotation is a favourable agent
for the research of investment. At the wood product
level, the industrial will profit by a rigorous
homogeneous and we 1 1 fitted material.

SELECTION OF VEGETAL STOCK

The exact copy of clones by cutting propagation
assure the best valorization of a breeding program.

From the ortet selection to the mass propagation
of the clone one can distinguish three successive
stages :

- The "mobilization" or first propagation allows
to obtain the first vegetative copies and to assure
the transfer of the clone to the nursery.

- The "pre-propagation" is the stage during
which the first copies are handled so as to obtain
new juvenile and more reactive copies suited to
the conform mass propagation.

- The mass propagation is the final stage which
allows to use the clone in afforestation.

Nobi lizat ion

Ortets are selected at a stage which permit them
to express their qualities ; at this stage the
vegetal has lost its rooting ability (this one
disappears between two months to one year old
according to the species).
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One can choose between two ways to mobilize the
clone :

Grafting

This way has the advantage to conserve the en-
tirety of the ortet. The scions are taken off
during the winter on a part of the tree in potential
active growth.

The root-stock grown in a green house is cut at

the level where the section of its stem corresponds
to the section of the scion.

We use the cleft grafting by effecting an inci-
sion at the top of the rootstock in which we intro-
duce the bevelled scion.

The good contact between the root-stock and the

scion is secured by a tying with a cellophan bound.

The grafted plant is put in a warm green house
and confined under a plastic cover ; the union
between the root-stock and the scion is effective
during the fortnight after the grafting operation,
the growth of the grafted plant will occur one month
after grafting.

The scion, which showed an adult morphology, can

return during a short period to a juvenile stage
(rejuvenating action of the root-stock) but will
quickly show again senile features.

The rejuvenating effect of the root-stock is the
more lasting as the level of the graft is the lower.

Felling down the ortet

It is a more destructive technique which presents
advantages to simplify the "pre-propagat ion" stage.

The ortet is cut down at the end of the winter
or at the beginning of the spring (March) at fifteen
centimeters high. Sprouts will develop on the stump
and will be cropped on june. The shoots are removed

as soon as the rooting ability is get, each removing

allows the departure of new shoots.

We have stated that the first emission of sprouts

generally have a lesser rooting ability than the

following ones. Sprouts can be cropped as soon as

the foliage get a good ch lorophy I li an pigmentation ;

the emergence of axillary shoots on the sprouts is

often the sign of a decreasing rooting ability.

Cuttings correspond with the lower part of the

shoot from which we can prepare a four leaves cut-

ting. The less coloured and hard to root upper part

of the sprout is not used.

The cuttings prepared in this way have a good
rooting ability and one can obtain as early as the

mobilization stage juvenile and exact copies of
the ortet.

Pre-propagation

This stage presents two different aspects
according to whether the clone was mobilized by
grafting or by felling down the ortet.

Pre-propagation after grafting

The clone is now represented by some grafted
copies which can have shown a fugitive juvenile
stage. The cuttings that one could crop on the
grafts are unfitted for rooting : the clone must
be rejuvenated.

The rejuvenation can be realized in two diffe-
rent ways :

- Successive grafting : if we take off a scion
on the first graft during the juvenile stage and
if we make a new graft (as low as possible),
we notice that this new graft exhibits a more
lasting juvenile stage followed by a new reversion
to adult stage. By taking again a new scion on this
second graft in its juvenile stage, we will obtain
a new progress in juvenility. At the fourth
or fifth successive grafting, we can generally
obtain a sufficient juvenility for considering the

rooting of the cuttings taken off from the graft.

This method is relatively long and costly.
- Felling down of the initial grafted plant,

followed by the rooting of the new shoots initiated

on the scion : instead of realizing successive
grafting, one can prefer to let the grafted plant

develop during one year or two years. The graft

will be cut on march fifteen centimeters upon the

grafting point in order to initiate new shoots.

If the grafting level is sufficiently low, the

rejuvenating influence of the root-stock allow

to root the lower part of the new shoots.

In these two pre-propagation ways the re juvenat ing

of the clone is not complete : the rooting is pos-

sible but difficult and the rooted cuttings do not

have a satisfactory growth.

A complete rejuvenating will occur by the

complementary use of in vitro propagation

or by successive horticultural propagation by

cuttings : we have stated that in vitro pro-
pagation leads more quickly and surely to juvenile
and reactive mother trees suited for mass propa-
gation.

Pre-propagation after felling down the ortet

The rooting of the sprouts of st

obtain exact and juvenile copies of

These copies have a good rooting ab

be used as mother trees for a succe
propagation. The rooting ability is

from a generation to the following

cuttings, showing the improved reac
mother trees. It seems that the best

obtained after an in vitro propagat

allows to obtain mother trees

(homogeneity and reactivity) of whi

ump allows to

the ortet.
i lity and will

ssive cutting
increasing

generation of

tivity of the
rooting is

ion cycle which

the quality
ch answersthe
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requiremsnts of a mass propagation by successive
cuttings.

The propagation by successive cuttings can Lead

to the same result if we take care to select at

each generation of cuttings the mother trees of

best quality.

Mass propagation

It is the final stage during which a mobilized,

rejuvenated and rooting conditioned clone is

commercially propagated. The set up technique

is the horticultural successive propagation by

cuttings which is explained in the following de-

velopments.

The easiest way to reach this stage consists in

cutting down the ortet then to root the shoots.

The safest way for pre-propagat i on is the prepa-

ration of the clone by in vitro technology.

Pre-propagation

Afforestation

In vitro
.1 1

Lii V ( L r u —V nori

VI /
Mother Trees

Horti cultural

'Good Rooting System

Weak Rooting System Rooted Cuttings

SUCCESSIVE PROPAGATION BY CUTTINGS

The mother trees

Diagram 1—Successive propagations by cuttings.

Origin

They originated from the pre-propagation stage
which must give exact, juvenile and rooting
conditioned mother trees.

These mother trees will be propagated by cuttings
and give rooted cuttings which will be used as

mother trees in their turns.

During the successive generations of cuttings,
one will notice the apparition of a certain
proportion of cuttings with a weak root system :

it is important to avoid the propagation of this
type of plants if we want to avoid to create,
inside the clone, bad rooting ability lines.

The keeping of the quality and of the homogeneity
of a clone during the successive generations of

cutt ingssupposes either to be conspicuous to qua-
lity of the mother tree or to plan a periodical
replacement of the mother trees (once a year) for

mother trees produced by in vitro propagation.

The cycle of the successive propagation by cut-
tings is described in the diagram n° 1.

As we can see in the diagram, a light proportion

of weak rooting system cuttings are eliminated
from the cutting cycle. These cuttings can create

a new convenient rooting system during the nursery

breeding ; if it is the case one will send them for

afforestation.

We use to make direct
used in afforestation (co

permeable walls) because
technique lies in not dis

trees from the cuttings f

mother trees are periodic
the shoots reach the size

corresponding to the best

we obtained a sufficient
eluding the mother trees)
afforestation program, we

grow in order to reach th

af forestat ion.

cuttings in the container
ntainers with roots

the advantage of the

tinguishing the mother

or afforestation. These
ally cropped as soon as

and the development level

rooting ability. When

number of cuttings (in-

corresponding to the
let the mother trees

e requi red si ze for

The diagram 2 allows a better understanding
of the successive propagations by cuttings.
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Th?" advantage of this system Lives in its great
f Lexibi Li ty :

- The successive propagation by cuttings permits
to quickly obtain a great number of copies from a

Limited number of initial mother trees (multipli-
cation rate superior to one hundred during a year).

- We can change the composition of the multi-
cLonaL variety at every moment without financial
losses because there is no immobilization in mother
trees bank in the field. If a clone becomes obso-
lete all the mother trees can be used for affores-
tation before the mass propagation of a new clone.

Growing atmosphere

The growth conditions of the mother tree are
essential for the rooting success : the mother
tree must have a vigorous growth (appropriate
level of water, light, warmness, fertilization)
and it is recommended to avoid to multiply mother
trees exhausted by too many crops.

The growing atmosphere of the mother tree is

determined by the season and the root ing atmosphe-
re : from a general point of view, the mother trees
must grow in the same atmosphere used for rooting.

In winter, the mother trees are grown in green
houses with a soil heating (substratum tempera-
ture 18°) and under a plastic cover (confined
atmosphere). In Spring, mother trees are grown
in greenhouses without soil heating and extra
plastic cover, in Summer the mother trees are

grown in the open air.

We will see later that these conditions corres-
pond to the rooting atmosphere.

Rotation of crops of mother trees

The rotation on mother trees should be as

short as possible : the shoots are cropped as

soon as they reach a development level compatible

with the propagation by cuttings.

In practice the rotation is fifteen days long

and we can prepare on average one and half cuttings

per mother tree.

It is important to know that mother trees are weaker
in winter than in summer : their growth conditions
should be more precise, the removal of cuttings
should be made carefully and the number of crops

restricted in order to avoid to exhaust them.

Crop of the cuttings

The decision of cropping the cuttings on a mo-
ther tree is governed by a certain number of
parameters which determine the rooting ability :

- The minimal size of the cuttings allowing
its handling is near five centimeters,

- The minimal number of well coloured and de-
veloped leaves is fixed to four (without count ing
the bad coloured and young leaves).

- Tne rooting ability decreases quickly as soon
as ramifications appear on theshoots : one must
imperatively propagate by cuttings before this
stage.

The morphology of the shoots moves according to
the season: in winter the internodes are short, the
leaves small and well coloured ; from spring to
summer the internodes grow longer, the size of
leaves increases and they take their coloration more
slowly.

The shoots are cut off just above the Leaves of
the lower part in order to initiate two new shoots
at this level.

For avoiding a too great ramification of the

mother tree which would lead to the production of

shoots unsuited to rooting, the level of the size

is lowered from time to time.

The cuttings are immediately placed in a water
filled up vessel to avoid their fading.

Cuttings preparation

In winter the cuttinn is constituted by the
whole shoot cropped on the mother tree. There is

no special preparation unless the ablation of the

leaves of the lower part when they impede the in-

sertion of the cuttings in the substratum. The

cutting corresponds generally to a four to eight
leaves shoot.

In summer the cuttinn corresponds to the lower
part of the shoot (we remove the bad coloured upper
part). The cutting has generally four leaves.

The cuttings are dipped in a fungicide solution
(six grans Benlate per ten Liters water) then drai-
ned before hormonal treatment. This treatement is

essential : the lower part of the cuttings is dip-
ped in a commercial powder which contains one per
cent IndoL butyric Acid. Then the base of the
cutting is inserted irr the roat'ing medium after we
made a hole in order to avoid to wound tne herba-
ceous stem or to remove the hormone.

Cutting environment

The environment for the propagation by cuttings

varies depending on the season for fitting the
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needs of the plant in water, warmness and Light. the aerial part.

We can discern the following periods :

- From January to March : Winter cuttings,
- From April to Mai : Spring cuttings,
- From June to the 15th of August : Summer cut-

tings,
- From the 15th of August to October : Fall cut-

tings.

In November and December, the natural conditions
are very bad for the growth of the mother trees

and the rooting of cuttings : we have to bring

a great quantity of additionnal heat and light to

obtain weak results. So we recommend to stop to

propagate at this time.

Winter cuttings

The cuttings are put in an enclosed atmosphere

by covering them with a polyethylene film just

over the leaves.

This plastic cover keeps a good atmospnere humi-
dity. Substratum humidity is weekly controlled
when we do the phytosani tary treatments : the

rooting medium must be always humid without excess
(obligatory draining), the humidity is increased
from January to March.

The temperature and the humidity of the substra-
tum are not specially controlled.

Summer cuttings

From June the increasing of the mean mensual

temperature (20°) allows to propagate by cuttings
in the open under a mist started by a clock

at the warm hours of the day. This mist falls on

a shade (fifty per cent) spread nearby the cuttings
and which appears to have a double action :

- to avoid sun burns which induce the depigmen-
tation of the Eucalyptus leaves,

- to maintain a humid atmosphere near the cut-
tings.

Rooting medium temperature and humidity are not
specially controlled.

The three cuttings environments are described
in the diagram n° 3.

Rooting percentages are good in each of this
three environments but we have noticed that sim-
plicity and cost of the propagation become better
from winter to summer.

Rooting medium temperature is maintained at

twenty degrees at the base of the cuttings : a too
high temperature increases the risks of rooting,
a too weak temperature inhibits the rottinq.

Atmospheric temperature is not controlled.

Light is very important for rooting : we verify
that the rooting percentage is directly propoi

—

tion to the insolation duration. The minimal
insolation duration is estimated to one hundred
hours per month to obtain good results. This mini-
mum is generally reached in the South West of

France from January. Below this point we have to
foresee an additional artificial illumination.
From February we are obliged to reduce the natural
light by a whitening of greenhouses in order to
avoid the sun burn or an excessive temperature
ri sing.

plastic greenhouse

Winter cuttings

Polyethylene
film

Substratum
temperature 20°

Substratum
heating

Spring onfall cuttings

The propagation by cuttings is realized in a

greenhouse under a mist system. The mist is star-
ted by a clock fifteen seconds every ten minutes
at the warm hours of the day in order to always
maintain an humid film on the leaves.

The temperature of the greenfiouse is controlled
by aeration and whitening. We have to avoid the sun
burn on the cutting leaves by arranging just above
them a plastic shade (fifty per cent shade).

The overheating of the greenhouse (temperature
superior to 30°) risks to lead at:f i rst toa too high
substratum temperature (rotting) then necrosis of

Whitened X
green- ,^ -s" ^

hous^^ ^/ \'^ ^ Mist

Shade

Spring cuttings

Diagram 3

—
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good conditions to three weeks in bad conditions.
It decreases from January to JuLy then increases
from JuLy to October.

Hardening-of

f

The hardening corresponds to the period bet-
ween the acquisition by the cutting of a func-
tional root system and the recovery of an active
aerial growth. This duration varies between three
weeks and one month.

Summer cuttings

Diagram 3— (continued)

Rooting medium - Container

Rooting medium composition may change into large

proportions without damage on rooting.

We have to watch over the rooting medium posses-
ses the following qualities :

- intermediate granuLometry assessing a good

draining, a good aeration and sufficient water
retention. The granulometry will be also of impor-

tance on the architecture of the new root system,
- organic matter contents rather poor (rotting

risks),
- free of pathogen elements or adventicious seed

(desirable desinfect ion)

.

We obtained good results with a medium con-

taining seventy five per cent crushed and composted

bark, twenty five per cent Perlite and five kilo-

grams Osmocote per cubic meter.

When the rooting mean percentage exceeds seventy

per cent one can consider to propagate by cuttings
directly in the container in order to avoid trans-

planting which is a costly and damaging operation.

The propagation by cuttings has no particular
influence on the choice of the container. That may

be :

- a rigid walled container with a special design

to avoid root deformations,
- a permeable root walled container (nonwoven

materi al)

.

The successive propagation by cuttings supposes

a prolonged keeping in the nursery (to six months):

the container volume should be big enough to as-

sure a good growth to the cutting during this

period. For the same reasons, we have to study

carefully the medium fertilization during this

pe r i od

.

The hardening atmosphere is as near as possible
of the rooting atmosphere :

- In winter, the hardening consists to move away
the plastic sheet from the contact of leaves (roo-
ting atmosphere) to a certain distance (growing
atmosphere). This modification is very light and
canbe done without any particular care.

- In spring and summer, we shall wait the aerial
start of the cutting to suppress first the shade
then for lessening the ON periods of the misting
system.

The end of the hardening takes generally place
two months after the insertion of the cutting in

the rooting medium. At the end of this period the

rooted cuttings is enough developped to consider

to crop cuttings.

We can estimate that :

- the duration between the insertion of the

cutting and the first crop on the new mother

tree is two months,
- the duration between the insertion of the

cutting and its possible dispatch for afforestation
(fifteen to twenty centimeters high) is two months

and a half.

Diagram 4 indicates the time necessary for each

stage :

inser- rooting
tion one month

Diagram 4

—

hardening growing
three weeks fifteen to
to one month twenty days

Rooting

Time for rooting is depending on the vegetative

conditions of the mother tree and on the rooting

atmosphere : this time varies from ten days in

Results

Results of the propagation of Eucalyptus by

cuttings depend on :

- the selection level : it is important to

select on the rooting ability which varies in
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any great extent from one clone to another inside

the same species : in Eucalyptus gunnii, the mean

rooting success is near fifty per cent and the

rooting success of the best clones is near ninety

per cent,
- the rooting conditioning of clones : rooting

ability of a clone increases after an in vitro

propagation cycle or after several successive pro-

pagations followed by a selection of reactive mo-

ther trees. This "conditioning" of clones allows

to increase very obviously the rooting success

especially when the first copies of the ortets

are not completely juvenile,
- the rooting season : therooting in the open

in June and July gives the better results.

In the best conditions, we reach a mean roo-

ting percentage of eighty per cent for the selec-

ted clones in E. gunnii and E. hybrid gunnii x

dalrympleana.

CONCLUSION

Research and development of the mass propa-

gation by cutting of Eucalyptus have led to precise

a technique of forest plant production which sa-

tisfies the economical requirements of affores-
tation and secure the mass propagation of clones
selected for precise purposes.

The success depends on the conjunction of pro-
pitious factors :

- Selection of the clone not only on production
or resistance criteria but also on rooting ability,

- Conditioning the mother trees for the sup-
plying of high rooting potential cuttings,

- Choice of the cutting environment adapted to

the season.

The keeping of every factor at the optimal level

governs the success of the technique but it is

certainly the management of the mother trees which
consitutes the more critical point : the propa-
gator must have the perpetual care to keep the
quality and the homogeneity of the mother trees
by the elimination of the degenerating ones. The
cyclic return to mother trees produced by in vi-
tro propagation al lows to avoid every risk of

degenerat ion.
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Part 7. Breeding Programs

Eucalypt Improvement for California:

Progress and Plans^

F. Thomas Ledig^

Abstract: Six promising eucalypt species,
suitable for fiber or biomass production, have
been identified with some confidence:
Eucalyptus camaldulensis , E. dalrympleana , E.
viminalis , E. nitens , E. globulus , and E.

grandis . The Forest Service's Institute of
Forest Genetics has established provenance or
seed source tests of E. camaldulensis , E.
grandis , E. nitens , and the E. dalrympleana-E.
viminalis complex. In E. camaldulensis , the
Lake Albacutya source is outstandingly superior
to any other, and can probably double yields
previously achieved with this species in
California. Growth among E. grandis provenances
is more uniform, but gains of 32 percent may be
made by seed source selection. Tests of other
species are too young for firm conclusions.
Once superior seed sources are identified, they
should be used to fill planting demands in

California. The next step is to begin selection
and breeding within the most productive species.

California has a long history of flirtation
with eucalypts, but little in the way of
systematic programs to identify superior
planting stock. Eucalypts (genus Eucalyptus )

were introduced in California over 125 years ago
and some have since become naturalized
(Kirkpatrick 1977). Eucalypt windbreaks, road
screens, and woodlots are so common that many
laypeople believe eucalypts are native trees.
But despite their familiarity, there have been
few trials of eucalypts as timber trees. Most
of our knowledge on their growth and
adaptability is anecdotal, deriving from
observations on scattered specimens (Metcalf
1924). Until recently there was little need of
more intensive investigation because California
has many fine conifers that are easily seasoned
for construction lumber, while eucalypt timber
is difficult to season. However, interest in

eucalypts has increased because of their
suitability for short-rotation fuel biomass
plantations. Growers need a reliable source of
rapidly growing planting stock, but development
of eucalypt seed sources is not a small chore.

There are several stages in the development
of any new crop. In the first stage, species
trials are used to eliminate non-productive
candidates and identify those with enough
promise to justify further testing. However,

^Presented at the Workshop on Eucalyptus in

California, June 14-16, 1983, Sacramento,
California.

^Project Leader, Institute of Forest Genetics,
Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Experiment
Station, Forest Service, U.S. Department of

Agriculture, Berkeley, Calif.

even within a single species, the growth of one
provenance (provenance = a population
originating in a particular location, climate,
and soil) may not be representative of the
species. Therefore, species trials should
include some minimum number of seed sources.
Ideally, trials should be conducted on a number
of sites to assure that results are not narrowly
limited in application. Provenance testing is

the primary objective in the second stage of
introduction, to locate the be«;t seed sources
within the species. When yields are established
for a range of provenances, the cnird stage can
begin: intensive breeding methods are applied
within the best adapted provenances to improve
growth and economic value.

SPECIES TRIALS

Choice of species is the first consideration
in growing eucalypts, but a complete survey of
the genus would be a monumental undertaking. A
recent compilation recognizes 550 eucalypt
species (Chippendale and Wolf 1981) . Of these,
at least 70 are grown in California (McMinn and

Shepherd 1973) . Many are in arboreta and parks,
and their range of adaptability or their
potential as forest trees is unknown.

One of the most extensive trials of eucalypt
species was undertaken by the University of

California Cooperative Extension. The
University tested 43 species and 18 sites,

although not every species was represented at

each site (Davis [1980?]). Plantings spanned a

latitudinal range from Yuba County to San
Diego. After 7 years, the species were given a

subjective rating based on their value as

landscape trees. Appearance was heavily
weighted in the rating. The highest score was

Gen. Tech. Rep. PSW-69. Berkeley, CA: Pacific Southwest Forest and Range
Experiment Station, Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture; 1983. 115



Table 1—Survival and volume of eucalypt species from two

plantings at Concord, California, 1977.

1964 Pl anting 1965 P^.anting

Species Survival Vol/tree Survival Vol/tree
(pet) (cu m) (pet) (cu m)

E. camaldulensis __1 __1 65 0.06

E. dalrympleana
E. ovata

65

29

0.29
0.28

60

24

0.02
0.10

E. grandis
E. nitens

13
54

0.20
0.19

91
94

0.07
0.13

E. viminalis 83 0.14 75 0.02

E. glaucescens 35 0.15 72 0.03

^Not planted in 1964

received by southern mahogany (E. botryoides
Sm.), and it was followed by river red gum (E.

camaldulensis Dehnh.). Actually, growth of river

red gum was better than that of southern
mahogany wherever they were planted together,

but river red gum was not considered as suitable

a landscape tree as southern mahogany. Because
of the concentration on ornamental trees, many
common timber trees were not included in the

trials.

Species trials that focused primarily on
timber trees were established at Concord,
California, in 1964 and 1965 as a cooperative
venture of the Navy Department and the Forest
Service's Institute of Forest Genetics (King and

Krugman 1980). Of 36 species, 6 or 7 were very
promising (table 1) , and if marketed for

fuelwood or chips, would return at least 6.2
percent on investment (Standiford and Ledig,

this volume)

.

In 1975 a series of seed source, or

provenance, tests were initiated to determine
the range of genetic variation within species of
greatest potential as indicated in the

Institute's species trials. Provenances of five
species are now under test. A provenance trial
of blue gum is also planned because it often
shows phenomenal growth in California, and its

supremacy for biomass production is well
established in world forestry.

River red gum

A seed source, or provenance, test of river
red gum was begun in 1975. Seeds of 23

provenances were sown in June, the seedlings
transplanted into Tinus containers, and then
outplanted at Concord in February, 1976.
Details of cultivation are reported by Emery and
Ledig (in preparation) . By the time the
planting reached age 5.5 years, results were
clear (table 2)

.

PROVENANCE TESTS

The species trials of both the University of
California and the Institute of Forest Genetics
suffer from a common deficiency; neither took
into account intraspecif ic genetic variation.
Wide-ranging species are usually subdivided into
populations adapted to the varying climatic and
edaphic conditions in which they occur. While
seeds from one area may produce rapidly growing
trees under Californian conditions, seeds of the
same species, but from other areas, may fail
miserably. Species trials that only sample a

single population may give misleading results.
Species introductions should sample at least the
extremes and center of the range.

A further problem is that neither the
University nor the Institute included blue gum
(E. globulus Labill.) in its species trials, so
there is no direct comparison of California's
most commonly planted eucalypt.

All the top six seed sources (A-F) come from
the Murray and Darling River drainages and
adjacent watersheds of Victoria, South
Australia, and New South Wales. Statistical
techniques that link areas of similar climate,
tend to cluster these sources into one group
(fig. 1). The area is characterized by
relatively low rainfall, rather cool maximum
temperatures, and a long season in which frost
can occur ( >120 days).

One seed source, from a dry lake bed. Lake
Albacutya, Victoria, stood out. Its volume
growth was 161 percent better than the average
and 598 percent better than the worst seed
source. Mean growth for the Lake Albacutya seed
source was substantially better than growth of
river red gum in the adjacent 1964-65 species
trials. Diameter was 6.6 cm and height 6.2 m at
6 years in the species trial, but the Lake
Albacutya source already exceeded that at 5.5
years: 9.5 cm and 7.2 m, respectively. We have
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Table 2

—

Eucalyptus camaldulensis provenance
means 5.5 years after planting.

Volume-'- Height dbh Straightness'^
Provenance (cu m) (m) (cm)

Lake Albacutya, Victoria 3,0684 a 7.17 a 9.5 a 2.4 ghij
Hamilton, Victoria .0570 ab 5.97 be 8.9 ab 2.6 efghij
Nathalia, Victoria .0463 abc 5.78 bed 7.8 abc 2.9 edefg
Angaston, South Australia .0462 abe 5.85 bed 8.5 ab 2.4 ghij
Darlington Point, New South Wales .0421 bed 6.32 ab 7.6 abed 2.6 efghij
Forbes, New South Wales .0297 cde 5.40 bede 7.2 bede 2.5 efghij
Port Lincoln, South Australia .0270 cde 4.94 edef 7.1 bede 2.1 J

Petford, Queensland .0253 cde 5.99 be 6.2 edef 3.2 be
Mundiwindi, Western Australia .0230 cde 4.98 cdef 6.0 cdef 3.4 ab
Agnew (AR) , Western Australia .0224 cde 4.85 def 6.1 edef 3.0 bedef
Alice Springs (I), Northern Territory .0215 cde 4.54 ef 5.7 cdef 2.8 edefgh
Onslow, Western Australia .0201 de 4.36 ef 6.0 cdef 2.5 fghij
Quilpie, Queensland .0200 de 5.19 cdef 5.8 cdef 3.1 bed
Pentland, Queensland .0194 de 4.85 def 5.8 cdef 2.6 efghi
Hughenden, Queensland .0191 de 4.79 def 5.8 cdef 2.8 edefgh
Wiluma, Western Australia .0180 de 4.99 cdef 5.5 cdef 3.8 a

Alice Springs (H) , Northern Territory .0173 de 4.89 def 5.3 ef 3.0 bede
Agnew (AO) , Western Australia .0170 de 4.82 def 5.5 def 2.9 edef
Quilpie (P), Queensland .0148 e 4.55 ef 5.5 def 2.2 ij

Thargomindah, Queensland .0146 e 4.18 f 5.1 ef 2.3 hij

Three Springs, Western Australia .0124 e 4.29 f 5.2 ef 2.7 defgh
Katherine, Northern Territory .0107 e 4.36 ef 4.6 f 3.0 bede
Newcastle Waters Creek, Northern Territory .0098 e 4.14 f 4.3 f 2.7 defgh

^Estimated by dbh^ x ht

^Scored from 1 = most crooked to 5 = straightest

^Means followed by the same letter do not differ significantly at the 5 percent probability level,

according to Fisher's protected least-significant differences multiple range test

confidence in these results because the Lake

Albacutya seed source has emerged superior

wherever it was planted in a Mediterranean
climate similar to California's; e.g., in Greece

(Panetsos 1970), Israel (Karschon 1974;

Moreshet 1981), Italy (Giordano 1974), Morocco

(Destremau and others 1973), Rhodesia (Barrett

and Carter 1976), Zambia, Spain, Algeria, and

Portugal (Laeaze 1978). The Lake Albacutya

source is also reported as highly salt tolerant

(Sands 1981) . It seems likely that this seed

source will surpass any other previously planted

in California. It should be able to withstand

some cold and drought, as well as saline soils.

Flooded gum

Seed from 15 flooded gum sources (E^ qrandis

Hill ex Maid.) was sown in September 1976, and

outplanted at Concord in March 1978. Early

results, at 3.25 years, show that there is less

variation in flooded gum than in river red gum

(table 3; Bailey and Ledig, in preparation).

Nevertheless, the best seed source, Orara East

in New South Wales, was 14 percent taller and

had 32 percent greater volume than the

plantation average.
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Figure 1—Location of Eucalyptus camaldulensis

seed sources in Australia. Broken lines cluster

seed sources of similar climate.
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Table 3

—
Eucalyptus grandis provenance means for relative volume,

height, dbh, and straightness 3.4 years after planting.

Volume Height dbh Straightness^

Provenance (cu m) (m) (cm)

Orara East 3o.041 26.5 a 37.5 33.06

Tanban 0.039 6.4 ab 7.4 2.87

Newfoundland 0.037 6.3 ab 7.4 2.90

Tucker's Knob 0.041 6.1 abc 7.5 3.29

Pine Creek 0.033 6.1 abc 6.8 3.30

Orara West 0.032 6.0 abc 6.7 2.96

Yabbra 0.033 5.8 abed 6.8 3.38

Newry 0.024 5.7 bed 6.3 3.10

Wild Cattle Creek 0.035 5.4 cde 6.6 2.90
Lome 0.026 5.3 cde 6.0 3.17
Nulla Five Day 0.021 5.1 de 5.5 3.14

Minmi 0.025 5.1 de 5.6 2.70
Queen's Lake 0.030 5.1 de 6.5 3.19
Brooloo 0.024 5.0 de 2.1 3.50
Bellinger River 0.019 4.8 e 5.1 2.61

IaII provenances were from New South Wales except Brooloo,
Queensland

^Means followed by the same letter do not differ significantly
at the 5 percent level of probability, according to Fisher's
protected least significant differences multiple range test

^Not statistically different among provenances

^Scored from 1 = most crooked to 5 = straightest

Despite the early age of the test, results
can be viewed with some confidence. The same
seed sources performed similarly in South
African trials. The correlation between seed
source height in South Africa and height in
California was 0.72, and for dbh 0.79.

The relationships between climate at the seed
source and growth in California were weak in
flooded gum. There is a slight association of
growth with longitude (r = 0.66), but it is of
little help in indicating where to find superior
provenances in Australia.

Shining gum

Shining gum (E^ nitens Maid.) is not
well-known in California. However, it grew well
in the 1964-65 species trials at Concord and
suffered almost no damage from the record freeze
of 1972. Since it was first planted at Concord,
provenance tests established in Australia
(Pederick 1979) indicate that the seed source
used in the Concord plantings is one of the most
slow-growing, at least, under Australian
conditions. By implication, the already
excellent performance of shining gum at Concord
can be improved upon with proper choice of seed
source.

In 1982, 25 provenances of shining gum were
planted at Concord. Similar tests were

established near Ukiah in cooperation with
Masonite Corporation. A third test near Santa
Nella failed because it was planted late and did
not receive necessary weed control or

irrigation. It is much too early to draw any
conclusions, but initial results after a year in

the field suggest substantial differences among
provenances (table 4).

Mountain gum and manna gum

The single most rapidly-growing eucalypt in
the Concord species trial was mountain gum (E.

dalrympleana Maid.). However, some of the trees
in the test have leaves on basal sprouts that
look more like manna gum (E. viminalis
Labill.). It is possible that the seed supplied
by the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
Research Organization (CSIRO) , Division of
Forest Research in Australia was manna gum, a

mixture of mountain and manna gum, or hybrids.
The two species intergrade over an altitudinal
gradient, and mountain gum could be merely the
high elevational form of manna gum (Phillips and
Reid 1980). We expect mountain gum to be more
frost-hardy than manna gum because it occurs at
higher elevations.

Because of the dubious taxonomic status of
mountain and manna gums and the apparent ease
with which they cross, it was decided
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Table 4—Eucalyptus nitens provenance means for
height and survival 1.3 years after planting.

Seed source Survival Height
and locality (pet) (cm)

Rubicon, Victoria
Tweed Spur 78 93.4
Snobs Creek 76 99.3
Barnewall Plain 78 81.5
Mt. Donna Buang 78 94.1

Toorongo , Victor ia

Toorongo Plateau 79 85.3
Upper Thomson 88 83.0
Marshall Spur 77 86.1
St. Gwinear 84 89.3
Mt. Erica 77 81.6
Mt. Toorongo 76 90.0
Tanjil Br en 68 94.6
Christmas Creek 75 81.9
Powell town 92 90.7

Macalister, Victoria
Mt. Skene 80 86.5
Connors Plain 85 86.9
Mt. Useful north 77 83.1
Mt. Useful south 85 90.8
Mt. Wellington 77 83.3

Errinundra, Victoria
Errinundra north 84 102.4
Errinundra south 87 83.8
Goongerah 75 102.9

Southern New South Wales
Nimmitabel 75
Tallaganda 83

Northern New South Wales
Ebor 58

68.4
70.2

65.0

to include both forms in provenance trials.
A trial of six provenances of mountain gum
and two of manna gum was started earlier
this year, 1983. Plantings were made at
Concord, near Anderson in northern
California, near Standard in the foothills
of the Sierra Nevada, and at Santa Nella.
It is much too early to tell whether these
plantations will succeed, but the range of
planting sites should provide a good test of
adaptability. Subfreezing weather cannot be
counted on at Concord each year; the
Anderson and Standard sites will be more
likely to provide a test of cold hardiness.
The Santa Nella site will provide a test of
tolerance for soil salinity.

Blue gum

Blue gum is a rapidly growing tree with
some cold tolerance. However, the commonly

planted ssp. globulus suffered badly during
the freeze of 1972. Large trees in the

Berkeley Hills were killed back to their
base. Subspecies maidenii and bicostata are
considered more cold-hardy than ssp.

globulus . These subspecies, along with ssp.
pseudoglobulus , were formerly considered
separate species from blue gum (Kirkpatrick
1974). The Australian Division of Forest
Research (CSIRO) provided seed of 35

provenances of blue gum, including all its

subspecies, and these will be field planted
in 1985.

Other considerations

For species already provenance tested,

large plot tests of the best seed sources
should be established in several locations
to judge their breadth of adaptability and

to develop data on growth and yield. Tests
of container methods, planting time and
technique, and spacing are also needed to

develop more effective systems of

production. Other eucalypts that may be

provenance tested include tingiring gum (E.

glaucescens Maid, and Blakeley) and swamp
gum (E. ovata Labill.).

SELECTION AND BREEDING

To cover the wide variety of site and
climatic conditions in California, it is

likely that more than one eucalypt species

will be used. Once superior provenances are

identified, seed can be purchased from

Australian seed dealers. But even greater

growth and adaptability can be obtained by

selecting and breeding eucalypts
specifically for California. There is

enough genetic variation within the commonly

used species that we always find some

outstanding individual trees even within the

best provenances.

To capitalize on such variation requires
selection of superior trees. The Institute

of Forest Genetics has begun to select

superior phenotypes in older plantations in

California and in our own provenance tests

at Concord. Trees in the older plantations

have undergone one generation of selection

under California conditions and have

demonstrated their ability to witis'-.and

drought and cold. They constitute land

races." However, in an exotic species,

there are limited possibilities for

selection because the number of trees

available is small.

Other eucalypt breeding programs,
domestic and foreign, are another source of

breeding material. The eucalypt breeding

program in Florida has 4 clones of river

red gum which should be tested in

California. Perhaps even more valuable are

selections of drought and saline tolerant
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eucalypts made by the Agricultural Research

Organization, Israel and by agencies in

India. The Institute of Forest Genetics is

proposing collaborative projects with both
Israeli and Indian tree breeders working
with fuel biomass programs.

Oil^Je superior individuals are selected,
there are two approaches to produce improved

planting stock; i.e., through seed
production in seed orchards or by mass
production of rooted cuttings. In seed
orchards, selected trees are brought
together, as grafted or rooted clones, and
allowed to cross-pollinate. Eucalypts
flower at an early age so seed orchards will
produce commercial quantities of seed in a

very few years. If selection has been
effective, the seed should produce superior
progeny. The alternative is to clone the
selected individuals and use them directly,
perhaps as rooted cuttings. While clonal
production is more expensive than seed
production, it also offers the possibility
of greater immediate gains. Techniques for

vegetative propagation are discussed by

Boulay and Chaperon in this volume.
Whatever the approach, seedling or clonal,
the next step in eucalypt culture in

California is to establish sources for

superior planting materials, and it is

likely to require a cooperative commitment
between growers and the state and Federal
governments.
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Realized Gain from Breeding f^/ca/yp/f/s

grandis in Florida^

George Meskimen^

Abstract: E^. grandis is in the fourth generation
of selection in southwest Florida. The breeding
strategy combines a provenance trial, genetic
base population, seedling seed orchard, and prog-
eny test in a single plantation where all fami-
lies are completely randomized in single-tree
plots. That planting configuration closely pre-
dicted the magnitude of genetic gain realized
through age 2.5 years in a simulated commercial
plantation: up to 66 percent gain in tree
height, 164 percent gain in stem volume, plus
significant gains in stem straightness and freeze
tolerance

.

A small but intense eucalyptus research effort
began in Florida in 1961 with the private, non-
profit Florida Forests Foundation dedicated to
investigating the commercial forestry potential of
exotic hardwoods in south Florida. By 1965 we had
established numerous eucalyptus experiments,
including 14 screening trials testing a total of
156 seed sources representing 67 eucalyptus spe-
cies. The Foundation was absorbed into the
Southeastern Forest Experiment Station in 1967.
Eucalyptus timber research was suspended until
1971 when a small research cooperative was formed
with Federal, State, industrial, and private par-
ticipants. Operational planting started in 1972
and in 10 years 8.8 million seedlings of

Eucalyptus grandis Hill ex Maiden have been
planted on 6,475 ha in southwest Florida. Every
outplanted seedling was grown from genetically
improved seed collected from local seed orchards.

Our tree improvement system had to accommodate
two conditions:

( 1

)

Imported seedlots will not produce commer-
cial plantations in Florida. The most we can
expect is that the better imported seedlots will
produce occasional outstanding individuals which
we can select and breed into a locally adapted
strain.

(2) In 1972, industrial and private coopera-
tors wanted to start commercial planting
"immediately." Instant demand for improved seed

dictated that provenance trials, tree selection,
seed orchard establishment, and progeny testing be

combined and accomplished concurrently instead of

in the more conservative stepwise sequence.

Presented at A Workshop on Eucalyptus in

California, June 14-16, 1983, Sacramento, Calif.

^Tree Breeder, Southeastern Forest Experiment

Station, Forest Service, U.S. Department of

Agriculture, Ft. Myers, Fla.

BREEDING METHODS

Grandis trees planted in southwest Florida
constitute a landrace developed through three
generations of selection and progeny testing in
the local environment. Because of recurrent
selection for local adaptation, the trees perform
better in Florida than progenies of outstanding
trees selected in Australia, South Africa, or

elsewhere

.

The breeding strategy involves importing as

many E_. grandis seedlots as possible—preferably
collected from selected single trees in

Australia. But some bulk lots have been
included, plus many lots from exotic populations
outside Australia. Each seedlot (called a

family) contributes about 60 seedlings to a large

outplanting called the genetic base population.
All individuals of all families and all sources
are completely randomized in single-tree plots.
Stocking is 1,916 trees/ha in a precise row X

column grid, mapped to preserve the location and
pedigree of each tree. Trees are measured for

growth rate and scored for cold hardiness, stem
straightness, branch habit, and general adap-
tation. At 2.7 years (one-third of rotation

age), the best trees are selected and the rest

are rogued to convert the base population to a

seedling seed orchard. The best families usually
contribute three or four selects to the seedling

seed orchard; most families contribute only one

or two; and about one-third of the families drop

out of the breeding population for lack of any
worthy candidates.

Select trees exchange pollen in the first

general bloom at age 3+ years. The following

spring the resultant seed is collected and used

to establish the next generation's base popula-
tion, which is also the progeny test of the

seedling seed orchard. Thus a generation is

turned, from seed to seed, in 4 years. Progeny

test results identify the best commercial seed

trees as well as poor seed trees to be rogued

from the orchard.

Gen. Tech. Rep. PSW-69. Berkeley, CA: Pacific Southwest Forest and Range
Experiment Station. Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture; 1983. 121



Each generation of selection enhances the

landrace's adaptation to local conditions, but new

families must be imported to broaden the genetic

base and guard against inbreeding depression. The

current grandis population, planted in 1977

(G-POP77), consists of 31,725 trees representing

529 families on 17.3 ha. Nine percent of the

families are fourth generation (great grandmothers

selected for excellence in a Florida plantation);
24 percent, third generation (grandmothers
selected in Florida); 40 percent, second gener-
ation (mothers selected in Florida); and 27 per-

cent, first generation (newly imported families).
Geographically, 37 percent of the families trace

their maternal pedigrees back to New South Wales;

32 percent originate in Queensland; 21 percent
from South Africa; 4 percent from many miscel-
laneous nations; and 6 percent cannot be traced

beyond Florida.

The Florida breeding strategy presents two

radical departures from usual methods. We combine
a provenance trial, a genetic base population, a

seedling seed orchard, and a progeny test in a

single plantation. We do that simply to compress
development time and to concentrate our meager
resources of staff and budget.

Our other departure is to plant all the individ-
uals representing a family in completely ran-
domized, single-tree plots. This contrasts with

the replicated square plots or row plots used in

most tree improvement plantings. Completely ran-
domized, single-tree plots offer several
advantages: (1) Each family is maximally
dispersed across the planting site, encouraging a

thorough sampling of microsites and an accurate
estimate of site adaptation. (2) Maximal disper-
sion promotes random mating of select trees and

eliminates the need to choose between outstanding
sibling selection candidates standing side by side
in the same multitree plot. (3) Different fami-
lies can iDe represented by different numbers of

individuals with no statistical or operational
problems; likewise, mortality causes no problems.
(4) Each tree is a replicate of its family and
represents a statistical degree of freedom. This

efficient, robust design enables us to screen more
families with fewer trees.

INDICATED GAINS

In the current base population, G-POP77, com-
parison of first-, second-, third-, and fourth-
generation families shows impressive evidence of

genetic gain (fig. 1). At age 2.5 years the
average first-generation tree contained 7.5 dm^ of
stem wood and bark from groundline to tip.
Secoftd-generation stems grew nearly twice as

larg<$, averaging 14.6 dm . Third-generation stems
show an additional 16 percent increment up to 17.0
dm , and fourth-generation yet another 16 percent
up tcb 19.7 dm^.
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Figure 1—Family mean stem volume at age 2.5

years in G-POP77, the _E^. grandis base population
planted in 1977.

These results imply that at one-third of rota-
tion age, Florida landowners will be producing
2.6 times more wood from planting fourth-
generation Florida seedlings instead of stock
grown from imported seed. The case for local
selection seems compelling considering that a

large majority of first-generation families in

G-POP77 are offspring of magnificent select trees
in Australia and South Africa. But that parental
magnificence is rarely reproduced by offspring
planted in the Florida environment.

PERPLEXING QUESTIONS

Despite the promise, some thoughtful visitors
and cooperators suggest that genetic gains
measured in our combination base population-
progeny test might seriously overestimate gains
realizable in commercial plantations. The con-
cern is that competition among trees might be far

more severe in commercial plantations than in our
base population.

Our base population-progeny test with its
single-tree plots simulates commercial plan-
tations in that offspring of all seed trees are
randomly mixed on the planting site. Nevertheless
there remains a perplexing difference between
our base population and a commercial plantation:
the range of genetic quality.

The difference is that our base population
includes the entire spectrum of genetic resources
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ranging from the most advanced families down to

new introductions which lack adaptation and com-
pete poorly. In contrast, commercial plantations
are the truncated, compressed upper end of the

genetic range. For example, G-POP77 consists of
529 families, but the 1979 commercial plantations
include only the best 34 of those families—
that's skimming just the best 6 percent of the
cream off the top of our gene pool. The
perplexing question is: What happens when these
best families must compete just among themselves
over hundreds of hectares? Does the "cream" stay
sweet, or does it curdle from the intense heat of

best competing against best?

A corollary question is: Can southwest
Florida's poor soils, spring droughts, and summer
flooding support such intense competition; or do
environmental factors become limiting and render
the most genetically advanced families no more
productive than their ancestral, imported
seedlots?

drained acid fine sands underlain by spodic hard-
pans. We hand planted both studies in July
(G-POP77 in 1977, GAIN79 in 1979) on sites pre-
pared in the spring by burning, broadcasting with
1,120 kg/ha of ground rock phosphate, double
chopping (GAIN79) or triple chopping (G-POP77),
then bedding. A major difference is planting
density: 1,204 trees/ha at GAIN79; 1,916 trees/ha
(59 percent more) at G-POP77. Our commercial
recommendation is 1,495 trees/ha. The shortfall
at GAIN79 is unfortunate but was dictated by the
spacing of the commercially prepared beds.

We measured growth in both studies at 0.5, 1,

1.5, and 2.5 years and also scored tree form at
2.5 years. Additionally, GAIN79 was scored for

damage following freezes at 1.5 and 2.5 years, and
remeasured at 3.5 years.

EARLY GAINS

Growth Traits

SEEKING ANSWERS

In 1979 we installed a small study called
GAIN79 to answer those perplexing questions by
measuring realized gain in a commercial plan-
tation setting. This paper reports those gains
and compares them with gains forecast by G-POP77.

GAIN79 compares three populations in four
replications of 7- X 7-tree plots. The popula-
tions are:

Ancestral : Four imported seedlots from which
many advanced-generation families descend. All
Ancestral trees are first generation.

Commercial : The commercial seed mix for the
1979 planting season, composited from 34 advanced-
generation families chosen for excellent early
performance at G-POP77. Of the 34 commercial
families, 22 are descended from Ancestral
seedlots. The average Commercial tree is genera-
tion 2.9.

Premier : Six advanced-generation families, top
ranked for the combined traits of volume produc-
tion, cold hardiness, form, and coppicing. All
six Premier families descend from Ancestral
seedlots, and five Premier families are also among
the Commercial families. The average Premier tree
is generation 3.5.

GAIN79 simulates a commercial plantation as

closely as possible. It was planted in the com-
mercial site-preparation area at the same spacing
employed by the landowner.

GAIN79 demonstrates impressive early growth
gains similar to those forecast by G-POP77.
Improved trees rapidly expressed superiority at
both sites. Analysis of variance first detected
highly significant gains for height growth at age
6 months in G-POP77 and at 1 year in GAIN79, and
at 1.5 years for diameter and volume growth at
both sites. At the oldest common measuring age,
2.5 years. Commercial and Premier trees stand a

quarter to half again as tall as Ancestral trees
with over twice as much wood in their stems
(fig. 2).

Gains illustrated in figure 2 for GAIN79
amount to the following returns from breeding
imported seedlots up to a Premier population: an
average tree 2.3 m taller at age 2.5 years with
7.2 dm of additional stem volume or 3.3 kg more
dry energy fuel; and an average hectare carrying
8 m more volume or 3.7 tons of additional dry
energy fuel. Figure 3 characterizes breeding
gains per stem, and figure 4 on a stand basis.

Figure 2 depicted percentage gains of com-
parable magnitude in both studies. The similar
percentages are reassuring because they are based
on markedly different growth rates at the two

sites. The site difference is so extreme that

the shortest population at G-POP77, Ancestral,
averages taller at 2.5 years than the tallest
trees. Premier, at GAIN79 (fig. 3). The pooled
2.5-year height of all three populations is 7.1 m
at G-POP77 slipping to 4.8 m at GAIN79, a 32 per-
cent reduction.

The G-POP77 and GAIN79 sites are located about
23 km apart in Glades County on a landtype known
locally as palmetto prairie, a flat, naturally
treeless expanse of saw-palmetto, wiregrass, runer
oak, and wax myrtle. Soils are infertile, poorly

Volume of stem wood and bark from groundline
to tip; dry weight of wood and bark in stems and
branches from ground to tip (formulas on file
with Forest Service, USDA, Ft. Myers, Fla . )

.
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Figure 2—Percentage gains in

growth traits at age 2,5 years

for Commercial (C) and Premier

(P) trees over Ancestral trees

as predicted at G-POP77 and

realized at GAIN79. All bars
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significant gains.
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Four factors could conceivably contribute to

the site-growth differential: (1) inherent dif-
ferences in site quality; (2) different stocking
levels; (3) partially different growing years,

July 1977-January 1980 at G-POP77 versus July

1979-January 1982 at GAIN79; or (4) the effects of

competition within populations at GAIN79 versus
competition among populations at G-POP77.
Competition among populations would seem to

disadvantage the unimproved Ancestral trees. Yet
Ancestral trees grew 79 percent as tall as

Premier trees while competing with them at
G-POP77, but only 60 percent as tall while not
competing with them at GAIN79. Empirically,
stocking levels may play a large role in the

site-growth differential. G-POP77, planted at

1,916 trees/ha had eliminated herbaceous com-
petition by age 1.5 year; but GAIN79, with 1,204
trees /ha, still competes with a heavy ground
cover after 3.5 years.

Whatever the adversities at GAIN79, improved
trees coped better than unimproved trees.
Ancestral trees grew only 55 percent as tall at
GAIN79 as they had at G-POP77, but Commercial
trees achieved 70 percent and Premier trees 76

percent of their G-POP77 performance. Our base
population-progeny tests cannot be expected to
predict actual growth on all sites. Nevertheless,
in this case G-POP77 seems a reliable predictor
of the magnitude of gains that improved popula-
tions will express in commercial plantations.

Tree Form

We evaluated tree form at age 2.5 years using
the following scoring systems:

Stem straightness : = too crooked for pulp-
wood, 1 = acceptable for pulpwood, 2 = good
straightness, 3 = excellent straightness.

Branch habit : = too limby for pulpwood, 1 =

acceptable for pulpwood, 2 = good natural pruning
and small branched, 3 = good natural pruning and
fine branched.

G-POP77 forecast highly significant gains in

stem straightness which were realized in GAIN79.
G-POP77 also forecast highly significant gains in

branch habit, but these were not realized in

GAIN79 (fig. 5). The contradiction in the two

traits is not surprising viewed in the context of

tree selection.

As we search our base populations for selection
candidates, the first trait we look for is vigor

—

candidates must be conspicuously larger than their
neighbors or their siblings. We notice repeatedly
that grandis stem straightness is independent of
bigness, but branch habit is not. It is just as

easy to find straight big trees as crooked big
trees, and there is no need to compromise selec-
tion standards for either trait.
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Figure 4—Stand basal area, volume of stem wood
and bark from ground to tip, and dry weight of
wood and bark in stems and branches for Ancestral
(A), Commercial (C), and Premier (P) populations
at age 2.5 years.
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Figure 5—Mean scores for branch habit and stem

straightness for Ancestral (A), Commercial (C),

and Premier (P) trees, age 2.5 years, at GAIN79

and G-POP77. Asterisks signify significant (0.01

level) gains over Ancestral population.
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In contrast, big trees have coarse branches far

more commonly than fine branches. We have had to

compromise—but never abandon—our standards on

branch habit, especially when selecting from

first-generation families.

The failure of GAIN79 to demonstrate predicted
gains in branch habit may also be attributable to

smaller tree size and wider spacing than at

G-POP77. At the evaluation age of 2.5 years,

trees at GAIN79 averaged 2 m shorter than at

G-POP77. It is difficult to infer the mature
relationship between branch size and bole size

until saplings are quite advanced. Also the

natural pruning aspects of branch habit are not

evident until growth rate and stocking converge at

partial crown closure. The natural expression of

branch habit might also have been altered or

delayed at GAIN79 by recovery sprouts arising
after freeze damage 1 year earlier.

Gains in form may seem miniscule—no more than

0.6 of a scoring unit—but that perception changes
if gain is expressed as the percentage of movement
along the scale from the score of unimproved trees

to the maximum score of 3. A sample calculation
follows for Premier stem straightness at GAIN79:

Premier score - Ancestral score
3 - Ancestral score

X 100 = percent
gain

^•Q ~ "* '^ X 100 = 38 percent gain
3.0 1 .4

So computed, the Premier and Commercial scores
presented in figure 5 translate to the following
percentage gains

:

Stem straightness

Premier
Commercial

Branch habit

Premier
Commercial

G-POP77

22**
22**

16**
16**

GAIN79

38**
25**

23

**Represents gain significant at the 0.01
level, based on ANOVA of actual scores.

Freeze Damage

Severe frost damages grandis even in the
recommended planting zone, but the trees rarely
die. They may freeze back, but they sprout and
regrow vigorously. Frost has cost a season's
growth several times but never a plantation.
Southwest Florida usually has inversion freezes
with temperatures coldest at ground level but
moderating dramatically in the first meter or two
above ground. Marginally hardy trees like E^.

grandis can reduce risk simply by growing fast

—

elevating tender crown tissue above lethal tem-
peratures while building larger stems with

thicker, insulative bark close to the ground.
Each additional year of growth reduces risk.

Since research planting started in 1961, severe
damage has been suffered 1 out of 3 years by
seedlings in their first wintar, 1 out of 4 years

by saplings in their second winter, and 1 out of

11 years by trees in their third winter or older.
We make freeze tolerance a prime selection
criteria—whenever nature "blesses" one of our

base populations with a severe freeze.

In its four winters to date, GAIN79 has been
statistically unlucky with two significant
freezes. A moderately hard freeze occurred
January 13, 1981, with low temperatures near
-8.5°C (16°F). Damage was moderate to severe at
GAIN79, then in its second winter; in contrast,
damage was slight at G-POP77 in its fourth
winter.

One year later a catastrophic freeze struck
with temperatures as low as -11.5°C (11°F), and
subfreezing for 8 hours. The 1982 freeze
devastated all grandis trees in Glades County,
regardless of age or size. The eucalypts were
particularly vulnerable to the 1982 freeze
because of a total lack of preconditioning. The
preceding month included 21 days with afternoon
highs above 27°C (80°F), We scored damage from
both freezes at GAIN79. At G-POP77, damage was
too light to score in the first freeze, and other
priorities precluded scoring the severe freeze.

We score cold damage on an 11 -point scale ranging
from 10 (undamaged) down to -1 (frozen dead);
categories 9 down through 5 denote increasingly
severe damage confined to leaves; and categories 4

down through describe increasingly severe wood
destruction in branches or bole. Figure 6 details
the scoring system. Figure 7 profiles damage suf-
fered by Ancestral, Commercial, and Premier trees at
GAIN79.

Figure 7 starkly illustrates that while
breeding has made substantial progress toward
minimizing damage from moderate freezes, some
south Florida freezes are so severe as to probably
exceed the natural variation available for selec-
tion in the species. In the moderate freeze.
Ancestral trees suffered bark splitting and injury
to primary branches and main stems, but Commercial
trees only lost their leaves, and Premier trees
actually retained about 25 percent of their
leaves

.

If these gains in a moderate freeze are con-
verted to percentages computed in the same manner
as for tree form, they amount to a 31 percent gain
for Commercial trees and a 53 percent gain for
Premier, gains notably similar to the percentage
gains for height growth presented in figure 2. We
do not think that we are breeding a meaningful
improvement in physiological cold resistance, but
we do think we are breeding a significant improve-
ment in cold tolerance based primarily on growing
big enough, fast enough to avoid lethal tem-
peratures in the inversion layer.
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SCORE INTERPRETATION

/

lO-rTREE FUNCTIONALLY UNDAMAGED

9-|->75%0F LEAVES FUNCTIONAL

8-t-50-75% OF LEAVES FUNCTIONAL

7-}-25-50% OF LEAVES FUNCTIONAL

6-|-<25%0F LEAVES FUNCTIONAL

5-- LEAFY CROWN DESTROYED

44->75% OF WOODY CROWN FUNCTIONAL-,
TWIG KILL

3-1-50-75% OF WOOD FUNCTIONAL
SMALL BRANCH KILL

•25-50% OF WOOD FUNCTIONAL; PRIMARY
BRANCHES ft BOLE DAMAGED, BARK SPLITS

<25% OF WOOD FUNCTIONAL; MOST BRANCHES
a MUCH OF BOLE KILLED

O-f-FROZEN TO GROUND BUT SPROUTING

-l-^FROZEN DEAD

DAMAGE CONFINED
TO LEAVES

DAMAGE
EXTENDS

? INTO WOODY
' CROWN

Whatever the nature of our gains, the
catastrophic freeze overwhelmed them. Ancestral,
Commercial, and Premier trees averaged respec-
tively 0.2, 0.6, and 0.8 on the damage scale (fig.
7), and no individual tree scored higher than 1.
Converted to percentages as before, these
miniscule gains amount to 4 percent for Commercial
and 6 percent for Premier.

In a freeze of this magnitude, breeding gains
need to be expressed in the most basic trait:
survival. During the year following the great
freeze, 22 percent of Ancestral trees died com-
pared to 7 percent of Commercial trees and 4 per-
cent of Premier trees, significantly heterogeneous
mortality (X^ test, 0.01 level). Before the
freeze, populations had not differed significantly
in survival.

One year after the great freeze, GAIN79 has the
following stand characteristics at age 3.5 years:

Ancestral Commercial Premier

Survival (pet)* 73

Stocking (trees/ha)* 879
Mean height (m)** 3.2
Number of persistent

freeze-recovery
stems per stool 2.7

975

4.7

2.6

89

1,072
4.8

2.2

Figure 6—Cold damage scoring system.

MODERATE FREEZE
I-I3-8I,AGE 1.5 YEARS

CATASTROPHIC FREEZE
1-12-82, AGE 2.5YEARS

.8
.6

Figure 7—Mean cold damage scores for Ancestral (A),

Commercial (C), and Premier (P) populations
in two freezes at GAIN79. Asterisks denote scores
significantly (0.01 level) above Ancestral score.

Trait reflects population differences signifi-
cant at the 0.05 level (X^ test); **trait reflects
population differences significant at the 0.01
level (ANOVA).

The 1982 freeze seems so devastating in the
context of this report that we need to view it
in broader perspective. The freeze was iso-
lated, almost confined to a single county.
Damage was slight to eucalyptus plantations in

other suitable growing areas. Freeze damage
approaching this severity has not been seen in
southwest Florida since 1962. In the interim, two
complete rotations could have been planted, grown,
harvested, and regenerated. Within the freeze
zone the loss of wood inventories depended on age
class. Plantations in their first or second
winter were frozen to the ground and regenerated
from ground level coppice shoots. They will devel-
op as normal coppice stands. Plantations in

their fifth, sixth, seventh, or eighth winter suf-
fered severe damage to crown tissues but not to

product boles. Those age classes will refoliate
and grow on to scheduled harvest with little
economic loss. Plantations in their third and
fourth winters (GAIN79) suffered profound damage
to product boles; stems that recovered are often
badly forked or so weakened that subsequent wind
breakage seems likely. These age classes,
however, would constitute only 25 percent of

plantation area in an even distribution of age

classes. Freeze damage is an acceptable invest-
ment risk that can be ameliorated by adding freeze

resilience—swift, graceful recovery—to our tree

selection criteria.
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CONCLUSIONS

Back-to-back freezes savagely reduced
growth and stocking at GAIN79 and converted it

from a single -stemmed seedling stand to a

multistemmed coppice stand. These transfor-
mations are not economically or esthetically
pleasing, but they demonstrate graphically
that breeding advanced-generation strains from
local selections is probably the most impor-
tant element in managing the investment risk

of growing eucalypts in Florida.

Despite great discrepancies in stocking and
productivity, G-POP77 either accurately or

conservatively forecast the magnitude of genet-
ic gains realized at GAIN79. It seems both
efficient and efficacious to breed local
landraces in genetic plantings that combine
the functions of provenance trial, base popu-
lation, progeny test, and seed orchard.
Completely randomized, single-tree plots seem
to be a reliable planting design for ranking
populations and predicting the magnitude of
realized gains.
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Clearcutting in stands of young-mature mixed-conifer and

hardwood trees in north-central CaUfornia is a relatively

new method of silvicultural regeneration. It is increasingly

practiced in the area because a biological basis for it exists.

This basis is the persistent hardwood understory beneath the

conifer canopy that adversely affects conifer regeneration and

growth.

From 1963 to 1977, a series of clearcutting experiments were

done on the Challenge Experimental Forest in Yuba County,

California. The experiments were designed to test an approach

to clearcutting in which 892 acres (361 ha) were cut in 41

compartments ranging from 7 to 60 acres (3 to 24 ha). More

than 316 acres (128 ha) were designated for the study of natural

regeneration. Slash disposal, site preparation, and rodent sur-

veys, however, were done on acres that were regenerated by

both artificial and natural techniques. Because artificial

regeneration is discussed in another paper (Neal 1975) and not

included here, the acreages expressed are not additive.

Broadcast burning, windrow and burning, rodent trapping,

and seedfall surveys were done intermittently from 1964

through 1977. Broadcast burning was studied on 375 acres

(152 ha) and windrow and burning on 576 acres (233 ha).

Rodent populations were surveyed at various times on 440

acres (178 ha), natural seedfall was measured on 68 acres (27

ha), and natural regeneration was surveyed on 316 acres (128

ha). Surveys of clearcuttings having natural regeneration

began in 1964 and ended in 1982.

This report is the product of 20 years of research on forest

regeneration after clearcutting in the young-mature mixed-

conifer and hardwood forests of north-central California. It

describes an approach to clearcutting, suggests the manage-

ment implications of this approach, and offers recommenda-

tions for reducing delays in regeneration.

CHALLENGE EXPERIMENTAL
FOREST

Research done on the Experimental Forest applies to about

1.5 million acres (607,035 ha) of highly productive timberland

along the west slopes of the Sierra Nevada. These young-

mature mixed-conifer and hardwood forests at low- to mid-

elevations form a transition zone between the chaparral and

mixed hardwoods at lower elevations and the mixed-coniter

forest at higher Within this zone, and often in complex mix-

ture, the California Black Oak. Douglas-fir-Tanoak-Pacitic

Madrone. Pacific Pondcrosa Pine, and Pacific Ponderosa

Pine-Douglas-fir forest cover types are found (Eyre 1980). A
chaparral type also is present. Conversion of the mixed hard-

wood and conifer stands to conifers alone is both dillicult and

costly.

The hardwoods, often of sprout origin, compete vigorously

with young conifers and must be controlled. Reducing sprout

numbers by knocking down all remaining trees in conjunction

with slash disposal generally is cheaper and more effective

than girdling and poisoning trees or treating cut surfaces or

sprouts with herbicides. Flattening unmerchantable trees puts

a large amount of fuel near the ground and leads to broadcast

burning.

A valuable attribute of the Experimental Forest is its high

site. Soils often are more than 100 ft (30 m) deep, mean annual

temperature is 55° F (13° C), and annual precipitation averages

68 inches (1727mm). These conditions ensure that vegetation

is abundant and fast-growing. Indeed, the dominant species,

ponderosa pine (Pinus pondcrosa Dougl. ex Laws, van pon-

derosa), will average 140 ft (43 m) in height in iOO years

(Arvanitis and others 1964). Trees 170 ft (52 m) tall at this age

are not unusual.

Other tree species on the Experimental Forest are Douglas-

fir (Psendotsui^a mcnziesii [Mirb.] Franco), sugar pine iPiniis

lumhertiana Dougl.). California white lir (Abies concolor van

lowiana [Gord.] Lemm.), and incense-cedar (Libocedrus

decurrens Torr). Hardwoods, principally California black oak

(Qiiercus kellof^gii Newb.), tanoak (Lithocarpiis densijiorus

[Hook, and Am.] Rchd.). and Pacific madrone (Arbutus men-

ziesii Pursh), are scattered throughout as individual trees,

clumps, or groves {fi^. I). Generally, trees larger than 3.5

inches (8.9 cm) in diameter-at-breast-hcight (d.b.h.) number

248 per acre (613/ha) and contain about 270 ft- (62 m-) of basal

area.

The stands are classified as young-mature. Dominant and

codominant trees are about 120 years old. They number about

35 per acre. 70 percent of which are ponderosa pine. Trees in

these crown classes produce more than 80 percent of the cones

in a seed crop (McDonald 1973. 1976b).

Shrub species also grow on the Experimental Forest. The

most abundant are whiteleaf manzanita (Arctoslaphylos vis-

cida Parry) and deerbrush (Ceanoihus iniegerrlmus Hook, and

Arn. ). When logged, the clearcut compartments show no signs

of manzanita and deerbrush. Killed long ago by the shady

forest, the shrubs died and decayed until not a trace remained

above ground. Below ground, however, thousands, if not mil-

lions of viable shrub seeds per acre awaited conditions that

would stimulate germination (Quick 1956).



Figure 1—This young-mature stand on a tiigh

site on the Challenge Experimental Forest,

Yuba County, Calitornia, typically has mostly

ponderosa pine in the overstory with shade-

tolerant conifers and hardwoods beneath.

CLEARCUTTING

Layout and Logging

In the summer of 1962, 12 circular units of 2, 5, and 10 acres

(0.8, 2.0, and 4.0 ha) were cut on the Experimental Forest.

Each size was replicated twice on a northeast aspect and twice

on a southwest aspect. Slopes varied from 5 to 51 percent on

the southerly aspect, and from 10 to 35 percent on the northerly

aspect. Positions of the clearcuttings varied from near the top

to near the bottom of the slopes. By adjusting slope measure-

ments to horizontal distances, each cutting unit became a

perfect circle.

Logging began in January 1963 and continued intermit-

tently, as weather permitted, until mid-June. Other than in the

small landings, which were located within the cutting units,

soil compaction appeared to be negligible.

Clearcuttings after 1963 were more conventional in shape.

Most were nearly rectangular and followed natural boundaries,

such as streams or ridgelines and. occasionally, roads. They

varied in size from 15 to 60 acres (6 to 24 ha). Each year several

of various sizes were cut.

Slash Disposal and Site Preparation

After merchantable logs were skidded, remaining stems

were flattened by a large tractor-dozer, usually in late spring. A
few California black oaks, too large to be pushed over, had to

be felled. The downed trees were not deliberately crushed after

felling, although some crushing took place incidentally as

skidding and pushing progressed. Pushing was accomplished

at a rate of about 5 acres (2 ha) per tractor-day.

Slash Weight

The weight of residual slash and unmerchantable trees after

logging in young-mature stands on high sites tended to be high

{fig. 2). Once on the ground, the slash was sampled and dry

weights were determined.

In clearcuttings on the southwest aspect, slash weights

ranged from 53 to 89 tons per acre ( 1 19 to 200 t/ha), averaging

74 tons per acre ( 166 t/ha). Hardwoods made up 31 percent of

the slash, conifers 45 percent, and litter and humus 24 percent

(Sundahl 1966). On the northeast aspect, where more Califor-

nia white fir and sugar pine grow, residual weights ranged from

88 to 110 tons per acre (197 to 247 t/ha), averaging 97 (217 t/

ha). Of this total, hardwoods constituted 29 percent, conifers

45 percent, and litter and humus 26 percent. Although the

amount of residual material differed between the two aspects,

the percentage makeup among hardwoods, conifers, and litter

was similar Conifer cull logs contributed only 5 percent to

total slash weight. About 66 percent of the material on each

aspect was fine fuel—less than 4 inches (10 cm) in diameter.

The high percentage of fine fuel and low amount of large cull

logs were conducive to broadcast burning.

Broadcast Burning

Altogether, 20 compartments ranging from 2 to 46 acres

(0.8 to 18 ha) and totaling about 375 acres (152 ha) were

broadcast-burned from 1963 through 1966. A prescription

stating acceptable conditions of fuel moisture, temperature,

and weather was formulated (McDonald and Schimke 1966)

before slash was burned. When the prescribed conditions are



Figure 2—A typical clearcutting after logging and pushing on the Chal-

lenge Experimental Forest, Yuba County. California. Large amounts of

evenly distributed matenal facilitate broadcast burning.

met. slash can be burned in spring, winter, or fall. Fall burns

generally are favored over spring and winter bums because

they remove the most fuel, consume more heavy fuel, and are

soaked "dead out" by winter storms. Winter and spring burns

consume fuels that have been wetted and at least partially

dried. Heavy fuels remain wet, except for outer surfaces and,

therefore, less of them burn.

The problem with fall burns is that the first rain of the season

could last for a week or more, wet the fuels, and thereby result

in impossible burning conditions.

A storm in mid-October 1963, which deposited 2.85 inches

(72 mm) of precipitation, set the stage for the first broadcast

burning trial. By October 22, fuel moisture sticks indicated

that fuels in the clearcuttings were drying rapidly, while those

on the forest floor were wet. All conditions in the prescription

were met and burning was scheduled.

Slash was ignited by drip torches. Weather during the first

day was suitable and 19 acres (8 ha) were burned without

incident. Despite a favorable weather forecast, an unexpected

storm arrived that night and halted burning. Another 10-acre

(4.0-ha) clearcutting was successfully broadcast-burned sev-

eral days later Again, a storm curtailed burning operations,

although most of the remaining cutting units were burned

partially. Only 29 of 68 acres (5 units of 12), therefore, were

broadcast-burned successfully in 1963. The remaining cutting

units were unacccptably burned and the fuels that remained

were bunched into piles and burned later

For broadcast burning in the 1964-66 compartments,

weather continued to be a critical factor The fall 1964 burns

were drowned out by the first storm of the season. The fuels

became so wet that they never were dry enough to be burned in

the fall. Long dry spells in February and April, however,

permitted winter and spring burning. The broadcast burns

planned for fall 1965 also were washed out by the first storm.

These compartments and those cut in 1966 totaled'195 acres

(79 ha). All were satisfactorily burned in the fall of 1966 when

the weather was nearly ideal.

For the acceptable broadcast burns, between 70 and 90

percent of the fine fuels below 4 inches ( 10 cm) in diameter, and

slightly less than 50 percent of the coarse fuels above 4 inches

were consumed (Hall 1967) (Jif>. J). The overall fuel reduction

by compartments ranged from 68 to 84 percent (McDonald

and Schimke 1966).

Proportion of area burned and intensity of burning also arc

noteworthy. Data from the successful burns on the Experimen-

tal Forest indicated that broadcast burning left about 42 percent



Figure 3—When the weather cooperates, broadcast burning on the

Challenge Experimental Forest, Yuba County, California, removes most

of the smaller fuels and much of the larger.

of the area unburned, 53 percent burned lightly, and only 5

percent burned sufficiently to remove the entire litter layer and

alter the structure of the uppermost soil layers (Neal 1975). A
highly variable seedbed was formed.

Broadcast burning generally has been found to have no

consequential effect on physical properties of soils in the

northern Rocky Mountains (Roe and others 1971). And it has

statistically nonsignihcant effects on both physical and chemi-

cal soil properties in the western Cascade Mountains of

Oregon and Washington (Kraemer and Hermann 1979).

Erosion is not a problem on the Experimental Forest either

Even where bared, the deep clay-loam soils have high internal

capacity for water storage, and precipitation inhltrates fairly

rapidly. Needles, twigs, pieces of charcoal, holes and furrows

resulting from pushing, and charred logs impede the flow of

surface water. After the first year, woody pioneer species

increasingly cover the area, thereby checking erosion even

more.

The total cost of slash disposal and site preparation by

broadcast burning depends upon the number, size, shape, and

distance between the units to be burned. Topography also can

increase costs in proportion to increases in slope and rough-

ness of terrain. Weather always is a factor in determining costs.

The amount of men and equipment on the job is predicated on

the entire acreage to be burned. Should adverse weather cause

only one-half of it to be burned, most of the costs remain.

These are then spread over only one-half the acreage, increas-

ing costs per acre.

The cost of broadcast burning (1966 rates) varied from

$8.42 per acre ($20.81/ha) for 75 acres (30 ha) to $36.24 per

acre ($89.55/ha) for 28.5 acres (12 ha) (Hall 1967). Current

rates have increased greatly. A good job of broadcast burning

in 1981 cost about $125 per acre ($309/ha).

Windrow and Burning

Windrow and burning is the slash disposal and site prepara-

tion technique most commonly used in the northern Sierra

Nevada on other than steep ground. A heavy tractor, usually

with brush rake, windrows the slash {fig. 4). Costs in 1981 were

$80 to $90 per acre ($198 to $222/ha) for tractor piling, with a

burning cost of $25 to $35 per acre ($62 to $86/ha).

Advantages of the windrow and burn method are that almost

all of the slash is pushed into the windrow, leaving a mineral

soil seedbed. After piling, the surface of the ground is rough.

Thousands of little earthen dams and. indeed, the windrow

itself, check surface erosion. A windrow and burn compart-

ment is safer to burn than one with broadcast slash because the

- *
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Figure 4—After windrowing slash m the north-

ern Sierra Nevada, a mineral soil seedbed is

available for regeneration.
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surrounding forest can be much wetter, and the windrows still

readily burnable. On the Experimental Forest, the forest tioor

usually was soaking wet before the windrcms were ignited.

Once lit. fire tends to spread the length of the windrows,

particularly if on sloping ground. Ignition costs are low, and

because the chance of escape is almost nil, standby crews are

small. And the concentrated slash burns hot. thereby reducing

smoke and air pollution.

A possible disadvantage of windrow and burning is that the

high temperatures fn^ii the concentrated fuels cause clay parti-

cles to fuse into larger particles. Water percolates rapidly

through the spaces between the large particles and the effect on

plants may be likened to that in a desert. No conifers and only a

few herbaceous species grow in the portions of the windrows

that are hot-burned. After 8 to 10 years, however, the clay

particles break down and ponderosa pine seedlings can

become established. Less than 10 percent of an area is burned

hot enough for clay particle fusion to become serious. The area

affected is long and narrow and. because pines often become

abundant in the rich loose soil on either side, the amount of

area lost to the growing of trees is small.

Seedfall

Natural seedfall of several of the more valuable conifer

species in California has been studied for years (Barrett 1966,

Curtis and Foiles 1961, Powells and Schubert 1956, Roy 1960).

In general . most sound seeds are dispersed within a distance of

I'/: to 2 times the average height of the dominant and codomi-

nant trees. Foresters have observed, however, that natural

regeneration is almost totally lacking in some clearcuttings,

absent in portions of others, and abundant in still others. In

some instances regeneration becomes established in locales

with no apparent seed source. Obviously, seeds of some spe-

cies are being distributed farther than anticipated. A basic need

for information on seed flight distance of several young-mature

conifer species in the ninlhcrn .Sierra Nevada was recognized.

To help fill this need, the eight compartments of 1963 that

resembled perfect circles were clearcut {fif^. 5). The circular

shape facilitates measurements oi' distance from the seed

source at the forest edge.

To quantify seedtall at various distances into the clearcut-

tings, each clearcut was divided into concentric /ones. Each

zone extended inward toward the plot center lor 100 ft (30 m),

except the ccntermost. The number of zones in each size of

circular clearcutting (radius of cutting shown in parentheses)

was: 2 acres ( 166 ft)—2 zones; 5 acres (263 ft)—3 zones; and

10 acres (372 ft)—4 zones.

Foot-square (0.09 m-) seed traps were used to sample seed-

fall. They were located on scaled maps that showed their

placement in each clearcutting. Cutting tests determined seed

soundness.

Seedfall was studied for 4 years, from 1964 thrt)ugh 1967.

During this time, ponderosa pine produced three seed crops

that ranged from light to heavy. Douglas-lir yielded three light

seed crops, incense-cedar two light crops, and California

white fir two medium crops.

Most seeds were distributed in the fall on days when winds

were from the northeast and the atmosphere was warm and dry.

When warm temperature and low humidity combine to lower

the moisture content of cones and scales, a shower of seeds

takes place. If this weather continues, most of the seeds fall,

often within a week. If it does not last long enough, remaining

seeds dribble out in warm weather between storms from the

southwest, or again under the influence of northeasterly winds.

Seedfall estimates varied from 76 to 40,691 sound seed per

acre (188 to l()0,547/'ha) for a single species in a given year

Figure 5—Aerial view of two 10-acre and two 2-

acre circular clearcuttings on tfie Challenge

Experimental Forest, Yuba County, California.



(McDonald 1980). Seedfall decreased successively in each

zone with increased distance from the forest edge. The highest

seedfall was 67,488 sound seed per acre (166,763/ha) in the

outer zone of the 2-acre (0.8-ha) clearcutting, and the lowest

2520 per acre (6227/ha) in the innermost zone of the 5-acre

(2.0-ha) opening. Douglas-fir seed carried up to 300 ft (92 m)

into the 10-acre (4.0-ha) clearcuttings, incense-cedar reached

200 ft (61 m), and at least some seeds of California white fir

and ponderosa pine were dispersed well into the innermost

zone (350 ft or 107 m). Altogether, from 89 to 100 percent of

each species' sound seed fell within a distance of 1 '/: times the

height of the average dominant tree or 200 ft (61 m) into the

clearcutting (McDonald 1980).

Rodent Control

The principal rodents on the Experimental Forest are deer

mice (Peromyscus maniciilatiis). Nocturnal and

inconspicuous, they seldom are seen and their effect on natural

regeneration in clearcuttings in this area is not known. Deer

mice in California feed largely on seeds (Jameson 1955),

which often are coniferous. In Oregon, mice and shrews, but

mostly deer mice, destroyed40percent of the Douglas-fir seed

crop (Gashwiler 1970). In Montana, deer mice populations

were affected by the previous year's ponderosa pine and Doug-

las-fir seed crops (Schmidt and Shearer 1971), implying that

the conifer seeds were a significant portion of their diet.

Populations of deer mice in mature forests of the Sierra

Nevada are relatively stable at about 5 mice per acre (12/ha)

(Ingles 1965). Clearcuttings, however, produce environments

favorable as mice habitats. Supplies of seeds and other

foodstuffs become abundant and new areas for shelter and

reproduction are provided. Under normal conditions, deer

mice produce up to four litters of three to six young each year

As mice increasingly reproduce and immigrate into clearcut-

tings, populations rapidly expand.

Population Size

Before natural regeneration could be evaluated, information

on the size of the rodent population and its potential for

depredation was needed. In the newly made clearcuttings of

1963, for example, rodent surveys of March 10-13, 1964,

averaged 9.2 mice per 100 trap-nights, a population large

enough to mandate rodent control measures when direct seed-

ing ponderosa pine (Wetherbee 1964). In the spring, warmer
parts of clearcuttings probably are preferred habitats. Centers

of clearcuttings and sunny edges are more desirable than cold

frosty areas along southern edges that remain shaded by stand-

ing timber.

Potential for Damage
The potential for depredation of ponderosa pine seed by deer

mice was evaluated in a study on the Experimental Forest with

seed having radioactively labeled (Scandium 46) seedcoats.

Some seeds were placed near the forested edge of clearcuttings

and others near the center Seeds were also positioned on the

surface and others buried about Vi inch (1.8 cm) deep. Move-

Figure 6—Movement of radio-tagged seeds is traced with a scintillator.

ment and fate of the seeds was traced with a scintillator (fig. 6).

Even seeds that were eaten were detected easily because the

radioactive seedcoats were left behind.

Movement of the seeds into and out of the soil was studied.

Some buried seeds became uncovered and even a few became

buried again. Likewise, some surface seeds were buried, a few

even twice. Surface seeds were more vulnerable than buried

seeds: 68 to 80 percent of surface seeds were destroyed com-

pared with 35 to 70 percent of buried seeds. In one instance, a

seed was moved a considerable distance and buried, then dug

up and eaten on the spot several days later Of the seeds moved

(and usually destroyed) by rodents, 67 percent were within 1 ft

(0.3 m) of their original position, 90 percent within 5 ft (1.5

m), and 98 percent within 8 ft (2.4 m). One seed was moved 17

ft (5.2 m). In general, depredation of seeds was greater in the

interiors of clearcuttings than near the edges.'

That deer mice, and in some instances large numbers of

them, were present and actively eating conifer seeds in the

clearcuttings is a safe assumption. During the heavy California

white fir and ponderosa pine seed years of 1965 and 1968, mice

probably did not have as great an effect as in years of lighter

crops. The effect of depredation by deer mice on the lower

amounts of conifer regeneration near the center and westerly

portions of most of the cutting units is not known. But the

presence of deer mice should not be ignored.

'Unpublished data on file, Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Experiment

Station, Redding. California.



NATURAL REGENERATION

Conifers

Adequacy of natural regeneration was evaluated periodically

for 19 years. The evaluation was subjective and took into

account numbers of conifer seedlings by species, distribution,

and a general assessment of vigor. Number and distribution of

hardwood trees and woody shrubs also were assessed. Twenty-

four clearcut units ranging from 2 to 60 acres (0.8 to 24 ha)

were surveyed annually for the first 2 to 4 years after cutting

and periodically thereafter to age 15.

Regeneration categories and rating criteria were these:

Adequate or better—Seedlings no farther apart than

12 ft (3.7 m) and well distributed throughout the

compartment.

Marginal—Spacing of seedlings near 12 ft (3.7 m)

but distribution clumpy.

Failure—Large areas devoid of seedlings.

The marginal category was similar to a plantation not under-

stocked enough to require starting over, but one that needed

interplanting. Compartments rated adequate tended to be over-

stocked and to require precommercial thinning, those deemed

failures to need new site preparation and artificial regenera-

tion. Regeneration adequacy and number of clearcut units in

each category were adequate 7. marginal 13, and failure 4.

Acreage of adequately stocked clearcuttings ranged from 5 to

60 acres (2 to 24 ha), marginally stocked from 2 to 42 acres

(0.8 to 17 ha), and failures from 2 to 10 acres (0.8 to 4 ha).

Aspect, slope, or position of clearcutting on slope showed no

trend as to why regeneration was adequate or inadequate in a

given clearcutting.

Amount and distribution o\ natural regeneration followed

the general pattern, as discussed earlier for seedfall. Regenera-

tion was most abundant near the forest edge and least abundant

near the center It also was best in the northeast quadrant,

extending in a pie-shaped wedge to near the clearcut center In

addition to the northeast quadrant, a shallow wedge of

increased regeneration also was observed in the southwest

quadrant in many clearcuttings. Westerly portions of most

clearcuttings tended to have fewer conifer seedlings than other

portions.

Adequately stocked clearcuttings, although having less con-

ifer regeneration near the center and in westerly portions than

elsewhere, nevertheless had seedlings distributed in adequate

numbers throughout. One of these was a 60-acre (24-ha) unit

that had well over a visually estimated 1000 seedlings per acre

(2471/ha) along the eastern edge and about 500 seedlings per

acre (1235/ha) near the center. Another clearcut unit had at

least 3000 seedlings per acre (7413/ha) with fairly even dis-

tribution throughout.

Cutting units rated as failures generally had a few conifer

seedlinss near the forest edsie and an occasional seedling

elsewhere. Density was rated at less than 100 sccdlmiis per acre

(247/ha).

The adequacy rating in each clearcutting tended to be simi-

lar, in general, between the first and last surveys. On high sites

such as those on the Experimental Forest, reinvasion of dis-

turbed ground is rapid and complete, and only the first conifer

seed crop stocks the ground. Seeds from subsequent crops fall

into microsites already occupied by conifer seedlings or com-
peting vegetation. In a case history of six clearcuttings inten-

sively sampled to quantify plant succession, total plant species

numbered 50 to 57 per acre (124 to 141/ha) and total number of

plants 75.000 to 215,000 per acre (1X5,325 to 531,265/ha) 5

years after cutting and unidrow and burn site preparation.

-

Mean number of plants was 142,721 per acre (352.664/ha)

w ith standard error oi 2 1 .496 per acre ( 53 . 1 16/ha ). Mortality of

ponderosa pine and white tir seedlings is high the first growing

.season and decreases rapidly thereafter After 2 to 3 years,

early seedling losses from the principal causes—drought,

damping-off fungi, cutworms, and birds—are mostly over.

Should overtopping by competing vegetation take place, most

conifer seedlings, including ponderosa pine, persist in partial

shade and even live for a few years. For these reasons,

regeneration counts did not change much durmg the i9 years of

evaluation.

Mortality of ponderosa pine and California white fir seed-

lings followed the general pattern of large losses the first year

and a rapid decrease in mortality in successive years. The tew

incense-cedar and Douglas-hr seedlings that got started in the

clearcuttings generally survived well.

Browsing by deer, although of minor consequence overall,

affected height growth of some ponderosa pine seedlings.

After site preparation by either broadcast burning or windrow

and burning, large amounts of nutrients that have accumulated

in living and dead organic material are released. This flush of

nutrients affects the woody and herbaceous vegetation for the

first year and also the second to a lesser extent. The chief effect

is that the tender shoots and new leaves of nearly all plants

become palatable, including manzanita. tanoak, poison-oak.

and others that usually are untouched. Not only is the new

vegetation nutritious, it also is succulent. Evaporation of mois-

ture from the soil and transpiration by vegetation arc relatively

low. Plants in the clearcuttings, especially in the first year,

remain green in late fall when most other vegetation elsewhere

is hard and dry.

Deer browsing in the clearcuttings increased as summer

ended. By late October 1965. only nubbins of lesser vegetation

remained, but pine seedlings were yet untouched. Browsing

damage was noted first on November 24. By December 30,

more than 80 percent of ponderosa pines in three units near the

ridgetop on the northeast aspect were damaged. Apparently,

the ridgetop was a travel route for deer moving to lower

elevations. In some cutting units, damage was spotty, groups

of seedlings were browsed in places; in others, single pines or a

-Unpublished data on file. Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Experiment

Station. Redding. California.



line of pines were damaged. Few seedlings were killed by deer

and nearly all developed a new leader the next year. By losing a

year of height growth, browsed seedlings had one strike

against them in the race for dominance with the woody shrubs.

Height growth of ponderosa pine seedlings ranged from

good to poor depending on many variables, but mostly on the

degree of competition from woody shrubs or other conifer

seedlings. Fourteen-year-old pine seedlings, growing in dense

manzanita, for example, ranged in height from 4 to 14 ft (1.2 to

4.3 m) with less leader growth each year as their general health

and vigor declined.

Woody Shrubs

Stocking of whiteleaf manzanita and deerbrush was high

initially and continued high throughout the study {fig. 7). For

the compartments broadcast burned in 1965, density of white-

leaf manzanita and deerbrush averaged 6523 9-year-old plants

per acre (16,118/ha) (McDonald 1976a). In all or portions of

most other compartments, shrub density was high or even

extremely high. In the compartments rated as adequately

stocked with conifer seedlings, several contained solid masses

Figure 7—The western portion of a 10-acre

clearcutting in 1964 {A) and 1977 (fi) on the

Challenge Experimental Forest, Yuba County,

California. In S , a few clumps of hardwoods

and occasional ponderosa pines grow among

the shrubs. The uncut forest has become a

seed-tree cutting.



of shrubs from which conifer sapHngs protruded. In portions of

several other clearcuttings, pine seedling density was high and

shrub density low. In one compartment, however, shrub den-

sity was uniformly low throughout.

Hardwoods

Hardwood regeneration consists of stump sprouts that num-

ber up to 100 per stump, seedling sprouts that average 1 to 4 per

root crown, and seedlings that usually are single stems. Rela-

tive height growth potential is high for stump sprouts, moder-

ately low for seedling-sprouts, and low for seedlings. Stocking

of hardwood regeneration after clearcutting was spotty and

density was low. Stump sprouts were scattered throughout and,

where present, outgrew all other vegetation. Distribution of

seedling sprouts was extremely clumpy and tended to be con-

centrated where a California black oak or tanoak seed tree had

been before cutting. Hardwood seedlings were scanty, consist-

ing of a few tanoak seedlings near the forest edge, and a few

Pacific madrone seedlings scattered throughout. Birds appar-

ently transported seeds and were responsible for the wider

distribution of madrone.

MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS

Slash Disposal and Site Preparation

The condition of the seedbed has a major influence on

regeneration. A detailed study of seedbeds formed in the

broadcast-burned compartments showed that while broadcast

burning improved a seedbed not otherwise disturbed, mechan-

ical disturbance (windrowing) developed the best seedbed for

establishment of ponderosa pine seedlings (Neal 1975).

One criterion of good seedbed condition is absence of com-

peting vegetation. Seeds of woody shrubs stored in the duff

and upper soil layers (Quick 1956) may number more than 2

million per acre (4,942,000/ha). Mechanical site preparation

scoops much of these layers into windrows where they usually

are burned. Broadcast burning, however, leaves substantially

more of an area with at least some litter and duff and generates

conditions that are near ideal for the breaking of dormancy of

some shrub seeds. For varnishleaf ceanothus {Ceaiwthus

velutinus var. laevigatas) in western Oregon, one study indi-

cated that broadcast burning of logging slash stimulated a

larger number of seeds to germinate (average, 8305/acrc) than

did burning of mechanically piled slash (average, 1568/acre)

(Gratkowski 1962).

A disadvantage of broadcast burning is that it almost always

takes place after the conifer seeds, which are intended to

restock the land, have fallen. Consequently, a substantial

amount of seeds, or even seedlings if the burn is delayed too

long, are consumed. But if slash is windrowed, the area

(seedbed) usually is prepared during the summer before seed-

fall begins. The only seeds burned arc those in the windrows.

Mechanical site preparation, moreover, destroys or disrupts

almost all of the deer mouse habitat, especially breeding and

resting areas. Although the windrows provide shelter, they lack

food, and mice foraging in the open spaces between them are

susceptible to predators. In broadcast burning, nearly all deer

mouse habitat remains intact and the population is affected

little. In some instances, therefore, an intact deer mouse
population is forced to feed on a seed supply greatlv reduced

by burning.

Broadcast burning frequently affects the species of woody
shrub that becomes most abundant. Noted visually in other

compartments on the Experimental Forest and mentioned in

the literature (Gibbens and Schultz 1963), ceanothus species

are favored more by broadcast burning, and manzanita more

by mechanical site preparation. Because man/anita grows

slightly slower in height and crown width in the environment of

the Experimental Forest, mechanical site preparation could

give ponderosa pine seedlings a slight short-term advantage in

the windrowed areas. Long-term gains arc questionable, how-

ever, because manzanita is more severe in its competitive effect

on height of pine reproduction than ceanothus (Dahms 1950),

Of the many variables in this silvicultural system, broadcast

burning probably contributes most to the variation of natural

regeneration in clearcuttings. This form of burning can be an

effective technique for slash disposal. And. when the weather

cooperates, direct costs can be low. Broadcast burning, how-

ever, does not modify the environment enough to adequately

reduce the competitors and consumers common to the forest

types in this study.

Regeneration

To be successful, natural regeneration of mixed-conifer and

hardwood stands in clearcuttings in the northern Sierra Nevada

depends on several interacting variables. Slash must be largely

removed from the area and a large expanse of bare mineral soil

present. Seedfall must be heavy, well distributed, and prompt,

or favorable micrositcs will already be occupied by undesir-

able vegetation. Once on the ground, the seed must not be

consumed by animals and birds nor destroyed by fire, frost, or

other agents. Conifer seedlings need to become established

and grow rapidly, free of severe competition from conifer

counterparts or woody vegetation.

Different species of conifer seedlings fare differently in

clearcuttings. The bright, warm, open environment favors the

establishment of ponderosa pine, and California white fir to a

lesser extent, but not Douglas-fir or incense-cedar Few seed-

lings of the latter two species are present in the clearcuttings

today, and then only near the shaded forest edge.

Although the initial clearcut environment is suited to estab-

lishment of California white fir seedlings, high mortality indi-

cates that the subsequent environment is less than ideal. Part of

the reason could be that white fir is not as competitive with the

woody shrubs of the Experimental Forest as is ponderosa pine.

Maximum daily water potential of 4-year-old white fir seed-



lings in a ciearcutting having moderate shrub density was - 22

bars; for ponderosa pine of similar age. - 17 bars.^ This

difference probably should be expected. California white fir

cannot control stomatal aperture as well as ponderosa pine.

Also, white fir is at the lower end of its elevational range.

As stated earlier, the seedbed produced by broadcast burn-

ing is highly variable. Seedfall. both in frequency and magni-

tude, also is variable. Both are mostly beyond the practical

control of the silviculturist. Windrowing and burning slash

gives more control over seedbed variability. Rodents, chiefly

deer mice, can be more of a problem after broadcast burning

than after windrowing. Rodenticides can be used, but popula-

tion dynamics are such that control often is limited in duration

and effectiveness. Seeds of woody shrubs are numerous after

both broadcast burning and windrow and burning. These seeds

and resultant plants plague the forester almost from the time

the conifer seeds germinate.

The strong adverse effect of the woody shrubs continues

after conifer seedlings have become established. The shrubs'

many adaptations to a wide range of environments are

expressed in their physiology and morphology (McDonald

1982). Shrubs tend to grow taller and wider than young pines,

and often are better suited to attain dominance in early succes-

sion than are conifer seedlings.

Repeated observations have shown that the clumpy distribu-

tion of conifer seedlings in clearcuttings is partly a function of

chance. Seedlings that survive to become crop trees become

established in areas where woody shrubs are few or lacking.

These areas often are large enough to allow several or even a

group of trees to become established. Elsewhere, occasional

seedlings grow tall enough to survive before shrub crowns

coalesce. Where the woody shrubs are dense and vigorous,

few conifer seedlings survive. Those that do, suffer from

insects and drought and seldom achieve the productivity inher-

ent in the site. Controlling the density and vigor of woody

shrubs is one part of the clearcut and natural seed system that

can be practical, although costly.

Recommendations

For the silvicultural package as a whole, many variables

affect the successful establishment and early growth of conifer

seedlings. Most cannot be controlled sufficiently to ensure

regeneration success with the degree of timing and consistency

demanded by foresters. Even with additional expenditures for

rodent control and other measures, variation of natural

regeneration likely will be high. Although the variation may
not be beyond the control of the manager, knowledge of its

presence is valuable.

To the forest manager, time is money. Delays in establishing

a forest stand or in achieving a high growth rate are costly. A
more reliable way to avoid these delays in regenerating clear-

-''Unpublished data on file. Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Experiment

Station. Redding, California.

cuttings and to gain better stocking control is to windrow and

bum slash, plant conifer seedlings, and control woody shrubs

at plantation age 2 and again at age 4, as necessary.
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In the young-mature mixed-conifer and hardwood forests of north-central California, a dense and

persistent hardwood understory competes with the conifers for space, nutrients, and water. Clear-

cutting with intensive site preparation often is the most appropriate silvicultural regeneration

method. This report, the result of 20 years of research on the Challenge Experimental Forest in

Yuba County, California, evaluates one approach to clearcutting. Topics discussed are broadcast

burning, windrow and burning, seedfall, rodents, woody shrubs, seedling stocking, and early

growth of conifers. Variation in seedbed and seedfall. uncertainty of amount of rodent damage, and

competition from woody shrubs can result in inconsistent and unpredictable amounts of natural

reproduction. Windrow and burning of slash and planting of conifer seedlings are recommended

alternatives to broadcast burning and natural seeding.

Retrieval Terms: cutting methods, slash disposal, natural regeneration, ponderosa pine
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